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Heinrich Baryphonus (1581-1655) and Heinrich Grimm’s (1592/3-1637) didactic 

treatise, Pleiades musicae (1615/1630), provides a vivid testimony to the state of music 

education and music theory pedagogy in Protestant Germany in the early seventeenth 

century. Published initially by Baryphonus for use at the Gymnasium in Quedlinburg and 

reissued in an expanded format by Grimm for use at the Gymnasium in Magdeburg, the 

text examines the fundamentals of pitch, intervals, counterpoint, and, in the second 

edition, triadic theory and composition. Throughout the remainder of the seventeenth 

century and into the eighteenth century, music theorists including Johann Andreas 

Herbst (1588-1666), Otto Gibel (1612-1682), and Andreas Werckmeister (1645-1706), 

used the document as a source for their own musical writings, solidifying its status as a 

significant contribution to the field of music theory. Recently, scholars such as Carl 

Dahlhaus, Benito Rivera, and Joel Lester have found value in Pleiades musicae for its 

role in the early stages of the development of triadic theory and the emergence of 

harmonic tonality. However, with the exception of the passages on triadic theory, the 

treatise continues to be relatively unknown. In order to understand the full extent of 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s contributions to the history of music theory, and to provide a 

multifaceted context for situating Pleiades musicae in the culture of its time and place of 

origin, the present study examines both editions of the text from biographical, cultural, 

educational, philosophical, music-theoretical, and historical perspectives, and includes 

modern Latin editions and English translations of the two editions of the treatise. 
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CHAPTER 1 

PLEIADES MUSICAE: THEORY IN CONTEXT 

 

1.1  The Seventeenth-Century Musiklehrbuch as Music Theory Treatise 

The transformations initiated by Protestant reformers extended far beyond the 

walls of religious houses, almost immediately pervading all aspects of life throughout 

regions sympathetic to Luther’s movement. Civil and political institutions, in addition to 

religious bodies, underwent extensive reorganization during the early years of the 

Protestant Reformation. Educational reforms aimed at scouring schools of Catholic 

teachings, and at producing a cohesive body of Protestant believers, established a 

widespread system of public schools steeped in the tradition of the artes liberales. Music 

formed a vital component of the curriculum, and the proliferation of schools, classes, 

instructors, and pupils necessitated a growing body of didactic materials in music.  

Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, German cantors produced 

numerous instructional manuals, the titles of which included descriptors such as 

Isagoge, Rudamenta, Elementa, and Praecepta. In their original historical contexts, 

these texts served fundamentally as Lehrbücher (textbooks) for use by teachers and 

students, but in the centuries since their publication these documents have evolved into 

something different. They have become music theory treatises, of interest to music 

theorists and musicologists as testaments to the state and development of musical 

knowledge in the era of their creation. Through close studies of several of the more 

recognizable of these texts, including those by Nikolaus Listenius (born ca. 1510), 

Gallus Dressler (ca. 1533-1585), Joachim Burmeister (1564-1629), and Johannes 

Lippius (1585-1612), our understanding of music theory in the early modern period has 
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grown dramatically over the last century. These studies cover only a small portion of 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Musiklehrbücher, however, leaving significant 

lacunae in our understanding of music-theoretical thought and musical culture during 

that time. 

Heinrich Baryphonus (1581-1655) and Heinrich Grimm’s (1592/3-1637) Pleiades 

musicae is one such Lehrbuch that stands to shed light on the state of music education 

and music theory in Germany in the early seventeenth century. Published in 1615 by 

Baryphonus, and reissued in an expanded format by Grimm in 1630, Pleiades musicae 

examines the fundamentals of pitch, intervals, counterpoint, and, in the second edition, 

triadic theory and harmony. Baryphonus and Grimm produced the textbook for use in 

the schools in their respective cities of Quedlinburg and Magdeburg. Moving beyond the 

classroom, music theorists throughout the remainder of the seventeenth century and 

into the eighteenth century, including Johann Andreas Herbst (1588-1666), Otto Gibel 

(1612-1682), and Andreas Werckmeister (1645-1706), used the document as a source 

for their own musical writings, elevating it to the status of a treatise and solidifying its 

position as a significant contribution of music theory. More recently, scholars such as 

Carl Dahlhaus, Benito Rivera, and Joel Lester have found value in Baryphonus and 

Grimm’s treatise for its role in the early stages of the development of triadic theory and 

the emergence of harmonic tonality, especially in the relationship between the treatise 

and the ideas of Lippius and Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683-1764). 

Nevertheless with the exception of its passages on triadic theory, Pleiades 

musicae continues to be relatively unknown, and the full extent of its contributions to the 

history of music theory has until now remained unexplored. Though most recent 

scholarship has focused on triadic theory, this concept only appears in the second 
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edition, and even there it occupies only one chapter. Baryphonus and Grimm dedicate 

the majority of the treatise to diverse subjects including the historical and scientific 

nature of music and music theory, the mathematical foundations of music, the definition 

of consonance and dissonance, the proper procedure for writing counterpoint, and the 

practical usage of the monochord as a pedagogical instrument. The discussion of these 

topics in Pleiades musicae, and not that of triadic theory, found the most resonance with 

subsequent seventeenth-century music theorists. While Herbst, Gibel, and 

Werckmeister relied upon Baryphonus and Grimm for explanations of musical 

epistemology, mathematical underpinnings, and contrapuntal practice, they referred 

directly to Lippius in matters pertaining to the triad. 

For the modern historian, Pleiades musicae provides much more than a picture of 

musical thought in the early seventeenth century. When considered to be the product of 

the convergence of several trajectories (e.g., religious, educational, and philosophical), 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s treatise not only affords insight into the state of music theory 

during that time, but it also allows one to create a vibrant, well-rounded context for 

interpreting the placement of music theory within the whole of society in seventeenth-

century Protestant Germany. Nevertheless, in scholarly readings of Pleiades musicae 

up to this point, researchers have completely ignored perspectives such as cultural and 

biographical frameworks, educational structures in Lutheran regions, early-modern 

philosophical trends, and subsequent historical reception of the document. This has led 

to a one-dimensional conception of Pleiades musicae that focuses solely on 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s contributions to the development of triadic theory and 

compositional process. 
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1.2  Scope, Methodology, and Outline of the Project 

In order to remedy this incomplete understanding of Pleiades musicae, the 

present study comprises two broad goals: (1) to increase scholarly awareness of 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s diverse musical explorations in Pleiades musicae and of the 

impact of the treatise on subsequent generations of music theorists, and (2) to provide a 

multifaceted context for thoroughly situating the treatise in the culture of its time and 

place of origin. Providing modern scholars with access to the text in its original language 

and facilitating the reading of the treatise, a large portion of the project is dedicated to 

modern editions and translations of the two editions of Pleiades musicae. Examination 

of the reception of the treatise through the past four centuries aids in placing 

Baryphonus and Grimm within the history of music theory.  

Contextualization of and commentary on the treatise is approached from four 

perspectives: biographical and cultural, educational, philosophical, and music-

theoretical. The first approach examines Baryphonus and Grimm’s treatise as a product 

of the author and editor’s professional lives, as well as of the environments in which it 

was written and used. Determining the role and structure of music education in 

seventeenth-century Protestant Germany, and considering Pleiades musicae as a 

Lehrbuch in that context, allows for the interpretation of the treatise through the lens of 

its original intention, namely, that of a textbook for students and instructors in the 

curriculum of the Lateinschule. Regarding philosophical influence on Baryphonus and 

Grimm, Pleiades musicae bears markers of Aristotelianism and Neoplatonism. Though 

both editions utilize Aristotelian systematics and approaches to learning, the first edition 

contains only a few discrete references to Neoplatonism. In the second edition, 

however, Grimm increases the role of Neoplatonic ideals within the front matter and the 
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added sections on triadic theory. Baryphonus’s and Grimm’s chosen philosophical 

modes have implications not only for locating Pleiades musicae within broader 

philosophical trends, but also for the specific didactic methodologies that the author and 

editor employ. From the fourth angle the project explores the contributions of Pleiades 

musicae to music theory, including the most frequently referenced role in the 

development of triadic theory and harmony, but also exploring crucial additional topics 

such as the mathematical nature of intervals, the systematic approach to counterpoint, 

and the practical application of intervals on the monochord.  

The subsequent overview provides an outline of the project. Following this 

introduction (Chapter 1), in Chapter 2, I examine the biographies of Baryphonus and 

Grimm, as well as their environments in Quedlinburg, Magdeburg, and Braunschweig. 

For both the author and the editor of Pleiades musicae, I survey their early musical 

training, university education, career trajectories, and professional activities. I consider 

the educational and civic structures of their cities of residence, the impact this had on 

their lives and careers, and the devastating personal impact of the Thirty Years’ War on 

Grimm’s life and career. I conclude Chapter 2 by exploring the professional 

correspondences that Baryphonus and Grimm shared with each other and with several 

other prominent musical figures of the day, including Seth Calvisius (1556-1615), 

Heinrich Schütz (1585-1672), and Samuel Scheidt (1587-1654). 

In Chapter 3, I consider Pleiades musicae from three different perspectives in 

order to provide a balanced and multi-dimensional analysis of the treatise. For each 

perspective, I establish the context and then examine Pleiades musicae within that 

context. First, I view Baryphonus and Grimm’s text as an example of a Lehrbuch for use 

in the educational system of seventeenth-century Protestant Germany. I determine the 
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place of music in the interdisciplinary atmosphere of the artes liberales and investigate 

the ways in which Pleiades musicae provides instruction not only in music, but also in a 

variety of additional disciplines central to the curriculum of the Lateinschule. I then turn 

to the relationship between the treatise and philosophical orientations. I briefly survey 

the history of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic thought and their relationships to music 

before situating the two editions of Pleiades musicae within those traditions, examining 

the variances in philosophical approach between editions, and evaluating the impact of 

philosophical schools on Baryphonus’s and Grimm’s methodologies. Finally, I scrutinize 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s approaches to triadic theory, counterpoint, and composition, 

comparing their text with those of contemporary theorists, especially those of Lippius. 

Chapter 4 considers the legacy of Pleiades musicae by tracing the reception 

history of the treatise through the four centuries since it was first published. I have 

identified three overlapping stages of reception. I begin by investigating a group of 

treatises written by theorists in the seventeenth century that show the direct influence of 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s work, including texts by Grimm himself, Gibel, and 

Werckmeister. In the second stage of reception, I trace discussions of Baryphonus, 

Grimm, and their treatise in music lexica from the late seventeenth through the 

nineteenth centuries, surveying, among others, items by Wolfgang Caspar Printz (1641-

1717), Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748), Johann Nicolaus Forkel (1749-1818), and 

Hugo Riemann (1849-1919). The final stage of reception comprises secondary sources 

from the late nineteenth century to the present that reflect a resurgence of interest in 

Pleiades musicae, beginning with a dissertation by Dietz-Rüdiger Moser, encompassing 

studies by Dahlhaus, Rivera, and Lester, and ending with Joanna Carter’s dissertation. 
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The remaining three chapters of the project contain the editor’s note as well as 

modern editions and English translations of the two editions of Pleiades musicae. An 

explanation of my approach to creating the editions and translations appears in Chapter 

5. There I outline my procedures for updating, formatting, and regularizing the Latin 

texts, and for creating translations that are both true to the original documents and 

approachable by modern readers. Chapter 6 comprises the edition and translation of 

Baryphonus’s original publication from 1615, while Chapter 7 does so for Grimm’s 

edited and enlarged second edition from 1630. Both chapters follow the format 

established by editors of similar projects, with the Latin text appearing on the left-hand 

page and the English translation appearing on the right-hand page.  

 

1.3  Sources Consulted 

Primary and secondary sources consulted for the project fall into a variety of 

different categories. Primary sources consist of two kinds: works classified as music 

theory treatises ca. 1580-1700, and music lexica ca. 1615-1900. Secondary sources 

divide into three subcategories: biographical, geographical, and topical. Biographical 

studies of Baryphonus and Grimm, as well as of other scholars with whom they were in 

contact, allow Pleiades musicae to be situated within the context of the professional and 

personal lives of its author and editor. Similarly, entries under the category of 

Quedlinburg studies and Magdeburg studies create frameworks for understanding the 

musical climates in the cities in which Baryphonus and Grimm were working. Finally, 

secondary sources on sixteenth- and seventeenth-century educational culture, 

Aristotelianism and Neoplatonism, and music-theoretical developments set the stage for 

viewing Pleiades musicae from each of those different contextual angles. 
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The exemplars of Pleiades musicae that served as the primary basis for the 

edition and translation are located at the Herzog August Bibliothek in Wolfenbüttel, 

Germany. Both editions were published in octavo format. The first edition (1615) is 

bound together with a copy of Johannes Magirus’s (ca. 1567-1631) Artis musicae (joint 

call number, 11 Musica div.), while the second edition is bound alone (call number, 2.18 

Musica). Other copies consulted are located at the Stadtbibliothek Braunschweig and 

the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin. The copies in Braunschweig belonged to the renowned 

seventeenth-century jurist and book collector from Braunschweig, Johann Camman 

(1584-1649), and were examined in situ (call numbers: Camman C 221 for the first 

edition and Camman C 405 for the second edition). The copies in Berlin were examined 

via the digital collection of the library (call numbers: Mus. ant. theor. B 30 for the first 

edition and Mus. ant. theor. B 31 for the second edition). The reproductions of Pleiades 

musicae that appear throughout this dissertation come from the digital collection in 

Berlin, and are used under the library’s users’ agreement.1 

In addition to the two editions of Pleiades musicae, further primary sources from 

the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries include texts that were influential for 

Baryphonus and Grimm, as well as texts on which Pleiades musicae had an influence. 

Among those writings included in the former category are Isagoge in libros musicae 

poëticae (1581) by Johannes Avianus (d. 1617), Artis musicae (1596) by Magirus, three 

texts by Burmeister, namely, Hypomnematum musicae poeticae (1599), Musica 

autoschediastike (1601), and Musica poetica (1606), and Artis musicae (1608) by Otto 

Siegfried Harnisch (1568-1623). Leipzig cantor Calvisius was highly influential on 

                                                
1 The persistent URLs for the documents on the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin’s website are: for the 

first edition http://resolver.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/SBB00014AC700000000, and for the second 
http://resolver.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/SBB000144FB00000000. See the Appendix for a copy of the text 
and translation of the library’s users’ agreement. 

2 Heinrich Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, ed. Heinrich Grimm (Magdeburg: Johannes Franchus, 
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Heinrich Grimm, as demonstrated by Grimm’s edition of Calvisius’s Μελοποιια from 

1630, printed along with the 1630 edition of Pleiades musicae. Several treatises by 

Lippius, such as the three texts with the title Disputatio musica (1609-1610), lead up to 

the fully-fledged triadic theory of Synopsis musicae novae (1612). Writings on triadic 

and harmonic theory by Baryphonus’s contemporary, Johann Crüger (1598-1662), 

especially Praecepta musicae practicae figuralis (1625) and Synopsis musica (1630), 

provide a comparison for treatises written roughly the same time as Pleiades musicae.  

Documents examined that bear the influence of Pleiades musicae include 

Grimm’s own monochord treatise, Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc est, 

Monochordum vel potius Decachordum (ca. 1634). Herbst’s Musica poetica (1643) 

contains an indirect reference to Pleiades musicae. Treatises by two of Grimm’s 

students, Gibel and Conrad Matthaei (1619-1667), are responsible for much of the 

subsequent transmission of Baryphonus and Grimm’s ideas. From Gibel are 

Seminarium modulatoriae vocalis (1645/1657/1658), Kurtzer, jedoch gründlicher Bericht 

von den vocibus musicalibus (1659), Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae (1660), 

and Propositiones mathematico-musicae (1666). Matthaei’s extant treatise is Kurtzer, 

doch ausführlicher Bericht von den Modis Musicis (1658). Several writings by 

Werckmeister, who worked in Quedlinburg a couple of generations after Baryphonus, 

contain explicit citations of Baryphonus, Grimm, and their treatise: Musicae 

Mathematicae Hodegus Curiosus (1686), Musicalische Temperatur (1691), Erweiterte 

und verbesserte Orgel-Probe (1698), Cribum musicum (1700), and Musicalische 

Paradoxal-Discourse (1707). 

Documents from the second category of primary sources, which includes music 

dictionaries, lexica, and encyclopedias, testify to the positions of Baryphonus and 
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Grimm in seventeenth- through nineteenth-century musical writings. The earliest of 

these, Michael Praetorius’s (ca. 1571-1621) Syntagma musicum (1614-1620), gives an 

account of Baryphonus’s numerous writings, of which only Pleiades musicae has 

survived. Other seventeenth-century sources include Martin Lipenius’s (1630-1692) 

bibliography of books on philosophy, Bibliotheca realis philosophica (1682), and Printz’s 

Historische Beschreibung der edlen Sing- und Klingkunst (1690). Eighteenth-century 

lexica include Walther’s Musicalisches Lexikon (1732) and Forkel’s Allgemeine Literatur 

der Musik (1797). Sources from the first half of the nineteenth century include Ernst 

Ludwig Gerber’s (1746-1819) Neues Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler 

(1812), Peter Lichtenthal’s (1780-1853) Dizionario e bibliografia della musica (1826), 

and François-Joseph Fétis’s (1784-1871) Biographie Universelle des Musiciens (1837). 

The survey of music encyclopedias concludes with two sources from the turn of the 

twentieth century, Riemann’s Musik-Lexikon (beginning with the fourth edition, 1894) 

and Robert Eitner’s (1832-1905) Biographisch-bibliographisches Quellen-Lexikon der 

Musiker und Musikgelehrten (1900). 

Secondary sources consulted fall into three categories: personal (on Baryphonus 

and Grimm), geographical (on Quedlinburg and Magdeburg), and topical (on Protestant 

German education, philosophical influence, and music-theoretical developments). The 

most intense period of study on Baryphonus in the modern era took place in the late 

nineteenth century. Between 1890 and 1893, four articles on Baryphonus appeared in 

the Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft. Eduard Jacobs penned three of these 

articles (“Zwei harzische Musiktheoretiker des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts,” 1890; 

“Heinrich Pipegrop (Baryphonus),” 1891; and “Noch einmal Pipegrop-Baryphonus,” 
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1892) and Phillipp Spitta published one article (“Ein Weihnachts-Gesang des Heinrichs 

Baryphonus,” 1893).  

Two isolated studies on Grimm from 1937 and 1940, Otto Riemer’s article 

“Heinrich Grimm, ein mitteldeutscher Musiker” and Hermann Lorenzen’s dissertation 

“Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm (1593-1637): sein Leben und seine Werke mit Beiträgen 

zur Musikgeschichte Magdeburgs und Braunschweigs,” were followed by a period of 

intense Grimm scholarship in the last decade of the twentieth century and first decade of 

the twenty-first century. Ralph-Jürgen Reipsch presents a biography of the composer in 

a small book, Heinrich Grimm (1593-1637): Kantor – Komponist – Theoretiker (1993). 

Thomas Synofzik examines Grimm’s compositional output and proposes a 

Werkverzeichnis for Grimm in his dissertation, “Heinrich Grimm (1592/93-1637): 

‘Cantilena est loquela canens.’ Studien zu Überlieferung und Kompositionstechnik” 

(1998). Joanna Carter studies Grimm’s monochord treatise in her dissertation, “A Study 

of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals in Hamburg: Critical Editions and 

Translations of Thomas Selle’s Kurze doch gründtliche Anleitung zur Singekunst (c. 

1642) and Heinrich Grimm’s Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc est, Monochordum vel 

potius Decachordum (1634)” (2002). The most recent entry in Grimm scholarship is my 

own examination of the composer’s polychoral style in my master’s thesis, “Gewesener 

Magdeburgische Musicus: An Examination into the Stylistic Characteristics of Heinrich 

Grimm’s Eight-Voice Motet, Unser Leben wehret siebenzig Jahr’ ” (2010). 

While not numerous, studies on musical life in Quedlinburg and Magdeburg in the 

seventeenth century help to understand the musical climate in which Baryphonus and 

Grimm were living and working. Dietz-Rüdiger Moser examines music in the city of 

Quedlinburg in his dissertation, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg von der 
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Reformation bis zur Auflösung des Stiftes (1539-1802): Beiträge zu einer 

Musikgeschichte des Harzraumes” (1967), and a later monograph, 1000 Jahre Musik in 

Quedlinburg: Ein kulturgeschichtlicher Grundriß (1994). Two notable sources discuss 

the place of Magdeburg in music history. Riemer presents a thorough examination of the 

subject in his monograph from the early twentieth century, Musik und Musiker in 

Magdeburg (1937). A more recent collection edited by Peter Wollny, Musikgeschichte im 

Zeichen der Reformation: Magdeburg—Ein kulturelles Zentrum in der mitteldeutschen 

Musiklandschaft (2006), examines Magdeburg’s contribution to music history specifically 

in the time period of the reformation. 

Literature on German educational philosophy and structure and on music 

education in Germany is vital for interpreting Pleiades musicae in its primary role as a 

Lehrbuch. Richard McKeon’s article, “The Transformation of the Liberal Arts in the 

Renaissance” (1972), and Jennifer Summit’s article, “Renaissance Humanism and the 

Future of the Humanities” (2012), examine the state of the artes liberales and humanism 

in early modern Europe, and their impact on educational cultures. The role of education 

within the specific contest of Protestant Germany is the subject of articles by Gerald 

Strauss, “The Social Function of Schools in the Lutheran Reformation in Germany” 

(1988), and John Witte, Jr., “The Civic Seminary: Sources of Modern Public Education 

in the Lutheran Reformation of Germany” (1995-1996). Finally, an article by Klaus 

Niemöller, “Die Musik im Bildungsideal der allgemeinen Pädagogik des 16. 

Jahrhunderts” (1960), and two extensive surveys by Ernest Livingstone, “The Place of 

Music in German Education from the Beginnings through the 16th Century” (1967) and 

“The Place of Music in German Education Around 1600” (1971), examine the specific 

role of music education within that society. 
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Studies on the relationship between Aristotelianism, Neoplatonism, and music 

enable the placement of music theory, and thus Pleiades musicae, within broader 

seventeenth-century scientific and philosophical trends. Daniel Walker’s monograph, 

Studies in Musical Science in the Late Renaissance (1978), examines the long history of 

musical Neoplatonism, the use of numerological approaches in musical science, and 

Neoplatonic elements in the writings of music theorists such as Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-

1590), Calvisius, and Johannes Kepler (1571-1630). In Quantifying Music: The Science 

of Music at the First State of the Scientific Revolution, 1580-1650 (1984), Floris Cohen 

surveys the field of scientific knowledge at the turn of the seventeenth century and 

considers the impact of the Scientific Revolution on musical thought. Finally, Bruce 

Stephenson’s The Music of the Heavens: Kepler’s Harmonic Astronomy (1994) presents 

a thorough case study of Kepler’s philosophical orientation as it relates to his 

advancements in music theory, geometry, and astronomy, and situates Kepler among 

other scientists and music theorists of the time.   

The last subset of secondary sources includes those that fall under the category 

of writings about seventeenth-century music theory and music philosophy. Dahlhaus’s 

broad study, Untersuchungen über die Entstehung der harmonischen Tonalität (1967), 

examines the emergence of a tonal system over the course of several centuries, and 

considers Lippius and Baryphonus in their roles as forerunners to Jean-Philippe 

Rameau. Rivera’s monograph, German Music Theory in the Early 17th Century: the 

Treatises of Johannes Lippius (1980), examines Lippius’s contributions to music theory 

in the context of texts contemporary to Lippius. Rivera’s article, “The Seventeenth-

Century Theory of Triadic Generation and Invertibility and Its Application in 

Contemporaneous Rules of Composition” (1984), discusses Baryphonus’s role in the 
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development of triadic theory and compositional practice. Lester’s article, “Major-Minor 

Concepts and Modal Theory in Germany: 1592-1680” (1977), and later monograph, 

Between Modes and Keys: German Theory 1592-1800 (1989), provide rich resources 

for understanding the specific role of German theorists in the development of tonality.  

This dissertation seeks to bring together these diverse sources—primary sources 

including sixteenth- and seventeenth-century music theory treatises and historical music 

lexica, and modern resources on German musical culture, educational structures, 

Aristotelianism and Neoplatonism, and music-theoretical developments—in order to 

enable a more informed reading of Pleiades musicae, and in order to ultimately achieve 

the two fundamental goals of the project: to increase awareness and appreciation for 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s contributions to music theory, and to create a extensive 

framework for interpreting their treatise in the historical context of early-seventeenth-

century Protestant Germany.
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CHAPTER 2 

THE AUTHOR AND EDITOR AND THEIR MUSICAL ENVIRONMENTS 

 

2.1  Two Theorists – One Treatise 

 Though their status as prominent music theorists has diminished over the last 

three centuries, almost to the point of obscurity, Heinrich Baryphonus (1581-1655) and 

Heinrich Grimm (1582/3-1637) were well-known and well-respected both by their 

contemporaries and by subsequent generations of Middle- and North-German 

musicians. By the time Baryphonus was twenty-five, Seth Calvisius (1556-1615) already 

considered him to be a master of composition, and, in the third volume of Syntagma 

musicum, Michael Praetorius (ca. 1571-1621) credits Baryphonus as a “distinguished 

musician and singing teacher,” whose treatises “would be of benefit to all musicians, not 

just beginners but theorists and practical musicians alike.”2 Johann Andreas Herbst 

(1588-1666) lists Baryphonus among the theorists who were most influential for his 

treatise, Musica poetica, and Andreas Werckmeiester (1645-1706) references 

Baryphonus in at least seven of his treatises in more than a dozen distinct passages.3 

Otto Gibel (1612-1682) regards Baryphonus as a “learned and admired music theorist 

and practitioner,” and Grimm as a “widely-famous musician and composer” as well as 

Gibel’s own “highly-esteemed and greatly-beloved teacher.”4 Praetorius honored Grimm 

                                                
2 Heinrich Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, ed. Heinrich Grimm (Magdeburg: Johannes Franchus, 

1630), [xxix]; Praetorius, Syntagma musicum III, ed. Jeffery Kite-Powell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2004), 212. 

3 Herbst, Musica poetica (Nuremberg: Jeremias Dümler, 1643), preface. For discussion of 
Werckmeister’s writings on Baryphonus and Grimm, see Chapters 2.4 and 4.2 of the present study. 

4 Gibel, Kurtzer, jedoch gründlicher Bericht von den vocibus musicalibus (Bremen: Jacob Kähler, 
1659), 81. 
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by including a small composition by Grimm in the fifth volume of his Musia sioniae.5 

Several generations removed, Johann Mattheson (1681-1764) describes Grimm as a 

“famed musician and composer of his time,” as well as one of the most significant 

teachers of solmization in the seventeenth century.6  

 At first glance, the biographies of Baryphonus and Grimm share several common 

features: both lived in Middle-Germany, both attended the University of Helmstedt, and 

both held posts as cantors, a civil occupation encompassing the roles of musician, 

music director, composer, educator, and theorist.7 Closer inspection reveals two very 

different courses of life and career: Baryphonus’s, long and uninterrupted in the 

provincial town of Quedlinburg, set against Grimm’s, shorter and marked by turmoil in 

the vibrant cities of Magdeburg, Hamburg, and Braunschweig. Upon completing his 

studies at the university in 1606, Baryphonus went directly to Quedlinburg, where he 

held the post of Stadtkantor (city cantor) until his death in 1655, aged seventy-three.8 

Grimm was cantor in Magdeburg from ca. 1617 until the city was ransacked in 1631 

during the Thirty Years’ War. From there he fled first to Hamburg, and later to 

Braunschweig, where he worked in several less significant posts until his early death in 

1637, aged approximately forty-seven. 

                                                
5 Michael Praetorius, Musia Sioniae: Teil V, in Gesamtausgabe der musikalischen Werke von 

Michael Praetorius, vol. 5, eds. Friedrich Blume and Hans Költzsch (Wolfenbüttel: Möseler Verlag, 1928), 
ix. 

6 Johann Mattheson, Das beschützte Orchestre (Hamburg: im Schillerischen Buchladen, 1717), 
345-346. 

7 Joanna Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals in Hamburg: Critical 
Editions and Translations of Thomas Selle’s Kurze doch gründtliche Anleitung zur Singekunst (c. 1642) 
and Heinrich Grimm’s Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc est, Monochordum vel potius Decachordum 
(1634)” (Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 2002), 1-2; Erich Reimer Geißen, “Musicus – cantor,” 
in Handwörterbuch der musikalischen Terminologie, v. 4, ed. Markus Bandur (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner 
Verlag, 1978), 7-13. 

8 Dietz-Rüdiger Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg von der Reformation bis zur 
Auflösung des Stiftes (1539-1802); Beiträge zu einer Musikgeschichte des Harzraumes” (Ph.D. 
dissertation, Universität Göttingen, 1967), 12. 
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 How Baryphonus and Grimm came to know each other can only be a matter of 

speculation. With the exception of a pair of undated letters—one from Baryphonus to 

Grimm, the other (possibly, but not necessarily, a response) from Grimm to 

Baryphonus—that appear in part in Werckmeister’s Musicae mathematicae hodegus 

curiosus (1687), no records exist that provide details of the relationship between the 

author and the editor of Pleiades musicae.9 It is not possible that they would have met at 

university, Baryphonus having left in 1606 and Grimm not having arrived until 1609. One 

likely scenario is that they were introduced by Praetorius, who was well-traveled and 

well-connected in music circles of early-seventeenth-century Middle-Germany. 

Praetorius had lauded Baryphonus’s treatises in the third volume of Syntagma musicum, 

and Grimm had studied with Praetorius during the first decade of the 1600s. Another 

possibility is that they met through Heinrich Schütz (1585-1672), with whom Baryphonus 

exchanged several letters, and whom Grimm likely met in Magdeburg during the late 

1610s.10 Considering a different perspective, in the atmosphere of intellectual exchange 

fostered in the republic of letters—a self-identified and loosely-defined community of 

scholars, philosophers, and writers from the sixteenth century through the eighteenth 

century—it is possible that Baryphonus and Grimm’s collaboration was achieved solely 

by correspondence. 

 

 

                                                
9 Andreas Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus. oder Richtiger 

Musicalischwer Weg-Weiser (Frankfurt and Leipzig: Theodor Calvisius, 1687), 108 and 127. 
10 Ralph-Jürgen Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm (1593-1637): Kantor—Komponist—Theoretiker 

(Magdeburg: Stadt Holzminden, 1993), 6. Grimm probably met Schütz around 1618 when the latter is 
supposed to have been working with Praetorius and Samuel Scheidt in efforts to restructure the music of 
the cathedral in Magdeburg along more Italianate lines. Letters between Baryphonus and Schütz are 
transmitted by Werckmeister in Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus. 
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2.2  Heinrich Baryphonus in Quedlinburg 

 Heinrich Pypgrop or Pipegrop—with variants for family members appearing also 

as Pipgrup, Pipgrob, Pipgrop, and Pipgroppe—was born in 1581 in Wernigerode. His 

surname was a matter of some confusion until the late nineteenth century.11 Ernst 

Ludwig Gerber (1746-1819), Johann Nicolaus Forkel (1749-1818), and François-Joseph 

Fétis (1784-1871) gave him the name Grobstimme or Grobstimm in their respective 

music lexica; however, as Eduard Jacobs points out there was no family with that name 

living in Wernigerode at that time. It is more probable that Grobstimme is a description 

of a voice type, and that Heinrich had a bass voice.12 This reasoning also provides the 

origins for his assumed Greek last name, Baryphonus, adopted in the humanist 

tradition.13 Thus Grobstimme was probably a misguided Germanization of Baryphonus. 

In an entry by Baryphonus in the Stammbuch of Andreas Möring, a rector from 

Clausthal, Baryphonus places an accent over the “o” in his name, rendering the 

penultimate syllable accented, i.e., Baryphónus.14 The question of birth name is 

resolved in a petition to the mayor of Wernigerode, which Baryphonus wrote on the 

behalf of his aging father, wherein appears his full name, “Henricus Pypgrop der Junger, 

Quedlinburg. Schulen Cantor und Musicus.”15 The exact dates of his birth and death 

appear in an anagram written on the occasion of his death: “Natus 1581. d. 17. 

                                                
11 Eduard Jacobs, “Heinrich Pipegrop (Baryphonus),” Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 7, 

no. 4 (1891), 461. 
12 Johann Forkel, Allgemeine Literatur der Musik, 1797 (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 1962), 

243-244; Ernst Ludwit Gerber, Neues Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler, vol. 1 (Leipzig: 
A Kühnel, 1812), 280-283; François-Joseph Fétis, Biographie Universelle des Musiciens, vol. 2 (Brussels: 
Meline, Cans et Compagnie, 1837), 72-73; Eduard Jacobs, “Zwei harzische Musiktheoretiker des 16. und 
17. Jahrhunderts,”  Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 6, no. 2 (1890), 111.   

13 Jacobs, “Heinrich Pipegrop (Baryphonus),” 463.  
14 Dietz-Rüdiger Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg: Ein kulturgeschichtlicher Grundriß 

(Munich: Ehrenwirth, 1994), 38. 
15 Jacobs, “Heinrich Pipegrop (Baryphonus),” 461. 
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Septembr. Obiit 1655. d. 3. January” (Born the 17th day of September, 1581. Died the 3rd 

day of January, 1655).16 

 Little is known of Baryphonus’s father, Heinrich der Ältere, except that he had 

been a citizen of Wernigerode since 1569, and that he apparently lived in less than 

favorable circumstances, having been robbed and violently beaten as an “eißgrauen 

Senioren” (ice-gray senior), and having died with a substantial amount of unpaid taxes. 

His grandfather was probably one Curt Pipgrob, and his great-grandfather may have 

also been named Curt Pipgrob (elsewhere Pipgrup), both of whom lived in the Neustadt 

of Wernigerode in the 1550s.17 Nothing is known of Baryphonus’s mother.  

Baryphonus attended the Gymnasium in Wernigerode, and received his first 

musical instruction from Paul Becker, organist at the Oberpfarrkirche St. Silvestri in 

Wernigerode.18 He may have studied with the local cantor, Johannes Krüger. Krüger’s 

son, Kaspar Krüger, was also a musician and later an organist at St. Jacobi in the 

Neustadt of Quedlinburg, as well as a valued “amicus ut frater” (friend and brother) of 

Baryphonus.19 Baryphonus enjoyed a thorough education at the Gymnasium led by 

Andreas Schoppius, Oberprediger in Wernigerode. An important figure in Wernigerode’s 

educational history, Schoppius increased the number of teachers at the Gymnasium, 

taught the upper levels of dialectics and grammar, and held disputations on Saturdays 

with the more advanced students. Baryphonus’s thorough education in Wernigerode 

                                                
16 Eduard Jacobs, “Noch einmal Pipegrop-Baryphonus,” Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft, 

8, no. 1 (1892), 146-147. The adoption of the Gregorian calendar to replace the Julian calendar took 
effect in 1582, a year after Baryphonus’s birth. The dating in the anagram utilizes the old system for both 
birth and death. In the new system, Baryphonus’s death would have fallen on 13 January 1655.  

17 Jacobs, “Heinrich Pipegrop (Baryphonus),” 461. Documents from ca. 1558 that list two Curts of 
the same last name in different districts of the Neustadt preclude the possibilty of them being the same 
person and suggest an father-son pair. Curt Pipgrup is first listed in 1528. 

18 Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg, 38. 
19 Jacobs, “Zwei harzische Musiktheoretiker,” 113-114. Johann Krüger also appears as Johannes 

Krüger (Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg, 38), and Jacobs states that Kaspar Krüger also appears 
as Caspar Crüger in other sources.  
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may have been part of the reason that he did not attend university until the somewhat 

late age of twenty-two.20  

Exactly when he began using the last name Baryphonus is unknown. It must 

have been some time before his studies at the University of Helmstedt, as Heinrich 

appears in the matriculation register as “Heinrich Baryphonus Wernigerodensis.” 

Baryphonus and Maximilianus Schoppius, son of Andreas Schoppius and friend of 

Baryphonus, both matriculated on 20 April 1603.21 While at university, Baryphonus 

dedicated himself to studies in theology, in which, according to Moser, he completed a 

scholarly dissertation.22 Professors in the Theology Faculty at Helmstedt at that time 

were Heinrich Boëthius, Kaspar Pfaffrad, and Lorenz Scheurl.23 Baryphonus’s formal 

education ended after three years, when, at the age of twenty-five, he received an 

appointment in Quedlinburg as Stadtkantor, a post that he occupied for some forty-nine 

years until his death in 1655.24  

The structure of the Stadtkantorat during the first half of the seventeenth century 

was largely the result of the Reformation and the actions of Anna II von Stolberg, 

Princess-Abbess of Quedlinburg from 1516 to 1574. At the beginning of the sixteenth 

century, Quedlinburg had two schools, one in the Altstadt and one in the Neustadt. 

Following the death of Saxony’s Catholic duke, Georg der Bärtige, in 1539, Anna, who 

had previously, but quietly, converted from Catholicism to Lutheranism, realigned the 

important Reichsstift Quedlinburg (Imperial Abbey of Quedlinburg) with the Protestant 
                                                

20 Jacobs, “Zwei harzische Musiktheoretiker,” 113. 
21 Paul Zimmermann, ed., Album Academiae Helmstadiensis, vol. 1 (Hildesheim: August Lax, 

1926), 165, accessed on 19 September 2014, http://diglib.hab.de/wdb.php?distype=img&dir=drucke 
%2Ff4f-211-1b. 

22 Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg,” 60. 
23 “Universität Helmstedt: Professorenkatalog,” accessed on 19 September 2014, http://uni-

helmstedt.hab.de/index.php?cPage= 6&sPage=prof. 
24 Jacobs, “Zwei harzische Musiktheoretiker,” 114-115; Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt 

Quedlinburg,” 53. 
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movement. She also adopted the educational reforms of Martin Luther and Philipp 

Melanchton, expelling the monks from the Franciscan monastery in Quedlinburg, and 

establishing a new Gymnasium.25 Supervision of the musical activities of the city 

remained the responsibility of the sole cantor in Quedlinburg until 1588 when Abbess 

Anna III established a second Kantorat over the Schloß- und Stiftskirche St. Servatius 

(i.e., the abbey church). The Schloßkantor, responsible for music at the abbey and for 

the instruction of the younger students at the Gymnasium, became the secondary cantor 

in Quedlinburg behind the Stadtkantor.26  

As Stadtkantor and most senior musician in Quedlinburg, Baryphonus was 

ultimately responsible for the direction of most official musical activities in the city, both 

at the abbey and in city itself. His duties fell under the auspices of his two primary 

engagements, as music director for the Haupt- und Marktkirche St. Benedikti, and as 

teacher and Subkonrektor at the Gymnasium. Among his obligations were the direct 

leadership of music at St. Benedikti, as well as general artistic and supervisory aspects 

of the other churches in the city, the oversight of the organists and the organs in the city, 

the musical curriculum at the Gymnasium, and the coordination of the choirs and town 

musicians for celebrations on important feast days and civil occasions.27 Of the 

approximately eight-to-ten teachers employed at the Gymnasium, Baryphonus, as 

cantor and Subkonrektor, would have likely been the most important after the Rektor.28  

As cantor at St. Benedikti, his chief tasks were to direct the music program itself 

and to provide music for the church. According to historical accounts, Baryphonus 

                                                
25 Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg, 143. 
26 Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg,” 335. 
27 Ibid., 335-336. 
28 Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg, 144; Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt 

Quedlinburg,” 334. There were four teachers plus the Rektor in 1540, eight total in 1572, nine in 1609, 
and ten in 1624.  
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seems to have achieved a high level of compositional prowess. Due to the nature of his 

office, Baryphonus must have written numerous compositions. If the output of other 

cantors in Middle-Germany is any indication, this number was probably in the hundreds. 

Only two works survive, however, an early work and a later one.29 The earlier work is the 

subject of an article and modern edition by Philipp Spitta appearing in the 

Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft. Printed in Magdeburg in 1608, the composition 

is a Christmas motet, labeled a melos genethliacum (birthday composition) on the title 

page.30 The later work, which survives in manuscript in a collection of sacred concertos 

from the nearby town of Goslar dating from 1637 or 1638, is a monodic setting for 

discant and basso continuo of Martin Luther’s Creed, “Wir glauben all an einen Gott.”31 

Because these are the sole extant compositions from Baryphonus’s output, and 

because they were composed some thirty years apart for considerably different 

ensembles, it is difficult to get a cohesive sense of his compositional style. In any case, 

as mentioned above, Calvisius regarded the twenty-five-year-old Baryphonus as a 

master of composition.32 

Baryphonus’s primary responsibility outside of St. Benedikti was as teacher and 

Subkonrektor at the Gymnasium. The specific practices at the school in Quedlinburg 

have yet to be the subject of investigation, and thus the details of Baryphonus’s role in 

the school are largely unknown. Even so it is possible to surmise Baryphonus’s tasks 

based on general studies of Protestant educational institutions at that time. Although 

several different models of school system existed in Protestant Middle-Germany in the 

                                                
29 Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg,” 398. 
30 Philipp Spitta, “Ein Weihnachts-Gesang des Heinrich Baryphonus,” Vierteljahrsschrift für 

Musikwissenschaft 9 (1893), 381. 
31 Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg,” 399-400. 
32 Heinrich Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, ed. Heinrich Grimm (Magdeburg: Johannes Franchus, 

1630),  [xxix]. 
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sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the most common system consisted of three 

tiers.33 The lowest level was open to both boys and girls and focused on common life 

skills, while the higher two levels, which constituted the Lateinschule, were open to boys 

only and offered a course of study in the humanist tradition emphasizing classical 

languages.34 The highest level quickly developed into the Gymnasium, an educational 

tradition that continues in Germany.35 

Music formed an important component of the curriculum in all levels of education. 

The school day often began with singing, as evidenced in a Schulordnung from 

Württemberg dated 1559.36 

As for the implantation of the fear of God in the boys, let them sing every morning 
before lessons, and again every afternoon, the first and last verses of the hymn 
Veni creator spiritus, in Latin, and reverently.37  
 

The goal and content of music education varied significantly with the level of school. In 

the lower level, students learned primarily by rote with an emphasis on Lutheran 

chorales, learning first to sing the notes and then to add the texts.38 The focuses at the 

middle level, in which students began to read music, were part-singing and the 

fundamentals of music theory.39 Students learned to master sight singing in the upper 

                                                
33 Joe Tarry, “Music in the Educational Philosophy of Martin Luther,” Journal of Research in Music 

Education 21, no. 4 (Winter 1973), 362; John Witte, Jr., “The Civic Seminary: Sources of Modern Public 
Education in the Lutheran Reformation of Germany,” Journal of Law and Religion 12, no. 1 (1995-1996), 
195-197. 

34 Ernest Livingstone, “The Place of Music in German Education Around 1600,” Journal of 
Research in Music Education 19, no. 2 (Summer 1971), 145-146; Gerald Strauss, “The Social Function of 
Schools in the Lutheran Reformation in Germany,” History of Education Quarterly 28, no. 2 (Summer 
1988), 197-198. 

35 Livingstone, “The Place of Music in German Education from the Beginnings through the 16th 
Century,” 261. 

36 Livingstone, “Music in German Education around 1600,” 145. 
37 Strauss, “The Social Function of Schools,” 201. 
38 Livingstone, “Music in German Education around 1600,” 145-146. 
39 Ibid., 147. 
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level, where greater emphasis was placed on advanced theory topics such as ligatures, 

mensuration, and modes, culminating with a study of counterpoint and composition. 40  

As a teacher at the Gymnasium, one of Baryphonus’s most important tasks was 

to provide didactic material for the upper-level students at the Gymnasium. This material 

came in the form of numerous treatises and Lehrbücher on music theory. Baryphonus 

was a prolific writer. The titles of sixteen texts—all written before 1619—are transmitted in 

the third volume of Praetorius’s Syntagma musicum.41 To these titles, Moser adds a 

further three distinct texts, as well as the second edition of Pleiades musicae.42  From 

among these, only five (i.e., Isagoge musica, Institutiones musico-theoreticae, Ars 

canendi, and the two editions of Pleiades musicae) are known to have been printed, and 

the only texts known with certainty to be extant are the two editions of Pleiades 

musicae.43 A single theological text, Carmen hexamentrum epicum de persona et officio 

Spiritus Sancti, also survives (see table 2.1).  

Praetorius provides some clues as to why only one of these treatises survives. In 

the preface to volume three of Syntagma musicum, he writes: 

Thus it is especially hoped that the esteemed author Heinrich Baryphonus, 
singing teacher and extraordinary musician from Quedlinburg, will have no 
reservations about publishing not only the works promised in his Pleiades 
musicae, but several others—notably the Exercitationes harmonicae, which 
includes everything that needs to be known concerning theory and practice—and 
make no further delays for those eager to know this art. Therefore the author of 
this Syntagma is willing to bear the printings costs in the best interest of common 
knowledge, provided that no other good people can be found to defray them.44 

                                                
40 Livingstone, “Music in German Education around 1600,” 152-153. 
41 Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, vol. 3 (Wolfenbüttel: Holwein, 1619), 227-228. 
42 Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg, 42-43. 
43 Ibid., 43; Praetorius, Syntagma musicum III, ed. Jeffery Kite-Powell, 212. 
44 Praetorius, Syntagma musicum III, ed. Jeffery Kite-Powell, 9-10. 
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TABLE 2.1: Baryphonus’s Writings. 
 
TITLES TRANSMITTED IN SYNTAGMA MUSICUM 

Exercitationes harmonicae, quibus omnia tam ad theoriam, quam ad praxin musicam 
necessaria per aphorismos, theoremata et problemata nervose et dilucide expediuntur 

Diatribe musica artusia: Ex tabulis Ioan. Mariae Artusii collecta, Latine reddita, exemplis 
illustrata et publici juris in usum et gratiam Germanorum Italicam linguam non callentium 

Dissertatio: De modis musicis e veterum et recentiorum tam Graecorum quam Latinorum et 
Italorum monumentis excerpta et in lucem edita in gratiam philologorum et musices amantium 

Isagoge musica Euclidis cum notis Henrici Baryphoni 

Isagoge musico-theorica ex fundamento mathematico coram ratione et sensu judicium 
proportione et monochordo exercentibus proaucta in gratiam Petri Conradi Φιλοµύσον 

Pleiades musicae: Quae praecipuas quaestiones musicas discutiunt, ad omnia quae theoriae et 
melopoeiae plurimum inserviunt ex veris fundamentis mathematicis extructa, theorematis 
septenis proponunt, exemplis illustrant, et coram judicio rationis et sensus examinant, studiosis 
musices et matheseos scitu necessariae et lectu jucundae (Halberstadt: Cotenius, 1615) 

Logistica musica, in qua usus proportionum in addendis, subtrahendis, copulandis, 
comparandis, aequiparandis intervallis synoptice ob oculos ponitur 

Arithmologia harmonica. In qua σχέσεις tam numerorum harmonicorum primorum et radicalium, 
quam inter se compositorum et secundariorum et tertiariorum tabellares in constituendis 
intervallis simplicibus, compositis, prohibitis, diminutis et superfluis ob oculos ponuntur 

Consonantiarum progressiones. Quae ad quosvis animi affectus exprimendos accommodae, ita 
ut materiae hilari hilaris, tristi tristis, austerae austera et sic deinceps respondeat harmonia, e 
doctrina proportionum demonstratae 

Ars canendi. Aphorismis succinctis descripta et notis philosophicis, mathematicis, physicis et 
historicis illustrata (Leipzig: Closeman, 1620) 

Progymnasma melopoëticum in παιδείαν et προπαιδείαν tributum 

Catalogus musicorum tam priscorum quam recentium 

Historia veterum instrumentorum musicorum 25 literis Graecis et Latinis monumentis atque 
philosophorum, philologorum, musicorum et historicorum scriptis collecta 

Exercitationes quatuor: De musica vocalia, de musica instrumentali, de musices inventoribus, 
de musices usu 

Monochordi in diatonico, chromatico et enharmonico genere descriptio 

Spicilegium musicum, in quo quaestiones musicorum praecipuae per theoremata et problemata 
succincte et nervose discutiuntur 
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TABLE 2.1 (continued). 

TITLES NOT TRANSMITTED IN SYNTAGMA MUSICUM 

Isagoge musica pro scholis Quedlinburgica et Wernigerodana (Magdeburg: Levin Braun, 1609) 

Pleiades musicae. Quae fundamenta musicae theoricae ex principiis mathematicis eruta, et 
Melopoeticae accuratiorem modum compendiosioremque viam hac altera sed limatiore cura et 
auctiore accessu in scenam producunt (Magdeburg: Johann Francke, 1630) 

Institutiones musico-theoricae ex fundamentis mathematicis (Leipzig: Closeman, 1620) 

De melopoeia. Es optimis, brobatissimis et eruditissimis, Latinorum, Italorum et Germanorum 
libris, indefesso studio, magno labore et summa industria collecta, exemplis et notis illustrata 

Carmen hexamentrum epicum de persona et officio Spiritus Sancti. Qui est amor ille 
ardentissimus, quo Pater et Filius conjunguntur substantia indissolubili, charitate inexhausta et 
inculo omnipotente  (Magdeburg: Bezelius, 1609) **Theological text 

 
Praetorius’s enthusiasm for Baryphonus’s texts is echoed later in the treatise at the 

point where he provides Baryphonus’s catalog. 

Now follow the works of Henricus Baryphonus of Wernigerode…which the author, 
Michael Praetorius, when he recently received them, admired a great deal. And 
since he has determined that these works would be of benefit to all musicians, 
not just beginners but theorists and practical musicians alike, he has willingly 
taken it upon himself to support their printing for the good of all.45 
 

Thus it is clear that some of the treatises mentioned existed only in manuscript form, 

and that others were titles of unrealized works. Praetorius died two years after promising 

to print Baryphonus’s treatises, undoubtedly a contributing factor in the failure of the 

treatises to appear in print.  

Two discrepancies in Praetorius’s account and catalog raise questions regarding 

the level with which he was familiar with Baryphonus’s writings. First, although 

Praetorius mentions the “works promised in [Baryphonus’s] Pleiades musicae,” no 

forthcoming treatises are mentioned in Pleiades musicae. Second, there are minor 

                                                
45 Praetorius, Syntagma musicum III, ed. Jeffery Kite-Powell, 212. 
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errors in the accuracy of title that Praetorius gives for Pleiades musicae. Compare the 

title as transmitted in Syntagma musicum, 

Pleiades musicae: Quae praecipuas quaestiones musicas discutiunt, ad omnia 
quae theoriae et melopoeiae plurimum inserviunt ex veris fundamentis 
mathematicis extructa, theorematis septenis proponunt, exemplis illustrant, et 
coram judicio rationis et sensus examinant, studiosis musices et matheseos scitu 
necessariae et lectu jucundae, 
 

with that of the actual printed treatise,  

Pleiades musicae: Quae in certas sectiones distributae praecipuas quaestiones 
musicas discutiunt, et omnia, quae ad theoriam pertinent, et melopoeia plurimum 
inserviunt ex veris fundamentis mathematicis exstucta, theorematis septentis 
proponunt, exemplis illustrant, et coram judicio rationis et sensus examinant, 
studiosis non solum musices, verum etiam matheseos scitu necessariae et lectu 
jucundae. 
 

Even if his knowledge of Baryphonus’s work was at times inexact, Praetorius must have 

had a thorough enough knowledge of the texts and of Baryphonus’s theoretical and 

compositional prowess for him to invite Baryphonus to write the planned fourth volume 

of Syntagma musicum, subtitled De µελοποιία (On composition).46 As with Baryphonus’s 

promised treatises, this volume never materialized.  

With the exceptions of the second edition of Pleiades musicae (1630) and the 

sacred concerto, “Wir glauben all an einen Gott” (1637/1638), there is no record of 

Baryphonus having published anything under his own name between 1620 and his 

death. He did, however, contribute in various ways to several other publications, usually 

in the form of a brief poem in praise of the author of the work, and he was a dedicatee 

for at least three treatises.47 Considering the nature of his post, which he occupied for 

                                                
46 Praetorius, Syntagma musicum III, ed. Jeffery Kite-Powell, 223. 
47 The VD17 database of prints from German-speaking regions in the seventeenth century 

(http://gso.gbv.de/DB=1.28/) provides a list of these works. Those for which Baryphonus is listed as a 
contributor are: Jacob Hermsdorf’s Oratio De Re Scholastica Bene Constituenda (Leipzig: Rehefeldius 
and Grosius, 1621), Hermsdorf’s Ordenß-Regel/ Der in Gott geheiligten Creutz-Träger (Halberstadt: 
Kolwaldt, 1632), Johann Höfer’s Das bittere Leben und tröstliche Leiden der Frommen (Quedlinburg: 
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another thirty-five years, and the demands that would have been placed upon him for 

both musical and theoretical materials, it is likely that numerous works from 

Baryphonus’s later career have been lost. Baryphonus died on 13 January 1655, and 

was buried in St. Benedikti, the church at which he had worked for over forty-eight 

years. His burial inside the church itself, rather than in the cemetery of the church as 

was the usual practice at St. Benedikti, is evidence of the high level of respect that was 

afforded to him by the people of Quedlinburg.48  

 

2.3  Heinrich Grimm in Magdeburg, Hamburg, and Braunschweig 

Heinrich Grimm was born in 1592 or 1593 in the town of Holzminden. Although 

town records from the decades surrounding Grimm’s birth have been lost, the date and 

location of his birth are given in later sources.49 Praetorius includes a four-voice motet 

by Grimm in the fifth volume of Musia Sioniae (1607), wherein he calls Grimm “my 

fourteen-year-old student.”50 Grimm’s frequent use of the monogram “H.G.H.” caused 

Christoph Jöcher to list Grimm’s birthplace as Holstein in his eighteenth-century 

Allgemeine-Gelehrten-Lexicon; however, the title page of Grimm’s treatise 

Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc est, Monochordum vel potius Decachordum states 

that the treatise was written “by Heinrich Grimm of Holzminden.”51 Very little is known of 

                                                                                                                                                       
Ockel, 1640), among others. Baryphonus is listed as a dedicatee for: Christian Gueinz’s Libra 
Distinctionum Rhetoricarum Aequissima (Halle: Faber, 1644), Johann Meyer’s Practica Astrologica (Halle: 
Salfeldt, 1637), and Meyer’s Der grosse Alte und Newe Schreib Calender (Halle: Salfeldt, 1637). 

48 Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg, 41. 
49 Hermann Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm (1593-1637): sein Leben und seine Werke mit 

Beiträge zur Musikgeschichte Magdeburgs und Braunschweigs” (Ph.D. dissertation, Universität Hamburg, 
1940), 9. 

50 Praetorius, Musia Sioniae: Teil V, ix. “Incerti. Henr. Grimm. discip. mei, pueri 14. annor. etc. 
51 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 9; Joanna Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-

Century Teaching Manuals in Hamburg: Critical Editions and Translations of Thomas Selle’s Kurze doch 
gründtliche Anleitung zur Singekunst (c. 1642) and Heinrich Grimm’s Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc 
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Grimm’s life in Holzminden, other than that he was one of at least twelve children of 

Michael Grimm, a tailor. Nothing is known of his early education or of any early musical 

training that he might have had.52 

 The earliest source concerning Grimm’s life and musical career is Praetorius’s 

Musia Sioniae.53 Praetorius had been in Wolfenbüttel since 1585, serving as organist 

and, from 1604, as Hofkapellmeister for Duke Heinrich Julius of Braunschweig-

Lüneburg. Praetorius was regarded by his contemporaries as one of the most important 

German composers and authorities on music. Grimm must have shown great potential 

from an early age to receive lessons from such an important figure.54 Praetorius’s duties 

involved a significant amount of travel; therefore it is unknown whether Grimm’s studies 

took place in Wolfenbüttel or at some point during one of Praetorius’s trips. Moreover, it 

is impossible to state a definitive starting or ending date for Grimm’s studies. There has 

been some speculation that Grimm was a chorister at the ducal court, but this 

conjecture is unsupported by documentary evidence.55  

 Nevertheless, whether in Wolfenbüttel or elsewhere, Grimm’s studies with 

Praetorius must have come to an end no later than 1609, at which point Grimm entered 

the University of Helmstedt. Enrollment records indicate that “Henricus Grimmen, 

Holtzmindensis” matriculated on 18 July of that year.56 The majority of Grimm’s studies 

were in the philosophy faculty under the guidance of professor Lorenz Scheurl, though 

                                                                                                                                                       
est, Monochordum vel potius Decachordum (1634)” (Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 2002), 
173. “Ab Henrico Grimmio Holzm.” 

52 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 4. 
53 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 4. 
54 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 10. 
55 Thomas Synofzik, “Heinrich Grimm (1592/93-1637): ‘Cantilena est loquela canens.’  Studien zu 

Überlieferung und Kompositionstechnik” (Ph.D. dissertation, Universität Köln, 1998), 2. 
56 Zimmermann, Album Academiae Helmstadiensis, 206, accessed on 2 October 2014, 

http://diglib.hab.de/wdb.php?distype=img&dir=drucke%2Ff4f-211-1b. 
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Grimm probably attended lectures in the theology faculty as well.57 Among the important 

relationships that Grimm formed while at university was one with Conradt Huhstedt, who 

was from 1626 a cantor in Braunschweig, and who played a crucial role in securing 

employment for Grimm in that city in 1631.58 Though uncertain, Grimm likely finished his 

course of studies in the mid 1610s.  

 He took his first professional employment in the politically important and culturally 

thriving city of Magdeburg. With a population of 30,000 in 1630, the size of Leipzig and 

Dresden combined, Magdeburg was a vital center for Protestantism. As cantor in such a 

significant city, Grimm occupied one of the most prestigious posts for a church musician 

at the time, a position he likely received at the recommendation of his former teacher. In 

the late 1610s, Praetorius spent some time in Magdeburg, working with Heinrich Schütz 

and Samuel Scheidt in efforts to revise the musical practices of the Magdeburg 

Cathedral along more Italianate lines.59 The exact beginning date of Grimm’s tenure in 

Magdeburg is unknown. Public and church records from the years in question were lost 

at some point, likely during the Thirty Years’ War. A Stammbuch from Johann Dilliger, a 

musician in Magdeburg, gives Grimm the title Cantor pro tempore (cantor at present) in 

1617, but he could have assumed the post one or two years earlier.60  

 Grimm had two primary responsibilities as cantor in the Altstadt of Magdeburg. 

He served as a teacher at the Gymnasium, where he was given the title Musicus 

Magdeburgiensis Ordinarius.61 He was also Figuralcantor, in which capacity his duties 

included the composition and direction of polyphonic music at the two churches of St. 

                                                
57 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 4. 
58 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 11. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Synofzik, “Heinrich Grimm,” 2-3. 
61 Ibid., 4. Ordinarius refers to one’s status as that of full-rank, regular, or salaried, as opposed to 

Extraordinarius, which refers to a position of lesser status, such as that of a junior colleague or adjunct. 
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Johannis and St. Jacobi, and the direction of a choir of his students in special 

performances and important worship services at the cathedral.62 Among Grimm’s 

predecessors were several important figures of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

musical life in Magdeburg, including Martin Agricola (1525-1556), Gallus Dressler 

(1559-1576), Leonhardt Schröter (1576-1595), Friedrich Weißensee (1596-1616), 

Johann Bonus (1611-1615), and Valentin Brettschneider (presumably from 1615 until 

Grimm took over in ca. 1617).63 

As with other schools in Protestant areas of Germany, music was an important 

part of the curriculum at the Gymnasium, and included education in both theoretical and 

practical areas.64 Like Baryphonus, Grimm was expected to provide didactic material for 

his students, which took the form of two of Grimm’s own treatises, Unterricht, wie ein 

Knabe nach der alten Guidonischen Art zu solmisieren leicht angeführt werden kann 

(1624) and Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc est, Monochordum vel potius 

Decachordum (1629), as well as second editions of Baryphonus’s Pleiades musicae 

(1630) and Calvisius’s Μελοποιια (1630).65  

Most of Grimm’s extant works for use in the schools and churches were 

published between 1617 and 1631. These include didactic bicinia and tricinia with 

generalbass, suitable for his students at the Gymnasium, as well as more elaborate 

chorale arrangements, motets, short masses, and Passion music, which would have 

                                                
62 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 6; Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 14. At many churches 

during this time, in addition to the organist, two cantors were employed, one as the Choralcantor and the 
other as the Figuralcantor or Cantor scholae. The Choralcantor was regarded as the true singing leader 
and led the music on a regular basis, while the Figuralcantor (who by definition was also the cantor at the 
Gymnasium) was responsible for the composition of polyphonic choral music and for leading the choirs in 
special exhibitions for particularly significant worship services. 

63 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 14. The dates given are those for which each person 
was cantor. 

64 Ibid., 26. 
65 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals,” 18. 
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been sung by the choirs at the churches for which Grimm was responsible. A few works 

from the latter group include specific directions for orchestration and idiomatic 

instrumental writing for strings, cornets, trombones, and trumpets. There are also a 

small number of extant instrumental sinfonias, which would have served as introductory 

pieces for choral music.66 Grimm’s compositional style shows the influence of 

Praetorius, as well as that of Italian monodic and poly-choral composers.67 Grimm was 

the first composer in Magdeburg to use Generalbass, an element that appears in his 

spiritual concertos and motets.68 His use of figures increased dramatically during the 

early 1620s, and by 1624 nearly half of his compositions made use of the nascent 

technique.69  

Grimm’s first work to be published in Magdeburg appeared in 1618, Threnodia, 

das ist, der klägliche und doch trostreiche Bet-Psalm des königlichen Propheten Davids, 

a psalm setting for four voices. This was quickly followed by a motet, Ach Herr, straff 

mich nicht, which gives Grimm the title Musicus rather than Cantor, likely in indication of 

Grimm’s status as an accomplished musician and composer.70 In 1624 Grimm 

published three collections, a setting of the Psalter as translated into German by 

Cornelius Becker (Sequuntur psalmorum melodiae), a wedding motet for seven voices 

(Elegi gratiam Christi salvatoris mei), and a collection of tricinia for beginners (Tyrocinia 

seu Exercitia Tyronum musica), the last of which is no longer extant.71 A Missae aliquot 

                                                
66 Christopher Wilkenson and Peter Downey, “Grimm, Heinrich,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford 

Music Online, Oxford University Press, accessed 6 October 2014, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/ 
subscriber/article_works/ grove/music/11788. 

67 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 12. 
68 “Grimm, Heinrich,” in Riemann-Musik-Lexicon, twelfth edition, Personenteil 1 (Mainz: B. 

Schott’s Söhne, 1959), 682. 
69 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 27. 
70 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals,” 17; Geißen, “Musicus – 

cantor,” 7-13. 
71 Wilkens and Downey, “Grimm, Heinrich.” 
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and a Mattheuspassion appeared in 1628.72 In addition to publications dedicated to 

Grimm’s music, several works from his Magdeburg period appear in collections and 

compilations with other contemporary notable composers, including Schütz, Calvisius, 

Praetorius, Baryphonus, Johann Hermann Schein, Scheidt, Giovanni Gabrieli, Andrea 

Gabrieli, and Claudio Monteverdi. The large collection of Grimm’s motets located—then 

and now—at the Cantorei at Mügeln in Saxony, as well as the presence of his 

compositions in libraries and archives throughout central and northern Germany, is 

indicative of his recognition outside of Magdeburg.73 

 Grimm’s high level of productivity was especially notable considering the 

devastating impact that the Thirty Years’ War was having on surrounding regions. 

Magdeburg, a Protestant stronghold, survived the early years of the war essentially 

unaffected, enduring a plague in 1625 and a lengthy siege in 1629. This relative 

stability, however, came to an end with a sixth-month siege by Catholic forces lasting 

from November 1630 to May 1631.74 On 20 May 1631, under the command of the 

Catholic general, Johann Tserclaes, Count of Tilly, the city was overcome, ransacked, 

and burned. Although nearly two-thirds of the inhabitants of Magdeburg were killed in an 

event that became known as the Magdeburger Hochzeit (the Sack of Magdeburg, 

literally, the Magdeburg Wedding), Grimm, his wife Martha, and their children managed 

to escape with the aid of a Jesuit priest.75  

They fled first to Hamburg, where Grimm worked briefly at St. Catharinen. While 

there, he published his since-lost Probi patentia Jobi, an anthology of sacred concertos 

for two voices. He dedicated the collection to the Hamburg City Council, likely in hopes 

                                                
72 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 6-7. 
73 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 22. 
74 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 8. 
75 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 28; Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 8. 
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of continued employment. Historical accounts indicate that Grimm used the title Musicus 

olim Magdeburgensis, nunc exul (Musician, formerly of Magdeburg, now in exile) to 

indicate his affinity for his former city and his current status as a refugee.76 Unable to 

find a permanent post, Grimm left Hamburg and traveled to Braunschweig. A document 

from the court of Duke Friedrich Ulrich indicates that Grimm was greeted warmly by 

officials:  

Cantor Heinrich Grimm, an excellent contrapuntist who fled to Braunschweig after 
the destruction of Magdeburg, was given a friendly reception by Duke Friedrich 
Ulrich in Braunschweig.77  
 

A friend from his time at university, Conradt Huhstedt, was now cantor at St. Martini. 

Huhstedt aided Grimm in securing employment and, following Grimm’s death, published 

a posthumous collection of Grimm’s works.  

Grimm held several temporary positions during his first two years in 

Braunschweig. He worked at the churches of St. Michaelis and St. Martini as a 

composer and musician, and he was possibly cantor at St. Katharinen for a brief 

period.78 Carter, Riepsch, and Lorenzen assert that Grimm was cantor at both St. 

Katharinen and at the Catharineum Gymnasium from Easter to the Feast of St. Michael 

(29 September) in 1631; however, Riemer believes that the cantorat at St. Katharinen 

was not established until 1650, and Synofzik asserts that Grimm participated in the 

interview and audition process for the St. Katharinen cantorat between April and 

                                                
76 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 9. 
77 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor,” 28; Benjamin Dobbs, “Gewesener Magdiburgische Musicus: 

Examinations into the Stylistic Characteristics of Heinrich Grimm’s Eight-Voice Motet, Unser Leben 
wehret siebenzig Jahr’ ”  (Master of Music Thesis, University of North Texas, 2010), 16. “Cantore Heinrich 
Grimm, einem ausgezeichneten Contrapunktisten, der nach Magdeburgs Verwüstungen sich nach 
Braunschweig flüchtete, wurde vom Herzog Friedrich Ulrich eine freundliche Aufnahme in Braunschweig.” 
This translation, my own, originally appears in my master’s thesis.  

78 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals,” 19. 
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September of 1631, but that he did not officially serve as cantor there.79 Synofzik further 

postulates that, because Grimm used the title Gewesener Magdeburgische Musicus in a 

publication from that year, he would not have been engaged full-time at St. Katharinen.80 

Whether Grimm was organist or cantor at St. Katharinen, he left the employ of that 

church in the autumn of 1631. He worked on an ad hoc basis for the next year, until, 

following the death of Heinrich Matthaei, Grimm obtained the position of organist at St. 

Andreas.  

He took up the post on the Feast of St. Michael (29 September), 1632, and held it 

until his death in 1637. Church records indicate a generous salary that included housing 

in the Altstadt in Braunschweig.81 While at St. Andreas, Grimm engaged in several 

professional activities, including those of organist, composer, teacher, and sometime 

administrator. Between 1632 and 1636, the organ at St. Andreas was renovated 

extensively, a project funded largely by the Braunschweig City Council and for which 

Grimm was ultimately responsible.82 Grimm’s most notable students during this period 

were Konrad Matthaei, who became cantor in Königsberg and was the son of Grimm’s 

predecessor at St. Andreas, and Otto Gibel, who became cantor in Minden.83 Matthaei 

and Gibel published extensively in music theory, and both refer to their studies with 

Grimm as influential for their own theoretical writings.84 Toward the end of his life, 

Grimm published two substantial collections of sacred concertos. The now-lost Sacer 

                                                
79 Dobbs, “Gewesener Magdiburgische Musicus,” 16-17. 
80 Synofzik, “Heinrich Grimm,” 6. The inflected form, “Gewesenem Magdiburgischen Musico,” is 

given as on the title page. 
81 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 31. 
82 Ibid., 36. 
83 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 8; Synofzik, “Heinrich Grimm,” 6; George Buelow, 

“Gibel, Otto,” in New Grove Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed on 2 April 
2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/ 11097. Formerly part of Prussia, 
Königsberg is now Kalingrad, Russia. 

84 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals,” 19. 
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septenarius musicus primus contains seven concertos for up to seven voices, and was 

printed in Leipzig in 1635. Published a year later, the Prodomus Musicae Ecclesiasticae 

consists of twelve concertos for two voices. Following a trend that he established in 

Magdeburg, both collections include provisions for accompaniment using generalbass.85  

 In 1634, Grimm presented a copy of his monochord treatise, Instrumentum 

Instrumentorum, hoc est, Monochordum vel potius Decachordum, to Duke August the 

Younger, successor to Friedrich Ulrich, likely in an attempt to obtain a position as 

cantor. Though dated 1634, the treatise was probably written during Grimm’s 

Magdeburg period, as indicated by a copy dated to 1629 and now in Hamburg. He cites 

copiously from texts by Guido d’Arezzo, Praetorius, Calvisius, and Johannes Lippius.86 

Going beyond more common sixteenth- and seventeenth-century descriptions of the 

monochord, Grimm gives instructions for the construction and use of a ten-stringed 

decachord, an invention of his own that he believed was pedagogically better suited for 

teaching students the properties of intervals. Together with the treatise, Grimm 

presented a decachord to the duke. The instrument measures 81 cm long by 8 cm wide 

by 6.5 cm tall, and is housed in the Städitische Museum Braunschweig. In a catalog of 

instruments in the museum’s collection from 1928, Hans Schröder describes Grimm’s 

decachord as follows: 

[An] elongated square box of fir wood with stained maple and ebony designs on 
the side. A sound hole in the shape of a rosette is on the top of the resonance 
chamber. The instrument is strung with ten strings, on nine of which the pitch can 
be changed by sliding lateral screws fitted with wood blocks (bars) and small 
brass bridges. Instructions for [creating] different tunings have been given with 
geometric shapes, numbers, and Latin names.87 

                                                
85 Reipsch, Heinrich Grimm, 10. 
86 Ibid., 25. 
87 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 26; Dobbs, “Gewesener Magdiburgische Musicus,” 20. 

“Länglicher Vierkantkasten aus Tannenholz, an den Seitenflächen mit gebeiztem Ahorn- und Ebenholz 
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If the treatise was given in the hopes of earning a cantorat with the ducal court, 

Grimm was unsuccessful; rather, he continued as organist at St. Andreas until his death 

three years later. Grimm’s wife, Martha, died suddenly on 4 August 1636, an event from 

which Grimm never fully recovered. He became ill in the following year, resigned his 

post at St. Andreas in the spring of 1637, and died on 10 July. He was buried two days 

later next to his wife in the cemetery of St. Petri in Braunschweig.88 Grimm’s most visible 

legacy is in the work of his students Matthaei and Gibel and in that of his son, Michael, 

who became court organist in Celle under Duke Friedrich IV.89 Michael was influential in 

the publication of his father’s Vestibulum Hortuli Harmonici sacri, Hoc est: Fasciculus 

Triciniorum Sacrorum in 1643. The collection consists of twelve sacred concertos for 

two voices and Generalbass, and is dedicated to the Braunschweig City Council, for 

whom Grimm had worked during his tenure at St. Andreas.90 

 

2.4  Correspondence Between Baryphonus, Grimm, and their Contemporaries 

Baryphonus and Grimm cultivated numerous relationships with many of the most 

important Middle- and North-German musical figures of the day, including Praetorius, 

Calvisius, Schütz, Schein, and Scheidt. Compared with more well-known 

contemporaries, such as Praetorius and Schütz, for whom a large number of primary 

sources describing personal exchanges are extant, accounts of the interactions between 

Baryphonus, Grimm, and their colleagues are relatively few in number. Such evidence 
                                                                                                                                                       
zehn Saiten 'bespannt, neun von ihnen können durch verschiebbare mit seitlichen Schrauben versehene 
Holzblöcke (Stege) mit kleinen Messingstegen in ihrer Tonhöhe verändert werden. Hinweise für 
verschiedene Stimmungen sind mit geometrischen Figuren, Zahlen und lateinischen Bezeichnungen 
gegeben worden.” This translation, my own, originally appears in my master’s thesis. 

88 Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 41. 
89 Ibid., 8. 
90 Otto Riemer, “Heinrich Grimm, ein mitteldeutscher Musiker,” Festschrift Arnold Schering zum 

60. Geburtstag (Berlin: A. Glas, 1937), 182. 
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that does survive exists in the form of remarks in printed documents (such as those by 

Praetorius about Baryphonus and Grimm in Syntagma musicum and Musia Sioniae as 

discussed previously), the existence of compilation volumes (such as a collection 

containing music by Grimm and Schein), and entries in the Stammbücher of various 

friends and colleagues.91  

The most detailed and valuable sources are the excerpts from a handful of letters 

to and from Baryphonus. Two brief passages from Calvisius to Baryphonus are 

reproduced in the second edition of Pleiades musicae.92 Accounts of, and in some 

cases the texts of, several more letters appear in two treatises by Werckmeister: 

Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus (1687) and Cribum musicum (1700). The 

earlier text contains the details of exchanges between Baryphonus and Calvisius, 

Baryphonus and Schütz, Baryphonus and Scheidt, and Baryphonus and Grimm. The 

post scriptum of Cribum musicum contains a further letter from Baryphonus to Schütz 

and one from Scheidt to Baryphonus.  

Exactly what Werckmeister’s sources were, or how he came by them, is 

unknown. The most likely explanation is one of proximity. Werckmeister came to 

Quedlinburg in 1662, seven years after Baryphonus’s death, to attend the Gymnasium.93 

His uncle, Viktor Werckmeister, had gone to Quedlinburg in 1660 as a teacher. He 

became cantor at the abbey church in 1664, and Stadtkantor in 1680, the latter of which 

                                                
91 Praetorius, Syntagma musicum III, ed. Jeffery Kite-Powell, 212; Praetorius, Musia sioniae: 

Fünffter Theil, ix; Lorenz, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm,” 22; Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg, 38; 
Synofzik, “Heinrich Grimm,” 2-3; and Maul, “‘Musica noster Amor’: Musikereinträge im Stammbuch von 
Sethus Calvisius d.J.” Schütz-Jahrbuch, 32 (2010), 149-156. 

92 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, 1630, [xxix]. 
93 George Buelow, “Werckmeister, Andreas,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, Oxford 

University Press, accessed 7 October 2014, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/ 
grove/music/30123. 
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was the same post that Baryphonus had occupied from 1606 to 1655.94 Andreas left 

Quedlinburg in 1664 to take a post as organist in Hasselfelde near Blankenburg. He 

returned ten years later, and under the cantorat of his uncle became organist at the 

abbey church in 1675 and, additionally, organist at St. Wiperti in 1677. Andreas 

remained there until 1696, when he became organist at St. Martini in Halberstadt.95 A 

possible senario is that, at some point during his tenure in Quedlinburg, Werckmeister 

came into the possession of some of Baryphonus’s personal effects. This would explain 

Werckmeister’s ability to comment on and reproduce items from Baryphonus’s 

correspondence in such great detail.   

Interpreting these passages is not without complication. Because punctuation in 

the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries was not standardized, neither in 

German nor in Latin, and because nothing like quotation marks was used at that time, it 

can be difficult to distinguish direct quotation from summarization. Furthermore, in those 

passages that do appear to be quotations, it is not always possible to tell with precision 

where the excerpted text begins and ends. The passages included below utilize 

idiomatic punctuation in English, as well as the original text with the original punctuation 

intact. 

A total of four passages describing exchanges between Baryphonus and 

Calvisius appear in two sources. The second edition of Pleiades musicae contains two 

short letters written by Calvisius in approval of Baryphonus. These endorsements, 

customary in treatises of the time, are situated in the preface between the dedicatory 

letter and the letter to the reader. In the first, dated 1606, Calvisius calls Baryphonus an 

accomplished composer and polyphonist. 
                                                

94 Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg,” 191. 
95 Buelow, “Werckmeister, Andreas.” 
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Placuit mihi tuum tricinium, et video te 
non tironem, sed exercitatum esse in 
hujusmodi harmoniis condendis. Ego sic 
statuo neminem futurum bonum 
melopoetam, nisi qui se frequenter 
exercuit in omni genere fugarum. Haec 
enim exercitatio laboriosior efficit 
tandem, ut consonantiae quaevis 
accommodatissimae se ultro offerant.96 

Your tricinia please me, and I see in you 
not a beginner, but one who is practiced 
in this manner of constructing 
harmonies. Thus I consider that nobody 
will be a good future composer, unless 
he exercises frequently in all of the 
genera of imitative writing. For this more 
laborious training brings about in the 
end, such that whichever consonances 
that you please present themselves 
beyond all suitability. 

 
The second is from 1615, the year of Calvisius’s death, and is shorter yet. Calvisius 

congratulates Baryphonus on his successes to date, and wishes him happiness in his 

future endeavors. The pun progrediendi, related to the word progression, adds a 

personal touch. 

Neminem novi, qui adeo feliciter in 
musicis profecerit, ac tu mihi videris. 
Precor tibi constantiam et felicitatem 
progrediendi.97 

I know no one who has accomplished so 
much successfully in music, as you 
seem to me. I wish you harmony and 
happiness as you progress. 

 
Werckmeister’s Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus presents accounts of 

two more letters from Calvisius to Baryphonus, one in Chapter 11 and one in 

Chapter 37. Both passages discuss the proper formation and use of proportions to 

indicate intervals. In Chapter 11 Werckmeister uses Calvisius’s letter to Baryphonus to 

give authority to Werckmeister’s argument that, arranged properly, the smaller number 

in a proportion should be placed above the larger number. 

Hieran ist nicht viel gelegen / daß die 
grosse Zahl oben oder unten gesetzet 
werde / weil aber die proportiones ihren 
Ursprung aus der Unität nehmen / und in 
musicis ex unisono alle soni entspringen 
/ ist es natürlicher, die kleinere Zahlen 
oben zusetzen: Welcher Meinung auch 
Calvisius in Epistola ad Baryphonum; 

In this light, it is not suitable that the 
larger number be set above or below, 
but because proportions take their origin 
from unity, and seeing that, in music, all 
sounds spring forth from the unision, it is 
more natural to set the smaller number 
above, an opinion that Calvisius also 
expressed in a letter to Baryphonus. But 

                                                
96 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [xxix].  
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Doch ist vor allen Dingen in acht zu 
nehmen / daß nicht die kleinern mit den 
grössern bald unten bald oben 
verwechselt werden.98 

it is, before all else, to be taken into 
account that the smaller should not be 
exchanged with the larger, sometimes 
above, sometimes below. 

 
In Chapter 37 Werckmeister, citing letters from Calvisius to Baryphonus and from 

Baryphonus to Grimm, describes the preference of variety in harmonic motion, and he 

states that this variety is seen more easily when the intervals are expressed using 

proportions. 

So können auch alle rechtmässige 
progressen durch diese Lehren der 
proportionen gezeiget und das bessere / 
von den bösen unterschieden werden. 
Andere / als Calvisius in Epistola ad 
Baryphonum, item Baryphonus in 
Epistola ad H. Grimmium setzen auch 
hinzu: daß die Progressen am besten / 
welcher proportional Zahlen eine gegen 
die andere steige und wiederfalle / denn 
diese Fortschreitung haben bessere / 
und mehr Veränderungen bey sich / als: 
 
In den clavibus  
  

c  d h c’ 
c' h h a 

 
Harmonice  
 

45 40 48 45 
45 48 48 5499 

 

Thus can all proper progressions be 
shown through this doctrine of 
proportions, and the better can be 
distinguished from the worse. Or, as 
Calvisius set in a letter to Baryphonus, 
and Baryphonus again added in a letter 
to H. Grimm, that the best progression is 
that in which the proportional numbers 
rise and fall against one another, for 
these progressions have better and 
more variations, as: 
 
In notes  
 

c  d b c’ 
c' h b a 

 
In harmony 
 

45 
40 

48 
45 

 

  
The records of the correspondence between Baryphonus and Schütz are more 

extensive than are accounts of Baryphonus’s exchanges with any other person. 

Werckmeister discusses the exchanges between the two composers in three locations, 

                                                
98 Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, 34. Capitalization here, and 

throughout the excerpts in this subchapter, reflects that which appears in the original source. For the most 
part, nouns that come from German are capitalized, while nouns that come from Latin are not. 

99 Ibid., 108.  
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two in Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus and one in Cribum Musicum. 

Werckmeister gives dates for some of the letters, but not for all, making it difficult to 

determine exactly how many exchanges took place. It seems, however, that 

Werckmeister is reporting on six letters, three from Baryphonus to Schütz and three 

from Schütz to Baryphonus. In every instance, Werckmeister relies on the reputation 

and authority of Schütz and Baryphonus when making claims that likely were 

contentious.   

 In the first chapter of Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, entitled “Vom 

Eingang” (From the Beginning), Werckmester presents the purpose of the treatise and 

his methodological approach. Citing Plato, Archytas, and Cicero, Werckmeister states 

that he will rely on foundations established by the ancient authorities on music. Yet he 

will not blindly support every tenet put forth by his predecessors, as he asserts that new 

discoveries of significance are still being made. The purpose of the treatise, to eradicate 

empty and artless virtuosity in composition by those who “do not even know how to tune 

a violin temperately,” appears toward the end of the chapter. Strangely, the issue that 

Werckmeister addresses most directly concerns his choice of language. Predicting that 

there will be some who are displeased that the treatise is written in German rather than 

Latin, Werckmeister turns to two letters, the first undated, the second from 1638, in 

which Baryphonus admits the lamentable necessity of publishing in the vernacular. The 

passage reads in such a way that it is unclear when we are hearing Baryphonus’s voice 

and when the text is that of Werckmeister. Nevertheless, the primary message is clear: it 

can no longer be assumed that composers and theorists read Latin, and thus it would be 

most pleasing to God and most profitable for music to write in a language understood by 

all. 
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Ist auch nicht unsere Meinung / als 
wolten wir alle Saabader-und 
Schulfüchsereyen / so etliche alte 
vorgebracht / behaupten und 
vertheidigen; Nein! Denn wir haben 
zuweilen noch schöne inventiones, 
welche rationi sehr gemaß / wovon die 
lieben Alten nicht gewust / und wird auch 
dabey nicht bleiben / wenn die Welt auch 
noch vieler hundert Jahre stehen solte: 
Nam inventis facile est aliquid addere: 
und in diesen etlicher alten Grillen kan 
sich mancher so vertieffen / daß es sein 
höchster Schade ist / wie es die 
Erfahrung offtmals bezeuget; Unter 
Vorhaben aber ist dieses / daß wir das 
alte / was rationi consentaneum, 
behalten / und das neue / so mit der 
Vernunfft übereinkömmt / auch nicht 
verwerffen / wie solches Baryphonus in 
einer Epistola Responsoria an den 
weltberühmten Capellmeister Henrici 
Schützen weitläufftig bekräfftiget und 
anführet. Es werden sich aber bey dieser 
wohlgemeinten Arbeit zweier Partheyen 
Judicia insonderheit herfürthun: Erstlich 
werden diejenigen Musici, so die 
Lateinische Sprache verstehen / und ein 
wenig mißgünstig sind / einen Mißfallen 
haben / daß dieses Werckchen in 
deutscher Sprache ist herausgegeben 
worden / weil es sonst nicht / oder wenig 
geschehen / vorwendend / daß die Perle 
nicht müsse vor die Säue geworffen 
werden; Hierauff wollen wir kürtzlich 
antworten: Daß es eben nicht zu gut / 
daß man nur demjenigen dienen wolle / 
der sich schon selber helffen könne / 
denselben aber stecken lasse / so die 
Hülffe vonnöthen habe und dieselbe 
begehre. Es sind ja der deutschen 
Componisten fast mehr als derer / so die 
Lateinische Sprache verstehen / weil 
dem einer sowohl unser Nechster ist als 
der anderer / so sind wir auch schuldig 

It is also not our opinion that we wish to 
assert and defend all Saabaders101 and 
scholasticisms, as many predecessors 
put forth and defend. No! For we still 
occasionally make fine discoveries, 
which are very appropriate to reason 
and which were unknown to the dear 
ancients, and it will not also remain 
there if the world should even yet stand 
for many hundres of years. For it is easy 
to add to a thing come upon, and in 
those of many old whims, one can 
become so engrossed, that it is its 
greatest defect, as experience often 
attests. But among our intentions is this: 
that, for the old, we keep that which is 
proper to reason, and that, for the new, 
we do not reject that which agrees with 
reason; such as one Baryphonus 
extensively confirmed and put forward in 
a letter of response to the world famous 
Kapellmeister Heinrich Schütz. There 
will be, however, two parties of opinion 
to distinguish themselves particularly 
with regard to this well-intentioned work. 
In the first place are those musicians 
that understand the Latin language, and 
are a little resentful and have the 
displeasure that this small work has 
been published in the German 
language, because it is not usually, or 
only little, arguged that the pearl must 
not be thrown to the swine. Thereupon 
we wish to answer in brief: That it is not 
at all good that one should want to serve 
only those who can already help 
themselves, but that same person 
should want to leave those who have 
need of, and desire, the same help. 
There are indeed, of the German 
composers, almost more than there are 
of those who understand the Latin 
language; and because one is as much 
our neighbor as the other, the one is the 
same as the other, thus are we so 

                                                
101 This could be a typesetting error of “Salbader-,” which means “empty talk.” 
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demselben zu dienen. Zu dem muste 
gantz unrecht seyn / daß das Wort 
Gottes / welches so Edler ist / als die 
Musica, in deutscher Sprache 
herausgegeben worden: So haben auch 
die lieben Propheten und Aposteln in 
ihrer Muttersprache gelehret / und guten 
Theils geschrieben: Haben denn nicht 
die meisten Italiänischen vortrefflichen 
Musici, als Zarlinus: Artusius: Tigrinus, 
und viel andere mehr / in ihrer 
Muttersprache grose Folianten und 
Volumnia geschrieben und 
herausgegeben? ist es nicht zu bessern 
und weitern Nutzen ihres Nechsten 
geschehen? wäre die Mißgunst und 
eigener Ruhm bey uns in Deutschland 
nicht so groß / so würde vielleicht die 
Music auch in bessern Flore und Stand 
seyn. Hiermit stimmet auch der 
Baryphonus überein / da er in einer anno 
1638. den 22. September. weitläufftigen 
Epistel dem berühmten Capellmeister 
Schützen sein Bedencken von Aufnahme 
der Music vorstellet.100 

obligated to serve the former. In 
addition, it must seem entirely unjust 
that the word of God, which is so much 
more noble than music, has been 
published in the German language. 
Thus even the dear prophets and 
apostles have taught, and in large part, 
written in their mother tongue. Have not 
most excellent Italian musicians, such 
as Zarlino, Artusi, Tigrini, and many 
others besides, written and published 
large folia and volumes in their mother 
tongue? Is this not done for the better 
and farther benefit of one’s neighbor? 
Were the resentment and individual 
fame among us in Germany not so 
great, thus would perhaps the music be 
in better state and standing. With this 
Baryphonus also agreed, as he 
presented in an extensive letter to the 
famous Kapellmeister Schütz from 22 
September 1638, his reflections on the 
reception of music.  

 
 The second passage from Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus comes from 

Chapter 39, “Von den Modis aus der Diatonischen Scala” (From the Modes of the 

Diatonic Scale). Writing about new developments in music theory, probably with respect 

to temperament, scales, and intervals, Werckmeister asserts that not all such 

developments are beneficial, and that some should not be put into use until they have 

been thoroughly examined. He cites three letters in reverse chronological order (from 

1647, 1642, and 1638) from Schütz to Baryphonus decrying the inability of musicians to 

think discerningly. The point of the first letter is not immediately clear. Given the 

placement of the excerpt in a chapter dealing with modes and temperament, Schütz 

may be mourning the increasing sharpness of pitch. In the second letter Schütz is 
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hopeful that new discourse, perhaps on temperament, will help musicians develop better 

judgment. The point of the final letter is unambiguous: musicians must understand the 

rules of music theory.  

Es ist bekand genug / daß fast alle Jahre 
von invention etwas neues herfür kömmt 
/ ich halte zwar sehr viel davon / 
sintemahl unsere Natur immer zu etwas 
neues geneigt ist / wenn aber solche 
inventiones nicht rationabel sind / were 
besser / man liesse sie zurück / und 
brächte feine der Natur gemässe und 
beliebige Sachen / derer in der Music 
überflüssig verhanden / an den Tag / so 
würde sie weit besser und höher 
aestimiret werden: Hierüber hat auch 
schon der hochberühmte Heinrich 
Schütze Anno 1647. in einer Epistel an 
Baryphonum geklaget / dessen Wort 
also lauten: Es ist ein gerühme / wie 
hoch heute zu Tage die Music gestiegen 
sey / ich meine sie ist gestiegen! lauter 
Berenhäuterey gehet im Schwange. Item 
in einer andern Epistel an denselben so 
1642. den 24. Januarii datiret: Es thäte 
wohl von Nöthen / daß umb unserer 
lieben Deutschen allerhand vielfältigen 
und selbstwachsenden Componisten 
willen ein ausführlicher discurs ans Tage 
Licht käme / darinnen die 
unterschiedliche species der Music vor 
Augen gestellet würden / auf daß ein 
jeder von seinen schlechten Thaten 
besser judiciren lernete. Weiter in einer 
andern den 19. Januarii anno 1638. 
datiret Epistel schreibet er ad eundem: 
Ein Musicus soll die Theoriam nicht auf 
die Seite setzen / sondern die Regulas, 
so wohl auch die Tonos verstehen.102 

It is well-known enough that a new 
discovery is made almost every year, 
indeed I think very much about it, 
because our nature is always inclined 
toward something new, but if such 
inventions are not reasonable, it would 
be better if one held them back, and it 
would bring to light subtle things which 
are according to nature, and pleasant, 
that are abundant in music, thus would it 
be judged far better and more highly. 
About this also has the illustrious 
Heinrich Schütz already lamented in a 
letter to Baryphonus in 1647, whose 
words read thus: There is boasting how 
high music has risen at the present, I 
mean it has risen! louder indolence 
comes into vogue. Again in a letter to 
the same, dated 24 January 1642: It 
would be advantageous for the sake of 
our dear German diverse, various, and 
self-educated composers if a more 
detailed discourse would come to light in 
which the different species of music 
were placed before the eyes, such that 
everybody may learn to better judge his 
own poor deeds. Further, in another 
letter dated 19 January 1638, he wrote 
to the same: A musician should not set 
theory to the side, but should 
understand the rules as well as the 
modes. 

 

 
The necessity of music theory is also the subject of the third and final of 

Werckmeister’s treatments of Baryphonus and Schütz’s correspondence, which appears 
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in the post scriptum of Cribum Musicum. Therein Baryphonus disparages the inability of 

many composers to write quality polyphony. He states that, because they rely on 

outdated contrapuntal rules that do not take the harmonic triad into account, their work 

results in a poor use of sonorities. The question is one of comprehension of theory, and 

whether or not such knowledge is necessary. Werckmeister, Baryphonus, and Schütz 

seem to agree that theoretical fluency is indeed vital. As the passage states, “one has 

two arbiters for issues of music, thus: reason and hearing.” At the end of the post 

scriptum, Werckmeister brings in a fourth authority. In a letter from Scheidt to 

Baryphonus, dated 1651, Scheidt says that music has become foolish with composers’ 

tendencies to pile consonances atop one another, and that he has been driven out of 

churches many times by this “Bergmaniren” (style of piling on). 

Als ich diesen Brieff geschlossen / 
gerathe ich über eine / unter meinen 
Musicalischen liegende Epistel / welche 
H. Baryphonus an den damahlig 
berühmten Capellmeister H. Schützen 
geschrieben hat; In welcher unter andern 
auch von der Composition gehandelt 
wird… Dieser auszug lautet also: 
 
Es ist kein Wunder / daß unter vielen 
Componisten wenig gute gefunden 
werden / denn sie haben niemahls 
Canonisirten Componisten Arbeit in die 
Partitur gebracht / dieselbe wohl 
excutiret / und was darinn notabel / 
auffgezeichnet / und zu Gedächtniß 
gesasset / oder in Locos communes 
digeriret. Sie vermeßnen nach 
Consonantien zu componiren / nach den 
alten schlechten Regeln / die 
Progressiones, aus Octaven in Octaven / 
und aus Quinten in Quinten motu recto 
zu evitiren / sey die gantze Melopoeia, 
da zum Tantze etwa mehr gehöret als 
rothe Schuhe. Meiner Meynung nach 

As I brought this text to a close, I came 
across, lying among my musical effects, a 
letter that H. Baryphonus wrote to the then-
famous Kapellmeister H. Schütz, in which, 
among other things, composition is 
treated… This excerpt reads thus:  
 
It is no wonder that among many 
composers few good ones are found, for 
they have never brought the works of 
established composers into score, and 
have probably never performed works of 
that kind and written down what was 
notable in them, and committed to memory 
or condensed into commonplaces [i.e., 
rules]. They presume to compose with 
consonances according to the old, bad 
rules that presume that the entirety of 
composition is to avoid progressions from 
octaves to octaves and from fifths to fifths 
in parallel motion, since there is more to 
dancing than just wearing red shoes. In my 
opinion, what belongs to proper, true 
composition is the real recognition of the 
harmonic triad, and the same with respect 
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gehöret zur rechten wahren Composition 
das wahre Erköntniß Trigae harmonicae, 
und aus derselben die Syzygiae 
Consonantiarum, welche alle / so sie 
gebührlich in acht genommen werden / 
als denn eine gute harmoniam machen. 
Nimmt man die Trigam harmonicam 
nicht in acht / so hat man in den Syzygiis 
Dissonantias, nimmt man Sedem 
naturalem et progressionem legitimam 
nicht in acht / so hat man eine harte 
harmoniam, welches geschiehet / wenn 
man dieselben oben an setzet / so unten 
an gehören / und die jenigen unten / so 
oben hin gehören etc. Dieser Arth 
Composition hat man heutiges Tages 
sehr viel / derer Autorum ich Ehren 
halben allhier geschweige. Was sonsten 
in Compositione ad ornatum et 
exprimendum affectum, textusque 
proprietatem gehöret / wird von wenigen 
itziger Zeit in acht genommen rc. 
 
Die Frage anlangend / Ob einem 
Practicanten exacta Musicae 
Theoreticae, nimirum Mathematicae, 
cognitio von nöthen sey? Antworthe ich / 
daß man zwene Arbitros rerum 
musicarum hat / also: λόγον καὶ ἀκοὴν, 
Rationem et Auditum. Wann nun ein 
Componist etwas aufsetzet / muß er das 
Gehört / als den Arbitrum, so zu der 
Praxi gehöret / erstlich zu rathe ziehen / 
und vernehmen wie es klinge. Wil man 
diesem judicio des Gehöres keinen 
völligen Glauben zumessen / provociret 
man ad judicium rationis, welches die 
Theoria verwaltet / und lässet die causas 
inquiriren / warum dieses wohl / jenes 
übel klinge? und warum dieses zu 
gebrauchen / jenes aber zu vermeiden 
sey? Und als denn ist das judicium 
exactum, wenn Ratio und Sensus 
zusammen stimmen / und einerley 
Sentenz stellen rc. Denn es ist nicht 
genug daß man saget / diß ist in 
Compositione gut / dieses ist böse; 

to syzygies of consonances, all of which, if 
they are duly taken into account, make for 
good harmony. If one is ignorant of 
harmonic triads into account, then one has 
syzygies of dissonances; if one is ignorant 
of the natural position and legitimate 
progression, then one has a hard 
harmony, which happens if one sets in the 
upper position those objects that belong 
below, and if one sets in the lower position 
those objects that belong above, etc. One 
has too much of this type of composition in 
the present day, the authors of which I will 
not mention, to protect their honor. That 
which should otherwise belong to 
composition according to the proper 
ornamentation and expression of affect 
and text, is at present taken into account 
by a few, etc. 
 
Concerning the question whether precise 
knowledge of music theory, and more so, 
of mathematics should be of necessity for 
a practictioner. I answer that one has two 
arbiters for issues of music, thus: reason 
and hearing, reason and hearing. Now 
when a composer sets something, he must 
first subject that which he has heard to 
reason, and then perceive how it sounds, 
since judgment is part of practical music 
making. If one does not want to put 
complete faith into this judgment of 
hearing, one submits to the judgment of 
reason, which governs the theories and 
inquires about the reasons for why this 
sounds well and that sounds bad; and why 
this is useful and that should be avoided. 
And thus then is the exact judgment, when 
reason and the senses agree and provide 
the same result, etc. For it is not enough 
that one says, “This is good in 
composition; this is evil.” Rather one must 
also show the cause as to why it is good or 
bad. Thus, Baryphonus. 
 
I could write such a testimony very 
frequently from different authors, if the 
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sondern man muß auch Ursache 
anzeigen / warum es gut oder böse sey. 
Und so weit Baryphonus. 
 
Dieser Zeugnisse könte ich sehr viel von 
unterschiedlichen Autoribus hierher 
setzen / wann es der Raum leiden wolte. 
Inzwischen siehet man / wie behutsam 
die rechtschaffene alten Musici in ihrer 
Composition gewesen sind / und daß sie 
nichts ohne Ursache / wie die Stümpler 
zu thun pflegen / gesetzet haben. Der 
berühmte Samuel Scheit schreibet an 
Baryphonum, anno 1651. den 26. Januar 
also: Es ist jetzo eine so närrische Music 
/ daß ich mich verwundern muß / da gilt 
falsch und alles / da wird nichts mehr in 
acht genommen / wie die lieben Alten 
von der Composition geschrieben. Es 
soll eine sonderliche hohe Kunst seyn / 
wann ein hauffen Consonantien unter 
einander lauffen. Ich bleibe bey der 
reinen alten Composition, und reinen 
Regeln. Ich bin offt aus der Kirchen 
gangen / daß ich die Bergmaniren nicht 
mehr anhören wollen. Ich hoffe / es soll 
die neue falsche Müntze abkommen / 
und neue Müntze wieder nach dem alten 
Schrot und Korn gemüntzet werden. So 
weit dieser Autor. 
 
Gott gebe / daß alles Böse abgeschaffet 
werde / und das Gute jemehr und mehr 
wachse und zunemhe / damit Gottes 
Ehre und Ruhm / auch durch die Music / 
in aller Welt erschalle und ausgebreitet 
werde.103  

space would allow. Meanwhile, one sees 
how carefully the virtuous old musicians 
have been in their composition, and that 
they have set nothing without cause, as 
the blunderer is accustomed to do. The 
famous Samuel Scheidt wrote to 
Baryphonus on 26 January 1651, thus: 
There is now such a foolish music that I 
am amazed. False [rules] and just anything 
applies, and nothing that the dear ancients 
have written is taken into account. It is 
taken for exceptionally high art when 
consonances are heaped together. I 
remain by the true, old composition, and 
the true rules. I often leave churches, 
because I no longer wish to listen to the 
style of piling on. I hope that the new false 
coinage should be lost, and that a new 
coinage be minted according to the old 
grist and grain. Thus, this author. 
 
God give that everything bad will be 
abolished, and that good waxes and 
increases more and more, so that God’s 
honor and glory, even through music, in all 
the world will resound and be spread. 
 

  
The final passage detailing Baryphonus’s professional exchanges is found in 

Chapter 43 of Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, “Von dem Vorzug der 

Modorum” (On the Ordering of Modes). In addition to placing Ionian first, Werckmeister 

argues that, because Ionian, Lydian, and Mixolydian have a major third in the lowest 

                                                
103 Werckmeister, Cribum musicum, 39-41. 
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position, these three modes take precedence over the rest, a stance supported by 

Zarlino, Artusi, Calvisius, Lippius, and Baryphonus. Though Werckmeister does not 

reproduce the text, he refers to a long letter in which Grimm examined from a 

mathematical standpoint why Ionian should come before Aeolean.   

 
Along with the the brief passage from Chapter 37, this is the only record of any 

interaction between Baryphonus and Grimm. As fleeting as the reference is, it 

nevertheless provides some account of the collegial relationship between the author and 

editor of Pleiades musicae.

                                                
104 Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, 127. 

Da keines Weges die tertia minor nechst 
dem Fundament-Clave ihren Sitz hat / 
sondern allemahl die tertia major, 
welches denn in angeführten diesen 2ten 
modis nicht zufinden / so haben 
dannenhero der Jonicus, Lydius und 
Mixolydius noch den Vorzug vor jenen / 
welches denn von denen subditalibus 
modis eben also verstanden wird / 
darumb haben bereits zu Ende des 
vorigen seculi die Italiäner / als Joseph 
Zarlinus, Artusius, und andere diesen 
Irrthumb zu widerlegen angefangen / 
denen gefolget teutscher Nation 
Calvisius, Lippius, Baryphonus, und 
andere mehr: Grimmius hat in einer 
langen Epistel an Baryphonum den 
seriem numerorum sehr genau überleget 
/ und erweisen / warum der Jonicus der 
erste sey.104 

Since in no way does the minor third 
take its place next to the foundation 
note, but always the major third, and 
because it is not found in the leading 
portion of these second modes, thus 
more so do Ionian, Lydian, and 
Mixolydian take precedence before the 
others, which is understood just so 
because of the subordinance of the 
modes; at the end of the previous 
century, the Italians—such as Gioseffo 
Zarlino, Aritusi, and others—had already 
begun to refute this error, after which 
Calvisius, Lippius, Baryphonus, and 
several others followed among the 
German Nation. Grimm, in a long letter 
to Baryphonus, has considered the 
series of numbers very precisely, and he 
proves why Ionian should be first.  
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CHAPTER 3 

PLEIADES MUSICAE FROM THREE PERSPECTIVES 

 

3.1  Interpreting Pleiades musicae 

In the genre of early-seventeenth-century treatises on music theory, Heinrich 

Baryphonus (1581-1655) and Heinrich Grimm’s (1592/3-1637) Pleiades musicae 

(1615/1630) is at the same time commonplace and exceptional. As a Lehrbuch for 

students in the Gymnasium, it is one of a multitude of similar documents produced and 

used throughout early modern Germany. Books of this sort were normally local objects, 

written by a local teacher for use at a local school, and the treatise in question is no 

exception. Nevertheless, Pleiades musicae is important for the author and editor’s blend 

of philosophical approaches to the subject matter, and for their combination of 

established compositional practices with emerging theoretical models. Baryphonus and 

Grimm blend Aristotelian and Neoplatonic elements within the treatise in a manner 

frequently found in seventeenth-century scientific treatises. In the second edition, 

Grimm increases the role of Neoplatonism, particularly in the preface and in the 

additional sections on triadic theory, marking a stark contrast between the second 

edition and similar contemporary texts that address triadic theory, such as those by 

Johannes Lippius (1585-1612) and Johann Crüger (1598-1662), which present a 

predominantly Aristotelian outlook. Furthermore, Baryphonus and Grimm’s method for 

combining contrapuntal practice with the nascent field of triadic theory provides a new 

process for composing music. 

 In order to discern the ways in which Pleiades musicae fits into the tradition of 

Lehrbücher in the seventeenth century, and to appreciate the significant contributions 
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that it makes to music-theoretical understanding, I explore in this chapter three issues 

raised within the treatise. The first issue concerns the characterization of the treatise as 

a Lehrbuch and its use within the artes liberales tradition of Protestant German 

educational institutions. I then consider questions of philosophical influence: In what 

ways is the treatise Aristotelian? In what ways is it Neoplatonic? What do the differences 

and changes in philsophical orientation between the editions tell us about Baryphonus 

and Grimm? What effects do philosophical orientation have on the presentation of 

material within the treatise, and how do the chosen philosophical modes interact with 

contemporary writers and music texts? Finally, I investigate Baryphonus and Grimm’s 

presentation of the harmonic triad, its integration with counterpoint, and their bass-

oriented approach to composition. Before taking up these issues, however, it is 

necessary to survey the specifications of both editions, as well as the circumstances of 

the genesis of each of them. 

Baryphonus wrote the first edition of Pleiades musicae alone, and published it at 

the offices of Jacobus-Arnoldus Cotenius in Halberstadt, approximately ten miles 

northwest of Quedlinburg.105 Although no documentation detailing the use of the treatise 

survives, the 1615 edition was almost certainly used in the Gymnasium in Quedlinburg 

where Baryphonus was Subkonrektor. Fifteen years later, Grimm “produced, cared for, 

and brought forth” the second edition. In the same volume, Grimm also published a 

second edition of Seth Calvisius’s (1556-1615) Μελοποιια.106 The title page lists as 

publisher the heirs of Johann Francke, a printer in Magdeburg who had died six years 

                                                
105 “Kote, Jakob Arnold,” Thesaurus: Consortium of European Research Libraries, accessed on 

21 October 2014, http://thesaurus. cerl.org/record/cni00027141. Cotenius, whose German name was 
Jakob Arnold Kote, took over the printing offices of his father, Georg Kote in 1612, and was active from 
1612 until his death in 1626.  

106 Heinrich Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, ed. Heinrich Grimm (Magdeburg: Johannes 
Franchus, 1630), [i]. 
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previously.107 Unlike the first edition, in which the function of the treatise was not 

specified, the title page of the version from 1630 explicitly states that this edition was 

produced “for the use of the Gymnasium in Magdeburg.”108 

The long titles of the editions differ slightly. That of the first edition is more 

detailed, describing structure (divided into sections), purpose (to answer questions of 

music theory and composition), epistemology (derived from mathematical origins), 

methodology (investigation by both reason and the senses through theorems and 

examples), and audience (those interested in music and knowledge in general). The title 

of the second edition is abridged and altered slightly, stating only the purpose and 

epistemology, as well as noting that the new edition is both more refined and more 

comprehensive than the previous edition (see Table 3.1). 

The first edition, including front and back matter, spans 112 pages, while the 

second edition is expanded significantly to 330 pages. The editions share the same 

basic structure of front matter, body, and back matter. The front matter of the first edition 

consists of a title page, dedicatory letter, letter to the reader, table of contents, and a 

poem offering of congratulations to Baryphonus. The front matter of the second edition 

follows a similar format, with slight rearrangements and additions: title page, dedicatory 

letter, two letters of congratulations to Baryphonus, letter to the reader, table of 

contents, and a list of errata and corrections. 

The body of the treatise is presented in seven chapters, one for each of the 

Pleiades. Pleias prima serves as an introduction to the treatise, and addresses seven 

important musical questions. (E.g., Should reason or should the senses be the judge of  

                                                
107 “Francke, Johann,” Thesaurus: Consortium of European Research Libraries, accessed on 21 

October 2014, http://thesaurus. cerl.org/cgi-bin/record.pl?rid=cni00026449. 
108 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [i]. 
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TABLE 3.1.1: Pleadies musicae (1615 and 1630), Long titles. 

First Edition (1615) 
 

Second Edition (1630) 

PLEIADES MUSICAE 
 
Quae in certas sectiones distributae 
praecipuas quaestiones musicas 
discutiunt, et omnia, quae ad theoriam 
pertinent, et melopoeia plurimum 
inserviunt ex veris fundamentis 
mathematicis exstructa, theorematis 
septentis proponunt, exemplis illustrant, 
et coram judicio rationis et sensus 
examinant, studiosis non solum musices, 
verum etiam matheseos scitu necessariae 
et lectu jucundae.109 
 

PLEIADES MUSICAE 
 
Quae fundamenta musicae theoricae ex 
principiis mathematicis eruta, et 
melopoeticae accuratiorem modum 
compendiosioremque viam hac altera sed 
limatiore cura et auctiore accessu in 
scenam producunt.110 

PLEIADES OF MUSIC 
 
Which, distributed into certain sections, 
resolve particular musical questions and 
all things that pertain to theory and that 
are devoted largely to composition, 
constructed from true mathematical 
foundations, put forth in sevenfold 
theorems, illustrate in examples, and 
openly examine by the judgment of 
reason and the senses, those things 
being necessary for understanding and 
enjoyable for reading for those devoted 
not only to music, but also to knowledge.  

PLEIADES OF MUSIC 
 
Which, plucked from mathematical 
principles, bring forth the fundamentals of 
music theory and a more refined and 
compendious mode for composing music, 
indeed this second treatment this being 
more polished and more polished in 
approach. 

 
musical matters? Are ratios formed by intervals? Which intervals are consonant and 

which are dissonant?). The second chapter presents the seven numbers contained 

within the octonarius (1:2:3:4:5:6:8) that are used to form the proportions for intervals. 

Pleias tertia addresses the seven operations that can be performed on intervals, both 

mathematically and musically. The fourth chapter defines consonant intervals and 

discusses each of the seven consonances, while the fifth chapter defines dissonant 

intervals and discusses the seven dissonances. Pleias sexta describes how each 

                                                
109 Heinrich Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (Halberstat: Jacobus-Arnoldus Cotenius, 1615), [i].  
110 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [i]. 
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consonant interval may proceed into any other consonant interval through contrapuntal 

motion. The final chapter, Pleias septima, applies each of the seven consonant intervals 

to the monochord for practical demonstration.111  

The chief structural difference between editions concerns Pleias sexta and the 

back matter. In the second edition, Pleias sexta has an additional four sections 

introducing triadic theory. These additions define the triad, explain how triads are 

constructed, describe how they should be used in composition, and provide a 

demonstration in which a passage is composed using a bass-oriented, triadic approach. 

The back matter differs greatly between editions. The addendum to the first edition 

contains only an additional poem honoring Baryphonus, whereas the addendum to the 

second edition includes an additional 31 pages of tables with proportions for intervals 

and scales, the results of adding and subtracting intervals, and names and 

equivalencies for compound intervals. 

Because the two editions of Pleiades musicae have the same essential goals, 

basic structure, and intended audiences, it is possible and advantageous to treat the two 

publications as a single treatise rather than as distinct items. Of the variations between 

editions, several are minute changes, adding clarity or detail. Others are of a more 

substantial nature, adding content and, in the case the treatment of the harmonic triad in 

the second edition, signaling important music-theoretical developments. Even taking 

into account the more significant alterations, the underlying character of Pleiades 

musicae remains unchanged between 1615 and 1630. Consequently the present 

examination of the three issues raised in Pleiades musicae is approached from a 

perspective of unity: i.e., the two versions form one treatise. Because of the more 
                                                

111 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), [xii]-[xv]; Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 
[xxxiii]-[xxxix]. 
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comprehensive nature of the second edition, that version serves as the basis for 

investigation. The first edition, which in general is less detailed, is considered in light of 

the second. Due to what I estimate to be the significant influence of Grimm on the 

second edition, I will refer to both Baryphonus and Grimm as the intellectual proprietors 

of the treatise. In both editions, there are numerous explicit and implicit references to 

ideas and treatises of their predecessors and contemporaries, and discussion of these 

texts is brought in accordingly.  

 

3.2  The Interdisciplinary Curriculum of the Seventeenth-Century Lateinschule and 
the Place of Pleiades musicae Therein 

 
Pleiades musicae is first and foremost a Lehrbuch. Baryphonus, as Stadtkantor in 

Quedlinburg and Subkonrektor at the Gymnasium in Quedlinburg, almost certainly wrote 

the first edition to be used in the established artes liberales curriculum of that city. The 

second edition, as stated on the title page, was used at the Gymnasium in 

Magdeburg.112 The usual translation of “Lehrbuch” as “textbook” is somewhat 

misleading in a seventeenth-century context. As Earnest Livingstone has noted, 

students in early modern Germany generally did not have copies of didactic texts, even 

after the proliferation of the printing press and the correlated increase in the availability 

and affordability of printed materials.113 Rather, instructors taught, and frequently read, 

directly from the text, and students copied down the lecture. In consequence, Pleiades 

musicae and other similar Lehrbücher are more appropriately seen as instructional 

manuals for use by the teacher rather than as textbooks for use by the students in the 

modern sense. 
                                                

112 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [i]. 
113 Earnest Livingstone, “The Place of Music in German Education from the Beginnings through 

the 16th Century,” Journal of Research in Music Education 15, no. 4 (Winter 1967), 270. 
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Baryphonus and Grimm’s treatise is a product of a period characterized by rapid 

development and shifting paradigms, both with respect to musical theory and practice 

(explored in Chapter 3.4), and with respect to educational and cultural institutions in 

northern Germany. Regarding the latter, Pleiades musicae must be viewed in light of the 

educational reforms of the Protestant reformers of the sixteenth century—in the initial 

stages, Martin Luther, Philipp Melanchthon, and Johannes Bugenhagen—and their 

successors in the seventeenth century.114 Early reformers regarded Catholic schools as 

substandard and harmful to the students and to society.115 To improve upon current 

educational models, and to wipe away what in their opinion were corrupt Catholic 

teachings, the reformers established what would develop into a widespread system of 

public schools throughout Protestant areas.116 

The principal change with regard to institutional structure concerned those who 

ran the schools and those who attended. Under the Catholic system in Germany, 

education was under the direct purview of the church, with schools operated by 

cathedrals and monasteries. In most cases, only children from upper and upper middle 

classes attended, though promising students of lower stations were admitted and 

supported by endowed scholarships.117 On the contrary, Protestant schools were 

operated by secular authorities, generally the city council or the local nobility, and 

attendance for at least some period was compulsory for all children regardless of rank or 

                                                
114 John Witte, Jr., “The Civic Seminary: Sources of Modern Public Education in the Lutheran 

Reformation of Germany,” Journal of Law and Religion 12, no. 1 (1995-1996), 195. 
115 Witte, “The Civic Seminary,” 183-185. Luther recounted from his own schooling that students 

in the Lateinschulen “learned less than nothing despite all the flogging, trembling, anguish, and misery.” 
Melanchthon described the teachers as “barbarians who have vulgarly and by means of force and fear 
arrogated to themselves titles and rewards and retained men by means of malicious devises.”  

116 Gerald Strauss, “The Social Function of Schools in the Lutheran Reformation in Germany,” 
History of Education Quarterly 28, no. 2 (Summer 1988), 195. 

117 Witte, “The Civic Seminary,” 181. 
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means.118 Various models for the structure of different levels of schools existed 

throughout Protestant areas, with the most common being a three- or four-tiered 

structure. Vernacular instruction took place in the lowest tier, open to both boys and 

girls, while instruction conducted in Latin occupied the upper tiers, open to boys only. 

The upper tiers constituted the Lateinschulen, while the top tier in a three-tiered system 

or the top two tiers in a four-tiered system quickly became known as the Gymnasium in 

many cities.119 

Though the organization and administrative structure of the educational system 

might have changed under the Reformers, many of the pedagogical methods and much 

of the curriculum remained the same. In both Catholic and Protestant models the artes 

liberales formed the body of the educational curriculum and the studia humanitatis 

provided the approach to instruction and learning.120 The leadership of the Protestant 

Lateinschulen generally adopted the humanist program of their Catholic predecessors 

without appreciable alteration. The most substantial change in curriculum was the 

addition of studies in Protestant catechism.  

As in the Middle Ages, the seven artes liberales formed the body of the early 

modern curriculum. These were divided into the primary studies of the trivium—the arts 

of words: grammar, rhetoric, and logic or dialectic—and the secondary studies of the 

quadrivium—the arts of things: arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music. In the 

                                                
118 Strauss, “Schools in the Lutheran Reformation,” 193; Witte, “The Civil Seminary,” 191. 
119 Ernest Livingstone, “The Place of Music in German Education Around 1600,” Journal of 

Research in Music Education 19, no. 2 (Summer 1971), 145-146; Strauss, “Schools in the Lutheran 
Reformation,” 197-198; Witte, “The Civil Seminary,” 195-196. 

120 Jennifer Summit, “Renaissance Humanism and the Future of the Humanities,” Literature 
Compass 9/10 (2012), 666-670. According to the twentieth-century historian of Renaissance humanism 
Paul Kristeller, the studia humanitatis was in its essence a pedagogical methodology centered in the 
schools, rather than a concrete group of disciplines. The studia humanitatis tradition generally included 
instruction in the linguistic arts, but the exact disciplines and their relationship with other fields was in flux. 
Most vitally, the studia humanitatis provided a way of investigating the world, and students thereof were 
taught and encouraged to view themselves as citizens and philosophers.  
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sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, however, educational emphasis underwent a 

significant shift, and the essence for some of the arts evolved, particularly those of 

rhetoric and grammar. In the Middle Ages, Aristotelian logic had dominated; in the early 

modern period, the emerging disciplines of philology and history rose in prominence.121 

Grammar, which had been an art of interpretation and of speaking correctly, became a 

regulative and normative art. Rhetoric was a hermeneutic art used to resolve legal 

conflicts and contradictions and to interpret scripture. It evolved into an art of 

persuasion.122  

Perhaps the most important development for music was the renewed emphasis 

on the quadrivium, the arts of things, which came into their own in the seventeenth 

century.123 The increased prominence of the mathematical arts, music among them, laid 

the foundation for exploring the relationships between modern physics and 

mathematics.124 This renaissance was one of the central factors in the advent of the 

Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth century, and music in the form of speculative 

music theory played a prominent role in the mathematical and scientific investigations of 

that century. But how did these idealized goals and emphases for the educational 

curriculum manifest in the studies of students at actual educational institutions? 

In the Protestants’ carefully devised institutional structure, greatest care was 

given to developing and monitoring the curriculum in the Lateinschule.125 Consequently 

most Schulordnungen from the sixteen and seventeenth centuries only outline practices 

                                                
121 Richard McKeon, “The Transformation of the Liberal Arts in the Renaissance,” in 

Developments in the Early Renaissance, ed. Bernard Levy (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1972), 161. 
122 Ibid., 164 and 166. 
123 Ibid., 161. 
124 Ibid., 167. 
125 Strauss, “Schools in the Lutheran Reformation,” 197. 
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and standards for the education at those schools.126 Classes were divided into two or 

three levels—again, the upper tier(s) forming the Gymnasium—and students advanced 

according to ability and interest. Most students did not finish the entire curriculum, nor 

were they expected to do so.127 Latin was the language of primary use.128 Methods of 

instruction included praecepta (recitation of rules), exempla (studying examples), and 

imitatio (memorization of Roman authors in the lower levels and imitation of their 

writings in the upper levels).129 Lessons followed a practical model, with an emphasis on 

learning by doing.  

The primary subjects were language and literature with most additional 

instruction achieved as a derivative of those studies.130 Grammar was the most 

fundamental pursuit, present in all classes and subjects. According to Melanchthon, “no 

greater harm can be done to the arts than to fail to accustom the young to grammar.”131 

In Lateinschulen with a three-tiered division, instruction at the basic level included 

alphabets, prayers, creeds, Latin grammar, and simple texts by Cato. The intermediate 

level added a study of grammar through further classical and humanist authors and 

basic religious studies from the psalms and gospels. The upper level focused on the 

works of Ovid, Cicero, and Virgil, examining dialect, rhetoric, and poetics. In all levels, 

and as time allowed, students studied history, mathematics, music, astronomy and 

physical education. Music was approached both from an understanding of its place in 

                                                
126 Ernest Livingstone, “The Place of Music in German Education from the Beginnings through the 

16th Century,” Journal of Research in Music Education 15, no. 4 (Winter 1967), 267. 
127 Witte, “The Civil Seminary,” 195-196; Livingstone, “Music in German Education around 1600,” 

145-146. 
128 Witte, “The Civil Seminary,” 196. 
129 Livingstone, “Music in German Education from the Beginnings,” 270. 
130 Witte, “The Civil Seminary,” 270. 
131 Strauss, “Schools in the Lutheran Reformation,” 199. 
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the quadrivium through speculative music theory, and from the need for practical 

instruction as necessary for singing in church.132 

In the early years of the students’ education in music, primary emphasis was 

given to practical skills, but the material studied became increasingly focused on theory 

as the students progressed through the levels of the Lateinschule. In a comprehensive 

curriculum the study of music ranged from monophonic chant for beginning students to 

complex motets and polyphonic masses for the most advanced students.133 At the 

lowest level, students learned music by rote and sang by ear; the purpose here was to 

enable students to engage in congregational singing in church.134 In the intermediate 

level, students learned to read basic notation and to sing in a chorale texture. This 

necessitated a study in the fundamentals of music theory, including rhythm, hexachord 

mutation, and ligatures.135 At the highest level, students gained the skills necessary for 

reading and singing polyphonic music.136 The most advanced students additionally 

studied the theoretical topics of mensuration, modes, counterpoint, and composition.137 

That a study of music occurred in all levels of all schools is all but certain, but the 

exact place of music in the curriculum was variable. Nicolaus Agricola, an educational 

reformer in the middle of the sixteenth century, argued that music should occupy a 

central position as one of the examination disciplines (Prüfungsfächer), and that theory 

and practice should stand beside one another.138 According to Antonius Moker, a 

professor at the University of Erfurt who agreed to some extent with Agricola, music 

                                                
132 Witte, “The Civil Seminary,” 196. 
133 Livingstone, “Music in German Education around 1600,” 155. 
134 Ibid., 145. 
135 Ibid.,150-152. 
136 Ibid.,156. 
137 Ibid.,152-153. 
138 Klaus Niemöller, “Die Musik im Bildungsideal der allgemeinen Pädagogik des 16. 

Jahrhunderts,” Archiv für Musikwissenschaft 17, no. 4 (1960), 255. 
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should be a primary discipline for all students up to fourteen years old, but thereafter 

music should only be an exercise (exercitium) for recreation.139 Leipzig teacher 

Johannes Rhenius—who incidentally recommended the use of Calvisius’s Μελοποιια 

(1592)—called music one of the highest gifts of God, but noted that it should be studied 

alongside and in between study of the primary disciplines. In many places music was 

relegated to Saturday mornings or to the somewhat relaxed hour immediately following 

lunch.140  

Clearly, in different locales, music occupied different positions relative to 

centrality in the educational curriculum. In the majority of cities, however, music 

belonged more to the peripheral educational subjects rather than to the central ones. 

Rather than music itself being a principal focus, it was studied in conjunction with, and in 

the service of, the more primary disciplines of literature, rhetoric, and religion. 

Twentieth-century musicologist Klaus Niemöller has thus labeled music a supporting 

discipline (Hilfswissenschaft).141 Nevertheless, in addition to the sessions on Saturday 

mornings or after lunch devoted to music, musical studies were thoroughly incorporated 

into the school day. Most days, and even class periods, began with singing, and 

educators generally agreed that at least a modicum of skill in singing was necessary.142 

This interweaving worked in two ways. Not only was music blended into the 

curriculum, but also the curriculum was intermixed into musical studies, thereby creating 

a truly interdisciplinary atmosphere in the Lateinschule.143 Arithmetic and geometry 

entered the music classroom through investigations into the proportional properties of 

                                                
139 Niemöller, “Die Musik im Bildungsideal,” 253 and 255. 
140 Ibid., 256. 
141 Ibid.,245. 
142 Livingstone, “Music in German Education around 1600,” 144-145. 
143 Ibid.,144. 
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intervals and the mathematical operations that could be enacted upon intervals in the 

production of new intervals and combinations of intervals. Latin grammar and 

vocabulary were taught by presenting instruction in varying tenses, voices, 

conjugations, declensions, terminology, and so forth. Through the use of musical 

vocabulary and brief quotations in Greek, students not only learned the Greek alphabet 

and rudiments of the language, but also became familiar with excerpts from texts by 

Greek authorities. Elements of broader historical narratives were addressed in 

conjunction with their relationship to developments in music history. The possibilities for 

intermingling branches of knowledge were extensive. 

Evidence of interdisciplinarity in the early modern music classroom is apparent in 

the many music treatises from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and it is 

particularly distinct in the text of Pleiades musicae. Baryphonus and Grimm constantly 

entwine lessons from the other disciplines of the artes liberales into the study of music. 

Historical sketches appear in Pleias prima, and additionally in the preface to the second 

edition. Investigations into the relationships between music and the other arts of the 

quadrivium are especially pronounced in Pleides secunda, tertia, and septima. Latin is 

used throughout, Greek appears periodically, and lessons in grammar pervade all 

aspects of the treatise. The remainder of this subchapter presents several instances 

within Pleiades musicae in which these areas of study are commingled with musical 

pursuits, revealing the thorough fusion the liberal arts in seventeenth-century German 

educational philosophy and practice. 

Within the preface and first chapter of Pleiades musicae the reader finds an 

amalgamation of histories in which musical, philosophical, biblical, and political 

developments are all interrelated. In both editions of the treatise, Pleias prima begins 
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with a history lesson: an account of a historical dispute between two philosophies of 

music in Greek antiquity, those of the Pythagoreans and of the Aristoxenians. The 

Pythagoreans believed that all music and musical investigation should be judged by 

reason, while the Aristoxenians thought these pursuits to be the purview of the senses. 

Baryphonus and Grimm maintain that the dispute was resolved by Ptolemy, who 

asserted that both reason and the senses should be the arbiter of musical matters. The 

second edition heightens the historical aspect of the account by situating the conflict and 

resolution firmly within a historical timeline. 

And this conflict endured from Pythagoras for 679 years, and from Aristoxenus 
for 471 years, and from the reign of Nabonassar for 888 years, which falls on the 
year 140 of Christ, and the third year of Emperor Antoninus.144 
 

Baryphonus and Grimm affirm Ptolemy’s resolution, as evidenced by the numerous 

appeals to both faculties (i.e., reason and the senses) throughout the treatise. 

Considered more closely, the endorsement of Ptolemy’s theoretical and practical 

pursuits legitimizes the state of musical study as it was in early modern Europe, that is, 

geared toward the integration of theory and practice. 

But this is more than a lesson in music history; it is every bit as much a lesson in 

the history of philosophy and in rhetoric. The Pythagoreans asserted the dominance of 

reason for all matters, not merely for musical ones, while the Aristoxenians did the same 

for the supremacy of the senses and observation. Accordingly, the opening pages of 

Pleiades musicae teach the students of Pythagoras’s—and by association Plato’s—

orientation toward higher realms of truth and abstraction, and Aristoxenus’s—and thus 

Aristotle’s—interest in the observable universe. Ptolemy was the “happy arbiter” of the 

two stances, and hence he admits the worth of investigation by means of cognition and 

                                                
144 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 3. 
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investigation by means of perception.145 Furthermore, Baryphonus and Grimm 

demonstrate rhetorical structure and persuasive techniques through each of the three 

presented views. 

Baryphonus and Grimm explore general history more fully in the second edition 

wherein they devote a significant portion of the preface to outlining biblical narratives as 

well as civil and political timelines. As they argue for divine nature of the number seven 

and demonstrate its manifestation in all of the universe, they recount, for example, the 

stories of the creation, the great flood, Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s 

dreams, and the prophesies of Revelation. Baryphonus and Grimm address the 

histories of several political states as well, outlining the reigns of monarchs and the 

durations of dynasties including those of Egypt, Corinth, Macedonia, Rome, Babylon, 

Gaul, Bohemia, Poland, and Brandenburg. Grounding their accounts historically, 

Baryphonus and Grimm give timelines and dates for many of these events, just as they 

did for their description of Ptolemy’s compromise. 

It is not surprising that the most obvious interdisciplinary relationships to be found 

in Pleiades musicae are those that Baryphonus and Grimm explore between music and 

the other arts of the quadrivium. The association with astronomy is the subtlest, though 

present nonetheless. The treatise itself is named after an astronomical constellation, 

and the chapters of the second edition receive their name from each of the seven stars 

of that constellation (Celaeno, Sterope, Merope, Electra, Alcyone, Maia, and Taygete). 

Furthermore, the preface to the second edition references Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, 

the Pleiades, and the seven orbits of celestial bodies.146 Beyond astronomy, the bonds 

                                                
145 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 3. 
146 Ibid., [viii]-[ix]. 
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of music with abstract number and with arithmetic and geometry are more apparent and 

receive greater attention.  

Pleiades prima and secunda establish the connection between music and 

abstract number. Pleias prima asks “seven important musical questions,” the second of 

which is “Do proportions exist in intervals?”147 Baryphonus and Grimm follow a series of 

logical deductions, affirming that indeed proportions are present in musical intervals. 

Although proportion is particularly understood in quantities, nevertheless it is also 
found in other things for which the condition is considered according to quantity. 
Thus high and low sounds, for which the distance is called an interval, are 
considered to be quantities because they hold themselves like a number to a 
number, which is quantity. For instance, a low sound decreases to the middle by 
means of tension, while a high sound does the same by means of release. The 
sounds coinciding in the middle are unisons, while those existing outside of the 
middle in two extremes are intervals. Moreover, sounds that arrive at the middle 
by means of either tension or release are seen to be composed from parts. Those 
things that are composed from parts are judged to have a ratio of numbers 
between them. Therefore, no one will deny that sounds have a ratio of numbers 
between them.148 
 
Having determined this relationship, Pleias secunda determines which numbers 

are present in musical intervals, provides the rationale behind the limitation of the set, 

and gives a list of those numbers. The primary harmonic numbers arise from the seven 

numbers of the octonarius, 1:2:3:4:5:6:8. Secondary harmonic numbers derive from 

multiplication of those numbers, and tertiary harmonic numbers emanate from 

multiplication of secondary harmonic numbers (see table 3.2.1). The established 

harmonic intervals can be formed from proportions containing these numbers. All other 

intervals with the exception of the augmentation of the established harmonic intervals by 

one or more octaves are formed by proportions whose terms do not belong to those 

primary, secondary, or tertiary numbers. 

                                                
147 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [xxxiii]. 
148 Ibid., 5. 
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TABLE 3.2.1: Pleiades musicae (1630), Harmonic numbers. 

Primary 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 
Secondary 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20, 24, 25, 30, 32, 

36, 40, 48, 64 
Tertiary 27, 45, 50, 54, 60, 72, 80, 81, 90, 96, 

100, 108, 120, 125, 128, 135, 144, 150, 
160, 162, 180, 192, 200, 216, 225, 240, 
256, 270, 288, 320, 324, 360, 384, 432, 
512, 576 

 
Of the quadrivial arts, Baryphonus and Grimm explore the art of arithmetic most 

fully. They do so in Pleias tertia, the subheading of which is “On the sevenfold 

operations of proportions.”149 The operations in question are seven mathematical 

processes that one may perform on proportions: radication, mediation, addition, 

copulation, subtraction, comparison, and equiparation. Because intervals are expressed 

mathematically in proportions, as demonstrated in Pleias prima: Quaestio secunda, 

intervals may also undergo these operations; thus one may add intervals, subtract 

intervals, and so forth. Each of the seven sections in Pleias tertia explains and 

demonstrates a separate mathematical process. The chapter is carried out almost 

exclusively in numerical terms, though musical intervals do make an appearance in the 

section on equiparation; however, if one understands the relationship between intervals 

and proportions, one should be able to translate the pure mathematical representation 

into a musical procedure. 

Several of the operations (i.e., radication, addition, comparison and subtraction) 

are quite familiar to us both mathematically and musically. Addition and subtraction 

need no explanation. Radication can also be called reduction to simplest terms or, 

literally, locating the root. It is done with composite proportions, which contain an exact 

multiple between the terms. The basic examples given are 10 and 3, which are  

                                                
149 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 79. 
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FIGURE 3.2.1: Pleiades musicae (1630), Radication.150 

 

FIGURE 3.2.2: Pleiades musicae (1630), Comparison.151 

 

incomposite, and 12 and 3, which are composite (see figure 3.2.1). Comparison allows 

one to determine which of two proportions is larger and the extent by which they differ, 

and it is achieved by cross multiplication. For example, 3:2 is larger than 4:3 by 9:8 (see 

figure 3.2.2). 

Three out of the seven operations in particular (i.e., mediation, copulation, and 

equiparation) are somewhat less familiar and require further explication. Mediation is 

“the division of a proportion into two parts by a certain medius.”152 Baryphonus and 

Grimm list the four types of mediation (i.e., arithmetic, geometric, harmonic, and 

contraharmonic) and state that arithmetic and harmonic mediation are most useful for 

music. In arithmetic mediation, the medius lies halfway between the outer terms, e.g.,  

                                                
150 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 81. The text reads “This ternary number divides the 

preceding senary number exactly.”  
151 Ibid.,106. After calculation, the smaller number reveals the larger proportion. 
152 Ibid., 87. 
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FIGURE 3.2.3: Pleiades musicae (1630), Arithmetic mediation.153 

 

FIGURE 3.2.4: Pleiades musicae (1630), Harmonic mediation.154 

 

5:3 has an arithmetic mean of 4. (see figure 3.2.3). In harmonic mediation, one first 

multiples the two terms together and doubles the result, leaving the mean. The outer 

terms are achieved by adding the terms, and then multiplying the result by each of the 

terms. The first example given is 2:1 (see figure 3.2.4). Multiplied together the two terms 

yield 2, which when doubled yields the harmonic mean, 4. To obtain the outer terms, 2 

and 1 are added together and the result, 3, is then multiplied by both 2 and 1. The end 

result is that 6:3 have a harmonic mean of 4. 

Copulation is similar to addition, but, whereas in addition two proportions are 

combined into one new proportion, copulation results in a united group of three 

proportions. For example, adding 3:2 and 4:3 leaves behind 2:1. Copulation is achieved 

by multiplying either the upper term of the first proportion and the lower term of the 

second proportion, or vice versa the lower term of the first proportion and the upper term  

                                                
153 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 88. The 8 arises from the addition of 5 and 3. Divided 

by two, 8 yields the arithmetic mean. 
154 Ibid. 
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FIGURE 3.2.5: Pleiades musicae (1630), Copulation.155 

 

of the second proportion, and then reducing the result to lowest terms. Combining the 

proportions 3:2 and 4:3 in copulation results in either 4:3:2 or 6:4:3 (see figure 3.2.5). As 

one may see, copulation is closely related to mediation. Thus the middle term in a 

copulation can indicate either the arithmetic mean or the harmonic mean of the outer 

two terms. 

The Latin term aequiparatio may be translated either directly as equiparation or 

more transparently as equalized comparison. This operation is necessary when a larger 

proportion contains a multiple of the smaller proportion. The smaller proportion is 

increased to the level of the larger proportion so that they may be compared. This is the 

only section in Pleias tertia to make overt reference to musical intervals, doing so with a 

set of seven examples. Example one is asks the question “[Do] three tones in 

sesquioctava proportion complete the diapente, and [do] four exceed it[?]”156 Through a 

process of equiparation, it is determined that three tones are insufficient to form a 

perfect fifth, but that four tones are excessive (see figure 3.2.6). Baryphonus and Grimm 

repeat this process seven times, comparing in diagrams the tone and the perfect fifth, 

the tone and the octave, the major semitone and the minor third, the comma and the 

major semitone, the comma and the minor semitone, the comma and the major tone, 

and the comma and the minor tone. 

                                                
155 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 99. The spacing in the print is slightly misleading. The 

first four columns and the last four columns belong together. 
156 Ibid., 111. 
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Figure 3.2.6: Pleiades musicae (1630), Equiparation.157 

 

Pleias septima puts the art of geometry into practice, if only at a basic level, with 

the application of intervals to the monochord. In the second edition, the chapter begins 

with seven axiomata geometrica and seven axiomata musica.158 The geometric axioms 

establish the conditions for using the theoretical monochord, namely, two strings are 

defined by end points, one of which is partitioned so many times and divided at one of 

the partitions.159 The musical axioms translate the geometric axioms of the theoretical 

monochord into the procedure for constructing a physical, sounding monochord. The  

two sets of axioms are followed by seven theorems that outline the generalized process 

for forming any interval on the monochord (i.e., take two strings, leave one whole, divide 

one at the X:Y point to produce the desired interval). Pleias septima concludes with the  

                                                
157 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 113. In proportions, the smaller number belongs to the 

larger proportion. At the third level, three tones (2187:1536) are smaller than a perfect fifth (2187:1458). 
At the fourth level, four tones (19683:12288) are larger than a perfect fifth (19683:13122). 

158 These are not present in the first edition, which begins immediately with seven theorems. 
159 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 237-236[b]. 
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Figure 3.2.7: Pleiades musicae (1630), The minor sixth represented on the 
monochord.160 
 

Divide string CD into eight equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, IK, KL, and LD, and five of 
these struck at I will yield a minor sixth to the other string AB. 
 

 

application of the seven consonant intervals to the monochord, presenting a diagram for 

each. For example, the seventh application concerns the minor sixth (see figure 3.2.7). 

The amount of intersection in Pleiades musicae between music and the other 

quadrivial arts is extensive, but even more pervasive in the treatise is the presence of 

language study and especially the trivial art of grammar. Treatises written in the 

vernacular became increasingly prominent throughout the seventeenth century, but in 

the early seventeenth century Latin was still the language of an overwhelming majority 

of texts on music. This was particularly true for texts used in the aptly named 

Lateinschulen, and Pleiades musicae is no exception. Baryphonus and Grimm’s 

treatise, however, goes far beyond the mere use of Latin as the language of instruction. 

As Gerald Strauss has noted, grammar spread through all classes, dominating the 

Lateinschule curriculum from the most basic levels of instruction to the most 

advanced.161 Teachers and authors of pedagogical material took seriously the duty of 

infusing every subject with lessons in grammar. Through the creative use of varied 

                                                
160 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 242. The A to the left of the top string is barely visible. 

The C that should appear to the left of the bottom string is missing, either due to a missing printing tile or 
to insufficient ink. 

161 Strauss, “Schools in the Lutheran Reformation,” 199. 
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terminology and, in particular, assorted conjugations, Baryphonus and Grimm 

incorporate into Pleiades musicae an extensive study of the Latin language. 

Vocabulary in Latin is approached from perspectives both general and specific. 

Exercises in vocabulary manifest in the obvious sense in that one needs a certain 

amount of vocabulary to be able to read the text, and in that one receives extensive 

practice as one studies the treatise and in conjunction acquires greater fluency. On a 

more concrete level, Baryphonus and Grimm offer lessons in vocabulary by using 

varying terminology to refer to the same concept. Consider the cases of these four 

words: higher, lower, subtract, and divide. When addressing two-voice counterpoint in 

Pleias sexta, they use interchangeably superior (above, higher) and acuta (sharper, 

high-pitched) in reference to the higher voice in the pair and inferior (below, lower) and 

gravis (heavy, burdensome) when referring to the lower voice. Baryphonus and Grimm 

always pair superior with inferior and acuta with gravis, establishing the association 

between those specific words and indicating that one should not use superior and gravis 

together, or likewise acuta and inferior. In Pleias tertia, three words are used to denote 

the mathematical operation of subtraction: subtraho (take away), subduco (lead away), 

subtollo (lift away).162 The most convincing case for the interpretation of Pleiades 

musicae as a vehicle for teaching vocabulary occurs in Pleias septima. Here 

Baryphonus and Grimm use no fewer than twelve terms when describing the partition of 

a the string on the monochord: divido (divide), intercipio (interrupt), medio (mediate), 

tribuo (grant), sejungo (separate), partio (distribute), disseco (dissect), disjungo (sever), 

separo (separate), dispesco (separate), sepono (isolate), and seco (cut). Each of the 

words discussed have different semantic fields, but when applied in their specific 
                                                

162 The verbs here appear in various inflected forms in the treatise, but have been rendered here 
in dictionary form, i.e., first-person indicative, singular, present tense, active voice. 
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contexts within Pleiades musicae signify only four ideas: higher, lower, subtract, and 

divide. And to be sure, the treatise abounds with further examples of similar instruction 

in vocabulary. 

Baryphonus and Grimm approach verb inflection in like manner. Using varying 

person, number, tense, voice, and mood they instruct the reader in Latin conjugation. 

Further mutations of verb form introduce participles and gerunds. Take for example the 

word habeo (to have), a frequently occurring and thus vital word in any language. 

Throughout the course of the treatise, habeo appears in twenty-one different inflections 

(see table 3.2.2). By no means does this provide a complete conjugation of the verb, but 

it gives the students ample exposure to the most recurrent forms of the verb. Other 

words are treated similarly, especially those words that are the most commonplace and 

fundamental to the language (e.g., sum (be), do (give), and facio (do/make)). In doing so 

Baryphonus and Grimm implant lessons in the most vital aspects of the Latin language 

into their treatise on music. 

TABLE 3.2.2: Pleiades musicae (1630), Inflections of habeo.163 

habes 2nd, S, Pr, A, Ind habeatur 3rd, S, Pr, P, Sub 
habetis 2nd, Pl, Pr, A, Ind habeantur 3rd, P, Pr, P, Sub 
habet 3rd, S, Pr, A, Ind habe S, Imperit 
habent 3rd, Pl, Pr, A, Ind habere Pr, A, Inf 
habebat 3rd, S, Impf, A, Ind haberi Pr, P, Inf 
habebis 2nd, S, Fut, A, Ind habens S, Pr Part, Nom, A 
habetur 3rd, S, Pr, P, Ind habentes P, Pr Part, Nom, A 
habentur 3rd, Pl, Pr, P, Ind habentem S, Pr Part, Acc, A 
habeat 3rd, S, Pr, A, Sub habenti S, Pr Part, Dat, A 
habeant 3rd, P, Pr, A, Sub habendum S, Fut Part, Nom, P 
haberent 3rd, Pl, Impf, A, Sub   

 

                                                
163 Legend: 2nd (second person), 3rd (3rd person), S (singular), Pl (plural), Pr (present), Impf 

(imperfect), Fut (future), A (active), P (passive), Ind (indicative), Sub (subjunctive), Imp (imperative), Inf 
(infinitive), Pr Part (present participle), Fut Part (future participle), Nom (nominative), Acc (accusative), Dat 
(dative) 
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Greek is also present, though to a much lesser extent. It was common in treatises 

of the period—see for example Calvisius’s Μελοποιια—to use extended quotations by 

famous Greek authorities.164 Rather than using lengthy passages, however, Baryphonus 

and Grimm occasionally use Greek musical, mathematical, or other basic terminology. 

For example, δὶ ὀκτὼ, διὰ πέντε, and διὰ τεσσάρων are at times used to indicate the 

octave, fifth, and fourth respectively; dissonance in counterpoint is called ἀναρµονία—

literally, non-harmony—; a διατύποσις presents a mathematical description or a 

rhetorical testament.165 Examples such as these provide the student with words or very 

brief phrases that can be memorized and interspersed in a text or discussion at 

appropriate points. Pleiades musicae does not present any amount of comprehensive 

study in Greek language or grammar, but it does provide some fundamental vocabulary. 

Evidence of interdisciplinarity is plentiful in Pleiades musicae. In keeping with the 

comprehensive educational philosophy and practice of the early modern Lateinschulen 

of Protestant Germany, Baryphonus and Grimm blend the artes liberales into the music 

curriculum. They address matters of biblical history, civil and political history, abstract 

number, astronomy, arithmetic, geometry, Latin vocabulary and grammar, and Greek 

vocabulary. In doing so they reaffirm two fundamental beliefs held by ancient Greek 

authorities that extend through the Middle Ages and to the seventeenth century, namely, 

that all knowledge is interconnected and that music is an ideal tool for the education of 

young minds. 

 

                                                
164 Calvisius, Μελοποιια (Erfurt: Baumann, 1592). At times Calvisius includes passages of several 

lines, or even entire paragraphs in Greek. For an example, see fol. [Avi]. 
165 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 124. E.g., a διατύποσις of the first species of the 

octave gives the notes, solmization and bocedization syllables, proportions, and intervals for the notes of 
the Ionian mode from C to C. 
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3.3  Philosophical Influences on Pleiades musicae 

As we have seen, Pleiades musicae is firmly rooted in the artes liberales tradition 

of educational institutions in early modern Germany. In both original and revised forms, 

the treatise was used as a Lehrbuch, introducing upper-level students at Lateinschulen 

in Quedlinburg and Magdeburg to the history of music and music theory, the 

mathematical properties of music, the rudiments of music theory, and the fundamentals 

of music composition. The approaches and methodologies that Baryphonus and Grimm 

employ in their writing are steeped in the intellectual traditions of their day. In addition to 

bearing the influences of the interdisciplinary Lateinschule tradition and recent 

developments in music-theoretical thought (see Chapters 3.2 and 3.4), the author and 

editor of Pleiades musicae borrow elements from the most prominent philosophical 

trends in Europe at that time.  

Their treatise contains a blend of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic aspects frequently 

found in early modern scholarly writings.166 Aristotelian ideas are visible in the treatment 

of each of Aristotle’s three branches of knowledge (theoria, praxis, and poiesis), in the 

meticulously organized and systematic approach to knowledge, and in Baryphonus and 

Grimm’s valuation of observable phenomena in the tangible universe. Neoplatonic 

elements are preset in the astronomical title of the treatise, the assertion of a cosmic 

organization to the universe around the number seven—which is ordained by God, 

mimetic in the realms of heaven, earth, and humankind, and manifest in the principles of 

                                                
166 Floris Cohen, Quantifying Music: The Science of Music at the First State of the Scientific 

Revolution, 1580-1650 (Dordrecht, Netherlands: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1984), 7; Hendrik 
Schulze, Französischer Tanz und Tanzmusik in Europa zur Zeit Ludwigs XIV.: Identität, Kosmologie, und 
Ritual (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 2012), 43 and 65. Rather than being strictly divided, Aristotelian 
and Neoplatonic ideas often appeared alongside one another in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
writings. Such a mixture of philosophical approaches was in keeping with Renaissance scientific 
practices, but fell out of favor during the Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth century. 
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music theory—, and in the primacy given to numerical and mathematical principles as 

universal ideals realized through music. Though not of the same fundamental level of 

importance as Aristotelianism and Neoplatonism, other intellectual influences are also 

present, namely, Ptolemaic thought and Christian doctrine. 

Each of these strains of thought is present in both editions of Pleiades musicae; 

however, there is a discernible hierarchy of philosophical orientations. Moreover, 

revisions in the second edition both influence and are influenced by a restructuring of 

that philosophical hierarchy. In the first edition, written by Baryphonus alone, 

Aristotelianism plays the leading role with subtle hints of Neoplatonism throughout. In 

contrast, the second edition, edited by Grimm, affords increased prominence to 

Neoplatonic ideals—especially in the preface and the added section on triadic theory—

while the Aristotelian systematic organization of the first edition remains.   

This subchapter explores, in turn, the influences of each of these intellectual 

traditions on Baryphonus, Grimm, and Pleiades musicae. A brief history of the use of 

Aristotelian and Neoplatonic thought in music-theoretical writings provides a background 

for interpreting differences between the first and second editions. The first edition is then 

approached as a product of Baryphonus’s predominantly Aristotelian orientation, to 

which the second edition, and Grimm’s increased emphasis on Neoplatonic ideals, is 

then compared and contrasted. Finally, elements from Ptolemaic and Christian thought 

are considered in order appreciate to a greater extent the extensive intermixture of 

philosophical and intellectual traditions within Pleiades musicae. 

Baryphonus’s engagement of both Aristotelianism and Neoplatonism is 

immediately clear from the title page of the treatise. One needs look no further than the 

enigmatic title itself for allusions to Neoplatonic thought. Naming a treatise on music  
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TABLE 3.3.1: German treatises on music preceding Pleiades musicae (1615). 

1600 Seth Calvisius Exercitationes musicae duae 
1601 Joachim Burmeister Musica autoschediastike 
1601 Joachim Burmeister Musicae practicae sive artis canendi 
1604 Peter Eichmann Praecepta musicae practicae 
1605 Georg Quitschreiber Musicbüchlein für die Jugend 
1606 Joachim Burmeister Musica poetica 
1609 Heinrich Baryphonus Isagoge musica 
1612 Seth Calvisius Musicae artis praecepta nova 
1612 Johannes Lippius Synopsis musicae novae 
1613 Johannes Nucius Musices poeticae 
1615 Heinrich Baryphonus Pleiades musicae 

 
theory after a constellation, rather than announcing the topic of the treatise, is at odds 

with the open and didactic spirit of the text. Consider for example the titles of several 

treatises written in the years leading up to 1615 (see table 3.3.1).167 Each title clearly 

explains the subject of the text, standing in stark contrast to the title of Pleiades 

musicae, borrowed from astronomy and from Greek mythology. As Baryphonus writes in 

the preface, his “musical Pleiades” is organized around the divinely ordained, “sacred 

and most famed” number seven. Mercury’s lyre contained seven strings in order to 

match the number of the Pleiades, and the number seven is mimetically recurrent in 

“divine, natural, and political matters.”168 The worldly and otherworldly significance of the 

number seven, though stated here in the first edition, is treated in much greater depth in 

the second edition. Neoplatonic ideals do not come into further play in the first edition, 

with the exception of the organization of the treatise around the number seven. Rather, 

Aristotelian approaches to knowledge and learning take center stage. 

Beyond the mere use of the number seven and the Neoplatonic rationale for its 

use, of greater significance in the first edition is the Aristotelian way that Baryphonus 
                                                

167 David Damschroder and David Williams, Music Theory from Zarlino to Schenker: A 
Bibliography and Guide (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1990), 459-460. 

168 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), [iv]-[viii]. For discussion of Neoplatonic mimesis, see 
Gary Tomlinson, Music in Renaissance Magic: Toward a Historiography of Others (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), 50-51 and 219-220. 
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treats the number seven. This treatment is especially true with regard to the systematic 

use of the number seven as a meticulous organizational principle. There are seven 

chapters, most of which have seven sections, most of which have seven accompanying 

theorems, axioms, or examples. Structuring knowledge, and the acquisition of 

knowledge, into a logical series of theorems and supportive axioms is a technique 

extending directly from Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics.169 

The writings and ideas of Aristotle entered into Western academic writing, 

including Western scholarship on music, in the twelfth century. Through editions and 

translations of Aristotle’s texts by Arab scholars, medieval writers were able to draw 

upon an intellectual tradition that had been lost for almost a thousand years. In 

Aristotle’s texts, late medieval writers on music found a venerable source from antiquity 

through which they legitimized the elementary didactic writings of authors such as 

Aurelian and Guido.170 Aristotelian ideas such as the division of musical pursuits into 

theoretical and practical activities (theoria and praxis), though applied to music in the 

much earlier writings of Aristides Quintilianus (third century CE), began to reappear in 

thirteenth- and fourteenth-century texts.171 The third of Aristotle’s three branches of 

knowledge, concerned with production (poiesis), appeared in musical discussions much 

later in the writings of Nikolaus Listenius (born ca. 1510).172 Baryphonus touches upon 

each of these three areas. The title page of Pleiades musicae states that the treatise 

presents the fundamentals of musica theorica as well as a compendious method for 

                                                
169 Jonathan Barnes, Aristotle (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982), 32-33. 
170 Thomas Christensen, “Introduction,” in Cambridge History of Western Music Theory, ed. 

Thomas Christensen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 5. 
171 Robert Wason, “Musica practica: Music Theory as Pedagogy,” in Cambridge History of 

Western Music Theory, ed. Thomas Christensen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 46-77. 
172 Klaus Niemöller and Egbert Hiller, “Listenius, Nikolaus,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 

Online. Oxford University Press, accessed on 1 June 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/ 
article/grove/music/16763. 
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melopoetica (composition), and the letter to the reader further states that the treatise 

examines those things related to theoria and praxis, thus encompassing all three of 

Aristotle’s branches of knowledge.173 

In addition to Aristotle’s division of knowledge, his systematic and meticulous 

approach to knowledge was revered and adopted by countless subsequent late 

medieval and early modern writers. Sixteenth-century Protestant reformer Philipp 

Melanchthon wrote, “Aristotle is the one and only master of method.”174 Melanchthon 

relied heavily upon Aristotle’s organizational methodology in his restructuring of the 

German educational system.175 This systematic examination and systematic ordering is 

visible in Baryphonus’s encyclopedic presentation of the rudiments of music theory. 

Additionally, the structure of primary theorems and supporting axioms used throughout 

the treatise speaks to the influence of Aristotelian axiomatic science.176 Baryphonus 

attempts to address every question and topic from multiple angles to conduct a 

complete investigation enabling thorough understanding. This diligence is true in his 

examination of overarching questions about the fundamental nature of music as well as 

his exacting study of contrapuntal progressions. For example, in Pleias prima 

Baryphonus scrutinizes the consonance of the thirds and sixths from multiple historical 

vantage points (i.e., those of the Pythagoreans, and those of fifteenth- and sixteenth-

century scholars Jacobus Faber Stapulensis, Heinrich Glarean, and Gioseffo Zarlino) in 

order to understand each argument before asserting that these intervals are indeed 
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imperfect consonances.177 In another example, from Pleias sexta, simple counterpoint 

with consonant intervals is treated comprehensively through step-by-step and interval-

by-interval instructions for moving any consonant interval into any other consonant 

interval.178 Early modern scholars valued this kind of systematic perfection and 

completeness of classification, developed and advocated by Aristotle, as a model for 

thorough examination, and this procedure underlies the methodology for all of 

Baryphonus’s explorations.179 

Following Aristotle further, Baryphonus engages with the knowable world through 

empiricism and approaches learning as an open process in which any student may 

engage the subject. Rather than adopting Plato’s rational approach to the world around 

him, Aristotle—himself a student of Plato—relied on observations of the tangible 

universe.180 When arguing that the fourth should be included among the consonances, 

Baryphonus not only presents mathematical and historical (i.e., rational) evidence, but 

he also follows the guidance of the senses, observing the use of the fourth by leading 

composers of the previous century, including Josquin, Ockeghem, and Willaert.181  

Whereas power in a Neoplatonic model is gained through knowledge that should 

be kept secret and only revealed to initiates, in an Aristotelian model, the acquisition of 

knowledge occurs through systematic empiricism and perception and is unrestricted 

with respect to those who may partake of it.182 That Pleiades musicae, both in its original 

and in its revised form, was not intended for initiates of a secret order, but for novices at 
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public educational institutions speaks to Aristotelian accessibility rather than to the 

Neoplatonic premium placed on hidden knowledge. Baryphonus endorses this broad 

accessibility in two passages in the front matter to Pleiades musicae. In a gesture of 

transparency, Baryphonus states, “I commit [my Pleiades] to the light, and I gladly and 

rightly submit them as a model.”183 In the next paragraph, he invites compassionate and 

open minded readers to read, evaluate, and learn from his text: “You, benevolent 

reader, read that which I have written; and, with it having been read, return it to the 

spirit; and, with it having been returned, interpret it in good part.”184 

Although there are hints at Neoplatonic influences early in the first edition—with 

the astronomical title and the assertion of the divinely ordained importance of the 

number seven, for example—Baryphonus’s first edition is, in the main, thoroughly 

Aristotelian. In the second edition, Grimm retains the Aristotelian emphases on 

systematic organization of theorems and axioms, acquisition of knowledge through 

observation, and an accessibility of information to the reader, even reinforcing 

Aristotelian elements from the first edition in places. Consider Pleias secunda. In the 

first edition, Baryphonus tells the reader that musical proportions are formed using the 

harmonic numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. The passage is brief, lasting only two pages.185 

In the second edition, Grimm expands this chapter, including primary, secondary, and 

tertiary numbers that arise from multiplication of the harmonic numbers. The result is an 

encyclopedic list of proportions, perfect and complete in the Aristotelian sense, that 

spreads out over forty-two pages.186 
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In addition to retaining and at times strengthening Baryphonus’s Aristotelian 

methodology, Grimm increases the prominence of Neoplatonic elements. For example, 

in the preface and the added section on triadic theory in Pleias sexta, Grimm takes 

some aspects to which Baryphonus merely alludes (e.g., the mimetic properties of the 

number seven) and realizes those aspects more fully. This intensification begins in the 

preface, the authorship of which is credited to Grimm by later lexicographers.187 Therein, 

Grimm lists occurrences of the number seven in the macrocosm and microcosm in a 

lengthy dedicatory letter spun out over more than twenty pages.188 Furthermore, Grimm 

names each of the seven chapters of the second edition after one of the seven Pleiades. 

Writers from the Greek Mediterranean world have drawn associations between 

astronomy and music since the earliest periods of classical antiquity in the eighth and 

seventh centuries BCE, examples of which are noted below. Some attempts to interpret 

the creation, position, and motion of the heavens using musical science are clearly 

allegorical, focusing on the indistinct assertion that heavenly realms were harmonious in 

the sense that celestial bodies fit well together.189 The vast majority of schools 

addressing astronomy and music, however, posited a relationship that is quite literal. 

The literalist tradition dates in written form as far back as Plato in the fifth century BCE, 

and in pseudo-mythological accounts back to Pythagoras in the sixth century BCE.190 

The two creation stories presented by Plato in The Republic and Timaeus connect 

music, heavenly realms, and indeed the entire universe through number and 

mathematics. 
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This mode of thinking ran in various forms more or less continuously from the 

time of Plato to the early modern period. A mathematical understanding of the universe 

was adopted by the members of Plato’s Academy in Athens, given extensive treatment 

by Plutarch and Ptolemy in the first and second centuries CE, revitalized by the third- 

and fourth-century Neoplatonists Plotinus, Porphyry, and Iamblicus, transmitted to the 

medieval world by Macrobius and Boethius in the fifth and sixth centuries, and 

transformed into Renaissance Neoplatonism by Marsilio Ficino and Matteo Palmieri in 

the fifteenth century.191 Some of the most important writers on music in the fifteenth, 

sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, including Franchinus Gaffurius, Gioseffo Zarlino, 

and Johannes Kepler, engaged Neoplatonic ideals in their treatises, and it is with this 

tradition that Pleiades musicae interacts. 

 According to Daniel Walker, a historian of the occult, Neoplatonic writers in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were most interested in two elements of Plato’s 

thinking as codified and transmitted by Boethius in De institutione arithmetica and De 

institutione musica. Those strands were the study of numerology or number-mysticism 

and the scientific investigation of an ideal universe arranged according to the principles 

of mathematics.192 Elements of number mysticism, originating in Plato’s The Republic, 

asked questions about the possible kinds of number (e.g., square, cube, triangular, 

prime, perfect) or about the importance of particular numbers in Neoplatonic 

metaphysics (e.g., Neoplatonic triads of principles and Leibniz’s monadology) and 
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Christian theology (e.g., the unity and goodness of God and the nature of the Trinity).193 

Investigations into the mathematical foundation of the universe arose in Plato’s 

Timaeus, which posited the construction of the universe according to harmonious 

relationships identifiable through mathematical proportions.194 In later thought, these 

relationships were said to exist in all three of Boethius’s musics (i.e., musica mundana, 

musica humana, and musica instrumentalis), and investigations thereof influenced the 

fields of astronomy and cosmology, astrology and magic, architecture, mathematics, 

science, and audible music.195 As we shall see, Pleiades musicae takes part in both 

lines of thinking: numerology and the scientific investigation of the universe through 

mathematics. 

 The philosophical tradition begins with Pythagoras (ca. 570-ca. 490 BCE), 

despite the fact that no writings from him survive. Nevertheless, numerous writers from 

the centuries immediately following him recounted his ideas and attributed many of their 

own ideas to him. Furthermore, the myth of his revelation in the smithy, a story told 

repeatedly in philosophical, scientific, and musical writings for two thousand years, 

provide an account that, if not historical, at the least provides an indication of the 

indebtedness that Pythagoreans felt for the pseudo-mythical founder of their school. The 

legacy of Pythagoras’s supposed discovery of the proportional relationships of musical 

sounds inspired philosophers for centuries in their quest for the numerical and 

mathematical truths of the universe.196 
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 Plato (429-347 BCE) is the earliest well-known writer to formalize in a written 

tradition a cosmology reliant upon mathematical underpinnings. Although he makes only 

two references to Pythagoras, many of the ideas about the foundation of the universe 

presented in writings such as Philebus, Timaeus, and The Republic have a clear trace 

of Pythagoreanism. In Philebus, Plato outlines a philosophy of “limitless,” “unlimited,” 

and “mixed” elements, mathematical constructs for structuring perception and judgment 

of the world.197 The Republic presents the myth of a warrior, Er, who died in battle and 

came to life on his funeral pyre, telling of his glimpse in the underworld of a universe 

constructed of eight concentric spheres, each uttering a note and joining in harmonious 

concord.198 A detailed system of numbers is most apparent in Timaeus, wherein Plato 

intertwines poetry, metaphysics, and mathematics to present a scientific framework for 

interpreting the cosmos.  

Therein Plato tells of a demiurge who made the world in the form of a sphere and 

gave it the most perfect movement possible, rotation upon its axis. The ingredients for 

this creation were Being, the Same, and the Different, each of which existed both as an 

indivisible whole and divisible parts. Uniting the Same with the Different, the demiurge 

created the world soul, which was then divided into two lines and arranged in the form of 

an X. The demiurge joined the ends of the lines together making an inner and an outer 

circle, the outer of which formed the equator of the Earth. The inner circle was divided 

again into seven unequal circles, set in harmonious proportions according to the series 

1:2:3:4:8:9:27. These circles formed the orbits of the seven celestial bodies: the Sun, 

Mercury, Venus, the Moon, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.199 With this detailed cosmology, 
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Plato expands upon Pythagoras’s vague notion of a universe constructed of numbers, 

developing the idea into a meticulous system.   

 This system was adopted by countless philosophers in antiquity and the Middle 

Ages. For music and music theory, Ptolemy (ca 90-ca. 168 CE) remains one of the most 

significant commentators on Pythagorean and Platonic models. Like the Pythagoreans, 

Ptolemy believed that the universe exhibited mathematical reason identifiable in any 

number of physical and phenomenal manifestations; however, he believed that reason 

alone was insufficient for full comprehension, and that the senses must rule jointly with 

reason.200 In his Commentarii in Somnium Scipionis, Macrobius (fl., fifth century CE) 

recites the myth of Pythagoras at the smithy, and asserts that both music and the 

heavenly bodies obey the same divine order.201 Following on the heels of Macrobius, 

Boethius’s (ca. 475-ca. 526 CE) De institutione musica was the most influential source 

on Pythagorean music theory for later writers.202 Boethius’s category of musica 

mundana became known more generally as the Neoplatonic concept of the Harmony of 

the Spheres. Indeed Walker asserts that the Harmony of the Spheres, though it has its 

seeds in earlier writers, is a concept of Boethius.203 

 Ficino (1433-1499) was largely responsible for the development of Renaissance 

Neoplatonism, a strain of the philosophical tradition that accentuated the power that 

music could exert on the human body and soul. Though he wrote on Pythagorean 

mathematics in his commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, Ficino is primarily remembered for 

his emphasis on the magical potential of music, especially in relation to the ancient 
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doctrine of music and ethos.204 Ficino further wrote about the power of knowledge and 

the immortality of the soul, which achieves an increasingly better state as it progresses 

through celestial spheres to the knowledge and vision of God.205 The relationship 

between knowledge, power, and Neoplatonic magic enthralled many sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century scholars, but the writers who had the most direct influence on 

Baryphonus and Grimm were situated more in the scientific and mathematic vein of 

Neoplatonism forwarded by Ptolemy and Boethius. 

Writing in northern Italy in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, the 

highly influential music theorist Gaffurius (1451-1522) utilized an approach that was 

visibly Pythagorean.206 Woodcuts from his treatise Theoricum opus musice discipline 

(1480, edited and reissued as Theorica musicae in 1492) depict Pythagoras conducting 

numerous experiments with strings, weights, bells, and pipes, all of which yielded the 

same results: octaves, fifths, and fourths produced by the numbers 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 16.207 

Gaffurius was decidedly conservative in his use of Pythagorean constructs. Over half of 

the text from 1480 is dedicated to the study of universal harmony and numerical 

debates.208 Walter Kreyszig has estimated that seventy percent of the treatise is based 

on Boethius’s De institutione musica, which at that time had only circulated in 

manuscript form.209 Gaffurius accepted only those consonances that were approved by 

Boethius, excluding major and minor thirds and sixths. Furthermore, he was convinced 
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that the music created by celestial spheres was indeed audible, but only to men of great 

virtue, a belief held by Plato but questioned by other Pythagoreans since antiquity.210 

In the next century, evolving theories of consonance were necessary to keep up 

with a polyphonic practice that was increasingly tertian, and discussion thereof occupied 

much space in early-modern theoretical writing. Many scholars addressed anew the 

definition of consonance and reconsidered the intervals encompassed by the definition. 

Chief among them was Zarlino (1517-1590) whose treatises exhibit a blend of 

Aristotelian systematics and Neoplatonic number-mysticism. Such a mixture of 

philosophical approaches was in keeping with Renaissance scientific practices, but fell 

out of favor during the Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth century.211 In Le 

istitutioni harmoniche (1558), one of the first attempts at combining scientific and 

aesthetic approaches to music, Zarlino treated intervals in terms of numerical ratios, but 

redefined consonances according to the number six, the senario, thus abandoning the 

established tetractys of the Pythagoreans.212 Number-mysticism is apparent in his 

justification for the use of the number six: God needed six days for the creation of the 

universe, there are six planets (according to sixteenth-century thought, i.e., the moon, 

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn), there are six natural offices (i.e., size, color, 

shape, interval, state, and motion), there six directions (i.e., up, down, forward, 

backward, right, and left), and there are six sides to a cube.213 Zarlino asserted that 

man, in his artistic endeavors, imitated the perfect numerical state of the universe. Art, 

being inferior to nature, imitates nature: the human voice is natural, instruments are 
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artifice; just intonation is natural, temperament is artifice; thus, singers use just 

intonation and cannot reproduce meantone temperament, while instruments use 

temperament.214 

Although most natural scientists of the seventeenth century drew little attention to 

Zarlino’s writings, a few found resonance with his ideas, including Simon Stevin (1548-

1620), Kepler (1571-1630), Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), and René Descartes (1596-

1650).215 However, music theorists of the seventeenth century and beyond relied heavily 

upon Zarlino, especially with regard to his adaptation of Pythagorean treatments of 

consonance and the implications thereof for modal and contrapuntal theory. Calvisius 

transmitted Zarlino’s ideas north of the Alps to German-speaking lands in his treatise 

Μελοποιια, and Lippius used the senario as well as Zarlino’s two mathematical divisions 

of the fifth (i.e., upward from the bottom, the arithmetic division 6:5:4, which forms the 

minor third above the root, and the harmonic division 15:12:10, which forms the major 

third) in his explication of a triadic system of harmony.216 Following closely on the heels 

of Lippius were Baryphonus with Pleiades musicae in 1615 and Grimm with second 

editions of Calvisius’s Μελοποιια and Baryphonus’s Pleiades musicae, published 

together in 1630. These writers forwarded not only the theoretical content of Zarlino’s 

writings, but also Zarlino’s combination of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic philosophical 

approaches.  

In the first edition of Pleiades musicae, Neoplatonic aspects are apparent in the 

content of the treatise, in the methodological approach to that content, and in the overall 

structural organization of the document. Evidence of numerology is inherent in the 
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organization almost ad nauseam around the number seven, an expansion beyond 

Zarlino’s senario. Scientific investigations according to mathematics are visible in the 

approach to the construction, mutation, and use of intervals, which the author and editor 

explore in abstraction, in counterpoint, and in triadic harmony. Somewhat subtler 

evidence of Neoplatonism is seen in the sources to which Baryphonus and Grimm make 

reference. Among others, Pleiades musicae includes citations of Ptolemy, Macrobius, 

Boethius, Zarlino, and Calvisius; as we have seen, Pythagorean and Platonic ideals and 

methods influenced each of these writers in turn.  

The allusion to mythology and astronomy in the title of the treatise sets the stage. 

With the invocation of the Pleiades, Baryphonus calls to mind both the seven sisters of 

Greek legend and the constellation of the same name. The connection is slightly 

stronger in the second edition, in which each chapter is given the name of one of the 

stars of the constellation and sisters from mythology. Although he does not make an 

overt association with the mythological siblings in the first edition, Baryphonus does 

evoke the myth of Mercury’s lyre. In the preface to the first edition, he writes, “in 

accordance with their number, which in antiquity was called to lead the choir of the 

stars, Mercury was reported to have affixed seven strings to his lyre.”217 The association 

between the lyre and the Pleiades is present in Aristotle’s Metaphysics, wherein he 

claims that the Pythagoreans called the Pleiades the “Lyre of the Muses.” In the same 

text, Aristotle writes of the Pythagorean’s belief that the seven notes of the scale, the 

seven-stringed lyre, the seven planets of the cosmos, and the seven Pleiades are all 
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physical expressions of the same universal numeric principle.218 Thus the link between 

the Pleiades, astronomy, music, and numerological significance is both intimate and 

grounded in the history of philosophy. 

Overt references to Neoplatonic magic are sparse in Pleiades musicae, the only 

clear example occurring in the preface to the second edition. In Neoplatonic cosmology, 

the universe is arranged in concentric spheres, representing levels of knowledge. Earth 

and mundane knowledge appear in the middle of the arrangement, and stages of 

knowledge progress outward from the center. God and divine knowledge are located in 

the outermost realm. Movement of an individual from one sphere of knowledge outward 

toward higher spheres is a mystical and guarded process.219 In the preface to the 

second edition, Grimm references the two lowest spheres, Earth and Water, noting the 

mystic process by which the patrons of Pleiades musicae have acquired prized 

knowledge.  

Themis formed you from better earth, and Eudice nurtured you in her most lovely 
gardens, but Suada soaked you abundantly with her most divine liquid of dew 
and poured upon your soul all of the pleasantness and salt of humanity, so that 
dignity would be joined with humanity in a certain pleasing union.220 
 

Themis, the daughter of Uranus and Gaia, and wife of Zeus, is the personification of law, 

custom, and equity. She oversees assemblies of men, and calls assemblies of the gods 

together.221 Suada is the Roman personification of persuasion.222 With the help of these 
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mythological figures, the patrons of Pleiades musicae have gained the knowledge of the 

two lower spheres of Neoplatonic cosmology. 

Representing the second strain of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

Neoplatonism, as identified by Walker, the mathematical nature of the treatise is 

foreshadowed in the long title. The description of the treatise in both editions refers to 

the mathematical basis for the investigations contained within. The first edition reads, 

“Pleiades of Music…constructed from true mathematical foundations.”223 The description 

is similar in the latter version, “Pleiades of Music…plucked from mathematical 

principles.”224 Furthermore, the first edition indicates that the text is suitable not only for 

musicians but also for those “studiosis…matheseos” (dedicated…to knowledge).225 The 

definition of mathesis is manifold, and can include learning and knowledge, but also 

mathematics, geometry, and astronomy.226 Given the subject of the treatise and the 

philosophical approach of the author, it is likely that Baryphonus intends some mixture 

that encompasses all of these meanings. Interpreting the title of the first edition in this 

frame of mind, Pleiades musicae is suitable for those dedicated to scientific, 

mathematical, and astronomical knowledge, the subjects of the quadrivium.  

In the second edition, Grimm strengthens the relationship between music and 

astronomy through his use of terminology when discussing the harmonic triad. In Pleias 

sexta, Grimm introduces the concept of the triad with the word triga. He refers 

additionally to syzygiae consonantiarum (syzygies of consonances), writing, “in any 

syzygy of consonances, the harmonic triad and the natural positions of the consonances 
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are to be considered.”227 Derived from the Greek συζυγία, a syzygy is broadly defined 

as yoking of items.228 Although Grimm does not define syzygies in greater detail, it can 

be assumed that he takes its meaning from astronomy, wherein a syzygy is an 

alignment of three celestial bodies, or from mathematics, in which it is a relationship 

between a module and its generators.229 Thus a syzygia consonantiarum is an 

alignment of three consonant musical notes, which come together to form a triga 

harmonica. Considered one way, the syzygy is the process or event, and the triad is the 

result. Another interpretation takes the triad as an a priori ideal or Platonic Form that is 

realized through the syzygy.  

The use of the terms triad and syzygy predate Pleiades musicae. Rudolph 

Schlick, in his Exercitatio (1588), is the first to use trias in the context of a three-note 

chord. He does not go so far as to name a three-note chord a triad; rather, he likens a 

three-note chord to the Holy Triad of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Schlick additionally 

uses συζυγία to designate this grouping.230 Lippius follows suit, using trias throughout 

his Disputatio musica tertia (1610) and Synopsis musicae novae (1612) in true 

reference to the triad as a harmonic chord. Although Lippius uses συζυγία once in 

Disputatio musica tertia (1610), he does not use it in the more comprehensive Synopsis 

musicae novae (1612).231 The use of the term syzygy in relation to the triad is thus not 

new in Pleiades musicae, but Schlick and Lippius use the word in a cursory manner, 
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including it, but not fully incorporating it into their theories. In contrast, Grimm fully 

adopts the concept of the syzygy, using it as often as triga. 

Apart from the previously mentioned organization of the treatise around the 

number seven (seven chapters, seven sections, etc.), the numerological emphasis on 

“that sacred and most famed septenarius” persists throughout the treatise.232 Both 

general discussion of the importance of that number and specific investigation of 

musical phenomena rely upon groups of seven. In the second edition, the front matter 

serves to establish and justify this approach, evidencing the recurrence of number 

seven in nature, politics, history, and several other areas. Thereafter, the body of the 

treatise presents a thorough introduction to the fundamentals of music theory, in which 

the reader cannot help but discover the scientific musical logic of that number. 

Baryphonus’s places only a moderate amount of emphasis on the number seven 

in the prefacing material of the first edition is slight: the title states that the treatise is put 

forth in seven theorems, the dedication mentions Mercury’s seven-stringed lyre, and the 

letter to the reader asserts that the number seven is apparent in natural and political 

matters. This emphasis is greatly magnified in the second edition. Whereas the first 

edition had one dedicatee, the second edition lists seven, and while the single patron of 

the first edition was described with three honorifics (revered, excellent, and noble), the 

seven patrons of the second edition are described with seven (magnificent, noble, 

distinguished, learned, wise, honored, and admired). After lauding the patrons, Grimm 

spends twenty-one (or three times seven) pages listing the recurrence of the number 

seven in the metaphysical and physical worlds. This, he writes, is ordained by God, and 

                                                
232 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), [viii]. 
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is manifest in heavenly and earthly realms, both the macrocosm and the microcosm.233 

Because the most high God, maker of all things, is delighted by this in an 
extraordinary way, therefore they wish that the sevenfold number be called 
sacred, to the extent that it is enough and more not only by reason of sacred 
matters, but also by reason of matters natural and civil.234 
 
Regarding matters sacred, Grimm points to the seven forms of God’s name, the 

creation of the world in seven days, the Sabbath as the seventh day, the seven years of 

feast and famine as foretold by the prophet Daniel, and so forth.235 In John the Apostle’s 

Revelation, there are seven seals, a lamb of seven horns and seven eyes, a dragon with 

seven heads, seven angels with the seven plagues of God, and on and on.236 One of the 

more concentrated biblical accounts of the number seven in the preface is the story of 

Noah and the flood. 

Noah, at the command of God, entered the ark with all of the clean beasts and 
birds of the sky seven by seven on the seventh day, which was the twenty-first of 
November, before the waters of the deluge caused a flood, which was done on 
the twenty-eighth of November in the year 1657 after the creation of the world.237 
In the seventh month thereafter, which corresponds to our April, the ark came to 
rest upon one of the peaks of Mount Ararat.238 Noah sent out from the ark a raven 
to explore the dryness of the earth, and when it did not return he sent out a dove 
on the seventh day, which, when it had made a sign that the water had not yet 
receded from the surface of the earth, he sent forth again on the seventh day 
thereafter, which corresponds to our twenty-first day of August, whence it brought 
back to the ark a plucked branch of olives. But when sent out after another seven 
days, believed to be the seventh of September, it did not return. From that time, 
Noah remained in the ark for five times seven, or thirty-five, days.239 
 

                                                
233 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [viii]. 
234 Ibid., [iii]. 
235 The seven names of God in the halakha, a Jewish set of religious commandments,  are YHWH 

(the Tetragrammaton), El,  Eloah, Elohim, Elohai, El Shaddai, and Tzevaot. 
236 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [iii]-[vi]. 
237 Calculated from events in the Torah, Noah’s flood occurred ca. 1656 years after creation. This 

number, added to the year of creation itself, equals Baryphonus and Grimm’s given year for Noah’s flood, 
1657. 

238 April is the seventh month after September, which itself is the seventh month in the year 
according to the old Roman calendar. In the seventeenth century, April would not have been seven 
months after November. This must be a miscalculation. 

239 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [iv]. 
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In the macrocosm, the number seven is manifest in the Pleiades, in the seven 

planets in their seven orbits, and in the cycles of the moon and the Zodiac in twenty-

eight days.240 Writing of the microcosm on Earth, Grimm cites the belief of Hippocrates 

that the seventh day of the seventh month of the year is ideal for conception, that 

implantation occurs seven days after conception, that the organs are formed after thirty-

five days, that movement begins to occur after seventy days, and that the fetus is 

complete after two hundred and ten days (i.e., seven months). There are seven parts of 

the body and seven nerves in the brain.241 There are seven wonders of the ancient 

world, many of which are constructed in sevenfold measures and proportions, and 

seven hills in Rome.242 With respect to civil matters, Grimm relates the rise and fall of 

rulers, dynasties, and empires in cycles of seven years. This periodicity is visible in the 

politics of the ancient world (e.g., Egypt, Corinth, Macedonia, Rome, Babylon, etc.), as 

well as in more recent European history (e.g., Gaul, Bohemia, Poland, and 

Brandenburg).243 In the Holy Roman Empire, there were seven electors, and seven acts 

in the coronation of an emperor.244 Having revealed the supremacy of the number seven 

over the course of their twenty-one-page preface, Grimm states that, because the 

number seven has such demonstrable power in the spiritual and natural worlds, thus is 

the treatise named Pleiades musicae.  

Reifying the number in musical phenomena, Baryphonus and Grimm then 

present in the body of their treatise a theory of music constructed of that number. They 

begin with an expansion of the Pythagorean tetractys and Zarlino’s senario, admitting 

                                                
240 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [viii]-[x]. 
241 Ibid., [x]-[xii]. 
242 Ibid., [xvii]-[xix]. 
243 Ibid., [xix]-[xxiii]. 
244 Ibid., [xvii]. 
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consonances that belong to the octonarius: “The primary numbers are the seven leading 

numbers of the alphabet of arithmetic numbers contained in the quaternarius, senarius, 

and octonarius, for instance, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8.”245 The additional term present in the 

octonarius allows for the increase of the number of consonances in this type of natural 

order, admitting the superpartient ratios of 5:3 and 8:5 to account for the major and 

minor sixths, respectively. The number seven, although it is sacred, is omitted from the 

octonarius, not on rational grounds, but on aesthetic ones: “The septenarius is excluded 

from this registry of numbers, because it does not produce the proportion of a legitimate 

interval when set against other harmonic numbers.”246 This stands in contrast to 

Ptolemy, who accepted the number seven in the formation of musical proportions.247 

Despite the exclusion of the number seven from the octonarius, groupings of 

seven are plentiful elsewhere. With the additions provided for in the octonarius, there 

are now seven consonances, which are the subject of Pleias quarta: octave, perfect 

fifth, perfect fourth, major third, minor third, major sixth, and minor sixth.248 There are 

also seven dissonances, outlined in Pleias quinta: comma, major tone, minor tone, 

major semitone, minor semitone, major seventh, and minor seventh.249 Any interval can 

be subjected to the seven possible mathematical operations of Pleias tertia: radication, 

mediation, addition, copulation, subtraction, comparison, and equiparation. Pleias sexta 

outlines the seven possible progressions of any of the seven consonant intervals into 

any of the other seven consonant intervals. In the second edition, Grimm presents a  

                                                
245 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 37. 
246 Ibid., 37-38. 
247 Lukas Richter, “Ptolemy,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University 

Press, accessed on 22 March 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/ 
22510. 

248 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 118-119. 
249 Ibid., 138. 
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TABLE 3.3.2: Pleiades musicae (1615 and 1630), Sources cited. 

Pleiades musicae, 1615 
4th c. BCE Aristotle Metaphysics 
4th c. BCE Euclid (attrib.) Isagoge musica 
2nd c. CE Ptolemy Harmonics 
5th c. CE Macrobius Commentarii in Somnium Scipionis 
6th c. CE Boethius De institutione arithmetica 
6th c. CE Boethius De institutione musica 
1496 Stapulensis Musica libris quatuor demonstrata 
1592 Calvisius Μελοποιια 
Pleiades musicae, 1630 
4th c. BCE Aristotle Metaphysics 
4th c. BCE Euclid (attrib.) Isagoge musica 
1st c. BCE Vitruvius De architectura (unnamed) 
2nd c. CE Ptolemy Harmonics 
3rd c. CE Cassius Dio (Historicus) Historia Romana (unnamed) 
3rd c. CE Censorinus De die natali (unnamed) 
4th c. CE Gaudentius Harmonic Introduction (unnamed) 
5th c. CE Macrobius Commentarii in Somnium Scipionis 
6th c. CE Boethius De institutione arithmetica 
6th c. CE Boethius De institutione musica 
1496 Stapulensis Musica libris quatuor demonstrata 
1592/1630 Calvisius (ed. Grimm) Μελοποιια 

 
method for composing using both counterpoint and triadic theory, doing so with an 

example in which the bass line consists of seven notes.250 

Pleiades musicae is firmly grounded in historical sources spanning ancient 

Greece to early modern Europe (see table 3.3.2). Each of these sources is connected to 

a greater or lesser extent with Pythagorean and Platonic traditions, whether the source 

itself adheres to these traditions, or was influenced by these traditions, or is merely 

interacting with a mathematical mode of scientific and musical investigation. In the first 

edition, Baryphonus’s citations of these authorities are all located in Pleias prima, with 

the exception of one citation of Calvisius in Pleias quinta.251 Pleias prima is the most 

                                                
250 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 182. 
251 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 66. Baryphonus refers the reader to Calvisius, “exer. 

3,” for further discussion of the comma. The reference is not completely clear. It could mean “exercise 3” 
of an unnamed publication (perhaps Μελοποιια), but could also indicate Calvisius’s Exercitatio musica 
tertia, published in Leipzig in 1609. 
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abstractly theoretical, addressing what Baryphonus call “seven clear musical 

questions.”252 The second edition follows a similar suit, though there are additional 

citations of Euclid and Calvisius in Pleiades tertia, quarta, and sexta. In the later edition, 

Grimm mentions the works of four additional authors not present in the first edition (i.e., 

Vitruvius, Cassius Dio (Historicus), Censorinus, and Gaudentius), providing added 

historical authority to his arguments. Baryphonus and Grimm’s knowledge and use of 

these sources is further evidence of the extent to which they were influenced by 

Neoplatonic authors. 

Having investigated the philosophical orientation of both editions of Pleiades 

musicae, and having demonstrated the location of that text within Aristotelian and 

Neoplatonic traditions, an examination of the influences of other intellectual traditions on 

Baryphonus and Grimm is in order. As thoroughly grounded in Aristotelian and 

Neoplatonic thought as the treatise is, Pleiades musicae contains subtle influences from 

other traditions in mixture of ideas that was typical for the majority of humanistic and 

scientific writings of the period.253 In Pleiades musicae the most visible influences are 

those of Ptolemaic and Christian thought. 

Ptolemy’s influence is seen not only in the numerous citations of his Harmonics 

by Baryphonus and Grimm, but also in the Ptolemaic compromise between reason and 

the senses that is embraced within Pleiades musicae. As mentioned in Chapter 3.2, the 

body of the treatise begins with an account of the dispute between the Pythagoreans, 

who was reliant upon reason, and the Aristoxenians, who was reliant upon the senses. 

In the past, musicians divided into two groups, of which one received their name 
from Pythagoras of Samos, and the other from Aristoxenus of Tarentum, the 

                                                
252 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 1. 
253 Cohen, Quantifying Music, 7. For example, texts by Zarlino, Lippius, Crüger, and Kepler all 

exhibit a combination of Neoplatonic, Aristotelian, and Christian philosophical approaches. 
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Italian. Between them there was a certain bitter quarrel concerning the 
establishment of a judge for musical matters. The Pythagoreans ascribed all 
judgment to reason, and, indeed, they disparaged the ears. Naturally, this belief 
pervaded their intellect, that all things should be consistent with reason, and 
should be dependent upon the same perfection. In truth seeds of knowledge, 
however, should only proceed from the senses. Moreover, they follow the leader 
of the sect, who, having observed the fickleness of the ears, affixed certain 
consonances to the proportions of numbers, and in doing so he could recall them 
from the uncertain judgment of the ears to the certain judgment of reason.  
 
For the Arixtoxenians, however, everything was to be restricted to the arbitration 
of the senses, and should aim for their consensus, and indeed reason should be 
the companion of the senses. In reality most people placed their trust in the 
senses, believing that the principles of harmony had been observed by the 
perception of the ears, and they placed no trust, or very little, in reason, such that 
it would not come to pass that one wander astray concerning one's individual 
object. They followed Aristoxenus the teacher, who—when he had observed that 
certain consonances that were not completely understood with respect to 
proportions were rejected by the Pythagoreans according to reason, but were 
indeed sanctioned by the ears—transferred to the senses the identification of 
sounds that had been deflected by reason. Reason rejected both the third and 
the sixth, as it were, having been formed outside of multiple and superparticular 
proportion; however, the ears judged the harmony to be formed well.  
 
…Ptolemy, the happy arbiter of this quarrel, walked the middle path and joined the 
two judges, reason and the senses, and, according to the principle of distributive 
justice, he assigned as much to the senses for the Aristoxenians, and as much to 
reason for the Pythagoreans. And thus, reason endorses nothing contrary to the 
senses, and the senses reject nothing agreeable to reason.254 
 

Baryphonus and Grimm invoke the mutual judgment of reason and the senses 

throughout the treatise in the confirmation of the consonance of the fourth, the rejection 

of the number seven from the harmonic number sequence of the octonarius, and the 

prohibition of certain types of contrapuntal motion.  

 Embedded in all of the philosophical underpinnings of Pleiades musicae, and in 

keeping with the pervasive nature of religious, and thus Christian, matters in early-

modern life, is a deep indebtedness to Christian thought. As we have seen, the 

numerological significance of the number seven is strengthened with passages from the 

                                                
254 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 1-3. 
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Bible outlining the recurrence of that number in Jewish religious texts on the creation, 

the flood, and ancient prophesies. Grimm’s explanation of the construction of the triad is 

ripe with allusions to the trinity. 

The harmonic triad consists of three radical sounds, of which two are extremes, 
and one is the intermedius. One of the extremes is the lowest and the bass, the 
other is the highest, whereby they are distant from one another by a complete 
fifth, and stand in sesquialtera [3:2] proportion. The intermedius is distant from 
one of the extremes by a ditone, and from the other extreme by a semiditone, as 
it were, in parts.255 
 

Though Grimm does not cite Lippius, Grimm clearly takes his language from Synopsis 

musicae novae.  

The three radical sounds, monads, or notes, which also constitute the three 
radical dyads, are, first of all, the two extremities, namely, the prima or ima basis, 
and the ultima or summa, which is begotten by the prima. These two lie a fifth 
apart from each other in a 3:2 proportion. They co-spirate in a perfect and 
masculine sonority, and then one media proceeds from them and connects them 
with its milder sweetness.256 
 

Lippius’s language, in turn, is plainly derived from fourth-century theologian St. Gregory 

of Nazianzus. 

From the beginning a Monad, being moved toward a Dyad, stops at a Triad—and 
this is for us the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. The [Father] is the 
begetter and emitter, and the others are the offspring and the emission.257  

 
One last reference to Christian tradition is found on the final page of Pleiades musicae 

with the closing remark, “To Jesus, who is the Alpha and Omega, be all praise and 

glory.”258 In the seventeenth century, the default mode for intellectual pursuits was 

sacred, and these references reveal the pervasive influence of Christian thought on 

Baryphonus and Grimm. 

                                                
255 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 160-161.  
256 Johannes Lippius, Synopsis musicae novae, trans. Benito Rivera (Colorado Springs: Colorado 

College Music Press, 1977), 41. 
257 Christopher Beeley, Gregory of Nazianzus on the Trinity and the Knowledge of God: In Your 

Light We Shall See Light (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 215. 
258 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [274]. 
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Pleiades musicae bears strong markers of both Aristotelian and Neoplatonic 

thought, with further influences of Ptolemaic thought and Christian doctrine. As we have 

seen, both editions utilize Aristotelian systematic methodology, empiricism, and foster 

an openness and accessibility of knowledge. Though Baryphonus’s first edition hints at 

Neoplatonic elements in the title of the treatise and the allusion to the divinity of the 

number seven, Neoplatonism takes a much more prominent role in Grimm’s second 

edition. Therein Grimm goes through extensive lengths to justify the organization of the 

treatise around the number seven, citing manifestations of that sacred number in the 

fabric of the cosmos as well as in natural, historical, and political expressions on earth. 

In both editions, Baryphonus and Grimm’s approach to musical intervals is enacted 

through numerical proportions, and the mutations and alterations that intervals can 

undergo are explained through mathematical operations. Finally, the overwhelming 

majority of the sources that Baryphonus and Grimm cite are those of authors who were 

either authorities on Neoplatonism or who were influenced by such authorities. From the 

associations with heavenly music evoked by the title of the treatise to the mathematical 

theorems, axioms, and tables present throughout, Pleiades musicae takes part in a 

mixture of philosophical traditions that reaches back to ancient Greece and, at the same 

time, is current in early modern scientific and academic thought. 

 

3.4  The Integration of Triadic Theory with Contrapuntal Practice in Pleiades musicae 

The late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries formed a highly 

developmental period in musical practice and thought throughout Europe. Beginning in 

the late sixteenth century and centered in northern Italy, the rise of monody, the 

emergence of the thoroughbass tradition, and the revision of modal theory had a 
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pervasive influence on Italian musical style and discourse that revolutionized the way in 

which musicians and scholars conceived of music.259 Among others, composers such as 

Hans Leo Hassler (1564-1612), Michael Praetorius (ca. 1571-1621), and Heinrich 

Schütz (1585-1672) took this new musical language north across the Alps to Germany 

in the first decades of the seventeenth century.260 The transmission of Italian music 

scholarship to Germany began in 1592 with the publication Μελοποιια sive melodiae 

condendae ratio by Calvisius.261 Following Calvisius, a cohort of German writers, 

including Johannes Nucius (1556-1620), Baryphonus, Lippius, Grimm, and Crüger, 

contributed to the revision of German theory according to the developments of Zarlino 

and his contemporaries.262  

Going a step beyond the Italians of the previous century, Lippius, Crüger, 

Baryphonus, and Grimm established a new field of theoretical discourse revolving 

around triadic theory.263 The development of the harmonic triad played a paramount role 

in the formation of modern musical thought, and the emergence of a triadic model of 

musical structure called for new regulations governing musical practice. Among the 

principal issues surrounding the triad were questions of how to construct triads, how to 

use them in composition, and how to tune them properly. Perhaps the most vital concern 

                                                
259 The contributions of the Swiss humanist, Heinrich Glareanus, must not be overlooked; 

however, Zarlino’s adoption—and reordering—of the twelve-mode system in Dimonstratione harmoniche, 
published in 1571, and the second edition of Istitutione harmoniche, 1573, seem to have been the primary 
catalysts for change in modal thought. Notable Italian figures include Placido Falconio and Lodovico 
Viadana (both known for their contributions to thoroughbass), Vincenzo Galilei, Giulio Caccini, and 
Jacopo Peri (who composed in the monodic style), and Gioseffo Zarlino (who ordered the compositions in 
his Musici qunique vocum (1549) according to the twelve-mode system). 

260 Both Hassler and Schütz journeyed south to study in Italy. While Praetorius did not travel 
abroad, his musical style, especially his polychoral style, projects a noticeable Italian influence. 

261 Joel Lester, Between Modes and Keys: German Theory 1592-1802 (Stuyvesant, New York: 
Pendragon, 1989), 21.  

262 Joel Lester, “Major-Minor Concepts,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 30, no. 2 
(1977), 28.  

263 George Buelow, “Lippius, Johannes” in New Grove Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed on 7 January 2013, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/ 
grove/music/16735. 
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among early-seventeenth-century writers on the triad was the relationship between the 

nascent field of triadic theory and the established practice of counterpoint. Lippius, 

Crüger, Baryphonus, and Grimm addressed these topics in numerous publications from 

the 1610s, 1620s, and 1630s.264  

The concept of the harmonic triad and the precepts governing its use originated 

with Lippius in two of his later writings: Disputatio musica tertia (1610) and Synopsis 

musicae novae (1612). Triadic structures, unnamed as such, existed in music for 

centuries prior to Lippius, and several earlier authors developed their own terminologies, 

most notably Zarlino’s harmonia perfetta and Otto Siegfried Harnisch’s (1568-1623) 

composita consonantia. Nevertheless, Lippius’s triad was the first to gain significant 

traction among subsequent theorists, and his use of the term trias represented an 

important milestone in the establishment of a formalized triadic theory of music.265 

Lippius’s approach was revolutionary in the early seventeenth century for several 

reasons, most notably: (1) a focus on homophony, (2) an identification of the bass voice 

as the “fundamental melody,” (3) a use of triads to structure verticalities, and (4) an 

integration of triadic theory and contrapuntal practice.  

Though certainly innovative, Lippius’s ideas are an extension of theoretical 

developments from the sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries. In his research on 

the transition from a modal to a tonal system, Joel Lester explores the writings of 

Lippius’s predecessors in the field of triadic theory. Likewise, Benito Rivera writes 

extensively about Lippius’s forerunners with respect to the bass line as compositional 

                                                
264 Johannes Lippius, Disputatio musica, 3 volumes (Wittenberg: Gormanus, 1609-1610); 

Johannes Lippius, Synopsis musicae novae (Strassburg: Ledertz, 1612); Johann Crüger, Praecepta 
musicae practicae figuralis (Berlin: Kally, 1625); Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, (1615 and 1630). 

265 As discussed above in Chapter 3.3, Rudolph Schlick uses the term trias in relation to music, 
but only insofaras comparing the Holy Triad to a collection of three notes. 
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foundation. Among the theorists influential for Lippius’s presentation of a formalized 

triadic theory, Lester names Zarlino, Johannes Avianus (d. 1617), and Harnisch. One of 

Zarlino’s most often cited contributions is that of the harmonia perfetta, a sonority 

consisting of three notes.266 Zarlino writes, “Harmony is nothing other than diversity of 

moving parts and consonances, brought together with variety.”267 Although the harmonia 

perfetta resembles the triad very closely, Zarlino is describing an occurrence, a musical 

event, rather than the discrete entity that Lippius describes. He also describes the 

harmonia imperfetta as a sonority consisting of only two notes.268 Avianus refines 

Zarlino’s concept of the imperfect harmony, asserting that the interval of a third can 

imply a perfect harmony with the fifth or sixth over the bass being omitted.269 Harnisch 

develops the first true theory of triadic inversion by differentiating between the basis and 

the lowest voice. The basis, which Lippius subsequently renamed the radix (root), can 

appear in any one of the upper voices, creating inversion. This concept was absent with 

Avianus, who always identified the basis as the lowest sounding note. Harnisch, rather 

than using Zarlino’s term harmonia perfetta, creates his own term for the triad, the 

consonantia composita or compound consonance, indicating a combination of 

intervals.270  

Rivera identifies Avianus and Joachim Burmeister (1564-1629) for their impact on 

Lippius and his bass-oriented approach to composition. Avianus asserts that the basis—

for him, the lowest sounding note—is the foundation on which all harmonies are built.271 

                                                
266 Gioseffo Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint, trans. Guy Marco and Claude Palisca (New Haven, 

CT: Yale University Press, 1968), xxii. 
267 Ibid., 52. 
268 Ibid., xxii. 
269 Lester, Between Modes and Keys, 29-30. 
270 Ibid., 31. 
271 Rivera, German Music Theory, 133. 
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Burmeister essentially follows Avianus, identifying the basis as the “chief” of the 

harmony, but he further stipulates that the basis dictates which notes can appear in any 

given sonority.272 The emphasis on the bass by Avianus and Burmeister runs counter to 

the age-old practice of tenor-oriented composition. Lippius’s contemporary, Johannes 

Nucius, persists with the older method, asserting that, although it is increasingly 

common to compose the bass and tenor first, it is still the best method for beginners to 

first compose the tenor and discant.273 

Building on the developments of Zarlino, Avianus, Burmeister, and Harnisch, 

Lippius combines the elements of triadic theory, the bass as foundation, homophony, 

and counterpoint. More importantly, he does so in a way that was extremely clear and 

succinct. The passages on triadic composition in Disputatio musica tertia and Synopsis 

musicae novae are exceedingly concise, occupying only three pages in each treatise.  

Lippius’s Dispuatio musica tertia was the last in a series of three academic 

disputations on music to take place at the University of Wittenberg in June, September, 

and October 1609. The third disputation builds upon the first two: the first disputation 

had discussed the metaphysical nature of music, situating the art and science of music 

within Christian thought; the second disputation had covered the fundamentals of music, 

including notes, rests, time signatures, accidentals, and intervals. These lead to the third 

disputation, which treats the art of melopoeia, or composition, as the art of combining 

monads, dyads, and triads in an effective manner, pleasing to God.274 Lippius’s better 

known text, Synopsis musicae novae, appeared in 1612, two years after the third 

disputation. The word novae in the title refers to the new triadic approach to music. In 

                                                
272 Lester, Between Modes and Keys, 180. 
273 Rivera, German Music Theory, 179. 
274 Lippius, Disputatio musica tertia, title page. 
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the treatise, Lippius combines, revises, and expands the three disputations, truncating 

the material of the first disputation, while augmenting that of the second and third. The 

segment on triadic composition in Synopsis musicae novae is more fully formed than it 

is in Disputatio musica tertia, and, for this reason, the discussion of Lippius is focused 

on the latter publication. 

Following Lippius, Baryphonus and Grimm are among the first writers to address 

the topic of the harmonic triad. Though Lippius’s treatises predated the first edition of 

Pleiades musicae by three years, triadic theory does not appear in the first edition of 

Baryphonus’s treatise. Only in the second edition do Baryphonus and Grimm 

incorporate triadic theory into Pleiades musicae. Although twenty years pass between 

Lippius’s first presentation of the triad and the second edition of Pleiades musicae, the 

second version of Pleiades musicae is still one of the earliest music texts to incorporate 

the new and revolutionary framework of triadic theory alongside the long-established 

practice of counterpoint. Many similarities between the approach of Lippius and that of 

Baryphonus and Grimm provide clear evidence for the influence of the former on the 

latter; however, subtle differences in methodology emerge. Namely, Lippius favors 

triadic theory over counterpoint, while Baryphonus and Grimm endorse the opposite 

hierarchy. Furthermore, Baryphonus and Grimm make no reference, implicit or explicit, 

to Lippius. 

This subchapter examines Pleiades musicae within the context of developments 

in musical thought during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, specifically with 

regard to the established field of counterpoint, the emergence of triadic theory, and the 

integration of the two in the service of music composition and pedagogy. In order to 

place the second edition of Pleiades musicae into the greater context of the music-
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theoretical landscape of Germany at the time, the approaches of Baryphonus and 

Grimm are compared to that of Lippius, and, when necessary, to the contributions of 

predecessors that directly led to the formalization of triadic theory in the early 

seventeenth century. In doing so, the subchapter reveals how Pleiades musicae fits into 

established musical dialogues, and how it provides minute yet significant variations in 

approach that hint at a fundamentally divergent orientation with respect to composition 

regarding the integration of counterpoint and triadic theory and the primacy of horizontal 

and vertical elements when compared to the approach of Lippius. 

Baryphonus and Grimm treat counterpoint and triadic theory in the sixth chapter 

of Pleiades musicae. In both editions of their treatise, Pleias sexta serves the same 

function within the context of the overall treatise, summarizing previous chapters and 

explaining the application of the material contained in those chapters to the act of 

composing. That is not to say that the versions from the two editions are identical. With 

regard to content, structure, and methodology, the text of this chapter is more radically 

different between editions than that of any other chapter in the treatise. The second 

edition contains all of the content of the earlier version, and it includes a new section on 

triadic theory as a paradigm for understanding harmony. Both editions approach 

composition from the perspective of counterpoint, adopting this mode of instruction from 

earlier theorists. Two major influences, each named specifically in chapter six, are 

Zarlino and Calvisius. Calvisius himself was responsible for the transmission of Zarlino’s 

ideas, especially those of Le istitutioni harmoniche, into the German-speaking world via 

his own treatise, Μελοποιια.  

 The length of the sixth chapter differs significantly between the two editions: the 

latter is spread out over seventy-eight pages, while the former occupies just twenty-four. 
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There are, nevertheless, considerable similarities in the structure of the two versions of 

the chapter. Reflecting the organizational principle of the entire treatise, the sections of 

Pleias sexta are planned around the number seven. The second edition contains 

fourteen sections, which divide implicitly into two halves. The first group of seven 

sections presents preliminary matter, while the second group contains the bulk of 

instruction in counterpoint. The first edition contains only ten sections, which fall into a 

preliminary group of three sections, and a main group of seven. The extra four sections 

in the second edition are the result of the added material on triadic theory, which 

Baryphonus and Grimm place at the beginning of the chapter. 

In the second edition, Pleias sexta is named for Maia, the eldest of the Pleiades 

in Greek mythology. The chapter begins with seven preliminary sections that lay the 

groundwork for sections eight through fourteen (see table 3.4.1). Of the preliminary 

sections, sections one through four present triadic theory. As examined in Chapter 3.3, 

Baryphonus and Grimm refer to triads as “syzygies of consonances.” The first section of 

the chapter introduces and defines triads; the second outlines contingencies that must 

be taken into account when musicians compose with triads. Sections three and four 

present the proper use of triads in composition and provide an example of a brief 

musical passage using this new compositional methodology. Sections five through 

seven give general guidelines for the interaction, or progression, of voices. It is 

important to note that the word “progression” as it is used here does not refer to the 

specific type of chord-to-chord harmonic progression in the modern conception. Rather, 

Baryphonus and Grimm use “progression” in a broader sense to indicate forward motion 

in space (i.e., on the paper) and time (i.e., aurally). Section five outlines common 

principles for contrapuntal motion. Sections six and seven are slightly more specific,  
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TABLE 3.4.1: Pleias sexta (1630), Organization. 
 

Pleias sexta De septem consonantiarum 
affectionibus per septena 
theoremata 

On the seven affections of 
consonances illustrated by seven 
theorems 

Sectio prima De consonantiarum syzygiis On the syzygies of consonances 
Sectio secunda De iis, quae in consonantiarum 

syzygiis consideranda 
On those things that must be 
considered in syzygies of 
consonances 

Sectio tertia De manuductione ad syzygiarum 
praxin 

On the application of syzygies in 
practice 

Sectio quarta De syzygiarum praxi in exemplo On the practice of syzygies in an 
example 

Sectio quinta De consonantiarum 
progressionibus in genere 

On progressions of consonances 
in general 

Sectio sexta De consonantiarum perfectarum 
progressionibus 

On progressions of perfect 
consonances 

Sectio septima De consonantiarum imperfectarum 
progressionibus 

On progressions of imperfect 
consonances 

Sectio octava De progressionibus octavae 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
octave 

Sectio nona De progressionibus quintae 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
fifth 

Sectio decima De progressionibus quartae 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
fourth 

Sectio undecima De progressionibus tertiae majoris 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
major third 

Sectio duodecima De progressionibus tertiae minoris 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
minor third 

Sectio decima 
tertia 

De progressionibus sexta majoris 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
major sixth 

Sectio decima 
quarta 

De progressionibus sexta minoris 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
minor sixth 

 
each discussing a separate group of progressions: section six establishes principles for 

the use of consonances, and section seven does the same concerning imperfect 

consonances.  

The methodology for the second half of the chapter, which contains the treatment 

of counterpoint proper, is described in the subtitle for the chapter: “On the seven 

affections of consonances illustrated by seven theorems.”275 Each of sections eight 

                                                
275 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [xxxvi]. The word “affection” likely refers to the 

psychological power of harmonic motion. The use of this word by Baryphonus and Grimm is indicative of 
the increasing prominence in early-seventeenth-century German theoretical discourse of the idea that 
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through fourteen prescribes the specific uses of a determined interval. Baryphonus and 

Grimm take each consonance and demonstrate how it progresses into each of the other 

consonances. The ordering of these sections is based on the relative consonance of 

each interval, beginning with the octave (the most consonant and harmonically stable) 

and progressing through to the minor sixth (the least consonant and harmonically 

stable). Each of these sections is in turn divided into seven theorems that demonstrate 

motion from the initial interval (that after which the section is named) to a subsequent 

interval building a matrix of contrapuntal motion.  

For example, section eight has seven theorems concerning the interval of an 

octave: the first theorem presents motion from the octave into the octave, the second 

theorem presents motion from the octave into the fifth, the third theorem presents 

motion from the octave into the fourth, and so forth (see table 3.4.2). The intervals of the 

seven theorems follow the same ordering as the intervals in sections eight through 

fourteen (octave, fifth, fourth, etc.). This procedure is copied in the remaining sections of 

the chapter. The final result is that by the end of Pleias sexta the reader will know 

exactly how any consonant interval should progress into any other consonant interval. 

The organization of the second edition of Pleias sexta was adapted from that of the first 

edition. Only the first four preliminary sections on triadic theory are absent in the version 

from 1615 (see table 3.4.3). With the exception of those four sections, the two editions 

map onto each other exactly: section four in the second edition maps onto section one in 

the first edition, section five in the second edition maps onto section two in the first 

edition, etc. Thus the first edition begins with a set of three preliminary sections followed 

by the set of seven seven-fold theorems. 
                                                                                                                                                       
music can alter the mental and physiological state of the listener. This term is not used at the same point 
in the earlier edition. 
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TABLE 3.4.2: Pleias sexta, Sectio octava (1630), Organization. 
 

Section Eight De progressionibus octavae  On progressions of the octave 
Theorem 1 Octava in octavam The octave into the octave 
Theorem 2 Octava in quintam The octave into the fifth 
Theorem 3 Octava in quartam The octave into the fourth 
Theorem 4 Octava in tertiam majorem  The octave into the major third 
Theorem 5 Octava in tertiam minorem The octave into the minor third 
Theorem 6 Octava in sextam majorem The octave into the major sixth 
Theorem 7 Octava in sextam minorem The octave into the minor sixth 

 
TABLE 3.4.3: Pleias sexta (1615), Organization. 
 
Pleias sexta De septem consonantiarum 

progressionibus in septenas 
consonantias per septena theoremata 

On the seven progressions of 
consonances into seven consonances 
illustrated by seven theorems 

Sectio prima De progressionibus in genere On progressions in general 
Sectio 
secunda 

De progressionibus consonantiarum 
perfectarum 

On progressions of perfect 
consonances 

Sectio tertia De progressionibus consonantiarum 
imperfectarum  

On progressions of imperfect 
consonances 

Sectio quarta De progressionibus octavae septem On the seven progressions of the 
octave 

Sectio quinta De progressionibus quintae septem On the seven progressions of the fifth 
Sectio sexta De progressionibus quartae septem On the seven progressions of the 

fourth 
Sectio 
septima 

De progressionibus tertiae majoris 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
major third 

Sectio octava De progressionibus tertiae minoris 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
minor third 

Sectio nona De progressionibus sexta majoris 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
major sixth 

Sectio decima De progressionibus sexta minoris 
septem 

On the seven progressions of the 
minor sixth 

 
From a music-theoretical standpoint, the new material on triadic theory is the 

most significant difference between the two versions of Pleias sexta. To be sure, this 

addition is the single most commented upon aspect of the entire treatise—first or second 

edition—by recent scholars. In their historical bibliography, Damschroder and Williams 

discuss only the second edition, and, of that, only the section pertaining to triadic 

theory.276 The treatment by Rivera covers the same material, though in greater detail, 

                                                
276 Damschroder and Williams, Music Theory from Zarlino to Schenker, 24. 
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and Carl Dahlhaus discusses only the Baryphonus and Grimm’s approach to 

inversion.277 The importance of Baryphonus and Grimm’s contribution to the emerging 

theoretical concept of the triad must not be underestimated, but there are several further 

variations between the two editions, particularly within Pleias sexta, that demand 

consideration.  

 Chief among these additional differences is the medium through which the two 

editions present the instruction of triadic and contrapuntal theory. In the second edition, 

Baryphonus and Grimm include clear musical examples for almost every contrapuntal 

tenet given in the text. For example, consider their explanation of the progression from 

an octave into a major third. Baryphonus and Grimm include a short musical example 

immediately following the textual instruction, thus clarifying for the reader the intended 

musical outcome (see figure 3.4.1). 

The example consists of four progressions, labeled 1-4, each corresponding to a 

specific point in the text. Progressions one and two are in proper motion, and 

progressions three and four are in contrary motion. Beyond illustrating these 

progressions with musical notation, Baryphonus and Grimm indicate between the staves 

the mathematical proportions for each interval. Thus the first progression may be 

represented musically as 
  

€ 

c ""
c "

 to 
  

€ 

b"
g

 and mathematically as 
  

€ 

16
8  

to 
  

€ 

15
6

. This leaves no doubt 

for the reader regarding the process by which the octave may progress into the major 

third. Throughout the second edition of Pleiades musicae, there are seventy-nine 

musical examples, fifty-four of which appear in the sixth chapter. 

                                                
277 Rivera, German Music Theory, 149-150; Carl Dahlhaus, Studies on the Origins of Harmonic 

Tonality (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990.), 115 and 136. 
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FIGURE 3.4.1: Pleiades musicae (1630), The octave progresses into the major third.278 

 [The octave] progresses into the major third by proper and contrary motion. It 
progresses by proper motion [1] when the upper voice descends by step and the lower 
voice descends by leap, or [2] when both voices descend by leap, the latter by a fifth and 
the former by a third. It progresses by contrary motion [3] when the upper voice 
descends by step and the lower voice ascends by leap, or [4] when the former descends 
by leap and the latter ascends by step. 

 

 
 
The first edition is completely devoid of notated musical examples; Baryphonus’s 

instruction in counterpoint is accomplished entirely textually, without visual 

demonstration. The reader must follow these step-by-step instructions, moving each 

note as described, to construct the progression and interpret the results musically. The 

use of musical examples in theoretical treatises was not a novel concept in 1615. Such 

illustrations had appeared in printed music treatises for well over a century. Zarlino’s Le 

istitutioni harmoniche and Calvisius’s Μελοποιια include copious musical examples 

addressing the same concepts discussed by Baryphonus.  

Why then are there no examples in the first edition of Pleiades musicae? Three 

explanations seem most plausible. Two of these concern practicality, while the third has 

greater philosophical implications. It is quite possible that Baryphonus and his patrons 

located in the provincial cities of Quedlinburg and Halberstadt simply could not afford to 

                                                
278 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 198.  
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include musical examples. Another feasible scenario is that the printing firm for the first 

edition, that of Jacobus-Arnoldus Cotenius, did not possess the capability of setting 

musical type.279 The third possible reason for the omission of musical examples could 

concern Baryphonus’s philosophical orientation towards pedagogy. Perhaps he felt that 

there would be a greater educational value if readers had to work through each theorem, 

creating the musical examples for themselves. This extra effort might lead to increased 

retention as well as to a deeper level of understanding. Whatever the reason that the 

first edition did not include musical examples, that absence was remedied in 1630 with 

the appearance of the second edition. Working in the influential city of Magdeburg, 

Grimm might have had access to greater funds or increased technology that were 

unavailable to Baryphonus. Or, to speculate further, perhaps Grimm’s views on the most 

effective means for the transmission of this knowledge included visual representation in 

addition to textual.  

Beyond the principal differences of triadic theory and notated musical examples, 

the two editions of Pleias sexta have several other minor variances. Most of these take 

the form of additions of brief passages to the second edition or omissions of text from 

the first edition. Excluding alterations of synonymic wording, five such differences occur. 

Three of these are citations of Zarlino and Calvisius; one relates to an issue with triadic 

theory; the final regards evolving rules of counterpoint. 

There are two references to Zarlino and Calvisius in the 1630 edition that do not 

appear in the 1615 edition. These occur in the second edition at the ends of Sectio sexta 

(“On progressions of perfect consonances,” which corresponds with Sectio secunda of 

the first edition) and Sectio septima (“On progressions of imperfect consonances,” which 
                                                

279 Most of Cotenius’s extant prints are in the genre of funeral sermons, and I have not yet located 
any examples that include printed music. 
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corresponds to sectio tertia of the first edition). At the end of Sectio septima, 

Baryphonus and Grimm direct the reader to chapter nine of Calvisius’s Μελοποιια; and 

at the end of Sectio septima, they direct the reader to chapter ten of the same work. In 

both citations, Calvisius is named “the interpreter of the Italian Gioseffo Zarlino.”280 

Importantly, Grimm’s second edition of Pleiades musicae appeared in print alongside a 

second edition of Calvisius’s Μελοποιια, which Grimm also edited. Thus Baryphonus 

and Grimm direct the reader to a text located within the same printed volume.  

Although specific citations of Calvisius and Zarlino do not appear in the first 

edition of Pleias sexta, Baryphonus does, nevertheless, pay them homage. 

Gioseffo Zarlino, a most ingenious musician, and Seth Calvisius, a most 
illustrious mathematician and chronologer, led the way. The former was a guide 
for me, the latter a teacher. I follow the footsteps of the former; I revere the 
instruction [διδαχήν] of the latter. I pray for blessed spirits for the former; I pray for 
a long life for the latter.281 
 

Here resides evidence of Baryphonus’s regard for these writers as his own intellectual 

forefathers. This passage is omitted from the second edition, perhaps because 

Baryphonus and Grimm felt that the exact citation of Calvisius previously in the chapter 

was more befitting the methodical tone of the treatise. Or perhaps the editor, Grimm, did 

not feel as close a connection to Calvisius and Zarlino as Baryphonus did. 

 Another significant variance between the texts of the two editions concerns the 

presentation of a rudimentary understanding of chordal inversion.282 In the second 

edition, Baryphonus and Grimm discuss the position of notes in a triad in extreme detail 

                                                
280 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 191. 
281 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (Halberstadt: Jacobus-Arnoldus Cotenius, 1615), 91.  
282 Benito Rivera, “The Seventeenth-Century Theory of Triadic Generation and Invertibility and Its 

Application in Contemporaneous Rules of Composition,” Music Theory Spectrum 6 (1984), 63-68; Carl 
Dahlhaus, Untersuchungen über die Entstehung der harmonischen Tonalität (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1968), 
4-6. The concept of chordal inversion began to emerge in the early-seventeenth century, but was not fully 
modern until the early- to mid-eighteenth century.  
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at the beginning of Pleias sexta. The writers describe the musical effect of placing any of 

the intervals (octave, fifth, or third) in any location within the triad (inferior, medial, or 

superior), utilizing several pages of tables and examples.283 The following passage 

addresses the modern concepts of inversion and spacing in conjunction with one 

another.  

A remote syzygy is one whose parts, having been insufficiently united, are 
separated into different systems of the octave. The remote syzygy depends on 
the close syzygy, and it similarly has three distinct sounds, one or two of which 
are transposed into a different system of the octave, either proximal or remote, or 
higher or lower. That removal is done in two ways. For either only one part is 
removed, or multiple parts are removed. One is removed with the other two 
remaining in their natural position. That one is either the lowest, or the medial, or 
the highest part.284 
 

A triad said to be in remote position when its three notes exceed the octave. This remote 

spacing is achieved by displacing one of the chord members into a higher octave 

register. Thus the root, third, or fifth may be the lowest sound. While the authors do not 

use the word “inversion,” their descriptions of “remote” triads and the “removal” of notes, 

yields a similar result to the modern understanding of the concept.  

However, because triadic theory does not appear in the first edition, such a 

description is not possible in the earlier version. In the first edition, Baryphonus 

addresses the issue in a more circuitous fashion. He writes of the positioning of notes in 

a grouping of voices, but he does so outside of the context of the unified triadic sonority. 

The position of the consonances is proper when the octave finds its place in the 
lowest sounds, the fifth and fourth find their place in the medial sounds, and 
either third finds its place in the highest sound. Whence, without intermediary, the 
third does not occupy the lowest sound and the octave the highest. For the latter 
produces a gaping harmony, and the former produces an unrefined harmony.285 
 

                                                
283 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 163-172. 
284 Ibid., 164. 
285 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 69. 
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This passage, like the passage in the second edition, refers in essence to the proper 

inversion and spacing of harmonic triads, even though triadic theory per se does not 

appear in the first edition. Thus the rudimentary treatment of inversion, presented within 

the treatment of triadic theory is more fully developed in the revised version of Pleias 

sexta from 1630. 

The final brief disparity between the texts of the editions concerns a specific rule 

of counterpoint. In Sectio nona of the second edition, the first theorem outlines the 

motion from a fifth to an octave. Baryphonus and Grimm use both text and musical 

example to describe a situation in which dissonance could arise in a progression of 

these two intervals (see Figure 3.4.2). The hollow sound of these progressions, later 

named direct or contrary perfect consonances, was unappealing to seventeenth-century 

musical sensibility, and students today are still taught that these progressions are 

undesirable. Discussion of this prohibition does not appear in the first edition. 

Both editions of Pleiades musicae include an extensive system of counterpoint 

pedagogy. Indeed the approach therein to composition and to the triad is primarily 

contrapuntal. Thus the treatise takes part in a centuries-old tradition. In practice, 

counterpoint was a method of teaching basic composition, instructing the reader in the 

process of combining voices together in harmonious unity. By its nature, counterpoint 

was a precise science with extensive rules governing the motion of musical textures. 

The study of counterpoint in Pleiades musicae is thoroughly scientific and mathematical 

in its presentation, and the treatment of the subject is all but identical between the 

editions.286 

                                                
286 The only significant difference is the use of musical examples in the second edition as 

discussed above. 
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FIGURE 3.4.2: Pleiades musicae (1630), The fifth progresses into the octave, 
dissonance.287 
 

It progresses in dissonance [αναρµονία] if both voices ascend by proper motion leaping, 
or if one voice ascends leaping by contrary motion and the other descends, or if one 
ascends by step and the other ascends by leap. 
 

 
 

Peter Schubert dates the beginning of the Renaissance tradition of counterpoint 

instruction, to which the editions of Pleiades musicae belong, to fifteenth-century 

authors Ugolino of Orvieto (Declaratio musicae disciplinae, c. 1430), Johannes Tinctoris 

(Liber de arte contrapuncti, 1477), Bartolomeo Ramis de Pareia (Musica practica, 1482), 

and Gaffurius (Practica musice, 1496). As Schubert explains, these authors divided their 

study of counterpoint into two disciplines: simple (note-against-note) and florid (mixed 

note values).288 Zarlino instituted a second generation of counterpoint pedagogues in 

the mid-sixteenth century. The treatises of this generation are characterized by a greater 

emphasis on musicality, addressing topics such as imitation, improvisation, and text 

setting. 

As described above, sixth chapter of Pleiades musicae makes specific reference 

to Zarlino and Calvisius. The first edition lauds their teachings at the end of the chapter. 

At the end of Sectio sexta and Sectio septima in the second edition, Baryphonus and 

                                                
287 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 201.  
288 Peter Schubert, “Counterpoint Pedagogy in the Renaissance,” in Cambridge History of 

Western Music Theory, ed. Thomas Christensen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 504. 
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Girmm cite Calvisius (Μελοποιια, Chapters 9 and 10) as the interpreter of Zarlino’s 

theories.289 The treatment of counterpoint by Baryphonus and Grimm is far simpler than 

that found in Zarlino. This is likely because Pleiades musicae was intended for a more 

neophyte readership than that of Le istitutioni harmoniche. Baryphonus and Grimm were 

cantors in charge of music education in their respective cities of Quedlinburg and 

Magdeburg. As such their audience included the students at the Lateinschule where 

students in the upper level of the schools studied counterpoint and basic composition.290 

Zarlino’s Le istitutioni harmoniche was intended not for beginners, but for advanced 

students and composers.  

The counterpoint rules outlined by Baryphonus and Grimm resemble the 

preliminary rules given in part three of Zarlino’s Le istitutioni harmoniche. Zarlino’s rules 

nn. 27-40 address progressions of perfect consonances, imperfect consonances, the 

occasional use of dissonances, some general precepts for preferable motion (i.e., 

contrary), and guidelines for simple counterpoint (i.e., note-against-note).291 Pleiades 

musicae addresses these topics, but stops here. Baryphonus and Grimm explain the 

processes by which individual notes in a musical passage may progress to the next, but, 

unlike Zarlino, Baryphonus and Grimm do not to treat musical issues of a broader 

scope. By contrast, Zarlino goes on to discuss more advanced issues of musicality, 

including those of florid counterpoint, varied rhythmic values, chromaticism, melodic 

style, imitative textures, the relationship between music and text, and overarching 

musical structure. Furthermore, Zarlino fully addresses methods for properly 

                                                
289 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 191-192. 
290 Livingstone, “Music in German Education Around 1600,” 152-153. 
291 Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint, v-viii. Zarlino’s rules nn. 1-26 address music fundamentals, 

which Baryphonus and Grimm address in earlier chapters Pleiades musicae. Zarlino’s rules nn. 41-80 
cover advanced topics that Baryphonus and Grimm do not address. 
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incorporating dissonant intervals in composition. Though George Buelow has suggested 

that Pleiades musicae addresses only consonant counterpoint, which is largely true, 

Pleiades musicae does give rules for dealing with dissonances that arise in 

progressions of the fourth.292 

 Both of the editions of Pleiades musicae employ the same approach to 

counterpoint. Using the number seven as an organizing principle, Baryphonus and 

Grimm take the seven consonant intervals (i.e., octave, fifth, fourth, major third, minor 

third, major sixth, and minor sixth) and one-by-one explain how each consonant interval 

may progress into each other consonant interval. The ten sections on counterpoint in 

Pleiades musicae are evidence of the greater emphasis on counterpoint present in 

Pleiades musicae than that which appears in Lippius’s treatises. Lippius’s Synopsis 

musicae novae has just seven pages on counterpoint, outlining only the most basic 

principles and doing so with no illustrations, while Pleiades musicae has over sixty 

pages on counterpoint with numerous examples. 

A typical example of the level of detail in which Pleiades musicae examines 

contrapuntal motion explains the process by which the fifth may proceed into the minor 

third. The second edition includes a visual representation of the text (see figure 3.4.3), 

which includes Arabic numerals that give the mathematical proportions for the intervals. 

Each intervallic progression in Pleiades musicae is treated in as great detail, and 

provides the reader with musical examples for almost every description. 

Baryphonus and Grimm also give several examples of prohibited progressions, which 

they call dissonant or “non-harmonic” progressions. They primarily discuss counterpoint  

                                                
292 George Buelow, “Baryphonus, Heinrich” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 

University Press, accessed on 17 August 2013, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com:80/subscriber/article/ 
grove/music/02187. 
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FIGURE 3.4.3: Pleiades musicae (1630), The fifth progresses into the minor third.293 

[The fifth] progresses into the minor third by proper and contrary motion. It progresses by 
proper motion if both voices progress by leap with the upper voice ascending by a third 
and the lower voice ascending by fifth in a consort of many voices. Or when the upper 
voice ascends by step and the lower voice ascends by leap, or when the upper voice 
descends by leap and the lower voice descends by step. It progresses by contrary 
motion when the lower voice ascends by step and the upper voice descends, or when 
the upper voice ascends by leap of a third and the other voice descends by a fourth, and 
the opposite. 
 

 

in two voices. There is, however, one instance of a three-voice example addressing 

motion at cadences, and one discussion of a four-voice texture, the latter of which is the 

only instance in Pleiades musicae to approach more fully realized composition. Most of 

the rules and examples present counterpoint in a one-note to one-note ratio, but a few of 

the more musical examples use varying note values.  

One of the few florid examples (1630 edition, Pleias sexta, Sectio nona, second 

theorem) explains the process by which one may employ multiple perfect fifths. Direct 

progressions between identical perfect consonant intervals are prohibited, and moving 

from fifth to fifth requires caution and skill (see figure 3.4.4). The accompanying musical 

example is the longest in the treatise, and it depicts these techniques. Between each 

fifth, an intervening note creates a different consonance that breaks up the prohibited  

                                                
293 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 206. 
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FIGURE 3.4.4: Pleiades musicae (1630), On progressions of the fifth into the fifth.294 

A progression into the fifth occurs by a change of position [i.e., voice exchange] or when 
smaller notes or a rest is interposed as above in the octave.  

 

 

 
                                                

294 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 202-203. 
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progression of fifths. Without these inserted notes, the passage would be replete with 

contrapuntal errors. 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s discussion of triadic theory relies heavily on Lippius’s 

contributions in Disputatio musica tertia and Synopsis musicae novae. As was the norm 

with music texts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Lippius approaches music 

theory as an encyclopedic science.295 In keeping with this systematic modus operandi, 

Lippius begins with the division of musical material into simple and composite elements. 

The simple element is that of the monad, an entity consisting of one note.296 Composite 

elements include the dyad (i.e., a combination of two notes, or an interval) and the triad 

(i.e., a combination of three notes, or a chord). Thus dyads arise from a combination of 

monads, and triads arise from a combination of dyads.297 Lippius then divides triads into 

harmonic and non-harmonic types, the latter of which he quickly dismisses as unworthy 

of study.298 He also divides triads into simple, or radical types (in which the monads are 

close together) and composite, or radicated types (in which the monads are spread out).  

He discusses both simple and composite types using mathematical ratios and complex 

diagrams showing the interactions of the triad’s constituent monads. Figure 3.4.5a 

depicts the first diagram of the triad from Synopsis musicae novae. As Rivera points out, 

the diagram unfortunately includes a soprano clef, which yields only the triad CEG, and 

which renders the mathematical ratios for the minor triad (i.e., those to the right) 

incorrect. Were the soprano clef omitted, the monads could represent either the major 

form of the triad (imagining a soprano clef, CEG) or the minor form (imagining a  

                                                
295 Rivera, German Music Theory, 32. 
296 Ibid., 46. 
297 Ibid., 75 and 113. 
298 Ibid., 113. 
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FIGURE 3.4.5: Synopsis musicae novae, The triad. 

a. The simple harmonic triad299  b. The composite harmonic triad (major)300 

   
 
mezzo-soprano clef, ACE).301 Figure 3.4.5b shows the first diagram of the composite 

harmonic triad, with the visual spacing on the staff relating to the aural effect of the 

expansion of the monads in musical distance.   

 Theophilus of Antioch used the word trias as early as the second century in his 

discussion of emerging Christian theology.302 Rivera explains that Lippius’s language 

when describing the three constituent monads of the triad evokes the trinity. The ultima 

(the highest monad) is “begotten” by the basis (the lowest monad). The media (the 

medial monad) then “proceeds” from the “co-spiritation” of the basis and ultima.303 This 

wording is unambiguous in its reference to the fourth-century Nicene Creed. 

We believe in one God…And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of 
God, begotten of the Father…And in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of life, 
who proceedeth from the Father, who with the Father and the Son together is 
worshiped and glorified. 
 

Lippius’s text also echoes that of St. Thomas Aquinas’s description of Trinitarian dogma 

from the thirteenth century. 

                                                
299 Lippius, Synopsis musicae novae, fol. 5v. 
300 Ibid., fol. 7r. 
301 Rivera, German Music Theory, 116-117. 
302 Ibid., 120-121. 
303 Ibid., 122. 
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[From Article 2] It should be said that, in divinity, the procession of the word is 
called generation… And thus it is properly said that the Son is begotten… [From 
Article 4] The Holy Spirit is neither made, nor created, nor begotten, but proceeds 
from the Father and from the Son… Hence the procession, which is not 
generation, has remained without a particular name. But it can be called 
spiritation, because it is a procession of the Spirit.304 
 

 Baryphonus and Grimm’s presentation of the triad does not contain this overt 

reference to Christian theology. In choosing their terminology, they reject the word trias 

and its associations, opting instead for triga. Though the two words have the same 

denotative meaning with both words translate as “triad” in English, triga bears no 

connotation to the trinity. Indeed, triga is more closely related to the word quadriga, 

which brings forth images of horse racing. Despite these philosophical divergences, and 

indeed the lack of any reference to Lippius at all, the influence of Synopsis musicae 

novae on Pleiades musicae is nevertheless unmistakable. Though Baryphonus and 

Grimm use the word “sound” instead of “monad,” the description of the genesis of the 

triad bears remarkable resemblance to Lippius’s explanation, which, in turn, mirrors the 

excerpted theological texts provided above: the highest sound arises from the lowest, 

and the medial sound arises from those two. 

The harmonic triad consists of three radical sounds, of which two are extremes, 
and one is the intermedius. One of the extremes is the lowest and the bass, the 
other is the highest, whereby the are distant from one another by a complete fifth, 
and stand in sesquialtera [3:2] proportion. The intermedius is distant from one of 
the extremes by a ditone, and from the other extreme by a semiditone, as it were, 
in parts.305 
 
The second edition of Pleiades musicae presents triads both with mathematical 

ratios and a musical staff, although these elements are not combined as they are in 

                                                
304 Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologica (Part I, Question 27, excerpts from Articles 2-4). 

Citations for these passages are found in Rivera (German Music Theory, 122) but the translations are my 
own. Rivera translates the Latin term “spiratio” into English as “spiritation.” As the quoted passage 
indicates, there was no special designation for the process by which the Spirit arose. Hence the 
descriptive neologism. 

305 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 160-161.  
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Synopsis musicae novae. In Lippius’s text, mathematical ratios appear in the prose, but 

not on the staff. Baryphonus and Grimm use the same ratio as Lippius does for the 

minor form of the triad, 6:5:4; however, they use a different ratio for the major form, 

15:12:10 rather than Lippius’s 4:5:6. According to Baryphonus and Grimm, the ratio for 

the major form arises from the harmonic mean, while the ratio for the minor form is the 

result of the arithmetic mean.306 This, then, creates two different sets of proportions. The 

divergent genesis of these two forms, brought about by different mathematical 

processes, necessitates the use of two examples to depict the two forms on different 

staves (see figure 3.4.6), rather than Lippius’s combined diagram (refer to figure 3.4.3). 

Additionally, Pleiades musicae includes major and minor triads, each built on three 

different roots: major, on C, F, and G; minor, on D, E, and A. This provides for a more 

concrete visual depiction of the triad in Pleiades musicae than in Synopsis musicae 

novae.  

One final difference in the presentation of the triad between the texts of Lippius 

and that of Baryphonus and Grimm concerns their respective explanations of what 

theorists have, since the eighteenth century, understood as triadic inversion. On the one 

hand, Lippius explained this (yet-untheorized) phenomenon stating that triad had been 

“diffused,” that is, made larger.307 His description echoes that of Zarlino, who described 

sonorities that would later be acknowledged as inverted as having had the sixth replace 

the fifth as the extreme interval. The resultant sonority is expanded in modern terms 

(“diffused” in Lippius’s terms) from 
  

€ 

5
3

 to 
  

€ 

6
3

.308 Baryphonus and Grimm, on the other hand,  

                                                
306 For a description of mathematical means, see Chapter 3.2. 
307 Rivera, German Music Theory, 119. 
308 Lester, “Rameau and Eighteenth-Century Harmonic Theory,” in Cambridge History of Western 

Music Theory, ed. Thomas Christensen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 754. 
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FIGURE 3.4.6: Pleiades musicae (1630), The triad.309 

a. Major  

 

b. Minor 

 

FIGURE 3.4.7: Pleiades musicae (1630), Inversion.310 

 
 
determined that (yet-untheorized) inversion occurred when the middle or highest note 

was placed in the lowest position. They provide several examples, though spelling them 

out rather than using a staff. One such depiction shows a C-major triad and its 

rearranged forms (see figure 3.4.7). This explanation is not yet a fully-formed conception 

of inversion: in the central triad in the example, the bass note is still “c.” The result, 

however, approaches the modern theory of inversion slightly more so than the concept 

of the “diffused” triad presented in Lippius’s Synopsis. 

Though Lippius’s formation of triadic theory is praised most often as his greatest 

contribution to seventeenth-century music theory, his integration of that theory into 

contrapuntal practice is no less significant. And this development is one of the most 

crucial aspects that Baryphonus and Grimm pick up on in the second edition of Pleiades 

                                                
309 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 161-162. 
310 Ibid., 165. 
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musicae two decades later. Furthermore, it is in treating this topic of triadic and 

contrapuntal composition that Baryphonus and Grimm differ most greatly from Lippius.  

The differences between Lippius’s and Baryphonus and Grimm’s methods are 

subtle, yet revealing. For Lippius, the triad serves as an a priori compositional guide, 

with counterpoint taking a secondary role. For Baryphonus and Grimm, however, triads 

arise from counterpoint. To understand these divergences in approach and implications 

for seventeenth-century theory and compositional pedagogy, let us examine and 

compare the individual process for combining counterpoint and triadic theory in each 

theoretical text, beginning with that of Lippius. 

Before presenting his method for teaching composition, Lippius asserts the 

importance of both the triad as structuring principle, and the bass as foundation. 

By virtue of the mysterious harmonic triad, all the melodies must so join together 
that in their combination there will be no consonant portion that does not rest on 
the unitrisonic harmonic root.311  
 

He demonstrates the unitrisonic root, or three-sounds-in-one-root with the musical and 

mathematical diagram depicting the constituent intervals of either the major or the minor 

triad (see again figure 3.4.3). Regarding the hierarchy of voices, Lippius writes: 

The bass melody serves as the foundation; the tenor and discant (which enjoy a 
mutual interchangeability), as principal or ruling voices; the alto, as a 
complemental part.312  
 

It is important to note that, even though Lippius regards the bass as the foundation, the 

bass is not considered the principal voice. That role is left either to the tenor or to the 

discant.  

After establishing these basic principles, Lippius proceeds with a step-by-step 

method for composition.  
                                                

311 Lippius, Synopsis musicae novae, trans. Rivera, 46. 
312 Ibid., 45. 
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One gathers from all this that the most compendious method for the serious 
student of composition is first to establish on the great staff the fundamental 
melody, namely, the bass. Dots should be placed against other dots to locate the 
radical parts of the harmonic triad, with the bass maintaining the prima or 
basis.313 

 
These triadic dots (see figure 3.4.8a), which Lippius instructs students to use as 

placeholders for possible notes in the upper voices, are one of Lippius’s most significant 

contributions in terms of sheer practicality, and their use as a structuring device provides 

evidence of the a priori importance of the triad for Lippius. Describing what to do with 

those dots, he continues (see figure 3.4.8b): 

To this fundamental melody one should next, with the aid of those dots, notate 
the principal or ruling melody of the tenor. Then he should add the alto and finally 
the discant, according to the rules of pure composition that have just been taught 
and learned.314 
 

The rules of pure composition to which the author refers are presented in the 

immediately preceding section of the treatise. There he includes the expected 

endorsements of smooth motion and variety, and prohibitions of dissonances and 

consecutive perfect intervals, but he does not provide a detailed list of rules for writing 

counterpoint typical of treatises from the period. 

This is essentially all that Lippius gives us: advice to start with the bass as a 

foundation, instructions to use triads and triadic dots, but only general guidelines for 

writing counterpoint. Clearly he thought that the use of the triad as structuring device 

was so potent that little further instruction was required, at least for beginning students. 

Those students and composers who have mastered this method, however, can start  

                                                
313 Lippius, Synopsis musicae novae, trans. Rivera, 48. 
314 Ibid., 48. 
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FIGURE 3.4.8: Synopsis musicae novae, Compositional process. 

a. The given bass line (with triadic dots). 

 
NB: The two As on “DO-MI-” should be Fs. 

b. The realized example. 

 

with the ruling melody of either the tenor or discant, but even then the same triadic dots 

should be used.315 

There is one rather significant difference between the Synopsis musicae novae 

and Disputatio musica tertia regarding counterpoint. In the earlier publication, Lippius 

instructs the students to check the six voice pairs (discant-alto, discant-tenor, etc.) only 

after composing the entire passage using the triadic-dot method.316 Essentially, one 

should first write a passage using triads, and then make sure that one did not break any 

contrapuntal rules. The ordering of these steps is less clear in the latter publication, in 

which the description of the voice pairs occurs in the section on dyads rather than in the 

section on composition with triads. Lippius writes, “When all the melodies are paired to 

                                                
315 Lippius, Synopsis musicae novae, trans. Rivera, 49. 
316 Lippius, Disputatio musica tertia, fol. Civr. 
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form harmonic dyads…there should result six beautiful bicinia, and not a single 

[pro]portion should fail to count as a harmonic dyad.” Having addressed the voice pairs 

here, Lippius does not include them as a step in his instructions for composition. Thus 

the hierarchy between harmony and counterpoint is less clear in Synopsis musicae 

novae than it is in Disputatio musica tertia. 

Baryphonus and Grimm place substantially greater emphasis on counterpoint 

than does Lippius. Accordingly, their method for composition integrates counterpoint 

more fully into the process. They begin in a manner similar to Lippius. 

First, either the melody of the cantus or the melody of the bass is given to the 
novice. If the melody of the cantus is given, first the bass is added below, after 
which the tenor and altus are added below. If the melody of the bass is given, 
next the tenor is added above, followed by the altus and cantus.317 
 

Notably, they state that one can either start with a given cantus line or a given bassus 

line. Going on, however, they only demonstrate a step-by-step method for composing 

with a given bassus.  

We place before our eyes the following theme in the bass, sketched out in seven 
notes, above which the remaining voices, cantus, altus, and tenor, are to be 
added.318 
 

Their bass melody is seven notes long, for the seven sisters of the mythological and 

astronomical Pleiades from which the treatise takes its name (see figure 3.4.9). 

FIGURE 3.4.9: Pleiades musicae (1630), Bassline given for composition. 

 

                                                
317 Baryphouns, Pleiades musicae (1630), 181-182. 
318 Ibid., 182. 
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From here, they diverge greatly from Lippius’s method of using dots as 

placeholders and from his voice-by-voice process. Instead they address each note in 

the bass individually.  

Now the mind stops to add the voices to each note, whereby chiefly it should be 
seen that the neighboring consonances are sought. Therefore at the first note I 
assign the third to the tenor, the fifth to the altus, and the octave to the cantus, 
according to the rule: if the tenor has the medial note of the triad, and the altus 
has the highest note of the triad, the cantus repeats the lowest note of the triad. 
Neither of these can be closer, unless we wish to depart into dissonances.319 
 

Now Baryphonus and Grimm apply their meticulous contrapuntal rules to complete the 

passage.  

At the second note in the bass, the tenor chooses the fifth for itself, and the 
cantus chooses the major third for itself, seeing that the natural position of the 
major third is not in the lowest sounds, but in the higher sounds. And thus we 
cross from a perfect consonance into an imperfect consonance, with one voice 
moving by step and the other voice moving by leap. The octave is given to the 
altus, for neither is it permitted to descend or ascend a greater distance, unless 
we prefer a unison either with the tenor or with the cantus. And the rule is: if the 
tenor has the highest note of the triad, the altus repeats the lowest note of the 
triad and the cantus occupies the medial note of the triad.320 
 

Each of the remaining bass notes is approached in this way, and where possible, 

perfect and imperfect intervals alternate to create variety (see figure 3.4.10). Thus the 

passage takes shape complete verticality by complete verticality, rather than complete 

voice by complete voice as with Lippius. 

The differences between Lippius’s and Baryphonus and Grimm’s methods are 

subtle, yet revealing. For Lippius, the triad serves as an a priori compositional guide, 

with counterpoint taking a secondary role. This is especially evident in Disputatio musica 

tertia, in which the student is instructed to build triads using dots placed above the bass, 

write each voice using those dots, and afterward check the voice-pairs for contrapuntal  

                                                
319 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 182. 
320 Ibid., 182-183. 
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FIGURE 3.4.10: Pleiades musicae (1630), Compositional process realized.321 

 

errors. This is not to say that counterpoint was not important to Lippius; however, it is 

significant that, for him, triads take primacy. Eschewing Lippius’s voice-by-voice 

method, Baryphonus and Grimm treat each bass note successively. Following proper 

contrapuntal rules, each interval moves to the next. Thus, for Baryphonus and Grimm, 

triads arise from counterpoint.  

The end results of these two methodologies—two brief homophonic passages—are 

essentially the same. It is the didactic process that differs. Both theorists emphasize the 

importance of the bass as a structural voice, but, whereas Lippius adopts the triad 

wholeheartedly, making counterpoint secondary to harmony, Baryphonus and Grimm 

take a more moderate approach, incorporating the triad into a contrapuntal framework. 

Those differences highlight two possible methods for reconciling the established field of 
                                                

321 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 186. 
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counterpoint with an emerging theory of harmony, and the contrasting pedagogies of 

Lippius and the team of Baryphonus and Grimm yield valuable insight into how 

composition was taught in the early seventeenth century. From a broader perspective, 

Pleiades musicae provides an indication of how the educational system of the 

seventeenth-century Protestant Lateinschulen addressed these developments in 

musical theory and practice.
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CHAPTER 4 

RECEPTION OF PLEIADES MUSICAE 

 

4.1  Stages of Reception 

An assessment of the reception of Pleiades musicae (1615/1630) reveals that, 

when compared to other music-theoretical manuals, Heinrich Baryphonus (1581-1655) 

and Heinrich Grimm’s (1592/3-1637) treatise has had a limited yet discernible impact on 

the history of music theory. The treatise did not become an immediate classic in the field 

as did texts by Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590) and Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683-1764), 

but neither was it completely forgotten as has been the fate of countless other didactic 

manuals from the early seventeenth-century. Pleiades musicae lies somewhere in the 

middle, its prominence waxing and waning over the past four centuries. Tracing periods 

of relative interest chronologically, the timeline falls into three stages of reception: (1) a 

high level of interest during the seventeenth century by direct theoretical successors of 

Baryphonus and Grimm, (2) a latent awareness of Pleiades musicae in eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century lexicographic sources, and (3) several brief resurgences of interest 

since the late nineteenth century. Each of these phases shall be explored in this 

chapter. 

Following the publication of the second edition, Baryphonus and Grimm’s text 

enjoyed a period of frequent use, one in which it was cited by subsequent theorists 

throughout the seventeenth century and into the beginning of the eighteenth century. 

The first such writer was Grimm himself, who referenced Pleiades musicae multiple 
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times in his treatise on the monochord.322 Two of Grimm’s students from his period of 

residency in Braunschweig, Otto Gibel (1612-1682) and Konrad Matthaei (1619-1667), 

offer general praise to Baryphonus and Grimm as preeminent theorists and teachers of 

their time, and they refer to several specific passages in Pleiades musicae.323 Andreas 

Werckmeister (1645-1706), who was connected to Baryphonus through Werckmeister’s 

own tenure in Quedlinburg in the decades following Baryphonus (see Chapter 2.2 of this 

study), praised Pleiades musicae as an authority on numerous topics.324 The sole 

theorist in this group not directly connected to either Baryphonus or Grimm was Johann 

Andreas Herbst (1588-1666), who, though he did not mention Pleiades musicae by 

name, nevertheless cited Baryphonus as a general influence for his own work.325 

Pleiades musicae is found in German encyclopedias on music beginning in the 

late seventeenth century, and enters into foreign-language lexica in the nineteenth 

century. Through these documents memory of Baryphonus’s and Grimm’s treatise 

remained constant, even if the document’s relevance as a primary source began to fade 

in the eighteenth century. From the late seventeenth century, Wolfgang Caspar Printz 

(1641-1717) is among the first to grant lexicographic entries to Baryphonus and 

                                                
322 Joanna Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals in Hamburg: Critical 

Editions and Translations of Thomas Selle’s Kurze doch gründtliche Anleitung zur Singekunst (c. 1642) 
and Heinrich Grimm’s Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc est, Monochordum vel potius Decachordum 
(1634)” (Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State Universtiy, 2002). 

323 Otto Gibel, Kurtzer, jedoch gründlicher Bericht von den vocibus musicalibus (Bremen: Jacob 
Köhler, 1659); Otto Gibel, Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae (Bremen: Jacob Köhler, 1660); Otto 
Gibel, Propositiones mathematico-musicae (Minden an der Weser: Johann Ernst Heydorn, 1666); Conrad 
Matthaei, Kurtzer, doch ausführlicher Bericht, von den modis musicis (Königsberg: Johann Reusnern, 
1652). 

324 Andreas Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus. oder Richtiger 
Musicalischwer Weg-Weiser (Frankfurt and Leipzig: Theodor Calvisius, 1687); Andreas Werckmeister, 
Musicalische Temperatur (Quedlinburg: Theodor Philipp Calvisius, 1691); Andreas Werckmeister, 
Erweiterte und verbesserte Orgel-Probe (Quedlinburg: Theodor Philipp Calvisius, 1698); Andreas 
Werckmeister, Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse (Quedlinburg: Theodor Philipp Calvisius, 1707). 

325 Johann Andreas Herbst, Musica poetica (Nürnberg: Jeremias Dümler, 1643). 
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Grimm.326 Notable eighteenth-century writers of encyclopedias to address Pleiades 

musicae include Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748), who received a copy of 

Pleiades musicae from Werckmeister, and Johann Nicolaus Forkel (1749-1818).327 

Ernst Ludwig Gerber’s (1746-1819) lexicon from the early nineteenth century was the 

source for François-Joseph Fétis’s (1784-1871) and Peter Lichtenthal’s (1780-1853) 

French and Italian publications.328 Although Baryphonus does not appear in the first 

three editions of Hugo Riemann’s (1849-1919) encyclopedia, the fourth edition includes 

an entry on Baryphonus under his birth name, Heinrich Pipegrop.329  

Renewed attention given to the musical lives of early-seventeenth-century 

German composer-theorists, including the primary figures of Michael Praetorius (ca. 

1571-1621), Seth Calvisius (1556-1615), and Johannes Lippius (1585-1612), as well as 

Baryphonus and Grimm, and a growing curiosity for the origins and development of 

harmonic tonality and triadic theory contributed to several brief periods of interest in 

Pleiades musicae in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This interest, however, 

has been in large part in relation to Pleiades musicae as a tangential source for 

biographical and music-stylistic exploration. Eduard Jacobs and Philipp Spitta examined 

Baryphonus’s biography and extant compositions in a series of articles in the late 

nineteenth century.330 Dietz-Rüdiger Moser’s dissertation and subsequent monograph 

                                                
326 Wolfgang Caspar Printz, Historische Beschreibung der edlen Sing- und Klingkunst (Dresden: 

Johann Georgen, 1690). 
327 Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexikon (Leipzig: Wolfgang Deer, 1732); Johann 

Forkel, Allgemeine Literatur der Musik, 1797 (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 1962). 
328 Ernst Ludwit Gerber, Neues Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler, vols. 1 and 2 

(Leipzig: A Kühnel, 1812); François-Joseph Fétis, Biographie Universelle des Musiciens, vols. 2 and 4 
(Brussels: Meline, Cans et Compagnie, 1837); Peter Lichtenthal, Dizionario e bibliografia della musica, 
vol. 4 (Milan: Antonio Fontana, 1826). 

329 Hugo Riemann, Musik-Lexikon, fourth edition (Leipzig: Max Hesse Verlag, 1894). 
330 Eduard Jacobs, “Zwei harzische Musiktheoretiker des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts,” 

Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 6, no. 2 (1890): 91-122; Eduard Jacobs, “Heinrich Pipegrop 
(Baryphonus,” Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 7, no. 4 (1891): 459-463; Eduard Jacobs, “Noch 
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on music in Quedlinburg includes one of the most extensive treatments of Baryphonus’s 

life and career.331 Grimm’s biography and music were the subject of studies by Otto 

Riemer and Hermann Lorenzen in the 1930s and 1940s, a theme resumed in Thomas 

Synzofik’s dissertation from the late 1990s.332 Shortly after Synofzik’s project, Joanna 

Carter produced a translation of Grimm’s monochord treatise, touching upon on 

Grimm’s collaboration with Baryphonus.333 True interest in the contributions of Pleiades 

musicae to music-theoretical thought developed with the emerging interest in the early 

history of harmonic tonality and triadic theory in studies by Carl Dahlhaus, Benito 

Rivera, and Joel Lester spanning the 1960s-1980s.334  

                                                                                                                                                       
einmal Pipegrop-Baryphonus.” Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 8, no. 1 (1892): 145-147; Philipp 
Spitta, “Ein Weihnachts-Gesang des Heinrich Baryphonus,” Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 9 
(1893): 381-392. 

331 Dietz-Rüdiger Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg von der Reformation bis zur 
Auflösung des Stiftes (1539-1802); Beiträge zu einer Musikgeschichte des Harzraumes” (Ph.D. 
dissertation, Universität Göttingen, 1967); Dietz-Rüdiger Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in Quedlinburg: Ein 
kulturgeschichtlicher Grundriß (Munich: Ehrenwirth, 1994). 

332 Otto Riemer, “Heinrich Grimm, ein mitteldeutscher Musiker,” Festschrift Arnold Schering zum 
60. Geburtstag (Berlin: A. Glas, 1937): 180-193; Hermann Lorenzen, “Der Cantor Heinrich Grimm (1593-
1637): sein Leben und seine Werke mit Beiträge zur Musikgeschichte Magdeburgs und Braunschweigs” 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Universität Hamburg, 1940); Thomas Synofzik, “Heinrich Grimm (1592/93-1637): 
‘Cantilena est loquela canens.’ Studien zu Überlieferung und Kompositionstechnik” (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Universität Köln, 1998). 

333 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals”; Joanna Carter Hunt, 
“Appropriating the music theoretical concepts of Johannes Lippius: Heinrich Grimm’s “Instrumentum 
instrumentorum, hoc est, Monochordum vel potius Decachordum” (1634), Michael Praetorius, and Textual 
Borrowing,” in Hands-on Musicology: Essays in Honors of Jeffery Kite-Powell (Ann Arbor: Steglein 
Publishers, 2012): 247-263. 

334 Carl Dahlhaus, Untersuchungen über die Entstehung der harmonischen Tonalität (Kassel: 
Bärenreiter, 1968); Carl Dahlhaus, Studies on the Origin of Harmonic tonality, trans. Robert Gjerdingen 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990); Benito Rivera, “Johannes Lippius and His musical 
Treatises: A Study of German Musical Thought in the Early Seventeenth Century”  (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Rutgers University, 1974); Benito Rivera, German Music Theory in the Early 17th Century: the Treatises 
of Johannes Lippius (UMI Press: Ann Arbor, 1980); Benito Rivera, “The Seventeenth-Century Theory of 
Triadic Generation and Invertibility and Its Application in Contemporaneous Rules of Composition,” Music 
Theory Spectrum 6 (1984): 63-78; Joel Lester, “Major-Minor Concepts and Modal Theory in Germany: 
1592-1680,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 30, no. 2 (1977): 208-253; Joel Lester, 
Between Modes and Keys:  German Theory 1592-1800 (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1989). 
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Further examination of the most significant writers in each of these three stages 

of reception will provide an understanding of the precise nature of the perception of 

Pleiades musicae, and of Baryphonus and Grimm, through the past four centuries. 

 

4.2  Theoretical Successors  

The majority of the theorists in the seventeenth century who relied upon the work 

of Baryphonus and Grimm, either citing Pleiades musicae itself or paying broader 

respects to them, were directly associated with either Baryphonus or Grimm: 

Werckmeister through geographical proximity to Baryphonus in Quedlinburg, and Gibel 

and Matthaei as students of Grimm in Braunschweig. As mentioned previously, Herbst 

is the lone German writer on music for whom such a personal association apparently did 

not exist. These writers interacted with Pleiades musicae as a primary and current 

source.335 For them, Pleiades musicae was not a historical document, as it was for 

writers in the later stages of the reception of the treatise, but rather it provided a vital 

foundation for their own theoretical works. The topics from Pleiades musicae cited most 

often include the general precepts of music established in Pleias prima, the 

mathematical operations described in Pleias tertia, and the division of the monochord 

from Pleias septima. Notably, these authors do not refer abundantly to the sections in 

Pleias sexta on counterpoint and the harmonic triad; instead, most seventeenth-century 

authors who address these subjects reference Lippius directly. 

                                                
335 Though I have looked through many treatises from the seventeenth century, there are several 

others that I have not had the opportunity to examine. Consequently, while this group of authors 
represents those theorists whom I know to have been influenced by Baryphonus and Grimm, there are 
other writers and treatises yet to be explored that will likely indicate the further influence of Pleiades 
musicae. 
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Following Grimm’s publication in 1630 of the second editions of Pleiades 

musicae and Calvisius’s Μελοποιια, Grimm’s next major project, as identified by Carter, 

was his own treatise on the monochord, Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc est, 

Monochordum vel potius Decachordum. The treatise, which survives in two manuscript 

exemplars, was likely begun around 1630 while Grimm was still in Magdeburg, though 

the only definitive date that can be given for the treatise is 1634, when Grimm presented 

a copy to Duke August of Braunschweig-Lüneburg.336 Carter, along with Robert Eitner 

and Werner Braun, has identified Lippius’s Synopsis musicae novae (1612) as the major 

source of influence for the treatise. Grimm makes additional references to other 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writers throughout, including Calvisius, Praetorius, 

and Baryphonus.337 

Grimm mentions Pleiades musicae explicitly at three points in the monochord 

treatise; one citation refers the reader to a specific page number in the second edition of 

Pleiades musicae, while the other two citations direct the reader to a particular Pleias 

and section. The first reference concerns the definition of the different types of 

proportion: equal, multiple, superparticular and superpartient. Grimm briefly defines 

these different classes before directing the reader for further study to Lippius’s Synopsis 

musicae novae, and Pleiades musicae, Pleias prima, Questio secunda.338 The pages of 

Pleiades musicae, though not given, are pp. 6-9, which describe in detail each type of 

proportion, as well as simple and composite (i.e., octave equivalent) forms.  

                                                
336 Carter Hunt, “Appropriating the Music Theoretical Concepts of Johannes Lippius,” 251-252. 

Carter Hunt notes that the copy extant in Wolfenbüttel is clearly dated 1634, while the copy in Hamburg 
may date from Grimm’s stay in that city in 1631, or it may have been taken to Hamburg later by Grimm’s 
son, Michael. 

337 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals,” 59-60. 
338 Ibid., 182. 
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The second reference in the monochord treatise to Baryphonus and Grimm’s 

work concerns the application of intervals to the monochord. At this point, Grimm has 

outlined the consonant and dissonant intervals that the reader should apply to the 

monochord, and by way of a summary he refers the reader to Pleiades musicae, Pleias 

septima, on pp. 237 and following.339 Although the cited material does contain some 

information beyond what appears in the monochord treatise, especially with reference to 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s introductory geometric axioms and musical axioms, in truth 

the cited material provides little additional benefit to the reader. Rather, one gets the 

impression that Grimm references Pleiades musicae in order to honor that work, and 

perhaps to advertise to the reader his own previous collaboration with Baryphonus. 

In the final citation of Pleiades musicae to appear in Grimm’s Instrumentum 

Instrumentorum, Grimm directs the reader to Pleias tertia, which explains the seven 

mathematical operations that one may perform on proportions and musical intervals. 

The reference is to Sectio prima specifically and to the instruction in the mathematical 

operation of radication.340 Here, Grimm tells the reader that proportions should be 

reduced to lowest terms before being treated further. Yet he himself gives no instruction 

for the reduction of a proportion to lowest terms, relying wholly upon the description of 

the process in Pleiades musicae. Thus unlike the reference to Pleias septima in which 

the reader gains little new information from the additional reading, in this case the 

further reading is vital for those unfamiliar with the process of radication. 

                                                
339 Ibid., 216. 
340 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals,” 230. The page numbers in 

Pleiades musicae, not given in the monochord treatise, are pp. 80-87; see Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae 
(1630). 
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Chronologically, the next theorist known to have mentioned Baryphonus’s work is 

Herbst, who worked as Kapellmeister in Darmstadt, Nuremberg, and Frankfurt.341 Little 

is known about the nature of any professional relationships and correspondences that 

Herbst might have had with contemporary theorists. Neither is it known how he became 

acquainted with Baryphonus’s writings. It is certainly feasible that he came into the 

possession of a copy of Pleiades musicae, though no copies are now extant in the 

regions in which Herbst worked. It is also possible that his knowledge of Baryphonus is 

second-hand through the writings of Praetorius, upon whose Syntagma musicum, 

volume 3, Herbst largely based his treatise, Musica practica (1642). Praetorius spoke 

very highly of Baryphonus, and it is also possible that Herbst merely passes on 

Praetorius’s praise.342 

Even so, Herbst names Baryphonus as an important influence in his most 

significant treatise, Musica poetica (1643). In the front matter, he gives a list of Italian-

language authorities and a list of Latin-language authorities (i.e., German scholars 

writing in Latin). Among the Italians, Herbst lists Adriano Banchieri, Girolamo Diruta, 

Ludovico Zacconi, Steffano Bernardi, and Giovanni Battista Chiodio. The “Latins” 

include Calvisius, Otto Siegfried Harnisch, Albert Bulich, Johann Heinrich Alsted, and 

Baryphonus. Herbst gives neither the titles of treatises by these authors, nor citations of 

specific passages. However, if he did indeed have access to Baryphonus writings, that 

text was in all likelihood Pleiades musicae. The sections of Herbst’s Musica poetica that 

bear the most probable influence of Baryphonus and Grimm’s treatise are Chapter 2, 

                                                
341 Harold Samuel, “Herbst [Autumnus], Johann Andreas,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 

Online, Oxford University Press, accessed on 23 February 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/ 
subscriber/article/grove/music/12837. 

342 For discussion of Praetorius’s praise of Baryphonus in Syntagma musicum, volume 3, see 
Chapter 2.2 of this study. 
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“De consonantiis” (On the consonances), Chapter 3, “De dissonantiis” (On the 

dissonances), and Chapter 5, “De harmoniae partibus” (On the parts of harmony). 

Much of the continuing recognition of Baryphonus, Grimm, and Pleiades musicae 

found in later sources is the result of numerous citations of the pair and their treatise by 

two of Grimm’s students in Braunschweig, Gibel and Matthaei. Gibel, who later served 

as cantor in Stadthagen and teacher and cantor in Minden, began his training with 

Grimm upon Grimm’s arrival in Braunschweig in 1631, and studied with him until 1634, 

when Gibel took up a position as cantor in Stadthagen.343 Gibel’s studies with Grimm 

seem to have constituted the greater part of his formal education, as Gibel did not attend 

university. Nevertheless, he attained an acute knowledge of music theory during those 

three years under Grimm, and the thorough expertise expressed in his subsequent 

writings led Johann Mattheson (1681-1764) to remark, “I believe that thousands go to 

universities and spend many years there who are not equal to this man (who himself 

never visited one) in erudition, particularly musical erudition.”344 

Gibel frequently cites the broad influence of Grimm and Baryphonus in the front 

matter to his treatises. In Seminarium modulatoriae vocalis (1645/1657/1658), Gibel 

writes that many of the musical examples that he has used in the Seminarium originate 

from a collection of didactic pieces by Grimm from 1624 (presumably Tyrocinia seu 

Exercitia Tyronum musica, now lost).345 Gibel again praises his teacher in the preface to 

his Kurtzer, jedoch gründlicher Bericht von den vocibus musicalibus (1659), and he lists 
                                                

343 George Buelow, “Gibelius, Otto,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, Oxford 
University Press, accessed on 24 February 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/ 
grove/music/11097; Albrecht Ganse, Der Cantor Otto Gibelius (1612-1682), sein Leben und seine 
Wercke, under besonderer Berücksichtigung seiner Schriften zur Schulgesangsmethodik (Leipzig: 
Frommhold und Wendler, 1934), 13. 

344 Johann Mattheson, Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte (Hamburg: the author, 1740), 91. “Ich 
glaube, das thausend auf Universitäten gehen, und viele Jahre daselbst zubringen, die diesem Manne, 
der keine derselben besucht hat, an Gelehrsamkeit, absonderlich an musikalischer, nicht gleichkommen.” 

345 Ganse, Der Cantor Otto Gibelius, 80. 
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both Baryphonus and Grimm in a long list of influential music theorists dating from 

Pythagoras to the seventeenth century.346 He gives similar credit to Baryphonus and 

Grimm in the letter to the dedicatee in Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae (1660). 

Later in the same letter, Gibel states that Calvisius, Lippius, Baryphonus, and Grimm 

are among the most important recent German theorists.347 

Gibel references Pleiades musicae specifically in Kurtzer, jedoch gründlicher 

Bericht von den vocibus musicalibus and Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae. In 

the former treatise, this citation occurs in an extended passage on varying systems of 

solmization syllables. Gibel discusses several different methods for sight singing, 

including those developed by Guido of Arezzo, Calvisius, Baryphonus, Grimm, and 

Daniel Hitzler. Regarding Pleiades musicae, Gibel writes about the dual use of both 

bocidization syllables (i.e., bo, ce, di, ga, lo, ma, ni) and an adapted system of 

Guidonian syllables in which the seventh syllable, ni, is borrowed from bocedization 

(i.e., ut, re, mi, fa, so, la, ni).348 Here, Gibel is referring to Pleiades quarta and quinta, 

which present in tabular format the proportions, notes, and solmization syllables for 

consonant and dissonant intervals.  

 Gibel makes more extensive use of Pleiades musicae in Introductio musicae 

theoreticae didacticae, citing six passages from Baryphonus and Grimm’s work. Each of 

these citations concerns the mathematical nature of musical intervals. Following Gibel’s 

own description of superpartient proportions, he directs the reader to four passages in 

Pleiades musicae.349 The first cited passage defines superpartient ratios. On the cited 

                                                
346 Gibel, Kurtzer, jedoch gründlicher Bericht, front matter. 
347 Gibel, Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae, front matter. 
348 Gibel, Kurtzer, jedoch gründlicher Bericht von den vocibus musicalibus, 81. 
349 Gibel, Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae, 40. “Vide Baryphonum in Pleiadibus Musicis 

pag. 9, 136, 147, et 151.” 
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page (p. 9), Baryphonus and Grimm define composite (i.e., multiple) superpartient 

proportions, those for which “the major [term] contains the smaller any number of times 

and, in addition, several parts of it.”350 Though Gibel does not include p. 8, he likely 

intended to do so, as that page defines the simple superpartient proportion: “The 

superpartient form occurs between two unequal numbers, of which the greater contains 

the minor one time and, in addition, several parts of it.”351 The argument for the inclusion 

of p. 8 is strengthened by Gibel’s next three citations, which give examples of 

superpartient proportions, both simple and composite. The first of these examples is the 

simple superpartient proportion 8:5, that of the minor sixth.352 The next example is for 

the composite superpartient proportion 15:8, which forms the major seventh.353 The final 

superpartient proportion is for the fourth (4:3) plus the minor semitone (135:128), which 

results in the tritone, in 45:32.354 

Gibel again relies upon Pleiades musicae in order to establish the reasoning for 

mathematical limits for proportions based on the ability of the ear to discern intervals.355 

Gibel’s language resembles an extremely close paraphrase of the passage from Pleias 

prima, Quaestio secunda (see Table 4.2.1). In the passage, Gibel, following Baryphonus 

and Grimm, states that the ears have difficulty hearing intervals larger than a certain 

proportion, namely, the octupla proportion of 8:1. The final citation by Gibel of Pleiades 

musicae concerns the division of superparticular and superpartient proportions. These 

proportions are not arranged geometrically, and therefore they cannot be divided into  

                                                
350 Heinrich Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, ed. Heinrich Grimm (Magdeburg: Johannes 

Franchus, 1630), 9. 
351 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 8. 
352 Ibid., 136. 
353 Ibid., 147. 
354 Ibid., 151. 
355 Gibel, Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae, 40. “Vide…Baryphonum in Pleiad. Mus. pag. 

13.” 
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TABLE 4.2.1: Gibel’s paraphrase of Pleiades musicae concerning the octupla 
proportion. 
 

Gibel, Introductio musicae theoreticae 
didacticae (1660) 
 

Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630) 

Unde in Ecclesiis et Scholis hanc 
Octuplam Proportionem, tanquam 
Σύσηµα τελειότατον in mediocritate 
situm, raro etiam transilimus.356 
 

Ideo octuplam proportionem in ecclesiis et 
scholis tanquam σύςτηµα τελειότατον in 
mediocritate situm raro transilimus.357 

Whence in churches and in schools, we 
rarely indeed cross over this octupla 
proportion, as it were, a completely 
perfected system, situated in moderation. 

Therefore rarely do we cross over the 
octupla proportion in churches and in 
schools, as it were, a completely 
perfected system, situated in moderation. 

 
TABLE 4.2.2: Gibel’s paraphrase of Pleiades musicae concerning the division of 
superparticular and superpartient proportions. 
 

Gibel, Introductio musicae theoreticae 
didacticae (1660) 
 

Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630) 

Superparticularis enim et Superpartients 
Proportiones Proportionalitatem sive 
mediationem Geometricam respuunt, 
unde in duas pluresve aequales partes 
sive proportiones sunt individuae.358 
 

Superparticularis et superpartiens 
proportionalitatem geometricam non 
admittunt. Consectarium. Unde in duas 
pluresve aequales proportiones 
individuae sunt.359 

Indeed superparticular and superpartient 
proportions reject geometric 
proportionality or geometric mediation, 
whence they are not divisible into two or 
more equal proportions. 

Superparticular and superpartient 
proportions do not permit geometric 
proportionality. Conclusion. Whence, 
superparticular and superpartient 
proportions are not divisible into two or 
more equal proportions. 

 
equal proportions. For further reading, Gibel refers the reader to passages by Zarlino, 

Euclid, Calvisius, and Baryphonus. As with the previous citation, Gibel paraphrases a 

passage from Baryphonus and Grimm, and again the text is from Pleias prima, Quaestio 

secunda (see Table 4.2.2).360 

                                                
356 Gibel, Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae, 40. 
357 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 13. 
358 Gibel, Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae, 102-103. 
359 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 11. 
360 Ibid., “De quo videas Zarlinum 1. Part. Inst. Cap. 37. Clavium ad Propos. 8. lib. Euclidis. 

Calvisium, 3. Exerc. Mus. quaest. 15. p. 96. Baryphonum in Pleiadib. Mus. quaest. 2.” 
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Curiously, Gibel does not mention Baryphonus, Grimm, or Pleiades musicae in 

his Propositiones mathematico-musicae (1666). Given Gibel’s frequent citations of their 

ideas, one would expect to find similar references in Gibel’s highly mathematical work. 

Gibel discusses topics familiar from Pleiades musicae, such as intervals, scales, and 

temperaments, using mathematical operations such as copulation, mediation, and 

equiparation. Rather than relying on the work of his teacher, however, he cites other 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century theorists including Glarean, Zarlino, and Calvisius. 

But maybe there is yet some semblance of influence from Baryphonus and Grimm. 

Gibel’s axioms for temperament number seven, a familiar and auspicious number 

abundant in Pleiades musicae.361 

The other student of Grimm’s in Braunschweig to follow in his teacher’s footsteps 

was cantor-theorist Matthaei. Fewer details are known about the timing and duration of 

his studies with Grimm. His lessons must have taken place at some point between 1631 

and 1637, and his studies likely coincided at least in part with those of Gibel. He 

attended university in Königsberg (now Kalingrad, Russia) around 1650, and served as 

cantor there from 1654 until his death in 1667. His only theoretical work, Kurtzer, doch 

ausführlicher Bericht, von den modis musicis, was published in Königsberg in 1652.362 

In the course of the treatise, there are several specific remarks about Grimm, a few 

general references to Baryphonus, and two citations of Pleiades musicae. 

The most striking remark about Grimm in Matthaei’s treatise is that Matthaei 

claims that the work was actually written by Grimm, and that Matthaei has published it 

without alteration: “This entire treatise is not mine, but the work of the late Grimm, and in 

                                                
361 Gibel, Propositiones mathematico-musicae, 12-22. 
362 Christopher Wilkinson, “Matthaei, Conrad,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 

Oxford University Press, accessed on 25 February 2015, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/ grove/music/18094. 
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it I have changed not even a single letter.”363 Damschroder and Williams question the 

veracity of this statement. They point out that the list of consulted authors that appears 

in the front matter includes several writers who had not yet published by 1637, the year 

of Grimm’s death.364 Although it is possible that the treatise is in fact Grimm’s and that 

Matthaei merely updated the list of influential writers before publication, it is more likely 

that Matthaei’s attribution of the work to Grimm is done to honor his former teacher and 

perhaps to garner credibility by relying on an established authority. One argument 

against Grimm’s authorship is the consistent misspelling of Baryphonus’s name as 

“Baryphonius.”365 Surely it is more likely that Matthaei, rather than Grimm, would have 

misspelled Baryphonus’s name. 

Beyond the list of authorities on music theory that appears in the front matter, a 

list including Baryphonus and Grimm, there are two references specifically to Pleiades 

musicae in Matthaei’s treatise. The first occurs at the end of Matthaei’s letter to the 

disinterested reader, and is a quote from Baryphonus and Grimm’s letter to the reader. 

Matthaei translates the Latin text into German and includes a reference to source of the 

quote, Pleiades musicae. 

Matthaei, Kurtzer, doch 
ausführlicher Bericht 
(1652) 
 

Baryphonus, Pleiades 
musicae (1630) 

Translation 

Ihr Mißgönner aber 
lachet immerhin, oder wo 
es euch besser gefelt, so 
weinet. Baryph. in 
Pleiad.366 

Malevole ride aut, si 
mavis, plora.367 

You, malevolent reader, 
laugh or, if you prefer, 
cry. 

                                                
363 Matthaei, Kurtzer, doch ausführlicher Bericht, fol. Bv. “Dieser ganze Tractat sey nicht meine, 

sondern des sehl: Grimmii Arbeit, und daß ich auch keinen einzigen Buchstaben…daran verändert hette.” 
364 David Damschroder and David Williams, Music Theory from Zarlino to Schenker: A 

Bibliography and Guide (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1990), 193. 
365 Matthaei, Kurtzer, doch ausführlicher Bericht, [B4v] and 55. 
366 Ibid., [B4r]. 
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The second citation of Pleiades musicae comes in Chapter 7, “Von der Ordnung 

der Modorum” (On the Order of Modes). Following an extensive mathematical 

demonstration for why Ionian should be the first mode, Matthaei directs the reader to 

several authors for further reading, including Euclid, Jordanus, Gerhard de Neufville, 

Baryphonus, Athanasius Kircher, Jacobus Faber Stapulensis, (Erasmus) Horicius, 

Johannes Frosch, and Abraham Bartolus.368 Matthaei directs the reader to “lib 2. 

Pleiades Baryphonii.” This somewhat vague reference ostensibly points to Pleias 

secunda, but there is no discussion of modes in that chapter. Another less likely 

interpretation of “lib. 2” could be in reference to the second edition. In fact, the second 

edition does not mention the modes by name at all, and the modes are only named in 

one place in the first edition. Pleias quarta, “De consonantiis septem” (On the seven 

consonances), Sectio tertia, “De octava (On the octave),” gives the origin and ordering 

of the modes. 

Harmonic mediation [of the octave] forms the six authentic or intense musical 
modes: Ionian, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, and Aeolean. And 
arithmetic mediation forms the six plagal or relaxed musical modes: Hypoionian, 
Hypodorian, Hypophrygian, Hypolydian, Hypomixolydian, and Hypoaeolean.369 
 

The passage is truncated in the second edition, and the explicit ordering is omitted. 

Harmonic mediation forms authentic or energetic musical modes, but arithmetic 
mediation forms plagal or relaxed musical modes.370 

 
The second edition, however, does include a table and musical example showing the 

so-called first species of the octave, in which the semitone is found after the third and 

seventh notes, i.e., either C-C or F-F with a B♭ (see Figure 4.2.1). This could be the 

                                                                                                                                                       
367 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [xxxii]. 
368 Matthaei, Kurtzer, doch ausführlicher Bericht, 55. 
369 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 48. 
370 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 125. 
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passage to which Matthaei is directing his reader, a possibility given credence by 

Matthaei’s own use of a similar figure in his treatise (see Figure 4.2.2).  

In the first stage of the reception of Pleiades musicae, the final theorist to call 

upon the work of Baryphonus and Grimm is also the most significant figure to do so. 

References to Baryphonus, or to his ideas, appear in many of Werckmeister’s eleven 

extant treatises. As discussed in Chapter 2.4, Werckmeister spent many of his formative 

years and much of his early professional career in Quedlinburg in the decades following 

Baryphonus, and he likely came into the possession of some of Baryphonus’s personal 

effects, including numerous letters between Baryphonus and other leading musicians of 

the day. In these documents Baryphonus addressed topics of music in Germany, tuning, 

the order of the modes, composition, and the harmonic triad, with composers and 

theorists such as Heinrich Schütz, Samuel Scheidt, Calvisius, and Grimm. As chronicled 

in these letter exchanges, Baryphonus was an influential figure and common link among 

these musicians, and Werckmeister’s indebtedness to Baryphonus’s ideas, and to those 

of Pleiades musicae, is evident in Werckmeister’s own writings.  

Baryphonus’s name appears in five of Werckmeister’s treatises (Musicae 

mathematicae hodegus curiosus, 1686; Musicalische Temperatur, 1691; Erweiterte und 

verbesserte Orgel-Probe, 1698; Cribrum musicum, 1700; and Musicalische Paradoxal-

Discourse, 1707). Werckmeister cites Pleiades musicae in four treatises (Musicae 

mathematicae hodegus curiosus, Erweiterte und verbesserte Orgel-Probe, Musicalische 

Temperatur, and Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse). Grimm is mentioned less often, 

appearing only in two treatises (Musicae Mathematicae Hodegus Curiosus and 

Musicalische Temperatur). 
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FIGURE 4.2.1: Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), The first species of the octave.371 

Diatyposis of the first species, from which the others can be formed and described easily 
by means of the adjacent numbers, whether harmonic, or natural, or arithmetic, obtained 
from the natural diatonic scale or from the syntonic scale. 
 

 

 

Figure 4.2.2: Matthaei, Kurtzer, doch ausführlicher Bericht, von den modis musicis 
(1652), The most natural species of the octave.372 
 

 
 

                                                
371 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 123-124. 
372 Matthaei, Kurtzer, doch ausführlicher Bericht, 54. Image accessed on 26 February 2015 

(http://resolver.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/SBB000144C800000000), and used under the user’s agreement 
for the digital collection hosted on the website of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin. See the Appendix for a 
copy of the text and translation of the library’s user’s agreement. 
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Werckmeister’s reliance upon Baryphonus and Grimm is most extensive in 

Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus.373 Therein are two direct references to 

Pleiades musicae, at least seven more to Baryphonus, and two to Grimm. This includes 

the details of multiple correspondences between Baryphonus and Schütz, Calvisius, 

and Grimm (see Chapter 2.4 of this study). Werckmeister’s citations of Pleiades 

musicae do not indicate page or Pleias numbers in Baryphonus and Grimm’s treatise, 

but these are easily located. The first reference directs the reader to Pleiades musicae 

(and to Gibel’s Introductio musicae theoreticae didacticae) for a more thorough 

discussion of the copulation of proportions, which Werckmeister also calls 

multiplication.374 This discussion occurs in Pleias tertia, Sectio quarta. The second 

citation instructs the reader to place the larger number in a proportion in the front or on 

top.375 In Pleias prima, Quaestio secunda, Baryphonus and Grimm write:  

And in [proportions of inequality], the larger term is set in front when writing it 
down, and the smaller term is set behind. But in operations, the larger term is set 
in the upper position, and the smaller term is set in the lower position.376 

 
The references in Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus to Baryphonus that 

do not mention Pleiades musicae are nonetheless clearly derived from Pleiades 

musicae. Werckmeister likely includes these references in order to give his own writing 

added credibility gained by calling upon established authorities while not necessarily 

directing the reader to those authorities for further reading. In the third chapter, “Von 

                                                
373 Werckmeister initially published the treatise in 1686. A reprint appeared in the following year in 

1687 without significant changes. The copy that I examined was of the second printing.  
374 Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, 40. Baryphonus and Grimm explain 

the process for the seven mathematical operations that intervals can undergo (i.e., radication, mediation, 
addition, copulation, subtraction, comparison, and equiparation) in Pleias tertia. They define copulation as 
“the sum of [two proportions] having been collected.” For example, a copulation of 4:3 (a perfect fourth) 
and 3:2 (a perfect fifth) results in 4:3:2 (spanning an octave with a perfect fourth/fifth in the middle). See 
Chapter 3.2 and Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 97. 

375 Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, 47.  
376 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 7. 
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Beschaffenheit der wahren Music” (On the nature of true music), Werckmeister 

establishes the mathematical basis of music. 

Baryphonus and others say that the subject in music theory is sonorus number or 
quantity in sound.377 
 

This is outlined in Baryphonus and Grimm’s Pleias prima, Quaestio secunda, “An in 

intervallis sint proportiones?” (Do proportions exist in intervals?). 

Although proportion is particularly understood in quantities, nevertheless it is also 
found in other things for which the condition is considered according to quantity. 
Thus high and low sounds, for which the distance is called an interval, are 
considered to be quantities because they hold themselves like a number to a 
number, which is quantity…Those things that are composed from parts are judged 
to have a ratio of numbers between them. Therefore, no one will deny that 
sounds have a ratio of numbers between them.378 

 
Werckmeister makes comparable invocations of Baryphonus regarding the topics of the 

smallest musical interval, and the mathematical processes of mediation, comparison, 

and equiparation.379  

References to Baryphonus, Grimm, and Pleiades musicae are less numerous in 

Musicalische Temperatur. Those few citations, however, are all the more significant due 

to the overall importance of that treatise with respect to Werckmeister’s development of 

temperament systems. Werckmeister uses as the foundation for his experiments in 

                                                
377 Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, 11. “Baryphonus und andere sagen: 

quod subjectum in Musica Theoretica sit numerus sonorus, oder quantitatis in sono.” 
378 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 5. 
379 On the smallest musical interval: Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, 28-

29; Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 15. Werckmeister states that throughout history theorists have 
named different intervals (e.g., tone, diesis, diaschisma, or comma) as the smallest musical interval, but, 
that several mathematicians and musicians, including Calvisius and Baryphonus, have proven this to be 
false. Werckmeister also discusses this topic, and makes a similar citation of Calvisius and Baryphonus, 
in the pothumously published Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse (Werckmeister, Musicalische Paradoxal-
Discourse, 42). There he includes the title of Baryphonus’s treatise, directing the reader to page 15 of 
Pleiades musicae (second edition). On mediation: Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus 
curiosus, 41;  Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 87-97. On comparison and equiparation: 
Werckmeister, Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus, 46; Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 106-
117. See also Chapter 3.2 for a description of these mathematical operations. 
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temperament the syntonic scale, which he attributes to the reason and judgment of his 

predecessors.  

But even so, I remain by the foundation and reasoning of the old ones, as they 
are excellent, who had the syntonic scale, whose invention, as observed by 
Franchinus Gaffurius Laudensis (Book 1, Chapter 3, and the same Book 2, 
Chapter 34 of De harmonia musicorum instrumentorum) and Baryphonus 
(Pleiades musicae, in the edition of the author), is attributed to Bartholomeus 
Ramis de Pareia of the academy of Jerome of Bologna, whom Gioseffo Zarlino 
followed. Thereafter followed Artusi, Calvisius, Lippius, Baryphonus, Grimm, 
Kircher, Matthaei, Gibel, and many others, what splendid things their reason has 
led them to say.380 
 

From this passage it is evident that Werckmeister owes his understanding of the 

syntonic scale to the works of Gaffurius and Baryphonus, who chronicle the 

development of the scale by yet earlier writers in their treatises. This passage further 

provides a list of those music theorists whom Werckmeister credits as seminal for his 

own works, including Baryphonus and Grimm, as well as Grimm’s students, Matthaei 

and Gibel.  

 The second citation of Baryphonus in Musicalische Temperatur concerns the 

copulation of mathematical proportions and musical intervals. Copulation plays an 

extensive role as Werckmeister tempers out the comma, so much so that he calls one of 

his tempered chromatic scales his copulierte scala. However, he himself does not 

discuss the process for copulation, directing the reader instead to Baryphonus, Gibel 

and Werckmeister’s own Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus.381 Werckmeister 

                                                
380 Werckmeister, Musicalische Temperatur, 6. “Ich bleibe aber allerdings bey dem Fundament 

und rationibus der Alten / als da sind fürnemlich / welche Scalam Syntonam gehabt / derer Invention, wie 
bey dem Franchino Gafurio Laudensi Lib. 1. cap. 3. item Lib. 2. cap. 34. de harmonia mus. 
instrumentorum, und bey dem Baryphono Pleiad. Editione auctiori zusehen / dem Bartholo. Ramo 
Hispano, academiae Bononiensis P. P. (dem Josephus Zarlinus gefolget) zugeschrieben wird; dem denn 
weiter gefolget sind Artusius, Calvisius, Lippius, Baryphonus, Grimmius, Kircherus, C. Matthaei, Gibelius 
und andere mehr / welche herrliche rationes ihre Dinge zu behaupten angeführet haben.” 

381 Ibid., 32. 
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does not name Pleiades musicae expressly, but he must be referring to Pleias tertia, 

Sectio quarta, which offers extensive instruction on copulation.382 

The final treatise published during Werckmeister’s lifetime in which Werckmeister 

explicitly calls upon Pleiades musicae is Erweiterte und verbesserte Orgel-Probe.383 He 

first mentions Baryphonus in the dedication when expressing the importance of 

understanding musical intervals in terms of mathematical ratios, a tactic frequently 

championed by Calvisius, Lippius, and Baryphonus.384 The treatise also includes one 

explicit reference to Pleiades musicae, appearing in the final chapter in which 

Werckmeister describes the process for tempering out major and minor thirds so that 

they sound like consonances rather than dissonances. Werckmeister outlines Zarlino’s 

approach to the imperfect consonances at length, and he briefly mentions that 

Stapulensis and Heinrich Glarean have their own somewhat different methods. He then 

directs the reader to Pleiades musicae, Pleias prima, Quaestio sexta, “Num tertia et 

sexta consonantiae?” (Are the third and the sixth consonances?).385  

To answer this question, Baryphonus and Grimm outline three approaches: (1) 

that of the Pythagoreans in which thirds and sixths are dissonant according to reason 

and the senses, (2) that of Stapulensis in which those intervals are consonant according 

to the senses but dissonant according to reason, and (3) that of Glarean (through the 

diatonic scale) and Zarlino (through the syntonic scale) in which those intervals are 

                                                
382 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 97-100. 
383 Werckmeister, Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse, 42. As mentioned above, Werckmeister 

cites Pleiades musicae in the pothumusly published Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse, in which he relies 
upon Baryphonus and Grimm’s (and Calvisius’s) explanation of why the schisma, diesis, and other 
smaller intervals cannot be the smallest musical interval.  

384 Werckmeister, Erweiterte und verbesserte Orgel-Probe, ):(3. 
385 Ibid., 81. 
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deemed consonant by both reason and the senses.386 Baryphonus and Grimm 

ultimately adopt the third approach. Werckmeister has followed Baryphonus and 

Grimm’s description of these three schools of thought almost exactly, and thus Pleiades 

musicae proves to be a vital source for Werckmeister not only on its own account, but 

also for the historical details that it provides of earlier music theorists. For Werckmeister, 

Pleiades musicae is both a primary and a secondary source. 

 

4.3  Lexicographic Sources 

The use of Pleiades musicae as a relative and current source reached a high 

water mark in the writings of Werckmeister, with interest in Baryphonus and Grimm’s 

treatise tapering off in the eighteenth century.387 The treatise was not forgotten, 

however, and even in the late seventeenth century, Baryphonus and Grimm’s 

contributions began to be preserved in a different kind of scholarly source. From the 

1680s onward, knowledge of Pleiades musicae was sustained and transmitted in music 

bibliographies, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and lexica. Furthermore, through 

translations of these sources, Baryphonus and Grimm’s legacy was disseminated into 

French and Italian scholarship in the nineteenth century. The following discussion 

examines the most significant of these sources, beginning in the late seventeenth 

century with Martin Lipenius’s (1630-1692) bibliography on philosophical topics and 

ending with Robert Eitner’s (1832-1905) lexicon from the turn of the twentieth century. 

                                                
386 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), 26-33. Baryphonus and Grimm explain that the thirds 

and sixths in the diatonic scale, promoted by Glarean, sound consonant (i.e., according to the senses) as 
long as one ends with perfect consonances. Furthermore thirds and sixths lessen the tedium of frequent 
perfect consonances. They use reason to explain Zarlino’s acceptance of the thirds and sixth in the 
syntonic scale: those intervals are contained in the senarius and octonarius, the thirds are held in 
superparticular proportion, and the sixths “do not plunge deeply into superpartient proportion.” 

387 Writing shortly after Werckmeister, among last theorists to use Pleiades musicae as a current 
source for their own writings are Johann Georg Ahle (1651-1706) and Walther. 
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The ending date of ca. 1900 was chosen because it was at this point that scholarship on 

Baryphonus and Grimm appearing in modern music journals indicates resurgences of 

interest in the author and editor of Pleiades musicae, initiating the third phase of the 

reception of the treatise.  

From the 1680s to the 1730s, Pleiades musicae appeared in at least three 

lexicographic sources. Lipenius’s bibliography (1682) of books on philosophy and all its 

correlated subjects contains approximately 135 titles of music texts, divided into 

categories, that were printed in the fifteenth through seventeenth centuries. The first 

edition of Pleiades musicae appears under Lipenius’s general heading for “Musica,” 

while the second edition falls in the category of “Musica Fundamenta.” Lipenius likely 

only had second-hand knowledge of Pleiades musicae, as the dates of publication for 

the two editions are given correctly (i.e., 1615 and 1630), but the locations of publication 

are incorrect, listed as Hafnia (the Latin name for Copenhagen) and Lipsia (Leipzig) 

respectively.388 This error caused some confusion for later lexicographers, including 

Gerber and Fétis. Printz’s Historische Beschreibung der edlen Sing- und Klingkunst 

(1690) is probably the first true music encyclopedia to include Baryphonus and Grimm’s 

treatise. He lists only the second edition, describing it as a diverse (unterschiedliche), 

admirable (fürtreffliches), and vigorous (nervoses) treatise on musical theory and 

practice.389  

Walther’s three-page entry on Baryphonus in his Musicalisches Lexikon (1732) is 

more extensive than either Lipenius’s or Printz’s treatment, likely the result of Walther’s 

direct knowledge of the subject through his friendship with Werckmeister and his 

                                                
388 Martin Lipenius, Bibliotheca realis philosophica (Francfurt: Vogel, 1682), 975 and 977. The 

locations of publication were Halberstadt and Madbeburg. 
389 Printz, Historische Beschreibung, 137. 
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ownership of a copy of Pleiades musicae. Walther gives a list of treatises by 

Baryphonus, taken from the third volume of Praetorius’s Syntagma musicum, lists both 

editions of Pleiades musicae, describes the second edition as greatly augmented, and 

provides a detailed table of contents for the second edition, including the added sections 

on the harmonic triad. Walther recognized that the name Baryphonus was an adopted 

last name, but he incorrectly believed that Baryphonus was a translation of “Grobstimm.” 

As discussed in Chapter 2.2 of this study, Heinrich was born with the last name Pypgrop 

or Pipegrop, but Walther’s incorrect ascription of the last name Grobstimm (or 

Grobstimme) persisted in sources until the late nineteenth century. Curiously, Walther 

also includes an entry for the word “Baryphonus,” which he defines as “ein Baßist” (a 

bass singer).390 

Significant lexica from the turn of the nineteenth century are somewhat 

inconsistent with respect to Baryphonus and Pleiades musicae. Forkel, who was widely 

regarded as a pioneer in modern musicology, writes about the treatise in the section of 

his Allgemeine Literatur der Musik (1797) on “Schriften über die mathematische 

Klanglehre” (Writings on Mathematical Theories of Sound). In addition to giving the last 

name of the author as “Baryphonus,” Forkel also transmits the incorrect “Grobstimm.” 

He gives the full title of the first edition and states that a second edition appeared in 

1630. Like Walther, Forkel provides a table of contents, but, whereas Walther did so for 

the second edition, Forkel lists the contents of the first edition, which lacks reference to 

triadic theory.391  

                                                
390 Walther, Musicalisches Lexikon, 75-77. 
391 Forkel, Allgemeine Literatur der Musik, 243-244.  
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Baryphonus, Grimm, and Pleiades musicae are absent from Heinrich Christoph 

Koch’s (1749-1816) monumental Musikalisches Lexikon (1802), but they reappear in 

Gerber’s Neues Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler (1812). Indeed, 

Gerber’s entry on Baryphonus is the most comprehensive since Walther’s, and Gerber’s 

article continued to influence other lexicographers for the remainder of the century. 

Gerber lists all of the known treatises by Baryphonus (a.k.a. Grobstimme) and gives the 

long title for the first edition of Pleiades musicae. Though he states that he has only 

examined the first edition, he indicates that an expanded second edition was published 

in Magdeburg in 1630 that included a new preface “De numero septenario” (On the 

septenary number). Curiously, the preface for the second edition of Pleadies musicae 

does not have a title, so this is likely Gerber’s own invention. 

Gerber cites another writer under the name Hr. (presumably Heinrich) Gruber as 

listing editions of Pleiades musicae from Hafnia (Copenhagen) in 1615, Lipsia (Leipzig) 

in 1630, and Magdeburgus (Magdeburg) in 1640. Apart from the dates 1615 and 1630, 

all of Gruber’s information is incorrect. Furthermore, there is no known lexicographer of 

music with the name Gruber. Due to the similarity with the information in aforementioned 

Bibliotheca realis philosophica (1682), however, Gruber could actually be Lipenius. 

Despite the inaccuracy of publication information, Gerber nevertheless had 

substantial knowledge of Baryphonus’s career. At the end of the entry, Gerber states 

that Baryphonus shared numerous erudite correspondences both with Schütz and with 

Grimm, as cited in Werckmeister’s Musicae mathematicae hodegus curiosus.392 

Gerber’s entry on Grimm contains no information about Grimm’s life, but it does provide 

                                                
392 Gerber, Neues Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler, vol. 1, 280-283. 
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an incomplete listing of Grimm’s works, and it references Grimm’s correspondence with 

Baryphonus, again as accounted by Werckmeister.393 

Gerber’s lexicon proved to be a vital source for the continued dissemination of 

information about Pleiades musicae, especially with regard to the transmission of 

information on the treatise into foreign-language sources. Lichtenthal, an Austrian who 

later settled in Milan, based his four-volume Dizionario e bibliografia della musica (1826) 

largely on lexica by Gerber, Koch, and Forkel.394 His article on Baryphonus appears in 

the fourth volume, containing literature on musical theory and practice, in a section on 

the mathematical and physical properties of music. The entry, an abbreviated form of 

Gerber’s, includes the alternate name Grobstimm. Lichtenthal gives a few biographical 

details for Baryphonus, provides the full title for the first edition of Pleiades musicae 

(which he correctly indicates was published in Halberstadt in 1615), writes that an 

enlarged second edition was published in 1630 (location not given), and, like Gerber, 

lists the contents for the first edition.395 

Fétis’s article on Baryphonus (or Grobstimm) in Biographie Universelle des 

Musiciens (1837) is also based on Gerber’s Lexikon, though Fétis does provide some 

insights of his own on Pleiades musicae. Citing Lipenius (where Gerber cited the 

unknown Gruber), Fétis writes that he believes the presumed edition of the treatise 

published in Copenhagen in 1615 never existed, calling it supposée. On Baryphonus’s 

use of the number seven as an organizational principal for the treatise, Fétis writes, 

“One understands that these numbers are arbitrary and that the author has established 

                                                
393 Gerber, Neues Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der Tonkünstler, vol. 2, 411. 
394 Alfred Loewenberg and Bruce Carr, “Lichtenthal, Peter,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 

Online, Oxford University Press, accessed on 5 March 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/ 
subscriber/article/grove/music/16592. 

395 Lichtenthal, Dizionario e bibliografia della musica, vol. 4, 36. 
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them to be able to justify his chosen title.”396 His entry on Grimm, again based on 

Gerber, credits Grimm for the production of the second edition of Pleiades musicae. 

Fétis goes beyond Gerber, asserting that Grimm was the author of the preface to the 

second edition.397 

A series of articles by Jacobs and Spitta on Baryphonus appearing in the 

Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft in the 1890s are the first studies on 

Baryphonus to appear in a modern journal, and thus indicate resurgent interest in his life 

and works. This renewed attention, in turn, began to have an impact on lexica from the 

turn of the twentieth century. Nowhere is this more visible than in Riemann’s Musik-

Lexikon. Baryphonus, Grimm, and their collaboration are absent from the first three 

editions of the encyclopedia (1882, 1884, and 1887). Baryphonus reappears in the 

fourth edition (1894) under the last name Pipegrop, where Riemann does not include 

the alternate names Baryphonus or Grobstimm(e).398 The rediscovery of the name 

Pipegrop as Baryphonus’s true family name was the subject of three articles by Jacobs 

published in 1890, 1891, and 1892. Though Riemann’s article clearly bears the 

influence of Jacobs’s research, Riemann does not include a citation of Jacobs until the 

fifth edition of the Musik-Lexikon (1900), wherein Riemann for the first time indicates 

that Heinrich Pipegrop’s assumed last name was Baryphonus.399 Baryphonus first 

enters the English translation, Dictionary of Music, in the revised edition of the 

translation (1896), in which the entry of Baryphonus corresponds with the fourth edition 

                                                
396 Fétis, Biographie Universelle des Musiciens, vol. 2, 72-73. “On comprend que ces nobres sont 

arbitraires et que l’auteur les a établis pour justifier le titre qu’il avait choisi.” 
397 Fétis, Biographie Universelle des Musiciens, vol. 4, 420-421. 
398 Riemann, Musik-Lexikon, fourth edition, 820. 
399 Hugo Riemann, Musik-Lexikon, fifth edition (Leipzig: Max Hesse Verlag, 1900), 80 and 868. 
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of Riemann’s text.400 Grimm does not appear in Riemann’s encyclopedia until the eighth 

edition.401  

Eitner’s Biographisch-bibliographisches Quellen-Lexikon der Musiker und 

Musikgelehrten (1900), reflects the full state of research on Baryphonus conducted in 

the late nineteenth century, including the then-recent articles by Jacobs and Spitta. 

Eitner gives Heinrich both his family name, Pipegrop, and his assumed name, 

Baryphonus. He provides more details of his biography than does Riemann, describes 

the composer-theorist’s relationship with Praetorius, and lists all of his known treatises. 

He includes the full title of the first edition of Pleiades musicae, as well as the pertinent 

parts of the title for the second edition, indicating that Grimm published it together with 

Calvisius’s Μελοποιια. Eitner also lists Baryphonus’s two extant musical compositions 

(see Chapter 2.2), and briefly describes the correspondence between Baryphonus and 

Schütz appearing in Werckmeister’s writing.402 Eitner’s article on Grimm gives the 

details of his biography, lists several of his works, and indicates that was the editor for 

the second edition of Pleiades musicae.403 

 

4.4  Resurgences of Interest  

From the late nineteenth century through the twentieth century, at least a dozen 

authors have written about Baryphonus and Grimm, many of these in rather substantial 

treatments (see Table 4.4.1). The majority of these studies have primarily examined  

                                                
400 Hugo Riemann, Dictionary of Music, trans. J.S. Shedlock, revised edition (London: Augener 

and Co., 1896), 601. 
401 Hugo Riemann, Musik-Lexikon, eighth edition (Berlin: Max Hesse Verlag, 1916), 410-411.  
402 Robert Eitner, Biographisch-bibliographisches Quellen-Lexikon der Musiker und 

Musikgelehrten, vol. 1 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1900), 359-360. 
403 Robert Eitner, Biographisch-bibliographisches Quellen-Lexikon der Musiker und 

Musikgelehrten, vol. 4 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1900), 378-380. 
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TABLE 4.4.1: Writers and Writings on Baryphonus and Grimm since 1890. 

Date(s) Author Subject(s) 
1890, 1891, 1892 Eduard Jacobs Baryphonus’s biography 
1893 Philipp Spitta Baryphonus’s musical style 
1937 Otto Riemer Grimm’s biography 
1940 Hermann Lorenzen Grimm’s biography 
1967, 1994 Dietz-Rüdiger Moser Musical life in Quedlinburg 
1968 Carl Dahlhaus  Tonality 
1974, 1980, 1984 Benito Rivera Lippius’s theoretical writings, tonality 
1977, 1989 Joel Lester Tonality 
1993 Ralph-Jürgen Reipsch Grimm’s biography 
1998 Thomas Synofzik Grimm’s biography and musical output 
2002, 2012 Joanna Carter Grimm’s and Selle’s theoretical writings 
2010 Benjamin Dobbs Grimm’s musical style 

 
their biographies or musical works, however, and the list of writers who to address 

Pleiades musicae directly is much shorter. Even those writers who engage the treatise 

do so in the context of broader studies on musical culture or theoretical developments. 

Moser examines Baryphonus’s biography, career, musical output, and theoretical output 

as they pertain to musical life in the city of Quedlinburg. Dahlhaus, Rivera, and Lester 

share a principal interest in developments in the emergence of harmonic tonality in 

seventeenth-century German. Carter examines and translates music manuals by Grimm 

and seventeenth-century cantor, Thomas Selle, briefly touching on Grimm’s contribution 

to Baryphonus’s treatise as editor. Although Pleiades musicae is of secondary interest in 

each of these studies, nevertheless these writers played a vital part in the modern 

reception of the treatise, and ultimately were a valuable influence on the present study. 

Moser, in his dissertation (1967) and subsequent monograph (1994) on musical life in 

Quedlinburg, gives extensive attention to all facets of Baryphonus’s life and career. 

Going beyond the cursory treatment of Baryphonus by lexicographers, Moser is the first 

to discuss in detail Baryphonus’s professional relationships with other prominent 
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musical figures including Praetorius, Calvisius, Schütz, Scheidt, and Grimm.404 He 

provides an account of Praetorius’s praise of Baryphonus, and provides a list of the 

treatises named by Praetorius in the third volume of Syntagma musicum (addressed in 

Chapter 2 of this study) and of Baryphonus’s other known and supposed writings.405 

Regarding Pleiades musicae, Moser explores the full extent of Johann Mattheson’s 

displeasure with Baryphonus’s perceived old-fashioned mentality and approach to 

music theory. Calling Baryphonus an “intolerable Pythagorean,” possibly for 

Baryphonus’s (perceived) reliance upon dated mathematical techniques, Mattheson 

criticizes the seventeenth-century resident of Quedlinburg for acting like a resident of 

Ancient Greece.406 Mattheson’s disdain for writers with opposing views on the nature of 

music is well documented, but before Moser’s dissertation, Mattheson’s particular 

detestation for Pleiades musicae had gone uncommented upon. 

The first study to address Baryphonus and Grimm’s contribution to the large-

scale development of music theory is Dahlhaus’s monograph on harmonic tonality 

(1968), later translated into English by Robert Gjerdingen (1990). Dahlhaus groups 

Pleiades musicae together with several early-seventeenth-century treatises that he 

views as precursors to, though not influences on, Rameau’s theoretical writings. 

Although Lippius, Thomas Campion (1567-1620), and Baryphonus arrived at early 

understandings of chordal inversion, Dahlhaus asserts that those developments were 

relatively inconsequential, as the concept of chordal inversion only entered public 

                                                
404 Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg, 307-310; Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in 

Quedlinburg, 138-139. Moser’s monograph is essentially unchanged from the dissertation. Citations for 
both documents are provided here.  

405 Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg,” 65-67; Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in 
Quedlinburg, 40-43. 

406 Moser, “Musikgeschichte der Stadt Quedlinburg,” 69; Moser, 1000 Jahre Musik in 
Quedlinburg, 44. 
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consciousness broadly with Rameau a century later.407 Despite the supposed 

unimportance of Baryphonus’s contribution, Dahlhaus does explicate the variations 

between Lippius’s and Baryphonus’s theories of inversion.408 Finally, Dahlhaus states 

that Lippius’s, Campion’s, and Baryphonus’s approaches to inversion essentially allow 

varying positions of triads (e.g., as represented by the figures , , and ) to be 

treated as fundamentally identical.409 

Whereas Dahlhaus examined Baryphonus as one of a group of seventeenth-

century theorists whose works foreshadowed those of Rameau, Rivera examines 

Baryphonus’s treatise in relation to Lippius’s contributions to the formalization of triadic 

theory. Pleiades musicae provides evidence of Lippius’s broad influence, which Rivera 

maps in his dissertation (1974), a subsequent monograph (1980), and several articles. 

Lippius was among a group of theorists, including Calvisius, Joachim Burmeister (1564-

1629), and Baryphonus, who, according to Rivera, initiated renewed interest in musica 

theorica in Germany.410 These theorists placed an emphasis on the mathematical 

foundations of music, and on the understanding of music as a science in addition to an 

art.411  

Writing specifically about Pleiades musicae, Rivera examines several variations 

between Lippius’s and Baryphonus’s formulation of triadic theory. He notes 

Baryphonus’s use of alternate terminology, namely, the prominent use of syzygia and 

                                                
407 Dahlhaus, Untersuchungen über die Entstehung der harmonischen Tonalität, 5; Dahlhaus, 

Studies on the Origin of Harmonic tonality, 23. 
408 Dahlhaus, Untersuchungen über die Entstehung der harmonischen Tonalität, 104; Dahlhaus, 

Studies on the Origin of Harmonic tonality, trans. Robert Gjerdingen, 115. Lippius conceived of inversion 
as a transferance of the media or ultima to the bass of the chord, while Baryphonus Baryphonus’s 
understood inversion to be a removal and relocation of the root, third, or fifth of the triad.  

409 Dahlhaus, Untersuchungen über die Entstehung der harmonischen Tonalität, 126; Dahlhaus, 
Studies on the Origin of Harmonic tonality, trans. Robert Gjerdingen, 136. 

410 Rivera, German Music Theory, 29. 
411 Ibid., 84 and 149. 
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triga harmonica for the triad instead of Lippius’s trias harmonica.412 Baryphonus also 

differed from Lippius in some technical explanations for the triad. Baryphonus’s 

explanation of the principle of triadic inversion is clearer than that of Lippius, a fact that 

Rivera says led later theorists Printz, Ahle, and Walther to follow Baryphonus’s model 

rather than Lippius’s.413 Rivera is also greatly interested in the practical elements of 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s treatise. Using Pleiades musicae as a comparison for 

Lippius’s Synopsis musicae novae, he examines Baryphonus and Grimm’s method for 

integrating counterpoint and triadic theory, and for teaching composition. Additionally, 

Rivera is the first to incorporate musical examples from Pleiades musicae into printed 

scholarship, doing so in an article on the role of triadic theory in compositional 

practice.414 

Following on the heels of Rivera, Lester considers Lippius’s and Baryphonus’s 

developments in triadic theory in relationship to the early stages of the progression from 

a system of modes to a tonal system of keys, a transition that, according to Lester, 

began in the late sixteenth century and lasted through the eighteenth century. He 

examines both the progressive elements in Baryphonus’s treatise (and those of several 

others including Calvisius, Lippius, Johannes Nucius (d. 1556), and Johann Crüger 

(1598-1662)) and the conservative approaches.415 In an article expanded later into a 

monograph, Lester notes that Lippius’s and Baryphonus’s innovative chordal 

                                                
412 Rivera, German Music Theory, 150. 
413 Ibid., 150-151. 
414 Rivera, “The Seventeenth-Century Theory of Triadic Generation, 71-72. 
415 Lester, “Major-Minor Concepts and Modal Theory in Germany,” 228. 
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approaches were couched in what he calls a “medieval preoccupation” with 

conservative numerological rhetoric and theological references.416 

Most recently, Carter considers Pleiades musicae both in regard to Grimm’s 

editorship of the second edition and with respect to Grimm’s citations of Pleiades 

musicae in his own monochord treatise, Instrumentum Instrumentorum, hoc est, 

Monochordum vel potius Decachordum. In many aspects, her study of Baryphonus, and 

his collaboration with Grimm, is similar to that found in earlier studies by Jacobs and 

Moser. She describes Baryphonus’s regard for Zarlino, Calvisius, and Praetorius, 

recounts the details of Praetorius’s high estimation of Baryphonus’s works, and cites 

Baryphonus’s unacknowledged debt to Lippius for many advancements in the second 

edition of Pleiades musicae.417 Moving beyond these general details, however, Carter 

also investigates the specific influence of Pleiades musicae on Grimm’s monochord 

treatise.  

There are, nonetheless, two minor inaccuracies concerning Pleiades musicae in 

Carter’s study. She states that, in the first edition, Baryphonus describes Praetorius as a 

“master of his art” and an admirable teacher.418 But Praetorius’s name is nowhere to be 

found in Pleiades musicae; rather, in the letter to the reader of the first edition 

Baryphonus calls Calvisius (not Praetorius) a master musician and teacher.419 The 

second error concerns the binding of the Wolfenbüttel exemplars of the treatise. 

According to Carter, during the seventeenth century Grimm’s monochord treatise was 

bound together with copies of Lippius’s Synopsis musicae novae and Pleiades 

                                                
416 Lester, “Major-Minor Concepts and Modal Theory in Germany,” 223; see also Joel Lester, 

Between Modes and Keys: German Theory 1592-1800 (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1989), 51-52. 
417 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals,” 34-35. 
418 Ibid. 
419 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1630), [ix]. 
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musicae.420 The monochord treatise and Synopsis musicae novae are indeed bound 

together with a common call number (2.12 Musica in the catalog of the Herzog August 

Bibliothek), but the first edition of Pleiades musicae is bound only with a copy of 

Johannes Magirus’s Artis musicae (call number, 11 Musica div.) and the second edition 

is bound alone (call number, 2.18 Musica). 

Scholarship on Pleiades musicae since 1950, however limited in comparison with 

more prominent subjects, has been quite diverse, and each of the writers who contribute 

to the third stage of its reception focuses on a different aspect of the treatise. By looking 

at Baryphonus’s life and career with respect to musical culture in Quedlinburg, Moser 

provides a context for the treatise, and he gives an account of its reception by 

Mattheson in the eighteenth century. Dahlhaus explores Baryphonus’s understanding of 

chordal inversion, as well as those of several other seventeenth-century writers, as a 

predecessor to Rameau’s ideas on harmony. Situating Lippius at the center of a group 

of pioneering triadic theorists, Rivera compares and contrasts Baryphonus’s triadic 

theory and method for composition with those of Lippius. Lester remarks on the dual 

characteristic of those theorists’s treatises as both progressive, with respect to harmonic 

and triadic developments, and conservative, with reference to their adherence to 

established numerological and theological ideas. Finally, Carter explores Grimm’s role 

in producing the second edition of Pleiades musicae as well as its impact on Grimm’s 

monochord treatise.  

 

                                                
420 Carter, “A Study of Two Seventeenth-Century Teaching Manuals,” 36. 
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4.5  Pleiades musicae Through Four Centuries 

Four hundred years have passed since the publication of the first edition of 

Pleiades musicae. In the years following its genesis, Baryphonus and Grimm’s treatise 

was an important source for many prominent theorists in the seventeenth century. 

These writers, with Werckmeister the foremost among them, relied upon Pleiades 

musicae as an essential foundation for their own theoretical contributions. A somewhat 

superficial awareness of the treatise persisted in lexicographic sources of the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, at times waxing and waning in prominence, level of 

description, and accuracy. Recent scholars have gone beyond a mere encyclopedic 

listing of details, titles, and tables of contents, helping to assemble a more complete 

picture of the context and theoretical contributions of the treatise. The present study 

builds upon this work, further exploring and situating Pleiades musicae within historical, 

cultural, educational, philosophical, and theoretical contexts and developments, with the 

ultimate goal of increasing the understanding and visibility of Baryphonus and Grimm’s 

contributions to the history of music theory.  
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CHAPTER 5 

APPROACH TO THE EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS 

 

The goal in creating modern editions and translations of Pleiades musicae is to 

provide readers with documents that are at the same time representative of Baryphonus 

and Grimm’s original texts and approachable by modern audiences. To that end, I have 

attempted to reflect the format, structure, and language of the original documents as 

closely as possible. There are, however, several instances where an exact transcription 

of the Latin text was neither practical nor beneficial, and in such instances I have taken 

an active editorial role, standardizing, modernizing, and clarifying irregularities in the 

Latin editions. Furthermore, though I have approached the English translation with the 

intention of adhering carefully to the Latin syntactical and grammatical structure, there 

are several occasions where modifications were necessary. The following points outline 

my approach for creating the Latin editions and their English translations that are both 

faithful to the original texts and practical in a modern context. 

Original formatting of the pages has been largely retained with the following 

exceptions. Each page of the modern editions and translations represents one page of 

the original, but, where necessary, the text is carried over to a second page. Original 

page numbers appear at the top center, and any folio numbers appear centered after 

the end of the text on the page; page numbers for the dissertation appear at the bottom 

center of the document. Baryphonus and Grimm’s numbering of points, while meticulous 

with its adherence to organization around the number seven, is at times inconsistent 

with regard to the use of Roman versus Arabic numerals. Roman numerals have been 

adopted as standard throughout, with Arabic numerals used only for internal arguments 
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with lesser structural significance. Paragraph breaks are largely unaltered, except where 

the 1615 and 1630 editions differ, in which case a smoother, more continuous 

paragraph structure has been adopted. All running page headers, as well as running 

section headers in the margins, have been omitted. Likewise, because this is a printed 

treatise and multiple exemplars remain extant, no handwritten annotations, including 

marginalia and underlining, have been included. 

Early modern printing practices that create unnecessary difficulty for the reader 

have been modernized, and errors in type setting have been corrected. The errata listed 

in the second edition have been taken into account in the text of the modern editions 

and translations. Obvious misprints have been corrected, diacritical marks have been 

deleted, and abbreviated words have been expanded, all without remark. Diphthongs 

(i.e., æ and œ) have been separated and usage of u and v has been modernized. 

Capitalization of words is inconsistent throughout both editions, possibly the result of an 

erratic attempt at following German capitalization rules for a Latin text. Only 

capitalizations of proper nouns and adjectives have been retained. Punctuation of Latin 

was notoriously irregular in early modern printed books, and periods, semicolons, 

colons, and commas often overlapped in function. Modern usage of punctuation has 

been implemented, with the effect of dividing some longer sentences into multiple 

shorter ones.  

Baryphonus and Grimm’s original musical examples, tables, and figures have 

been incorporated. The reproductions that appear in the dissertation are from the digital 
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collection of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, and are used in accordance with the users’ 

agreement of the library.421 

The English translation follows the syntax and grammar of the Latin editions as 

closely as possible while still being accessible to modern readers. Where the Latin text 

is the same between the 1615 and 1630 editions, the English translation is uniform 

between them. With a few exceptions, English terminology has been chosen that 

matches the character and connotation of the Latin text. In some instances, Baryphonus 

and Grimm appear to vary their language in order to teach synonymic language; 

translations of such passages reflect the denotations of the target words rather than 

their connotations. Take for example, the word “divide.” When discussing the division of 

the monochord, Baryphonus and Grimm use no less than twelve different words to 

direct the students to divide the string on the monochord (e.g., divido, intercipio, medio, 

tribuo), all of which have been translated in these instances as “divide.”  Translations of 

similar instances throughout the treatise follow the same procedure. Verb inflection 

(including tense, voice, number, and mood) is retained where practical. Punctuation 

between the Latin edition and English translation corresponds for the most part, except 

where use of different punctuation marks provides clarity in the English text. Musical 

examples, tables, and figures for the translation have been typeset to align with 

Baryphonus and Grimm’s originals with minimal alteration (e.g., by preserving original 

clefs). 

                                                
421 The persistent URLs for the documents on the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin’s website are: for the 

first edition http://resolver.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/SBB00014AC700000000, and for the second 
http://resolver.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/SBB000144FB00000000. See the Appendix for a copy of the text 
and translation of the library’s users’ agreement.  
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CHAPTER 6 

PLEIADES MUSICAE, 1615 

 

6.1 Edition and Translation 
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[i] 

Henrici Baryphoni Wernigerodano Cherusci 

PLEIADES MUSICAE 

 

Quae in certas sectiones distributae praecipuas quaestiones musicas discutiunt, et 

omnia, quae ad theoriam pertinent, et melopoeia plurimum inserviunt ex veris 

fundamentis mathematicis exstructa, theorematis septentis proponunt, exemplis 

illustrant, et coram judicio rationis et sensus examinant, studiosis non solum musices, 

verum etiam matheseos scitu necessariae et lectu jucundae. 

 

Ανακεφαλαιωσιν lectori versa pagina repraesentat.  

 

Halberstadi, ex officina typographica Jacobi-Arnoldi Cotenii, anno M.DC. XV.  
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[i] 

By Heinrich Baryphonus of Wernigerode of the Cherusci1 

PLEIADES OF MUSIC 

 

Which, distributed into certain sections, resolve particular musical questions and all 

things that pertain to theory and that are devoted largely to composition, constructed 

from true mathematical foundations, put forth in sevenfold theorems, illustrate in 

examples, and openly examine by the judgment of reason and the senses, those things 

being necessary for understanding and enjoyable for reading for those devoted not only 

to music, but also to knowledge. 

 

The following page presents a recapitulation for the reader.  

 

In Halberstadt, from the printing offices of Jacobus-Arnoldus Cotenius, in the year 1615. 

 

                                                
1 The Cherusci were a Germanic tribe that occupied parts of central and north central Germany, 

including the area in which Wernigerode is located, during the first century BCE and first century CE. 
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[ii – blank] 

[iii] 

Reverendo, magnifico, et nobilissimo viro, Domino Ioachimo-Ioanni-Georgio a 

Schulenburg, cathedralis ecclesiae Halberstadensis canonico, seniori et cellario 

dignissimo, patrono suo magno aeternumque colendo. S.P. 

 

Hasce meas pleiades, reverende, magnifice et nobilissime vir, mecoenas 

aeternum colende, cur nomini tuo in summo honorum fastigio constituto offeram, et 

numini veluti tutelari cuidam Deo veterum solenni ritu consecrem. Fortasse quaeris, et 

quidem merito. Sed benignas mihi accomodes aures quaeso. Utrumque et Pleiadum, et 

mea, et tua causa facio. Pleiadum, quia nullum hac in arte magis excultum, magis 

peritum, magis politum invenire potuissent patronum. Immo quae gratulantur sibiipsis 

judicem eiusmodi et arbi- 
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[ii – blank] 

 [iii] 

To the revered, magnificent, and most noble man, Lord Joachim Johann Georg of 

Schulenberg, canon of the Cathedral Church of Halberstadt, senior and most worthy 

steward, patron, his greatness eternal and honored. S.P.2 

 

Revered, magnificent, and most noble man, eternally honored benefactor, 

because your name is afforded the highest position, I would offer these, my Pleiades, 

and by divine will, just as by the guardianship of the one God, I would consecrate them 

according to the solemn ceremony of the ancients. Perhaps you seek the cause, and 

with good reason. But please adopt favorable ears for me. I do these things for the sake 

of the Pleiades, for my sake, and for your sake. I do these things for the sake of the 

Pleiades because they could not have discovered a patron more cultivated, more 

skilled, and more refined in this art. Indeed, they rejoice for such a judge and  

                                                
2 Probably servus publicus (public servant). 
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[iv] 

trum musice doctissimum. Lyram in conviviis adhibere moris fuit. Hanc repraesentant 

Pleiades. Ad harum numerum, quae antiquitus choream stellis ducere fuerunt dictae, 

Mercurius septem suae lyrae chordas aptasse fertur. Hujusmodi lyra, ubi primum omnes 

παιανισµὸν cecinissent, circumferebatur. Hac periti artis accepta canebant vocemque ad 

nervos attemperabant. Imperitis, siqui, ut quondam Themistocles, recusarent, ramus 

myrteus ἃσαρκος ad quem canerent, per jocum tradebatur. Eiusmodi carmen σκόλιον 

appellitabant. Circumferatur lyra. Pauci hodie periculum facient, plerique σόλιον carmen 

occinent. Tu solus occurris, qui de musica, ceu Protogenes de lineis Apelleis judicas et 

felicissime et dexterrime. Tu bene calles in monochordo συµµετρίαν και ἀσυµµατρίαν 

intervallorum et consonantium et dissonantium. Tu probe tenes quomodo illa inter sese 

distent vel tono, vel semitonio, vel commate, et haec quomodo illa discernant, augeant 

et diminuant. Tu consonantiarum mistionem, et dissonantiarum mitigationem, 

utrarumque 
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[iv] 

most learned arbiter of music. It was the custom to use the lyre at banquets. The 

Pleiades portray this. In accordance with their number, which in antiquity was called to 

lead the choir of the stars, Mercury was reported to have affixed seven strings to his 

lyre. Lyres of this sort were carried about when they were singing the first of all paeans. 

With this having been heard, those skilled in the arts sang and fit the voice to the strings. 

The unskilled, if any, would defer, like Themistocles of old, and the meager myrtle 

branch, to which they sang, was handed over like a game.3 Such a song came to be 

called a skolion.4 The lyre would be passed around. Few undertake this trial today, and 

most sing the skolion inauspiciously. You alone come to mind, whereby with regard to 

music, you give judgment both happily and skillfully, as Protogenes did for the line of 

Appelles.5 You are well skilled on the monochord with regard to the symmetry and 

asymmetry of intervals, both consonances and dissonances. You rightly comprehend 

the manner in which the tone, or semitone, or comma stand apart from one another, and 

the way in which the latter divide, augment, and diminish the former. You know well the 

mixture of consonances and the mitigation of dissonances, and, 

 

                                                
3 Robert Lenardon, The Saga of Themistocles (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978), 11 and 223. 

See also, Louis Elson, Curiosities of Music (Boston: Oliver Ditson Company, 1880), 57-58. Themistocles 
was an Athenian statesman and general (c. 560-459 BCE), who was ridiculed for being unable to sing and 
improvise on the lyre.  

4 Thomas Mathiesen, Apollo’s Lyre: Greek Music and Music Theory in Qntiquity and the Middle 
Ages (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1999), 142-143. A skolion, Greek for “winding,” 
“obscure,” or “difficult,” was a type of song sung by invited guests. It was improvised for the occasion, and 
passed around, with different singers adding their own lines. Men of society were expected to be able to 
participate. 

5 Pliny the Elder, The Natural History of Pliny, Volume 6, trans. John Bostock and H. T. Riley 
(London: Henry Bohn, 1857), 257. Protogenes and Appelles were Greek painters and rivals in the 4th 
century BCE. According to Pliny, Apelles drew a line on a painting by Protogenes. Protogenes, without 
knowing who drew the line, concluded that, because the line was so perfect, it must have been done by 
Apelles. 
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[v] 

vero progressionem in µελοποιΐα optime scis. Tu componis artificiose cantilenas, et 

artificiose easdem fidibus attemperas, nec non et assa voce et ad fides decantas. Merito 

igitur te patronum, qui columer, musicae cluis, Pleiades hae elegerunt. 

Mea causa facio, vir reverende, magnifice, nobilissime, tum ut sub tui patrocinii 

tutela calumniarum turbines et Hipponacteorum praeconiorum procellas velut Ajax sub 

Achillis clypeo tutius effugiam, tum ut benevolum tuum mihi quoque animum conciliem, 

et radio tui favoris corusco illustrer. Novi enim non singularem solum animi tui 

propensionem in omne nomen literarum, verum amorem etiam in musicam, qui imitus 

excitavit hunc animi mei affectum in te ut contestarer deditissimum, et quantum tuo 

patrocinio deberem, publico voto reverentius profiterer. Fortuna tibi posse dedit, animus 

velle praestat, ut possis velis omnino bonis bene cupere, bene facere.  

 Tua causa reverende, magnifice et nobilissime domine facio. Dum puto me 

collubentiae tuae 
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[v] 

in truth, the progression of each in composition. You compose songs with artifice, and 

with artifice you fit them to the same lyres, and you do not sing repetitiously with a dry 

voice or instrument. Therefore, rightly have these Pleiades chosen you, who are a pillar 

and who are reputed for music, as patron. 

I do these things for my sake, revered, magnificent, and most noble man, so that I 

might take refuge safely under the guardianship of your patronage against the 

whirlwinds of accusations and the storms of Hipponactean criers, as did Ajax under the 

shield of Achilles, and that I might attract the favor of your benevolent spirit, and shine 

forth by the brilliant ray of light of your favor.6 For I knew not only of the singular 

propensity of your spirit for every type of literature, but also of your love of music, which 

arouses from my deepest spirit most devoted affection that I might call to you, and so 

greatly was I indebted to you, that, by public vows, I would reverently profess. Fortune 

has made it to be possible for you rightly to desire all possible good, and your spirit has 

made it possible for you to wish rightly to do all possible good. 

I do these things for your sake, revered, magnificent, and most noble lord. 

Provided that I hold your complete satisfaction,  

                                                
6 Christopher Brown, “Hipponax,” in A Companion to Greek Lyric Poets, edited by Douglas Gerber 

(Leiden: Brill, 1997), 79-88. Hipponax (6th c. BCE) was known for making acerbic attacks on his 
contemporaries and for his depictions of the less savory aspects of Ionian life. Homer, The Iliad, trans. by 
Herbert Jordan (Noram: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008), 129-130 and 297-299. Ajax and Achilles, 
who were cousins, were both known for their armor and shields. Ajax’s shield was large and rectangular, 
and could provide cover for several people. Achilles’s shield was smaller and round, and was easily 
maneuverable.  
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[vi] 

facturum bene, si hanc lucubrationum mearum faeturam sub auspicio tuo nobili 

divulgarem. Artistides Deo templa consecranda, viris vero illustribus libros dixit. Tu 

illustre antiquissimae et nobilissimae Schulenburgiorum familiae non solum decus, sed 

totius etiam ordinis equestris in Saxonia ornamentum singulare. Te non minus virtus et 

literata sapientia clarat quam avita generis prosapia nobilis et generosa aeternat. Qui 

vultum inspicit, et hanc et illam ex isto omni lepore et humanitatis sale perfuso colligit. 

Ex hac et illa mores illos heroicos, quos comites ad famam et aeternitatem habes 

perpetuos. Tibi igitur reverende, magnifice et nobilissime domine hasce Pleiades meas 

musicas, munusculum exiguum quidem, si a reverentiae magnificentiae et nobilitatis 

tuae spectes magnitudine. Non exiguum, si ab animi illud et voluntatis meae aestimes 

propensione. Diis lacte rustici multaeque gentes supplicarunt, et mola tantum salsa 

litant, qui thura non habent. Nec minus propitii erant Dii mola salsa supplicantibus; 

interdum placatiores. Tu igitur,  
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[vi] 

it would be well done if I were to publish this product of my nocturnal studies under your 

noble auspices. Aristides said that temples should be consecrated to God, but that 

books should be consecrated to illustrious men.7 You, of the illustrious, most ancient, 

and most noble family of Schulenburg, are not only the honor, but also the singular jewel 

of entire Equestrian Order of Saxony. Courage and literary wisdom shine no less upon 

you than does the ancestral noble lineage of your noble family confer immortality upon 

you. Whoever examines your countenance gathers both the latter and the former from 

all of the pleasantness and salt poured out for humanity. From the latter and the former, 

you have those everlasting heroic characteristics, the companions of fame and 

immortality. Therefore to you, revered, magnificent and most excellent lord, I offer these, 

my musical Pleiades, a small gift indeed, if you examine them in reference to the 

magnitude of your reverence, magnificence, and nobility. It is not meager, if you assess 

it from the propensity of the spirit and my good will. Peasants and many peoples who did 

not have frankincense, made supplications to the gods with milk, and made an offering 

only with salted meal. Neither were the gods less favorably inclined for the supplications 

of salted meal; occasionally, they were more pleased. Therefore, I ask that you  

                                                
7 Janet Downie. At the Limits of Art: A Literary Study of Aelius Aristides’ Hieroi Logoi (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2013), 3-4 and 181. Aelius Aristides (2nd c. BCE) was a Greek author and orator. 
This saying is from his Hieroi Logoi (Sacred Discourses). 
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[vii] 

quidquid offero, benigne accipias quaeso, et meis laboribus velut numen propitium 

faveas obsecro. Ita Pleiades meae, ita ego vivam omni invidia superior, omnibus 

aculeatis Momi dictiunculis morsicatim pungentibus major. Hoc votum meum est, sed a 

Pleiadum voto, cui ut annuas et arrideas oro et rogo. Oro mea, rogo Pleiadum, 

utrumque tua causa. Mea et Pleiadum, ut nos suscipiamur patrocinio. Tua, ut nobis 

patrocinium praestes, et tam hoc praemetium, fructum mearum lucubrationum 

musicarum, quam chartaceum hoc munus, ut animi tibi dediti signum, sentias. Vale vir 

reverende, magnifice et nobilissime. Vale patrone magne aeternumque colende Deo 

ter-optimo, ter-maximo commendatus.  

 

Quedelburgie museo meo propridim kalendis Octobtobris, die Michaeli sacrarum, anno 

post Christum natum 1615. 

 

Te reverende magnifice et nobilissime. 

Deditissimus Henricus Baryphonus, scholae Quedlenburgi Musicus. 
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[vii] 

would receive that which I offer, and I beseech that you would favor my labors with a 

favorable nod. Such are my Pleiades, that I might live better than all of the hatred and 

greater than all of the stinging gossip and biting irritations of the Momus.8 This is my 

vow, having been made by the Pleiades, to which I pray and ask in order that you might 

declare favor and smile upon me. I pray for my sake, I ask for the sake of the Pleiades, 

and I do both for your sake. I do this for my sake and that of the Pleiades, that we might 

be supported by patronage. I do this for your sake, that you might present patronage to 

us, and that you might perceive both this offering as the fruit of my musical nocturnal 

studies, and this gift of paper as a sign of my spirit dedicated to you. Farewell, revered, 

magnificent, and most noble man. Farewell, great patron, who shall be honored 

eternally, having been commended by the thrice-greatest and thrice-best God.  

 

In Quedlinburg, by my muse, specifically on the 29th of September, the Feast of Saint 

Michael, in the year 1615 after the birth of Christ. 

 

To you, revered, magnificent, and most noble man. 

The most dedicated, Heinrich Baryphonus, musician of the school of Quedlinburg. 

                                                
8 Herbert Jennings Rose, A Handbook of Greek Mythology (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1959), 23. In 

Greek mythology, Momus was identified with finding fault in everything and objecting to everything done 
by the gods. 
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[viii] 

Lectori benevolo ἐῦ πράττειν malevolo ἐῦ κρίνειν. 

 

Praemetium hoc lucubrationum mearum musicarum, quod e plusculis hinc inde 

dispersis congessi sub titulo Pleiadum Musicarum, habe mi lector. Scilicet Pleiades hae 

sunt, quibus, quae theoriae necessaria, proposui quaestionibus septem illustribus, 

theorematis septem brevibus, exemplis septem perspicuis, delectatus in primis sacro illo 

et famigeratissimo septenario, cujus in divinis, naturalibus et politicis rebus usus quam 

plurimus.  

  Committo autem luci, submitto typis lubens merito. Lubens, quia amici petunt; 

merito, quia consecranei exigunt. Petunt, ut ceu meas legant, quia mihi suasores 

fuerunt; exigunt, ut ceu suas habeant, quia sibi usui esse putant.  

 Tu benevole lector, quae scripsi perlege; perlecta animo revolve; revoluta in 

bonam partem interpretare. Me- 
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[viii] 

To the benevolent reader, to pass over, to the malicious reader, to judge. 

 

Consider, my reader, this first fruit of my musical nocturnal studies, which, having 

been scattered somewhat here and there, I have gathered under the title Pleiades of 

Music. Certainly, these Pleiades are those according to which, being necessary for 

theory, I have proposed by means of seven important questions, seven brief theorems, 

seven evident examples, having been fascinated, foremost, in that sacred and most 

famed septenarius, having been used in a great number of divine, natural, and political 

matters. 

I commit them to the light, and I gladly and rightly submit them as a model. I do 

so gladly, because friends desire them; I do so rightly, because those of like mind 

inquire about them. They desire, as it were, in order to read mine, because they were 

counselors for me; they inquire, as it were, in order to have their own, because they 

consider them to be of use. 

You, benevolent reader, read that which I have written; and, with it having been 

read, return it to the spirit; and, with it having been returned, interpret it in good part. 
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um enim judicium tuo submitto judicio. Siquid boni inveneris, tuum. Siquid errati meum, 

sed cavendo et meum et tuum sit. Tiro sum, qui vix quadriennium hoc stadium curro, et 

in multis mihi ipsi nondum satisfacio, quod mihi ignosci postulo. Non, cujus consilium 

expetere, aut qui cum disserere possem inveni praeter unum in Mathematicis 

clarissimum, in Musicis doctissimum dominum Sethum Calvisium, quem ea propter aliis 

hoc aevo qui vivunt, aut hac usque vixerunt (quod tamen illi citra jactantiam, hisce vero 

citra invidiam dictum volo) praefero. Et instar fidelis et benevoli praeceptoris habeo et 

veneror. Si tuum promeruero favorem, brevi plura tam διδακτικὰ quam ἱςορικὰ videbis, 

et fortasse limatiora, cum discipulus prioris posterior dies. Διδακτικὰ erunt 

exercitationes harmonicae per problemata, theoremata et aphorismos omnia, quae ad 

theoriam et praxin musicam pertinent, explicantes, αριθµολογία harmo- 
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For I submit my judgment to your verdict. If you come upon anything useful, it becomes 

yours. But if you come upon my errors, beware, it becomes both yours and mine. I am a 

novice, whereby I run this race course of four years with difficulty, and, I am not yet 

satisfied with several aspects, for which reason I ask for pardon for myself. To seek his 

counsel, or rather, to seek one with whom I could discuss, I found none other than the 

single most illustrious mathematician and most learned musician, master Sethus 

Calvisius, whom, for those reasons, I prefer (yet with no desire to boast on this side, and 

no desire to speak hatred on the other side) over others who live in this time or who 

have lived up to now.9 Both do I have a faithful counterpart and pay homage to a 

benevolent teacher. If I earn your favor, you will soon see more than enough instruction 

and history, and it may be more refined, seeing that the following day is the student of 

the previous day. Instruction shall consist of harmonic exercises unfolding by means of 

problems, theorems, and aphorisms, all of which pertain to the theory and practice of 

music, harmonic arithmology, 

 

                                                
9 Seth Calvisius (1556-1615) was a German music theorist and correspondent with Baryphonus. 

See Chapter 2.1 and 2.4 of this study. His Μελοποιια (1592/1630) served as an important source for 
Baryphonus and Grimm. 
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nica, progymnasma melopoeticûm in παιδείαν et προπαιδείαν tributum, consonantiarum 

progressiones ex fundamento mathematico deductae, notae in Isagogen Musicam 

Euclidis, dissertatio de modis musicis. Historica sunt exercitatio de musices 

inventoribus, exercitatio de musica vocali, exercitatio de musica instrumentali, exertatio 

de usu musices, catalogus musicorum tam priscorum quam recentium. 

Tu malevole lector, quae scripsi, dicis quidem causa perlege. At dica non scripta, 

re-non testata, causa non-judicata judicium tuum non accepto, nec a te quid boni spero, 

quia non vis, et si velles, a te non exopto. Nihil metuo mali, quia non noces, et si nocere 

posses, parvi facio. Ad cavillas quidem citius, quam flamma ad naphthan transvolas. 

Sed in musicis Davus es, et nescio quod animal ad lyram, quod inter pulmentum et 

carnes discernere nequit, nec scit quid distent aera lupinis. Et licet  
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compositional exercises divided into paideia and propaideia, progressions of 

consonances deducted from a mathematical foundation, notes on the Musical Isagoge 

of Euclid, and a discussion of the musical modes.10 The histories include a lesson on the 

inventors of music, a lesson on vocal music, a lesson on instrumental music, a lesson 

on the use of music, and a catalog of music both ancient and recent. 

You, malevolent reader, read that which I have written, and, indeed, state your 

case. Being a matter spoken but not written, not testified, and not appraised, I do not 

accept your judgment, neither do I hope for anything good from you, because you are 

not willing, and even if you were willing, I would not desire it from you. I fear nothing evil, 

because you do no harm, and if you were able to do harm, I would make little of it. 

Indeed, you fly too quickly toward scoffing, like a flame toward naphtha. But you 

consider yourself to be like David with regard to matters of music, and I do not know the 

animal from the lyre, as if it were not possible to tell the difference between prepared 

food and raw meat, nor to know what distinguishes real money from counterfeit.11 And 

although  

 

                                                
10 John Hawkins, A General History of the Science and Practice of Music, Volume 1 (London: T. 

Payne and Son, 1776), 58; André Barbera, “Euclid,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, Oxford 
University Press, accessed on 9 April 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/ 
grove/music/09065. Both the Sectio canonis and the Isagoge musica were attributed to Euclid through the 
eighteenth century. Hawkins suggests that the Sectio canonis was an appendix to the Isagoge, the latter 
of which he states is also called the Introductio harmonica. This text is now attributed to Cleonides.  

11 Phebe Lowell Bowditch, Horace and the Gift Economy of Patronage (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2001), 197. The last phrase of this sentence is a paraphrase from Horace’s Epistles, 
found in Book 1.7, addressed to Gaius Maecenas, counselor to Caesar Augustus. Aes (p. aera) 
designates money. Lupinus (pl. lupina) refers to counterfeit money, and gets its name from the lupine 
plant, which was believed to devour the nutrients in the soil like a wolf devours its prey. 
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nihil fere ad rhombum possis dicere, dicis tamen quo videaris aliquid dixisse, quod de 

Protagora dixit Aristoteles. Judicium igitur tuum in re ignota nullum. Non bene perspecta 

imperfectum. Accepta sed non comprobata perversum, cui nihil submitto. Nec tua heic 

censura, nec tua admonitio, nec tua correctio locum invenit. Cum nec sutor ultra 

crepidam, nec faber ultra malleum, nec pictor ultra penicillum. 

 Tu benevole lector have et vale. Malevole ride aut plora. 
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you would be hardly be able to say anything to a turbot, you nevertheless speak so that 

you appear to have read something, much like Aristotle spoke of Protagoras.12 

Therefore, your judgment finds no place with respect to unknown matters. Having been 

observed improperly, it finds an imperfect place. Having been taken but not justified, it 

finds a perverse place. I submit nothing for your judgment. Neither this censure of yours, 

nor your admonition, nor your correction find a place. In this way, neither does the 

shoemaker find a place beyond the slipper, nor does the craftsman find a place beyond 

the hammer, nor does the painter find a place beyond the paintbrush. 

You, benevolent reader, hail and farewell. You, malevolent reader, laugh or cry. 

                                                
12 Patricia O’Grady, “What is a Sophist?” in The Sophists: An Introduction, ed. Patricia O’Grady 

(London: Bloomsbury Academic Press, 2008), 15; Jonathan Lavery, “Protagoras,” in The Sophists: An 
Introduction, ed. Patricia O’Grady (London: Bloomsbury Academic Press, 2008), 30-31. Protagoras (6th c. 
BCE) was a pre-Socratic philosopher. In Rhetoric, Aristotle (4th c. BCE) wrote disparagingly of 
Protagoras’s ability to make a weak argument seem stronger. 
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Ανακεφαλαίωσις.  

Pleiadum Musicarum συνοπτική. 

 

PLEIAS PRIMA: Continet quaestiones musicas septem illustres. 

Prima est: An ratio judex sit rerum musicarum, an vero sensus. pagina 1.13 

Secunda: An in intervallis sint proportiones, ubi septem de  

 proportionibus theoremata.  p. 3. 

Tertia: Unisonus an intervallum, an vero intervalorum  

principium.  p. 7. 

Quarta: Unisonus an consonantia sit, an vero dissonantia.  p. 8. 

Quinta: An quarta consonantia, et an perfecta.  p. 9. 

Sexta: Num tertia et sexta sint consonantiae.  p. 12. 

Septima: An diesis diatona sit semitonium minus syntonum, et  

 apotome majus. p. 16. 

PLEIAS SECUNDA: De septem numeris harmonicis radicalibus  

pertheoremata septem. p. 18.  

PLEIAS TERTIA: Continet septem proportionum logisticas. 

                                                
13 These page numbers correspond with those of the original print. They appear at the top center 

of each page of the edition and translation. Page numbers for the dissertation appear at the bottom 
center. Any folio markings appear centered after the text of the page. 
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Recapitulation. 

Synopsis of the Pleiades of Music. 

 

FIRST PLEIAS: Contains seven important musical questions. 

First: Is reason the judge of musical matters, or are the senses? page 1. 

Second: Do proportions exist in intervals? Together with seven theorems for the 

proportions.  p. 3. 

Third: Which is the origin of intervals, the unison or the interval? p. 7. 

Fourth: Is the unison a consonance or a dissonance? p. 8. 

Fifth: Is the fourth a consonance, and is it perfect?  p. 9. 

Sixth: Are the third and the sixth consonances? p. 12. 

Seventh: Is the diatonic diesis similar to the syntonic minor semitone, and is the 

apotome similar to the syntonic major semitone? p. 16. 

SECOND PLEIAS: On the roots of the seven harmonic numbers, illustrated by seven 

theorems. p. 18.  

THIRD PLEIAS: Contains seven operations of proportions. 
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Sectio prima: De radicatione.  p. 20. 

Sectio secunda: De mediatione.  p. 22. 

Sectio tertia: De additione.  p. 25. 

Sectio quarta: De copulatione.  p. 27. 

Sectio quinta: De subtractione.  p. 30. 

Sectio sexta: De comparatione.  p. 31. 

Sectio septima: De aequiparatione.  p. 34. 

In singulis sunt theoremata septem et exempla septem.

PLEIAS QUARTA: Continet consonantias septem per septena theoremata.

Sectio prima: De consonantiis in genere.  p. 44. 

Sectio secunda: De consonantiis perfectis.  p. 45. 

Sectio tertia: De octava.  p. 47. 

Sectio quarta: De quinta.  p. 49. 

Sectio quinta: De quarta.  p. 50. 

Sectio sexta: De consonantiis imperfectis.  p. 51. 

Sectio septima: De tertia majore.  p. 53. 

Sectio octava: De tertia minore.  p. 54. 

Sectio nona: De sexta majore.  p. 56 

Sectio decima: De sexta minore.  p. 57

PLEIAS QUINTA: Continet dissonantias septem per septena theoremata.  

Sectio prima: De dissonantiis in genere.  p. 58. 

Sectio secunda: De tono majore.  p. 60. 
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First section: On radication.  p. 20. 

Second section: On mediation.  p. 22. 

Third section: On addition.  p. 25.  

Fourth section: On copulation.  p. 27. 

Fifth section: On subtraction.  p. 30. 

Sixth section: On comparison.  p. 31. 

Seventh section: On equiparation.  p. 34. 

In each there are seven theorems and seven examples. 

FOURTH PLEIAS: Contains seven consonances illustrated by seven theorems. 

First section: On consonances in general.  p. 44 

Second section: On perfect consonances.  p. 45. 

Third section: On the octave.  p. 47. 

Fourth section: On the fifth.  p. 49. 

Fifth section: On the fourth.  p. 50. 

Sixth section: On imperfect consonances.  p. 51. 

Seventh section: On the major third.  p. 53. 

Eighth section: On the minor third.  p. 54. 

Ninth section: On the major sixth.  p. 56. 

Tenth section: On the minor sixth.  p. 57. 

FIFTH PLEIAS: Contains seven dissonances illustrated by seven theorems. 

The first section: On dissonances in general.  p. 58. 

The second section: On the major tone.  p. 60.
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[xiv] 

Sectio tertia: De tono minore.  p. 61. 

Sectio quarta: De semitonio majore.  p. 62. 

Sectio quinta: De semitonio minore. p. 63. 

Sectio sexta: De commate.  p. 65. 

Sectio septima: De septima majore.  p. 66. 

Sectio octava: De septima minore.  p. 67.

PLEIAS SEXTA: De septem consonantiarum progressionibus in septenas  

 consonantias per septena theoremata. 

Sectio prima: De progressionibus in genere.  p. 68. 

Sectio secunda: De progressionibus consonantiarum  

perfectarum.  p. 70. 

Sectio tertia: De progressionibus consonantiarum  

imperfectarum.  p. 72. 

Sectio quarta: De progressionibus octavae septem.  p. 73. 

Sectio quinta: De progressionibus quintae septem.  p. 76. 

Sectio sexta: De progressionibus quartae septem.  p. 79. 

Sectio septima: De progressionibus tertiae majoris septem.  p. 82.  

Sectio octava: De progressionibus tertiae minoris septem.  p. 85. 

Sectio nona: De progressionibus sexta majoris septem.  p. 87 

Sectio decima: De progressionibus sexta minoris septem.  p. 89. 
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[xiv] 

Third section: On the minor tone.  p. 61. 

Fourth section: On the major semitone.   p. 62. 

Fifth section: On the minor semitone.  p. 63. 

Sixth section: On the comma.  p. 65. 

Seventh section: On the major seventh. p. 66. 

Eighth section: On the minor seventh.  p. 67. 

SIXTH PLEIAS: On the seven progressions of consonances into seven consonances 

illustrated by seven theorems. 

First section: On progressions in general.  p. 68. 

Second section: On progressions of perfect consonances.  p. 70. 

Third section: On progressions of imperfect consonances.  p. 72. 

Fourth section: On the seven progressions of the octave.  p. 73. 

Fifth section: On the seven progressions of the fifth.  p. 76. 

Sixth section: On the seven progressions of the fourth.  p. 79. 

Seventh section: On the seven progressions of the major third. p. 82. 

Eighth section: On the seven progressions of the minor third.  p. 85. 

Ninth section: On the seven progressions of the major sixth.  p. 87. 

Tenth section: On the seven progressions of the minor sixth.  p. 89. 
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PLEIAS SEPTIMA: De septem consonantiarum ad monochordum  

 applicatione, ubi septem theorematae παρασκευαςικὰ. p. 91. 

Et septem κατασκευαςικὰ.  p. 92. 

 

 

Pleias poetica in Pleiades musicas 

Henrici Baryphoni Musici Quedelburgici. 

 

E fundamentis fundamina musica ponit 

Baryphonus ille musicorum phosphorus, 

Pauca dat et parva, at multis dignissima gazis, 

Nam multa multi saepe dant in pauculis. 

Paucula lectores mira dulcedine mulcent, 

Et in sui trahunt amorem, candidos. 
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PLEIAS SEPTIMA: On the application of the seven consonances to the monochord, 

together with seven preparatory theorems. p. 91. 

And seven principal theorems. p. 92. 

 

 

Poetic Pleias according to the musical Pleiades 

Of Heinrich Baryphonus, Musician of Quedlenburg 

 

From the foundations, the foundations of music place 

Baryphonus, that phosphorus of musicians, 

Few and small things does it bestow, yet many worthy treasures, 

For many often give a magnitude in small number. 

These few things charm readers with their wonderful sweetness, 

And they draw into his love, radiant.14 

 

                                                
14 Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon (New York: Harper and 

Brothers, 1883), 1705. Phosphorus can refer to a bringer of light or the morning star in Greek mythology. 
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Paucula doctorum vigili tornata labore 

Fragilem juvant et roborant memoriam. 

Paucula, ut exiguo comprendam plurima versu 

Omnes et ornant et regunt scientias. 

E multis ergo Baryphonus paucula promens. 

Multum meretur laudis, imo plurimum. 

Fontibus e que sacris mysteria musica pandens 

Dicetur olim musicorum phosphorus. 

 

Deproperabat  

Amoris et honoris ergo 

 

Petrus Conradi Wism. 

Ecclesiastes Gatersl. 
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Few among the learned having been turned from their vigilant labor 

They help the fragile and reinforce the memory. 

Few, to describe many in a small verse, 

both adorn and rule all of the sciences. 

Thus from many is Baryphonus brought forth to the few. 

He is deserving of many praises, no indeed, of the most. 

From the fountains and sacred vessels, spreading the mysteries of music 

In the future, he will be called the Phosphorus of musicians. 

 

Prepared hastily  

On account of affection and honor 

 

By Petrus Contradi of Wismar 

The Churches at Gatersleben 
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1. 

PLEIAS PRIMA: De quaestionibus musicis septem illustribus. 

 

Quaestio prima: An ratio judex sit rerum musicarum, an vero sensus? 

 

Olim musici in duas abierunt sectas, quarum altera a Pythagora Samio, altera ab 

Aristoxeno Tarentino Italo nomen habuit. Inter illas dissidium quoddam fuit acerrimum 

de constituendo rerum musicarum judice. Pythagoraei omne judicium rationi 

adjudicarunt, auribus vero derogarunt. Quippe haec opinio illorum animos pervasit, 

omnia rationi consentanea esse debere, et ad eadem perfectionem pendere. Semina 

vero quaedam cognitionis tantum a sensu 

A
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FIRST PLEIAS: On seven clear musical questions. 

 

First question: Is reason the judge of musical matters, or are the senses? 

 

In the past, musicians divided into two groups, of which one received their name 

from Pythagoras of Samos, and the other from Aristoxenus of Tarentum, the Italian. 

Between them there was a certain bitter quarrel concerning the establishment of a judge 

for musical matters. The Pythagoreans ascribed all judgment to reason, and, indeed, 

they disparaged the ears. Naturally, this belief pervaded their intellect, that all things 

should be consistent with reason, and should be dependent upon the same perfection. 

In truth certain seeds of knowledge, however, only depart from the senses. 

A
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proficisci. Sequuntur autem sectae principem, qui inconstantia aurium animadversa 

consonantias ad certas numerorum proportiones accommodavit, quo eas ab incerto 

aurium judicio ad certum rationis judicium revocaret. 

Aristoxenici vero omnia sensus arbitrio terminari, et ad eius consensum tendere, 

rationem vero sensus esse comitem. Imo a sensu aurium harmoniae sumi principia 

arbitrati, nihil, vel parum rationi, sensui vero, plurimum crediderunt, ut cui circa proprium 

objectum suum errare non contingat. Secuti sunt Aristoxenum praeceptorem, qui cum 

animadvertisset quasdam consonantias proportionibus Pythagoricis non 

compraehensas rationi improbari, auribus vero probari, a ratione deflexus sonorum 

demonstrationem ad sensum transtulit. Tertiam et sextam utramque ratio reiiciebat 

tanquam extra proportionem multiplicem et superparticularem constitutam, aures vero 

bonam constituere harmoniam judicabant. 

At Ptolemaeus felix hujus dissidii arbiter, media incessit via, et duos judices, 

rationem et sensum conjunxit, et pro lege iustitiae distributivae tantum tribuit sensui, 

quan- 
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Moreover, they follow the leader of the sect, who, having observed the fickleness of the 

ears, affixed certain consonances to the proportions of numbers, and in doing so he 

could recall them from the uncertain judgment of the ears to the certain judgment of 

reason. 

For the Arixtoxenians, however, everything was to be restricted to the arbitration 

of the senses, and should aim for their consensus, and indeed reason should be the 

companion of the senses. In reality most people placed their trust in the senses, 

believing that the principles of harmony had been observed by the perception of the 

ears, and they placed no trust, or very little, in reason, such that it would not come to 

pass that one wander astray concerning one's individual object. They followed 

Aristoxenus the teacher, who—when he had observed that certain consonances that 

were not completely understood with respect to proportions were rejected by the 

Pythagoreans according to reason, but were indeed sanctioned by the ears—transferred 

to the senses the identification of sounds that had been deflected by reason. Reason 

rejected both the third and the sixth, as it were, having been formed outside of multiple 

and superparticular proportion; however, the ears judged the harmony to be formed 

well. 

But Ptolemy, the happy arbiter of this quarrel, walked the middle path and joined 

the two judges, reason and the senses, and, according to the principle of distributive 

justice, he assigned as much to the senses 
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tum Aristoxenici, et rationi tantum, quantum Pythagoraei. Et sic nihil sensui contrarium 

ratio approbat, nihil rationi consentaneum sensus improbat. 

 Ratio rei veritatem explorat per proportionem; sensus vero per monochordum 

investigat. 

 

Quaestio secunda: An in intervallis sint proportiones? 

 

Quanquam proprie in quantitatibus habetur proportio, tamen et in aliis invenitur, 

quorum habitudo secundum quantitatem consideratur. Sic soni graves et acuti, quorum 

distantia dicitur intervallum, ut quantitates considerantur, quia sese habent ut numerus 

ad numerum, qui quantitas est. Gravis enim intentione decrescit ad medium, remissione 

vero acutus. Soni in medio coincidentes, sunt unisoni, extra medium vero in duobus 

extremis, intervalla. Soni autem qui vel intentione, vel remissione ad medium 

perveniunt, e partibus componi videntur. 

 Quae e partibus componuntur, numerorum inter se rationem habere censentur. 

A315 

                                                
15 The foliation A3 appears at the bottom of both pages 3 and 5. 
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for the Aristoxenians, and as much to reason for the Pythagoreans. And thus, reason 

endorses nothing contrary to the senses, and the senses reject nothing agreeable to 

reason. 

Reason explores the veracity of something by proportion, but the senses 

investigate by the monochord. 

 

Second question: Do proportions exist in intervals?  

 

Although proportion is particularly understood in quantities, nevertheless it is also 

found in other things for which the condition is considered according to quantity. Thus 

high and low sounds, for which the distance is called an interval, are considered to be 

quantities because they hold themselves like a number to a number, which is quantity. 

For instance, a low sound decreases to the middle by means of tension, while a high 

sound does the same by means of release. The sounds coinciding in the middle are 

unisons, while those existing outside of the middle in two extremes are intervals. 

Moreover, sounds that arrive at the middle by means of either tension or release are 

seen to be composed from parts. 

 Those things that are composed from parts are judged to have a ratio of numbers 

between them. 

A3 
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Sonos igitur inter se numerorum rationem habere nemo inficias ibit. Ut autem 

numerorum ratio est vel aequalis, vel inaequalis. Ita sonorum alius aequalis, alius 

inaequalis. 

 Aequalis est a motu aequali, in spacio aequali sub proportione aequalitatis, 

inaequalis vero a motu inaequali, in spacio inaequali sub proportione inaequalitatis. 

Sonus aequalis unisonus dicitur, inaequalis vero intervallum. Cum igitur soni in 

intervallis considerentur ut numeri, numeri vero sint quantitates, et proportio sit 

quantitatum inter se comparatio, in intervallis erunt proportiones, quarum doctrinam 

sequentibus septem theorematibus includemus. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Proportio est duorum numerorum harmonicorum secundum quantitatem inter se 

comparatio. Secundum quantitatem dicitur, quod una alteri vel aequalis, vel inaequalis, 

ubi altera major, alter minor. 

II.  Unde proportio est vel aequalitatis, vel inaequalitatis. Aequalitatis est inter duos 

numeros aequales, quorum alter altero nec major, nec minor, ut inter 1:1 et 2:2. 

 Inaequalitatis est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum alter altero vel major, 

vel minor est. 
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Therefore, no one will deny that sounds have a ratio of numbers between them. 

Moreover, that the ratio of numbers is either equal or unequal. Thus one of the sounds is 

equal, and the other is unequal. 

Equality is created by equal motion, in equal space, under equal proportion, but 

inequality is created by unequal motion, in unequal space, under unequal proportion. 

An equal sound is called a unison, but an unequal sound is called in interval. 

Thus, if the sounds in intervals have been thought of as numbers, thus the numbers 

have been thought of as quantities, and if proportion were thought of as a comparison of 

the quantity between them, they would be thought to be proportions that consist of 

intervals, for which we shall include a doctrine of seven supporting theorems. 

 

Theorems. 

I.  A proportion is the comparison of two harmonic numbers according to the 

quantity between them. It is named according to quantity, because one of the two is 

either equal or unequal, where one is larger and the other one smaller. 

II. Thus the proportion is either of equality or of inequality. It is of equality between 

two equal numbers, of which one of the two is neither larger nor smaller, such as 

between 1:1 and 2:2. 

It is of inequality between two unequal numbers, of which one of the two is either 

larger or smaller. 
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III.  Estque vel simplex vel composita. Simplex est vel multiplex, vel superparticularis, 

vel superpartiens. Multiplex est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum major minorem 

aliquoties continet. 

Species imprimis musico notandae sunt: dupla, quae forma octavae in 2:1; tripla, 

quae duodecimae in 3:1; quadrupla quae decimae quintae in 4:1. 

IV. Superparticularis est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum major semel 

minorem continet, et insuper eius aliquam partem, quae si dimidia, constituit 

sesquialteram. Si tertia, sesquitertiam. 

Notandae sunt species praecipuae: sesquialtera, quae forma quintae in 3:2; 

sesquitertia, quae quartae in 4:3; sesquiquarta, quae tertiae majoris in 5:4; 

sesquiquinta, quae tertiae minoris in 6:5; sesquioctava, quae toni majoris in 9:8; 

sesquinona, quae toni minoris in 10:9; sesquidecima quinta, quae semitonii majoris in 

16:15; sesquivicesima quarta, quae semitonii minoris in 25:24; sesquioctuagesima, 

quae commatis in 81:80. 

V.  Superpartiens est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum major semel minorem 

continet, et praeterea aliquot eius partes. Si duas tertias, constituit superbi- 

A3 
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III.  And it is either simple or composite. The simple form is either multiple, 

superparticular, or superpartient. The multiple form occurs between two unequal 

numbers, of which the larger contains the smaller any number of times. 

 The species that should be observed foremost by the musician are: the dupla, 

whose form is that of the octave in 2:1; the tripla, whose form is that of the twelfth in 3:1; 

and the quadrupla, whose form is that of the fifteenth in 4:1. 

IV. The superparticular form occurs between two unequal numbers, of which the 

larger contains the smaller one time and, in addition, some part of it, which, if it is a half, 

forms the sesquialtera [3:2]. If it is a third, forms the sesquitertia [4:3]. 

 The particular species that should be observed are: the sesquialtera, whose form 

is that of the fifth in 3:2; the sesquitertia, whose form is that of the fourth in 4:3; the 

sesquiquarta, whose form is that of the major third in 5:4; the sesquiquinta, whose form 

is that of the minor third in 6:5; the sesquioctava, whose form is that of the major tone in 

9:8; the sesquinona, whose form is that of the minor tone in 10:9; the sesquidecima 

quinta, whose form is that of the major semitone in 16:15; the sesquivicesima quarta, 

whose form is that of the minor semitone in 25:24; and the sesquioctuagesima, whose 

form is that of the comma in 81:80.16 

V. The superpartient form occurs between two unequal numbers, of which the 

greater contains the minor one time and, in addition, several parts of it. If it is two-thirds, 

it forms the superbipartient 

A3 

                                                
16 These proportions arise from just intonation. For discussion of Baryphonus’s dual usage of 

Pythagorean and just systems, see the remarks following this edition/translation in Chapter 6.2. 
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partientem tertias, quae forma sextae majorae in 5:3. Si tres quintas, supertripartientem 

quintas, quae sextae minoris in 8:5. 

VI. Composita duplex est: multiplex superparticularis et multiplex superpartiens. 

Multiplex superparticularis est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum major continet 

aliquoties minorem et insuper eius partem aliquam. 

Si bis et dimidiam, dicitur dupla sesquialtera, quae forma octavae cum ditono 

in 5:2. Si ter et tertiam partem, dicitur tripla sesquitertia, quae forma octavae cum sexta 

majore in 10:3. 

VII. Multiplex superpartiens est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum major 

aliquoties minorem continet, et praeterea aliquot eius partes. Si bis et duas eius tertias, 

dicitur dupla superbitertia, quae forma undecimae in 8:3. Si bis et duas quintas, dicitur 

dupla superbiquinta, quae forma octavae cum tertia minore in 12:5. 

 Proportiones majoris inaequalitatis heic tantum ponere operae precium duximus, 

minoris enim inaequalitatis, cum habeant sese ad illas ut habitus ad privationem, nihil 

ad constituendas consonantias faciunt. 
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tertia, whose form is that of the major sixth in 5:3. If it is three-fifths, it forms the 

supertripartient quinta, whose form is that of the minor sixth in 8:5. 

VI. The composite form is twofold: multiple superparticular and multiple 

superpartient. The multiple superparticular form occurs between two unequal numbers, 

of which the larger contains the smaller any number of times and, in addition, some part 

of it. 

 If it is two and a half times, it is called the dupla sesquialtera, whose form is that 

of the octave plus the ditone in 5:2.17 If it is three and a third part, it is called the tripla 

sesquitertia, whose form is that of the octave plus the major sixth in 10:3. 

VII. The multiple superpartient form occurs between two unequal numbers, of which 

the major contains the smaller any number of times and, in addition, several parts of it. If 

it is twice and two-thirds of it, it is called the dupla superbitertia, whose form is that of the 

eleventh in 8:3. If it is twice and two-fifths, it is called the dupla superbiquinta, whose 

form is that of the octave plus the minor third in 12:5. 

 Here we have only thought it worthy of the effort to set proportions of greater 

inequality, for those of lesser inequality—seeing that they consider themselves in 

comparison to the others in a condition of deprivation—do nothing to form consonances. 

                                                
17 Strictly, ditone refers to the Pythagorean interval 81:64, formed by two 9:8 whole tones. Here, 

Baryphonus uses ditone to indicate the just major third, 5:4, which is smaller than the Pythagorean ditone 
by 81:80, the (syntonic) comma. For further discussion, see Chapter 6.2 
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Quaestio tertia: Unisonus ad intervallum, an vero intervallorum principium? 

 

Unisonus intervallum non est, hoc enim soni acuti et gravis est distantia. 

Ille vero nullam sonorum distantiam quoad acumen aut gravitatem admittit, sed 

semper in uno et eodem tenore perseverat, et ad unam extensionem producitur. 

 Unisonus habetur in proportione aequalitatis, intervallum vero in proportione 

inaequalitatis continetur. 

Consideratur igitur ut principium intervallorum in proportione aequalitatis 

comprehensum. Et veluti ex aequalitato omnes inaequalitatis species oriuntur, ita ex 

unisono reliqua intervala, tam consona quam dissona procreantur. Et hoc modo habet 

se unisonus ad intervallum; quemadmodum in geometria punctum ad magnitudinem, et 

basis ad gradus; in physica τὸ νῦν ad tempus; in arithmetica unitas ad numerum. 

Male ergo tonus, qui Boethio libro 2, Arithmetica, capitulo 44, omnium musicorum 

sonorum parvissimus; et Fabro Stapulensi libro 3, Musica, capitulo 

A4 
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Third question: Which is the origin of intervals, the unison or the interval? 

 

The unison is not an interval, for the latter is the distance between high and low 

sounds. 

 The former, however, admits no distance with respect to highness and lowness of 

sounds, but perseveres in one and the same tenor, and is produced by one extension.  

The unison is held in a proportion of equality; however, the interval is contained in 

a proportion of inequality.  

It is considered, therefore, that the beginning of intervals is rooted in a proportion 

of equality. And, just as all species of inequality arise from equality, thus the remaining 

intervals are created from the unison, whether consonant or dissonant. And in this way, 

the unison considers itself almost an interval; just as in geometry a point considers itself 

almost a magnitude, and a point of attachment considers itself almost a position; in 

physics the present considers itself almost time; and in arithmetic unity considers itself 

almost a number. 

Wrongly, therefore, is the tone thought of as the smallest of all musical sounds by 

Boethius (De arithmetica, Book 2, Chapter 44); and the origin of consonances by Faber 

Stapulensis (Musica, Book 3, Chapter  

A4
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33, consonantiarum primordium; aut diesis Aristoteli libro 10, capitulo 1, Metaphysica; 

aut διάσχισµα semitonii, aut comma, aut commatis σχίσµα, aut si quod intervallum 

minutius εις τὸ συνεχῶς διαιρετὸν usque ad unisonum principium intervallorum 

statuuntur. Sunt enim intervalla omnia in proportione inaequalitatis vel superparticulari, 

vel superpartiente constituta, et unisono ratione διαςτάσεως superiora et magis 

composita. Et licet soni acuti et gravis distantia fuerit quam minima, tamen intervallum 

procreatur magis intervallatum unisono. Cum igitur tonus, diesis, διάσχισµα, comma et 

commatis σχίσµα sint intervalla; sui ipsius principium plane esse nequeunt. 

 

Quaestio quarta: Unisonus an consonantia sit, an vero dissonantia? Utrumque negatur. 

 

Unisonus cum non sit intervallum, proprie nec consonantia erit, nec dissonantia. 

Non enim in ratione inaequali, quae constituit consonantiam vel dissonantiam consistit, 

sed aequali. Nec ulla 
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33); or the diesis by Aristotle (Metaphysics, Book 10, Chapter 1); or the diaschisma 

semitone, or the comma, or the schisma comma, or, if at any time, any smaller interval, 

from the infinitely divisible up to the unison, is thought of as the beginning of intervals. 

For all intervals are formed in a proportion of inequality, whether by the superparticular 

or by the superpartient, and constructed, according to reason, from the unison having 

been stretched higher and to a greater extent. And even if the distance between the high 

and low sounds were as small as possible, nevertheless an interval would be formed, 

having been an interval larger than the unison. Therefore, seeing that the tone, the 

diesis, the diaschisma, the comma, and the schisma comma are intervals, thus they 

themselves clearly cannot be the beginning. 

 

Fourth question: Is the unison a consonance or a dissonance? Each is denied. 

 

The unison, seeing that it is not an interval, is properly neither a consonance nor 

a dissonance. For it stands not in an unequal ratio, which forms a consonance or a 

dissonance, but in an equal ratio. Nor  
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heic sonorum est dissimilium in proportione rationali sibi respondentium, vel irrationali 

sibi adversantium conjunctio. 

Consonantiis autem perfectis accensetur propterea, quod nihil magis consonum 

nihilque perfectius in sonis esse possit, quam quod respectu sui unum est, et in 

proportione aequali habetur. Quibusdam propter numeri et ictuum identitatem 

perfectissimus habetur. 

  

Quaestio quinta: An quarta sit consonantia? Affirmatur, idque ob sequentes rationes. 

 

I.  Cui convenit definitio, eidem convenit definitum. 

Quartae convenit consonantiae definitio. Illa enim soni gravis et acuti compositio 

est, cujus forma in proportione superparticulari in quaternario quadrato primo. 

Igitur quartae convenit difinitum, quod sit consonantia. 

II.  Intervalla quae in quaternario Pythagoreo continentur, et consona et perfecta 

sunt. Nulla enim hic numerus procreat intervalla praeter consona et perfecta. 

A5
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is this a conjunction of dissimilar sounds answering itself in a rational proportion, or 

opposing itself in irrational proportion. 

It is, moreover, added to the perfect consonances for this reason: because, in 

regard to sound, nothing is able to be more consonant, and nothing is able to be more 

perfect, than that which is one in respect to itself, and which is held in equal proportion. 

Among those certain ones, it is regarded the most perfect because of the sameness of 

number and beats. 

 

Fifth question: Is the fourth a consonance? It is affirmed for the following reasons.18 

 

I.  The definition fits to it, therefore, having been defined, it fits to the same. 

The definition of a consonance applies to the fourth. Namely, it is a combination 

of low and high sounds whose form is held in superparticular proportion in the first 

quadratic quaternarius. 

Therefore, having been defined, it fits to the fourth, because it is a consonance. 

II.  Intervals that are contained in the Pythagorean quaternarius, are both consonant 

and perfect. For this number creates no intervals other than consonant and perfect. 

A5

                                                
18 Baryphonus follows Zarlino’s reasoning in determining the fourth to be a perfect consonance. 

Zarlino and Baryphonus, however, contradict their own claims when demonstrating the use of the fourth in 
practice. For example, they state that the fourth is used in syncopation (i.e., suspension), a treatment of 
dissonance. For further discussion of Zarlino’s and Baryphonus’s inconsistency between idealized theory 
and realized practice with regard to the consonance of the fourth, see Ch. 6.2. 
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At quarta habetur in quaternario Pythagoreo in proportione sesquitertia in 

numeris 4:3. 

Igitur extra omnem dubitationis aleam positum est quartam esse cosonantiam, et 

quidem perfectam. 

III. Quod in intervallis plurium proportionum consonat, et aliis consonantiis, quarum 

pars est tam ex harmonica quam arithmetica divisione, additum, alias procreat 

consonantias, per se neutiquam dissonat. 

At quarta in intervallis plurium proportionum consonat, et aliis consonantiis, 

quarum pars est tam ex harmonica, quam arithmetica divisione addita, alias procreat 

consonantias. Igitur quarta est consonantia. 

Assumptio probatur. In diapason enim symphonia consonat [quarta] cum quinta 

et tertia tam majore quam minore.19 Haec intervalla omnia sunt diversi generis et 

proportionis. Aliud enim est perfectum, aliud imperfectum; aliud duplum, aliud 

sesquialterum, aliud sesquiquartum, aliud sesquiquintum; quae in uno systemate 

conjuncta harmoniam efficiunt et plenam, et sonoram et suavem. 

                                                
19 The inserted word appears in the second edition, and clarifies the meaning of the passage. 
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 Moreover, the fourth is held in the Pythagorean quaternarius in sesquitertia 

proportion in the numbers 4:3. 

Therefore, beyond all possibility of doubt, the fourth has been determined to be a 

consonance, and indeed perfect. 

III.  Because it sounds in accord with intervals of several proportions, and with other 

consonances, of which part is added is either from harmonic or arithmetic division, it 

creates other consonances, and by no means does it sound in discord by itself. 

Moreover, the fourth sounds in accord with intervals of several other proportions, 

and with added consonances it creates other consonances, of which the part having 

been added is either from harmonic or from arithmetic division. Therefore the fourth is a 

consonance. 

 The assumption is proven. In the diapason, for instance, the fourth sounds in 

symphony with the fifth and the third, both major and minor.20 All of these intervals are of 

diverse genus and proportion. Namely, one is perfect and the other is imperfect; and 

one is dupla [2:1], one is sesquialtera [3:2], one is sesquiquarta [5:4], and one is 

sesquiquinta [6:5]; which, joined in one system, bring forth harmony, full, and sonorous, 

and sweet. 

                                                
20 This foreshadows Baryphonus and Grimm’s discussion of the harmonic triad in the second 

edition. In that edition, see Pleias sexta. 
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Idem non evenit, si tonus sive major, sive minor, aut semitonium inseritur. Illa 

enim ut intervalla dissona, in proportione non harmonica, aliis misceri nolunt, sed 

quodlibet integrum esse enititur, unde alii officit, et ad sensum minus suaviter 

transmissum totam harmoniam confundit. 

Secundo, quarta aliis consonantiis addita consonantiam parit non solum 

simplicem et compositam, verum etiam perfectam et imperfectam. Sic, cum quinta 

procreat octavam omnium primam et perfectissimam. Cum imperfecta in senario 

comprehensa imperfectam gignit. Sic cum tertia majore sextam majorem; cum minore 

minorem constituit. Cum octava conjuncta compositam gignit undecimam, quam 

Pythagorici quidem rejiciunt, Ptolemaeus vero pro consonantia agnoscit. Boethius libro 

5, Musica, capitulis 9, 10, 11; et Ptolemaeus libro 1, capitulo 6, Harmonica. 

IV. Si quarta dissonantiis esset annumeranda, a diapason subtracta relinquat 

intervallum dissonum necesse est. Intervallum enim a diapason subductum, relinquit 

intervallum sibi homogeneum: quod vel consonum, si subductum fuerit consonum; vel 

dissonum, si dissonum. 
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This does not occur if the tone, whether major or minor, or the semitone is 

inserted. For, as dissonant intervals in dissonant proportion, they do not wish to be 

mixed with others, but indeed anything that strives to be whole, whereby it blocks the 

path of others, also brings disorder to the senses, the entire harmony having been 

transmitted less sweetly. 

 Secondly, the fourth, when added to other consonances, produces a consonance 

not only simple and composite, but also perfect and imperfect. Thus, with the fifth it 

creates the octave, the first and most perfect of all consonances. Having been taken 

with an imperfect consonance from the senarius, it brings forth an imperfect 

consonance. Thus, with the major third, it forms the major sixth; with the minor third, it 

forms the minor sixth.21 Joined with the octave, it brings forth the composite eleventh, 

which the Pythagoreans indeed reject, but which Ptolemy acknowledges as a 

consonance. Boethius (Musica, Book 5, Chapters 9, 10, and 11) and Ptolemy 

(Harmonia, Book 1, Chapter 6). 

IV. If the fourth were to be added to the dissonances, subtracted from the diapason, 

it would necessarily leave behind a dissonant interval. For an interval subtracted from 

the diapason leaves behind an interval of the same class: that which is consonant, if 

subtracted, would be consonant; that which is dissonant, if subtracted, would be 

dissonant. 

                                                
21 The minor sixth in the proportion 8:5 exists outside of the senarius, but Baryphonus admits 

consonances formed from the quaternarius, senarius, and octonarius. See page 18 of this edition and 
translation. 
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Consonum erit perfectum, si subductum perfectum; imperfectum, si subductum 

imperfectum. Non aliter ac numerus a denario subtractus: si fuerit par, relinquit parem; 

si impar, imparem. 

At quarta ab octava subtracta relinquit quintam intervallum consonum et ordine 

naturali et perfectione octavae proximum. 

Igitur in consonantiarum perfectarum numero reponenda est quarta, quae in 

subtractione intervallum neque consonum imperfectum, neque dissonum post se 

relinquit. 

V. Denique probatur autoritate musicorum priscorum tam Graecorum quam 

Latinorum. Graeci sunt Euclides in Isagoge Musica, et Ptolemaeus libro 1, capitulo 5, 

Harmonia. Latini Boethius libro 1 Musica, capitulo 7 et libro 2 Arithitmetica, capitulo 38, 

et Macrobius libro 2, capitulo 1 Somnio Scipionis. 

 

Quaestio sexta: Num tertia et sexta consonantiae? 

 

De hac quaestione musici in tres abeunt opiniones. Quidam nec rationi, nec 

auribus consonare putant, pro- 
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 That which is a perfect consonance, if subtracted, would be a perfect 

consonance; that which is an imperfect consonance, if subtracted, would be an 

imperfect consonance. It is no different than a number subtracted from a group of ten: 

were it to be an even number, it would leave behind an even number; were it to be an 

odd number, it would leave behind an odd number. 

And the fourth subtracted from the octave leaves behind the fifth, a consonant 

interval, closest to the octave both in the order of nature and in perfection. 

Thus, the fourth must be restored to the number of the perfect consonances, 

which, in subtraction, leaves behind neither imperfect consonant interval, nor dissonant 

interval. 

V. Finally, it is proven by the authority of the ancient musicians, both among the 

Greeks and the Latins. The Greeks are Euclid (Isagoge Musica) and Ptolemy 

(Harmonia, Book 1, Chapter 5). The Latins are Boethius (Musica, Book 1, Chapter 7, 

and Arithmetica, Book 2, Chapter 38), and Macrobius (Somnium Scipionis, Book 2, 

Chapter 1). 

  

Sixth question: Are the third and the sixth consonances? 

 

Of this question, musicians divided into three opinions. Some, like the 

Pythagoreans, believe them to sound consonant neither according to reason nor 

according to the ears, and  
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indeque e consonantiarum numero rejiciunt, ut Pythagorici. 

1.  Quia earum termini proportionales in quaternario harmonico non habentur, 

sed longissime ab eo recedunt, ut in termini tertiae majoris 81:64, et 

sextae minoris 128:81 videre est. 

2. Quia earum proportio neque multiplex, neque superparticularis est, sed 

superpartiens, quae longe a simplicitate discedit, et non servat 

multiplicitatis ordinem, aut superparticularitatis simplicitatem. Boethius 

libro 2, Musica, capitulo 26. 

3.  Pythagorei δις διὰ πασῶν in quarternario non excedunt. Proportiones 

autem tertiae et sextae non habentur in quaternario, neque earum sedes 

in δις διὰ πασῶν, sed ultra fixa est. Ideo consonantias imperfectas non 

agnoverunt. 

Quidam consonare auribus sed non rationi arbitrantur, e quorum numero est 

Iacobus Faber Stapulensis mathematicus eximius, qui libro 3 propositionibus 1, 2, et 17 

consonare dicit, sed consonantiae nomine notare non audet, ut cui de alia proportione 

investiganda sollicitum esse religio fuit, ne aestrum sectae Pythagoreae concitaret, 

quae sensu res musicas non dirigit sed ratione. 
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therefore they reject them from the number of consonances. 

1.  Because their proportional terms are not contained in the harmonic 

quaternarius, rather they withdraw most distantly from it, as can be seen in 

the terms of the major third, 81:64, and the minor sixth, 128:81.22 

2.  Because their proportion is neither multiple nor superparticular, but 

superpartient, which departs greatly from simplicity, and does not preserve 

the order of multiplicity or the simplicity of superparticularity. Boethius 

(Musica, Book 1.2, Chapter 26). 

3.  The Pythagoreans do not exceed the disdiapason in the quaternarius. 

However, the proportions of the third and the sixth are not contained in the 

quaternarius, neither are their positions contained in the disdiapason, but 

they are fixed beyond it. Therefore they do not acknowledge the imperfect 

consonances. 

 Some judge them to sound consonant according to the ears but not according to 

reason, among this number is Jacobus Faber Stapulensis, the most excellent 

mathematician, who says that they sound consonant (Book 1.3, Propositions 1, 2, and 

17), but he does not venture to notate the consonances by name, seeing that his 

obligation was to be anxious that, like any other, they be investigated with respect to 

proportion, lest he disturb the star of the Pythagorean sect, which guides matters of 

music not according to the senses but according to reason. 

                                                
22 Baryphonus mixes Pythagorean and just systems. Major third usually refers to the just major 

third (5:4) while ditone usually indicates the Pythagorean major third (81:64). Likewise, minor sixth usually 
denotes the just minor sixth (8:5), while 128:81 is the diatessaron plus semiditone. See Chapter 6.2 for 
further discussion of mixed usage. 
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Ratio vero nullas agnoscit consonantias, quam quae in proportione multiplici et 

superparticulari continentur. Faber Stapulensis libro 2, Musica. At tertia et sexta neque 

in multiplici habentur proportione dupla, quippe minor terminus dimidium majoris 

excedit: neque in superparticulari. Ditonus enim minor est sesquitertia, major vero 

sesquiquarta; semiditonus minor est sesquiquinta, major vero sesquisexta. 

Sed cum inter has nulla superparticularis intersit media, relinquuntur in 

superpartientibus, ut demonstrat Faber Stapulensis libro 3, Musica, propositionibus 1, 2, 

et ex subtractione et comparatione liquidius est. Neque sexta major et minor sunt in 

superparticulari sesquialtera, cum residuum excedat dimidium termini minoris. Cum 

igitur termini proportionales non constituunt duplam aut sesquialteram, multo minus 

constituent triplam quae dupla major, aut sesquitertiam aut sesquiquartam quae 

sesquialtera minores. 

Quidam et rationi, et auribus consonare volunt, idque vel in scala diatonica 

diatona, vel in syntona. In scala diatona Glareanus id aggressus, quod Stapulensis non 

fuit ausus, tertiam et sextam consonantiis 
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Reason, in truth, acknowledges no consonances other than those that are 

contained in multiple and superparticular proportion. Faber Stapulensis (Musica, Book 

2). But neither are the third and the sixth contained in the dupla [2:1] multiple 

proportion—for, as you can see, the larger term exceeds the smaller term by half—nor are 

they contained in superparticular proportion. For the ditone [81:64] is smaller than the 

sesquitertia [4:3], but larger than the sesquiquarta [5:4]; and the semiditone [32:27] is 

smaller than the sesquiquinta [6:5], but larger than the sesquisexta [7:6].23 

But when no mediary of superparticular proportion lies between these, they are 

left in superpartient proportion, as Faber Stapulensis demonstrates (Musica, Book 3, 

Propositions 1 and 2), and it is clear from subtraction and comparison. Neither the major 

[5:3] nor the minor sixth [8:5] are in superparticular sesquialtera proportion in which the 

remainder exceeds the terms of the smaller by half. Therefore, seeing that, the terms of 

the proportions do not form the dupla [2:1] or the sesquialtera [3:2] proportion, much 

less do they form the tripla [3:1], which is larger than the dupla [2:1], or the sesquitertia 

[4:3] or the sesquiquarta [5:4], which are smaller than the sesquialtera [3:2]. 

Some desire them to sound consonant according to both reason and the ears, 

and to do so either in the diatonic scale or in the syntonic scale. In the diatonic scale, 

Glareanus, undertaking that which Stapulensis did not dare to do, added the third and 

the sixth to the consonances  

                                                
23 The sesquisexta, 7:6, produces an interval that does not complement the other intervals aurally, 

and therefore to is avoided in musical practice. However, it is accepted by Ptolemy. See Lukas Richter, 
“Ptolemy,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed on 22 March 
2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/ 22510. 
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accensuit, licet genus diatonum retinuerit quod consonantias in superpartientibus non 

agnoscit. Vidit enim esse ad fugam in duabus vocibus simul colludentibus aptissimas 

multumque habere gratiae, si imperfectas tandem finiant consonantias.24 Inventae etiam 

sunt, ut taedium ex iteratione perfectarum consonantiarum natum levarent, postquam 

voces quaterae simul institutae. 

In scala syntona Iosephus Zarlinus tertias in censum cosonantiarum recipit, 

inprimis duas ob causas:  

1.  Quia continentur ipsi in rationibus superparticularibus, quae servant 

multiplicitatis ordinem et superparticularitatis simplicitatem, ut tertia major 

in sesquiquarta, tertia minor in sesquiquinta, id quod clarius ex mediatione 

demonstrat.  

2.  Habentur in numero harmonico et pefecto primo, qui senarius. Sextas, 

licet in superpartientibus habeantur proportionibus, admittit, cum in senario 

perfecto primo, et octonario cubico primo contineantur, nec in 

proportionem super partientem profunde sese immergant. 

                                                
24 There is a discrepancy here between editions. In the first edition, “imperfectas” appears. A 

diagonal pencil mark slashes through the second loop of the “m,” possibly indicating “in perfectas.” In the 
second edition, the words “in perfectas” appear. 
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although he retained the diatonic genus, even if he does not acknowledge consonances 

in superpartient proportion. Indeed it seemed to be most suitable and to have much 

grace in counterpoint of two voices sounding together at the same time, if they conclude 

in the end in [im]perfect consonances. They have also been found to lessen the tedium 

born from the repetition of perfect consonances, after four voices are established at the 

same time.25 

In the syntonic scale, Gioseffo Zarlio reclaims the thirds the into the register of 

consonances, primarily for two reasons: 

1. Because they themselves are contained in superparticular ratios, which 

preserve the order of multiplicity and the simplicity of superparticularity, as 

do the major third in sesquiquarta [5:4] proportion and the minor third in 

sesquiquinta [6:5] proportion, which is demonstrated more clearly from 

mediation. 

2. Because they are contained in the first perfect and harmonic number, 

which is the senarius. This admits the sixths, although they are contained 

superpartient proportion, seeing that they are contained in the first perfect 

senarius and the first cubic octonarius, and seeing that they do not plunge 

deeply into superpartient proportion.26 

                                                
25 This alludes to the acceptability of the major third at points of cadence. 
26 The major sixth (5:3) is contained in the senarius, while the minor sixth (8:5) is found within the 

octonarius. 
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Quaestio septima: An diesis diatona sit semitonium minus syntonum, et an apotome sit 

majus? Negatur. 

 

Semitonium majus diatonum esse minus syntonum, et minus diatonum esse 

majus syntonum ex sequentibus patet. 

 In scala diatonica diatona invenitur diesis, quando a sesquitertia duos subtraxeris 

tonos, qui constituunt ditonum in numeris 81:64. Diesis enim intervallum est, quo major 

est sesquitertia duobus tonis. Boethius libro 3, Musica, capitulo 8, Faber Stapulensis 

libro 2. Termini igitur dieseos ex subductione relicti sunt 256:243. 

 Apotome diesin superat commate, Boethius libro 3, capitulo. 6, Faber 

Stapulensis libro 2, in numeris 2187:2048, qui liqeunt vel ex additione commatis ad 

diesin, vel ex subductione semiditioni a ditono, quorum differentia est apotome. 

 Diesis vero et apotome copulatae constituunt tonum in sesquioctava proportione. 

Et quia illa minor toni pars est, semi- 
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Seventh question: Is the diatonic diesis similar to the syntonic minor semitone, and is 

the apotome similar to the syntonic major semitone? It is denied. 

 

It is clear from the following that the diatonic major semitone is similar to the 

syntonic minor semitone and that the diatonic minor semitone is similar to the syntonic 

major semitone.  

 In the diatonic diatonic scale, the diesis is found when you subtract from the 

sesquitertia [4:3] two tones, which constitute the ditone in the numbers 81:64. Indeed 

the diesis is the interval by which the sesquitertia is larger than two tones. Boethius 

(Musica, Book 3, Chapter 8) and Faber Stapulensis (Book 2). Therefore the terms of the 

diesis left after subtraction are 256:243.27  

The apotome exceeds the diesis by the comma (Boethius, Book 3, Chapter 6; 

Faber Stapulensis, Book 2) in the numbers 2187:2048, which are evident from the 

addition of the comma to the diesis, or from the subtraction of the semiditone from the 

ditone, the difference between which is the apotome.28 

Indeed the diesis and the apotome combined form the tone in sesquioctava [9:8] 

proportion. And because the former is the smaller part of the tone,  

                                                
27 This proportion is called the limma in other sources. For a discussion of the two types of 

semitones in Pythagorean and just systems, see Chapter 6.2 
28 Here, “comma” refers to the diatonic comma, 531441:524288. 
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tonium minus, haec quia major, semitonium majus dicitur. 

 In scala diatonica syntona si ditonum a quarta subduxeris, remanebit 

sesquidecima quinta in terminis 16:15. Hac enim excedit quarta tertiam majorem. 

 Semiditonus vero a ditono subtractus relinquit sesquivicesimam quartam quae 

utriusque differentia est. 

 At sesquidecima quinta et sesquivicesima quarta conjunctae constituunt tonum 

minorem in sesquinona proportione, cujus illa cum major pars sit, semitonium majus; 

haec cum minor, semitonium minus appellatur. 

 Ex his liquet diesin diatonam in scala syntona esse semitonium majus, apotomen 

vero minus. Et vicissim in scala diatona semitonium majus syntonum esse diesin, et 

minus apotomen. Quod enim diesis praestat diatona, id quoque efficit semitonium majus 

syntonum, et quod apotome diatona, id quoque semitonium minus syntonum. 

 

Tantum de septem illustribus quaestionibus musicis. 

B 
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it is called the minor semitone, and because the latter is the larger part of the tone, it is 

called the major semitone.29 

In the diatonic syntonic scale, if you subtract the ditone from the fourth, the 

sesquidecima quinta remains in the terms 16:15.30 Indeed by this the fourth exceeds the 

major third. 

Moreover, the semiditone [6:5] subtracted from the ditone [5:4] leaves behind the 

sesquivicesima quarta [25:24], which is the difference between the two.31 

And the sesquidecima quinta [16:15] and the sesquivicesima quarta [25:24] 

combined form the minor tone in sesquinona [10:9] proportion, whose former and larger 

part is called the major semitone, and whose latter and smaller part is called the minor 

semitone. 

From this it is clear that the diatonic diesis is similar to the major semitone in the 

syntonic scale, and that the apotome is similar to the minor semitone in the syntonic 

scale. And likewise that the major semitone is similar to the diesis in the diatonic scale, 

and that the minor semitone is similar to the apotome in the diatonic scale. For that 

which yields the diatonic diesis also produces the syntonic major semitone, and that 

which yields the diatonic apotome also produces the syntonic minor semitone. 

 

So much for the seven important musical questions. 

B 

                                                
29 In the diatonic scale.  
30 Here, “ditone” refers to the just major third, 5:4, and not the Pythagorean ditone, 81:64. 
31 Baryphonus is using Pythagorean nomenclature to describe just intonation. The Pythagorean 

semiditone and ditone are 32:27 and 81:64 respectively. 
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PLEIAS SECUNDA: De numeris harmonicis septem. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Numeri Harmonici sunt septem in quaternario quadrato primo, senario perfecto 

primo, et octonario cubico primo comprehensi, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. 

II.  Harmonici dicuntur quia in proportionibus pro varia sua σχέσει, omnes 

consonantias in harmonia constituunt. 

III. Σχέσις est vel directa, vel obliqua. Directa, quando numeri serie naturali inter se 

conferuntur. Et haec spectat senarium, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 

IV.  Constituit vero octavam in 2:1, quintam in 3:2, quartam in 4:3, tertiam majorem in 

5:4, tertiam minorem in 6:5. 

V. Obliqua, quando numeri serie interrupta inter se conferuntur partim in senario, 

partim in senario et octonario. 

VI. Haec constituit consonantias partim simplices, partim compositas. Simplices sunt 

sexta major in 5:3, minor in 8:5. Compositae sunt duodecima in 
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SECOND PLEIAS: On the seven harmonic numbers. 

 

Theorems. 

I. There are seven harmonic numbers included in the first quadratic quaternarius, 

the first perfect senarius, and the first cubic octonarius, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. 

II. They are called harmonic because they all form harmonic consonances in 

proportions according to their various relationships. 

III. The relationship is either direct or oblique. It is direct when the numbers are in a 

natural series between themselves. And this lies in the senarius, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

IV. And it forms the octave in 2:1, the fifth in 3:2, the fourth in 4:3, the major third in 

5:4, and the minor third in 6:5. 

V. It is oblique when the numbers are brought together in an interrupted series, 

partly in the senarius, and partly in the senarius and the octonarius. 

VI. The latter forms the following consonances, partly simple and partly composite. 

The simple consonances are the major sixth in 5:3 and the minor sixth in 8:5. The 

composite consonances are the twelfth in 
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3:1, decima quinta in 4:1, δις διὰ πασῶν cum tertia majora 5:1, δις διὰ πασῶν cum 

quinta in 6:1, τρις διὰ πασῶν 8:1, et decima majora 5.2. 

VII. Sunt autem numeri harmonici vel inter se primi, vel inter se compositi. Inter se 

primi sunt, quos sola unitas metitur, ut 1, 3, 5 et 8, vel 2, 3 et 5, vel 3, 4 et 5, vel 5 et 6. 

Inter se compositi sunt, quos numerus multitudinis quidam metitur, qui vel binarius, vel 

ternarius ut 2, 4, 6 et 8, vel 3 et 6, vel 4, 6, et 8, vel 6 et 8. 

 De numeris harmonicis et varia eorum σχέσει, plenius et planius in ἀριθµολογίᾳ 

harmonica agemus. 

 

Tantum de septem numeris harmonicis. 

B2 
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3:1, the fifteenth in 4:1, the disdiapason plus the major third in 5:1, the disdiapason plus 

the fifth in 6:1, the trisdiapason in 8:1, and the major tenth in 5:2. 

VII. Moreover, the harmonic numbers are between themselves either primary or 

composite. Those that are between themselves primary are those which unity alone 

measures, such as 1, 3, 5, and 8, or 2, 3, and 5, or 3, 4, and 5, or 5 and 6. The jointly 

composite numbers are those which a certain number of multiple measures, which is 

either binary or ternary, such as 2, 3, 5, and 8, or 3 and 6, or 4, 6, and 8, or 6 and 8. 

 We will pursue the harmonic numbers and their various relationships more fully 

and more clearly according to harmonic arithmology. 

 

So much for the seven harmonic numbers. 

B2 
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PLEIAS TERTIA: De proportionum septuplici logistica. 

 

Sectio prima: De radicatione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Radicatio est numerorum harmonicorum inter se compositorum ad primos 

reductio. 

II. Si igitur numeri fuerint inter se primi, radicatio non est instituenda. 

III. Si vero inter se compositi, toties reiteranda est, donec ad numeros primos fuerit 

perventum. 

IV. Fit autem hoc modo: dividantur numeri exacte per quendam multitudinis 

numerum, qui vel binarius, vel ternarius, vel quinarius, et erit eadem proportio 

numerorum primorum inter se atque compositorum. 

V. Utrum dati numeri sint inter se primi, vel compositi indagatur per divisionem et 

subtractionem. 

VI. Per subtractionem. Si minorem a majore, quoties fieri poterit, subducas donec 

remaneat unitas, erunt numeri inter se pri- 
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THIRD PLEIAS: On the sevenfold operations of proportions. 

 

First section: On radication. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Radication is the reduction of harmonic numbers that are between themselves 

composite until they are primary. 

II. Thus, if the numbers are between themselves primary, radication need not be 

performed. 

III.  If, however, they are composite between themselves, it must be repeated until 

primary numbers have been reached. 

IV. And it is done in this way: the numbers are divided exactly by a certain number of 

multitude, whether binary, or ternary, or quinary, and it will result in the same proportion 

for the primary numbers between themselves and for the composite numbers between 

themselves. 

V. Whether the given numbers are between themselves primary or composite is 

investigated by division and subtraction. 

VI. It is investigated by subtraction. If you subtract the smaller number from the 

larger as many times as possible until unity remains, the numbers are between 

themselves primary. 
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mi. Si relinquatur numerus alius, qui antecedentem exacte dividat, erunt compositi, ut 3 

et 10 sunt inter se primi, 3 et 12 compositi. 

VII.  Per divisionem. Si majore per minorem diviso aliquid superfuerit, erunt inter se 

primi. Sin nihil, compositi. Sic 5 et 12 sunt inter se primi, 6 et 24 compositi.  

 

Exempla. 

I. 1, 2 et 2, 3 sunt numeri harmonici inter se primi; nulla igitur institui poterit 

radicatio. 

II. 2, 4 et 3, 6 sunt numeri harmonici inter se compositi; radicatio igitur locum habet. 

III. Radicatio fit per binarium, vel ternarium, vel quinarium. 

IV. Interdum per binarium et ternarium simul. 

V. Interdum per ternarium et quinarium simul. 

VI. Quaeritur an 3 et 12 sint numeri inter se primi, an vero compositi. 

 Explore per subtractionem hoc modo: subtraho 3 a32 duodecim remanent 9; a 

quibus itidem subduco 3 restant 6; a quibus subductis 3 relinquuntur tria; quae a se sub- 

D333 

 

 

                                                
32 An erroneous “9” appears here (i.e., “a 9 duodecim”). This is crossed out in the copies in the 

Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin and the Braunschweig Stadtbibliothek. 
33 This foliation should be B3. 
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If another number is left behind that divides the antecedent exactly, they are composite, 

as 3 and 10 are between themselves primary, but 3 and 12 are composite. 

VII.  It is investigated by division. If division of the larger number by the smaller leaves 

something behind, they are between themselves primary. If division leaves nothing 

behind, they are composite. Thus, 5 and 12 are between themselves primary, but 6 and 

2 are composite. 

 

Examples. 

I.  1 and 2, and 2 and 3, are between themselves primary harmonic numbers; 

therefore no radication may be performed. 

II. 2 and 4, and 3 and 6, are between themselves composite harmonic numbers; 

therefore radication takes place. 

III. Radication will be done binarily, ternarily, or quinarily.  

IV. Sometimes it will be done binarily and ternarily at the same time. 

V.  Sometimes it will be done ternarily and quinarily at the same time. 

VI. It is asked whether 3 and 12 are between themselves primary numbers, or 

whether they are composite. 

It is answered by subtraction in this way: I subtract 3 from 12 and 9 remains; from 

which I again subtract 3 and 6 remains; from which, with 3 subtracted, three are left 

behind; which subtracted from themselves 

D3 
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ducta nihil relinquunt. Sunt igitur numeri inter se compositi. 

VII. An numeri 3 et 8 inter se fuerint primi, an vero compositi, investigo per 

divisionem, et cum binarius post divisionem supersit, indicat numeros esse inter se 

primos. 

 

Sectio secunda. De mediatione. 

 

Theoremata 

I. Mediatio est proportionis in duas partes per medium quoddam divisio. 

II.  Estque arithmetica, geometrica, harmonica et contra harmonica, quarum 

arithmetica et harmonica inprimis musico necessariae. 

III.  Arithmetica est, quando terminorum collectorum dimidium exhibet medium, 

terminis aliis utrinque retentis. 

 

IV. Si terminorum alter fuerit par, alter impar, dimidium collectorum in numero integro 

non habetur. Duplandi igitur sunt termini. 
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leave behind nothing. Thus the numbers are between themselves composite. 

VII. Whether the numbers 3 and 8 are between themselves primary, or whether they 

are composite, I investigate by division, and if a binary number is left over after division, 

it indicates that the numbers are between themselves primary. 

 

Second Section: On mediation. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Mediation is the division of a proportion into two parts by a certain medius. 

II.  And it is arithmetic, geometric, harmonic, and contraharmonic, of which arithmetic 

and harmonic are the most necessary for music. 

III.  Mediation is arithmetic if half of the collected terms leaves the medius, with the 

other terms retained on both sides. 

 8  
5  3  

5 4 3 
 
IV. If one of the terms is even and the other is odd, the half of the collected terms 

cannot be held in an integral number. Therefore, the terms must be doubled. 
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V.  Harmonica est, quando terminorum inter se multiplicatorum duplum exhibet 

medium. 

VI. Extremi vero utrinque termini habentur hoc modo: collige duos numeros, 

collectum dabit duos extremos. Majorem, si in proportionis ducas majorem; minorem, si 

ducas in minorem. 

 

VII. Differunt mediatio arithmetica et harmonica non quidem ratione formae, sed 

ratione dispositionis. Illa enim proportio quae in arithmetica inferiori habetur loco, in 

harmonica est superiori, et vice versa, quae in harmonica est inferiori, in arithmetica est 

superiori loco. 
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2  1 
 6  

4  2  

4 3 2 

 
V.  Mediation is harmonic when the double of the terms multiplied between 

themselves leaves the medius.34 

VI. And the extreme terms on both sides are held in this way: collect two numbers, 

the collection yields the two outer terms. It yields the larger extreme if you apply [the 

result] to the larger term of the proportion; it will yield the smaller extreme if you apply 

[the result] to the smaller term of the proportion. 

 2  
2  1 
 3  

 
 

6 4 3 
 
VII. Arithmetic and harmonic mediation certainly do not differ by reason of form, but 

by reason of disposition. That is, the proportion that has the lower position in arithmetic 

mediation has the upper position in harmonic mediation, and vice versa, the proportion 

that has the lower position in harmonic mediation has the upper position in arithmetic 

mediation. 

 

                                                
34 Harmonic mediation is not related to the harmonic series. The position in the harmonic series 

with the octave divided into the fifth and fourth, 2:3:4, reflects arithmetic mediation. In the harmonic series, 
harmonic mediation divides the octave into the fourth and fifth, 3:4:6. 
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Exempla. 

I. Dupla in sesquialteram et sesquitertiam, et octava in quintam et quartam 

B4
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23. (continued) 

Exemples. 

I. The dupla [2:1] is divided into the sesquialtera [3:2] and the sesquitertia [4:3], and 

the octave is divided into the fifth and the fourth,  

B4 
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dividuntur arithmetice in terminis 4:3:2, harmonice in numeris 6:4:3. 

II. Sesquialtera in sesquiquartam et sesquiquintam, et quinta in tertiam majorem et 

minorem dividitur arithmetice in 6:5:4, harmonice vero in 15:12:10. 

III.  Sesquiquarta in sesquioctava et sesquinonam, et tertia major in tonum majorem 

et minorem dividitur arithmetice in 10:9:8, harmonice in 45:40:36. 

IV.  Superbipartiens tertias in sesquitertiam et sesquiquartam, et sexta major in 

quartam et tertiam majorem dividitur arithmetica in 5:4:3, harmonice in 20:15:12. 

V.  Sesquidecima quinta in sesquitricesimam et sesquitricesimam primam, et 

semitonium majus in duo διασχίσµατα, majus et minus, dividitur arithmetice in 32:31:30, 

harmonice in 496:480:465. 

VI.  Sesquioctuagesima in sesquicentisimam sexagesimam et sesquicentesimam 

sexagesimam primam, et comma in duo σχίσµατα, major et minus, dividitur arithmetice 

in 162:161:160, harmonice in 13041:12960:12880. 

VII.  Tripla in duplam et sesquialteram, et duodecima in octavam et quintam di- 
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arithmetically in the terms 4:3:2 and harmonically in the numbers 6:4:3. 

II.  The sesquialtera [3:2] is divided into the sesquiquarta [5:4] and the sesquiquinta 

[6:5], and the fifth is divided into the major and minor third, arithmetically in 6:5:4, and 

harmonically in 15:12:10. 

III.  The sesquiquarta [5:4] is divided into the sesquioctava [9:8] and the sesquinona 

[10:9], and the major third is divided into the major and minor tone, arithmetically in 

10:9:8, and harmonically in 45:40:36. 

IV. The superbipartient tertia [5:3] is divided into the sesquitertia [3:2] and the 

sesquiquarta [5:4], and the major sixth is divided into the fourth and major third, 

arithmetically in 5:4:3, and harmonically in 20:15:12. 

V.  The sesquidecima quinta [16:15] is divided into the sesquitricesima [31:30] and 

the sesquitricesmia prima [32:31], and the major semitone is divided into two 

diaschismata, major and minor, arithmetically in 32:31:30, and harmonically 

496:480:465. 

VI.  The sesquioctuagesmia [81:80] is divided into the sesquicentisima sexagesima 

[161:160] and the sesquicentesima sexagesima prima [162:161], and the comma is 

divided into two schismata, major and minor, arithmetically in 162:161:160, and 

harmonically in 13041:12960:12880. 

VII.  The tripla [3:2] is divided into the dupla [2:1] and sesquialtera [3:2], and the 

twelfth is divided in the octave and the fifth 
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viditur arithmetice in 3:2:1, harmonice in 12:6:4. 

 

Sectio tertia: De additione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Additio est duarum proportionum collectio. 

II.  Fit autem hoc modo: multiplica denominatores in se, ut et numeratores, 

et novi prodibunt. 

III.  Sed facilior erit operatio, si termini compositi prius per radicationem ad primos 

reducantur. 

IV.  Interdum quatuor termini decussatim radicantur diversis numeris. 

 

V.  Interdum omnes communi quodam radicantur numero. 

 

VI.  Interdum duo termini transversi ra-   

B5 
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arithmetically in 3:2:1, and harmonically in 12:6:4. 

 

Third section: On addition. 

 

Theorems. 

I.  Addition is the collection of two proportions. 

II.  And it is done in this way: multiply the denominators between themselves and the 

numerators between themselves, and new ones come forth.35 

III.  But the operation will be easier if compound terms are first reduced to primary 

terms by radication. 

IV.  Sometimes four terms are radicated crosswise by diverse numbers. 

4  3   2  1 
        

3  2   1  1 

 
V. Sometimes all of the terms are radicated by a certain common number. 

4  8   2  4 
        

2  4   1  2 

 
VI.  Sometimes two transverse terms are radicated. 

B5 

 

 

                                                
35 Heinrich Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, ed. Heinrich Grimm (Magdeburg: Johannes Franchus, 

1630), 92. In Baryphonus’s terminology, the upper number of a proportion is the denominator, and the 
lower number is the numerator. This is most clearly stated in the second edition.  
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dicantur. Qui si fuerint aequales, dele et peracta erit operatio. 

 

VII.  Interdum duo prioris proportionis radicantur. Interdum posterioris vel seorsim, vel 

simul, idque vel per eundem, vel per diversum numerum. 

 

 

Exempla.  

I. Sesquialtera sesquitertiae36 addita, et quinta quartae constituunt hae octavam, 

illae proportionem duplam, 2:1. 

II.  Sesquiquarta sesquiquintae conjuncta, et tertia major minori constituunt hic 

quintam, illic sesquialteram, 3:2.  

III. Sesquiquarta sesquidecimae quintae, et tertia major semitonio majore addita 

constituit hic quartam, illic sesquitertiam, 4:3. 

IV. Sesquinona sesquioctavae, et tonus majus toni minori si addatur, habebis hic 

tertiam majorem, illic sesquiquartam, 5:4. 

V. Sesquioctavae si addideris sesquidecima quinta37, et tono majore semitoni mi- 

 

                                                
36 In the original, “sesquiquartae” (5:4), the major third. This is corrected in the second edition.  
37 The original states, “sesquivicesimam quartam“ (25:24); however, this is incorrect, and it must 

be the sesquidecima quinta instead in order for the proportions to add properly. 25:24 + 9:8 = 75:64 but 
16:15 + 9:8 = 6:5. This is corrected in the second edition. 
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If they are equal, delete them and the operation will be complete. 

4  5   5 
      

3  4   3 
 

VII.  Sometimes the two terms of the preceding proportion are radicated. Sometimes 

the two terms of the following proportion are radicated either separately or at the same 

time, and either by the same number or by a different number. 

 

 

Examples. 

I. The sesquialtera [3:2] added to the sesquitertia [4:3], and the fifth added to the 

fourth: the latter form the octave, and the former form the dupla proportion, 2:1. 

II.  The sesquiquarta [5:4] joined to the sesquiquinta [6:5], and the major third joined 

to the minor third: the latter form the fifth, and the former form the sesquialtera, 3:2. 

III.  The sesquiquarta [5:4] added to the sesquidecima quinta [16:15], and the major 

third added to the major semitone: the former forms the fourth, and the latter forms the 

sesquitertia, 4:3. 

IV.  If the sesquinona [10:9] is added to the sesquioctava [9:8], and the major tone is 

added to the minor tone, you will have in the latter the major third, and in the former the 

sesquiquarta, 5:4. 

V.  If you add the sesquidecima quinta [16:15] to the sesquioctava [9:8], and the 

major tone to the minor semitone, 

4 6 2 6 4 2 2 2 
   or or  

2 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 
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nus, habebis hic tertiam minorem, illic sesquiquintam, 6:5. 

VI. Si sesquitertiae sesquiquartam, et quartae tertiam majorem addideris, gignitur ex 

his sexta major, ex illis superbipartiens tertias, 5:3. 

VII. Si sesquitertiae sesquiquintam, et quartae tertiam minorem conjunxeris, 

procreabitur ex his sexta minor, ex illis supertripartiens quintas, 8:5. 

 

Sectio quarta: De copulatione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Copulatio non solum duas proportiones colligit, verum etiam, ex quibus collecta 

est summa, proportiones in numeris ostendit. 

II. Fit hoc modo: primo, duc denominatores et numeratores in se, et denominatorem 

et numeratorem novos habebis. 

III.  Secundo, denominatorem primum duc in numeratorem secundum, vel 

numeratorem primum in denominatorem secundum, et habebis medium numerum. 
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you will have in the latter the minor third, and in the former the sesquiquinta, 6:5. 

VI.  If you add the sesquiquarta [5:4] to the sesquitertia [4:3], and the major third to 

the fourth, it brings forth in the latter the major sixth, and in the former the 

superbipartient tertia, 5:3. 

VII.  If you join the sesquiquinta [6:5] to the sesquitertia [4:3], and the minor third to the 

fourth, it creates in the latter the minor sixth, and in the former the supertripartient 

quinta, 8:5. 

 

Fourth section: On copulation. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Copulation not only collects two proportions, but it is also the sum of these having 

been collected, and it shows the proportions in numbers. 

II.  It is done in this way: first, apply the denominators and numerators between 

themselves, and you will have both new denominators and new numerators. 

III.  Second, apply the first denominator into the second numerator, or the first 

numerator into the second denominator, and you will have the number of the medius. 
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IV.  Hoc facto extremi termini summam, medius vero ad utrumque collatus extremum 

dabit proportiones, ex quibus summa collecta est. 

V.  Sed velut medius terminus pro transversa multiplicatione variat, sic etiam positus 

proportionum. 

VI.  Unde copulatio mediatione et harmonicae et arithmeticae, pro ut decussata 

terminorum facta fuerit multiplicatio, respondet. 

VII.  Et sicut mediatio ex duorum numerorum per medium quoddam divisione duas 

producit proportiones, sic copulatio ex duarum proportionum cum medio quodam 

collectione. 

 

Exempla. 

I.  Copula sesquialteram cum sesquitertia et quintam cum quarta, duo numeri 

extremi summam, duplam videlicet aut octavam, medius vero ad extremos collatus et 

sesquialteram et sesquitertiam, aut quintam et quartam repraesentabit, vel ad 

mediationem arithmeticam in 4:3:2, vel ad harmonicam in 6:4:3. 
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IV.  With this having been done, the extreme terms are the sum, and the medius 

brought together with either extreme yields the proportions from which the sum was 

collected. 

V.  But just as the term of the medius varies according to transverse multiplication, 

thus also does the position of the proportions. 

VI.  Whence copulation corresponds to mediation, both harmonic and arithmetic, that 

has been done according to the cross-multiplication of terms. 

VII.  And just as mediation from the division of two numbers by a certain medius 

produces two proportions, thus copulation from the collection of two proportions with a 

certain medius produces two proportions. 

 

Examples. 

I.  Combine the sesquialtera [3:2] with the sesquitertia [4:3] and the fifth with the 

fourth, the two extreme numbers are the sum, clearly the dupla [2:1] or the octave, and 

the medius when compared to the extreme terms will reveal both the sesquialtera [3:2] 

and the sesquitertia [4:3], or the fifth and the fourth, either in arithmetic mediation in 

4:3:2, or in harmonic mediation in 6:4:3. 
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II.  Si copulaveris sesquiquartam et sesquiquintam, seu tertiam majorem et 

minorem, habebis sesquialteram seu quintam ex hisce proportionibus et intervallis 

compositam in 6:5:4 aut 15:12:10. 

III.  Copula cum sesquiquarta sesquidecimam quintam, seu cum tertia majore 

semitonium majus, et habebis sesquitertiam seu quartam in 16:15:12 aut 20:16:15. 

IV.  Copula sesquioctavam et sesquinonam, aut tonum majorem cum minori, habebis 

sesquiquartam, aut tetiam majorem in 10:9:8 aut 45:40:36. 

V.  Copula sesquitertiam cum sesquiquarta, aut quartam cum tertia majore, habebis 

superbipartientem tertias, seu sextam majorem in 5:4:3 aut 20:15:12. 

VI.  Copula sesquitertiam et sesquiquintam, aut quartam et tertiam minorem, habebis 

supertripartientem quintas, seu sextam minorem in 8:6:5 aut 24:20:15. 

VII.  Tandem copula semitonium majus cum minori, aut sesquiquintam decimam cum 

sesquivicesima quarta, et habebis to- 
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3 4 12 4 3 4 12 6 
  6 3   8 4 

2 3 9 2 2 3 6 3 
 
II.  If you combine the sesquiquarta [5:4] and the sesquiquinta [6:5], or the major 

third and the minor third, you will have the sesquialtera [3:2] or the fifth from these 

proportions and composite intervals in 6:5:4 or 15:12:10. 

III.  Combine the sesquidecima quinta [16:15] with the sesquiquarta [5:4], or the 

major semitone with the major third, and you will have the sesquitertia [4:3] or the fourth 

in 16:15:12 or 20:16:15. 

IV.  Combine the sesquioctava [9:8] and the sesquinona [10:9], or the major tone with 

the minor tone, and you will have the sesquiquarta [5:4], or the major third in 10:9:8 or 

45:40:36. 

V.  Combine the sesquitertia [4:3] with the sesquiquarta [5:4], or the fourth with the 

major third, and you will have the superbipartient tertia [5:3], or the major sixth in 5:4:3 

or 20:15:12. 

VI.  Combine the sesquiquarta [5:4] and the sesquiquinta [6:5], or the fourth and 

minor third, and you will have the supertripartient quinta [8:5], or the minor sixth in 8:6:5 

or 24:20:15. 

VII.  Finally, combine the major semitone with the minor semitone, or the sesquiquinta 

decima [16:15] with the sesquivicesima quarta [25:24], and you will have the 
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num minorem seu sesquinonam in 50:48:45 aut 80:75:72. 

 

Sectio quinta: De subtractione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Subtractio est proportionis minoris a majoris subductio, ut habeatur reliqua. 

II.  Τάξις est, si minor proportio antecedat, sequatur major. Sin secus, nulla poterit 

fieri subtractio. 

III.  Praxis fit per decussatam multiplicationem.  

 

IV. Interdum radicantur duo superiores; interdum duo inferiories. 

IV. Interdum duo superiores et duo inferiores simul, sed diversis numeris. 

VI. Interdum omnes termini quodam communi radicantur. 

VII. Si vel duo superiores fuerint aequales, vel duo inferiores, dele, et numeri 

remanentes dabunt residuum. 
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minor tone or the sesquinona [10:9] in 50:48:45 or 80:75:72. 

 

Fifth section: On subtraction. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Subtraction is the removal of a smaller proportion from a larger proportion in 

order to find the remainder. 

II.  The order is, if the smaller proportion is in front, the larger proportion should 

follow. If it is otherwise, subtraction cannot be done. 

III.  The practice is done by cross-multiplication. 

3  2   4 
      

2  1   3 
 

IV.  Sometimes the two upper terms are radicated; sometimes the two lower terms 

are radicated. 

V.  Sometimes the two upper terms and the two lower terms are radicated at the 

same time, but by different numbers. 

VI. Sometimes all of the terms are radicated by a certain common factor. 

VII.  If either the two upper terms or the two lower terms are equal, delete them, and 

the remaining numbers will yield the remainder. 
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Exempla. 

I.  Sesquitertia a dupla, et quarta ab octava subtracta, relinquit hic quintam, illic 

sesquialteram, 3:2. 

II.  Si sesquiquintam a sesquialtera, aut tertiam minorem a quinta subduxeris, 

relinquetur sesquiquarta, 5:4, et tertia major. 

III.  Si sesquiquartam a sesquitertia, et tertiam majorem a quarta subtraxeris, 

remanebit hic semitonium majus, illic sesquidecima quinta, 16:15. 

IV.  Si sesquiquintam a sesquiquarta, et tertiam minorem a tertia majore subduxeris, 

relinquetur hic semitonium minus, illic sesquivicesima quarta, 25:24. 

V.  Si a superbipartiente tertias sesquitertiam, aut a sexta majore quartam 

subduxeris, habebis hic tertiam majorem, illic sesquiquartam, 5:4. 

VI.  Sesquinona a sesquiquarta, et tonus minor a tertia majore si subducantur, 

remanet hic tonus majus: illic sesquioctava, 9:8. 

VII.  Si sesquinona a sesquioctava, et tonus minor a majori subtrahetur, hic comma, 

illic sesquioctuagesima relinquentur, 81:80. 
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Examples. 

I.  The sesquitertia [4:3] subtracted from the dupla [2:1], and the fourth subtracted 

from the octave, leaves in the latter the fifth, and in the former the sesquialtera, 3:2. 

II.  If you subtract the sesquiquinta [6:5] from the sesquialtera [3:2], or the minor third 

from the fifth, the sesquiquarta, 5:4, and the major third, are left behind. 

III.  If you subtract the sesquiquarta [5:4] from the sesquitertia [4:3], and the major 

third from the fourth, in the latter the major semitone remains, and in the former the 

sesquidecima quinta, 16:15, remains. 

IV.  If you subtract the sesquiquinta [6:5] from the sesquiquarta [5:4], and the minor 

third from the major third, in the latter the minor semitone is left behind, and in the 

former the sesquivicesima quarta, 25:24, is left behind. 

V.  If you subtract the sesquitertia [4:3] from the superbipartient tertia [5:3], or the 

fourth from the major sixth, you will have in the latter the major third, and in former the 

sesquiquarta, 5:4. 

VI.  If the sesquinona [10:9] is subtracted from the sesquiquarta [5:4], and the minor 

tone from the major third, in the latter the major tone remains, and in the former the 

sesquioctava, 9:8, remains.  

VII.  If the sesquinona [10:9] is subtracted from the sesquioctava [9:8], and the minor 

tone is subtracted from the major tone, in the latter the comma, and in the former the 

sesquioctuagesima, 81:80, are left behind. 
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Sectio sexta: De comparatione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Comparatio est, qua proportiones inter se in quantitate comparantur. 

II.  Haec enim ostendit utra proportionum major, utra minor, et qui nam majoris ultra 

minorem excessus. 

III.  Fit hoc modo: duo proportiones primo ad eandem redigantur denominationem, 

quod fit, si denominatores inter se multiplicentur. 

 

IV.  Secundo fit decussata multiplicatio, in qua numerator primus dat numeratorem 

primum, secundus secundum. His superaddatur communis denominator. 

 

V. Minor autem numeratur dat majorem proportionem. Ambo vero numeratores 

indicant excessum majoris ad minorem. 

VI. Interdum ambo denominatores radicantur. 
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Sixth section: On comparison. 

 

Theorems. 

I.  Comparison is the process by which proportions are compared to each other in 

quantity. 

II.  Namely, this reveals which of the two proportions is larger, which is smaller, and 

finally, the degree of excess of the larger proportion over the smaller. 

III.  It is done in this way: first, the two proportions are reduced to the same 

denominator, which is done if the denominators are multiplied together.38 

4  3   12  12 
        

3  2   3  2 

 
IV.  Second, cross-multiplication is done, in which the first numerator yields the first 

numerator, and the second numerator yields the second numerator. To these is added 

the common denominator. 

4  3     12  12    

         
3  2  9 8 9  8  

 
V.  Moreover, the smaller numerator yields the larger proportion. But both 

numerators indicate the excess of the larger over the smaller. 

VI.  Sometimes both denominators are radicated. 

                                                
38 The denominator is the upper number of the proportion, and the numerator is the lower number. 
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VII.  Si denominatores aequales fuerint, dele, et numeratores excessum ostendent. 

 

Exempla. 

I. Dupla superat superbipartientem tertias, et octava sextam majorem illa 

sesquiquinta, haec vero tertia minore. 

 

 Hic communis denominator 10, numerator primus 6, secundus 5. Minor 

numerator facit indicium duplam majorem esse, duo vero numeratores excessum 

ostendunt videlicet sesquiquintam. 

II.  Supertripartiens quintas superat sesquialteram sesquidecima quinta, et sexta 

minor quintam semitonio majore. 

III.  Superbipartiens tertias excedit supertripartientem quintas, et sexta major 

minorem, haec in semitonio minore, illa in sesquivicesima quarta. 

IV.  Sesquialtera superat sesquitertiam, et quinta quartam, hic tono majore illic 

sesquioctava. 

V.  Sesquitertia excedit sesquiquintam sesquinona, et quarta tertiam minorem 

tono minore. 

C 
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VII. If the denominators are equal, delete them, and the numerators will reveal the 

excess. 

 

Examples. 

I.  The dupla [2:1] surpasses the superbipartient tertia [5:3], and the octave 

surpasses the major sixth, in the former by the sesquiquinta [6:5], and in the latter by the 

minor third. 

5  2   10  10 
        

3  1   6  5 
 

 Here, the common denominator is 10, the first numerator is 6, and the second 

numerator is 5. The smaller numerator indicates that the dupla is larger, and, one may 

see, the two numerators reveal an excess of the sesquiquinta. 

II.  The superpartient quinta [8:5] surpasses the sesquialtera [3:2] by the 

sesquidecima quinta [16:15], and the minor sixth surpasses the fifth by the major 

semitone. 

III.  The superbipartient tertia [5:3] exceeds the supertripartient quinta [8:5], and the 

major sixth exceeds the minor sixth, in the latter by the minor semitone, and in the 

former by the sesquivicesima quarta [25:24]. 

IV.  The sesquialtera [3:2] surpasses the sesquitertia [4:3], and the fifth surpasses the 

fourth, in the latter by the major tone, and in the former by the sesquioctava [9:8]. 

V.  The sesquitertia [4:3] exceeds the sesquiquinta [6:5] by the sesquinona [10:9], 

and the fourth exceeds the minor third by the minor tone. 

C
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VI. Supertripartiens quintas superat sesquiquartam superseptem partiente vicesimas 

quintas, et sexta minor tertiam majorem per semidiatessaron. 

VII.  Sesquinona excedit vicesimam quartam sesquidecimaquinta39, et tonus minor 

semitonium minus superat semitonio majore. 

 

Sectio septima: De aequiparatione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Aequiparatio est, quando minor proportio ad aequiparandam majorem aliquoties 

sumitur. 

II.  Si enim duae proportiones fuerint, quarum major quantitate aliquoties minorem 

excesserit, haec toties sibi addatur, donec facta quantitatis accessione ad illam quam 

proxime accedat, aut illam excedat. 

III.  Conficitur hoc modo. Disponantur primi numeri proportionales ita, ut major 

proportio superiori, minor vero inferiori collocetur loco. 

IV.  Deinde inter se denominatores multiplicantur, ad habendum denominatorem  

 

 

 

                                                
39 In the original, “decimaquinta.” 
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VI.  The supertripartient quinta [8:5] surpasses the sesquiquarta [5:4] by the 

superseptipartient vicesima quinta [32:25], and the minor sixth surpasses the major third 

by the semidiatessaron.  

VII.  The sesquinona [10:9] exceeds the vicesima quarta [25:24] by the 

sesquidecimaquinta [16:15], and the minor tone surpasses the minor semitone by the 

major semitone. 

 

Seventh section: On equiparation.  

 

Theorems. 

I. Equiparation is when a smaller proportion is increased a certain number of times 

to a level of equality with a larger proportion. 

II.  For instance, if there are two proportions, of which the larger exceeds the smaller 

a certain number of times with respect to quantity, the latter is added to itself so many 

times until, having been done by an increase of quantity, it approaches the former as 

closely as possible, or until the latter exceeds the former. 

III.  It is done in this way. The first proportional numbers are arranged such that the 

larger proportion is set in the upper position, and the smaller proportion is set in the 

lower position. 

IV.  Then, the denominators are multiplied together in order to have a common 

denominator  
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utriusque proportionis communem. Posteae denominator majoris proportionis ducatur in 

numeratorem minoris, et denominator minoris in numeratorem majoris, ad habendum 

illic numeratorem minoris proportionis, hic vero majoris. 

V. Et sic habebis tres numeros in aequiparatione primos: denominatorem 

communem, numeratorem minoris, et numeratorem majoris proportionis. 

VI. Quoties igitur ad aequiparandam proportionem majorem, minor proportio est 

reiteranda, toties ducendi sunt denominator minoris proportionis in primum et tertium, et 

numerator minoris proportionis in secundum aequiparationis numerum, et habebis tres 

novos aequiparationis numeros. 

VII. Proportionum vero illa major est, cujus numerator est minor. 

 Si igitur numerator proportionis minoris fuerit major numeratore proportionis 

majoris, amplius instituenda erit aequiparatio. Sin minor, minus. 

 

Exempla. 

I.  Quaestio num tres toni in sesquioctava proportione compleant diapente, et num 

quatuor excedant. Primus negatur, posterius affirmatur. 

C2 
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for each proportion. Afterward, the denominator of the larger proportion is guided to the 

numerator of the smaller proportion, and the denominator of the smaller proportion is 

guided to the numerator of the larger proportion in order to have, in the former, the 

numerator of the smaller proportion and, in the latter, the denominator of the larger 

proportion. 

V. And thus you will have three primary numbers in equiparation: the common 

denominator, the numerator of the smaller proportion, and the numerator of the larger 

proportion. 

VI. Accordingly, the equiparation of the smaller proportion to a level of equality with 

the larger proportion should be repeated as many times as the denominator of the 

smaller proportion is guided to the first and third numbers of the equiparation, and the 

numerator of the smaller proportion is guided to the second number of the equiparation, 

and you will have three new numbers of equiparation. 

VII.  And the larger of the proportions is the one for which numerator is smaller. 

Therefore, if the numerator of the smaller proportion were larger than the 

numerator of the larger proportion, equiparation should be carried out further. But if the 

numerator of the smaller proportion were smaller than the numerator of the larger 

proportion, equiparation should be carried out to a lesser extent. 

 

Examples  

I. The question is whether three tones in sesquioctava [9:8] proportion complete the 

diapente, and whether four exceed it. The first is denied, the second is affirmed.  

C2
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 Primo disponantur numeri proportionales diapente 3:2 superiori, sesquioctavae 

vero 9:8 inferiori loco. Secundo duc denominatores 9, 3 in se, et habebis 27 communem 

denominatorem. Tertio denominatorem proportionis sesquialterius 3 duc in 

numeratorem sesquioctavae 8 et denominatorem sesquioctavae 9 in numeratorem 

sesquialterius 2 et habebis numeratorem minoris proportionis 24 et majoris 18. Quarto, 

hi tres numeri sibis multiplicantur, primus per 9 alter per 8 et tertius itidem per 9 habebis 

in communi denominatore sesquioctavae 24, 192, et 1536, in numeratore sesquialterius 

18, 162, et 1458. Quinto, cum numerator sesquialterius 145840 minor sit sesquioctavae 

1536 palam est, quintam majorem esse tribus tonis. Sexto, quod quatuor toni excedant 

diapente constat, si tertia vice numeri multiplicentur. Septimo enim numerator 

sesquioctavae 12288, cum minor sit numeratore 13122, sesquialterius, ostendit quatuor 

tonos superare quintam. 

 

Διατύπωσις. 

                                                
40 In the original, “1478.” 
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First, the proportional numbers of the diapente, 3:2, are arranged in the upper 

location, and those of the sesquioctava, 9:8, are arranged in the lower location. Second, 

guide the denominators 9 and 3 together, and you will have the common denominator, 

27. Third, guide the denominator of the sesquialtera proportion, 3, to the numerator of 

the sesquioctava, 8, and the denominator of the sesquioctava, 9, to the numerator of the 

sesquialtera, 2, and you will have the numerator of the smaller proportion, 24, and the 

larger proportion, 18. Fourth, if these three numbers are multiplied together—the first by 

9, the second by 8, and the third again by 9—you will have the above common 

denominator the numerator of the sesquioctava 24, 129, and 1536, and in the numerator 

of the sesquialtera 18, 162, and 1458. Fifth, because the numerator of the sesquialtera, 

1458, is smaller than that of the sesquioctava, 1536, it is clear that the fifth is larger than 

three tones. Sixth, that which consists of four tones exceeds the diapente, if the 

numbers are multiplied a third time. Seventh, indeed, the numerator of the sesquioctava, 

12288, because it is smaller than the numerator of the sesquialtera, 13122, reveals that 

four tones exceed the fifth. 

 

Diatyposis. 
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Exempla. 

I. 

 

C3
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Examples 

I. 

 Common 
denominator. 
 

Numerator of the 
sesquioctava. 

Numerator of the 
sesquialtera. 

 3. Fifth or sesquialtera. 2.  

 9. Tone 8.   

I. 27. 24. 18. 

II. 243. 192. 162. 

III. 2187. 1536. 1458. 

IV. 19683. 12288. 13122. 

 
C3 
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II.  Sex tonos in sesquioctava proportione superare diapason. 
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II.  Six tones in sesquioctava [9:8] proportion exceed the diapason. 

 Common 
denominator. 

Numerator of the 
tone. 

Numerator of the octave in 
dupla proportion. 
 

 2. Octave  1. 

 9. Tone 8.   

I. 18. 16. 9. 

II. 162. 128. 81. 

III. 1458. 1024. 729. 

IV. 13122. 8192. 6561. 

V. 118098. 65536. 59049. 

VI. 1062882. 524288. 531441. 
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III.  Tria semitonia majora excedere tertiam minrorem. 

 
 

C4
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III.  Three major semitones exceed the minor third. 

 Common 
denominator. 

Numerator of the 
major semitone. 
 

Numerator of the semiditone. 

 6. Minor third  5. 

 16. Major semitone 15.  

I. 96. 90. 80. 

II. 1536. 1350. 1280. 

III. 24576. 20250. 20480. 

 
C4
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IV.  Semitonium majus superat quinque commata et superatur a sex. 
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IV.  The major semitone surpasses five commas and is surpassed by six. 

 Common 
denominator. 

Numerator of the 
comma. 

Numerator of the major 
semitone. 
 

 16. Major semitone.  15. 

 81. Comma. 80.   

I. 1296. 1280. 1215. 

II. 104976. 102400. 98415. 

III. 8503056. 8192000. 7971615. 

IV. 688747536. 655360000. 645700815. 

V. 55788550416. 52428800000. 52301766015. 

VI. 4518872583696. 4194304000000. 4236443047215. 
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V. Semitonium minus superat tria commata et exceditur a quatuor. 

 

C5
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V. The minor semitone surpasses three commas and is exceeded by four. 

 Common 
denominator. 

Numerator of the 
comma. 

Numerator of the minor 
semitone. 
 

 25. Minor semitone 24. 

 81. Comma 80.  

I. 2025. 2000. 1944. 

II. 164025. 160000. 157464. 

III. 13286025. 12800000. 12754584. 

IV. 1076168025. 1024000000. 1033121304. 

 
C5
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VI.  Tonus major excedit commata novem et exceditur a decem. 
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VI. The major tone exceeds nine commas and is exceeded by ten. 

 Common denominator. Numerator of the comma. 
 

Numerator of the major 
tone. 

 9. Major tone.  8. 

 81. Comma. 80.  

I. 729. 720. 648. 

II. 59049. 57600. 52488. 

III. 4782969. 4608000. 4251528. 

IV. 387420489. 368640000. 344373768. 

V. 31381059609. 29491200000. 27894275208. 

VI. 2541865828329. 2359296000000. 2259436291848. 

VII. 205891132094649. 188743680000000. 183014339639688. 

IIX. 16677181699666569. 15099494400000000. 14824161510814728. 

IX. 1350851717672992089. 1207959552000000000. 1200757082375992968. 

X. 109418989131512359209. 96636764160000000000. 97261323672455430408. 
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VII.  Tonus minor superat octo commata et superatur a novem. 
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VII. The minor tone surpasses eight commas and is surpassed by nine. 

 Common denominator. Numerator of the 
comma. 
 

Numerator of the minor 
tone. 

 10. Minor tone.  9. 

 81. Comma. 80.  

I. 810. 800. 729. 

II. 65610. 64000. 59049. 

III. 5314410. 5120000. 4782969. 

IV. 430467210. 409600000. 387420489. 

V. 34867844010. 32768000000. 31381059609. 

VI. 2824295364810. 2621440000000. 2541865828329. 

VII. 228767924549610. 209715200000000. 205891132094649. 

IIX. 18530201888518410. 16777216000000000. 16677181699666569. 

IX. 1500946352969991210. 1342177280000000000. 1350851717672992089. 
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PLEIAS QUARTA: De consonantiis septem. 

 

Sectio prima: De consonantiis in genere. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Consonantiae sunt intervalla, quorum proportiones in numero quadrato, perfecto, 

et cubico primo habentur. 

II. Numerus quadratus primus est quaternarius, perfectus senarius, cubicus vero 

octonarius. Proportiones sunt vel multiplices, vel superparticulares, vel superpartientes. 

III. Pythagorici nullas agnoscunt consonantias praeter quam quae in quaternario in 

proportione multiplici et superparticulari habentur, puta octavam, quintam et quartam. A 

superpartientibus vero consonantiam separant, unde tertiam et sextam omnino 

respuunt. 

IV. Recentioribus consonantiae recensentur septem vel ratione perfectionis, vel 

ratione ordinis naturalis. Ratione perfe- 
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FOURTH PLEIAS: On the seven consonances. 

 

First section: On consonances in general. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Consonances are intervals whose proportions are contained in the first quadratic 

number, the first perfect number, and the first cubic number. 

II. The first quadratic number is the quaternarius, the first perfect number is the 

senarius, and the first cubic number is the octonarius. The proportions are either 

multiple, or superparticular, or superpartient. 

III. The Pythagoreans acknowledge no consonances other than those contained in 

the quaternarius in multiple proportion and superparticular proportion, that is, the 

octave, the fifth, and the fourth. But they separate the consonances from the 

superpartient proportions, whence they reject the third and the sixth entirely. 

IV. More recently, the consonances are reckoned seven, whether according to either 

reason of perfection, or reason of natural order. Reckoned according to reason of 

perfection,  
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ctionis sunt octava, quinta, quarta, tertia, major et minor, sexta major et minor. Ratione 

ordinis naturalis sunt tertia minor, major, quarta, quinta, sexta minor, major et octava. 

V.  Fertilior igitur est scala syntona in procreandis consonantiis, quam diatona. Illa 

enim septem, haec vero tres tantum habet consonantias simplices. 

VI. Consonantiae in duo aequalia dividi nequeunt intervalla sed in inaequalia ut 

octava in quintam et quartam, quinta in tertiam majorem et minorem, sexta major in 

quartam et tertiam majorem. 

VII. Consonantiae ratione numeri harmonici et proportionis sunt vel perfectae, 

vel imperfectae. Perfectio est in quaternario, et vicinitate ad aequalitatem. Imperfectio 

est in senario et octonario, et remotione ab aequalitate. 

 

Sectio secunda: De consonantiis perfectis. 

 

Theoremata. 
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they are the octave, the fifth, the fourth, the major and minor third, and the major and 

minor sixth. Reckoned according to reason of natural order, they are the minor and 

major third, the fourth, the fifth, the minor and major sixth, and the octave. 

V.  Therefore, the syntonic scale is more useful than the diatonic scale in the 

production of consonances. For the former contains seven simple consonances, but the 

latter contains only three simple consonances. 

VI. Consonances cannot be divided into two equal intervals, but rather into two 

unequal intervals, as the octave is divided into the fifth and the fourth, the fifth is divided 

into the major and minor third, and the major sixth is divided into the fourth and the 

major third. 

VII.  Consonances are either perfect or imperfect according to reason of harmonic 

number and of proportion. Perfection is found in the quaternarius, and in proximity to 

equality. Imperfection is found in the senarius and the octonarius, and in distance from 

equality. 

 

Second section: On perfect consonances. 

 

Theorems. 
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I. Consonantiae perfectae sunt vel in proportione multiplici, vel superparticularibus 

primis in terminis radicalibus minimis quaternarium numerum hac serie 1:2:3:4 non 

excedentibus. 

II. Multiplex dupla constituit octavam in terminis 2:1. Superparticularium 

sesquialtera quintam in 3:2, sesquitertia quartam in 4:3. 

III. Consonantia quo vicinior est unisono, et proportio quo vicinior aequalitati, eo est 

simplicior. Et quo simplicior, eo perfectior. 

IV. Unde octava unisono proxima simplicior et perfectior est quinta, quinta vero 

simplicior et perfectior est quarta. 

V. Perfectae dicuntur, quia sive solae ponantur, sive aliis jungantur concentum 

edunt, qui harmoniae et auditui satisfaciat, ita ut nihil magnopere defideretur. 

VI. Concentum vocibus tanquam labore defessis ac in pacatum tranquillumque 

portum navigantibus plerumque finiunt. Natura enim tendit ad perfectionem. 

VII. Edunt sonum ακίνηιτον et quasi tetragonum, qui ad volubilitatem plane ineptus 

est. Ideo harmoniae pro fundamento sub- 
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I. Perfect consonances are either in multiple proportion, or in primary 

superparticular proportion in the smallest radicated terms not exceeding the number of 

the quaternarius in the series 1:2:3:4. 

II. The multiple proportion, dupla, forms the octave in the terms 2:1. Of the 

superparticular proportions, the sesquialtera forms the fifth in 3:2, and the sesquitertia 

forms the fourth in 4:3. 

III. The closer the consonance is to the unison, and closer the proportion is to 

equality, the simpler it is. For that which is simpler is more perfect. 

IV. Whence the octave, closest to the unison, is simpler, and more perfect than the 

fifth, and the fifth is simpler and more perfect than the fourth. 

V. They are called perfect because, whether they are set alone or joined to others, 

they bring forth concord, which gives satisfaction to harmony and hearing, such that 

nothing is greatly interrupted. 

VI. And they generally conclude a concord of voices as if exhausted from labor and 

sailing into a peaceful and tranquil harbor. For nature tends toward perfection. 

VII. They bring forth inflexible sound, like a square, which is plainly unfit for circular 

motion. Therefore they are spread out as a foundation for the harmony, 
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sternuntur, quo reliquae voces concinnius per gradus, et saltus non magnos facilius 

incedere possint. 

 

Sectio tertia: De octava. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Octava est consonantiarum perfectarum prima, quae continetur in proportione 

dupla in terminis 2:1. 

II. Διὰπασῶν dicitur, quod omnes comprehendat consonantias simplices, ceu patet 

ex mediatione et subductione. Δι᾽ ὸχτώ ut διὰ πέντε et διὰ τεσσάρων appellata non fuit, 

quia tunc temporis septem, non octo constabat nervis. 

III. Unam minus habet speciem quam sonos. Species sumuntur ex vario semitonii 

positu. Positus est septuplex. Igitur septem species, tot videlicet, quot claves, C, D, E, F, 

G, A et b. Sed ratione formae una tantum est. Omnes enim in proportione continentur 

dupla. 
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by which the remaining voices are able to advance more pleasantly by step, and more 

easily by small leap. 

 

Third section: On the octave. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The octave is the first of the perfect consonances, which is contained in dupla 

proportion in the terms 2:1. 

II. It is called the diapason, because it encompasses all of the simple consonances, 

as is shown from mediation and subtraction. It was not named the diochto, like the 

diapente and diatessaron, because at that time it consisted of seven strings rather than 

eight.  

III. It contains one fewer species than it contains sounds. The species are obtained 

from the various positions of the semitone. The arrangement is sevenfold. Thus there 

are seven species, as one may see, as many as there are notes, C, D, E, F, G, A, and 

B. But, according to reason of form, there is one species. For they are all contained in 

dupla proportion. 
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IV. Harum quaelibet et harmonice et arithmetice in diapente et diatessaron dividitur. 

Harmonice si diapente imum, et diatessaron supremum obtinet locum. Arithmetice si 

vice versa. 

V. Harmonica mediatio constituit modos musicos autentas seu contentos sex: 

ionicum, dorium, phrygium, lydium, mixolydium, et aeolium. Arithmetica vero sex plagios 

seu remissos: hypoionicum, hypodorium, hypophrygium, hypolydium, hypomixolydium 

et hypoaeolium. 

VI. Cum autem consonantiae semper habeant intervallum minus quam est numerus 

sonorum, octava intervalla habebit septem: tonos majores tres, minores duos et 

semitonia majora duo. Interdum semitonium minus abundat, unde octava superflua in 

terminis 25:12. Interdum deest, unde semidiapason in terminis 48:25. 

VII. Octava similis est numero denario. Huic enim si addideris numerum vel parem, 

vel imparem, compositum habebis vel parem vel imparem. Sic cum octava si copulveris 

intervallum vel consonum, vel dissonum, vel prohibitum, habebis compositum 

consonum, vel dissonum, vel prohibitum. 
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IV. Any one of these is divided both harmonically and arithmetically into the diapente 

and the diatessaron. It is divided harmonically if the diapente occupies the lowest 

position and the diatessaron occupies the highest position. It is divided arithmetically if 

vice versa. 

V. Harmonic mediation forms the six authentic or intense musical modes: Ionian, 

Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, and Aeolean. And arithmetic mediation forms the 

six plagal or relaxed musical modes: Hypoionian, Hypodorian, Hypophrygian, 

Hypolydian, Hypomixolydian, and Hypoaeolean. 

VI. Moreover, seeing that the consonances always contain one fewer number of 

intervals than there is number of sounds, the octave contains seven intervals: three 

major tones, two minor tones, and one major semitone. Sometimes it is in abundance of 

a minor semitone, whence it forms the superfluous octave in the terms 25:12. 

Sometimes it is lacking a minor semitone, whence it forms the semidiapason in the 

terms 48:25. 

VII. The octave is similar to the number of the denarius. For example, if you add to 

the latter either an even or an odd number, you will have either an even or an odd 

composite. Thus, if you combine either a consonant, or a dissonant, or a prohibited 

interval with the octave, you will have a consonant, or dissonant, or prohibited 

composite. 
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Sectio quarta: De quinta. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Quinta est consonantia perfecta in proportione sesquialtera in terminis 3:2 

constututa. 

II. Dividitur tam harmonice, quam arithmetice in sesquiquartam et sesquiquintam, 

quarum haec tertiam minorem, illa vero majorem repraesentat. Termini harmonici sunt 

15:12:10, arithmetici vero 6:5:4. 

III. Continet intervalla quatuor: semitonium majus, tonos majores duos et minorem 

unum. 

IV. Quintae ratione formae una est species, sed ratione dispositionis semitonii sunt 

quatuor: ut, sol, quae semitonium tertio; re, la, quae secundo; mi, mi, quae primo; fa, fa, 

quae ultimo recipit loco. 

V. Interdum semitonium majus abundat, unde quinta superflua in numeris 25:16. 

Interdum deficit, unde semidiapente in terminis 36:25, termini patent, si quintae vel 

addideris semitonium minus, vel subtraxeris. 

VI.  Quinta superflua continet tonos majores duos et totidem minores, semidia- 

D 
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Fourth section: On the fifth. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The fifth is a perfect consonance in sesquialtera proportion formed in the terms 

3:2. 

II. It is divided either harmonically or arithmetically into the sesquiquarta [5:4] and 

the sesquiquinta [6:5], of which the latter represents the minor third and the former 

represents the major third. The harmonic terms are 15:12:10, and the arithmetic terms 

are 6:5:4. 

III. It contains four intervals: a major semitone, two major tones, and one minor tone. 

IV. According to reason of form there is one species, but according to reason of 

disposition of the semitone there are four species: ut-sol, in which the semitone takes 

the third position; re-la, in which the semitone takes the second position; mi-mi, in which 

the semitone takes the first position, and fa-fa, in which the semitone takes the final 

position. 

V. Sometimes it is in abundance of a major semitone, whence it forms the 

superfluous fifth in the numbers 25:16. Sometimes it is lacking a minor semitone, 

whence it forms the semidiapente in the terms 36:25. The terms are clear, if you either 

add the minor semitone or subtract the minor semitone.  

VI. The superfluous fifth contains two major tones, and as many minor tones, 

D
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pente vero tonos majorem et minorem, et duo semitonia majora. Illa in systemate 

notatur  superiori notulae, vel  inferiori asscripto, haec vero vice versa. 

VII. Quinta dicitur, quia continet sonos quinque, eodemque sensu Graecis διὰ πὲντε 

appellitata fuit. 

 

Sectio quinta: De quarta. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Quarta est consonantia perfecta in proportione sesquitertia, qualem termini 4:3 

constituunt. 

II. Nomen habet a quatuor sonis quos continet. Eodem sensu Graecis διὰ 

τεσσάρων dicitur. 

III. Imperfectior est quinta, quia remotior est ab unissono. Ideo a quibusdam in censu 

dissonantiarum habetur. 

IV. Species pro dispositione semitonii majoris sunt tres; prima ut, fa semitonium 

habet ultimo; altera re, sol, medio; tertia mi, la, primo loco. 

V. Continet intervalla tria: tonos majorem et minorem et semitonium majus. 
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and the semidiapente contains a major, a minor tone, and two major semitones. The 

former is notated on the staff with a ♯ ascribed to the upper note, or a ♭ ascribed to the 

lower note, and the latter is notated vice versa. 

VII.  It is called the fifth because it contains five sounds, and in the same sense it was 

called the diapente by the Greeks. 

 

Fifth section: On the fourth. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The fourth is a perfect consonance in sesquitertia proportion, so formed in the 

terms 4:3. 

II. It takes its name from the four sounds that it contains. In the same sense it was 

called the diatessaron by the Greeks. 

III. It is less perfect than the fifth, because it is more distant from the unison. 

Therefore it is considered by some to be registered among the dissonances. 

IV. There are three species according to the disposition of the major semitone: first, 

ut-fa, in which the semitone takes the last position; second, re-sol, in which the semitone 

takes the medial position; and third, mi-la, in which the semitone takes the first position. 

V. It contains three intervals: a major and minor tone, and a major semitone. 
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VI. Interdum semitonium minus abundat, unde quarta superflua, cujus termini 25:18 

ex additione semitonii minoris ad quartam redundant. Sed tritonus semitonio minore et 

commate abundat in terminis 45:32, quos et ex copulatione duorum tonorum majorum et 

unius minoris videre licet. In systemate generantur, quando vel superiori notulae , vel 

inferiori  adiicitur. 

VII. Interdum deficit semitonium minus, unde semidiatessaron oritur in numeris 32:25. 

Generatur in systemate, quando inferiori notulae , vel superiori  adiicitur. 

  

Tantum de consonantiis perfectis. 

 

Sectio sexta: De consonantiis imperfectis. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Imperfectae consonantiae in proportione superparticulari et superpartiente extra 

quaternarium vel in senario, vel in senario et octonario simul habentur. 

II. Superparticularium sesquiquarta constituit tertiam majorem in terminis 5:4, 

D2 
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VI. Sometimes it is in abundance of a minor semitone, whence it forms the 

superfluous fourth, the terms of which, 25:18, are in abundance from the addition of the 

minor semitone to the fourth. But the tritone is in abundance of a minor semitone plus a 

comma in the terms 45:32, which may be seen from the combination of two major tones 

and one minor tone. It is generated on the staff either when a ♯ is added to the upper 

note, or a ♭ is added to the lower note. 

VII. Sometimes it lacks a minor semitone, whence arises the semidiatessaron in the 

numbers 32:25. It is generated on the staff when a ♯ is added to the lower note, or a ♭ is 

added to the upper note. 

 

So much for the perfect consonances. 

 

Sixth section:  On the imperfect consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The imperfect consonances are contained in superparticular proportion and 

superpartient proportion outside the quaternarius either in the senarius or in the 

senarius and octonarius at the same time. 

II. Of the superparticular proportions, the sesquiquarta forms the major third in the 

terms 5:4, 

D2 
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sesquiquinta vero minorem in 6:5, superbipartiens tertias sextam majorem in 5:3, 

supertripartiens quintas sextam minorem in 8:5. 

III. Imperfectae dicuntur, quia longius ab unisono, et proportiones earum longius ab 

aequalitate absunt, et partim in superpartientibus efformantur. Quo autem remotiores ab 

unisono sunt consonantiae, et proportiones ab aequalitate, eo imperfectiores. Unde 

concentum edunt in quo harmonia et auditus acquiescere nequeunt. 

IV. Non minori tamen suavitate quam consonantiae perfectae praeditae et ad 

movendos affectus aptae sunt. 

V. Ob volubilitatem enim harmoniam reddunt suavem, et ob varietatem ad omnis 

generis affectus eliciendos sunt accommodatae. 

VI. Volubilitas oritur, quando longius a simplicitate discedunt. Varietas est, cum 

consonantiae majores imperfectae mutantur in minores, et vice versa minores in 

majores in systemate per signa chromatica, in proportionibus vero per minoris semitonii 

vel additionem, vel subtractionem. 

VII. Imperfectae minores sunt majoribus suaviores, pluribus enim constant semito- 
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and the sesquiquinta forms the minor third in 6:5, the superbipartient tertia forms the 

major sixth in 5:3, and the supertripartient quinta forms the minor sixth in 8:5. 

III. They are called imperfect, because they are more distant from the unison, and 

their proportions are farther removed from equality, and they are formed partly in 

superpartient proportions. Moreover, the more distant the consonances are from the 

unison, and their proportions from equality, the more imperfect they are. Whence they 

bring forth concord in which harmony and hearing are unable to find rest. 

IV. However, they are no less gifted with respect to sweetness than perfect 

consonances and they are no less suitable for moving the affections. 

V. Indeed instead of fickle harmony, they deliver sweet harmony, and on account of 

variety, they are suitable for eliciting all types of affection. 

VI. Fickleness arises when they depart greatly from simplicity. Variety occurs when 

the major imperfect consonances are changed into minor imperfect consonances, and 

vice versa, minor into major, on the staff by a chromatic sign, and in proportions either 

the addition or the subtraction of the minor semitone. 

VII. Minor imperfect consonances are sweeter than major imperfect consonances, for 

they consist of more semitones.  
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niis. Et quo consonantiae semitonia habent plura, eo suaviores sunt. 

 

Sectio septima: De tertia majore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Tertia consonantia est, cujus forma in senario extra quaternarium in numeris 

4:5:6 continetur. Sedem in sonis habet acutis, non gravibus, et est duplex: major et 

minor. 

II. Tertia major est consonantia imperfecta, cujus forma est in proportione 

sesquiquarta in terminis 5:4. 

III. Constat tono majore et minore ut partim ex mediatione, partim ex copulatione 

patet. Minor est ditona in scala Diatona commate Syntono. 

IV. Termini tam ex mediatione quam copulatione harmonici sunt 45:40:36, arithmetici 

vero 10:9:8. 

V. Species ratione mediationis et copulationis duae sunt: una, quando harmonice 

tonus major infimum, et minor supremum obtinet locum in C-E et F-A; altera, quando 

arithmetice minor inferiorem, 

D3 
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And those consonances that contain more semitones are sweeter. 

 

Seventh section: On the major third. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The third is a consonance whose form is contained in the senarius outside of the 

quaternarius in the numbers 4:5:6. It has a position in higher sounds, not in lower 

sounds, and it is twofold: major and minor. 

II.  The major third is an imperfect consonance whose form is in sesquiquarta 

proportion in the terms 5:4. 

III.  It consists of a major tone and a minor tone, as is shown partly from mediation 

and partly from copulation. In the diatonic scale, it is smaller than the ditone by the 

syntonic comma. 

IV. The terms, either from mediation or from copulation, are for the harmonic 

45:40:36, or for the arithmetic 10:9:8. 

V.  There are two species according to reason of mediation and reason of 

copulation: the first according to the harmonic, when the major tone occupies the lowest 

position and the minor tone occupies the highest position in C-E and F-A; the second 

according to the arithmetic, when the minor tone occupies the lower position 

D3 
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major vero superiorem occupat locum in G et B quadrato. 

VI. Ditonus dicitur a duobus tonis in scala diatona aequalibus, in syntona vero 

inaequalibus. Tertia a tribus tonis. Major, quia majore constat proportione quam tertia 

minor. Incompositus dicitur, qui in suis extremis absque intermedia quadem clave 

consideratus generi enharmonico inservit. 

VII. Tertia major interdum mutatur in minorem per signa chromatica, quando  

inferiori notulae, vel  superiori asscribitur. 

 

Sectio octava: De tertia minore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Tertia minor est consonantia imperfecta, cujus forma est in proportione 

sesquiquinta in terminis 6:5. 

II. Termini partim ex mediatione quintae, partim ex additione toni majoris ad 

semitonium majus liquent. 

III. Continet intervalla duo, tonum majorem et semitonium majus ceu repraesentat 

copulatio in terminis 48:45:40 aut 18:16:15. 
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and the major tone occupies the higher position in G-B natural. 

VI. It is called the ditone from the two tones, equal in the diatonic scale, and unequal 

in the syntonic scale. It is called the third from the three sounds. It is called major 

because it consists of a larger proportion than the minor third. It is called incomposite 

because, considered without any intermediary note between its extremes, it serves the 

interests of the enharmonic genus. 

VII. The major third is sometimes changed into the minor third by a chromatic sign, 

either when a ♯ is written for the lower note, or a ♭ is written for the higher note. 

 

Eighth section: On the minor third. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The minor third is an imperfect consonance whose form is in sesquiquinta 

proportion in the terms 6:5. 

II. The terms are clear partly from the mediation of the fifth and partly from the 

addition of the major tone to the major semitone. 

III. It contains two intervals, a major tone and a major semitone, or it represents 

copulation in the terms 48:54:40 or 18:16:15. 
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Exuperat semiditonum diatonum commate syntono ut ex comparatione constat. 

IV. Species pro dispositione semitonii majoris et copulatione sunt duae: una cum 

semitonium inferiorem; altera cum superiorem obtinet locum. Prioris modi duo sunt: E-G 

et b quadratum cum D. Posterioris totidem: D-F et A-C. 

V. Tertia minor per signa chromatica potest mutari in majorem, si  superiori, vel  

inferiori apponitur notulae. 

VI. Minor dicitur, quia minore constat proportione quam tertia major: Semiditonus, 

non quod dimidia ditoni pars sit, sed quod ditono minor semitonio minore: sesquitonus 

quod unus et dimidius tonus: Trihemitonium et trisemitonium, quod generi chromatico 

inserviat, in quo [semi]ditonus41 incompositus abseque intermedia clave recipitur. 

VII. Pythagoricis non est consonantia, nobis vero consonantiarum minima, cujus 

proportio locum habet in 5:6 extremis senary numeris. 

D4

                                                
41 An indication in pencil in the margin suggests that the prefix “semi” should precede “ditonus.” 
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It exceeds the diatonic semiditone by the syntonic comma as established from 

comparison.  

IV. There are two species according to the disposition and copulation of the major 

semitone: the first, when the semitone occupies the lower position; and the second, 

when the semitone occupies the higher position. There are two of the first variety: E-G 

and B natural-D. There are as many of the second variety: D-F and A-C. 

V. The minor third can be changed into the major third if a ♯ is added to the highest 

note, or a ♭ to the lowest note. 

VI. It is called minor because it consists of a smaller proportion than the major third. 

It is called the semiditone, not because it is half of the ditone, but because it is smaller 

than the ditone by a minor semitone. It is called the sesquitonus because it is one and a 

half tones. It is called the trihemitonium and the trisemitonium because it serves the 

chromatic genus, in which the incomposite semiditone is accepted without intermediary 

note. 

VII. According to the Pythagoreans, it is not a consonance, but for us it is the smallest 

of the consonances, the proportion of which finds its place in the extreme numbers of 

the senarius, 5:6. 

D4 
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Sectio nona: De sexta majore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Sexta proprie consonantia simplex non est, cum eius proportionales numeri 

recipiant terminum intermedium, qui proportionem in plures partes dividat. Estque major 

et minor sexta. 

II. Sexta major est consonantia imperfecta, cujus forma est in superbipartiente 

tertias in terminis 5:3. 

III. Componitur ex quarta et tertia majore, ut mediatio tam harmonica quam 

arithmetica ostendit, illa in terminis 20:15:12, haec in 5:4:3. 

IV. Continet intervalla quinque: tonos majores duos, minores totidem et semitonium 

majus. Minor est sexta majore diatona commate syntono. 

V. Species pro dispositione semitonii tres sunt: aut enim semitonium tertio ponitur 

loco in C-A, aut secundo in D et B quadrato42, aut quarto in F-D. 

VI.  Vertitur in sextam minorem in systemate per signa chromatica, quando  

inferiori et  superiori notulae apponitur. In proportionibus vero per subtractionem 

semitonii minoris. 

 

                                                
42 The original indicates B flat, “B rotundo,” but this would render a minor sixth. 
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Ninth section: On the major sixth. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The sixth is not properly a simple consonance seeing that its proportional 

numbers take an intermediary term that divides the proportion into multiple parts. And it 

is the major sixth and the minor sixth. 

II. The major sixth is an imperfect consonance whose form is in superbipartient 

tertia proportion in the terms 5:3. 

III. It is composed of the fourth and the major third, as either harmonic mediation or 

arithmetic mediation reveals, the former in the terms 20:15:12 and the latter in the terms 

5:4:3. 

IV. It contains five intervals: two major tones, as many minor tones, and a major 

semitone. It is smaller than the diatonic major sixth by the syntonic comma. 

V. There are three species according to the disposition of the semitone: either when 

the semitone is placed in the third position in C-A, or the second position in D-B natural, 

or the fourth position in F-D. 

VI. It is turned into the minor sixth on the staff by a chromatic sign, when the ♯ is 

added to the lower note, or a ♭ is added to the upper note. And in respect to proportions, 

It is turned into the minor sixth by the subtraction of the minor semitone. 
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VII. Sexta dicitur a sex sonis. Major quia majorem habet proportionem atque minor. 

Veteres nominant tonum cum diapente in numeris 27:16. 

 

Sectio decima: De sexta minore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Sexta minor est consonantia imperfecta, cujus forma est in proportione 

supertripartiente quintas in terminis 8:5. 

II. Constituitur ex tertio minore et quarta, quarum illam inferiori, hanc superiori 

recipit loco in terminis 8:6:5. 

III. Continet intervalla quinque: tonos majores duos, minorem unum et semitonia 

majora duo. Major est sexta minore diatona commate syntono. 

IV. Sextae minoris species sunt pro dispositione semitonii majoris tres. 

V. Aut enim semitonium majus habetur primo et ultimo loco in E-C, aut secundo et 

ultimo in A-F, aut primo et penultimo in B quadrato et G. 

VI. Sexta minor mutatur in majorem tam beneficio signi chromatici in systemate, 

D5 
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VII. It is called the sixth from the six sounds. It is called major because it has a larger 

proportion than the minor sixth. The old ones call it the tone plus the diapente in the 

numbers 27:16. 

 

Tenth section: On the minor sixth. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The minor sixth is an imperfect consonance whose form is in supertripartient 

quinta proportion in the terms 8:5. 

II. It is formed from the minor third and the fourth, of which the former accepts the 

lower position and the latter accepts the upper in the terms 8:6:5. 

III. It contains five intervals: two major tones, one minor tone and two major 

semitones. It is larger than the diatonic minor sixth by a syntonic comma. 

IV.  There are three species of the minor sixth according to the disposition of the 

major semitone. 

V. For the major semitone is contained either in the first and final position in E-C, or 

in the second and final position in A-F, or in the first and penultimate position in 

B natural-G. 

VI. The minor sixth is changed into the major sixth either with the help of a chromatic 

sign on the staff  

D5 
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quando  notulae superiori, vel  inferiori praeponitur, quam additionis semitonii 

minoris in proportione. 

VII. Sexta minor suavior est majori ob duo semitonia et ad movendos affectus 

accommodatior. 

  

Tantum de septem consonantiis. 

 

PLEIAS QUINTA: De dissonantiis septem. 

 

Sectio prima: De dissonantiis in genere. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Dissonantiae sunt intervalla, quorum proportiones extra numeros harmonicos 

habentur, ut sunt 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 24, 25, 80, 81. 

II. Dissonantiae quo sunt ab aequalitate remotiores, eo magis dissonant, quo vero 

viciniores, eo minus. 
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when a ♯ is placed before the higher note or a ♭ is placed before the lower note, or in 

proportion by the addition of the minor semitone. 

VII. The minor sixth is sweeter than the major sixth because of the two semitones, 

and it is more suitable for moving the affections.43 

 

So much for the seven consonances. 

 

FIFTH PLEIAS: On the seven dissonances. 

 

First section: On dissonances in general. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Dissonances are intervals the proportions of which are contained outside the 

harmonic numbers, as are 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 24, 25, 80, and 81. 

II. The more removed the dissonances are from equality, the more dissonant, and 

the closer they are, the less dissonant. 

 

                                                
43 On p. 52, Baryphonus states that, “Minor imperfect consonances are sweeter than major 

imperfect consonances, for they consist of more semitones.” This greater perfection is despite the greater 
simplicity of the major imperfect consonances in terms of proportions. The major sixth (5:3) lies in the 
senarius, while the minor sixth (8:5) is found in the octonarius. The minor sixth could be sweeter in terms 
of voice leading, i.e., closer motion, but this does not factor into Baryphonus’s explanation on p. 52. 
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III. Illius generis sunt intervalla prohibita, quae vel abundant, vel dificiunt semitonio 

minore. Hujus secunda et septima. 

IV. Secunda continet intervalla [semi]ditono44 mi- 

 

 

                                                
44 In the copy in Wolfenbüttel, the prefix “semi” is written under the printed word “ditono.” This 

prefix appears in print in the second edition. 
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III. Intervals of the former genus are prohibited, because they are either in excess of, 

or in lack of a minor semitone.45 Intervals of the latter genus are the second and the 

seventh. 

IV. The second contains the intervals smaller than the semiditone,  

                                                
45 These include the semidiatessaron, tritone, semidiapente, hyperdiapente, semidiapason, and 

hyperdiapason. See the second edition and translation, p. [247]. 
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nora ut tonum, semitonium et comma in proportione superparticulari. Septima est in 

superpartiente. 

V. Illa non solum differentiae sunt intervallorum, verum etiam ad augenda et 

diminuenda intervalla vicina plurimum faciunt. 

VI. Sunt autem septem dissonantiae: tonus major, minor semitonium majus, minus, 

comma, septima major et minor. 

VII. In scala diatona dissonantiae sunt intervalla diatessaron minora, et habentur in 

proportione superpartiente, praeter tonum, qui est in superparticulari extra 

quaternarium. 

 

Sectio secunda: De tono majore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Tonus major est dissonantia, cujus forma est in proportione sesquioctava, in 

terminis 9:8. 

II. Termini patent ex divisione tertiae majoris harmonica et arithmetica, in 45:40:36 

et 10:9:8. 

III. In duo aequalia intervalla dividi nequit ob proportionem superparticula-  
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such as the tone, the semitone, and the comma in superparticular proportion. The 

seventh is in superpartient proportion. 

V. The former are not only different classes of intervals, but they also make many 

nearby intervals through augmentation and diminution. 

VI. Moreover there are seven dissonances: the major tone, the minor tone, the major 

semitone, the minor semitone, the comma, the major seventh, and the minor seventh. 

VII. In the diatonic scale, the dissonances are smaller than the diatessaron, and are 

contained in superpartient proportion, except for the tone, which is in superparticular 

proportion outside of the quaternarius. 

 

Second section: On the major tone. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The major tone is a dissonance whose form is in sesquioctava proportion in the 

terms 9:8. 

II. The terms are clear from the division of the major third, harmonic in 45:40:36 and 

arithmetic in 10:9.8. 

III. It cannot be divided into two equal intervals, because it is in superparticular 

proportion, 
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rem, quae eiusmodi divisionem non admittit. 

IV. Unde veteres in duo inaequalia tribuerunt semitonia, majus puta et minus. 

V. Major tonus in scala syntona ascendendo sequitur semitonium majus et antecedit 

descendendo. 

VI. Major pars est tertiae majoris, et differentia, qua quinta excedit quartam, septima 

major sextam majorem, septima minor sextam minorem. 

VII. Excedit commata novem et exceditur a decim. Quidam volunt tonum, exacte 

continere commata novem, quorum quinque attribuunt semitonio majori, quatuor vero 

minori, sed a vero aberrant. 

 

Sectio tertia: De tono minore. 

 

Theoremata.  

I. Tonus minor est dissonantia, cujus forma est in proportione sesquinona in 

Terminis 10:9. 

II. Termini constant ex mediatione tertiae majoris, qua dividitur in tonos duos 

inaequales, quorum alter continetur in 
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which does not allow division of this kind. 

IV. Whence the old ones divided it into two unequal semitones, that is, major and 

minor.46 

V. In the ascending syntonic scale, the major tone follows the major semitone, and it 

precedes it in the descending syntonic scale. 

VI. It is the larger part of the major third, and the difference by which the fifth exceeds 

the fourth, the major seventh exceeds the major sixth, and the minor seventh exceeds 

the minor sixth. 

VII. It exceeds nine commas and it is exceeded by ten.47 Some desire for the tone to 

contain exactly nine commas, of which they attribute five to the major semitone and four 

to the minor semitone, but they stray from the truth. 

 

Third section: On the minor tone. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The minor tone is a dissonance whose form is in sesquinona proportion in the 

terms 10:9. 

II. The terms arise from the mediation of the major third, which is divided into two 

unequal tones, of which one is contained in 

 

                                                
46 This applies not only to Pythagoreans, but to any theorists (especially Greek theorists) who 

worked with smaller intervals that arise from the enharmonic genus. 
47 For a chart demonstrating these calculations through equiparation, see Pleias tertia, Sectio 

septima, Exemplum VI, found on p. 42 of the edition and translation. 
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proportione sesquioctava, alter vero in sesquinona. 

III. Tonum minorem hactenus musici scala diatonica diatona usi omnino ignorarunt, 

tribuerunt enim ditonum in tonos duos aequales. 

IV. Continet tonus minor semitonium majus et minus, id quod ex copulatione et 

subtractione constat, non secus ac tonus in scala diatonica diatona. 

V. Tonus minor in scala diatonica syntona sequitur majorem ascendendo, aut 

duos majores intercedit, major enim tonus majorem non sequitur. Interdum 

descendendo semitonio majori succedit. 

V. Minor pars est tertiae majoris, et differentia, qua excedit octava septimam 

minorem, sexta major quintam, quarta tertiam minorem. 

VII. Superat commata octo et superatur a novem, ut ex δια τυπώσει aequiparationis 

liquet. 
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sesquioctava [9:8] proportion, and the other is contained in sesquinona [10:9] 

proportion. 

III. Hence musicians have been altogether ignored the use of the minor tone in the 

diatonic diatonic scale, for they divided the ditone into two equal tones. 

IV. The minor tone contains a major semitone and a minor semitone, which is 

established from copulation and subtraction, not unlike the tone in the diatonic diatonic 

scale.48 

V. In the diatonic syntonic scale, the minor tone follows the major tone when 

ascending, or else it comes between two tones, for a major tone does not follow a major 

tone. When descending, sometimes it takes the place of the major semitone. 

VI. It is the smaller part of the major third, as well as the difference by which the 

octave exceeds the minor seventh, the major sixth exceeds the fifth, and the fourth 

exceeds the minor third. 

VII. It surpasses eight commas and is surpassed by nine, as is proven from a 

diatyposis of equiparation.49 

                                                
48 Baryphonus is pointing out the similar, though different, division of these two types of tone. 

Simply stated, the minor tone (10:9) divides into major and minor semitones (16:15 and 25:24 
respectively). The tone (9:8) in the diatonic scale also divides into major and minor parts, i.e., the diatonic 
major semitone (2187: 2048) and the diatonic minor semitone (256:243). See the second edition, p. [246], 
for a chart outlining this division.  

49 For a chart demonstrating these calculations through equiparation, see Pleias tertia, Sectio 
septima, Exemplum VII, found on p. 43 of the edition and translation. 
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Sectio quarta: De semitonio majore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Particula semi interdum dimidium, interdum imperfectum significat sed cum tonus 

in duo aequalia harmonice dividi nequeat. Semi hoc loco non medietatem toni, sed 

tonum non integrum significat, veluti semivocalis pro medietate vocalis non accipitur. 

II. Semitonia duo sunt, quorum alterm majus, alterum minus appellatur. Majus est  

mi, fa, per intervallum; minus in eadem clave. Hujus usus est in genere chromatico; illius 

in diatonico. 

III. Semitonium majus est dissonantia, cujus forma continetur in proportione 

sesquiquinta decima in terminis 16:15. 

IV. Termini patent si a quarta subtraxeris tertiam majorem, aut a semiditono tonum. 

V. Semitonium majus est differentia inter quartam et tertiam majorem, vel tertiam 

minorem et tonum majorem, vel sextam minorem et quintam. 

VI. Excedit quinque commata et exceditur a sex, ut ex diagrammate aequiparationis 

videre est. 
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Fourth section: On the major semitone. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The particle semi sometimes signifies half and sometimes signifies imperfect, but 

in the case of the tone, it is not possible for it to be divided harmonically into two equal 

parts. Semi in this case does not signify the mediation of the tone, but an incomplete 

tone, just as semivocalis is not taken to mean the mediation of the vocalis. 

II. There are two semitones, one of which is called major and the other is called 

minor.50 The major semitone is formed by means of the intervals mi-fa; the minor 

semitone is formed with the same notes.51 The use of the latter is in the chromatic 

genus; the use of the former is in the diatonic genus. 

III. The major semitone is a dissonance whose form is contained in sesquiquinta 

decima proportion in the terms 16:15. 

IV. The terms are clear if you subtract the major third from the fourth, or the tone 

from the semiditone. 

V.  The major semitone is the difference between the fourth and the major third, or 

the minor third and the major tone, or the minor sixth and the fifth. 

VI. It exceeds five commas and is exceeded by six, as may be seen from a diagram 

of equiparation.52 

                                                
50 There are two semitones in each the syntonic scale and the diatonic scale. Here, Baryphonus is 

referring to the two types that occur in the syntonic scale, i.e., the just semitones 16:15 and 25:24. The 
semitones in the diatonic scale are 2187:2048 and 256:243. See p. [246] in the second edition and 
translation for a chart outlining the proportions of these intervals, and Chapter 6.2 for further discussion. 

51 E.g. F-F♯; hence the distance between the chromatic semitone is 25:24 in just intonation. 
52 For a chart demonstrating these calculations through equiparation, see Pleias tertia, Sectio 

septima, Exemplum IV, found on p. 40 of the edition and translation. 
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VII. Dividitur a quibusdam in duo διαχίσµατα et harmonice et arithmetice, quorum 

alterum majus, alterum minus dicitur. Majus est in proportione sesquitricesima 31:30. 

Minus in proportione sesquitricesima prima 32:31. 

 

Sectio quinta: De semitonio minore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Semitonium minus est dissonantia cujus forma continetur in proportione 

sesquivicesima quarta in terminis 25:24. 

II. Proprie convenit generi chromatico, improprie interdum immiscetur diatonico sub 

certis quibusdam signis. 

III. Signa sunt B rotundum  cancellatum et B quadratum. B rotundum sonum 

semitonio minore deprimit, et in voce mi adhibetur.  vero eodem intervallo sonum 

intendit et ubique admittitur, ubi tertia vel sexta harmoniae est fundamento. B quadratum 

tantum in F systematis regularis, et B transpositi 
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VII. It is divided by some into two diaschismas, both harmonically and arithmetically, 

one of which is called major and the other is called minor. The major diaschisma is in 

proportion sesquitricesima, 31:30. The minor diaschisma is in proportion 

sesquitricesima prima, 32:31. 

 

Fifth section: On the minor semitone. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The minor semitone is a dissonance whose form is held in sesquivicesima quarta 

proportion in the terms 25:24. 

II. Properly, it corresponds with the chromatic genus; improperly, it is sometimes 

mixed into the diatonic genus under certain fixed signs. 

III. The signs are the round B, the cross-wise ♯, and the square B. The round B 

lowers the sound by a minor semitone, and is added to the syllable mi. And the ♯ 

stretches the sound by the same interval and is permitted everywhere that the third or 

sixth is foundation of the harmony. The square b is only found in the regular F octave 

and in the B-transposed octave  
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locum habet, quo mi et fa in semidiapente mitigetur. 

IV. Semitonium minus est differentia, qua tertia major minorem, sexta major 

minorem exsuperat. 

V. Excedit tria commata et deficit a quatuor, ut aequiparatio palam facit. 

VI. Consonantias imperfectas majores vertit in minores, et minores in majores 

beneficio  vel ; has per additionem semitonii, illas per subtractionem. 

VII. Consonantias per accidens modo auget, modo minuit. Auget quando  

superiori, aut  inferiori additur notulae. Minuit quando  inferiori et  superiori 

notulae ascribitur. Illius generis sunt tritonus, quinta superflua et octava superflua. Hujus 

vero semidiatessaron, semidiapente et semidiapason. 

 

Sectio sexta: De commate. 

 

Theoremata. 
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when the mi and fa of the semidiapente is softened.53 

IV.  The minor semitone is the difference by which the major third exceeds the minor 

third, and the major sixth exceeds the minor sixth. 

V. It exceeds three commas and is smaller than four, as equiparation makes clear.54 

VI.  It changes major imperfect consonances into minor imperfect consonances, and 

minor imperfect consonances into major imperfect consonances with the help of a ♯ 

or ♭; the latter, by the addition of a semitone; the former, by the subtraction of a 

semitone. 

VII.  In one way, it increases consonances by means of an accidental; in the other, it 

decreases them. It increases them when a ♯ is added to the upper note, or a ♭ is added 

to the lower note. It decreases them when a ♯ is ascribed to the lower note, or a ♭ is 

ascribed to the upper note. Of the former genus are the tritone, the superfluous fifth, and 

the superfluous octave. And of the latter are the semidiatessaron, the semidiapente, and 

the semidiapason. 

 

Sixth section: On the comma. 

 

Theorems. 

                                                
53 I.e., the natural sign may only occur in flattened systems (here, F with a flat or B♭) when the 

tritone is otherwise avoided. This hints at the possibility of the pure Lydian mode, but the qualifier, “The 
square B is only found in the regular F octave when…,” indicates that Lydian with a flattened fourth degree 
is the default construction. 

54 For a chart demonstrating these calculations through equiparation, see Pleias tertia, Sectio 
septima, Exemplum V, found on p. 41 of the edition and translation. 
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I. Comma est intervallum dissonum, cujus forma habetur in proportione 

sesquioctuagesima in numeris 81:80. 

II. Termini constant ex subductione sesquinonae a sesquioctava, seu toni minoris a 

majori. 

III. Est igitur differentia toni majoris et minoris, semitonii majoris syntoni et minoris 

diatoni, tertiae majoris et minoris, ut et sextae majoris et minoris syntonae et diatonae. 

IV. Interdum comma octavam, quintam, quartam, sextam et tertiam auget; interdum 

minuit. 

V. Auget octavam in terminis 81:40, quintam in 243:160, quartam in 27:20, sextam 

majorem in 27:16, sextam minorem in 81:50, tertiam majorem in 81:64, minorem in 

243:200. Minuit octavam in 160:81, quintam in 40:27, quartam in 320:243, sextam 

minorem in 128:81, tertiam majorem in 100:81, tertiam minorem in terminis 32:27. 

VI. Comma diatonum differentia est semitonii majoris et minoris diatoni in  

terminis 531441:524288. 

VII. Horum numerorum proportionem cum ratio non facile intelligat, sonum inde 

procreatum aures difficilius dijudicant. 

E 
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I. The comma is a dissonant interval whose form is held in proportion 

sesquioctuagesima in the numbers 81:80. 

II.  The terms arise from the subtraction of the sesquinona [10:9] from the 

sesquioctava [9:8], or the minor tone from the major tone. 

III. Therefore it is the difference between the major tone and the minor tone, the 

syntonic major semitone and the diatonic minor semitone, the syntonic major third and 

the diatonic major third, the syntonic minor third and the diatonic minor third, as well as 

the syntonic major sixth and the diatonic major sixth, and the syntonic minor sixth and 

the diatonic minor sixth.  

IV.  Sometimes the comma augments the octave, fifth, fourth, sixth, and third; 

sometimes it diminishes them. 

V. It augments the octave in the terms 81:41, the fifth in the terms 243:160; the 

fourth in the terms 27:20, the major sixth in the terms 27:16, the minor sixth in the terms 

81:50, the major third in the terms 81:64, and the minor third in the terms 243:200. It 

diminishes the octave in the terms 160:81, the fifth in the terms 40:27, the fourth in the 

terms 320:243, the minor sixth in the terms 128:81, the major third in the terms 100:81, 

and the minor third in the terms 32:27. 

VI.  The diatonic comma is the difference between the diatonic major semitone and 

the diatonic minor semitone in the terms 531441:524288.55 

VII. It is not easy to understand the proportion of these numbers according to reason, 

therefore it is more difficult for the ears to judge the created sound.  

E
                                                

55 The diatonic major semitone and diatonic minor semitone refer to the diesis or limma (256:243), 
and the apotome (2187:2048) respectively. 
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Plurima enim in Musicis ratione constant, et tamen sensu percipi nequeunt. 

Calvisio, exercitio 3.56 

 

Sectio septima: De septima majore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Septima nomen habet a septem sonis, quos continet, estque duplex: major et 

minor. 

II.  Septima major est dissonantia in proportione super septem partiente octavas in 

terminis 15:8. 

III. Continet intervalla sex: tonos majores tres, minores duos et semitonium majus. 

IV. Iuxta terminos intermedios comprehendit tertiam majorem, tertiam minorem, 

tonum minorem et majorem: 15 tertiam majorem 12 tertiam minorem 10 tonum minorem 

9 tonum majorem 8. 

V. Species septimae majoris duae sunt: altera, ubi semitonium majus tertio, altera 

ubi quarto recipitur loco. 

VI. Aliis diapente cum ditono dicitur. Sesqialtera enim sesquiquartae conjuncta 

 

                                                
56 This citation appears in the original as “exer. 3.” The reference is not entirely clear. It could refer 

to the third chapter of Calvisius’s Μελοποιια, the title of which is “De sonis.” The chapter discusses the 
fundamental nature of intervals, but does not address this question directly. The citation could also be in 
reference to Calvisius’s Exercitatio musica tertia, which also discusses the fundamentals of sound. See 
Seth Calvisius, Μελοποιια, sive, Melodiae condendae ratio, quam vulgo musicam poeticam vocant ex 
veris fundamentis extructa & explicata (Erfurt: Baumann, 1592) fol. C2r-C3r; and Seth Calvisius, 
Exercitatio musica tertia (Leipzig: Schürerus and Lantzenberger, 1611). 
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Indeed many things in music arise from reason, and yet are unable to be 

perceived by the senses. See Calvisius, exercise 3.57 

 

Seventh section: On the major seventh. 

 

Theorems. 

 I. The seventh takes its name from the seven sounds that it contains, and it is 

twofold: major and minor. 

II. The major seventh is a dissonance in superseptipartient octava proportion in the 

terms 15:8. 

III.  It contains six intervals: three major tones, two minor tones, and a major 

semitone. 

IV.  According to the intermediate terms, it includes a major third, a minor third, a 

minor tone, and a major tone: 15:12, major third; 12:10, minor third; 10:9; minor tone; 

9:8, major tone. 

V. There are two species of the seventh: the first, in which the major semitone is 

taken in the third position, and the second, in which the major semitone is taken in the 

fourth position. 

VI. By others, it is called the diapente plus the ditone.58 For the sesquialtera [3:2] 

combined with the sesquiquarta [5:4] 

                                                
57 Possibly Μελοποιια, Chapter 3; or Exercitatio musica tertia. 
58 This likely refers to Ancient Greeks, but not to Pythagoreans. Pythagoreans would have 

calculated the interval not using a just major third (5:4), but a ditone (81:64). Thus the Pythagorean major 
seventh would equal 243:128 rather than 15:8. 
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constituit proportionem super septem partientem octavas. 

VII. Superat sextam majorem tono et septimam minorem semitonio minore. Ab 

octava semitonio majore deficit. 

 

Sectio octava: De septima minore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Septima minor est dissonantia, cujus forma est in proportione 

superquadripartiente quintas in terminis 9:5. 

II. Termini patent, si quintae semiditonum conjunxeris, aut ab octava tonum 

minorem subduxeris, aut sextae minori tonum addideris majorem. 

III. Intervalla continet sex: tonos majores tres, minorem unum et semitonia majora 

duo. 

IV. Iuxta terminos intermedios constat tono majore, quarta et tertia minore hoc modo: 

9 tono majore 8 quarta 6 tertia minore 5. 

V. Excedit sextam minorem tono majore, deficit ab octava tono minore, a septima 

vero majore semitonio minore. 

E2 
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forms the superseptipartient octava [15:8] proportion. 

VII. It exceeds the major sixth by the tone, and the minor seventh by the minor 

semitone. It is smaller than the octave by the major semitone. 

 

Eighth section: On the minor seventh. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The minor seventh is a dissonance whose form is in superquadripartient quinta 

proportion in the terms 9:5. 

II.  The terms are clear if you join the semiditone to the fifth, or if you subtract the 

minor tone from the octave, or if you add the major tone to the minor sixth.59 

III. It contains six intervals: three major thirds, a minor tone, and two major 

semitones. 

IV. According to the intermediate terms, it forms the major tone, the fourth, and the 

minor third in this way: 9:8, major tone; 8:6, fourth, 6:5, minor third. 

V. It exceeds the minor sixth by a major tone, it is smaller than the octave by a minor 

tone, and it is smaller than the major seventh by the minor semitone. 

E2 

                                                
59 Here, semiditone is the 6:5 just minor third. 
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VI. Species pro dispositione semitonii majoris sunt quinque, aut enim secundo et 

ultimo, aut primo et penultimo, aut tertio et primo, aut secundo et penultimo, aut primo et 

antepenultimo habetur loco. 

VII. Minor dicitur, quia minore constat proportione, quam septima major. Alii vocant 

semiditonum cum diapente. Ex illis enim intervallis copulatis septima minor constituitur. 

 

Tantum de septem dissonantiis. 

 

PLEIAS SEXTA: De septem consonantiarum progressionibus. 

 

Sectio prima: De progressionibus in genere. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. In progressionibus inprimis respiciendum est ad motum consonantiarum et 

earum sedem propriam. Motus est rectus et contrarius. Rectus, quando duae voces 

simul ascendunt, vel descendunt. Contrarius, quando vocum in diversas partes abe- 
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VI. There are five species according to the disposition of the major semitone: 

namely, it is held either in the second and ultimate position, or in the first and 

penultimate position, or in the third and first position, or in the second and penultimate 

position, or in the first and antepenultimate position. 

VII. It is called minor, because it arises from a smaller proportion than the major 

seventh. Others call it the semiditone plus the diapente.60 The minor seventh is formed 

from the combination of these intervals. 

 

So much for the seven dissonances. 

 

SIXTH PLEIAS: On the seven progressions of consonances. 

 

First section: On progressions in general. 

 

Theorems. 

I. In progressions, the first thing that must be examined is the motion of the 

consonances and their proper positions. The motion is either proper or contrary. Motion 

is proper when two voices either ascend or descend together. Motion is contrary when, 

diverging into different directions, 

                                                
60 Ancient Greeks. 
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untium altera ascendit, altera descendit. Uterque fit vel gradatim, vel saltuatim. 

Gradatim, quando vox per gradum, saltuatim, quando per saltum ascendit vel descendit. 

II. Sedes consonantiarum propria est, quando in sonis inferioribus octava, in mediis 

quinta et quarta, in superioribus utraque tertia locum habent. Unde tertia in sonis 

inferioribus, et octava in superioribus sine intermediis locum non obtinet. Haec enim 

concentum hiantem, illa asperum edit. 

III. Vitanda est in paucioribus vocibus relatio non harmonica, quae harmoniam 

tristem reddit. Est autem relatio non harmonica, quando mi contra fa decussatim in 

intervallis dissonis per accidens ut tritono, semidiapente, semidiapason et octava 

superflua ponitur. In pluribus vocibus excusatur, quia pleno reliquarum vocum concentu 

ipsius ἀναρµονἰα supprimitur. 

IV. Consonantiae diversarum specierum se consequi possunt. Unde perfectae in 

imperfectas, et imperfectae in perfectas progrediuntur. 

V. Progressiones fiant maxime per consonantias viciniores. Unde octava progreditur 

in quintam et contra. Quamlibet harum tertia major aut minor, tertiam sex- 

E3
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one voice ascends and the other voice descends. Each occurs either by step or by leap. 

Motion occurs by step when the voice ascends or descends by step; motion occurs by 

leap when the voice ascends or descends by leap. 

II. The position of the consonances is proper when the octave finds its place in the 

lowest sounds, the fifth and fourth find their place in the medial sounds, and either third 

finds its place in the highest sound. Whence, without intermediary, the third does not 

occupy the lowest sound and the octave the highest. For the latter produces a gaping 

harmony, and the former produces an unrefined harmony. 

III. A dissonant relationship, which renders a sad harmony, must be avoided when 

there are fewer voices. Moreover, the relationship is dissonant when mi is placed 

against fa crosswise in dissonant intervals by an accidental, such as in the tritone, the 

semidiapente, the semidiapason, and the superfluous octave. It is excused when there 

are many voices because the dissonance is suppressed by the full harmony of the 

remaining voices. 

IV. Consonances of diverse species are able to follow themselves. Whence perfect 

consonances proceed into imperfect consonances, and imperfect consonances proceed 

into perfect consonances. 

V. Progressions are made chiefly with closer consonances. Whence the octave 

proceeds into the fifth and vice versa. The major or minor third may follow any of these, 

the sixth may follow the third,  

E3 
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ta, et vice versa sextam tertia sequitur. Quo enim magis variantur consonantiae, eo 

concentus fit gratior et delectabilior, juxta illud tritum: varietas delectat. 

VI. Voces tam in motu recto, quam contrario, quantum fieri poterit per gradus et 

saltus non adeo magnos procedant. Improbatur igitur, quando altera vox per octavam, 

quintam, quartam, sextam, altera vero per aliud intervallum saltuatim vel ascendit, vel 

descendit. 

VII. Quae hic de consonantiis simplicibus dicuntur, ea de compositis etiam sunt 

intelligenda: sub octava igitur decimaquinta et vicesima secunda, sub quinta duodecima 

et decima nona, sub quarta undecima et decima octava, sub tertia decima et decima 

septima, sub sexta decima tertia et vicesima continentur. 

 

Sectio secunda: De progressionibus consonantiarum perfectarum. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Duae vel plures consonantiae perfectae congeneres immediate sese motu 
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and vice versa, the third may follow the sixth. For the more that the consonances are 

varied, the more pleasing and enjoyable the harmony becomes according to that familiar 

saying: variety delights. 

VI. The voices proceed, whether in proper motion or in contrary motion, as much as 

it is possible by step or small leap. Thus it is condemned when one voice either ascends 

or descends by octave, fifth, fourth, or sixth, and the other voice either ascends or 

descends by another leaping interval. 

VII. That which is said here with regard to simple consonances should also be 

understood with regard to compound consonances: thus, the fifteenth and twenty-

second are contained under the octave, the twelfth and nineteenth are contained under 

the fifth, the eleventh and eighteenth are contained under the fourth, the tenth and 

seventeenth are contained under the third, and the thirteenth and twentieth are 

contained under the sixth. 

 

Second section: On progressions of perfect consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

 I.  Two or more perfect consonances of the same genus cannot immediately follow 

one another in proper motion,  
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recto, neque gradatim, neque saltuatim, neque ascendendo, neque descendendo sequi 

possunt. 

II. Perfectarum consonantiarum diversi generis sese sequentium altera vox 

gradatim, altera saltuatim progreditur, quo facilior ex perfecta minore ad majorem, et 

vicissim ex majore ad minorem fiat progressus. 

III. Perfecta major progreditur in minorem, et vice versa minor in majorem motu recto 

et contrario, quando altera vox gradatim, altera saltuatim vel ascendit, vel descendit. 

IV. A perfecta ad imperfectam progredimur, si altera vox gradatim, altera saltuatim 

moveatur. 

V. Sed si altera vox per semiditonum progreditur, tum et altera saltuatim movetur. 

VI. Ex perfectis ad imperfectas progredi non multis opus est regulis, facilior enim 

progressio est perfecti ad imperfectum, quam imperfecti ad perfectum. 

VII. Perfectam consonantiam si sequatur imperfecta, progressio fiat ut plurimum 

saltuatim. 

E4
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neither by step nor by leap, and neither ascending nor descending. 

II. For perfect consonances of different kinds following one another, one voice 

proceeds by step, and the other voice proceeds by leap, whereby the progression is 

made easier from a smaller perfect interval into a larger perfect interval, and in turn from 

a larger perfect interval into a smaller perfect interval. 

III. A larger perfect interval proceeds into a smaller perfect interval, and vice versa, a 

smaller perfect interval proceeds into a larger perfect interval by proper and contrary 

motion when one voice either ascends or descends by step and the other voice either 

ascends or descends by leap. 

IV. We progress from a perfect interval into an imperfect interval if one voice is 

moved by step and the other voice is moved by leap. 

V. But if one voice proceeds by semiditone, then the other voice is moved by leap. 

VI. To proceed from perfect intervals into imperfect intervals, few rules are needed, 

for the progression is easier from a perfect interval to an imperfect interval than from an 

imperfect interval to a perfect interval. 

VII. If an imperfect consonance follows a perfect consonance, the progression occurs 

with many leaps. 

E4 
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Sectio tertia: De progressionibus consonantiarum imperfectarum. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Ex imperfecta consonantia ad perfectam transimus vicinam, quia omne naturale 

tendit ad perfectionem, et natura non facit saltum, sed ordine et gradatim procedit. 

II. Ex imperfecta majore ad perfectam minorem progredimur, si vox superior 

saltuatim, inferior vero gradatim ascendit, aut quando superior gradatim, inferior vero 

saltuatim descendit. 

III. Ex imperfecta majore ad perfectam minorem, quando duae voces motu recto 

saltuatim vel ascendunt vel descendunt non progredimur. 

IV. Ex imperfecta minore ad perfectam majorem progredimur, quando voces motu 

recto procedunt, altera gradatim per semitonium, altera per saltum tam ascendendo 

quam descendendo. 

V. Duae aut plures consonantiae imperfectae congeneres simul ascendendo aut 

descendendo immediate sese non sequuntur. 
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Third section: On progressions of imperfect consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I. From an imperfect consonance we move to the nearby perfect consonance, for 

everything natural tends toward perfection, and nature does not do this by leap, but  

proceeds by order and step. 

II. We progress from a larger imperfect interval to a smaller perfect interval if the 

upper voice ascends by leap and the lower voice ascends by step, or when the upper 

voice descends by step and the lower voice descends by leap. 

III. We do not proceed from a larger imperfect interval to a smaller perfect interval 

when two voices either ascend or descend in proper motion by leap. 

IV. We progress from a smaller imperfect interval to a larger perfect interval when 

voices proceed by proper motion, one by step in a semitone, the other by leap, whether 

ascending or descending. 

V. Two or more imperfect consonances of the same genus do not immediately 

follow each other ascending or descending at the same time.61 

                                                
61 In strict didactic style, these progressions would create dissonant relationships between notes 

of the first interval of the progression and those of the second interval. See Chapter 6.2 for further 
discussion. 
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VI. Nulla enim vox gradatim per semitonium majus ascendit aut descendit, quod 

tamen cantum reddit et delectabilem et suavem. Et duae tertiae majores et duae sextae 

minores relationem non harmonicam in obliqua σχέσει procreant. 

VII. Ab imperfecta majore ad imperfetam minorem progredimur ascendendo et 

descendendo, modo altera vox gradatim per semitonium majus procedat. 

 

Sectio quarta: De progressionibus octavae. 

 

Octava: 

I. In octavam motu recto non progreditur. Hoc prohibet numerorum harmonicorum 

progressus, qui in serie sua naturali non continet duas proportiones duplas absque 

intermedia quadam. Non enim progreditur hoc modo, 1:2:4:8, qui progressus 

geometricus est, et dupla duplam sequitur, sed 1:2:3:4:5:6 et 8, qui harmonicus, et 

dupla non e vestigio duplam sequitur σχέσει directa, sed interrupta. Inter bi- 
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VI. Indeed no voice ascends or descends by step in a major semitone, even though it 

makes both a delightful and sweet song. Both two major thirds and two minor sixths 

create a dissonant relationship in oblique relationship.62 

VII. We progress from a larger imperfect interval to a smaller imperfect interval, 

ascending or descending, if one voice proceeds by step of a major semitone. 

 

Fourth section: On progressions of the octave. 

 

The octave: 

I. [The octave] does not progress into the octave by proper motion. This prohibits 

the progression of harmonic numbers, which in its natural series does not contain two 

dupla proportions without an intermediary. For it does not progress in this way, 1:2:4:8, 

which is a geometric progression in which dupla follows dupla, but in this way, 

1:2:3:4:5:6:8, which is a harmonic progression in which dupla does not follow on the 

footstep of dupla by direct relationship, but by an interrupted relationship. For between 

the binary 

E5 

                                                
62 Ascending by a major semitone would render the proportions of the intervals too large to 

maintain consonance, especially in succession. Two major thirds and two minor sixths in succession 
create dissonances between notes in each voice. These are strict rules for didactic purposes, however, 
and such progressions do occur in seventeenth-century style. See Chapter 6.2. 
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narium enim et quaternarium inter est ternarius, qui cum illo sesquialteram, cum hoc 

sesquitertiam constituit. Idem judicium de aliis numeris esto. Admittitur autem duarum 

octavarum progressio, quando fit loci mutatio, aut quando aliquid interponitur. Loci 

mutatio est, quando superior in inferioris, et inferior in superioris locum cedit. Et hac 

mutatione sonus non mutatur. Interdum notulae interponuntur, quo progressio fiat vel e 

sexta, vel e tertia in octavam. Interdum pausa interponitur, quae duarum octavarum 

progressionem impediat. 

II. In quintam progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto duobus modis: aut enim 

superior vox gradatim, inferior per quintam saltuatim ascendit; aut superior saltuatim per 

quintam, inferior gradatim descendit. Contrario itidem duobus modis: aut enim superior 

gradatim ascendit, inferior vero per quartam descendit; aut inferior gradatim ascendit, 

superior vero per tertiam descendit. 

 Άναρµονία oritur in motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando ambae voces 

saltuatim ascendunt, altera per quintam, altera per octavam; aut quando descendunt, 
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and the quaternary is the ternary, which with the former forms the sesquialtera [3:2] and 

with the latter forms the sesquitertia [4:3]. The same judgment shall also pertain to other 

numbers. However, a progression of two octaves is permitted when a change of position 

occurs or when another interval is interposed. A change of position occurs when the 

higher position takes that of the lower, and the lower position takes that of the higher. 

And the sound is not altered by this change. Sometimes smaller notes are interposed, 

by which the progression is made either from a sixth or from a third into an octave.63 

Sometimes a rest is interposed, which interrupts a progression of two octaves. 

II. [The octave] progresses into the fifth by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion in two ways: either the upper voice ascends by step and 

the lower voice ascends by leap of a fifth, or the upper voice descends by leap of a fifth 

and the lower voice descends by step. It progresses by contrary motion likewise in two 

ways: namely, either the upper voice ascends by step and the lower voice descends by 

a fourth, or the lower voice ascends by step and the upper voice descends by a third. 

 Dissonance arises in proper and contrary motion. It arises in proper motion when 

both voices ascend by leap, one by a fifth and the other by an octave, or when both 

voices descend  

                                                
63 According to Baryphonus, inserting shorter notes, such as semiminims, is sufficient for avoiding 

parallel octaves. Baryphonus and Grimm include a musical example in the parallel passage of the second 
edition and translation (pp. 194-195) demonstrating this technique. 
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altera per quartam, altera per octavam. Contrario, quando altera ascendit per quartam, 

altera gradatim descendit, et e contrario; aut quando altera per tertiam ascendit, altera 

vero descendit. 

III. In quartam per syncopen in clausulis formalibus progreditur. 

IV. In tertiam majorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando superior 

vox gradatim, inferior saltuatim, aut ambae saltuatim, haec per quintam, illa per tertiam 

descendunt. Contrario, quando superior vox gradatim descendit, inferior saltuatim per 

quintam ascendit; aut quando illa saltuatim descendit, haec gradatim ascendit. 

V.  In tertiam minorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto duobus modis: 

ascendente inferiore voce gradatim, superiore saltuatim per quartam; descendente 

superiore gradatim, inferiore saltuatim per quartam. Contrario, quando superior vox per 

quartam descendit, inferior per tertiam ascendit; aut quando superior per tertiam 

descendit, inferior per quartam ascendit. 
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by leap, one by a fourth and the other by an octave. It arises in contrary motion when 

one voice ascends by a fifth and the other descends by step, and the opposite, or when 

one voice ascends by a third and the other voice descends. 

III. [The octave] progresses into the fourth through syncopation in formal cadences.64 

IV. [The octave] progresses into the major third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion when the upper voice descends by step and the lower 

voice descends by leap, or when both voices descend by leap, the latter by a fifth and 

the former by a third. It progresses by contrary motion when the upper voice descends 

by step and the lower voice ascends by leap, or when the former descends by leap and 

the latter ascends by step. 

V. [The octave] progresses into the minor third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion in two ways: with the lower voice ascending by step and 

the lower voice ascending by leap of a fourth, or with the upper voice descending by 

step and the lower voice ascending by leap of a fourth. It progresses by contrary motion 

when the upper voice descends by a fourth and the lower voice ascends by a third, or 

when the upper voice descends by a third and the lower voice ascends by a fourth. 

                                                
64 This seems to contradict Baryphonus’s assertion of the consonance of the fourth; however, he 

does not explicitly state that the syncopation is dissonant, thereby avoiding the statement that the fourth is 
dissonant. 
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VI.  In sextam majorem progreditur motu contrario, quando superior vox gradatim 

descendit, inferior ascendit. 

VII. In sextam minorem άναρµονιῶς progreditur motu contrario, quando acuta vox 

sursum per quintam, gravis deorsum per gradum progreditur. 

 

Sectio quinta: De progressionibus quintae. 

 

Quinta: 

I.  In octavam progreditur motu recto et contrario, quando altera vox per saltum, 

altera vero per gradum movetur. 

II. In quintam motu recto tam ascendendo quam descendendo non progreditur. Hoc 

prohibet naturalis numerorum harmonicorum series, quae numeros recipit intermedios. 

Non enim procedit hoc modo, 4:6:9, quo 
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VI. [The octave] progresses into the major sixth by contrary motion when the upper 

voice descends by step and the lower voice ascends by step. 

VII. [The octave] progresses into the minor sixth in dissonance in contrary motion 

when the higher voice progresses up by a fifth and the lower voice progresses down by 

step. 

 

Fifth section: On progressions of the fifth. 

 

The fifth: 

I. [The fifth] progresses into the octave by proper and contrary motion when one 

voice is moved by step and the other is moved by leap. 

II. [The fifth] does not progress into the fifth by proper motion either ascending or 

descending. This prohibits the natural series of harmonic numbers, which receives 

intermediary numbers. For it does not proceed in this way, 4:6:9, wherein  
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duae quintae continuantur, sed 2:3:4:5:6, ubi inter primum et tertium numerum ternarius, 

inter tertium et quintum quinarius interponitur. 

 In quintam progressio fit per loci mutationem, aut quando notulae aut pausa 

interponuntur, ut supra in octava. 

III. In quartam progreditur in παρασκευῇ clausulae formalis. 

IV.  In tertiam majorem progreditur motu recto, quando voces descendunt, inferior 

gradatim, superior per quartam saltuatim; aut quando ambae saltuatim vel ascendunt, 

vel descendunt, altera per tertiam, altera per quintam; aut quando superior gradatim 

ascendit inferior saltuatim vel ascendit, vel descendit, maxime in πολυφωνία. 

 Άναρµονία est in motu contrario, quando superior gradatim descendit, inferior 

vero ascendit ob relationem tritoni non harmonicam. 

V.  In tertiam minorem progreditur motu recto, si ambae voces 
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two fifths are joined in succession, but in this way, 2:3:4:5:6, wherein a ternarius is 

interposed between the first and third numbers and a quinarius is interposed between 

the third and fifth numbers. 

 A progression into the fifth occurs by a change of position or when smaller notes 

or a rest is interposed as above in the octave. 

III. [The fifth] progresses into the fourth in preparation of a formal cadence. 

IV. [The fifth] progresses into the major third by proper motion when the voices 

descend, the lower by step and the upper by leap of a fourth, or when both voices either 

ascend or descend by step, one by a third and the other by a fourth, or when the upper 

voice ascends or descends by step and the lower voice either ascends or descends by 

leap, especially in polyphony. 

Dissonance occurs in contrary motion, because of the dissonant relationship of 

the tritone, when the upper descends by step and the lower voice ascends. 

V. [The fifth] progresses into the minor third by proper motion if both voices 
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saltuatim progrediantur, ascendente superiore per tertiam, inferiore vero per quintam in 

concentu plurium vocum. Quando superior vox gradatim, inferior saltuatim ascendit; aut 

quando superior saltuatim, inferior vero gradatim descendit. Motu contrario, quando 

inferior gradatim ascendit superior descendit; aut quando superior saltuatim per tertiam 

ascendit, altera per quartam descendit, et e contrario. 

VI.  In sextam majorem progreditur motu recto, quando voces saltuatim ascendunt, 

acuta per quartam, gravis per tertiam; aut quando haec gradatim descendit, illa manet 

immobilis. 

 Άναρµονία est, si acuta per tertiam et gravis per semitonium ascendat; aut 

quando haec per tertiam, illa vero per semitonium descendat ob relationem non 

harmonicam. 

VII.  In sextam minorem progreditur motu recto, quando altera vox gradatim, altera 

saltuatim vel ascendit, vel descendit. Si superior ascendit per 
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progress by leap with the upper voice ascending by a third and the lower voice 

ascending by fifth in a consort of many voices. Or when the upper voice ascends by step 

and the lower voice ascends by leap, or when the upper voice descends by leap and the 

lower voice descends by step. It progresses by contrary motion when the lower voice 

ascends by step and the upper voice descends, or when the upper voice ascends by 

leap of a third and the other voice descends by a fourth, and the opposite. 

VI. [The fifth] progresses into the major sixth by proper motion when the voices 

ascend by leap, the higher by a fifth and the lower by a third, or when the latter 

descends by step and the former remains stationary. 

Dissonance occurs, because of a dissonant relationship, if the higher voice 

ascends by a third and the lower voice ascends by a semitone, or when the latter 

descends by a third and the former descends by a semitone. 

VII. [The fifth] progresses into the minor sixth in proper motion when one voice either 

ascends or descends by step and the other voice either ascends or descends by leap. If 

the upper voice ascends by step,  
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gradum, inferior manet ἀκίνµτος. Si inferior, superior ascendit per tertiam. Si superior 

descendit per gradum, inferior descendit per tertiam. Si inferior, superior manet 

ἀκίνµτος. 

 

Sextio sexta: De progressionibus quartae 

 

Theorems. 

I. Quarta aut nuda ponitur, aut fundata. Nuda per syncopen et resolutionem. Quarta 

syncopata gradatim progreditur in tertiam majorem et minorem. 

 In quintam ob relationem tritoni non harmonicam, aut semidiapente, quae 

plerunque occurrunt, raro per syncopen progreditur. Resolutione in posteriore tactus 

parte progreditur vel in tertiam, vel in quintam. 

II. Fundata vel quintam, vel tertiam subjectam habet. 

 Si quintam, octava constituitur. Si tertia subjicitur, minor sit necesse est, non 

major. Minorem enim naturali consonantiarum serie in numeris har- 
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then the lower voice remains stationary. If the lower voice ascends by step, then the 

upper voice ascends by a third. If the upper voice descends by step, then the lower 

voice descends by a third. If the lower voice descends by step, then the upper voice 

remains stationary. 

 

Sixth section: On progressions of the fourth. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The fourth is placed either alone or it is supported. It is placed alone by 

syncopation and resolution. The syncopated fourth progresses by step into the major 

and minor third. 

Rarely does it proceed by syncopation into the fifth—or the semidiapente, which 

usually occurs—because of the dissonant relationship of the tritone. It progresses by 

resolution in the latter part of the tactus either into the third or into the fifth. 

II. When it is supported, it has either a fifth or a third placed beneath. 

If the fifth is placed beneath, the octave is formed. If the third is placed beneath, it 

is necessary for it to be minor and not major. For in the natural series of consonances, 

the minor third in the harmonic numbers  
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monicis 5:6 quarta immediate sequitur in 6:8. Tertia vero major quartae naturaliter non 

subjicitur, sed accidentaliter. In numeris enim harmonicis ditonus quartae immediate 

non praeponitur, sed interest semiditonus in terminis 5:6. 

III. Interdum tertia quartae superadditur major, id quod series numerorum 

harmonicorum naturalis demonstrat. Post quartam enim in 3:4 immediate ditonus in 4:5 

sequitur. 

 Tertia minor non superadditur, quia in numeris harmonicis quartam tertia minor 

immediate non sequitur, sed interponitur ditonus. 

IV. Tertia igitur minor quartae subjecta, et major superaddita harmoniam reddant 

bonam; sed illa superaddita, haec vero subjecta harmoniam minus gratam auditui 

efficiunt. 

V. Proinde si quarta ponenda sit nuda extra syncopem aut resolutionem, tertia major 

ipsi superaddatur, cum qua sextam majorem constituat in 20:15:12 ex mediatione 

harmonica ortis. 

VI. Saepius musici quartam continuant, maxime in descensu, quando subjectam 

habet tertiam, quam harmoniam, cum sit 
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5:6 immediately follows the fourth in 6:8. But the major third is not placed beneath 

naturally, but accidentally. For in the harmonic numbers, the ditone is not placed 

immediately before the fourth, but the semiditone in the terms 5:6 is placed between 

them. 

III. Sometimes the major third is added above the fourth as the natural series of 

harmonic numbers demonstrates. For the ditone in 4:5 follows immediately after the 

fourth in 3:4. 

 The minor third is not added above, because, in the harmonic numbers, the minor 

third does not immediately follow the fourth, rather, the ditone is interposed.65 

IV. Thus with the minor third placed beneath the fourth and the major third added 

above the fourth, it renders good harmony; but with the former added above and the 

latter placed beneath, it produces harmony less attractive for the ears. 

V. Accordingly, if the fourth is to be placed alone outside of syncopation or 

resolution, then the major third is added to it above, with which it forms the major sixth in 

20:15:12, having arisen from harmonic mediation. 

VI. Musicians often use the fourth in succession, especially when descending, when 

it has the third added below, a certain harmony which  

                                                
65 These strict rules for the arrangement of the fourth and third are based on the harmonic series 

as explained in the second edition on p. 174 and demonstrated in the table on p. 171. Baryphonus and 
Grimm follow Zarlino on this point. See Gioseffo Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint, trans. Guy Marco and 
Claude Palisca (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1968), 191-192. 
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quodammodo tristis, Itali falso bordone appellitant. 

VII. Haec autem non adeo probatur ob duas causas.  

1.  Quarta continuari nequit. Est enim consonantia perfecta, quae in aliam 

perfectam congenerem motu recto non progreditur. Quippe processus 

numeroum harmonicorum non est 9:12:16 quo tres continuantur quartae, 

sed 3:4:5:6:8, ubi quidem duae repraesentantur quartae in 3:4. et 6:8, sed 

tamen quinarius interponitur, qui cum praecedente tertiam majorem, cum 

sequente minorem constituit. Deinde quartae in quartam progressio incidit 

interdum in relationem semidiapente non harmonicam, interdum in 

tritonum vel in σχέσει priori, vel posteriori. 

2.  Quia tertia hic naturalem suam non habet sedem. Illa enim est in sonis 

acutis, non gravibus, ut ex ordine numerorum harmonicorum videre est. Si 

igitur media vox per octavam intenditur, toties quintarum ἀναρµονίαν 

habebis quoties antea quartarum continuam progressionem habuisti. 

Exemplum sit apud Orlandum in cantione 6 vocum: Quam magnificata 

sunt, ubi textus: Et stultus non intelliget haec. 

F
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the Italians call falso bordone when it is done in a certain sorrowful way. 

VII. This, however, is not given approval for two reasons. 

1.  The fourth cannot be used in succession. For it is a perfect consonance, 

which does not progress into another perfect consonance of the same 

genus in proper motion. Indeed the progress of the harmonic numbers is 

not 9:12:16, wherein three fourths are used in succession, but 3:4:5:6:8, 

wherein two fourths are indeed displayed in 3:4 and 6:8, but a quinarius is 

nevertheless interposed, which with the preceding number forms a major 

third, and with the following number forms a minor third. Furthermore the 

progression of a fourth into a fourth falls sometimes into a dissonant 

relationship, sometimes into a semidiapente and sometime into a tritone, 

either in relation to the preceding interval or in relation to the following 

interval. 

2.  Because the third does not have a natural position here. For it is in the 

higher sound, not in the lower sound, as is seen from the order of 

harmonic numbers. Thus if the middle voice is extended through the 

octave, you will have a dissonance in a continuous progression of fifths as 

many times as you previously had in a continuous progression of fourths.66 

An example occurs in Orlandus a composition for six voices: Quam 

magnificata sunt, where the text is, “Et stultus non intelliget haec.”67 

F

                                                
66 I.e., when inverted, parallel fourths become parallel fifths. 
67 See Chapter 6.2 for a discussion of this example. 
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Sectio Septima: De progressionibus tertiae majoris. 

 

Tertia major: 

I. In octavam progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando superior vox 

gradatim, inferior saltuatim ascendit. Contrario, quando superior gradum, inferior vero 

saltum observa, et vice versa; aut quando altera vox gradatim descendit, altera vero 

ascendit. Praefertur tertia major minori, ut consonantia vicinior octavae. 

Άναρµονία: Non progreditur in octavam, quando voces saltuatim vel ascendunt, 

vel descendunt; aut quando altera saltuatim, altera gradatim descendit. 

II.  In quintam progreditur, quando altera vox quiescit; aut quando ascendunt vel 

descendunt voces, altera saltu per quartam, altera gradu. 
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Seventh section: On progressions of the major third. 

 

The major third: 

I. [The major third] progresses into the octave by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion when the upper voice ascends by step and the lower voice 

ascends by leap. It progresses by contrary motion when you observe the upper voice 

moving by step and the lower voice moving by leap, or when one voice descends by 

step and the other voice ascends. The major third is preferred over the minor third so 

that the consonance is closer to the octave. 

Dissonance: It does not progress into the octave when the voices either ascend 

or descend by leap, or when one voice descends by leap and the other voice descends 

by step. 

II. [The major third] progresses into the fifth when one voice remains quiet or when 

the voices either ascend or descend, one by leap of a fourth and the other by step. 
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Άναρµονία: Non progreditur in quintam motu contrario, quando gradatim superior 

vox ascendit, inferior descendit ob οχέσιν tritoni non harmonicam. 

Harmonia aliquanto asperior editur, si tertia major progrediatur in quintam, ita ut 

motu recto voces saltuatim procedant, altera per ditoni, altera per τοῦ διὰ πέντε 

intervallum, tam ascendendo quam descendendo. 

III.  In quartam progreditur per syncopen in clausulis formalibus; aut quando seriatim 

notulae procedunt, idque in posteriore tactus parte. 

IV.  In tertiam majorem gradatim non progreditur, nisi in pleno plurium vocum 

concentu. Gignit enim relationem non harmonicam in tritono, editque harmoniam 

tristiorem.  

Quando voces per ditoni intervallum vel ascendunt, vel descendunt, tertiae 

majoris continuatio vitanda est ut plurimum in biciniis, ob relationem non harmonicam in 

octava superflua et semidiapason. 

F2
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Dissonance: It does not progress into the fifth by contrary motion when the upper 

voice ascends by step and the lower voice descends because of the dissonant 

relationship of the tritone.68 

A somewhat more unrefined harmony is brought forth if the major third 

progresses into the fifth, such that the voices proceed by proper motion by leap, whether 

ascending or descending, one voice by the interval of a ditone and the other voice by 

the interval of a diapente. 

III. [The major third] progresses into the fourth by syncopation in formal cadences or 

when the notes proceed one after another, in which case it is in the latter part of the 

tactus. 

IV. [The major third] does not progress into the major third by step, except for in a 

consort of many voices. For it produces the dissonant relationship of the tritone, and it 

brings for a more sorrowful harmony. 

When the voices either ascend or descend by the interval of a ditone, a 

succession of major thirds is for the most part to be avoided in bicinia because of the 

dissonant relationship of the superfluous octave and the semidiapason. 

F2 

                                                
68 Baryphonus’s rules apply in a strict didactic style to avoid dissonant relationships between one 

note of the first interval and another of the second interval. See Chapter 6.2 
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V.  In tertiam minorem et ascendendo et descendendo per gradus et saltus minores 

progreditur. 

VI.  In sextam majorem progreditur, quando altera vox quiescit, altera vero saltuatim 

per quartam vel ascendit, vel descendit; aut quando altera gradatim descendit, altera 

saltuatim per quartam ascendit. 

Άναρµονία: Non progreditur in sextam majorem quando voces saltuatim 

ascendunt. 

VII.  In sextam minorem progreditur motu contrario, quando altera vox gradatim 

ascendit, altera per tertiam descendit; aut quando altera satuatim ascendit, altera 

gradatim descendit. 

 

Sectio octava: De progressionibus tertiae minoris. 
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V. [The major third] progresses into the minor third both ascending and descending 

by step and by smaller leap. 

VI. [The major third] progresses into the major sixth when one voice remains quiet 

and the other voice either ascends or descends by leap of a fourth, or when one voice 

descends by step and the other voice ascends by leap of a fourth. 

Dissonance: It does not progress into the major sixth when the voices ascend by 

leap. 

VII. [The major third] progresses into the minor sixth by contrary motion when one 

voice ascends by step and the other voice descends by third, or when one voice 

ascends by leap and the other voice descends by step. 

 

Eighth section: On progressions of the minor third. 
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Tertia minor: 

I.  In octavam progreditur motu contrario, quando superior vox per quintam 

ascendit, inferior gradatim descendit; aut quando acuta gradatim descendit, gravis vero 

ascendit. 

Άναρµονία: In octavam motu recto non progreditur, quando voces saltuatim vel 

ascendunt, vel descendunt; aut quando superior descendit gradu, inferior saltu. Tendunt 

enim ad unam quasi similitudinem et identitatem. 

II.  In quintam progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, duobus modis: quando 

superior vox saltuatim, inferior gradatim ascendit; aut quando illa gradatim, haec 

saltuatim descendit. 

 Contrario, duobus modis: aut enim acuta saltuatim per quintam descendit, gravis 

vero gradatim ascendit; aut illa gradatim ascendit, haec gradatim descendit. 

Άναρµονία: 

F3
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The minor third: 

I. [The minor third] progresses into the octave by contrary motion when the upper 

voice ascends by a fifth and the lower voice descends by step or when the higher voice 

descends by step and the lower voice ascends. 

Dissonance: It does not progress into the octave by proper motion when the 

voices either ascend or descend by leap, or when the upper voice descends by step and 

the lower voice descends by leap. For they tend, as it were, toward one likeness and 

identity. 

II. [The minor third] progresses into the fifth by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion in two ways: when the upper voice ascends by leap and 

the lower voice ascends by step, or when the former descends by leap and the latter 

descends by step. 

[The minor third] progresses by contrary motion in two ways: for either the higher 

voice descends by leap of a fifth and the lower voice ascends by step, or the former 

ascends by step and the latter descends by step. 

Dissonance: 

F3
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In quintam non progreditur, quando voces saltuatim ascendunt. 

III.  In quartam transit per syncopen et resolutionem. 

IV.  In tertiam majorem motu recto progreditur et gradatim et saltuatim, et 

ascendendo et descendendo. 

V.  In tertiam minorem motu recto progreditur gradatim et ascendendo et 

descendendo. 

Άναρµονία: Saltuatim motu recto neque ascendendo, neque descendendo 

continuatur ob relationem non harmonicam semidiapente et semidiapason. 

VI.  In sextam majorem progreditur motu contrario, quando acuta vox gradatim 

ascendit, gravis saltuatim descendit; aut quando altera gradatim descendit, altera 

saltuatim ascendit. 
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It does not progress into the fifth when the voices ascend by leap. 

III. [The minor third] crosses over into the fourth by syncopation and resolution. 

IV. [The minor third] progresses into the major third by proper motion both by step 

and by leap, both ascending and descending. 

V. [The minor third] progresses into the minor third by proper motion by step both 

ascending and descending. 

Dissonance: They are not joined in succession by proper motion by leap, neither 

ascending nor descending, because of the dissonant relationship of the semidiapente 

and the semidiapason. 

VI. [The minor third] progresses into the minor sixth by contrary motion when the 

higher voice ascends by step and the lower voice descends by leap, or when one voice 

descends by step and the other voice ascends by leap. 
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VII.  In sextam majorem progreditur motu recto, quando superior vox saltuatim per 

quintam, inferior gradatim ascendit: aut quando altera manet immobilis, altera saltuatim 

per quartam ascendit aut descendit. 

 

Sectio nona: De progressionibus sextae majoris. 

 

Sexta major: 

I.  In octavam progreditur duobus modis: motu contrario, quando voces gradatim 

progrediuntur, acuta ascendendo, gravis descendendo; aut quando altera quiescit, 

altera per ditonum descendit. Et veluti quinta sequitur sextam minorem, sic octava 

sextam majorem, cui vicinior est quam minori. Et cum simile semper appetat simile, 

sexta imperfecta major appetit octavam perfectam majorem. 

F4
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VII. [The minor third] progresses into the minor sixth by proper motion when the 

upper voice ascends by leap of a fifth and the lower voice ascends by step, or when one 

voice remains stationary and the other voice ascends or descends by leap of a fourth. 

 

Ninth section: On progressions of the major sixth. 

 

The major sixth: 

I.  [The major sixth] progresses into the octave in two ways: by contrary motion 

when the voices progress by step with higher voice ascending and the lower voice 

descending, or when one voice remains quiet and the other voice descends by a ditone. 

And just as the fifth follows the minor sixth, thus the octave follows the major sixth, 

which is closer than the minor sixth. And since the similar always seeks the similar, the 

imperfect major sixth seeks the perfect major octave. 

F4
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II.  In quintam progreditur solummodo in syncope, et parasceve clausulae formalis. 

III.  In quartam non facile prgreditur. 

IV.  In tertiam majorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando altera vox 

per quintam, altera vero gradatim descendit, et vice versa. Contrario, quando inferior per 

gradum descendit, superior per quartam ascendit; aut quando haec gradatim ascendit, 

illa vero saltuatim descendit. 

V.  In tertiam minorem progreditur motu recto, quando altera vox per quintam, altera 

gradatim vel ascendit vel descendit. 

VI.  In sextam majore progreditur, quando voces gradatim vel ascendunt vel 

descendunt. 

Άναρµονία: 
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II. [The major sixth] progresses into the fifth only in syncopation and in preparation 

of a formal cadence. 

III. [The major sixth] does not easily progress into the fourth. 

IV. [The major sixth] progresses into the major third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion when one voice descends by fifth and the other voice 

descends by step, and vice versa. It progresses by contrary motion when the lower 

voice descends by step and the upper voice ascends by a fourth, or when the latter 

ascends by step and the former descends by leap. 

V. [The major sixth] progresses into the minor third by proper motion when one 

voice either ascends or descends by fifth and the other voice either ascends or 

descends by step. 

VI. [The major sixth] progresses into the major sixth when the voices either ascend 

or descend by step. 

Dissonance: 
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Si ambae per tertiam vel ascendunt vel descendunt, in relationem non harmonicam 

octavae superfluae et tritoni incidunt. 

VII.  In sextam minorem progreditur, quando voces gradatim vel ascendunt, vel 

descendunt. 

 

Sectio decima: De progressionibus sextae minoris. 

 

Sexta minor: 

I.  In octavam progreditur motu recto, quando inferior vox per semitonium majus, 

superior vero per quartam ascendit; aut quando superior per semitonium, inferior vero 

per quartam descendit. 

II.  In quintam progreditur, quando altera vox manet immobilis, altera vero gradatim 

vel ascen- 

F5
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If both voices either ascend or descend by third, they fall into the dissonant relationship 

of the superfluous octave and the tritone. 

VII. [The major sixth] progresses into the minor sixth when the voices either ascend 

or descend by step. 

 

Tenth section: On progressions of the minor sixth. 

 

The minor sixth: 

I. [The minor sixth] progresses into the octave by proper motion when the lower 

voice ascends by major semitone and the upper voice ascends by fourth or when the 

upper voice descends by semitone and the lower voice descends by fourth. 

II. [The minor sixth] progresses into the fifth when one voice remains stationary and 

the other voice either ascends 

F5 
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dit, vel descendit. Minor enim sexta propior est quintae, quam sexta major. 

III. In quartam vix ac ne vix quidem progreditur. 

IV. In tertiam majorem progreditur motu contrario, acuta voce gradatim descendente, 

gravi saltuatim ascendente; aut vice versa illa saltuatim descendente, haec vero 

gradatim ascendente. 

V.  In tertiam minorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando superior 

per quintam, inferior gradatim descendit. Contrario, quando superior gradatim ascendit, 

inferior per quartam descendit; aut quando illa per quartam ascendit, haec gradatim 

descendit. 

VI.  In sextam majorem progreditur motu recto, quando voces gradatim vel 

ascendunt, vel descendunt. 

VII.  In sextam minorem non progreditur ob relationem semi- 
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or descends by step. For the minor sixth is nearer to the fifth than the major sixth. 

III. [The minor sixth] progresses into the fourth rarely, and indeed very rarely. 

IV. [The minor sixth] progresses into the major third by contrary motion with the 

higher voice descending by step and the lower voice ascending by leap, or vice versa, 

with the former descending by leap and the latter ascending by step.  

V. [The minor sixth] progresses into the minor third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion when the upper voice descends by fifth and the lower 

voice descends by step. It progresses by contrary motion when the upper voice ascends 

by step and the lower voice descends by fourth, or when the former ascends by fourth 

and the latter descends by step. 

VI. [The minor sixth] progresses into the major sixth by proper motion when the 

voices either ascend or descend by step. 

VII. [The minor sixth] does not progress into the minor sixth because of the dissonant 

relationship 
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diapente et semidiapason non harmonicam. 

 Haec, quae alii fusius tractarunt, contractiore Minerva in medium protuli. 

Praeiverunt Iosephus Zarlinus musicus ingeniosissimus et Sethus Calbisius 

mathematicus et chronologus clarissimus. Ille mihi dux, hic magister. Illius vestigia 

sequor, hujus διδαχήν veneror. Illi beatos manes, huic longaevam vitam precor. ϑεοῦ 

σὺν παλάµᾳ peculiarem de hisce exercitationem dabo, in qua non e vulgata opinione, 

sed certis fundamentis, quaenam ad quemlibet exprimendum affectum proportiones sint 

accommodatissimae demonstrabo. 

 

PLEIAS SEPTIMA: De septem consonantiarum ad monochordum applicatione. 

 

Παρασκευὴ. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Inducantur monochordo chordae duae exacte in unisono constitutae. 

II.  Chordarum altera notetur AB, altera vero CD. 
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of the semidiapente and the semidiapason.69 

 Here we have disclosed in a more abridged weaving that which others have 

discussed more broadly. Gioseffo Zarlino, a most ingenious musician, and Seth 

Calvisius, a most illustrious mathematician and chronologer, led the way. The former 

was a guide for me, the latter a teacher. I follow the footsteps of the former; I revere the 

instruction of the latter. I pray for blessed spirits for the former; I pray for a long life for 

the latter. With the hand of God, I shall give specific practice with regard to these, in 

which, not from common opinion, but according to resolved foundations, I shall 

demonstrate to whomever it pleases the proportions that I insist are the most suitable for 

expressing affect. 

 

SEVENTH PLEIAS: On the application of the seven consonances to the monochord. 

 

Preparation. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Let two strings arranged exactly in unison be fixed on the monochord. 

II. Let one of the strings be labeled AB and the other CD. 

                                                
69 E.g., D-B♭ to E-C results in an E-B♭ semidiapente; E-C to G-E♭ results in an E-E♭ 

semidiapason. See Chapter 6.2. 
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III. Chorda AB relinquatur integra et ἄτοµος. 

IV. Chorda vero CD in tot portiones divisibilissit, quot in proportionis denominatore 

continentur unitates. 

V. Tot portionum denominatoris per magadem seiungendae sunt, quot numerator 

continet unitates. 

VI. Intervallum numeratoris per magadem seiunctum ad integram tangatur chordam. 

VII. Quo facto eiusmodi intervallum, cujusmodi numeri proportionales, chordae 

repraesentabunt. 

 

Κατασκευὴ. 

 

Applicatur monochordo hoc modo. 

I.  Octava in 2:1. 

 Chorda CD in duas partes juxta denominatoris unitates in E divisa, unam harum 

per magadem juxta numeratoris unitatem in E separa, quae ad alteram chordam AB 

pulsata octavam sonabit. Ut enim denominator in proportione dupla bis continet 

numeratorem, ita sonus gravior bis continet acutiorem harmonice, aut acutior graviorem 

arithmetice. 
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III.  Let string AB be left whole and undivided. 

IV. But let string CD be divided into as many parts as there are quantities contained 

in the denominator of the proportion. 

V. As many parts of the denominator are to be separated by the bridge as the 

numerator contains quantities. 

VI. Let the interval of the numerator having been separated by the bridge be struck to 

the undivided string. 

VII. With this having been done, the strings will exhibit an interval of like kind to the 

numbers of the proportion. 

 

Construction. 

  

It is applied to the monochord in this way. 

I. Octave in 2:1. 

 With string CD divided at E into two parts according to the quantities of the 

denominator, separate one of these by the bridge at E according to the quantity of the 

numerator, which, having been struck to the other string AB, will sound an octave. For 

as the denominator contains the numerator twice in dupla proportion, thus the lower 

sound contains twice the higher sound harmonically, or the higher sound contains twice 

the lower sound arithmetically. 
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II.  Quinta in 3:2. 

 Tribue chordam CD in tres aequales juxta proportionis sesquialterius 

denominatorem portiones, CE, EF, FD, et seiunge harum duas per magadem in F. 

Intervallum inter C et F ad alteram Chordam AB quintam sonabit. 

 

III.  Quarta in 4:3. 

 Partire chordam CD in quatuor partes aequales, CE, EF, FG, GD, et harum tres 

in G ad alteram chordam edent quartam. 
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A  B  

  E   
C   D   

     

 Octave   
 
II. Fifth in 3:2. 

 Divide string CD into three equal parts, CE, EF, and FD, according to the 

sesquialtera [3:2] proportion of the denominator, and separate two of these by the 

bridge at F. The interval between C and F will sound a fifth to the other string AB. 

A  B  

 E F  
C    D    

     

 Fifth   

 
III. Fourth in 4:3. 

Divide string CD into four equal parts, CE, EF, FG, and GD, and three of these at 

G will sound a fourth to the other string. 

A  B  

 E F G  
C     D     

     

 Fourth   
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IV.  Tertia major in 5:4. 

 Disseca chordam CD in quinque particulas aequales CE, EF, FG, GH, HD, et 

separa harum quatuor per magadem, in H. Audies ad alteram chordam AB tertiam 

majorem. 

 

V.  Tertia minor in 6:5. 

 Divide CD nervum in sex particulas aequales CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, et ID, et 

quinque harum in I disiunctae ad alteram chordam AB dabunt tertiam minorem. 

 

VI.  Sexta major in 5:3. 

 Dispesce chordam CD in partes aequales quinque CE, EF, FG, GH, HD, et tres 

in G per magadem sepositae ad chordam AB procreabunt sextam majoram. 
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IV. Major third in 5:4. 

Divide string CD into five equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, and HD, and separate 

four of these by the bridge at H. You will hear a major third to the other string AB. 

A  B  

 E F G H  
C      D      

     

 Major third   

 
V. Minor third in 6:5. 

Divide string CD into six equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, and ID, and five of 

these divided at I will yield a minor third to the other string AB. 

A  B  

 E F G H I  
C       D       

     

 Minor third   
 

VI. Major sixth in 5:3. 

Divide string CD into five equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, and HD, and three 

isolated by the bridge at G will create a major sixth to the string AB. 
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VII.  Sexta minor in 8:5. 

 Chordam CD seca in partes octo aequales CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, IK, KL, et LD, et 

quinque harum in I percussae dabunt ad alteram chordam AB sextam minorem. 

 

 

᾽Επίσαγµα. 

 

 Hac ratione omnia intervalla tam consona quam dissona, tam simplicia quam 

composita explorantur. 

 

Iesu tibi sit gloria. 
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A  B  

 E F G H  
C      D      

     

 Major sixth   

 
VII. Minor sixth in 8:5.  

Divide string CD into eight equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, IK, KL, and LD, 

and five of these struck at I will yield a minor sixth to the other string AB. 

A  B  

 E F G H I K L  
C         D         

     

 Minor sixth   

 
 

Addendum. 

All intervals, whether consonant or dissonant, whether simple or composite, are 

explored according to this reasoning. 

 

Glory be to you, Jesus. 
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Epigramma et anagrammatismus in Pleiades musicas Henrici Baryphoni, scholae 

Quedelb. musici, amici ut fratris. 

 

Musica. Amicus. 

 

Nemo negare potest Iovae quod musica munus, 

Quae recreat dulci tristia corda sono. 

Nemo negare potest, qui tractat musica plectra, 

Egregiae dignum laudis honore virum. 

Pergere perge igitur normam scrutarier artis 

Harmonicae, facies munia grata Deo. 

Pergere perge igitur teneram informare juventam,  

Sic Henrice meus semper Amicus eris. 

 

Amicitiae ergo apposuit 

 

Casparus Crugerus Wernigerodano Cherusci, 

Organista Neapolis ibididem. 
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Epigram and anagram in the musical Pleiades of Heinrich Baryphonus, musician of the 

school of Quedlinburg, friend and brother. 

 

Music. Friend. 

 

No one can deny that music is a gift from Jove, 

Which, by sound, revives sorrowful hearts to sweetness. 

No one can deny that he who draws the plectrum of music, 

Is a man of honor, worthy of extraordinary praise. 

Continue, continue to examine thoroughly the standard of the art 

Of harmony, and you will accomplish tasks pleasing to God. 

Continue, continue to shape the tender youth, 

And thus, Heinrich, you will eternally be my friend. 

 

Set down for the sake of friendship 

 

Kaspar Krüger of Wernigerode of the Cherusci. 

Organist of the Neustadt in the same place. 
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6.2 Remarks 

The didactic nature of Pleiades musicae lends to the text a language that is in 

large part clear and uncomplicated. This is especially true once one leaves the poetic 

style of the front matter, and enters the more technically oriented body of the treatise. 

There are, however, a few passages that are not entirely transparent, and require further 

unpacking. The majority these concern Baryphonus’s varied references to both 

Pythygorean tuning and just intonation, and the terminology that belongs to each 

context. The remaining matters requiring clarification center on Baryphonus’s treatment 

of the fourht as a consonance, and contrapuntal strictures, namely, the discussion in 

Pleias sexta of acceptable and prohibited progressions when writing for two voices. 

From the opening pages of Pleias prima, Baryphonus’s indebtedness to the ideas 

of the Ancient Greeks is clear. After outlining the argument between the Pythagoreans 

and the Aristoxenians about the proper function of reason and the senses, Baryphonus 

endorses reconciliatory attitude of Ptolemy.70 Nevertheless, Baryphonus cites and uses 

both Pythagorean tuning and just intonation throughout the remainder of Pleiades 

musicae, sorting out exactly which system Baryphonus is discussing can be 

cumbersome at times. Baryphonus uses two scales in the treatise. The diatonic diatonic 

scale—also called the diatonic scale—is that of the Pythagoreans, and uses only one type 

of tone (9:8) and one type of semitone (256:243, the Pythagorean minor semitone, 

which Baryphonus also calls the diesis). The diatonic syntonic scale—or the syntonic 

scale—is that of Ptolemy, and uses two types of tone (the 9:8 major tone and the 10:9 

minor tone) and one type of semitone (16:15 syntonic major semitone). Though not 

present in a scalar construction, the Pythagorean system additionally contains a major 

                                                
70 See Chapter 3.3 for discussion of this conflict and resolution. 
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semitone (2187:2048), and the just system includes a minor semitone (25:24). Thus 

there are major and minor semitones in each system: 2187:2048 and 256:243 in 

Pythagorean tuning and 16:15 and 25:24 in just intonation. Baryphonus lays out these 

systems in tabular format in the second edition, greatly easing any confusion.71 

Baryphonus’s twofold scalar system, diatonic and syntonic, is perhaps most 

confusing with reference to the interval of a major third. In a strict sense, the term ditone 

is only used to refer to the Pythagorean interval composed of two 9:8 tones in the 

proportion 81:64. In the syntonic scale, the just major third occurs in the proportion 5:4. 

The Pythagorean ditone is slightly larger than the just major third by a difference of 

81:80, the comma or sytonic comma. Baryphonus, however, uses the term ditone in 

reference to both the Pythagorean ditone and the just major third.72 That his language is 

inclusive of both meanings, rather than inconsistent, is clear from Pleias quarta, Sectio 

septima: De tertia majore, where he writes, “[The major third] is called the ditone from 

the two tones, equal in the diatonic scale, and unequal in the syntonic scale.”73 When he 

desires to differentiate between the two systems, as he does on page fourteen, he calls 

the Pythagorean interval the ditone and refers to the just interval with the proportional 

indication, sesquiquarta. Both usages of the term ditone appear throughout, as do more 

general references to both Pythagorean and just systems, but the syntonic scale and 

just intonation are the default for Baryphonus, as befits his support of Ptolemy’s 

compromise. 

                                                
71 Heinrich Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae, ed. Heinrich Grimm (Magdeburg: Johannes Franchus, 

1630), [244]-[246]. 
72 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (Halberstat: Jacobus-Arnoldus Cotenius, 1615). For examples 

in reference to the just major third, see pages 6, 17, 61, 66, and 80. For examples of the Pythagorean 
ditone, see pages 14, 16, and 53. 

73 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 54. 
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Among the “seven clear musical questions” that Baryphonus addresses in Pleias 

prima is the historically persistent issue of the consonance of the fourth. Baryphonus in 

no uncertain terms says that the fourth is to be included among the consonances, and 

that it is indeed a perfect consonance, but when addressing the use of the fourth in 

counterpoint in Pleias sexta, he treats the interval as a dissonance—even though he 

avoids calling it one outright—requiring special consideration. Baryphonus’s evidence for 

the consonance of the fourth is threefold: (1) according to reason (i.e., it belongs to the 

quaternarius of the Pythagoreans, and it is in superparticular proportion, 4:3), according 

to the senses (it sounds pleasant with other consonances), and according to the 

authority of the ancients (including Euclid, Ptolemy, Boethius, and Macrobius)74 The 

strength of these arguments comes into question in Baryphonus’s discussion of the 

fourth in contrapuntal practice. Though he does not explicitly call the fourth a 

dissonance, he says that the fourth is approached in syncopation from the octave and 

the major third, and additionally that the major third may progress into the fourth only in 

the latter part of the tactus.75 Furthermore, he limits the usage of the fourth saying that it 

can only occur by itself in syncopation and resolution or when it is supported 

harmonically by a fifth or a third.76 These are restrictions that typically apply to 

dissonances, not consonances. 

                                                
74 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 9-12. “Intervals that are contained in the Pythagorean 

quaternarius, are both consonant and perfect. For this number creates no intervals other than consonant 
and perfect. Moreover, the fourth is held in the Pythagorean quaternarius in sesquitertia proportion in the 
numbers 4:3.” And “[The fourth] is a combination of low and high sounds whose form is held in 
superparticular proportion in the first quadratic quaternarius…[The fourth] sounds in accord with intervals 
of several proportions, and with other consonances…Moreover, the fourth sounds in accord with intervals 
of several other proportions, and with added consonances it creates other consonances, of which the part 
having been added is either from harmonic or from arithmetic division. Therefore the fourth is a 
consonance.” 

75 Ibid., 75 and 83. 
76 Ibid., 79. 
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Baryphonus’s inconsistency between idealized theory and realized practice 

appears in historical treatments of the problematic interval, and indeed his self-

contradictions reflect Zarlino’s own treatment almost exactly. Zarlino defines the fourth 

as consonant according to prior authorities, to reason, and to the senses.77 In direct 

contradiction to these statements, Zarlino explicitly states that the dissonant interval of 

the fourth, and its octave equivalent the eleventh, may be used to set harsh passages in 

the text of a piece.78 Earlier in the treatise, Zarlino groups 4-3 suspensions together with 

2-3 suspensions and 7-6 suspensions.79 In the end Baryphonus, following Zarlino, 

perpetuates a conflict between theory and practice. Both Baryphonus and Zarlino state 

that the fourth is a consonance, and demonstrate this in idealized, abstracted, 

theoretical ways; however, both treat the fourth as a dissonance in contrapuntal 

instruction with regard to restrictions placed upon the interval and its use in 

suspensions/syncopations. 

In Pleias sexta, Baryphonus offers guidelines for writing two-voice counterpoint. 

He outlines how each consonant interval may progress into any of the other consonant 

                                                
77 Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint, 12-15. Of the ancients, Zarlino cites Ptolemy, Boethius, 

Cassius Dio Historicus, Euclid, Gaudentius, and Macrobius. His justification according to reason is as 
follows: “An interval heard as a perfect consonance in a harmonic combination cannot also be a 
dissonance. The diatessaron or fourth is of such a nature that, accompanied by the fifth in a harmonic 
combination, it forms a sweet and harmonious cord. It follows that it must also be a consonance outside 
the combination, that is, when standing alone.” Finally, according to the senses, he cites modern 
musicians: “If it were truly dissonant, as they say, we would not use it in our compositions. Nor would 
modern Greeks have it in their sacred part-songs which are heard here in Venice on every feast day, in 
which the diatessaron is in the lowest part without any other consonance as a base,” and “That this is 
correct may be seen from the fact that those with some musical taste have used the fourth not only as 
accompaniment to other consonances but also without support in two-voice compositions. Among these 
was Josquin, who, in the beginning of the “Et resurrexit tertia die” from the mass called “L’Homme armé” 
for four voices, uses this consonance simply and without accompaniment of any other interval in the 
lowest part.” 

78 Ibid., 234. “Dissonances may be introduced among these and treated according to the rules, for 
example a fourth or eleventh in syncopation, as examples will show.” 

79 Ibid., 97. “When the dissonance occupies the second half of the syncopated semibreve and 
forms the interval of a second against the subject, it is best followed by a third as the nearest consonance. 
The fourth is also followed by the third in similar circumstances. The seventh is followed by the sixth, 
which is closest to it.” 
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intervals, and he includes admonitions against certain types of motion that result in 

dissonant or less desirable counterpoint. Many of these prohibitions are in line with other 

pedagogical texts and with compositional models from the period, for instance, “Two or 

more perfect consonances of the same genus cannot immediately follow one another in 

proper motion.”80 But several of Baryphonus’s prescriptions seem unduly strict, and 

even contrary to stylistic practice. Among these are directions that one should not write 

parallel imperfect consonances or parallel fourths, and that the major third should not 

move by contrary motion into the perfect fifth. Examples of each of these progressions 

occur frequently in contemporary musical practice. Rather than offering a measuring 

stick by which to evaluate these compositions as faulty, Baryphonus’s prohibitions 

describe a strict didactic style of composition intended as a guideline for beginning 

composition students. 

In discussion of the use of the fourth in counterpoint, Baryphonus writes an 

extended rebuke of the Italian practice of falso bordone, in which three voices move 

together arranged with a third in between the lsower two voices, a fourth between the 

upper two voices, and a sixth between the outer voices. He gives two reasons for why 

this is not acceptable. First, the natural series of harmonic numbers (3:4:5:6:8) includes 

a major third (5:4) interposed between the two fourths (4:3 and 6:4); thus, parallel 

fourths are mathematically unnatural. Furthermore, parallel fourths may result in a 

tritone relationship. For the second argument, Baryphonus turns to invertible 

counterpoint. As he writes, if you move the middle voice up an octave, “you will have a 

dissonance in a continuous progression of fifths as many times as you previously had in 

                                                
80 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 70. 
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a continuous progression of fourths.” Thus parallel fourths are not conducive for writing 

textures that are invertible. 81 

As an example he cites Lasso’s six-voice motet, Quam magnificata sunt (see 

Figure 6.2.1).82 There is indeed a passage in falso bordone texture, but the voices are 

never inverted and there are no resulting parallel fifths. It is possible that Baryphonus 

misread one of the clefs, that he had a set of faulty parts, that he incorrectly grouped the 

voices, or that he wrote of the excerpt from memory and recalled the passage 

incorrectly. It is also possible, though unlikely, that he includes the reference not as an 

actual example, but as a hypothetical situation in which one would not be able to invert 

the upper two voices. At any rate, the example seems to counter Baryphonus’s 

argument, providing a demonstration of parallel fourths in the musical practice of one of 

the most prominent composers of the previous generation. 

 Baryphonus also argues against the use of parallel imperfect consonances. He 

writes, “Two or more imperfect consonances of the same genus do not immediately 

follow each other ascending or descending at the same time.”83 The example from 

Lasso again provides evidence to the contrary, where E♭-G moves to D-F in parallel 

minor thirds. Specifically, Baryphonus cites poor progressions created by major thirds 

and minor sixths: “Both two major thirds and two minor sixths create a dissonant 

relationship in oblique relationship.”84 The prohibited dissonance occurs not in a 

verticality, but crosswise between one note of the lower voice and the next note of the 

upper voice. For example, the major third C-E moving to D-F♯ creates an augmented  

                                                
81 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 81. 
82 Ibid. 
83 Ibid., 72. 
84 Ibid., 73. 
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FIGURE 6.2.1: Lasso, Quam magnificata sunt, mm. 34-38.85 

 

fourth between C and F♯. Likewise the minor sixth B-G moving to D-B♭ creates a 

diminished octave between B and B♭. 

Similarly, a major third should not move into a perfect fifth, according to 

Baryphonus, because of the tritone created between the voices.86 For example, F-A to 

B-E produces the tritone F-B, or F-A to E♭-B♭ creates the tritone E♭-A. Nevertheless, 

progressions of this sort occur frequently in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century style. 

Once again, an example of technique, prohibited by Baryphonus, occurs in 

Baryphonus’s chosen musical example, the excerpt from Lasso. Moving from the 

second measure of the excerpt to the third measure, there is an E♭-G to that moves to a 

D-A. There is indeed a tritone (E♭-A) between the initial note in the lower voice and the 

second note in the upper voice, but this was clearly not an issue for Lasso.  

                                                
85 Orlando di Lasso, “Quam magnificata sunt,” in The Complete Motets, vol. 3, ed. Peter Bergquist 

(Middleton, WI: A-R Editions, 2002), 93. 
86 Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), 83. 
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Thus there are several occasions of direct contradictions to Baryphonus’s strict 

rules about dissonant progressions in counterpoint. If Baryphonus was indeed working 

from a correct set of parts, then the most probable explanation for the majority of 

Baryphonus’s warnings is that Pleiades musicae is a didactic text intended for 

beginners. Lasso is able to navigate these progressions with ease, but such motions are 

better left alone by Baryphonus’s young students. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PLEIADES MUSICAE, 1630 

 

7.1 Edition and Translation 
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[i] 

Henrici Baryphoni 

PLEIADES MUSICAE 

 

Quae fundamenta musicae theoricae ex principiis mathematicis eruta, et Melopoeticae 

accuratiorem modum compendiosioremque viam hac altera sed limatiore cura et 

auctiore accessu in scenam producunt. 

 

Tum Sethi Calvisii, manu propria, Μελοποιϊα, ex veris fundamentis exstructa et 

explicata. 

 

In gratiam et usum Gymnasii Magdeburgensis publici juris factae. 

Curante et edente Henrico Grimmio musicus ibidem ordinarius Magdeburgi. 

 

Sumtibus haeredum Johanni Franci bibliopola anno M.DC.XXX 
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[i] 

By Heinrich Baryphonus 

PLEIADES OF MUSIC 

 

Which, plucked from mathematical principles, bring forth the fundamentals of music 

theory and a more refined and compendious mode for composing music, indeed this 

second treatment being more polished and more abundant in approach. 

 

Then, in his own hand, Seth Calvisius’s Μελοποιια, extracted and explicated from true 

foundations. 

 

Made in favor of public right and for the use of the Gymnasium in Magdeburg. 

Cared for and brought forth by Heinrich Grimm, musicus and in the same place 

ordinarius of Magdeburg. 

 

Taken up by the heirs of Johann Francke, bookseller, in the year 1630. 
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[ii] 

Magnificis, nobilissimis, amplissimis, consultissimis, et prudentissimis viris, 

celeberrimarum civitatum Hanseaticarum legatis spectatissimis, Magdeburgum 

ablegatis: 

 

Domino Benedicto Winclero, juris utriusque doctor, comiti palatino caesareo, et 

imperialis reipublicae Lubecensis syndico, 

Domino Henrico Wedemhoff, ejusdem reipublicae senatori, 

Domino Liborio von Line, reipublicae Bremensis senatori, 

Domino Johanni Brandt, juris utriusque licentitus et reipublicae Hamburgensis senatori, 

Domino Johanni Cammanno, juris utriusque doctor et reipublicae Brunsvicensis 

syndico, 

Domino Christiano Kegelio, juris utriusque doctor et reipublicae Hildensiensis syndico, 

 

Nec-non amplissimo consultissimo et prudentissimo viro, Domino Sigismundo Hesso, 

reiplicae Magdeburgensis praetori dignissimi. 

 

Patronis et mecoenatibus suis aetatem colendis, suspiciendis, honoris et observantiae 

ergo, submissa animi devotione, quidquid hujus libelli est, dat, dicat, dedicat Henricus 

Baryphonus. 
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[ii] 

To the most excellent, noble, distinguished, learned, and wise men, to the most 

celebrated legates of the Hanseatic cities, having been sent to Magdeburg: 

 

Lord Benedict Winkler, doctor of both civil and canon law, imperial count palatine, and 

syndic of the imperial republic of Lubeck, 

Lord Heinrich Wedemhoff, senator of the same republic, 

Lord Librorius von Line, senator of the republic of Bremen, 

Lord Johannes Brandt, licentiate of both civil and canon law and senator of the republic 

of Hamburg, 

Lord Johann Camman, doctor of both civil and canon law and syndic of the republic of 

Braunschweig,  

Lord Christian Kegel, doctor of both civil and canon law and syndic of the republic of 

Hildesheim, 

 

And certainly to the most distinguished, learned, and wise man, Lord Sigismund Hess, 

most worthy magistrate of the republic of Magdeburg. 

 

To the patrons and benefactors, their years to be cherished, admired, honored and 

observed, therefore Heinrich Baryphonus gives, devotes, and dedicates everything that 

is of this little book, put forth in a devotion of intellect. 
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[iii] 

Magnifici, nobilissimi, amplissimi, consultissimi et prudentissimi viri, patroni 

mecoenatesque colendi et suspiciendi. 

 

 Septenarium numerum ideo sacrum appellatum volunt, quod summus rerum 

omnium opifex Deus mirum in modum sit hoc delectatus, quemadmodum satis et super 

ex rebus non tantum sacris, sed naturalibus etiam et civilibus manifestum est. In rebus 

enim divinis Deus, cui admirandum et adorandum nomen septem in sancta lingua 

elementis scribitur, sabbathum primum feria septima, idque calendis Novembris 

celebravit, et postquam perfecta essent quaecunque super coelum, in coelo et inde a 

terrae centro ad convexam usque coeli apsidem ordinata extant, die septimo ab omni 

opificio porro faciendo destitit, et diem sabbathi sanctificatam sancte coli, tum propter 

humanitatem, ut filius, filia, servus, ancilla, bos, asinus, jumentum et peregrinus ab 

operibus suis diurnis feriarentur, tum propter solennem commemorationem mirificae 

liberationis ex Aegypto forti Dei manu et brachio extento 
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[iii] 

Magnificent, most noble, most distinguished, most learned, and most wise men, patrons 

and benefactors to be cherished and admired. 

 

 Because the most high God, maker of all things, is delighted by this in an 

extraordinary way, therefore they wish that the sevenfold number be called sacred, to 

the extent that it is enough and more not only by reason of sacred matters, but also by 

reason of matters natural and civil. For in divine matters concerning God—whose name, 

to be admired and adored, is written in seven elements in the holy language1—the first 

Sabbath was celebrated on the seventh holy day, and it was celebrated on the calends2 

of November, and thereafter were completed those things above heaven, springing forth 

in heaven and thence from the center of the earth arranged in an arch to the vault of 

heaven, on the seventh day he desisted from all further work of making, and he strictly 

commanded that the sanctified day of the Sabbath be cherished religiously, both on 

account of mankind—the son, the daughter, the male and female servants, the ox, the 

ass, the beast of burden, and the pilgrim, that they might rest from their daily labors—and 

on account of the solemn commemoration of the miraculous liberation from Egypt, 

achieved by the mighty hand and outstretched arm of God. 

                                                
1 The seven names of God in the halakha, a Jewish set of religious commandments,  are YHWH 

(the Tetragrammaton), El,  Eloah, Elohim, Elohai, El Shaddai, and Tzevaot. 
2 The first day of the month in the Roman calendar.  
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[iv] 

factae, severe mandavit. Deinde in historia universalis cataclysmi crebra septenarii fit 

mentio. Noachus enim, Deo sic jubente, cum omnibus pecudibus et volucribus coeli 

mundis septenis septimo die, qui XXI Novembris, arcam prius ingressus est, quam 

aquae diluvii inundationem facerent, quod factum XXIIX Novembris, anni a conditu 

mundi 1657. Mense septimo, qui nostro Aprili respondet, posteaquam resedit arca super 

uno montium Ararati. Noachus corvum, ad explorandam terrae siccitatem, ex arca, et 

hoc non reverso, septimo die columbam emittit, quam, cum indicinam fecisset 

superficiem terrae aquis nondum esse levatam, septimo die post, qui nostratibus 

vigesimus primus Augusti, iterum emisit, quo ramusculum olivae decerptum secum in 

arcam reportavit. Post alios vero septem dies, puta septimo Septembris, emissa non 

rediit. Permansit autem Noachus abhinc in arca dies quinquies septem seu triginta 

quinque, usque ad duodecimum Octobris et initium anni mundi 1658 priusquam 

operculum arcae removeret. Praeterea Deus in 
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[iv] 

Thereafter, in the account of the universal flood, mention of the septenarius is made 

repeatedly. Indeed Noah, at the command of God, entered the ark with all of the clean 

beasts and birds of the sky seven by seven on the seventh day, which was the twenty-

first of November, before the waters of the deluge caused a flood, which was done on 

the twenty-eighth of November in the year 1657 after the creation of the world.3 In the 

seventh month thereafter, which corresponds to our April, the ark came to rest upon one 

of the peaks of Mount Ararat.4 Noah sent out from the ark a raven to explore the dryness 

of the earth, and when it did not return he sent out a dove on the seventh day, which, 

when it had made a sign that the water had not yet receded from the surface of the 

earth, he sent forth again on the seventh day thereafter, which corresponds to our 

twenty-first day of August, whence it brought back to the ark a plucked branch of olives. 

But when sent out after another seven days, believed to be the seventh of September, it 

did not return. From that time, Noah remained in the ark for five times seven, or thirty-

five, days until the twelfth of October and the beginning of the year 1658 before he 

removed the covering from the ark. Furthermore, God 

                                                
3 Calculated from events in the Torah, Noah’s flood occurred ca. 1656 years after creation. This 

number, added to the year of creation itself, equals Baryphonus and Grimm’s given year for Noah’s flood, 
1657. 

4 April is the seventh month after September, which itself is the seventh month in the year 
according to the old Roman calendar. In the seventeenth century, April would not have been seven 
months after November. This must be a miscalculation. 
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 [v] 

somniis quoque et visionibus et in divinis revelationibus septenario usus est. Pharaoni 

enim secundum quietem visae sunt septem vaccae specie pulcrae et pingues carne, 

tum septem spicae assurgentes culmo uno pingues et bona forma septem annorum 

saturitatis indicia. Deinde septem specie deformes et carne tenues vaccae, et totidem 

spicem tenues Euroque adustae. Famis argumenta, quae septem illas pulcras specie et 

pingues deglutierunt, subindeque septem saturitatis annos septem famis exceperunt. Et 

Nebucadnezar in summa honorum fastigia devectus atque insolescens somnio divinitus 

perculsus didicit apud Danielem interpretem fore ut de summa gloria in sortem brutorum 

abjectissimam annos septem detrudatur. Zachariae vati in visione objicitur lychnuchus 

aureus totus, cujus lecythus supra summitates ejus fuit, et septem lucernae ejus in eo, 

septemque infundibula septem illis lucernis, quae sunt in summitate illius. Johannes 

Apostolus visiones suas, quas habuit in insula Pathmo quamplurimas, jussus est 

scribere ad septem Ecclesias Asiaticas. Vidit 

A3
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[v] 

used the senarius in dreams, and also in visions, and in divine revelations. For instance, 

while sleeping Pharaoh saw seven cows, beautiful and fat of flesh, and then seven 

heads of grain, fat and of good form rising on a single stalk, in indication of seven years 

of plenty. Then he saw seven cows, deformed and thin of flesh, and as many heads of 

grain, thin and scorched by the east wind. In evidence of the famine, those seven 

devoured the seven that were beautiful and fat, and immediately thereafter they 

received seven years of plenty and seven years of famine. And Nebuchadnezzar in the 

greatest summit of honors, carried away and becoming proud, struck down in a dream 

from heaven, learned from Daniel the interpreter that after seven years he would be 

driven from greatest glory to the fate of the most abject of beasts. In a vision to the 

prophet Zechariah was shown a lamp stand of solid gold, on the top of which was a 

vessel, and on it were seven lamps, and seven funnels were on those seven lamps, 

which were on the top of it. In his visions, a great number of which he had on the island 

of Patmos, John the Apostle was commanded to write to the seven Churches of Asia. 

And he saw 

A3 
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[vi] 

autem candelabra aurea septem, et in medio horum quendam similem filio hominis in 

dextra sua stellas septem habentem, quae septem sunt angeli septem Ecclesiarum, et 

candelabra septem sunt septem Ecclesiae. Deinde vidit ante thronum Dei septem 

lampades ardentes, quae sunt septem spiritus Dei, mox librum intus scriptum et a tergo 

obsignatum sigillis septem, et agnum aperientem septem libri siglla, cum septem 

cornibus et oculis septem, qui sunt septem illi spiritus Dei emissi in omnem terram. 

Praeterea vidit septem angelos ad nutum Dei adstantes, quibus datae sunt septem 

tubae, quibus clangerent. Ad haec Draconem magnum, rufum, septem capita 

habentem, et in capitibus suis diademata septem. Insuper bestia e mari adscendit, quae 

habebat capita septem, cui data est potestas agendi menses quadraginta duos seu 

sexies septem. Quinetiam vidit angelos septem in coelo habentes plagas septem 

ultimas excandescentiae Dei in septem phialis aureis, quas effuderunt angeli septem, 

primus in terram, secundus in mare, tertius in 
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also seven golden lamp stands, and in the midst of these a certain one like the son of 

man holding in his right hand seven stars, which are the seven angels of the seven 

Churches, and the seven lamp stands are the seven Churches. Then he saw before the 

throne of God seven burning torches, which are the seven spirits of God, and then a 

book written on the inside and outside with seven seals, and, opening the seven seals of 

the book, a lamb with seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God 

sent forth into all the earth. Thereafter he saw standing at the command of God seven 

angels, to whom were given seven trumpets, which they sounded. With these he saw a 

great, red dragon having seven heads, and on its heads, seven diadems. In addition, the 

beast ascended from the sea, which had seven heads, to whom was given the power for 

ruling for forty-two, or six times seven, months. Moreover, he saw seven angels in 

heaven holding seven final plagues of the wrath of God in seven golden vials, which the 

seven angels poured out, first onto the earth, second into the sea, third into  
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flumina et fontes aquarum, quartus in solem, quintus super thronum bestiae, sextus in 

fluvium Euphratem, septimus in aërem. Denique vidit mulierem insidentem bestiae 

habenti capita septem, quae sunt septem montes super quos mulier sedet, et septem 

reges. Caeterum fatale tempus captivitatis Babylonicae septuaginta annis divinitus 

Jeremiae, et politiae Judaicae septuaginta septimanis, quarum quaelibet septem annos 

complectitur, duraturae coelitus Danieli anno sabbathico revelatur. In ordinatione etiam 

temporum per dies, menses et annos septenarius suum habet usum. Annus enim 

septimus annus sabbathicus ex institutione divinia dicitur, quo omnis terra quiescere 

percipitur. Primus autem, occupata per Josuam Palaestina, actus est anno mundi 2506, 

et septimus indicit in primum jubilaeum annum, qui post septem septennia celebrandus 

mensis septimi die septimo, edito tubae clangore edicebatur. Septimanalia solennia 

sacra septimorum erant. Sicut enim inter dies septimus quisque festus erat et 

sabbathum dicebatur, ita in- 
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the lakes and sources of water, fourth into the sun, fifth above the throne of the beast, 

sixth into the river Euphrates, and seventh into the air. And then he saw a woman 

mounted upon the beast that had seven heads, which are the seven mountains upon 

which the woman sits, and seven kings. Revealed by the prophecy of Jeremiah, the 

remaining fated time of the captivity of Babylon shall last seventy years, and, as 

revealed by heaven to Daniel in the sabbatical year, that of the governance of the Jews 

shall last seventy weeks, each of which comprises seven years. Also regarding the 

ordering of time into days, months, and years, the septenarius has its own use. For 

instance, the seventh year, in which all the earth is perceived to be at rest, is called 

sabbatical by divine institution. Moreover, the first one was carried out in the year 2506 

of the world, with Palestine having been seized by Joshua, and the seventh one was 

declared in the first jubilee year, which is to be celebrated after seven times seven years 

on the seventh day of the seventh month, proclaimed by the rising blast of a trumpet. 

The seventh festivals of seven were sacred. Just as among the days every seventh was 

a feast day and was called the Sabbath, in this way  
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ter menses septimus quisque mensis sabbathum erat, et ejusmodi sacra vocabantur 

sabbatha sabbathorum, quibus Deo donaria offerebant. Post septem septimanas a 

Paschate die septimo mensis Sivan Pentecosten; primo septimi mensis Thisri die 

festum tubarum, quod Hebraei memoriam clangoris vocant; necnon septimo mense 

Scenopegia septem dies Judaei solenniter celebrabant; et agnus paschalis mactandus 

decimo quarto seu bis septimo die prima mensis, qui in nostribus diariis decimo quarto 

Aprilis respondet; septemque dies panes azymi comedendi et omne fermentatum 

amovendum; tandemque septimo anno servi Hebraeorum gratis manu mittendi erant. A 

rebus divinis ad naturales abimus, in quibus itidem frequens septenarii usus tam 

macrocosmi quam microcosmi respectu.5 Quod ad macrocosmum, septenarius in coelo 

septentriones duos, quos Ursam majorem et minorem apellamus; et Virgilias septem in 

dorso Tauri stellas, quae et Atlantides et Pleiades dicuntur; et stellas erraticas constituit; 

et circuli in coelo circum longitudinem 

                                                
5 Much of the following passage, pp. [viii]-[xiv], is paraphrased from Macrobius’s (5th c. CE) 

Comentarium in somnium Scipionis. See Macrobius Ambrosius Theodosius, Commentary on the Dream 
of Scipio, trans. William Harris Stahl (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990), 109-117. 
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among the months every seventh was a Sabbath, and such were called the sacred 

Sabbath of Sabbath, during which they offered gifts to God. After seven weeks of 

Easter, on the seventh day of the month of Sivan is Pentecost; on the first day of the 

seventh month, Tishrei, is the feast of the trumpets, which the Hebrews call the memory 

of the trumpet blast; and in the seventh month the Jews solemnly celebrate the Feast of 

Tabernacles for seven days; and the slaughter of the paschal lamb is on the fourteenth, 

or twice seventh, day of the first month, which in our records corresponds to the 

fourteenth of April; and unleavened bread is to be eaten for seven days and all 

leavening is to be removed; and finally, in the seventh year the slaves of the Hebrews 

were to be released freely. We pass from divine matters to natural matters, in which 

likewise occurs the frequent use of the septenarius in respect to both the macrocosm 

and the microcosm. With respect to the macrocosm, the septenarius occurs in heaven in 

the two dippers, which we call Ursa Major and Ursa Minor; and in the seven Virgilian 

Stars on the back of Taurus, which are called both the Atlantides and the Pleiades; and 

it formed the wandering stars; and there are seven orbits in heaven around the length  
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axis septem sunt, a quibus duo minimi poli appellantur. Sol quoque ipse, de quo vitam 

omnia mutuantur septimo signo vices suas in Zodiaco variat. Nam in septimo signo fit 

solstitium a bruma; in septimo bruma a solstitio; in septimo aequinoctium ab 

aequinoctio. Nec minus lunam ex planetis septimam numerus septenarius movet, 

cursumque ejus dispensat. Numerum enim XXIIX in quatuor septenos aequa sorte 

divisum ad totam Zodiaci latitudinem emetiendam remetiendamque consumit. Nam 

septem diebus ab extremitate septentrionali oblique per latum meando ad eclipticam 

pervenit; septem sequentibus diebus ab ecliptica ad imum australe delabitur; septem 

aliis rursus ad medium obliquata conscendit; ultimis septem septentrionali redditur 

summitati. Ita quater septenis diebus omnem Zodiaci et longitudinem et latitudinem 

circum perque discurrit, et duodetricesimo, ex quo vestigio profecta erat, eodem redit. 

Insuper oceanus quoque in affluxu et refluxu suo hunc numerum observat. Nam primo 

nascentis lunae die fit aestuosior 
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of the axis by which the two lesser poles are named. The sun also, from which all life is 

obtained, changes its course by means of the seven signs in the Zodiac. For in the 

seventh sign the summer solstice comes from the winter solstice; in the seventh sign the 

winter solstice comes from the summer solstice; in the seventh sign the equinox comes 

from the equinox. No less does the septenary number move the seventh moon 

according to planets, and arrange its course. Indeed the number twenty-eight divided 

equally into four times seven consumes the entire width, traversal, and reversal of the 

Zodiac. For in seven days it arrives from the extreme of the northern region, passing 

obliquely through the width to the ecliptic; following seven days it descends from the 

ecliptic to the bottommost of the southern region; after seven more days it ascends 

again obliquely to the medius; in the last seven days it is returned to the highest point of 

the northern region. Thus in four times seven days it roams around and through all of 

the length and width of the Zodiac, and in twenty-eight days it returns to the same point 

from which it proceeded. Moreover, the ocean also observes this number in rising and 

falling. For on the first day of the birth of the moon it is more seething  
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solito, minuitur paulisper secundo, minorem videt tertius quam secundus, et ita 

decrescendo ad diem septimum pervenit. Rursus octavus dies manet septimo par, et 

nonus sexto, decimus quinto, et undecimus quarto, tertio quoque duodecimus et tertius 

decimus secundo, et quartus decimus primo. Tertia vero hebdomas eadem facit quae 

prima; quarta eadem quae secunda. Largius igitur mare exundat Luna nova aut plena: 

contia eadem dividua minus fervet. Ad hoc felices etiam in mari dies, a ventis qui 

silescunt omnino, halcedonia dicti, a Samio Demagora septem, ab aliis vero 

quatuordecim, ut septem intelligantur ante exclusum faetum totidemque post, 

numerantur. 

 A macrocosmo ad microcosmum pervenimus, in quo magna quoque vis est 

septenarii, quae consideratur ut plurimum in hominis generatione et partu. In 

generatione respectu conceptionis, Hippocrates septiduum perfectae conceptionis 

notam esse affirmat. Nam semine semel debito modo intra hominis formandi monetam 

locato, hoc primum artifex natura molitur, et die septimo folliculo quodam 
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than is usual, it is reduced somewhat on the second day, it appears smaller on the third 

day than on the second, and decreasing in this way it arrives on the seventh day. Again 

the eighth day is equal to the seventh, and the ninth is equal to the sixth, the tenth is 

equal to the fifth, and the eleventh is equal to the fourth, the twelfth also is equal to the 

third, and the thirteenth is equal to the second, and the fourteenth is equal to the first. 

Indeed the third week does the same as the first; the fourth week does the same as the 

second. Therefore the sea expands larger at the new or full moon; likewise it is less 

raging when the pole is divided. Accordingly, the favorable days in the sea, in which the 

winds grow completely quiet, called halcyon days, are numbered seven by Demagoras 

of Samos, but fourteen by others, such that it is understood that seven are before the 

hatching of the offspring and as many are after.6 

We arrive from the macrocosm to the microcosm, in which there is also great 

power for the septenarius, which is considered to be greatest with respect to the 

procreation and birth of man. In procreation with respect to conception, Hippocrates 

affirms that the ides of September are known to be perfect for conception. For with a 

seed given once in this way, having been placed within the mint of man, this first sets in 

motion the artist of nature, and on the seventh day it is enveloped  

                                                
6 “Alcyone,” in A Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography and mythology, ed. William Smith, vol. 

1 (Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1867), 108. According to Ovid and Virgil, the halcyon days are the seven 
days before and after the shortest day of the year when the halcyon bird breeds and the winds at sea 
were calm. They are named after Alcyone—the daughter of Aeolus and Enarete or Aegiale, not the Pleias—
, who cast herself into the sea upon learning of her husband’s death. The Gods turned them both into 
birds, the halcyon or kingfisher. 
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genuino circumdat. In generatione respectu formationis distincti aliquot gradus sunt. 

Prima enim septimana a conceptione fit levis principalium membrorum adumbratio. 

Secunda fit inchoatio humani opificii. Tertia dat perspicuam corporis delineationem. Tres 

septimanae sequentes omnia membra articulata elaborant. Hippocrates dicit ad 

figurationem dies triginta quinque, ad motum septuaginta, ad perfectionem ducentos et 

decem requiri. In partu septenarii quoque vis est observata, quod ante septimum 

mensem neque masculus, neque foemella salubriter ac secundum naturam nasci 

possit. Qui vero justissime in utero sunt, vitalem ac salutarem hujus aurae spiritum 

ducentesimo septuagesimo tertio die, absoluta humani corporis fabrica, hauriunt, cujus 

tam intima quam extima membra numeri septenarii ratione, teste Macrobio, consurgunt. 

Septem enim sunt intra hominem, quae a Graecis nigra membra vocantur: lingua, cor, 

pulmo, jecur, lien, et renes duo. Septem alia cum venis et meatibus, quae singulis 

adjacent ad cibum et 
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by a certain true sack. In procreation with respect to formation, there are several distinct 

stages. For instance, in the first week from conception there is a slight outlining of the 

principal organs. In the second week there is the establishment of human workings. The 

third week gives a clear delineation of the body. Three weeks thereafter all of the 

articulated limbs function. Hippocrates said that thirty-five days are required for 

formation, seventy days are required for movement, and two hundred and ten days are 

required for completion. With respect to birthing, the power of the septenarius is also 

observed, for before seven months neither male nor female is able to be both with good 

health and according to nature. But according to Macrobius, those who are formed 

properly in the womb, able to survive and healthy, draw breath from this air on the two 

hundred and seventy-third day with completed construction of the human body, of which 

both the interior and exterior organs are in proportion of the septenary number. For 

instance, within man there are seven organs that are called the black organs by the 

Greeks: the tongue, the heart, the lungs, the liver, the spleen, and the two kidneys. 

There are seven others with blood vessels and ducts, each of which are adjacent and 

are designed for the passing of food and  
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spiritus reciprocationem destinata: guttur, stomachus, alvus, versica et intestina 

principalia tria, dissipium, quod ventrem et caetera intestina secernit, mesenterium et 

hira Graecis νῆσις. Septem gradus in corpore, qui dimensionem altitudinis ab imo in 

superficiem complent: medulla, os, nervus, vena, arteria, caro, cutis. Septem in aperto 

sunt corporis partes: caput, pectus, manusque pedesque et venter. Septem compagibus 

juncta sunt, quae dividuntur, ut in manibus est humerus, brachium, cubitus, vola et 

digitorum nodi terni; in pedibus femur, genu, tibia, pes ipse, sub quo vola est, et 

digitorum similiter nodi terni. Septem foraminibus natura sensuum ministeria in capite 

velut in arce constitutorum conficit, oris, deinde oculorum, narium, aurium binis. Septem 

nervorum paria a cerebro originem suam ducunt, et partim ad sensuum organa 

deferuntur, partim in alia membra sparguntur. Septem motibus omne corpus agitatur, 

aut enim accessio fit, aut recessio, aut in sinistram dextramve deflexio, aut sursum quis 

aut deorsum movetur, aut in 
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air: the throat, the stomach, the bowels, the three principal entrails and intestines, the 

dissipium, which separates the stomach and the rest of the intestines, the mesentery, 

and the hira, which is called the small island by the Greeks. The seven intervals in the 

body that complete the measurement of depth from the interior to the surface are: the 

marrow, the bone, the muscle, the vein, the artery, the flesh, and the skin.7 There are 

seven parts in the exterior of the body: the head, the chest, the hands and feet, and the 

trunk. Those parts that are divided are united by seven joints, as it is in the hands, the 

upper arm, the lower arm, the elbow, the palm, and the three joints of the fingers; and in 

the feet, the thigh, the knee, the shin, the feet themselves under which is the sole, and 

likewise the three joints of the toes. Nature performs the employment of the senses in 

the head, just as that of the organizers in the citadel, through seven openings: of the 

mouth, then of the eyes, of the nose, and of the two ears. Seven pairs of nerves lead 

from the brain, its point of origin, and in part they flow from the organ to the senses, and 

in part they convey to the other members. It causes the seven movements of the whole 

body, whether approach occurs, or reversal, or turning to the left or to the right, or it is 

moved either up or down, or it 

                                                
7 Macrobius, Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, 116. Stahl translates gradus as “tissues,” while 

I have taken a more literal interpretation, i.e., “intervals.” 
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orbem rotatur. His accedit, quod septem horas requirit somnus naturalis, tantisper enim 

somno indulgendum est, donec assumti cibi recte sint concocti, quod ut plurimum 

septem horarum spatio fieri solet. Post partum aetates hominum per septenarium suas 

recipiunt mutationes in diebus et mensibus. Recens enim natos numerus septenarius 

probat. Nam plurimos eorum, qui vitales non sunt, ante septimum diem interire, indeque 

fieri, ut nomina septimo die imponantur, tanquam saluti pueri iam magis credendum 

Aristoteles asserit. Et hanc ob causam Hebraeorum pueris ex Dei mandato octave die 

circumcisis nomina imponebantur. In adultis etiam hominibus vita, teste Hippocrate, est 

septem dierum, quemadmodum enim sine haustu spiritus ultra horas septem: sic sine 

cibi ultra totidem dies vita non durat, jejuno intestino in his diebus concreto. Infans 

etiam, ut vult Macrobius, post dies septem reliquias umbilici abjicit, et post bis septem 

incipit visum ad lucem objectam movere, et post septies septem libere totam faciem ad 

singulos vi- 
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is rotated in a circle. Adding to these, moreover, natural sleep requires seven hours, for 

sleep is to be granted for so long until food eaten becomes digested properly, which for 

the most part is usually done in a space of seven hours. After birth, the stages of man 

undertake their changes in days and months according to the septenarius. For instance, 

the septenary number recognizes the newly born as worthy. For many of them who are 

not able to survive die before the seventh day, and from that point it is customary that 

the name is imposed on the seventh day, as Aristotle asserts that the health of the child 

is more assured at this point. And for this reason, by the command of God, names were 

imposed on the eighth day to the circumcised boys of the Hebrews. According to 

Hippocrates, the life of adult man, too, exists for seven days, for just as life does not 

endure without drawing breath beyond seven hours, thus life does not endure without 

food beyond as many days, the fasting internal organs becoming hard in these days. For 

instance, as Macrobius believes, the infant casts off the remains of the umbilical cord 

after seven days, and after twice seven days it begins to move its vision toward light 

having been cast, and after seven times seven days it turns its entire face toward 

individual  
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dendorum motus vertit. Post septem menses dentire incipit, septenique ex utraque parte 

dentes erumpunt, et post bis septem sedet sine ullo casus timore, post ter septem 

sonus ejus in verba prorumpit, et post quater septem stat firmiter et incedit. Tota etiam 

vita hominum septenniis numeratur. Post septimum enim quemque annum articulos 

quosdam, et in his novi aliquid naturam ostendere Censorinus autor est. Anno aetatis 

septimo seu primo aetatis septennio priores dentes cedendo aliis aptioribus ad cibum 

solidum enascentibus, excidunt, et integritas loquendi plane absolvitur, unde et septem 

vocales Graecorum literae natura dicuntur inventae. Anno decimo quarto seu secundo 

septennio homo pubescit. Vigesimo primo seu tertio septennio adolescit in logitudinem, 

qui modus adolescendi est septem pedum, quam nullum hominem excedere posse 

longitudinem scribit Solinus. Vicesimo octavo seu quarto septennio adolescit in 

latitudinem. Tricesimo quinto seu quinto septennio adulto est robore corporis, neque 

accrementum, 
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movements that may be seen. After seven months it begins to cut teeth, and seven 

teeth break forth from each side, and after two times seven months it sits without any 

fear of falling, after three times seven months it's sound rushes out in words, and after 

four times seven months it stands firmly and walks. Likewise, the whole life of man is 

numbered according to sevens. For instance, after certain points of time every the 

seventh year, and, according to the author Censorinus, in these there is the character of 

something new to show.8 In the seventh year of life, or in the first septenarius of life, the 

first teeth from birth fall out, yielding to others more suitable to solid food, and the 

soundness of speech is plainly finished, and whence the seven sonorous sounds of the 

alphabet of the Greeks invented by nature are named. In the fourteenth year, or in the 

second septenarius, man reaches maturity. In the twenty-first year, or in the third 

septenarius, man matures in length, for which the measure of maturation is seven feet, 

which, Solinus writes, no man is able to exceed in length.9 In the twenty-eighth year, or 

the fourth senarius, man matures in width. In the thirty-fifth year, or in the fifth 

septenarius, being fully-grown, man is sturdy of body, neither can take increase  

                                                
8 Quoted from Censorinus. See Censorinus, De die natali, ed. Fridericus Hultsch (Leipzig: 

Teubner, 1867), 25. 
9 Baryphonus and Grimm’s knowledge of Solon (Athenian statesmen, 7th-6th cc. BCE) likely 

comes from Censorinus’s De die natali, which contains numerous references to him. 
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neque decrementum capit. Quadragesimo secundo seu sexto septennio adulto est 

judicio. Quadragesimo nono seu septimo septennio adulta est, quacunque praeditus 

esse fortuna potuit. A septimo septennio fit declinatio, ita ut paulatim et dentes, et pili, et 

longitudo, et latitudo, et robur, et judicium, et sensus deficiant. Proinde in hac annorum 

serie a militiae laboribus esse feriatis licebat. Plato et cum eo Galenus asserunt morbos 

etiam suas habere aetates aetatibus hominum similes atque suos etiam naturales fines. 

Unde morborum acutorum dies decretorii sunt praecipui septimus et decimus quartus, 

quibus vel exitii vel salutis notae apparent, unde κρἰσιµοι ἢ κριτικοὶ dicti fuerunt. Horum 

causa ratioque in lunae motum a plerisque refertur, quod illa septimo quovis die ad 

signum illi contrarium, quod tenuit inchoante morbo, decimo quarto vero ad oppositum 

signum deferatur, ubi in ipsis pene articulis dierum septimorum accidunt in aegris 

subitae morborum conversiones, quae aut aegros opprimunt, aut morbos profligant. 

Vitae productiones decretorios suos pluri- 
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nor decrease. In the forty-second year, or in the sixth septenarius, man is fully-grown 

according to judgment. In the forty-ninth year, or in the seventh septenarius, woman is 

fully grown, and she could be endowed with a fortune by any means. Decline occurs 

from the seventh septenarius, so that teeth, hair, length, width, strength, judgment, and 

the senses gradually grow weak. According to the same manner, in this series of years, 

rest from military service is to be allowed. According to the same manner, in this series 

of years rest from labor in the military was to be allowed. Plato and, with him, Galen 

assert that diseases likewise hold their ages, and also their own natural ends, similar to 

the ages of man. Whence the critical days of acute sicknesses are the seventh and 

fourteenth in particular, in which the signs either of ruin or of health are apparent, 

whence they were called decisive or critical. The cause and reason for these is credited 

by most to the motion of the moon, because it is carried in any given seventh day to its 

opposite sign, which represents the beginning of illness, but on the fourteenth day it is 

carried to the opposite sign when, exactly in periods of seven days, sudden changes of 

illness occur in patients, or they overthrow the illness. For most people, productions of 

life have their own  
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mis communes habent annos, quos philosophi climactericos seu scalares vocant, quod 

vitam hominis quasi per gradus quosdam agant. Horum septem, quos hebdomaticos 

vocant, gravia semper hominibus indicunt pericula, in primis quadragesimus nonus, 

verum graviora multo annus sexagesimus tertius. Quippe in multa hominum memoria 

observatum senibus aut fatalem plerumque hunc, aut alioquin periculosum evenire. Sed 

missis rebus physicis, ut tempus redimamus, cujus summa apud eruditos solet esse 

parcitas, brevibus septenarii usus in rebus civilibus et historiis persequemur. Septem 

testes in confirmandis testamentis causisque arduis requiruntur. Unde septenarius 

juramenti numerus apud Judaeos, quibus jurare est, quasi per septem obtestari. Unde 

Abrahamus cum Abimelecho foedus feriens septem in rei testimonium agnas statuit. 

Deinde septem principes electores in Persia, cum de forma gubernationis et optimo 

reipublicae statu sententias suas contulissent, in qua deliberatione cum hic ἰσονοµίαν 

sua- 
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common critical years, which the philosophers call the climactic or scalar years, 

because they drive the life of man, as it were, through certain stages. Seven of these, 

which they call the hebdomaticus, always impose serious danger for man, foremost is 

the forty-ninth year, but much more serious is the sixty-third year. As one may see in the 

many observed records of mankind, this is often either fatal or otherwise dangerous to 

happen to the aged. But dismissing physical matters, of which frugality is usually 

considered the highest among the learned, in order for us to recover time, in short we 

shall pursue the use of the septenarius in civil and historical matters. Seven witnesses 

are required in the confirmation of testaments and difficult trials. Whence among the 

Jews the septenary number is required for an oath that is to be sworn, just as it is 

required that seven be called to witness. Whence Abraham, striking a treaty with 

Abimelech, decided upon seven ewes in testimony thereof. Next are the seven principal 

electors in Persia, when they had conferred about the form of governing and the about 

the most proper state for the republic—in the deliberation of which one urged for equal 

distribution,  
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deret, ille ἀριςοκρατίαν, ista µοναρχίαν reipublicae utilissimam fore censeret, Darium 

Hystaspis filium Regem elegerunt. Accedunt his septem Sacri Romani Imperii principes, 

penes quos potestas eligendi Imperatorem Romanum, quo sensu et septemviri et 

electores dicuntur, septemque sunt actus in coronando caesare solennes. Porro septem 

miracula mundi septem fuerunt aedificia in toto terrarum orbe famigeratissima, quae 

propter operis magnitudinem et sumptus incredibiles miraculi instar extitere. Inter haec 

connumerantur Dianae in primis Ephesiae Templum, quod veram magnificentiae 

admirationem praebuit, a tota Asia ducentis et viginti annis; in solo palustri, ne terrae 

motum sentiret, aut hiatus timeret, constructum est; cujus longitudo erat 

quadringentorum et viginti quinque pedum, latitudo ducentorum et viginti, columnae in 

eo centum et viginti septem, a singulis regibus factae sexaginta pedum altitudine, ex 

quibus triginta sex erant celatae. Summa miracula epistylia tantae molis attolli potuisse. 

Proximum Mausolaeum, quod Artemisia 
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another recommended an aristocracy, and another recommended that a monarchy 

would be the most advantageous for the republic—they chose Darius Hystapes, the son 

of the king. Added to these are the seven princes of the Holy Roman Empire, to whom 

belong the power to choose the Roman Emperor, in which sense the are called both the 

seven men and the electors, and there are seven solemn acts in the crowning of the 

emperor. Hereafter, the seven wonders of the world were the seven most famous 

buildings in the whole earth, which, because of the greatness of the work and of the 

incredible cost, stood forth like a miracle. Among these were included, in the first place, 

the Temple of Diana at Ephesus, which produced true admiration of magnificence from 

all of Asia for two hundred and twenty years; it was constructed in marshy ground so 

that it would not feel the movement of the earth or dread the fissures; its length was four 

hundred and twenty-five feet, and width was two hundred and twenty feet, and in it were 

one hundred and twenty-seven columns, sixty feet in height, each made by a single 

king, of which thirty-six were decorated. The greatest wonders are the epistyles, so 

great of size, yet able to be raised.10 Next to this was the Mausoleum, which Artemisia  
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10 In architecture, an epistyle is a crossbeam beam that rests on the tops of columns.  
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defuncto marito erexit, viginti quinque cubitos altum, cingebatur columnis sex et triginta, 

continebatque toto circuitu pedes quadringentos et undecim. Ipsum ab oriente celavit 

Scopas, a Septentrione Brias, a meridie Timotheus ab occasu Leocares. Ab hoc 

Colossus Solis septuaginta cubitos altus postque quinquagesimum sextum annum 

terrae motu prostratus jacens miraculo quoque fuit. Deinde Jovis Olympici Simulacrum, 

quod Phidias Atheniensis ex ebore et auro, sed ex aere signa fecit. Ad haec Muros 

Babylonis Semiramis excitavit coctilibus laterculis et bitumine ferruminatis ducentum 

pedum altitudine, latitudine vero quinquagenum, qui turres trecentos haberent. 

Quinetiam Pyramides Aegypti lapideae inferne quadratae, sursum vero acutae, 

pecuniae otiosa ac stulta ostentatio, omnium amplissima ex Arabicis lapicidinis 

constabat, quam trecenta sexaginta millia hominum annis viginti construxisse dicuntur. 

Tandem Obeliscus Semiramidis centum et quinquaginta pedum longitudine, latitudine 

vero quatuor et viginti constabat. Huic proximum est, quod urbium regi- 
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erected for her dead husband, twenty-five cubits high, surrounded by thirty-six columns, 

and containing a total circumference of four hundred and eleven feet. It was even 

decorated by Scopas on the east, by Bryaxis on the north, by Timotheus on the south, 

and by Leochares on the west. Following this one, the Colossus of the Sun was seventy 

cubits high, and after fifty-six years it was lying in ruins, the wonder having been 

knocked over by an earthquake. After that was the Statue of Jove at Olympia, which 

Phidias of Athens made from ivory and gold, with devices of bronze. With these were 

the Walls of Babylon, erected by Semiramis with baked bricks and cemented pitch, two 

hundred feet in height and fifty feet wide, which had three towers. Additionally there 

were the Pyramids of Egypt, with bases of squared stone but rising to a point, idle 

properties and foolish ostentation, the largest of everything erected by the Arabic 

stonemasons, which three hundred and sixty thousand people are said to have built 

over twenty years. Finally, the Obelisk of Semiramidis stood one hundred and fifty feet 

and length and twenty-four feet in width. Next to this is Rome, queen of cities,  
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na Roma septem montes in complexu suo habuit, qui sunt Capitolinus, Aventinus, 

Palatinus, Coelius, Exquilinus, Viminalis et Quirinalis. In horum memoriam 

Septimontium Festum agere Romani caeperunt, cum septimus collis urbi additus foret. 

Fiebat autem illud tertio Idus Decembris in septem urbis locis, Palatio, Suburra, Velia, 

Fagurali, Coelio, Oppioet Cespio, eoque die per urbem vehiculis ferri piaculum erat. Illud 

quoque silentio praetereundum non est, periodis fatalibus imperia divinitus esse 

circumscripta. Testantur enim historiarum monumenta a prima rerum antiquitate 

repetita, regna et reipublicas potentiores septenario ut plurimum floruisse: multa 

defecisse et in ipso pene septenariorum articulo, aut aliquanto ante mutationes 

incidisse, quibus vel eversa, vel funditus deleta, vel alio translata desierunt, vel in 

novam formam commutata sunt. Hoc ut illustrius adhuc fiat, et vel noctuarum oculis 

pervium, per exempla quae τῶν λόγων ὅµηροι aliquot ibimus. XVI dynastia Pastorum 

Regum Aegypti annos 518 seu 74 septennia. XIIX Diospolitarum Regum Aegypti XVI  
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which had seven hills in its compass, which are the Capitoline, the Aventine, the 

Palatine, the Caelian, Esquiline, Viminal, and Quirinal. In memory of these seven hills, 

the Romans established a Feast on the occasion of the seven hills being added to the 

city. Moreover, this was done on the third day after the ides of December in seven 

locations throughout the city, the Palatine Hill, the Suburra Valley, the Velian Hill, 

Fagutal Hill, the Caelian Hill, the Oppian Hill, and the Cespian hill, and on the same day 

an offering was to be carried through the city by a carriage. And it must not be passed 

by in silence that empires are divinely circumscribed by fated periods. For instance, the 

first records of histories bear witness to the repetition of events in antiquity, powerful 

kingdoms and republics flourished for the most part according to the septenarius; many 

failed either in the very moment of septenariuses, or fell at some point before exchanges 

of septenariuses, in which they ceased, either destroyed, or completely annihilated, or 

given over to another, or they were altered wholly into a new form. So that this may be 

made clearer still, and indeed more accessible to the eyes of those who study by night, 

we traverse through several examples that are assurances of accounts.11 The sixteenth 

dynasty of the Kings of the Shepherds of Egypt endured five hundred and eighteen 

years, or seventy-four times seven years. The eighteenth dynasty of the sixteen 

Diospolitan Kings of Egypt  
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11 “Those who study by night” translates literally as “night owls.” 
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annos 287 seu 41 septennia. XX Diospolistarum Regum Aegypti XII, septennia 18. XXII 

Regum Aegypti IIX, qui Persae fuerunt 16 septennia. XXXI Regum Aegypti, qui itidem 

Persae, septennia tria. XXXII Regum Aegypti XII, qui Macedones, annos 301, seu 43 

septennia duravit. Dynastia in oriente Assyriorum Regum XLI annos 1484, qui 212 

septennia constituunt. Sed Macedonum Regum XIX 34 septennia duravit. Dynastia II 

Atheniensium Archonton, quorum primus Medon annos 315 seu 45 septennia floruit. In 

dynastia I Corinthiorum Sisiphidarum Regum anni a primis Isthimiis 259 seu 37 

septenaria. In V vero Cypselidarum Regum septennia 10 colliguntur. Dynastiae Regum 

Macedoniae a Carano Heraclida ad Persei usque exitum colliguntur anni 644 seu 97 

septennia. Periodus duarum dynastiarum Latinorum aborigenum V et Aeneadarum XVI 

regum est annorum 574, qui 82 septennia continent. Dynastia Consulum sub republica 

continet annos a regifugio et primis Consulibus ad tribunos militum consulari potestate, 

119, seu septennia 17. A tribunis militum  
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endured two hundred and eighty-seven years, or forty-one times seven years. The 

twentieth dynasty of the twelve Diospolitan Kings of Egypt endured eighteen times 

seven years. The twenty-second dynasty of the twelve Kings of Egypt who were Persian 

endured sixteen times seven years. The thirty-first dynasty of the Kings of Egypt who 

also were Persian endured three times seven years. The thirty-second dynasty of the 

twelve Kings of Egypt who were Macedonian endured three hundred and one years, or 

forty-three times seven years. In the east, the forty-first dynasty of the Kings of the 

Assyrians endured 1484 years, which constitutes two hundred and twelve times seven 

years. But the nineteenth dynasty of Kings of the Macedonians endured thirty-four times 

seven years. The second dynasty of the Archons of Athens, of which Medon was the 

first, flourished for 315 years, or forty-five times seven years. In the first dynasty of the 

Sisyphean Kings of the Corinthians, from the first Isthmian Games, 259 years, or thirty-

seven times seven years, are amassed. And in the fifth dynasty of the Cypselidian Kings 

ten times seven years are amassed. For the dynasty of the Kings of Macedonia, from 

the beloved Heraclides to the end of Perseus, 664 years, or ninety-seven times seven 

years, are amassed. The period of the two dynasties of the original Latins, that of the 

fifth and sixteenth kings of the Aeneads, is of 574 years, which contains eighty-two 

times seven years. The dynasty of the consuls during the republic contains 119 years, or 

seven times seventeen years, from the flight of the kings and the first consuls to the 

military tribunes with consular authority. From the military tribunes  
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consulari potestate ad Palilia urbis colliguntur anni 363 seu 52 septennia. Dynastia 

Consulum in integrum restitutorum usque ad primum I Caesaris annum continet annos 

316 seu 45 septennia. Anni regum decem tribuum, quorum sedes regia in urbe 

Samaria, colliguntur ab obitu Salomonis et schismate Jeroboami ad casum Oseae rex 

ultimus et deportationem decem tribuum anni 259 qui septennia 37 conficiunt. Dynastia 

familiae Hasamonaeorum a Pontificatu Judae Maccabaei complectitur annos 126 seu 

18 septennia. At Herodiadarum post annos 139 seu 20 septennia desiit. Inter monarcian 

Gaii Julii Caesaris et encaenia novae Romae Constantinopoleos et divisionem imperii 

colliguntur anni 378 seu 54 septennia. Ab encaeniis novae Romae ad ejus captivitatem 

sub Mahometho Turcorum Imperatore et finem Imperii Graecorum 1123 colliguntur anni, 

cum praeteriissent 160 septennia. Ad inaugurationem Caroli Magni 470 seu 67 

septennia. Dynastia Ostrogothorum excusso Hunnorum jugo per Theodoricum 9 

septennia. Suevorum in Callaecia sub Reibus decem 25 septennia. Exarcha- 
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with consular authority to the Feast of Pales of the City, 363 years, or fifty-two times 

seven years, are amassed. The restored dynasty of the consuls to the first year of the 

first Caesar contains 316 years, or forty-five times seven years. The years of the kings 

of the ten tribes, whose royal seats were in the city of Samaria, were amassed from the 

death of Solomon and the division of Jeroboam to the fall of Hosea, the last king, and 

the deportation of the ten tribes, compose 259 years, which is seven times thirty-seven. 

The dynasty of the family of the Hasmoneans, from the pontificate of Judas Maccabeus, 

comprises 126 years, or eighteen times seven years. And the dynasty of the Herodians 

ceased after 139 years, or twenty times seven years. Between the monarchy of Gaius 

Julius Caesar and the dedication of the new Rome, Constantinople, and the division of 

the empire, 378 years, or fifty-four times seven years, are amassed. From the dedication 

of the new Rome to its captivity under Emperor Mehmed of the Turks and the end of the 

Greek Empire, 1123 years are amassed, during which 160 times seven years would 

have passed by. To the coronation of Charlemagne, 470 years, or sixty-seven times 

seven years, would have passed by. The dynasty of the Ostrogoths, having shaken off 

the yoke of the Huns under Theodoric, endured nine times seven years. The Suebi in 

Gallaecia under the ten kings endured twenty-five times seven years. The Exarchate  
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tus Ravennae per Exarchos annos 182 seu 26 septennia duravit. Axioma Imperii 

Romani penes Caroligenas annos 112 seu 16 septennia. Penes Saxonigenas vero ab 

Henrico I ad obitum usque Henrici II Imperatoris annos 196, qui 15 septennia continet, 

permansit. Sic illustrissimis familiis privata periodus praescripta est qua decursa vel 

deficiunt, vel dignitatem amittunt et rarissime ultra trinepotes extenduntur septenariumve 

numerum excedunt, sed in hoc articulo periodicae successiones novaeque mutationes 

incidunt. Sic XIX dynastia Diospolitarum Regum Aegypti et II in Babylonia Arabum 

Regum sub VI Rege haec post 31, illa vero 29 septennia cessavit. Reges Galliae e 

dynastia Carolidarum XIII fuerunt, quibus Hugo Capetus XIV loco successit. Henricus III 

e Valesiorum prosapia ultimus Rex Galliae, e dynastia Hugonidarum XXVII haeredem et 

successorem reliquit Henricum IV Navarrae Rex numero XXIIX seu quater septimum. In 

II Bohemorum Regum dynastia septimus post Uratislaum Rex Bohemiae primum novam 

periodum inchoavit Johannes Lucelburgi- 
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of Ravenna under the Exarchs endured 182 years, or twenty-six times seven years. An 

axiom from the Roman Empire: under the rule of the Carolingians, it endured for 112 

years, or sixteen times seven years. And under the rule of the Saxons from Henry I until 

the death of Emperor Henry II, it endured for 196 years, which contains fifteen times 

seven years. Thus for the most illustrious families the period was ordered and taken 

away, whereby, having been run, they either fail or they lose their dignity, and very 

rarely are they extended beyond great-great-great grandsons or exceed the 

septenarius, but in this period of time successions of new ownership and changes 

occur. Thus the nineteenth dynasty of the Diospolitan Kings of Egypt and the second 

dynasty of the Arabian Kings in Babylon ceased under the sixth king, the latter after 

thirty-one times seven years, and the former after twenty-nine times seven years. There 

were thirteen Kings of Gaul from the dynasty of the Carolines, of which Hugh Capet 

succeeded in the fourteenth position. He left as twenty-seventh heir and successor 

Henry III, the last King of Gaul from the lineage of Valois, and he left as twenty-eighth, or 

four times seventh, heir and successor Henry IV, King of Navarre, from the dynasty of 

the Huguenots. In the second dynasty of the Kings of the Bohemians, the seventh after 

Vratislaum King of Bohemia, John of Luxembourg,  
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cus Henrici VII Imperator Francorum. Post hanc septimus Ludoicus e familia 

Lucelburgica occubuit 1526. Et sic post 31 fere septennia ad domum Austriacam 

Regnum Bohemiae pervenit. XXI dynastia Tanitarum Regum Aegypti, I in Babylonia 

Chaldaeorum Regum post 32 septennia, III Corinthiorum Bacchidarum Regum, 

Dynastia IIii et III Latinorum Regum per 35 septennia sub VII Rege, et III Atheniensium 

sub VII Archonte decennali desierunt. 

 Dynastia in Oriente Persarum Regum per 33 septennia. Argivorum Reges ab 

Inacho per 78 fere septennia. Mycenarum Reges consurgens ab ultimo anno Acrisii per 

27 septennia sub XIV Rege defloriut. VI dynastia Regni Poloniae ex familia Piastidarum 

in Casimiro Magno ultimo ex hac stirpe et XI Rege cessat, cum haec periodus 53 

septennia durasset. VII dynastia Regni Poloniae in Sigismundo Augusto, qui VII e 

Jagellonidum prosapia, deficit. Sic septem Electores Brandeburgicos quidam e familia 

Marchionum Stadensium, totidemque ex prosapia Comitum Ascaniae numerant. Et 

septenarius fatalis. Septem- 
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son of Henry VII, Emperor of the Franks, began the first new period. The seventh after 

this, Louis, from the family Luxembourg lay dead in 1526. And thus after about thirty-one 

times seven years the Kingdom of Bohemia came to the house of Austria. The twenty-

first dynasty of the Kings of the Tanisians of Egypt ceased, the first dynasty of the Kings 

of the Chaldeans in Babylon ceased after thirty-two times seven years, the third dynasty 

of the Bacchidaen Kings of the Corinthians ceased, the fourth and third dynasties of the 

Kings of the Latins ceased by the thirty-fifth times seventh year under the seventh king, 

and the third dynasty of Athens ceased in the tenth year under the seventh Archon. 

 The dynasty of the Kings of the Persians in the east faded during the thirty-third 

times seventh year. The Kings of the people of Argos, measured from Inachus, faded 

during about the seventy-eighth times seventh year. The Kings of the Mycenaeans, 

rising from the final year of Acrisius, faded during the twenty-seventh times seventh 

year, under the fourteenth king. The sixth dynasty of the Kingdom of Poland from the 

family of the Piasts, when it had endured for a period of fifty-three times seven years, 

ceases with Casimir the Great, the final and eleventh King from that line. The seventh 

dynasty of the Kingdom of Poland fails with Sigismund Augustus, who was the seventh 

from the lineage of Jagiellon. Thus the Electors of Brandenburg numbered seven, a 

certain number from the family of the Margraves of Stadensia and as many from the 

lineage of the Counts of Ascania.12 And the septenarius is fatal. The Septemvirate  
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12 Stadensia possibly refers to the Brandenburg-Stendal line who ruled, in conjunction with the 

Brandenburg-Salzwedel line, following the decline of the Ascanian dynasty. 
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viratum Saxoniae a Johanne Friderico ad Mauritium detulit. 

 At nos heic modum statuimus diatribae huic de septenario illo et sacro numero, 

cujus praestantia et ego adductus non solum hoc opusculum Pleiades appellavi, et ad 

harum numerum in septem sectiones, sectiones rursus vel in septem quaestiones vel 

theoremata, vel axiomata consectariaque partitus fui. At unicuique in hac altera sed 

limatiore et auctiore editione sectioni unam septem Pleiadum tanquam Deam tutelarem 

praefixi, et quoad ejus fieri potuit, septenarii observantissimus fui. 

 Hasce meas Plejades viri magnifici, nobilissimi, amplissimi, consultissimi et 

prudentissimi, celeberrimarum Hanseaticarum civitatum legati spectatissimi, patroni et 

mecoenates aetatem colendi, suspiciendi, cur clarissimo nomini vestro in summo 

honorum fastigio constituto offeram et numini vestro tanquam tutelari cuidam Deo 

solemni veterum more consecrem. Caussam fortasse quaeritis, et quidem non immerito. 

Sed faventes mihi aures si accommodaveritis, 
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of Saxony was transferred from Johann Friedrich to Maurice. 

 But here we establish a mode of discourse according that septenarius and sacred 

number, having been persuaded by the excellence of which, not only have I named this 

little work the Pleiades, but also have I divided it according to that number into seven 

sections, the sections again into either seven questions, or seven theorems, or seven 

axioms and conclusions. But before each and every section in this second and indeed 

more refined and abundant edition, I have set as a Goddess the title of one of the seven 

Pleiades, and as far as it is possible, I was most observant of the septenarius. 

Most excellent, noble, distinguished, learned, and wise men, most celebrated 

legates of the Hanseatic cities, patrons and benefactors your years to be cherished and 

admired, because your names are afforded the most illustrious and highest position of 

honor, I would offer these, my Pleiades, and by your divine will, just as by the 

guardianship of the one God, I would consecrate them according to the solemn custom 

of the ancients. Perhaps you seek the cause, and not without good reason. But if you 

would adopt favorable ears for me,  
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eam paucis exponam. Tam hoc quam illud et Pleiadum et mea et vestra caussa feci. 

Pleiadum, quia nullos musicae artis amantissimos, peritissimos invenire potuissent 

patronos, mecoenates, quos mihi prae aliis doctrina, eruditione, consilio et praetoria 

autoritate apud Magdeburgenses vir praestantissimus Dominus Sigismundus Hessus 

(cui, tum illam, tum plures etiam alias ob causas praesentes Pleiades merito etiam 

sacrae et simul dicatae sunt), tum vir sagacissimo ingenio rerumque musicarum 

cognitione summe praeditus Dominus Henricus Grimmius musicus suavissimus, et 

phonascus peritissimus, mirum in modum commendarunt. Vos e meliore terra finxit 

Themis, Eudiceque in suis hortis amaenissimis enutriit, sed Suada divinissmio sui roris 

liquore ubertim imbuit animumque omni lepore et humanitatis sale perfudit, adeo ut 

gravitas cum humanitate grato quodam conjugio sit copulata. Hasce virtutes et niveos 

mores ad famam et aeternitatem comites habetis perpetuos. Vobis non singularis solum 

animi propensione13 in omne 
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13 In the print, this word appears in the nominative as “propensio,” rendering it the subject of the 

sentence. When altered here into the ablative case, “propensione” is parallel to “amore” in the next 
clause, creating a set of two conditional statements. A similar passage occurs in the first edition, where 
“propensionem” and “amorem” are given in the accusative case. In that instance, they occupy a different 
syntactical role than they do in the second edition, but they are parallel in case nonetheless. See 
Baryphonus, Pleiades musicae (1615), [v].   
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I will explain it in brief. I have done this for the sake of the Pleiades, for my sake, and for 

your sake. I have done these things for the sake of the Pleiades because they could 

have discovered no patrons more loving and more skilled in the art of music, and 

benefactors who in my opinion stand before others in manners of doctrine, erudition, 

deliberation, and praetorian authority, among the men of Magdeburg, the most excellent 

man, Lord Sigismund Hess, (to whom, for that reason and for many other present 

reasons, the Pleiades rightly were both consecrated and given), and furthermore they 

have entrusted in a wondrous way a man of the sharpest talent and the highest 

knowledge in matters of music, the gifted Lord Heinrich Grimm, most suave musician 

and most skilled teacher of music.14 Themis formed you from better earth, and Eudice 

nurtured you in her most lovely gardens, but Suada soaked you abundantly with her 

most divine liquid of dew and poured upon your soul all of the pleasantness and salt of 

humanity, so that dignity would be joined with humanity in a certain pleasing union.15 

You have these virtues and perpetual snow-white characteristics, the companions of 

fame and immortality. Not only because of your singular propensity of intellect for every  
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14 According to the dedication page, [ii], Hess was a praetor, or magistrate, of Magdeburg. He is 

one of the seven dedicatees of the treatise. 
15 “Themis,” in A Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography and mythology, ed. William Smith, 

vol. 3 (Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1867), 1022. Themis was the daughter of Uranus and Gaia, and 
married to Zeus. She is the personification of law, custom, and equity. She rules assemblies of men, and 
convenes assemblies of the Gods. “Eurydice,” in A Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography and 
mythology, ed. William Smith, vol. 3 (Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1867), 109. Eudice is a form of the 
name Euridice, the wife of Orpheus. “Suada,” in A Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography and 
mythology, ed. William Smith, vol. 3 (Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1867), 930. Suada was the Roman 
personification of persuasion.  
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nomen literarum, verum amore etiam in musicam, cui attentissimas aures praebetis 

ejusque cultores faventissimo amore et summo favore complectimini, prosequimini, 

omnibusque viribus enitimini, ipsorum saluti et incolumitati ut prositis maxime. Vos 

summus rerum Monarcha nutritios deosque ecclesiarum scholarumque terrestres illustri 

in loco constituit. O vere augustas illas respublicas, quas ejusmodi tibicines sapientia et 

consilio fulciunt! O vere felices illas, quas justitia animant et prudentia gubernant! Merito 

igitur vos patronos et mecaenates hae Pleiades elegerunt. 

 Mea caussa facio viri magnifici, nobilissimi, amplissimi, consultissimi, 

prudentissimi, tum ut sub vestri patroncini tutela calumniarum turbines et 

Hipponacteorum praeconiorum procellas tanquam Ajax sub Achillis clypeo tutius 

effugiam, tum ut benevolum vestrum mihi quoque animum conciliem, et radio vestri 

favoris corrusco illustrer. Amor etiam vester in musicam imitus excitavit hunc animi mei 

affectum in vos ut contestarer deditissimum, et quan- 
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type of literature, but also because of your love of music, to which you offer the most 

attentive ears, you embrace, pursue, and bring forth by all strength its supporters in 

most regarded love and highest favor, so that you might do the most good for their own 

health and safety. The supreme Monarch of things has made you nourishing gods of the 

churches and schools, and has made you gods upon earth in an illustrious place. O, 

those truly august republics, which support such pillars with wisdom and with 

deliberation! O, those truly happy ones, which love justice and govern with wisdom! 

Therefore, rightly have these Pleiades chosen you as patron and benefactor.  

I do these things for my sake, most excellent, noble, distinguished, learned, and 

wise men, so that I might take refuge safely under the guardianship of your patronage 

against the whirlwinds of accusations and the storms of Hipponactean criers, as did Ajax 

under the shield of Achilles, and that I might attract the favor of your benevolent spirit, 

and shine forth by the brilliant ray of light of your favor.16 And your love for music 

arouses from my deepest spirit most devoted affection that I might call to you, and so  

                                                
16 Christopher Brown, “Hipponax,” in A Companion to Greek Lyric Poets, edited by Douglas 

Gerber (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 79-88. Hipponax (6th c. BCE) was known for making acerbic attacks on his 
contemporaries and for his depictions of the less savory aspects of Ionian life. Homer, The Iliad, trans. by 
Herbert Jordan (Noram: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008), 129-130 and 297-299. Ajax and Achilles, 
who were cousins, were both known for their armor and shields. Ajax’s shield was large and rectangular, 
and could provide cover for several people. Achilles’s shield was smaller and round, and was easily 
maneuverable. 
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tum vestro patrocinio deberem, publico voto reverentius profiterer. 

 Vestra caussa facio viri magnifici, nobilissimi, amplissimi, consultissimi, 

prudentissimi. Dum puto me collubentiae vestrae facturum bene, si hanc lucubrationum 

mearum faeturam sub auspicio vestro divulgarem. Aristides Deo templa consecranda, 

viris vero illustribus libros dixit. Vos, qui totius ordinis Hanseatici ornamentum singulare, 

non minus virtus et literata sapientia clarat, quam generis prosapia aeternat. Vobis igitur 

hasce Pleiades meas offero, dico, munusculum exiguum quidem, si a magnificentia 

vestra spectetis. Non exiguum, si ab animi illud et voluntatis meae propensione 

aestimetis. Diis lacte rustici multaeque gentes supplicarunt, et mola tantum salsa litant, 

qui thura non habent. Nec minus propitii erant Dii mola salsa supplicantibus; interdum 

placatiores. Vos igitur, quidquid offero, benigne accipiatis quaeso, et meis laboribus 

velut numina propitia faveatis obsecro. Ita Pleiades meae, ita ego vivam omni invidia 

superior, omnibus 
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greatly was I indebted to you, that, by public vows, I would reverently profess. 

 I do these things for your sake, most excellent, noble, distinguished, learned, and 

wise men. Provided that I hold your complete satisfaction, it would be well done if I were 

to publish this product of my nocturnal studies under your auspices. Aristides said that 

temples should be consecrated to God, but that books should be consecrated to 

illustrious men.17 Courage and literary wisdom shine no less upon you, who are the 

singular ornament of the entire order of the Hanseatic, than does the lineage of your 

birth confer immortality upon you. Therefore to you I offer and dedicate these, my 

Pleiades, a small gift indeed, if you would examine them in reference to your 

magnificence. It is not meager, if you assess it from the propensity of the spirit and my 

good will. Peasants and many peoples who did not have frankincense, made 

supplications to the gods with milk, and made an offering only with salted meal. Neither 

were the gods less favorably inclined for the supplications of salted meal; occasionally, 

they were more pleased. Therefore, I ask that you would receive that which I offer, and I 

beseech that you would favor my labors with a favorable nod. Such are my Pleiades, 

that I might live better than all  

 

 

                                                
17 Janet Downie. At the Limits of Art: A Literary Study of Aelius Aristides’ Hieroi Logoi (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2013), 3-4 and 181. Aelius Aristides (2nd c. BCE) was a Greek author and orator. 
This saying is from his Hieroi Logoi (Sacred Discourses). 
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 aculeatis Momi dictiunculis morsicatim pungentibus major. Hoc votum meum est, sed a 

Pleiadum voto, cui ut annuatis et arrideatis oro et rogo. Oro mea, rogo Pleiadum, 

utrumque vestra caussa. Mea et Pleiadum ut nos vestro suscipiamur patrocinio. Vestra, 

ut nobis patrocinium praestetis, et hoc praemetium meum musicum chartaceumque 

munus ut animi vobis deditissimi signum et publicam tesseram sentiatis. Valete viri 

magnifici, nobilissimi, amplissimi, consultissimi, prudentissimi, patroni et mecoenates 

optime maxime et rem publicitus ac privatim optime gerite. Quedlinburgi e museo meo 

VI kalendis Martii, Anno cIƆ IcƆ XXX. 
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of the hatred and greater than all of the stinging gossip and biting irritations of the 

Momus.18 This is my vow, having been made by the Pleiades, to which I pray and ask in 

order that you might declare favor and smile upon me. I pray for my sake, I ask for the 

sake of the Pleiades, and I do both for your sake. I do this for my sake and that of the 

Pleiades, that we might be supported by your patronage. I do this for your sake, that you 

might present patronage to us, and that you might perceive this musical offering of mine 

and this gift of paper as a sign of my spirit most dedicated to you and a public token. 

Farewell, most excellent, noble, distinguished, learned, and wise men, most noble and 

greatest patrons and benefactors, and govern well the cause privately and publicly. In 

Quedlinburg, by my muse, on the sixth day after the calends of March, in the year 1630. 

                                                
18 Herbert Jennings Rose, A Handbook of Greek Mythology (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1959), 23. In 

Greek mythology, Momus was identified with finding fault in everything and objecting to everything done 
by the gods. 
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Calvisius in epistola ad Henricum Baryphonum 

M DC VI 

 

Placuit mihi tuum tricinium, et video te non tironem, sed exercitatum esse in 

hujusmodi harmoniis condendis. Ego sic statuo neminem futurum bonum melopoetam, 

nisi qui se frequenter exercuit in omni genere fugarum. Haec enim exercitatio laboriosior 

efficit tandem, ut consonantiae quaevis accommodatissimae se ultro offerant. 

 

Idem in alia epistola ad eundem 

1615 

 

 Neminem novi, qui adeo feliciter in musicis profecerit, ac tu mihi videris. Precor 

tibi constantiam et felicitatem progrediendi. 
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Calvisius in a letter to Heinrich Baryphonus 

1606 

 

Your tricinia please me, and I see in you not a beginner, but one who is practiced 

in this manner of constructing harmonies. Thus I consider that nobody will be a good 

future composer, unless he exercises frequently in all of the genera of imitative writing. 

For this more laborious training brings about in the end, such that whichever 

consonances that you please present themselves beyond all suitability. 

 

The same in a letter to the same 

1615 

 

I know no one who has accomplished so much successfully in music, as you 

seem to me. I wish you harmony and happiness as you progress. 
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[xxx – blank] 

[xxxi] 

Lectori benevolo ἐῦ πράττειν malevolo ἐῦ κρίνειν. 

 

Praemetium hoc lucubrationum mearum musicarum, quod e plusculis hinc inde 

dispersis congessi sub titulo Pleiadum Musicarum, habe mi lector. Scilicet Pleiades hae 

sunt, quibus, quae theoriae necessaria, proposui quaestionibus septem illustribus, 

theorematis septem brevibus, exemplis septem perspicuis, delectatus in primis sacro illo 

et famigeratissimo septenario, cujus in divinis, naturalibus et politicis rebus usus quam 

plurimus. 

 Committo autem luci, submitto typis lubens merito. Lubens, quia amici petunt; 

merito, quia consecranei exigunt. Petunt, ut ceu meas legant, quia mihi suasores 

fuerunt; exigunt, ut ceu suas habeant, quia sibi usui esse putant. 
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[xxxi] 

To the benevolent reader, to pass over, to the malicious reader, to judge. 

 

Consider, my reader, this first fruit of my musical nocturnal studies, which, having 

been scattered somewhat here and there, I have gathered under the title Pleiades of 

Music. Certainly, these Pleiades are those according to which, being necessary for 

theory, I have proposed by means of seven important questions, seven brief theorems, 

seven evident examples, having been fascinated, foremost, in that sacred and most 

famed septenarius, having been used in a great number of divine, natural, and political 

matters. 

I commit them to the light, and I gladly and rightly submit them as a model. I do 

so gladly, because friends desire them; I do so rightly, because those of like mind 

inquire about them. They desire, as it were, in order to read mine, because they were 

counselors for me; they inquire, as it were, in order to have their own, because they 

consider them to be of use.  
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[xxxi continued] 

Tu benevole lector, quae scripsi perlege; perlecta animo revolve; revoluta in 

bonam partem interpretare. Meum enim judicium tuo submitto judicio. Siquid boni 

inveneris, tuum. Siquid errati meum, sed cavendo et meum et tuum sit. Omni enim malo 

Punico granum inesse putidum Crates Thebanus dixit. Si tuum promeruero favorem, 

brevi plura tam διδακτικὰ quam ἱςορικὰ videbis, et fortasse limatoria, cum discipulus pri- 

(?) 
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[xxxi continued]  

You, benevolent reader, read that which I have written; and, with it having been 

read, return it to the spirit; and, with it having been returned, interpret it in good part. For 

I submit my judgment to your verdict. If you come upon anything useful, it becomes 

yours. But if you come upon my errors, beware, it becomes both yours and mine. For 

Crates of Thebes said that all rotten grain belongs to the Punic evil.19 If I earn your favor, 

you will soon see more than enough instruction and history, and it may be more refined, 

seeing that the following day 

(?) 

                                                
19 “Crates of Thebes,” in A Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography and mythology, ed. William 

Smith, vol. 1 (Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1867), 885. Crates of Thebe (4th-3rd c. BCE) was a Greek 
cynic philosopher and a scholar of Diogenes.  
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oris posterior dies. Prae reliquis vero exercitationes gymnasii musici in progymnasmata 

et gymnasmata tributi per aphorismos omnia tam didactica quam historica, quae ad 

theoriam et praxin musicam pertinent, explicantes. 

 Tu malevole lector, quae scripsi, dicis quidem causa perlege. At dica non scripta, 

re-non testata, causa non-judicata judicium tuum non accepto, nec a te quid boni spero, 

quia non vis, et si velles, a te non exopto. Nihil metuo mali, quia non noces, et si nocere 

posses, parvi facio. Ad cavillas quidem citius, quam flamma ad naphthan transvolas, 

sed in musicis Davus es, et nescio quod animal ad lyram, quod inter plumentum et 

carnes discernere nequit, nec scit quid distent aera lupinis. Et licet nihil fere ad 

rhombum possis dicere, dicis tamen quo videaris aliquid dixisse, quod de Protagora dixit 

Aristoteles. Judicium igitur tuum in re ignota nullum. Non bene perspecta imperfectum. 

Accepta sed non comprobata perversum, cui nihil submitto.  
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is the student of the previous day. But above all, you will see exercises for the musical 

gymnasium, divided into preliminary exercises and exercises, unfolding through 

aphorisms both didactical and historical, all of which pertain to the theory and practice of 

music. 

 You, malevolent reader, read that which I have written, and, indeed, state your 

case. Being a matter spoken but not written, not testified, and not appraised, I do not 

accept your judgment, neither do I hope for anything good from you, because you are 

not willing, and even if you were willing, I would not desire it from you. I fear nothing evil, 

because you do no harm, and if you were able to do harm, I would make little of it. 

Indeed, you fly too quickly toward scoffing, like a flame toward naphtha. But you 

consider yourself to be like David with regard to matters of music, and I do not know the 

animal from the lyre, as if it were not possible to tell the difference between prepared 

food and raw meat, nor to know what distinguishes real money from counterfeit.20 And 

although you would be hardly be able to say anything to a turbot, you nevertheless 

speak so that you appear to have read something, much like Aristotle spoke of 

Protagoras.21 Therefore, your judgment finds no place with respect to unknown matters. 

Having been observed improperly, it finds an imperfect place. Having been taken but not 

justified, it finds a perverse place. I submit nothing for your judgment.  

                                                
20 Phebe Lowell Bowditch, Horace and the Gift Economy of Patronage (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2001), 197. The last phrase of this sentence is a paraphrase from Horace’s Epistles, 
found in Book 1.7, addressed to Gaius Maecenas, counselor to Caesar Augustus. Aes (p. aera) 
designates money. Lupinus (pl. lupina) refers to counterfeit money, and gets its name from the lupine 
plant, which was believed to devour the nutrients in the soil like a wolf devours its prey. 

21 Patricia O’Grady, “What is a Sophist?” in The Sophists: An Introduction, ed. Patricia O’Grady 
(London: Bloomsbury Academic Press, 2008), 15; and Jonathan Lavery, “Protagoras,” in The Sophists: 
An Introduction, ed. Patricia O’Grady (London: Bloomsbury Academic Press, 2008), 30-31. Protagoras 
(6th c. BCE) was a pre-Socratic philosopher. In Rhetoric, Aristotle (4th c. BCE) wrote disparagingly of 
Protagoras’s ability to make a weak argument seem stronger. 
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[xxxii continued] 

Nec tuae heic censura nec tua admonitio, nec tua correctio locum invenit. Cum nec 

sutor ultra crepidam, nec faber ultra malleum, nec pictor ultra penicillum. 

Tu benevole lector have et vale. Malevole ride aut, si mavis, plora. 
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[xxxii continued] 

Neither this censure of yours, nor your admonition, nor your correction find a place. In 

this way, neither does the shoemaker find a place beyond the slipper, nor does the 

craftsman find a place beyond the hammer, nor does the painter find a place beyond the 

paintbrush. 

You, benevolent reader, hail and farewell. You, malevolent reader, laugh or, if 

you prefer, cry. 
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Ανακεφαλαίωσις.  

Pleiadum Musicarum συνοπτικὴ. 

 

PLEIAS PRIMA – CELOENO: Continet quaestiones musicas septem illustres. 

Prima est: An ratio judex sit rerum musicarum, an vero sensus. pagina 1.22  

Secunda: An in intervallis sint proportiones, ubi septem de proportionibus 

theoremata et septem cum totidem corollariis axiomata. p. 5. 

Tertia: Unisonus an intervallum, an vero intervallorum p. 14. 

principium. 

Quarta: Unisonus an consonantia sit, an vero dissonantia. p. 16. 

Quinta: An quarta consonantia et an perfecta.  

 Affirmatur rationibus septem. p. 17. 

Sexta: Num tertia et sexta sint consonantiae. p. 26. 

Septima: An diesis diatona sit semitonium minus syntonum et apotome majus.

 p. 33. 

PLEIAS SECUNDA – STEROPE: Continet sectiones septem de numeris harmonicis. 

(?) 2 

                                                
22 These page numbers correspond with those of the original print. They appear at the top center 

of each page of the edition and translation. Page numbers for the dissertation appear at the bottom 
center. Any folio markings appear centered after the text of the page. 
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[xxxiii]  

Recapitulation. 

Synopsis of the Musical Pleiades. 

 

FIRST PLEIAS – CELOENO: Contains seven important musical questions. 

First: Is reason the judge of musical matters, or are the senses? page 1. 

Second: Do proportions exist in intervals? Together with seven theorems for the 

proportions. p. 5. 

Third: Which is the origin of intervals, the unison or the interval?  p. 14. 

Fourth: Is the unison a consonance or a dissonance? p. 16. 

Fifth: Is the fourth a consonance, and is it perfect? 

 It is affirmed by seven reasons. p. 17. 

Sixth: Are the third and the sixth consonances? p. 26. 

Seventh: Is the diatonic diesis similar to the syntonic minor semitone, and is the 

apotome similar to the syntonic major semitone? p. 33. 

SECOND PLEIAS – STEROPE: Contains seven sections on the harmonic numbers 

(?) 2
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[xxxiv] 

Prima est: De numeris harmonicis in genere per theoremata p. 37. 

septem. 

Secunda: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum primorum cum primis.

 p. 40. 

Tertia: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum primorum cum secundariis. 

  p. 41. 

Quarta: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum primorum cum tertiariis. 

 p. 45. 

Quinta: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum secundariorum cum 

secundariis.  p. 50. 

Sexta: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum secundariorum cum tertiariis.  

  p. 55. 

Septima: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum tertiariorum cum tertiariis.  

  p. 64. 

PLEIAS TERTIA – MEROPE: Continet septem proportionum logisticas. 

Sectio prima: De radicatione.  p. 80 

Sectio secunda: De mediatione.  p. 87 

Sectio tertia: De additione.  p. 92   

Sectio quarta: De copulatione.  p. 97. 
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[xxxiv] 

First is: On the harmonic numbers in general through seven p. 37. 

theorems. 

Second: On the relationships of primary harmonic numbers with primary 

harmonic numbers.  p. 40. 

Third: On the relationships of primary harmonic numbers with secondary 

harmonic numbers.  p. 41. 

Fourth: On the relationships of primary harmonic numbers with tertiary harmonic 

numbers. p. 45. 

Fifth: On the relationships of secondary harmonic numbers with secondary 

harmonic numbers. p. 50. 

Sixth: On the relationships of secondary harmonic numbers with tertiary harmonic 

numbers. p. 55. 

Seventh: On the relationships of tertiary harmonic numbers with tertiary harmonic 

numbers. p. 64. 

THIRD PLEIAS – MEROPE: Contains seven operations of proportions. 

First section: On radication. p. 80.  

Second section: On mediation.  p. 87.  

Third section: On addition.  p. 92 

Fourth section: On copulation. p. 97.  
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Sectio quinta: De subtractione.  p. 100  

Sectio sexta: De comparatione.  p. 106  

Sectio septima: De aequiparatione.  p. 109  

In singulis sunt theoremata septem et exempla septem, quandoque compendia 

septem. 

PLEIAS QUARTA – ELECTRA: Continet consonantias septem per septem theoremata. 

Sectio prima: De consonantiis in genere et de consonantiis  p. 118 

perfectis. 

Sectio secunda: De octava. p. 121 

Sectio tertia: De quinta. p. 125. 

Sectio quarta: De quarta. p. 127. 

Sectio quinta: De consonantiis imperfectis.  p. 129. 

Sectio sexta: De tertia majore et minore.  p. 131. 

Sectio septima: De sexta majore et minore  p. 134. 

PLEIAS QUINTA – ALCYONE23: Continet dissonantias septem per septena theoremata. 

Sectio prima: De dissonantiis in genere.  p. 138. 

Sectio secunda24: De commate et diesi.  p. 145. 

Sectio tertia: De semitonio majore et minore.  p. 142.  

(?) 3 

                                                
23 The subtitle is printed as “Alcynoë.” 
24 Sections Secunda, Tertia, and Quarta are out of order in the original print. The page numbers 

appear correctly in the original print, reflecting the fact that Quarta follows Prima, Tertia follows Quarta, 
Secunda follows Tertia, and Quinta follows Secunda. I have left the order and headings as they appear in 
the original. 
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Fifth section: On subtraction. p. 100. 

Sixth section: On comparison.  p. 106.  

Seventh section: On equiparation. p. 109.  

In each, there are seven theorems and seven examples, and sometimes seven 

abridgments.  

FOURTH PLEIAS – ELECTRA: Contains seven consonances illustrated by seven 

theorems  

First section: On consonances in general and on perfect p. 118. 

consonances. 

Second section: On the octave. p. 121.   

Third section: On the fifth.  p. 125. 

Fourth section: On the Fourth. p. 127. 

Fifth section: On imperfect consonances. p. 129. 

Sixth section: On the major and minor third. p. 131. 

Seventh section: On the major and minor sixth.  p. 134. 

FIFTH PLEIAS – ALCYONE: Contains seven dissonances illustrated by seven theorems. 

First section: On dissonances in general.  p. 138. 

Second section: On the comma and the diesis. p. 145. 

Third section: On the major and minor semitone. p. 142 

(?) 
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Sectio quarta: De tono majore et minore.  p. 140. 

Sectio quinta: De septima majore et minore.  p. 147. 

Sectio sexta: De dissonantiis per accidens abundantibus.  p. 150. 

Sectio septima: De dissonantiis per accidens deficientibus.  p. 154. 

PLEIAS SEXTA – MAIA: De septem consonantiarum affectionibus per septena 

theoremata. p. 159. 

Sectio prima: De consonantiarum syzygiis. p. 160. 

Sectio secunda: De iis, quae in consonantiarum syzygiis p. 172. 

consideranda. 

Sectio tertia: De manuductione ad syzygiarum praxin. p. 177. 

Sectio quarta: De syzygiarum praxi in exemplo. p. 181. 

Sectio quinta: De consonantiarum progressionibus in genere.  p. 187. 

Sectio sexta: De consonantiarum perfectarum progressionibus.  p. 189. 

Sectio septima: De consonantiarum imperfectarum  p. 191. 

progressionibus. 

Sectio octava: De progressionibus octavae septem.  p. 192. 
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Fourth section: On the major and minor tone. p. 140. 

Fifth section: On the major and minor seventh. p. 147. 

Sixth section: On the dissonances made excessive by an p. 150. 

 accidental. 

Seventh section: On the dissonances made deficient by an p. 154. 

 accidental. 

SIXTH PLEIAS – MAIA: On the seven affections of consonances illustrated by seven 

theorems.  p. 159. 

First section: On the syzygies of consonances.25  p. 160. 

Second section: On those things that must be considered in syzygies of 

consonances.  p. 172. 

Third section: On the application of syzygies in practice.  p. 177. 

Fourth section: On the practice of syzygies in an example.  p. 181. 

Fifth section: On progressions of consonances in general.  p. 187. 

Sixth section: On progressions of perfect consonances.  p. 189. 

Seventh section: On progressions of imperfect consonances.  p. 191. 

Eighth section: On the seven progressions of the octave. p. 192. 

                                                
25 This is Baryphonus and Grimm’s first use of the term syzygy to indicate the harmonic triad. See 

Chapter 3.3 for discussion of the origins, meaning, and use of the term. 
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Sectio nona: De progressionibus quintae septem.  p. 200. 

Sectio decima: De progressionibus quartae septem.  p. 209. 

Sectio undecima: De progressionibus tertiae majoris septem.  p. 213. 

Sectio duodecima: De progressionibus tertiae minoris septem.  p. 220. 

Sectio decima tertia: De progressionibus sextae majoris  p. 227. 

 septem. 

Sectio decima quarta: De progressionibus sextae minoris  p. 231. 

 septem. 

PLEIAS SEPTIMA – TAYGETA: De septem consonantiarum ad monochordum 

applicatione, ubi septem axiomata geometrica.  p. 237. 

Septem axiomata musica.  p. 238. 

Septem theoremata παρασκευαςικὰ.  p. 239. 

Et Septem κατασκευαςικὰ. 

 Octavae.  p. 240. 

 Quintae.  p. 241. 

 Quartae.  p. 242. 

 Tertiae majoris.  p. 242. 

 Tertiae minoris.  p. 243. 

 Sextae majoris.  p. 244. 

 Sextae minoris.  p. 244. 

(?) 4 
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Section nine: On the seven progressions of the fifth.  p. 200. 

Section tem: On the seven progressions of the fourth.  p. 209. 

Section eleven: On the seven progressions of the major third.  p. 213. 

Section twelve: On the seven progressions of the minor third.  p. 220. 

Section thirteen: On the seven progressions of the major sixth.  p. 227. 

Section fourteen: On the seven progressions of the minor sixth.  p. 231. 

SEVENTH PLEIAS – TAYGETA: On the application of the seven consonances to the 

monochord, together with seven geometric axioms.  p. 237. 

Seven musical axioms.  p. 238. 

Seven preparatory theorems.  p. 239. 

And seven principal theorems.  

Of the octave.  p. 240. 

Of the fifth.  p. 241. 

Of the fourth.  p. 242. 

Of the major third.  p. 242. 

Of the minor third.  p. 243. 

Of the major sixth. p. 244. 

Of the minor sixth.  p. 244. 

(?) 4 
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Coronidis loco επίµετρα septem. 

PRIMUM: Scala diatonica syntona. p. 246. 

SECUNDUM: Scala diatonica diatona. p. 247. 

TERTIUM: Intervallorum tam consonantium quam dissonantium in utraque scala 

nomina, proportionales numeri, partes non-aliquotae.  pp. 248, 249. 

QUARTUM: Comparatio intervallorum in scala diatonica syntona nova et diatona 

veteri.  ppp. 250, 251, 252. 

QUINTUM: Intervallorum additio in scala diatonica syntona. 

Octavae  p. 253. 

Septimae majoris.  p. 254. 

Septimae minoris.  p. 255. 

Sextae majoris.  p. 256. 

Sextae minoris.  p. 257. 

Quintae.  p. 258. 

Quartae.  p. 259. 

Tertiae majoris.  p. 260. 

Tertiae minoris.  p. 261. 
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Seven addenda in place of a colophon. 

FIRST: The diatonic syntonic scale.  p. 246. 

SECOND: The diatonic diatonic scale.  p. 247. 

THIRD: In each type of scale, consonant as well as dissonant intervals, 

proportional numbers, non-equal parts.  pp. 248, 249. 

FOURTH: Comparison of intervals in the new syntonic diatonic scale and in the 

old diatonic scale. ppp. 250, 251, 252. 

FIFTH: The addition of intervals in the syntonic diatonic scale. 

Of the octave. p. 253. 

Of the major seventh. p. 254. 

Of the minor seventh.  p. 255. 

Of the major sixth.  p. 256. 

Of the minor sixth.  p. 257. 

Of the perfect fifth.  p. 258. 

Of the perfect fourth.  p. 259. 

Of the major third.  p. 260. 

Of the minor third.  p. 261. 
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Toni majoris.  p. 262. 

Toni minoris.  p. 263. 

Semitonii majoris.  p. 263. 

Semitonii minoris.  p. 263. 

 SEXTUM: Intervallorum in scala diatonica syntona subtractio. 

Octavae.  p. 264. 

Septimae majoris.  p. 265. 

Septimae minoris.  p. 266. 

Sextae majoris.  p. 267. 

Sextae minoris.  p. 268. 

Quintae.  p. 269. 

Quartae.  p. 270 

Tertiae majoris.  p. 271 

Tertiae minoris.  p. 272. 

Toni majoris.  p. 273. 

Toni minoris.  p. 273. 

Semitonii majoris.  p. 273. 

SEPTIMUM: Intervallorum appellationes quibus nam consonantiis dissonantiis 

vel respondeant.  p. 274. 
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[xxxix] 

Of the major tone.  p. 262. 

Of the minor tone.  p. 263. 

Of the major semitone.  p. 263. 

Of the minor semitone.  p. 263. 

 SIXTH: The subtraction of intervals in the syntonic diatonic scale.  

Of the octave.  p. 264. 

Of the major seventh.  p. 265. 

Of the minor seventh.  p. 266. 

Of the major sixth.  p. 267. 

Of the minor sixth.  p. 268. 

Of the perfect fifth.  p. 269. 

Of the perfect fourth.  p. 270. 

Of the major third.  p. 271 

Of the minor third.  p. 272. 

Of the major tone.  p. 273. 

Of the minor tone.  p. 273. 

Of the major semitone.  p. 273 

SEVENTH: The names of intervals, which correspond either to the consonances 

or to the dissonances.  p. 274. 
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[xxxix continued] 

Ad amicum lectorem. 

 Non castigatum satis hocce opusculum, licet quidam in corrigendo vir optimus, ut 

maxime castigatum in publicum prodiret, nihil quic- 

(?) 5 
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[xxxix continued] 

To the friend reader. 

 This little work has not been corrected adequately, thus a certain most excellent 

man is permitted to make corrections so that a largely corrected work is put forth to the 

public, and so that nothing  

(?) 5 
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[xl] 

quam reliqui fecerit. At non opera pretium leviora curatius annotare, sed ὀβελίζειν duxi. 

Solummodo, quae lectorem remorari poterunt in numeris et verbis per stringam. 

 In numeris quae inprimis notanda, sunt trium generum. Aut enim otiosi sunt aut 

omissi, aut supposititii, idque vel in frontispicio pagellae, sine cujus adminiculo reliqua 

errata haud facile corrigi et indicari poterunt, vel in contextu. In frontispicio otiosi sunt 

numeri 118, 119, et 236, 237; omissia 237 usque ad finem opusculi, qui supplendi et 

276 finiendi; supposititii 50 pro 51, 70 pro 77, 97 pro 87.26 

 

In contextu supposititii: 

Pagina 23: pro 16:6, lege 16:9. 

P. 46: pro undevicessima lege undequadragesima. 

P. 50: in margine, lege classis 3. 

P. 63: linea 18, pro 135, lege 125; linea 21, pro 54, lege 64. 

P. 72: linea antepenultima, pro 250, lege 512. 

P. 76: linea 20, pro 356, lege 256. 

P. 82: linea 17, omnes numeri sint binarii. 

P. 85: linea 4 et 5, pro 7:8, lege 8:7; linea 14, pro 380, lege 630. 

P. 93: linea 11, pro 220, lege 120. 

P. 107: linea 3, pro 9:9, lege 9:8. 

                                                
26 All headings and subheadings, both at the top of pages and in the margins, have been 

removed. Thus the corrections referring to those items are irrelevant. 
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[xl] 

whatsoever is left to be done. But I thought not to mark it, a polished work of value, 

elaborately, rather I thought to mark it with a critical obelus. I touch lightly upon only 

those items of numbers and words that may cause the reader to delay.  

 Of numbers, which are to be observed first and foremost, there are three genera. 

For there are either idle, or omitted, or substituted, and they are either on the inscription 

of each page, without the aid of which the remaining errors are not easy to be corrected 

or able to be indicated, or they are in context. In the inscription of each page, the idle 

numbers are 118, 119, 236, and 237; the omitted numbers are 237 to the end of the little 

work, which are to be supplied and are to end at 276; and the substituted numbers are 

50 for 51, 70 for 77, and 97 for 87. 

 

Substituted in context: 

Page 23: For 16:6, read 16:9. 

P. 46: For twenty-ninth, read thirty-ninth. 

P. 50: In the margin, read class 3. 

P. 63: In line 18, for 135, read 125; in line 21, for 54, read 64. 

P. 72: In the antepenultimate line, for 250, read 512. 

P. 76: In line 20, for 356, read 256. 

P. 82: In line 17, all numbers are binary. 

P. 85: In lines 4 and 5, for 7:8, read 8:7; in line 14, for 380, read 630. 

P. 93: In line 11, for 220, read 120. 

P. 107: In line 3, for 9:9 read 9:8. 
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[xli] 
 

P. 112: linea 10, lege 1458. 

P. 114: in ordine sexta denominatoris communis, lege 1062882. 

P. 186: in alterius systematis, ordine quarto, numeri hoc modo disponantur:  

6 
5 

 
 

3 3 
4 

2 1 
2 

 
P. 198: linea 15, pro. 8:12, lege 4:6.    

P. 247: pro 526, lege 576; pro 412, lege 512.    

P. 249: numeri proportionum in hyperdiapason, sunt 25:12.     

P. 253: linea antepenultima, pro 11, lege 12. 

P. 254: linea 15, pro 5:1. lege 5:2; linea 17, pro 76:32, lege 75:32. 

In contextu omissi: 

P. 7: linea 8, paragrapho, praefige 3. 

P. 65: linea 2, post 120, insere 192. 

P. 95: linea , circa finem, lege per 2 et 3. 

P. 149: linea 5, lege juxta terminos intermedios 9, 8, 6, 5. 

Errata verberum sunt vel in titulis pagellarum, vel in contextu: 

In titulis pagellarum 61 et 69, pro secundariis, lege tertiariis. 

P. 154: lege PLEIAS V. 

P. 159: –sonantiarum syzgiis dele. 

P. 191: pro syzygiis, lege progresstionibus. 
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[xli] 

P. 112: In line 10, read 1548. 

P. 114: In the sixth row of the common denominator, read 1062882. 

P. 186: In the second system the numbers in the fourth row are placed in this 

manner: 

6 
5 

 
 

3 3 
4 

2 1 
2 

 
P. 198: In line 15, for 8:12, read 4:6. 

P. 247: For 526, read 576; for 412, read 512. 

P. 249: The proportion of numbers in the hyperdiapason are 25:12.  

P. 253: In the antepenultimate line, for 11, read 12. 

P. 254: In line 15, for 5:1, read 5:2; in line 17, for 76:32, read 75:32 

Omitted in context: 

P. 7: In line 8, set a 3 in front of the paragraph. 

P. 65: In line 2, after 120, insert 192. 

P. 95: In line 6, at the end, read by 2 and 3. 

P. 149: In line 5, read according to the intermediate tones, 9, 8, 6, and 5. 

These are errors of wording, either in the title of the pages or in context: 

In the title of pages 61 and 69, for secondary, read tertiary. 

P. 154: Read PLEIAS V. 

P. 159: Delete –sonances of syzygies. 

P. 191: For syzygies, read progressions. 
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[xlii] 

P. 259: pro quartum lege quintum. 

P. 236b27: pro con lege mo. 

In contextu. 

P. 3: linea 10, pro 3, lege tertium, et post ubi dele punctum. 

P. 4: linea 7, lege earumque.  

P. 6: linea antepenultima, lege inaequalitatis est inter. 

P. 18: linea 7, lege chordae. 

P. 23: linea 16, lege tertia. 

P. 31: linea antepenultima, lege aggressus. 

P. 32: linea penultima, dele in quo. 

P. 36: linea 12, lege reapse. 

P. 45: linea 13, lege incompositas 

p. 51: linea 4, dele habet. 

P. 57: linea 10, lege secundam; linea 14, lege referuntur. 

P. 64: linea 15, lege defectum. 

P. 81: linea 5, lege dividat. 

P. 83: linea 13, lege irradicabilia. 

P. 87: linea 3, lege producit; linea 12, lege divisiones. 

P. 91: linea antepenultima, dele in; linea ultima, lege sexagesimam. 

P. 94: linea 18, dele idque. 

P. 96: linea 21, lege sesquiquartam; linea 23, lege superbipartiens. 

P. 99: linea 5, lege repraesentabunt. 

                                                
27 Printed as P. 238, corresponding with the second page numbered 236. 
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[xlii] 

P. 259: For fourth, read fifth. 

P. 238: For con, read mo. 

In context. 

P. 3: In line 10, for 3, read tertiary, and thereafter delete the period. 

P. 4: In line 7, read and their. 

P. 6: In the antepenultimate line, read it is of inequality between. 

P. 18: In line 7, read strings. 

P. 23: In line 16, read third. 

P. 31: In the antepenultimate line, read undertaking. 

P. 32: In the penultimate line, delete in which. 

P. 36: In line 12, read in truth. 

P. 45: In line 13, read incomposite. 

P. 51: In line 4, delete has. 

P. 57: In line 10, read second; in line 14, read are reduced. 

P. 64: In line 15, read deficient. 

P. 81: In line 5, read divides. 

P. 83: In line 13, read irradicable. 

P. 87: In line 3, read produces; in line 12, read divisions. 

P. 91: In the antepenultimate line, delete in; in the ultimate line, read sexagesima. 

P. 94: In line 18, delete and it. 

P. 96: In line 21, read sesquiquarta; in line 23, read superbipartient. 

P. 99: In line 5, read will reveal. 
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[xliii] 

P. 101: linea 21, spiritus asper in lenem mutandus.28 

P. 102: linea 10, lege fit vel per addition. 

P. 104: linea 13, lege posterioris. 

P. 108: linea 14, lege haec. 

P. 112: linea 11, lege sesquioctava; linea antepenultima, lege ostendit. 

P. 114: in frontispicio διατυπώσεως, lege denominator; item numerator octavae in 

dupla. 

P. 115: in frontispicio schematismi, lege numerator semitonii majoris 

P. 120: linea 4, lege radicalibus; linea 21, lege satisfacit. 

P. 128: linea 17, lege διά τεσςάρων; linea 21, lege semitonium. 

P. 130: linea 21. lege majoribus. 

P. 137: in diatyposi, claves priores posterioribus exacte respondeant. 

P. 139: linea 2, in margine, dele tonus. 

Pp. 140, 142, 145: praeposterum habes sectionum ordinem. 

P. 141: in schemate, intervallorum nomina notis aeque non respondent. 

P. 145: linea 2, lege aequiparatio. 

P. 146: linea 6, lege trecentesima 

P. 147: linea 12, lege octavas. 

                                                
28 This correction does not make sense in context, and has been ignored. 
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[xliii] 

P. 101: In line 21, rough spirit having been made smooth. 

P. 102: In line 10, read takes place either by addition. 

P. 104: In line 13, read of the following. 

P. 108: In line 14, read the latter. 

P. 112: In line 11, read sesquioctava; in the antepenultimate line, read reveals. 

P. 114: In the inscription of the diatyposis, read denominator; in the same, read 

Numerator of the octava in dupla proportion. 

P. 115: In the inscription of the figure, read numerator of the major semitone. 

P. 120: In line 4, read radicated; in line 21, read gives satisfaction. 

P. 128: In line 17, read diatessaron; in line 21, read semitone. 

P. 130: In line 21, read than major. 

P. 137: In the diatyposis, the latter correspond exactly to the notes of the first. 

P. 139: In line 2, in the margin, delete tone. 

Pp. 140, 142, 145: The order of the sections is incorrect. 

P. 141: In the figure of intervals, the names for the notes do not align equally. 

P. 145: In line 2, read equiparation. 

P. 145: In line 6, read trecentesima. 

P. 147: In line 12, read octava. 
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[xliv] 

P. 152: in systemate musico, claves alterius speciei signatae hae sint:  

 

P. 162: linea 5, comma post semiditonum tolle et ad refert pone. Linea penultima, 

lege cum res natura deteriorem conditionem. 

P. 164: linea 3, lege simplicissima. 

P. 167: linea 20, in secundo ordine, pro c lege e. 

P. 171: linea 19, lege superadditur; linea 22, lege innititur. 

P. 172: in schemate, claves naturales hoc modo procedant E.C.G.c. 

P. 174: linea 8 et 10, deleatur vero. 

P. 176: linea 8, lege serie. 

P. 183: linea 12, lege vitiosam. 

P. 184: linea 5, lege altera voce gradatim. 

P. 184: linea 15, lege reliquae. 

P. 185: linea 16, dele quae. 

P. 188: linea 16, pro sequantur lege succedant. 

P. 205: in systemate primo, dele posteriores notulas duas, quibus numeri non 

sunt asscripti, in utraque voce. 

P. 215: in altero systemate, acutae vocis posteriores notulae hoc modo 

emendentur: 
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[xliv] 

P. 152: On the musical staff, these are the clefs of the second system: 

 

P. 162: In line 5, remove the comma after the semiditone, and place the 

punctuation at the end. In the penultimate line, read seeing that natural 

things…inferior condition. 

P. 164: In line 3, read most simple. 

P. 167: In line 20, in the second row, for c, read e. 

P. 171: In line 19, read are added above; in line 22, read rests. 

P. 172: In the figure, the natural notes proceed in this manner: C.C.G.c. 

P. 174: In line 8 and 10, delete but. 

P. 176: In line 8, read series. 

P. 183: In line 12, read vicious. 

P. 184: In line 5, read the other voice advancing by leap. 

P. 184: In line 14, read the remaining. 

P. 185: In line 16, delete which. 

P. 188: In line 16, for shall follow, read follow. 

P. 205: In the first system, delete the two posterior notes in each voice, for which 

the numbers are not written. 

P. 215: In the second system, the latter notes of the higher voice are amended in 

this manner: 

 

B? bb

B ~ ~
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[xlv] 

P. 220: in margine, lege tertiae majoris. 

P. 226: in vestibulo alterius systematis, acuta vox ita corrigatur:  

 

P. 24129: linea penultima, lege aequales. 

P. 24130: linea 2, lege ergo etiam soni. 

P. 24431: in primo schemate, post H deleatur c; in altero, alteri lineae praefige C. 

P. 245: linea 10, lege quas. 

P. 264: inter quintam et tertiam majorem insere: 

 

Haec ferme, quae in desultoria relectione advertere potui castigationis indigere. 

Reliqua leviora benevole lector pro candore tuo facilime emendabis. 

                                                
29 P. 238 
30 P. 239 
31 P. 242 
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[xlv] 

P. 220: In the margin, read of the major third. 

P. 226: In the entrance of the second system, the higher voice thus is thus set 

right: 

 

P. 239: In the penultimate line, read equal. 

P. 239: In line 2, read therefore also for sound. 

P. 242: In the first system after the B, the C is deleted; in the second system, C is 

to be set in the other line. 

P. 245: In line 10, read which. 

P. 264: Between the fourth and the major third, insert: 

Fourth  Fifth  

         4:3   3:2           
 

These are only those items requiring correction to which, in a superficial 

rereading, I was able to draw one's attention. Good reader, you may easily amend to 

perfection the remaining trivial items. 

 

B ~ ~
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[xlvi – blank ] 

1. 

CELOENO – PLEIAS PRIMA: De quaestionibus musicis septem illustribus. 

 

Quaestio prima: An ratio judex sit rerum musicarum an vero sensus? 

 

Olim musici in duas abierunt sectas, quarum altera a Pythagora Samio, altera ab 

Aristoxeno Tarentino Italo nomen habuit. Inter illas dissidium quoddam fuit acerrimum 

de constituendo rerum musicarum jucide. Pithagoraei omne judicium rationi 

adjudicarunt, auribus vero derogarunt. Quippe haec opinio illorum animos pervasit 

omnia rationi consentanea esse de- 

A 
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[xlvi – blank ] 

1. 

CELAENO – FIRST PLEIAS: On seven clear musical questions. 

 

First question: Is reason the judge of musical matters, or are the senses? 

 

In the past, musicians divided into two groups, of which one received their name 

from Pythagoras of Samos, and the other from Aristoxenus of Tarentum, the Italian. 

Between them there was a certain bitter quarrel concerning the establishment of a judge 

for musical matters. The Pythagoreans ascribed all judgment to reason, and, indeed, 

they disparaged the ears. Naturally, this belief pervaded their intellect, that all things 

should be consistent with reason,   

A
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2. 

bere, et ab eadem perfectionem pendere. Semina vero quaedam cognitionis tantum a 

sensu proficisci. Sequuntur autem sectae principem, qui inconstantia aurium 

animadversa consonantias ad certas numerorum proportiones accommodavit, quo eas 

ab incerto aurium judicio ad certum rationis judicium revocaret. 

 Aristoxenici vero omnia sensus arbitrio terminari, et ad ejus consensum tendere, 

rationem vero sensus esse comitem. Imo a sensu aurium harmoniae sumi principia 

arbitrati, nihil, vel parum rationi, sensui vero plurimum crediderunt, ut cui circa proprium 

objectum suum errare non contingat. Secuti sunt Aristoxenum praeceptorem, qui cum 

animadvertisset quasdam consonantias proportionibus Pythagoricis non comprehensas 

rationi improbari, auribus vero probari, a ratione deflexus sonorum demonstrationem ad 

sensum transtulit. Tertiam et sextam utramque ratio reiiciebat tan- 
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2. 

and should be dependent upon the same perfection. In truth seeds of knowledge, 

however, should only proceed from the senses. Moreover, they follow the leader of the 

sect, who, having observed the fickleness of the ears, affixed certain consonances to 

the proportions of numbers, and in doing so he could recall them from the uncertain 

judgment of the ears to the certain judgment of reason.  

 For the Arixtoxenians, however, everything was to be restricted to the arbitration 

of the senses, and should aim for their consensus, and indeed reason should be the 

companion of the senses. In reality most people placed their trust in the senses, 

believing that the principles of harmony had been observed by the perception of the 

ears, and they placed no trust, or very little, in reason, such that it would not come to 

pass that one wander astray concerning one's individual object. They followed 

Aristoxenus the teacher, who—when he had observed that certain consonances that 

were not completely understood with respect to proportions were rejected by the 

Pythagoreans according to reason, but were indeed sanctioned by the ears—transferred 

to the senses the identification of sounds that had been deflected by reason. Reason 

rejected both the third and the sixth, 
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quam extra proportionem multiplicem et superparticularem constitutam, aures vero 

bonam constituere harmoniam judicabant. 

 Et duravit haec σύῤῥαξις a Pythagora annos 679, ab Aristoxeno vero 471, usque 

ad Epocham Nabonossaream 888, quae incidit in anno Christi 140, et Antonini 

Imperatoris tertium ubi Ptolomaeus felix hujus dissidii arbiter, media incessit via, et duos 

judices, rationem et sensum conjunxit, et pro lege iustitiae distributivae tantum tribuit 

sensui, quantum Aristoxenici, et rationi tantum, quantum Pythagorei. Et sic nihil sensui 

contrarium ratio approbat, nihil rationi consentaneum sensus improbat. 

 Sed sincerum veraxque, ad quod res musicae bene se habent, tunc demum fiet 

judicium, si ratio et sensus conspiratu nituntur consono, ita ut illa intervallorum 

consonantiam dissonantiamve sensui in monochordo sub certa dimensione 

explorandam committat: 

A2 
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3. 

as it were, having been formed outside of multiple and superparticular proportion; 

however, the ears judged the harmony to be formed well.  

 And this conflict endured from Pythagoras for 679 years, and from Aristoxenus 

for 471 years, and from the reign of Nabonassar for 888 years, which falls on the year 

140 of Christ, and the third year of Emperor Antoninus when Ptolemy, the happy arbiter 

of this quarrel, walked the middle path and joined the two judges, reason and the 

senses, and, according to the principle of distributive justice, he assigned as much to 

the senses for the Aristoxenians, and as much to reason for the Pythagoreans. And 

thus, reason endorses nothing contrary to the senses, and the senses reject nothing 

agreeable to reason. 

But indeed they are well adapted according to the matter of music, and finally a 

sincere and truthful judgment will be made if reason and the senses advance in 

harmonious accord, such that the former commits to the senses the consonance and 

dissonance of intervals, which must be explored on the monochord under certain 

measurement, 

A2
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4. 

hic vero, cum non adeo suo confidat judicio, rationi consonantiae et dissonantiae 

caussas et intervallorum differentias et proportionum ex principiis mathematicis et 

physicis investigandas earumque analogiam et anomaliam ex proportionum logistica 

dijudicandam permittat. Sonum quidem ut intervallorum materiam sensus percipit et de 

ipsius qualitate judicat, sed de forma judicare nescit, in quam ratio inquirit, inquisitam ad 

libellam suam perpendit et in numeris ejusmodi proportiones invenit, quibus sensus in 

constituendis in monochordo intervallis non reclamat. 
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4. 

and the latter, when it is not confident in its own judgment, submits to reason the causes 

of consonance and dissonance and the distinctions of intervals and proportions, which 

must be investigated according to the principles of mathematics and physics, and their 

similarity and irregularity, which must be adjudicated according to the operations of 

proportions. Indeed, the senses perceive sound as the material of intervals and they 

give judgment concerning the quality of it, but they are ignorant concerning the form of 

judgment, in which case reason inquires, having been investigated, it carefully assesses 

its plumb line and discovers proportions of this sort in numbers, for which reason the 

senses do not protest the establishment of intervals on the monochord. 
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Quaestio secunda: An in intervallis sint proportiones?  

 

Quanquam proprie in quantitatibus habetur proportio, tamen et in aliis invenitur, 

quorum habitudo secundum quantitatem consideratur. Sic soni graves et acuti, quorum 

distantia dicitur intervallum, ut quantitates considerantur, quia sese habent ut numerus 

ad numerum, qui quantitas est. Gravis enim intentione decrescit ad medium, remissione 

vero acutus. Soni in medio coincidentes, sunt unisoni, extra medium vero in duobus 

extremis, intervalla. Soni autem qui vel intentione, vel remissione ad medium 

preveniunt, e partibus componi videntur. Quae e partibus componuntur, numerorum 

inter se rationem habere censentur. Sonos igitur inter se numerorum rationem habere 

nemo inficias ibit. Ut autem numerorum ratio est vel aequalis vel inaequalis. Ita sonorum 

alius aequalis, 

A3 
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5. 

Second question: Do proportions exist in intervals?  

 

Although proportion is particularly understood in quantities, nevertheless it is also 

found in other things for which the condition is considered according to quantity. Thus 

high and low sounds, for which the distance is called an interval, are considered to be 

quantities because they hold themselves like a number to a number, which is quantity. 

For instance, a low sound decreases to the middle by means of tension, while a high 

sound does the same by means of release. The sounds coinciding in the middle are 

unisons, while those existing outside of the middle in two extremes are intervals. 

Moreover, sounds that arrive at the middle by means of either tension or release are 

seen to be composed from parts. Those things that are composed from parts are judged 

to have a ratio of numbers between them. Therefore, no one will deny that sounds have 

a ratio of numbers between them. Moreover, that the ratio of numbers is either equal or 

unequal. Thus one of the sounds is equal, 

A3
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6. 

alius inaequalis. Aequalis est a motu aequali, in spacio aequali sub proportione 

aequalitatis, inaequalis vero a motu inaequali, in spacio inaequali sub proportione 

inaequalitatis. Sonus aequalis unisonus dicitur, inaequalis vero intervallum. Cum igitur 

soni in intervallis considerentur ut numeri, numeri vero sint quantitates, et proportio sit 

quantitatum inter se comparatio, in intervallis erunt proportiones, quarum doctrinam 

sequentibus septem theorematibus includemus, et totidem axiomatibus concludemus. 

  

Theoremata. 

I. Proportio est duorum numerorum harmonicorum secundum quantitatem inter se 

comparatio. Secundum quantitatem dicitur, quod una alteri vel aequalis, vel inaequalis, 

ubi altera major, altera minor. 

II. Unde proportio est vel aequalitatis, vel inaequalitatis. Aequalitatis est inter duos 

numeros aequales, quorum alter altero nec major, nec minor, ut inter 1:1 et 2:2. 

Inaequalitatis est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum alter altero vel major, vel 

minor est. 
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6. 

and the other is unequal. Equality is created by equal motion, in equal space, under 

equal proportion, but inequality is created by unequal motion, in unequal space, under 

unequal proportion. An equal sound is called a unison, but an unequal sound is called in 

interval. Thus, if the sounds in intervals have been thought of as numbers, thus the 

numbers have been thought of as quantities, and if proportion were thought of as a 

comparison of the quantity between them, they would be thought to be proportions that 

consist of intervals, for which we shall include a doctrine of seven supporting theorems, 

and we shall conclude with as many axioms. 

 

Theorems. 

I. A proportion is the comparison of two harmonic numbers according to the 

quantity between them. It is named according to quantity, because one of the two is 

either equal or unequal, where one is larger and the other one smaller. 

II. Thus the proportion is either of equality or of inequality. It is of equality between 

two equal numbers, of which one of the two is neither larger nor smaller, such as 

between 1:1 and 2:2. It is of inequality between two unequal numbers, of which one of 

the two is either larger or smaller. 
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7. 

 Et in hac major terminus in describendo praeponitur, minor vero postponitur. At in 

logistica major superiori, minor inferiori loco ponitur. Ille denominator, hic vero 

numerator dicitur. 

III. Proportio inaequalitatis est vel simplex vel composita. Simplex est vel multiplex, 

vel superparticularis, vel superpartiens. Multiplex est inter duos numeros inaequales, 

quorum major minorem aliquoties continet. 

 Species inprimis musico notandae sunt: dupla, quae forma octavae in 2:1; tripla, 

quae duodecimae in 3:1; quadrupla, quae decimae quintae in 4:1. 

IV. Superparticularis est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum major semel 

minorem continet, et insuper ejus aliquam partem, quae si dimidia, constituit 

sesquialteram. Si tertia, sesquitertiam. 

 Notandae sunt species praecipuae: sesquialtera, quae forma quintae in 3:2; 

sesquitertia, quae quartae in 4:3; 

A4 
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And in the latter, the larger term is set in front when writing it down, and the 

smaller term is set behind. But in operations, the larger term is set in the upper position, 

and the smaller term is set in the lower position. The former is called the denominator, 

but the latter is called the numerator.1 

III. A proportion of inequality is either simple or composite. The simple form is either 

multiple, superparticular, or superpartient. The multiple form occurs between two 

unequal numbers, of which the larger contains the smaller any number of times. 

 The species that should be observed foremost by the musician are: the dupla, 

whose form is that of the octave in 2:1; the tripla, whose form is that of the twelfth in 3:1; 

and the quadrupla, whose form is that of the fifteenth in 4:1. 

IV. The superparticular form occurs between two unequal numbers, of which the 

larger contains the smaller one time and, in addition, some part of it, which, if it is a half, 

forms the sesquialtera [3:2]. If it is a third, forms the sesquitertia [4:3]. 

 The particular species that should be observed are: the sesquialtera, whose form 

is that of the fifth in 3:2; the sesquitertia, whose form is that of the fourth in 4:3; 

A4

                                                
1 Contrary to modern usage, Baryphonus designates the upper number of a proportion the 

denominator, and the lower number the numerator. This is especially clear in Pleias tertia, Sectio sexta, 
On comparison, see pp. 106-107. 
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sesquiquarta, quae tertiae majoris in 5:4; sesquiquinta, quae tertiae minoris in 6:5; 

sesquioctava, quae toni majoris in 9:8; sesquinona, quae toni minoris in 10:9; 

sesquidecima quinta, quae semitonii majoris in 16:15; sesquivicesima quarta, quae 

semitonii minoris in 25:24; sesquioctuagesima, quae commatis in 81:80. 

V. Superpartiens est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum major semel minorem 

continet, et praeterea aliquot ejus partes. Si duas tertias, constituit superbipartientem 

tertias, quae forma sextae majoris in 5:3. Si tres quintas, supertripartientem quintas, 

quae sextae minoris in 8:5. 

VI. Composita duplex est: multiplex superparticularis et multiplex superpartiens. 

Multiplex superparticularis est inter duos numeros inaequales, quorum major continet 

aliquoties minorem et insuper ejus partem aliquam. 

 Si bis et dimidiam, dicitur dupla sesquialtera, quae forma octavae cum di- 
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the sesquiquarta, whose form is that of the major third in 5:4; the sesquiquinta, whose 

form is that of the minor third in 6:5; the sesquioctava, whose form is that of the major 

tone in 9:8; the sesquinona, whose form is that of the minor tone in 10:9; the 

sesquidecima quinta, whose form is that of the major semitone in 16:15; the 

sesquivicesima quarta, whose form is that of the minor semitone in 25:24; and the 

sesquioctuagesima, whose form is that of the comma in 81:80. 2 

V. The superpartient form occurs between two unequal numbers, of which the 

greater contains the minor one time and, in addition, several parts of it. If it is two-thirds, 

it forms the superbipartient tertia, whose form is that of the major sixth in 5:3. If it is 

three-fifths, it forms the supertripartient quinta, whose form is that of the minor sixth in 

8:5. 

VI. The composite form is twofold: multiple superparticular and multiple 

superpartient. The multiple superparticular form occurs between two unequal numbers, 

of which the larger contains the smaller any number of times and, in addition, some part 

of it. 

 If it is two and a half times, it is called the dupla sesquialtera, whose form is that 

of the octave plus the ditone 

                                                
2 These proportions arise from just intonation. For discussion of Baryphonus’s dual usage of 

Pythagorean and just systems, see the remarks following this edition/translation in Chapter 6.2. 
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tono in 5:2. Si ter et tertiam partem, dicitur tripla sesquitertia, quae forma qctavae cum 

sexta majore in 10.3. 

VII. Multiplex superpartiens est inter duos numeros inaequales quorum major 

aliquoties minorem continet, et praeterea aliquot ejus partes. Si bis et duas eius tertias, 

dicitur dupla superbitertia, quae forma undecimae in 8:3. Si bis et duas quintas, dicitur 

dupla superbiquinta, quae forma octavae cum tertia minore in 12:5. 

 Proportiones majoris inaequalitatis heic tantum ponere operae precium duximus, 

minoris enim inaequalitatis, cum habeant sese ad illas ut habitus ad privationem, nihil 

ad constituendas consonantias faciunt. 

 

Axiomata septem. 

I.  Proportio multiplex in infinitum excrescit, superparticularis decrescit; illa instar 

quantitatis discretae, haec continuae; superpartiens vero et crescit et decrescit. 

A5 
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in 5:2.3 If it is three and a third part, it is called the tripla sesquitertia, whose form is that 

of the octave plus the major sixth in 10:3. 

VII. The multiple superpartient form occurs between two unequal numbers, of which 

the major contains the smaller any number of times and, in addition, several parts of it. If 

it is twice and two-thirds of it, it is called the dupla superbitertia, whose form is that of the 

eleventh in 8:3. If it is twice and two-fifths, it is called the dupla superbiquinta, whose 

form is that of the octave plus the minor third in 12:5. 

 Here we have only thought it worthy of the effort to set proportions of greater 

inequality, for those of lesser inequality—seeing that they consider themselves in 

comparison to the others in a condition of deprivation—do nothing to form consonances. 

 

Seven axioms. 

I. A multiple proportion increases in infinitude, a superparticular proportion 

decreases in infinitude; the former increases equal to the discrete quantity, the latter 

decreases equal to the uninterrupted quantity; but a superpartient proportion both 

increases and decreases. 

A5 

                                                
3 Strictly, ditone refers to the Pythagorean interval 81:64, formed by two 9:8 whole tones. Here, 

Baryphonus uses ditone to indicate the just major third, 5:4, which is smaller than the Pythagorean ditone 
by 81:80, the (syntonic) comma. For further discussion, see Chapter 6.2 
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Consectaria. Unde minima quidem multiplex dari potest, sed non maxima; et data 

quacunque multiplici, datur major. Superparticularium quidem maxima datur, sed non 

minima; et data quacunque superparticulari contingit dari minorem. Sed data 

quacunque superpartiente datur tam major quam minor. 

II.  Proportio multiplex quo unitati proximior, eo minor; quo ab eadem remotior, eo 

major; illud nomenclatura minor, hoc major arguit. Contra superparticularis: quo ab 

unitate seu aequalitate remotior, eo minor; quo eidem vicinior, eo major est; illius 

nomenclatura minor in minoribus numeris, hujus major in majoribus terminis indicinam 

facit. 

Consectaria. Unde dupla minor est tripla, tripla minor est quadrupla, et 

sesquialtera major est ses- 
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Conclusions. Whence indeed the smallest multiple proportion can be given, but 

not the largest; and when anything is added to a multiple proportion, it is made larger. 

Indeed the largest of the superparticular proportions is given, but not the smallest; and 

when anything is added to a superparticular proportion, it is made smaller. But when 

anything is given to a superpartient proportion, it is made either larger or smaller. 

II. The multiple proportion that is closer to unity is the smaller one; the one that is 

farther from the same is the larger one; the nomenclature minor indicates the former, the 

nomenclature major indicates the latter. The opposite is true for the superparticular 

proportion: the one that is farther from unity or equality is the smaller one; the one that is 

closer to the same is the larger one; the nomenclature minor makes an indication of the 

former in smaller numbers, the nomenclature major makes an indication of the latter in 

larger terms.  

Conclusions. Whence the dupla [2:1] is smaller than the tripla [3:1], the tripla [3:1] 

is smaller than the quadrupla [4:1], while the sesquialtera [3:2] is larger than  
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quitertia, sesquitertia major est sesquiquarta; et vice versa, quadrupla major est tripla, 

tripla vero major est dupla, et sesquiquarta minor est sesquitertia, sesquitertia minor est 

sesquialtera. 

III. Multiplex proportio in proportiones aequales nullas praeter multiplices mediatione 

geometria, quae in ejusmodi proportione tantummodo habet locum, dividi potest. In 

duas, si minor terminus unitas est, major vero quadratus. In tres, si minor terminus est 

unitas, major vero cubicus primus. 

Consectarium. Unde quadrupla proproportio in duas, octupla in tres aequales 

proportiones multiplices dividitur. 

IV. Superparticularis et superpartiens proportionalitatem geometricam non admittunt. 

Consectarium. Unde in duas pluresve aequales proportiones individuae sunt. 

V. In superpartiente proportione termini sunt ἔµ- 
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the sesquitertia [4:3], and the sesquitertia [4:3] is larger than the sesquiquarta [5:4]; and 

conversely, the quadrupla [4:1] is larger than the tripla [3:1], the tripla [3:1] is larger than 

the dupla [2:1], while the sesquiquarta [5:4] is smaller than the sesquitertia [4:3], and the 

sesquitertia [4:3] is smaller than the sesquialtera [3:2]. 

III. A multiple proportion cannot be divided into any equal proportions except multiple 

proportions by geometric mediation, which only takes place in a proportion of this kind. It 

can be divided into two multiple proportions, if the smaller term is unity and the larger 

term is quadratic. It can be divided into three multiple proportions, if the smaller term is 

unity, and the larger term is the first cube. 

Conclusion. Whence the quadrupla proportion is divided into two equal multiple 

proportions, and the octupla proportion is divided into three equal multiple proportions. 

IV. Superparticular and superpartient proportions do not permit geometric 

proportionality. 

Conclusion. Whence, superparticular and superpartient proportions are not 

divisible into two or more equal proportions. 

V. In a superpartient proportion, the terms are  
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µεσοι, qui intermedium quendam recipiunt numerum. 

Consectarium. Unde superpartiens numero quodam intermedio in duas alias 

proportiones dividitur. 

VI. Neque superparticularis, neque superpartiens sibi addita superparticularem 

constituunt proportionem, sed superpartientem extra numeros harmonicos primos 

constitutam. 

Consectarium. Unde neque sesquialtera sesquialteri, neque sesquitertia 

sesquitertiae, neque sesquiquarta sesquiquartae, neque superbitertia, neque 

supertriquinta sibi addita proportio procreant intervallo musico consono constituendo 

convenientem. 

VII. Sensus et scientia ab infinitate abhorrent, cum hujus potentialem finire infinitatem 

proprium sit, et natura sensus finita, cui ad certam sensilium perceptionem et 

dijudicationem certa opus est analogia, quae in sensus 
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intermediate, which require a certain intermediary number. 

Conclusion. Whence the superpartient proportion is divided by a certain 

intermediary number into two other proportions. 

VI. Neither the superparticular proportion, nor the superpartient proportion, when 

added to itself forms a superparticular proportion, but they form a superpartient 

proportion beyond the first harmonic numbers. 

 Conclusion. Whence neither a sesquialtera [3:2] proportion added to a 

sesquialtera [3:2] proportion, nor a sesquitertia [4:3] proportion added to a sesquitertia 

[4:3] proportion, nor a sesquiquarta [5:4] proportion added to a sesquiquarta [5:4] 

proportion, nor a superbitertia [5:3] proportion added to itself, nor a supertriquinta [8:5] 

proportion added to itself create an appropriate proportion according to the consonant 

musical interval that is to be established. 

VII. The senses and science are averse to the infinite, seeing that the power of the 

latter to limit the limitless is characteristic, as is the limited nature of the senses, for 

which a fixed similarity is beneficial for the certain perception and adjudication of the 

senses, which  
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mediocritate et temperata, quadam proportione consistit. Haec si vehementi sensili 

evertitur neque sensus suo officio convenienter fungi, neque de suo subjecto probe 

judicare potest. 

Consectarium. Unde intervalla cum ratione utriusque extremi infinita sint, musica 

proportiones multiplicibus et superparticularibus in infinitum excurrentibus certam 

praefigit metam, quo certa et determinata habeat intervalla, quae vox humana, vel 

instrumenta musica exprimere, sensus percipere et ratio in proportiones dijudicare 

possit, id quod in longa numerorum serie statim fieri nequit. Et sensus et sensile in 

mediocritate non constituti, incertum aurium judicium reddunt. Ideo octuplam 

proportionem in ecclesiis et scholis tanquam σύςτηµα τελειότατον in mediocritate situm 

raro transilimus. 
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consists of a certain proportion in moderateness and temperateness of the senses. If 

this is upset by the violent and the perceptible, neither can the senses suitably perform 

their duties, nor are they able to properly judge their subject. 

 Conclusion. Whence according to reason, seeing that intervals of either extreme 

would be infinite, music appoints a certain boundary with respect to multiple and 

superparticular proportions running into infinity, according to which it would have fixed 

and determined intervals, which the human voice or a musical instrument would be able 

to express, the senses would be able to perceive, and reason would be able to 

adjudicate in proportions, which it would not immediately be able to do in a long series 

of numbers. Both the senses and the perceptible, not having been formed in 

moderation, render uncertain judgment of the ears. Therefore rarely do we cross over 

the octupla [8:1] proportion in churches and in schools, as it were, a completely 

perfected system, situated in moderation. 
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Quaestio tertia: Unisonus an intervallum, an vero intervallorum principium? 

 

Unisonus intervallum non est. Hoc enim soni acuti et gravis est distantia. Ille vero 

nullam sonorum distantiam quoad acumen aut gravitatem admittit, sed semper in uno et 

eodem tenore perseverat, et ad unam extensionem producitur. Unisonus habetur in 

proportione aequalitatis, intervallum vero in proportione inaequalitatis continetur. 

Consideratur igitur ut principium intervallorum in proportione aequalitatis 

comprehensum. Et veluti ex aequalitate omnes inaequalitatis species oriuntur, ita ex 

unisono reliqua intervalla, tam consona quam dissona procreantur. Et hoc modo habet 

se unisonus ad intervallum; quemadmodum in geometria punctum ad magnitudinem, et 

basis ad gradus; in physica τὸ νῦν ad tempus; in arithmetica unitas ad numerum. 
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Third question: Which is the origin of intervals, the unison or the interval? 

 

The unison is not an interval, for the latter is the distance between high and low 

sounds. The former, however, admits no distance with respect to highness and lowness 

of sounds, but perseveres in one and the same tenor, and is produced by one 

extension. The unison is held in a proportion of equality, whereas the interval is 

contained in a proportion of inequality.  

It is considered, therefore, that the beginning of intervals is rooted in a proportion 

of equality. And, just as all species of inequality arise from equality, thus the remaining 

intervals are created from the unison, whether consonant or dissonant. And in this way, 

the unison considers itself almost an interval; just as in geometry a point considers itself 

almost a magnitude, and a point of attachment considers itself almost a position; in 

physics the present considers itself almost time; and in arithmetic unity considers itself 

almost a number. 
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 Male ergo tonus, qui Boethio libro 2, Arithmetica, capitulo 44, omnium musicorum 

sonorum parvissimus; et Fabro Stapulensi libro 3, Musica, capitulo 33, consonantiarum 

primordium; aut diesis Aristoteli libro 10, capitulo 1, Metaphysica; aut διάσχισµα 

semitonii, aut comma, aut commatis σχίσµα, aut si quod intervallum minutius εἰς τὸ 

συνεχῶς διαιρετὸν usque ad unisonum principium intervallorum statuuntur. Sunt enim 

intervalla omnia in proportione inaequalitatis vel superparticulari, vel superpartiente 

constituta, et unisono ratione διαςάσεως superiora et magis composita. Et licet soni 

acuti et gravis distantia fuerit quam minima, tamen intervallum procreatur magis 

intervallatum unisono. Cum igitur tonus, diesis, διάσχισµα, comma et commatis σχίσµα 

sint intervalla; sui ipsius principium plane esse nequeunt. 

 In super, cum sint partim in superparticulari, partim in superpartiente proportione 

aliquoties sumta neque multiplex, 
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Wrongly, therefore, is the tone thought of as the smallest of all musical sounds by 

Boethius (De arithmetica, Book 2, Chapter 44); and the origin of consonances by Faber 

Stapulensis (Musica, Book 3, Chapter 33); or the diesis by Aristotle (Metaphysics, Book 

10, Chapter 1); or the diaschisma semitone, or the comma, or the schisma comma, or, if 

at any time, any smaller interval, from the infinitely divisible up to the unison, is thought 

of as the beginning of intervals. For all intervals are formed in a proportion of inequality, 

whether by the superparticular or by the superpartient, and constructed, according to 

reason, from the unison having been stretched higher and to a greater extent. And even 

if the distance between the high and low sounds were as small as possible, 

nevertheless an interval would be formed, having been an interval larger than the 

unison. Therefore, seeing that the tone, the diesis, the diaschisma, the comma, and the 

schisma comma are intervals, thus they themselves clearly cannot be the beginning. 

In addition, if they were taken several times, being partly in superparticular 

proportion and partly in superpartient proportion, they would form neither a musical 

interval in multiple proportion,   
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neque superparticulare, neque superpartiens intervallum constituent musicum, quippe 

non multiplex multiplici additum neque multiplex, neque superparticulare producit, et 

proportiones superparticulares et superpartientes in certas aliquot partes aequales 

dividi, aut sibiipsis junctae intervallum quoddam musicum efficere nequeunt. 

 

Quaestio quarta: Unisonus an consonantia sit, an vero dissonantia? Utrumque negatur. 

 

Unisonus cum non sit intervallum, proprie nec consonantia erit, nec dissonantia. 

Non enim in ratione inaequali, quae constituit consonantiam vel dissonantiam consistit, 

sed aequali; Nec ulla heic sonorum est dissimilium in proportione rationali sibi 

respondentium, vel irrationali sibi adversantium conjunctio, sed inter duos unisonos 

identitas est specifica in utrisque ab aequali chorda, aut motu aequali, 
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nor a musical interval in superparticular proportion, nor a musical interval in 

superpartient proportion would form a musical interval, because indeed a proportion that 

is not multiple added to a multiple proportion produces neither a multiple proportion nor 

a superparticular proportion, and neither superparticular proportion nor superpartient 

proportions can be divided into some fixed number of equal parts, or, when added to 

themselves, they cannot make a certain musical interval. 

 

Fourth question: Is the unison a consonance or a dissonance? Either is denied. 

 

The unison, seeing that it is not an interval, is properly neither a consonance nor 

a dissonance. For it stands not in an unequal ratio, which forms a consonance or a 

dissonance, but in an equal ratio. Nor is this a conjunction of dissimilar sounds 

answering itself in a rational proportion, or opposing itself in irrational proportion but 

between two unisons there is a particular identity in each of two equal strings, or equal 

motions,  
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aut proportione aequali sub numeris aequalibus in una et eadem systematis linea et uno 

et eodem spatio profecta. Igitur soni similes potius quam consoni essent appellandi, nisi 

velimus in latiore significatione consonare omne id quod non dissonat. Et hoc modo 

videntur unisoni propter essentiae suae specificae identitatem consonare et varietatem 

quoad soni latitudinem, quae ex vi unita fortior, admittere. 

 Consonantiis autem perfectis accensetur propterea, quod nihil magis consonum 

nihilque perfectius in sonis esse possit, quam quod respectu sui unum est, et in 

proportione aequali habetur. 

 

Quaestio quinta: An quarta sit consonantia? Affirmatur, idque ob sequentes rationes. 

 

I. Cui convenit definitio, eidem convenit definitum. 

 Quartae convenit consonantiae definitio. Illa enim soni gravis et acuti com- 

B 
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or equal proportions under numbers in one and the same system with a string perfected 

in one and the same space. Therefore they were called similar sounds rather than 

consonant sounds, unless we wish in a broad meaning to call everything consonant 

which does not sound dissonant. And in this way unisons appear to sound consonant 

because of the identity of their particular essence, and because they admit variety with 

regard to the breadth of sound, which being united by strength is more powerful. 

It is, moreover, added to the perfect consonances for this reason: because, in 

regard to sound, nothing is able to be more consonant, and nothing is able to be more 

perfect, than that which is one in respect to itself, and which is held in equal proportion. 

 

Fifth question: Is the fourth a consonance? It is affirmed for the following reasons.4 

 

I.  The definition fits to it, therefore, having been defined, it fits to the same. 

The definition of a consonance applies to the fourth. Namely, it is a combination 

of low and high sounds, 

B 

                                                
4 Baryphonus and Grimm follow Zarlino’s reasoning in determining the fourth to be a perfect 

consonance. Zarlino and Baryphonus and Grimm, however, contradict their own claims when 
demonstrating the use of the fourth in practice. For example, they state that the fourth is used in 
syncopation (i.e., suspension), a treatment of dissonance. For further discussion of Zarlino’s and 
Baryphonus and Grimm’s inconsistency between idealized theory and realized practice with regard to the 
consonance of the fourth, see Ch. 6.2. 
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positio est, aures suaviter afficiens, id quod sensus dictitat. Auditus enim quartam ut 

gratum objectum percipit, cum non adeo multum a quinta, cui maxima ex parte cognata 

est, differat. Et si chordae juxta veras proportiones exacte intenduntur, quarta non modo 

non dissonat, sed cum suavitate etiam aures ingreditur, id quod ex testudinum et 

violarum, quas Itali de gamba vocant, temperatura liquidum est. 

 Igitur quartae convenit definitum, quod sit consonantia. 

II.  Intervalla quae in quaternario Pythagoreo continentur, et consona et perfecta 

sunt. Nulla enim hic numerus procreat intervalla praeter consona et perfecta. 

 At quarta habetur in quaternario Pythagoreo in proportione sesquitertia in 

numeris 4:3. 

 Igitur extra omnem dubitationis aleam positum est quartam esse consonantiam, 

et quidem perfectam. Quippiam enim respectu sui perfectum, al- 
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affecting the ears more sweetly, which the senses declare. Indeed hearing perceives the 

fourth as a pleasing object, because it does not differ greatly from the fifth, to which it is 

a relative for the most part. And if the strings are stretched in nearly exact proportion, 

not only does the fourth not sound dissonant, but it also approaches the ears with 

sweetness, which is pure according to the temperament of the lyres and violas, which 

the Italians call the de gamba.5 

Therefore, having been defined, it fits to the fourth, because it is a consonance. 

II. Intervals that are contained in the Pythagorean quaternarius, are both consonant 

and perfect. For this number creates no intervals other than consonant and perfect. 

Moreover, the fourth is held in the Pythagorean quaternarius in sesquitertia 

proportion in the numbers 4:3. 

Therefore, beyond all possibility of doubt, the fourth has been determined to be a 

consonance, and indeed perfect. Indeed anything is able to be perfect in respect to itself  

                                                
5 This demonstrates Baryphonus and Girmm’s appeal to both reason and the senses. To them, 

the fourth is a consonance according to both judges. See pp. 127 and 128 for further discussion of the 
fourth. 
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terius respectu imperfectum esse potest, cum nulla in re plena perfectio sit, unde gradus 

perfectionis distincti. Quarta igitur in sese et suo in gradu consonantia perfecta est, licet 

ratione quintae et octavae non adeo sit perfecta. Nec tamen proinde e consonantiarum 

perfectarum censu ejicienda. Alias enim et quintae octava imperfectiori idem eveniret, et 

sextae ea propter, quod tertiis imperfectiores, duriorem harmoniam atque tertiae 

gignant; imo in una sede diutius immorari et finem cantilenae imponere nequeant, e 

consonantiarum numero exterminandae essent. 

III.  Quod in intervallis plurium proportionum consonat, et aliis consonantiis, quarum 

pars est tam ex harmonica quam arithmetica divisione, additum, alias procreat 

consonantias, per se neutiquam dissonat. 

 At quarta in intervallis plurium proportionum consonat, et aliis consonantiis, 

quarum pars est tam ex harmo- 

B2 
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and imperfect in respect to another, seeing that no perfection is complete, whence the 

distinct degrees of perfection. Therefore the fourth is a perfect consonance on its own 

and according to its own position, although according to reason it is not as perfect as the 

fifth and the octave. Yet not to such an extent that it must be rejected from the register of 

the perfect consonances. Indeed in another time the same arose from the imperfection 

of the octave by the fifth, and again from imperfections of the sixth by the thirds, and 

indeed the thirds produce harsher harmony; as the bottommost, they were unable to 

delay for a longer time in one position, and they were unable to be set at the end of a 

song, thus they had to be banished from the number of consonances. 

III.  Because it sounds in accord with intervals of several proportions, and with other 

consonances, of which part is added is either from harmonic or arithmetic division, it 

creates other consonances, and by no means does it sound in discord by itself. 

Moreover, the fourth sounds in accord with intervals of several other proportions, 

and with other consonances it creates other consonances, of which the part having 

been added is either from harmonic 

B2
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nica, quam arithmetica divisione addita, alias procreat consonantias. Igitur quarta est 

consonantia. 

 Assumptio probatur. In diapason enim symphonia consonat quarta cum quinta et 

cum tertia tam majore quam minore. Haec intervalla omnia sunt diversi generis et 

proportionis. Aliud enim est perfectum, aliud imperfectum; aliud duplum, aliud 

sesquialterum, aliud sesquiquartum, aliud sesquiquintum; quae in uno systemate 

conjuncta harmoniam efficiunt et plenam, et sonoram et suavem. Idem non evenit, si 

tonus aut semitonium inseritur. Illa enim ut intervalla dissona, in proportione non 

harmonica, aliis misceri nolunt, sed quodlibet integrum esse enititur, unde alii officit, et 

ad sensum minus suaviter transmissum totam harmoniam confundit. 

 Secundo, quarta aliis consonantiis addita consonantiam parit non solum siplicem 

et compositam, verum etiam perfectam et imperfectam. Sic, 
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or from arithmetic division. Therefore the fourth is a consonance. 

 The assumption is proven. In the diapason, for instance, the fourth sounds in 

symphony with the fifth and the third, both major and minor.6 All of these intervals are of 

diverse genus and proportion. Namely, one is perfect and the other is imperfect; and 

one is dupla [2:1], one is sesquialtera [3:2], one is sesquiquarta [5:4], and one is 

sesquiquinta [6:5]; which, joined in one system, bring forth harmony, full, and sonorous, 

and sweet. This does not occur if the tone or the semitone is inserted. For, as dissonant 

intervals in dissonant proportion, they do not wish to be mixed with others, but indeed 

anything that strives to be whole, whereby it blocks the path of others, also brings 

disorder to the senses, the entire harmony having been transmitted less sweetly. 

 Secondly, the fourth, when added to other consonances, produces a consonance 

not only simple and composite, but also perfect and imperfect. Thus,  

                                                
6 This foreshadows Baryphonus and Grimm’s discussion of the harmonic triad in Pleias sexta. 
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cum quinta procreat octavam omnium primam et perfectissimam. Cum imperfecta in 

senario comprehensa imperfectam gignit. Cum tertia majore sextam majorem; cum 

minore minorem. Cum octava conjuncta compositam gignit undecimam, quam 

Pythagorici quidem rejiciunt, Ptolomaeus vero pro consonantia agnoscit. Boethius libro 

5, Musica, capitulis 9, 10, 11; et Ptolemaeus libro 1, capitulo 6, Harmonica. 

IV. Si quarta dissonantiis esset annumeranda, a diapason subtracta relinquat 

intervallum dissonum necesse est. Intervallum enim a diapason subductum, relinquit 

intervallum sibi homogeneum: quod vel consonum, si subductum fuerit consonum; vel 

dissonum, si subductum dissonum; vel consonum perfectum, si subductum perfectum; 

imperfectum, si subductum imperfectum. Non aliter ac numerus a denario subtractus: si 

fuerit par, relinquit parem; si impar, imparem. 

B3 
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with the fifth it creates the octave, the first and most perfect of all consonances. Having 

been taken with an imperfect consonance from the senarius, it brings forth an imperfect 

consonance. With the major third, it brings forth the major sixth; with the minor third, it 

brings forth the minor sixth.7 Joined with the octave, it brings forth the composite 

eleventh, which the Pythagoreans indeed reject, but which Ptolemy acknowledges as a 

consonance. Boethius (Musica, Book 5, Chapters 9, 10, and 11) and Ptolemy 

(Harmonia, Book 1, Chapter 6). 

IV. If the fourth were to be added to the dissonances, subtracted from the diapason, 

it would necessarily leave behind a dissonant interval. For an interval subtracted from 

the diapason leaves behind an interval of the same class: that which is consonant, if 

subtracted, would be consonant; that which is dissonant, if subtracted, would be 

dissonant; or a perfect consonance, if subtracted, would be a perfect consonance; an 

imperfect consonance, if subtracted, would be an imperfect consonance. It is no 

different than a number subtracted from a group of ten: were it to be an even number, it 

would leave behind an even number; were it to be an odd number, it would leave behind 

an odd number. 

B3 

                                                
7 The minor sixth in the proportion 8:5 exists outside of the senarius, but Baryphonus admits 

consonances formed from the quaternarius, senarius, and octonarius. See page 18 of this edition and 
translation. 
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At quarta ab octava subtracta relinquit quintam intervallum consonum et ordine 

naturali et perfectione octavae proximum. 

 Igitur in consonantiarum perfectarum numero reponenda est quarta, quae in 

subtractione intervallum neque consonum imperfectum, neque dissonum post se 

relinquit. 

V. Si quarta dissonantiis accensenda, necesse est transposito extremo intervallum 

dissonum enasci. Communis enim intervallorum affectio est transposito alicujus 

intervalli extremo, ita ut ex acuto fiat grave et vicissim ex gravi acutum, haberi 

intervallum vel in acuto, vel in gravi ejusdem generis et naturae cum primo. Et haec 

transpositio perfici potest tam in notis quam in numeris. In notis, quando alterum 

extremum per octavam transponitur; acutum in grave, grave in acutum. Transpositio in 

numeris in acutum fit, quando minor terminus duplatur; in grave, quando major media- 
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And the fourth subtracted from the octave leaves behind the fifth, a consonant 

interval, closest to the octave both in the order of nature and in perfection. 

Thus, the fourth must be restored to the number of the perfect consonances, 

which, in subtraction, leaves behind neither imperfect consonant interval, nor dissonant 

interval. 

V.  If the fourth is to be added to the dissonances, the dissonant interval must arise 

from transposition. Indeed, the common disposition of intervals in the transposition of 

any interval is such that the lower note is made from the higher note and in turn the 

higher note is made from the lower note, the interval is to be held either in the higher 

position or in the lower position of the same genus and nature as the first interval. And 

this transposition is able to be completed either in notes or in numbers. It is able to be 

completed in notes when one extreme is transposed by an octave: the higher note into 

the lower position or the lower note into the higher position. Transposition in numbers 

into a higher position occurs when the smaller term is doubled; transposition into a lower 

position occurs when the larger term is mediated.  
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tur. Quod si fieri nequit, prius ambo termini duplandi sunt. Exemplo sit tonus major 

intervallum maxime dissonum. Hujus extremum grave si in notarum systemate per 

octavam in acutum, aut extremum acutum in grave transponatur, habebis tam in 

superiore quam inferiore systematis parte septimam minorem. 

 

 Idem in aliis experieris. Septima enim minor tonum majorem; semitonium major 

eptimam majorem; semitonium minus octavam diminutam; semidiapente tritonum; 

semidiapason semitonium minus; tertia major sextam minorem; tertia minor sextam 

majorem et vice versa utraque sexta tertiam producit. 

 Ex numeris idem liquet. Si enim nu- 
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But if this cannot be done, both terms should first be doubled. Take for example the 

major tone, the most dissonant interval. If, in a system of notes, its lower extreme is 

transposed by an octave into the upper position, or if the higher extreme is transposed 

by an octave into the lower position, you will have a minor seventh either in the upper 

part of the system or in the lower part of the system. 

 

You will find the same results in other examples. For instance, the minor seventh 

produces the major tone; the major semitone produces the major seventh; the minor 

semitone produces the diminished octave; the semidiapente produces the tritone; the 

semidiapason produces the minor semitone; the major third produces the minor sixth; 

the minor third produces the major sixth, and conversely either sixth produces either 

third. 

 The same is proven from numbers. For instance, if  
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meros extra harmonicos primos transponas, meras dissonantias: Si in quaternario 

comprehensos, proportiones superparticulares maximas, quae quintam et quartam: Si 

in senario et octonario, proportiones superparticulares et superpartientes, quae tertias 

et sextas efformant, habebis. 

 Si igitur intervallum dissonum producit aliud dissonum: anomalum anomalum: 

consonum consonum: perfectum perfectum: imperfectum imperfectum: cur quarta idem 

privilegii non habeat, cum ipsa quintam consonantiam perfectam et quinta vicissim 

quartam producat? 

VI. Usus quartae tam in συζυγίαις quam progressionibus consonantiarum longe 

maximus est. Si enim ex triga harmonica simplici et propinqua in remotam recesseris, 

saepiuscule quartam habebis. Et in sexta majore necessario quarta in imo subsistit loco 

ob mediationem arithmeticam8 et seriem numerorum harmonicorum primorum natu- 

                                                
8 “Harmonicam” appears in the original, but this cannot be correct. Harmonic mediation of the 

major sixth results in 20:15:12, with the fourth in the upper position, and the major third in the lower 
position. See p. 91. 
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you transpose numbers beyond the primary harmonic numbers, you will have unmixed 

dissonances; if you transpose those numbers contained in the quaternarius, you will 

have larger superparticular proportions, which form the fifth and fourth; if you transpose 

those numbers contained in the senarius and octonarius, you will have superparticular 

and superpartient proportions, which form the thirds and sixths. 

If, therefore, a dissonant interval produces another dissonant interval, an irregular 

interval produces another irregular interval, a perfect interval produces another perfect 

interval, and an imperfect interval produces another imperfect interval, why would the 

fourth not have the same privilege, seeing that it produces the perfect consonance of the 

fifth, and in turn the fifth produces the fourth? 

VI. The use of the fourth is by far the greatest in syzygies and in progressions of 

consonances.9 For instance, if you move away from the simple and proximal harmonic 

triad to the remote, you will often have the fourth. And of necessity the fourth stands in 

the lowest position in the major sixth because of arithmetic mediation and the natural 

series of primary harmonic numbers.10 

                                                
9 Baryphonus and Grimm refer to the harmonic triad both as a triga harmonica and as a συζυγία. 

For discussion of various arrangements of the triad, see Pleias sexta, especially pp. 164-168. 
10 In the natural series of harmonic numbers (1:2:3:4:5:6:8), the mediation of the major sixth 

occurs in the terms 3:4:5. See p. 91. 
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ralem. Et majores nostri Josquinus cum suo praeceptore Johanne Okeken Belga, 

Gascogne, Johannes Moutone, Adriani Willardi magister saepe quartam nudam absque 

quintae vel tertiae suppositione imo in loco subsistentem etiam in biciniis usurparunt. Et 

hodie musici Graeci Venetiis in aede quadam sacra singulis diebus festis musicam 

exercentes in cantilenis suis plurium vocum quam saepissime quartam nudam eamque, 

non sine eleganti suavitate imo in loco admittunt. In triga vero composita fieri non potest, 

quin in multicinio conficiendo quarta admittatur. Et nullus octavae, sive harmonice sive 

arithmetice divisae concentus sine quartae accessione suppleri, aut ulla octavae 

mediatio, quam vel ipsa natura praebet, fieri potest. In progressionibus etiam non raro 

quarta succedit alii consonantiae, id quod non fieret, si dissonantia esset. Ex 

dissonantia enim in consonantiam, nisi certo quodam respectu, nullus fit progressus. Et 

in nu- 
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And our ancestors Josquin with his teacher Johannes Ockeghem the Belgian, Mathieu 

Gascogne, Jean Mouton, and master Adrian Willaert often used the fourth alone without 

the supposition of the fifth or the third, in the lowest position, halting on it, even in 

bicinia. And today, in certain holy buildings around Venice, Greek musicians practicing 

music for every feast day permit the bare fourth in their songs with several voices as 

often as possible, and, not without elegant sweetness, they permit the fourth in the 

lowest position. However the fourth cannot be permitted in the composite triad except in 

that which is to be prepared in many voices. Furthermore, in progressions not rarely 

does the fourth succeed other consonances, which would not happen if it were a 

dissonance. For instance, no progression occurs from a dissonance into a consonance 

except in respect to a certain case. And in the  

B5 
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meris harmonicis primis quarta naturaliter quintam in numeris 3:4 et semiditonum in 6:8 

subsequitur. 

VII. Denique probatur autoritate musicorum et philosophorum tam Graecorum quam 

Latinorum, ut sunt Euclides in Isagoge Musica, Ptolomaeus libro 1, capitulo 5, 

Harmonia, Boethius libro 1, Musica, capitulo 7, et libro 5, capitulo 11, et libro 2 

Arithmetica, capitulo 38, et Macrobius libro 2, capitulo 1 in Somnio Scipionis, Dion 

Historicus libro 37, Victruvius libro 5, capitulo 4, Gaudentius capitulo 7 suae 

introductionis, et Censorinus. Hisce adde Sethum Calvisium capitulo 4 suae 

Μελοποιΐας. 

 

Quaestio sexta: Num tertia et sexta consonantiae? 

 

De hac quaestione musici in tres abeunt opiniones.  

I. Quidam nec rationi, nec auribus consonare putant, proindeque e consonantiarum 

numero rejiciunt, ut Pythagorici. 
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primary harmonic numbers, the fourth naturally follows close after the fifth in the 

numbers 3:4 and the semiditone in 6:8.11 

VII. Finally, it is proven by the authority of the musicians and philosophers, both 

among the Greeks and the Latins, such as Euclid (Isagoge Musica) and Ptolemy 

(Harmonia, Book 1, Chapter 5), Boethius (Musica, Book 1, Chapter 7, and Book 5, 

Chapter 11, and Arithmetica, Book 2, Chapter 38), Macrobius (Somnium Scipionis, Book 

2, Chapter 1), Cassius Dio Historicus (Book 37), Vitruvius (Book 5, Chapter 4), 

Gaudentius (Chapter 7 of his introduction), and Censorinus.12 To these, add Seth 

Calvisius (Chapter 4 of his Μελοποιια). 

 

Sixth question: Are the third and the sixth consonances? 

 

Of this question, musicians divided into three opinions.  

I. Some, like the Pythagoreans, believe them to sound consonant neither according 

to reason nor according to the ears, and therefore they reject them from the number of 

consonances. 

 

                                                
11 In the natural series of harmonic numbers (1:2:3:4:5:6:8), the fourth (in this arrangement, 3:4) 

follows the fifth (3:2), and also the minor third (5:6) an octave higher (6:8). Baryphonus and Grimm use 
both diatonic and syntonic scales, arising from Pythagorean and just systems. While semiditone strictly 
refers to the Pythagorean minor third (32:27), here Baryphonus and Grimm intend it to mean the just 
minor third (6:5). This is clarified on p. 30, where they state that the semiditone is in sesquiquinta (6:5) 
proportion.  For further discussion of mixed usage of Pythagorean and just systems, see Chapter 6.2. 

12 The unnamed works are Cassius Dio Historicus’s Historia Romana, and Censorinus’s De die 
natali, the latter of which Barpyhonus and Grimm quote in the front matter, see p. [xiv]. 
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1. Quia earum termini proportionales in quaternario harmonico non habentur, 

sed longissime ab eo recedunt, ut in terminis tertiae majoris 81:64, et 

sextae minoris 128:81 videre est. 

2. Quia earum proportio neque multiplex, neque superparticularis est, sed 

superpartiens, quae longe a simplicitate discedit, et non servat 

multiplicitatis ordinem, aut superparticularitatis simplicitatem. Boethius 

libro 2, Musica capitulo 26. 

3. Quia Pythagorei δις διὰ πασῶν in quaternario non excedunt. Proportiones 

autem tertiae et sextae non habentur in quaternario, neque earum sedes 

in δις διὰ πασῶν, sed ultra fixa est. Ideo consonantias imperfectas non 

agnoverunt. 

II. Quidam consonare auribus sed non rationi arbitrantur, e quorum numero est 

Jacobus Faber Stapulensis mathematicus eximius, qui libro 3, Musica, propositionibus 

1, 2, et 17 consonare dicit, sed consonantiae nomine notare non audet, ut cui de alia 

proportione investiganda sol- 
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1. Because their proportional terms are not contained in the harmonic 

quarternarius, rather they withdraw most distantly from it, as can be seen 

in the terms of the major third, 81:64, and the minor sixth, 128:81.13 

2.  Because their proportion is neither multiple nor superparticular, but 

superpartient, which departs greatly from simplicity, and does not preserve 

the order of multiplicity or the simplicity of superparticularity. Boethius 

(Musica, Book 1.2, Chapter 26). 

3.  The Pythagoreans do not exceed the disdiapason in the quaternarius. 

However, the proportions of the third and the sixth are not contained in the 

quaternarius, neither are their positions contained in the disdiapason, but 

they are fixed beyond it. Therefore they do not acknowledge the imperfect 

consonances. 

II. Some judge them to sound consonant according to the ears but not according to 

reason, among this number is Jacobus Faber Stapulensis, the most excellent 

mathematician, who says that they sound consonant (Musica, Book 3, Propositions 1, 2, 

and 17), but he does not venture to notate the consonances by name, seeing that his 

obligation was to be anxious that, like any other, they be investigated  

                                                
13 Baryphonus and Grimm mix Pythagorean and just systems. Major third usually refers to the just 

major third (5:4) while ditone usually indicates the Pythagorean major third (81:64). Likewise, minor sixth 
usually denotes the just minor sixth (8:5), while 128:81 is the diatessaron plus semiditone. See Chapter 
6.2 for further discussion of mixed usage. 
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licitum esse religio fuit, ne complices sectae Pythagoreae concitaret, quae sensu res 

musicas non dirigit sed ratione. Ratio vero illis nullas agnoscit consonantias, quam quae 

in proportione multiplici et superparticulari continentur. Faber Stapulensis libro 2, 

Musica. At tertia et sexta neque in multiplici habentur proportione dupla, quippe minor 

terminus dimidium majoris excedit: neque in superparticulari. Ditoni enim proportio 

minor est sesquitertia, major vero sesquiquarta; semiditoni minor est sesquiquinta, 

major vero sesquisexta. 

 Sed cum inter has nulla superparticularis intersit media, relinquuntur in 

superpartientibus, ut demonstrat Faber Stapulensis libro 3, Musica, propositionibus 1, 2. 

 Neque sexta major et minor sunt in superparticulari sesquialtera, cum residuum 

termini majoris excedat dimidium termini minoris. Imo ratio dictitat sextam in 

sesquialtera haberi non posse, cum quinta major sit, et quamvis su- 
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with respect to proportion, lest he disturb the accomplices of the Pythagorean sect, 

which guides matters of music not according to the senses but according to reason. 

Reason, in truth, acknowledges no consonances other than those that are contained in 

multiple and superparticular proportion. Faber Stapulensis (Musica, Book 2). But neither 

are the third and the sixth contained in the dupla [2:1] multiple proportion—for, as you 

can see, the larger term exceeds the smaller term by half—nor are they contained in 

superparticular proportion. For the proportion of the ditone [81:64] is smaller than the 

sesquitertia [4:3], but larger than the sesquiquarta [5:4]; and the proportion of the 

semiditone [32:27] is smaller than the sesquiquinta [6:5], but larger than the sesquisexta 

[7:6].14 

 But when no mediary of superparticular proportion lies between these, they are 

left in superpartient proportion, as Faber Stapulensis demonstrates (Musica, Book 3, 

Propositions 1 and 2). 

Neither the major [5:3] nor the minor sixth [8:5] are in superparticular sesquialtera  

proportion in which the remainder of the larger term exceeds the remainder of the 

smaller term by half. On the contrary, reason dictates that it is not possible to have a 

sixth in sesquialtera [3:2] proportion, because it is larger than the fifth, and although  

                                                
14 The sesquisexta, 7:6, is a prohibited interval because of its poor intonation. However, it is 

accepted by Ptolemy. See Lukas Richter, “Ptolemy,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed on 22 March 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/ 
grove/music/ 22510. 
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perpartientem majorem esse sesquialtera superparticularium maxima, id quod dubitanti 

subtractio manifestum faciet. Cum igitur termini proportionales sextarum non constituunt 

duplam aut sesquialteram, multo minus constituent triplam, quae dupla major, aut 

sesquitertiam aut sesquiquartam quae sesquialtera minores sunt. 

 Sed cum Jacobus Faber utramque tertiam et sextam quoad sonantiam a sensu 

approbari animadvertisset, cum consonantiae et dissonantiae proprium auditus sint 

objectum, in illam tantum curam incubuisset, quo veras harum consonantiarum 

proportiones ratione investigasset, cum proportiones et earum differentiae proprium 

rationis sint objectum, nec ratio sensui, a quo experimentum vel consonantiae vel 

dissonantiae, primo sumi debet, facile adversetur, sed potius in id incumbat, quo in 

veram consonantiae et dissonantiae causam inquirat et exquisitam hujus rationem cum 

sensu communicet. Et si omnes super- 
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it is larger than a superpartient proportion, the sesquialtera [3:2] proportion is the largest 

of the superparticular proportions, subtraction makes clear that which is doubted. 

Therefore, seeing that, the terms of the proportions of the sixths do not form the dupla 

[2:1] or the sesquialtera [3:2] proportion, much less do they form the tripla [3:1], which is 

larger than the dupla [2:1], or the sesquitertia [4:3] or the sesquiquarta [5:4], which are 

smaller than the sesquialtera [3:2]. 

 But when Jacob Faber Stapulensis had observed that each third and sixth were 

confirmed by the senses with regard to sound, seeing that consonances and 

dissonances are individual objects of hearing, he had brooded over them with such 

care, so that he had investigated by reason the true proportions of those consonances, 

and seeing that proportions and their distinctions are individual objects of reason, the 

reason of the senses, from which the experience either of consonance of dissonance 

must be taken in the first place, is not easily opposed, but rather he leans forward into it, 

so that he investigates the true cause of consonance and of dissonance and discusses 

with the senses the sought after reasoning for it. And if all  
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perpartientes proportiones intervalla efficerent dissona, necesse esset id fieri non solum 

quoad rationem, sed etiam quoad sensum, qui tamen reclamat ipso Fabro teste, et ratio 

consentiens monochordo non omnes superpartientes proportiones rejicit, et sic plures 

praeter multiplicem et superparticularem proportiones rei musica inserviunt. Aut si a 

multiplici et superparticulari proportione decedere ipsi religio fuisset, haud difficulter 

superparticularem ditoni et semidoni proportionem indagare potuisset, cum optime 

perspectum habuerit nullum intervallum in duas aequas partes dividi posse 

superpartiens; neque superparticulare sibi ipsi junctum intervallum aliud 

superparticulare producere posse, sed superpartiens. Si igitur ex falsa hypothesi 

proportio ditoni irrationalis et non harmonica esset deducta, cogitasset de vera 

superparticulari proportione cum viam nimis tritam ante se habuerit in variis diatonici, 

chromatici et enharmonici generis tetrachordis, ubi non solum ditonus in sesquiquarta, 

sed etiam semiditonus in sesquiquinta proportione collocatur. 
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superpartient proportions bring about dissonant intervals, this would need to take place 

not only with regard to reason, but also with regard to the senses, which however, 

according to the testimony of Faber himself, cry out in protest, and consistent reason 

according to the monochord does not reject all superpartient proportions, and thus many 

proportions other than multiple and superparticular proportions serve the interest of 

matters of music. Or rather, if the sanctity had been withdrawn from the multiple 

proportion and superparticular proportion, he would have been able to find the 

superparticular proportions of the ditone and semiditone without difficulty, seeing that no 

superparticular interval, having been observed properly, is able to be divided into two 

equal parts; neither is the conjoined superparticular interval itself able to produce 

another superparticular interval, rather it is able to produce a superpartient interval. 

Therefore if, from a false hypothesis, the proportion of the ditone were deduced 

irrational and not harmonic, he would have thought of true superparticular proportion in 

various genera of diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic tetrachords, seeing that he had 

an exceedingly well-trodden path in front of him, where not only the ditone is positioned 

in sesquiquarta [5:4] proportion, but also the semiditone is positioned in sesquiquinta 

[6:5] proportion.15 

                                                
15 This statement provides proof that Baryphonus and Grimm do use the term semiditone 

inclusively, referring also to the just minor third. 
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Ditonus inter parhypaten hypaton et hypaten meson in tetrachordo diatonico syntono 

Didymi nec non Ptolomaei et chromatico Didymi. Inter lychanon hypaton et hypaten 

meson in enharmonico Architae et Didymi et Ptolomaei. Tandem in duobus tetrachordis 

enharmonicis ἀνωνύµοις. Semiditoni proportio sesquiquinta habetur inter chordas 

hypaten hypaton et lychanon hypaton in scala diatonica syntona et in aequali Ptolomaei. 

Inter lychanon hypaton et hypaten meson in chromatica Aristoxeni Toniaea, in 

chromatica Didymi et in molli Ptolomaei. Sextarum vero longe facilimus modus fuisset, 

si quartam ditono aut semiditono: sesquiquartae vero aut sesquiquintae sesquitertiam 

addidisset, quam copulationem ipse libro 3, Musica, propositione 17, sextam vocat. 

Lege Calvisius in praefationem Μελοποιΐας ad Senatum Magdeburgensem. 

III. Quidam et rationi et auribus consonare volunt, idque vel in scala diatonica 

diatona vel in syntona. In scala diatona Glareanus id aggressus, quod Stapulensis non 

fuit ausus, tertiam et sextam consonantiis accensuit, licet genus 
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The ditone is held between the parhypate hypaton and the hypate meson in the diatonic 

syntonic tetrachord of Didymus, but not in the diatonic syntonic tetrachord of Ptolemy 

and the chromatic tetrachord of Didymus. It is held between the lychanos hypaton and 

the hypate meson in the enharmonic tetrachord of Archytas, Didymus, and Ptolemy. 

Finally, it is held in the two enharmonic tetrachords of anonymous. The sesquiquinta 

proportion of the semiditone is held between the strings of the hypate hypaton and the 

lichanos hypaton in the diatonic syntonic scale and in similar form in the scale of 

Ptolemy. It is held between the lychanos hypaton and the hypaton meson in the 

chromatic scale of Aristoxenus of Tarentum, in the chromatic scale of Didymus, and in 

the soft scale of Ptolemy. Indeed the mode of the sixths would have been far easier if he 

had added the fourth to the ditone or to the semiditone, or if he had added the 

sesquitertia [4:3] to the sesquiquarta [5:4] or the sesquiquinta [6:5], which he himself 

calls a copulation of the sixth (Musica, Book 3, Proposition, 17). Read Calvisius in the 

preface of Μελοποιια to the senate of Magdeburg.  

III.  Some desire them to sound consonant according to both reason and the ears, 

and to do so either in the diatonic scale or in the syntonic scale. In the diatonic scale, 

Glareanus, undertaking that which Stapulensis did not dare to do, added the third and 

the sixth to the consonances, although 
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diatonum retinuerit quod consonantias in superpartientibus non agnoscit. Vidit enim 

esse ad fugam in duabus vocibus simul colludentibus aptissimas multumque habere 

gratiae, si in perfectas tandem finiant consonantias. Inventae etiam sunt, ut taedium ex 

iteratione perfectarum consonantiarum natum levarent, postquam voces quaternae 

simul institutae. 

 In scala syntona Josephus Zarlinus Bartholomaeum Ramum Hispanum hac in re 

secutus tertias in censum consonantiarum recipit, inprimis duas ob causas:  

1. Quia continentur ipsi in rationibus superparticularibus, quae servant 

multiplicitatis ordinem et superparticularitatis simplicitatem, ut tertia major 

in sesquiquarta, tertia minor in sesquiquinta, id quod clarius ex mediatione 

proportionis sesquialterius demonstrat, et ex tetrachordo diatonico syntono 

seu naturali cuivis notum esse poterit, in quo inter primam et tertiam 

chordam semiditonus in proportionem 
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he retained the diatonic genus, even if he does not acknowledge consonances in 

superpartient proportion. Indeed it seemed to be most suitable and to have much grace 

in counterpoint of two voices sounding together at the same time, if they conclude in the 

end in perfect consonances. They have also been found to lessen the tedium born from 

the repetition of perfect consonances, after four voices are established at the same 

time.16 

In the syntonic scale, Gioseffo Zarlio, following Bartholomeus Ramus Hispania in 

this matter, reclaims the thirds the into the register of consonances, primarily for two 

reasons: 

1. Because they themselves are contained in superparticular ratios, which 

preserve the order of multiplicity and the simplicity of superparticularity, as 

do the major third in sesquiquarta [5:4] proportion and the minor third in 

sesquiquinta [6:5] proportion, which is demonstrated more clearly from 

mediation of the sesquialtera [3:2] proportion, and it can be noted from the 

diatonic syntonic tetrachord or, if you like, from the natural tetrachord, in 

which the semiditone is held between the first and third strings in 

sesquiquinta [6:5] 

 

 

  

                                                
16 This alludes to the acceptability of the major third at points of cadence. 
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sesquiquinta, inter secundam et ultimam ditonus in sesquiquarta habetur. 

2. Deinde earum termini proportionales in senario numero harmonico et 

perfecto primo comprehenduntur. Sextas, licet in superpartientibus 

habeantur proportionibus, admittit, cum in senario perfecto primo, et 

octonario cubico primo contineantur, nec in proportionem superpartientem 

profunde sese immergant, sed in primis superpartientium speciebus 

efformentur. Tum sensus rationi fidem habens accommodat proportiones 

monochordo et consonantiam percipit. 

 

Quaestio septima: An diesis diatona sit semitonium minus syntonum, et an apotome sit 

majus? 

 

In utraque generis diatonici scala tam diatonica quam syntona duo habentur 

semitonia, majus et minus. Illud veteres apotomen, hoc diesin et lemma appellitarunt. 

Iam quaeritur, num in 

C 
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proportion, and ditone is held between the second and last strings in 

sesquiquarta [5:4] proportion. 

2. Thereafter, the terms of their proportions are expressed in the primary 

senarius of numbers, being harmonic and perfect. This admits the sixths, 

although they are contained superpartient proportion, seeing that they are 

contained in the first perfect senarius and the first cubic octonarius, and 

seeing that they do not plunge deeply into superpartient proportion, rather, 

they are formed in the primary species of superpartient proportions.17 

Moreover, the senses, having faith in reason, adapt the proportions to the 

monochord, and perceive consonances. 

 

Seventh question: Is the diatonic diesis similar to the syntonic minor semitone, and is 

the apotome similar to the syntonic major semitone? 

 

In each scale of the diatonic genus, whether diatonic or syntonic, there are two 

semitones, major and minor. The ancients frequently called the former the apotome, and 

the latter the diesis and limma. Now it is asked whether in  

C 

                                                
17 The major sixth (5:3) is contained in the senarius, while the minor sixth (8:5) is found within the 

octonarius. 
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utraque scala apotome sit semitonium majus, diesis vero minus. 

Negatur. 

 Semitonium enim majus diatonum esse minus syntonum et majus syntonum esse 

minus diatonum ex sequentibus patet. In scala diatonica diatona invenitur diesis, 

quando a sesquitertia duas subtraxeris sesquioctavas, quae ditonum constituunt. Diesis 

enim differentia est inter quartam et duos tonos seu ditonum. Boethius libro 3, Musica, 

capitulo 8, Faber Stapulensis libro 2. Termini vero dieseos ex subductione relicti sunt 

256:243. Apotome in numeris est 2187.2048, qui liquent ex subductione semiditoni a 

ditono, quorum differentia est apotome. Apotome vero diesin commate excedit, ut ex 

additione commatis ad diesin, vel ex subtractione semitonii minoris a majori patet. 

Diesis vero et apotome copulatae constituunt tonum in sesquioctava proportionem. Et 

quia illa minor toni pars est, semitonium minus, haec quia major, semitonium majus 

dicitur. 
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each scale the apotome is the major semitone and the diesis is the minor semitone. 

It is denied. 

For instance, it is clear from the following that the diatonic major semitone is 

similar to the syntonic minor semitone and that the syntonic major semitone is similar to 

the diatonic minor semitone. In the diatonic diatonic scale, the diesis is found when you 

subtract two sesquioctavas [9:8], which constitute the ditone, from the sesquitertia [4:3]. 

Indeed the diesis is the difference between the fourth and two tones, or the ditone. 

Boethius (Musica, Book 3, Chapter 8) and Faber Stapulensis (Book 2). And the terms of 

the diesis left after subtraction are 256:243.18 The apotome is in the numbers 

2187:2048, which are apparent from the subtraction of the semiditone from the ditone, 

the difference between which is the apotome. Indeed the apotome exceeds the diesis by 

the comma, as is clear in the addition of the comma to the diesis or from the subtraction 

of the minor semitone from the major semitone.19 Indeed the diesis and the apotome 

combined form the tone in sesquioctava [9:8] proportion. And because the former is the 

smaller part of the tone, it is called the minor semitone, and because the latter is the 

larger part of the tone, it is called the major semitone.20 

                                                
18 For a discussion of the two types of semitones in Pythagorean and just systems, see Chapter 

6.2 
19 Here, “comma” refers to the diatonic comma, 531441:524288. 
20 In the diatonic scale.  
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 In scala vero diatonica syntona habetur semitonium majus quando ditonum a 

quarta, aut sesquiquartam a sesquitertia proportione subduxeris. At sesquidecima 

quinta semitonii majoris forma est. Semitonium minus elucet, quando semiditonus a 

ditono et sesquiquinta a sesquiquarta subducitur. At vicesima quarta semitonii minoris 

forma est. Sesquidecima quinta vero et sesquivicesima quarta conjunctae constituunt 

tonum minorem in sesquinona proportione cujus cum illa major pars sit, semitonium 

majus; haec cum minor, semitonium minus appellatur. 

 Ex hische liquet diesin diatonam in scala syntona esse semitonium majus, 

apotomen vero minus. Et vicissim semitonium majus syntonum in scala diatona esse 

diesin, et minus apotomen. Quod enim diesis praestat diatona, id quoque efficit 

semitonium majus syntonum. Sed diesis diatona differentia est inter ditonum et quartam, 

quemadmodum semitonium majus in scala syntona quartam a tertia majore distinguit. 

C2 
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Indeed the major semitone is held in the diatonic syntonic scale if you subtract 

the ditone from the fourth, or if you subtract the sesquiquarta [5:4] proportion from the 

sesquitertia [4:3] proportion.21 But the form of the major semitone is the sesquidecima 

quinta [6:5] proportion. The minor semitone reveals itself if the semiditone is subtracted 

from the ditone, and if the sesquiquinta [6:5] proportion is subtracted from the 

sesquiquarta [5:4] proportion.22 And the sesquidecima quinta [16:15] and the 

sesquivicesima quarta [25:24] combined form the minor tone in sesquinona [10:9] 

proportion, whose former and larger part is called the major semitone, and whose latter 

and smaller part is called the minor semitone.  

From this it is clear that the diatonic diesis is similar to the major semitone in the 

syntonic scale, and that the apotome is similar to the minor semitone in the syntonic 

scale. And likewise that the major semitone is similar to the diesis in the diatonic scale, 

and that the minor semitone is similar to the apotome in the diatonic scale. For that 

which yields the diatonic diesis also produces the syntonic major semitone, and that 

which yields the diatonic apotome also produces the syntonic minor semitone. But the 

diatonic diesis is the difference between the ditone and the fourth, just as, in the 

syntonic scale, the major semitone separates the fourth from the major third. 

C2 

                                                
21 Here, the “ditone” is the just major third. 
22 These intervals represent the just minor third and just major third. 
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Igitur diesis diatona et semitonium majus syntonum idem sunt. Vicissim quod 

apotome diatona, id quoque semitonium minus syntonum efficit. Sed apotome 

differentia est ditoni et semiditoni in scala diatona, perinde ac semitonium minus in scala 

syntona. Ergo apotome seu semitonium majus veterum et semitonium minus syntonum 

licet nomine disconvenire videantur, reapse tamen inter se conveniunt. Vide Calvisium 

in praefatione Μελοποιΐας. 

 

Tantum Celoeno de septem illusstribus quaestionibus musicis. 
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Therefore the diatonic diesis and the syntonic major semitone are similar. In turn, 

that which produces the diatonic apotome also produces the minor syntonic semitone. 

But indeed the apotome is the difference between the ditone and the semiditone in the 

diatonic scale, just as with the minor semitone in the syntonic scale. Therefore the 

apotome or the ancient major semitone and the minor syntonic semitone, although they 

appear to be inconsistent in name, in truth nevertheless are consistent with each other. 

See Calvisius in the preface of Μελοποιια. 

 

So much for Celaeno and the seven important musical questions. 
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STEROPE – PLEIAS SECUNDA: De numeris harmonicis eorumque relationibus. 

 

Sectio prima: De numeris harmonicis in genere. 

 

Theoremata.  

I. Musica non omnes numeros, nec simpliciter, quod arithmeticae est, sed illos 

tantum, qui cum aliis collati certam proportionem et certi alicujus intervalli formam 

efficiunt, relative considerat. 

II. Et haec relatio inter duos numeros harmonicos consistit, qui vel ambo primi, vel 

ambo a primis orti, vel alter primus, alter a primis ortus. 

III. Primi sunt septem priores alphabeti arithmetici numeri in quaternario, senario et 

octonario comprehensi, puta 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, et 8. 

IV. Septenarius ex hoc numero- 

C3 
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STEROPE – SECOND PLEIAS: On the harmonic numbers and their relationships. 

 

First section: On harmonic numbers in general. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Music does not concern all numbers, nor is it without complexity as it is for 

arithmetic, but it generally considers only those numbers that, when set against others, 

produce a certain proportion and the form of its certain interval. 

II. And this relationship stands between two harmonic numbers, which are either 

both primary numbers, or are both numbers descended from primary numbers, or one is 

a primary number and the other is descended from a primary number. 

III. The primary numbers are the seven leading numbers of the alphabet of 

arithmetic numbers contained in the quaternarius, senarius, and octonarius, for 

instance, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. 

IV. The septenarius is excluded from this registry  

C3
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rum censu excluditur, quod cum aliis numeris harmonicis collatus nullam legitimi 

intervalli proportionem pariat. Eodem sensu et virgineus et Pallas dicitur. 

V. A primis orti sunt vel secundarii vel tertiarii. Secundarii e primorum inter se 

multiplicatione oriuntur. Suntque quindecim: 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20, 24, 25, 30, 32, 36, 

40, 48, et 64. Tertiarii vero ex secundariorum per primos multiplicatione nascuntur. Et 

sunt triginta septem: 27, 45, 50, 54, 60, 72, 75, 80, 81, 90, 96, 100. , 108, 120, 125, 128, 

135, 144, 150, 160, 162, 180, 192, 200, 216, 225, 240, 256, 270, 288, 320, 324, 360, 

384, 432, 512, et 576. 

VI. Relationes autem seu σχέσεις inter duos numeros harmonicos sunt vel 

incompositae, vel compositae. Incompositae, quando numeri ambo incompositi, quos 

sola unitas metitur. Compositae, quando ambo numeri compositi, quos numerus 

multitudinis qui- 
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of numbers, because it does not produce the proportion of a legitimate interval when set 

against other harmonic numbers.1 In the same sense, it is said to be virginal and like 

Pallas.2 

V. Those numbers descended from primary numbers are either secondary or 

tertiary. Secondary numbers descend from the multiplication of primary numbers 

together. And there are fifteen: 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20, 24, 25, 30, 32, 36, 40, 48, and 

64. However, tertiary numbers originate from the multiplication of secondary numbers 

with primary numbers. And there are thirty-seven: 27, 45, 50, 54, 60, 72, 75, 80, 81, 90, 

96, 100, 108, 120, 125, 128, 135, 144, 150, 160, 162, 180, 192, 200, 216, 225, 240, 256, 

270, 288, 320, 324, 360, 384, 432, 512, and 576. 

VI. Moreover, the relationships or scheseis between two harmonic numbers are 

either incomposite or composite.3 Incomposite relationships, when both of the numbers 

are incomposite, are those which unity alone measures. Composite relationships, when 

both numbers are composite, are those which a certain number of multitude, 

 

                                                
1 Lukas Richter, “Ptolemy,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, 

accessed on 22 March 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/ grove/music/ 22510. 
Ptolemy allows the number seven in his whole-number ratios. 

2 “Pallas,” in A Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography and mythology, ed. William Smith, vol. 3 
(Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1867), 100. Pallas is a surname for Athena, derived from the word πάλλαξ, 
virgin or maiden. 

3 Hereafter, the Greek word “scheseis” is translated as relationship(s). 
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dam, qui inprimis binarius, vel ternarius, vel quinarius est, ad minimos terminos reducit. 

Illae fixam in certa sua classe et differentia sedem habent et retinent, hae vero per 

radicationem ad incompositas rediguntur, eaque gratia ad alias classes et differentias 

compendii ergo remittuntur. 

VII. Nam cum numeri harmonici varias habeant σχέσεις, σχέσεις varias efficiant 

proportiones, proportiones varia constituant intervalla, relationes in sex classes 

disponuntur, quarum prima numerorum harmonicorum primorum cum primis, secunda 

primorum cum secundariis, tertia primorum cum tertiariis, quarta secundariorum cum 

secundariis, quinta secundariorum cum tertiariis, sexta tertiariorum cum tertiariis 

comprehendit. Quaelibet autem classis suas habet differentias, de quibus in transcursu 

breviter et capitulatim agemus. 

C4 
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which is primarily binary, ternary, or quinary, reduces to the lowest terms. The former 

have and retain a fixed position in their own certain class and species, but the latter are 

reduced by radication to incomposite relationships, and they are therefore reduced to 

other classes and species of abridgement.4 

VII. For, when harmonic numbers have various relationships, the relationships 

produce various proportions, the proportions constitute various intervals, and the 

relationships are distributed into six classes, of which the first class contains primary 

harmonic numbers with primary harmonic numbers, the second class contains primary 

harmonic numbers with secondary harmonic numbers, the third class contains primary 

harmonic numbers with tertiary harmonic numbers, the fourth class contains secondary 

harmonic numbers with secondary harmonic numbers, the fifth class contains secondary 

harmonic numbers with tertiary harmonic numbers, and the sixth class contains tertiary 

harmonic numbers with tertiary harmonic numbers. Moreover, any class has its own 

species, which we shall pursue briefly and summarily in passing. 

C4

                                                
4 See Pleias tertia, Sectio prima, pp. 80-87, for a full discussion of radication. 
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Sectio secunda: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum primorum cum primis, quae 

classem primam constituunt. 

 

Prima classis continet differentias sex. Intervalla vero omnia consona partim 

perfecta, partim imperfecta, partim simplicia, partim composita. 

1. I unitas prima differentia σχέσεις omnes habet incompositas, quarum 1 cum 2, 

octavam; cum 3, duodecimam; cum 4, quintam decimam; cum 5, septimam decimam; 

cum 6, undevicesimam; cum 8, vicesimam secundam constituit. 

2. II differentia σχέσεις duas habet incompositas, quarum una 2:3 quintam, altera 

2:5 decimam majorem efformat. Compositae 2 cum 4, 6, et 8 ad primam differentiam per 

radicationem remittuntur. 

3. III differentia incompositas σχέ- 
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Second Section: On the relationships of primary harmonic numbers with primary 

harmonic numbers, which constitute the first class. 

 

The first class contains six species. To be sure, all are consonant intervals, some 

perfect, some imperfect, some simple, some composite. 

1. The first species has all incomposite relationships of unity, of which 1:2 forms the 

octave, 1:3 forms the twelfth [octave plus fifth], 1:4 forms the fifteenth [double octave], 

1:5 forms the seventeenth [double octave plus third], 1:6 forms the nineteenth [double 

octave plus fifth], and 1:8 forms the twenty-second [triple octave]. 

2.  The second species has two incomposite relationships, of which one, 2:3, forms 

the fifth, and the other, 2:5, forms the major tenth [octave plus third]. The composite 

intervals 2:4, 2:6, and 2:8 are reduced to the first species by radication. 

3. The third species 
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σεις habet tres, quarum 3:4 quartam, 3:5 sextam majorem, 3:8 undecimam constituunt. 

Composita 3:6 ad primam differentiam redit. 

4. IV differentia σχέσιν incompositam habet unam 4:5, quae tertiam majorem 

constituit. Compositae 4:6 ad secundam, 4:8 ad primam differentiam reducendae sunt. 

5. V differentia σχέσεις duas habet incompositas, quarum 5:6 tertiam minorem, 5:8 

sextam minorem constituit. 

6. VI differentia σχέσιν compositam habet 6:8 ad tertiam differentiam referendam. 

 

Sectio tertia: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum primorum cum secundariis, 

quae classem secundam constituunt. 

 

Classis secunda continet differentias septem; quaevis differentia 

A5 
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has three incomposite relationships, of which 3:4 forms the fourth, 3:5 forms the major 

sixth, and 3:8 forms the eleventh [octave plus fourth]. The composite interval 3:6 reverts 

to the first species. 

4.  The fourth species has one incomposite relationship, 4:5, which forms the major 

third. The composite relationships are reduced: 4:6 to the second species, and 4:8 to the 

first species. 

5. The fifth species has two incomposite relationships, of which 5:6 forms the minor 

third, and 5:8 forms the minor sixth. 

6. The sixth species has one composite relationship, 6:8, which is referred to the 

third species. 

 

Third section: On the relationships of primary harmonic numbers with secondary 

harmonic numbers, which constitute the second class. 

 

The second class contains seven species; each species 

A5 
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σχέσεις quindecim. Priores quatuor differntiae intervalla composita. Posteriores partim 

simplicia, partim composita habent. 

1. I prima differentia unitas σχέσεις habet omnes incompositas. Quippe 1 cum 9, 

vicesimam tertiam majorem; cum 10, vicesimam quartam majorem; cum 12, vicesimam 

sextam; cum 15, vicesimam octavam majorem; cum 16, undetricesimam; cum 18, 

tricesimam majorem; cum 20, tricesimam primam majorem; cum 24, tricesimam tertiam; 

cum 25, tricesimam tertiam semitonio minore abundantem; cum 30, tricesimam quintam 

majorem; cum 32, tricesimam sextam; cum 36, tricesimam septimam majorem; cum 40, 

duodequadragesimam majorem; cum 48, quadragesimam; cum 64, quadragesimam 

tertiam constituit. 

2. II differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet tres, quarum 2 cum 9, sextam decimam 

majorem; cum 15, vicesimam primam majorem; cum 25, vicesimam sextam semitonio 

miniore abundantem constituit. Compositas 2 cum 10, 12, 16 prima classis; 2 cum 18, 

20, 24, 30, 32, 36, 40, 48, 64 prima hujus classis differentia repetit. 
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contains fifteen relationships. The first four species are composite intervals. The latter 

are partly simple intervals and partly composite intervals. 

1. The first species contains all incomposite relationships of unity. As you can see 

1:9 forms the major twenty-third [triple octave plus second], 1:10 forms the major 

twenty-fourth [triple octave plus third], 1:12 forms the twenty-sixth [triple octave plus 

fifth], 1:15 forms the major twenty-eighth [triple octave plus seventh], 1:16 forms the 

twenty-ninth [quadruple octave], 1:18 forms the major thirtieth [quadruple octave plus 

second], 1:20 forms the major thirty-first [quadruple octave plus third], 1:24 forms the 

thirty-third [quadruple octave plus fifth], 1:25 forms the thirty-third [quadruple octave plus 

fifth] plus the minor semitone, 1:30 forms the major thirty-fifth [quadruple octave plus 

seventh], 1:32 forms the thirty-sixth [quintuple octave], 1:36 forms the major thirty-

seventh [quintuple octave plus second], 1:40 forms the major thirty-eighth [quintuple 

octave plus third], 1:48 forms the fortieth [quintuple octave plus fifth], and 1:64 forms the 

forty-third [sextuple octave]. 

2. The second species has three incomposite relationships, of which 2:9 forms the 

major sixteenth [double octave plus second], 2:15 forms the major twenty-first [double 

octave plus seventh], and 2:25 forms the twenty-sixth [triple octave plus fifth] plus the 

minor semitone. It repeats the composite relationships: 2:10, 2:16, and 2:16 repeat the 

first class; 2:18, 2:20, 2:24, 2:30, 2:32, 2:36, 2:40, 2:48, and 2:64 repeat the first species 

of this class. 
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3. III differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet septem, quarum 3 cum 10, decimam 

majorem; cum 16, duodevicesimam; cum 20, vicesimam majorem; cum 25, vicesimam 

secundam semitonio minore abundantem; cum 32, vicesimam quintam; cum 40, 

vicesimam septimam majorem; cum 64, tricesimam secundam efformat. 

 Ad primam classem 3 cum 9, 12, 15, 18, 24; ad secundam 3 cum 30, 36, 48 

referuntur. 

4. IV differentia σχέσεις incompositas continet tres, quarum 4 cum 9, nonam 

majorem; cum 15, quartam decimam majorem; cum 25, undevicesimam semitonio 

minore abundantem constituit. 

 Prima classis 4 cum 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 32; secunda 4 cum 18, 30, 36, 40, 48, et 

64 revocat. 

5. V differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet novem, quarum 5 cum 9, septimam 

minorem; cum 12, decimam minorem; cum 16, tertiam decimam  
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3. The third species has seven incomposite relationships, of which 3:10 forms the 

major tenth [octave plus third], 3:16 forms the eighteenth [double octave plus fourth], 

3:20 forms the major twentieth [double octave plus sixth], 3:25 forms the twenty-second 

[triple octave] plus the minor semitone, 3:32 forms the twenty-fifth [triple octave plus 

fourth], 3:40 forms the major twenty-seventh [triple octave plus sixth], and 3:64 forms 

the thirty-second [quadruple octave plus fourth]. 

3:9, 3:12, 3:15, 3:18, and 3:24 are reduced to the first class; 3:30, 3:64, and 3:48 

are reduced to the second class. 

4. The fourth species contains three incomposite relationships, of which 4:9 forms 

the major ninth [octave plus second], 4:15 forms the major fourteenth [octave plus 

seventh], and 4:25 forms the nineteenth [double octave plus fifth] plus the minor 

semitone. 

 The first class recalls 4:10, 4:12, 4:16, 4:20, 4:24, and 4:32; the second class 

recalls 4:18, 4:30, 4:36, 4:40, 4:48, and 4:64. 

5. The fifth species has nine incomposite relationships, of which 5:9 forms the minor 

seventh, 5:12 forms the minor tenth [octave plus third], 5:16 forms the minor thirteenth 

[octave plus sixth], 
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minorem; cum 18, quartam decimam minorem; cum 24, septimam decimam minorem; 

cum 32, vicesimam minorem; cum 36, vicesimam primam minorem; cum 48, vicesimam 

quartam minorem; cum 64, vicesimam septimam minorem constituit. 

 Reliquae 5 cum 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 ad primam classem reducuntur. 

6. VI differentia σχέσιν incompositam habet unam 6:25, quae quintam decimam 

semitonio minore abundantem constituit. 

 Reliquae ad primam classem 6 cum 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 24, 30, 36, 48; aut ad 

tertiam hujus classis differentiam, ut 6 cum 20, 32, 40, 64, referuntur. 

8. VII differentia σχέσεις incompositas continet tres, quarum 8 cum 9, tonum 

majorem; cum 15, septimam majorem; cum 25, duodecimam semitonio minore 

abundantem constituit. 

 Ad primam classem 8 cum 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 40, 48, et 64; ad secundam 8 

cum 18, 30, 36 remittuntur. 
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5:18 forms the minor fourteenth [octave plus seventh], 5:24 forms the minor seventeenth 

[double octave plus third], 5:32 forms the minor twentieth [double octave plus sixth], 

5:36 forms the minor twenty-first [double octave plus seventh], 5:48 forms the minor 

twenty-fourth [triple octave plus third], and 5:64 forms the minor twenty-seventh [triple 

octave plus sixth]. 

 The remaining relationships, 5:10, 5:15, 5:20, 5:25, 5:30, and 5:40, are reduced 

to the first class. 

6. The sixth species has one incomposite relationship, 6:25, which forms the 

fifteenth [double octave] plus the minor semitone. 

 The remaining relationships are reduced: to the first class, 6:9, 6:10, 6:12, 6:15, 

6:18, 6:24, 6:30, 6:36, and 6:48; or to the third class of this species, such as 6:20, 6:32, 

6:40, and 6:64. 

8. The seventh species contains three incomposite relationships, of which 8:9 forms 

the major tone, 8:15 forms the major seventh, 8:25 forms the twelfth [octave plus fifth] 

plus the minor semitone. 

 8:10, 8:12, 8:16, 8:20, 8:24, 8:32, 8:40, 8:48, and 8:64 are reduced to the first 

class; 8:18, 8:30, and 8:36 are reduced to the second class.  
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Sectio quarta: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum primorum cum tertiariis, quae 

classem tertiam constituunt. 

 

Classis tertia continet differentias septem; quaelibet differentia σχέσεις triginta 

septem; intervalla omnia composita. 

1. I differentia unitas σχέσεις omnes habet incompositas, quarum 1 cum 60, 

quadragesimam secundam majorem; cum 72, quadragesimam quartam majorem; cum 

80,  quadragesimam quintam majorem; cum 96, quadragesimam septimam; cum 120, 

undequinquagesimam majorem; cum 128, quinquagesimam; cum 144, 

quinquagesimam primam majorem; cum 160, quinquagesimam secundam majorem; 

cum 192, quinquagesimam quartam; cum 240, quinquagesimam sextam majorem; cum 

256, quinquagesimam septimam; cum 288, quinquagesimam octavam majorem; cum 

320,  undesexagesimam majorem; cum 384, sexagesimam primam; cum 512, 

sexagesimam quartam; cum 576, sexagesimam quintam majorem; constituit. Reliquae 

anomaliam abundantiae vel commatis in tricesima quarta majore sub 1:27; in 

quadragesima prima majore sub 1:54; in quadragesima quinta majore sub 1:81; in 

quadragesima octava majore sub 1:108; in quinquagesima secunda majore sub 1:162; 

in quinquagesima quinta majore sub 1:216; in undesexagesima majore sub 1:324; in 

sexagesima secunda majore 
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Fourth Section: On the relationships of primary harmonic numbers with tertiary harmonic 

numbers, which constitute the third class. 

 

The third class contains seven species, each species contains thirty-seven 

relationships, all intervals are composite. 

1. The first species has all incomposite relationships, of which 1:60 forms the major 

forty-second [quintuple octave plus seventh], 1:72 forms the major forty-fourth [sextuple 

octave plus second], 1:80 forms the major forty-fifth [sextuple octave plus third], 1:96 

forms the forty-seventh [sextuple octave plus fifth], 1:120 forms the major forty-ninth 

[sextuple octave plus seventh], 1:128 forms the fiftieth [septuple octave], 1:144 forms 

the major fifty-first [septuple octave plus second], 1:160 forms the major fifty-second 

[septuple octave plus third], 1:192 forms the fifty-fourth [septuple octave plus fifth], 1:240 

forms the major fifty-sixth [septuple octave plus seventh], 1:256 forms the fifty-seventh 

[octuple octave], 1:288 forms the major fifty-eighth [octuple octave plus second], 1:320 

forms the major fifty-ninth [octuple octave plus third], 1:384 forms the sixty-first [octuple 

octave plus fifth], 1:512 forms the sixty-fourth [nonuple octave], and 1:576 forms the 

major sixty-fifth [nonuple octave plus second]. The remaining relationships reveal an 

anomaly of abundance, either of the comma in the major thirty-fourth [quadruple octave 

plus sixth] under 1:27, in the major forty-first [quintuple octave plus sixth] under 1:54, in 

the major forty-fifth [sextuple octave plus second] under 1:81, in the major forty-eighth  

[sextuple octave plus sixth] under 1:108, in the major fifty-second [septuple octave plus 

third] under 1:162, in the major fifty-fifth [septuple octave plus sixth] under 1:216, in the 

major fifty-ninth [octuple octave plus third] under 1:324, in the major sixty-second  
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sub 1:432; vel semitonii minoris in quadragesima sub 1:50; in quadragesima septima 

sub 1:100; in quinquagesima quarta sub 1:200; vel semitonii minoris et commatis in 

undequadragesima sub 1:45; in quadragesima sexta sub 1:90; in quinquagesima sub 

1:135; in quinquagesima tertia sub 1:180; in quinquagesima quinta majore sub 1:225; in 

quinquagesima septima sub 1:270; in sexagesima sub 1:360. Aut defectus dieseos 

enharmonicae minoris in quadragesima quinta minore sub 1:75; in quinquagesima sub 

1:125; in quinquagesima secunda minore sub 1:150 arguunt. 

2. II diferentia σχέσεις habet incompositas septem, quae partim abundantiam 

commatis in vicesima septima majore sub 2:27; in duodequadragesima sub 2:81; aut 

semitonii minoris et commatis in tricesima secunda sub 2:45; in quadragesima tertia sub 

2:135; in duodequinquagesima majore sub 2:225; partim defectum dieseos 

enharmonicae minoris in duodequadragesima 2:75; in quadragesima tertia sub 2:125 

indicant. 

 Composita 2 cum 50, 60, 72, 80, 96, 128 ad secundam; 2 cum 54, 90, 100, 108, 

120, 144, 150, 160, 162, 180, 192, 
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under 1:432, or of the minor semitone in the fortieth [quintuple octave plus fifth] under 

1:50, in the forty-seventh [sextuple octave plus fifth] under 1:100, in the fifty-fourth 

[septuple octave plus fifth] under 1:200, or in the minor semitone plus the comma in the 

thirty-ninth [quintuple octave plus fourth] under 1:45, in the forty-sixth [sextuple octave 

plus fourth] under 1:90, in the fiftieth [septuple octave] under 1:135, in the fifty-third 

[septuple octave plus fourth] under 1:180, in the major fifty-fifth [septuple octave plus 

sixth] under 1:225, in the fifty-seventh [octuple octave] under 1:270, and in the sixtieth 

[octuple octave plus fourth] under 1:360. Or they reveal a lack of the enharmonic minor 

dieses in the minor forty-fifth [septuple octave plus fifth] under 1:75, in the fiftieth 

[septuple octave] under 1:125, and in the minor fifty-second [septuple octave plus third] 

under 1:150. 

2. The second species has seven incomposite relationships, of which part indicate 

an abundance of the comma in the major twenty-seventh [triple octave plus sixth] under 

2:27, in the thirty-eighth [triple octave plus seventh] under 2:81, or of the minor semitone 

plus the comma in the thirty-second [quadruple octave plus fourth] under 2:45, in the 

forty-third [sextuple octave] under 2:135, and in the major forty-eighth [sextuple octave 

plus sixth] under 2:225, and part indicate a deficiency of the enharmonic minor diesis in 

the thirty-eighth [quintuple octave plus third] under 2:75, and in the forty-third [sextuple 

octave] under 2:125. 

The composite relationships are reduced: 2:50, 2:60, 2:72, 2:80, 2:96, and 2:128, 

to the second species of this class; 2:25, 2:90, 2:100, 2:108, 2:120, 2:144, 2:150, 2:160, 

2:162, 2:180, 2:192, 
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200, 216, 240, 256, 270, 288, 320, 324, 360, 384, 432, 512, et 576 ad primam hujus 

classis differentiam reducuntur. 

3. III differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet decem, quarum 3:80 trecesimam 

quartam majorem; 3:128 undequadragesimam; 3:160 quadragesimam primam; 3:256 

quadragesimam sextam; 3:320 duodequinquagesimam majorem; 3:512 

quinquagesimam tertiam constituunt. Reliquae abundantium semitonii minoris in 

undetricesima sub 3:50; in tricesima sexta sub 3:100; in quadragesima tertia sub 3:200; 

aut defectum dieseos enharmonicae minoris in undequadragesima sub 3:125 arguunt. 

 Compositae 3 cum 27, 45, 54, 60, 72, 75, 90, 96, 108, 120, 144, 192, ad 

secundam; 3 cum 81, 135, 150, 162, 180, 216, 225, 240, 270, 288, 324, 360, 384, 432, 

576 ad primam hujus classis differentiam remittuntur. 

4. IV differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet septem, quae abundantiam vel 

commatis in vicesima majore sub 4:27; in tricesima prima majore sub 4:81; vel semitonii 
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2:200, 2:216, 2:240, 2:256, 2:270, 2:288, 2:320, 2:324, 2:360, 2:384, 2:432, 2:512, and 

2:576, to the first species of this class. 

3. The third species has ten incomposite relationships, of which 3:80 forms the 

major thirty-fourth [quadruple octave plus sixth], 3:128 forms the thirty-ninth [quintuple 

octave plus fourth], 3:160 forms the major forty-first [quintuple octave plus sixth], 3:256 

forms the forty-sixth [sextuple octave plus fourth], 3:320 forms the major forty-eighth 

[sextuple octave plus sixth], and 3:512 forms the fifty-third [septuple octave plus fourth]. 

The remaining relationships reveal an abundance of the minor semitone in the twenty-

ninth [quadruple octave] under 3:50, in the thirty-sixth [quintuple octave] under 3:100, 

and in the forty-third [sextuple octave] under 3:200, or a deficiency of the enharmonic 

minor diesis in the thirty-ninth [quintuple octave plus fourth] under 3:125. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 3:27, 3:45, 3:54, 3:60, 3:72, 3:75, 3:90, 

3:96, 3:108, 3:120, and 3:144, and 3:192, to the second species of this class; 3:81, 

3:135, 3:150, 3:162, 3:180, 3:216, 3:225, 3:240, 3:270, 3:288, 3:324, 3:360, 3:384, 

3:432, and 3:576, to the first species of this class. 

4. The fourth species has seven incomposite relationships, which reveal an 

abundance either of the comma in the major twentieth [double octave plus sixth] under 

4:27, and in the major thirty-first [quadruple octave plus third] under 4:81, or of the minor 
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minoris in tricesima sexta sub 4:135; vel semitonii minoris et commatis in vicesima 

quinta sub 4:45, et in quadragesima prima majore sub 4:225; aut defectum dieseos 

enharmonicae minoris in tricesima prima minore sub 4:75, in tricesima sexta sub 4:125 

arguunt. 

 Compositas 4 cum 50, 60, 72, 80, 96, 100, 120, 128, 144, 160, 192, 256 

secunda; 4 cum 54, 90, 108, 150, 162, 180, 200, 216, 240, 270, 288, 320, 324, 360, 

384, 432, 512, 576, partim prima, partim secunda hujus classis differentia repetit. 

5. V differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet octodecim, quarum 5:72 

duodetricesimam minorem; 5:96 tricesimam primam minorem; 5:128 tricesimam 

quartam minorem; 5:144 tricesimam quintam minorem; 5:192 duodequadragesimam 

minorem; 5:256 quadragesimam primam majorem; 5:288 quadragesimam secundam 

minorem; 5:384 quadragesimam quintam minorem; 5:512 duodequinquagesimam 

minorem; 5:576 undequinquagesimam minorem constituunt. Reliquae abundantiam 

commatis in duodevicesima sub 5:27; in vicesima quinta sub 5:54; in undetricesima sub 

5:81; in tricesima secunda sub 5:108; in tricesima sexta sub 5:162; in 

undequadragesima sub 
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semitone in the thirty-sixth [quintuple octave] under 4:135, or of the minor semitone plus 

the comma in the twenty-fifth [triple octave plus fourth] under 4:45, and in the major 

forty-first [quintuple octave plus sixth] under 4:225, or a deficiency of the enharmonic 

minor dieses in the minor thirty-first [quadruple octave plus third] under 4:75, and in the 

thirty-sixth [quintuple octave] under 4:125. 

 It repeats composite relationships: partly in the second class, 4:50, 4:60, 4:72, 

4:80, 4:96, 4:100, 4:120, 4:128, 4:144, 4; 160, 4:192, and 4:256; and partly in the first 

species and the second species of this class, 4:54, 4:90, 4:108, 4:150, 4:162, 4:180, 

4:200, 4:216, 4:240, 4:270, 4:288, 4:320, 4:324, 4:360, 4:384, 4:432, 4:512, and 4:576. 

5. The fifth species has eighteen incomposite relationships, of which 5:72 forms the 

minor twenty-eighth [triple octave plus seventh], 5:96 forms the minor thirty-first 

[quadruple octave plus third], 5:128 forms the minor thirty-fourth [quadruple octave plus 

sixth], 4:144 forms the minor thirty-fifth [quadruple octave plus seventh], 5:192 forms the 

minor thirty-eighth [quintuple octave plus third], 5:256 forms the major forty-first 

[quintuple octave plus sixth], 5:288 forms the minor forty-second [quintuple octave plus 

seventh], 5:384 forms the minor forty-fifth [sextuple octave plus third], 5:512 forms the 

minor forty-eighth [sextuple octave plus sixth], and 5:576 forms the minor forty-ninth 

[sextuple octave plus seventh]. The remaining relationships reveal an abundance of the 

comma in the eighteenth [double octave plus fourth] under 5:27, in the twenty-fifth [triple 

octave plus fourth] under 5:54, in the twenty-ninth [quadruple octave] under 5:81, in the 

thirty-second under [quadruple octave plus fourth] 5:108, in the thirty-sixth [quintuple 

octave] under 5:162, in the thirty-ninth [quintuple octave plus fourth] under  
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5:216; in quadragesima tertia sub 5:324; in quadragesima sexta sub 5:432 arguunt.  

 Compositae 5 cum 45, 50, 60, 75, 80, 90, 100, 120, 125, 150, 160, 180, 200, 240, 

320, ad classem secundam; 5 cum 135, 225, 270, 360, ad primam hujus classis 

differentiam referuntur. 

6. VI differentia σχέσιν incompositam habet unam 6 cum 125, quae tricesimam 

secundam diesi enharmonica minore deficientem constituit. 

 Composita 6 cum 27, 45, 50, 54, 60, 72, 75, 80, 90, 96, 108, 120, 128, 144, 150, 

180, 192, 216, 240, 288, 384, ad secundam; 6 cum 81, 100, 135, 160, 162, 200, 225, 

256, 270, 320, 324, 360, 432, 512, 576 ad primam, vel secundam, vel tertiam hujus 

classis differentiam reducendae sunt. 

8. VII differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet septem, quae partim abundantiam 

commatis in tertia decima majore sub 8:27; in vicesima quarta majore sub 8:81; vel 

semitonii 

D 
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5:216, in the forty-third under 5:324, and in the forty-sixth under 5:432. 

The composite relationships are reduced: 5:45, 5:50, 5:60, 5:75, 5:80, 5:90, 

5:100, 5:120, 5:125, 5:150, 5:160, 5:180, 5:200, 5:240, and 5:320 to the second species 

of this class; 5:135, 5:225, 5:270, 5:360 to the first species of this class. 

6. The sixth species has one incomposite relationship, 6:125, which forms the thirty-

second [quadruple octave plus fourth] minus the minor enharmonic diesis. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 6:27, 6:45, 6:50, 6:54; 6:60, 6:72, 6:75, 

6:80, 6:90, 6:96, 6:108, 6:120, 6:128, 6:144, 6:150, 6:180, 6:192, 6:216, 6:240, 6:288, 

and 6:384, to the second class; and 6:81, 6:100, 6:135, 6:160, 6:162; 6:200, 6:225, 

6:256, 6:270, 6:320, 6:324, 6:360, 6:432, 6:516, and 6:576, to the first, or to the second, 

or the to third species of this class. 

8. The seventh species has seven incomposite relationships, of which part reveal 

an abundance of the comma in the major thirteenth [octave plus sixth] under 8:27, and 

in the major twenty-fourth [triple octave plus third] under 8:81, or of the minor semitone 

D
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minoris et commatis in duodevicesima sub 8:45; in undetricesima sub 8:135; in 

tricesima quarta majore sub 8:225; partim defectum dieseos enharmonicae minoris in 

vicesima quarta sub 8:75; in undetricesima sub 8:125 arguunt. 

 Compositae 8 cum 50, 60, 72, 80, 96, 100, 120, 128, 144, 160, 192, 200, 240, 

256, 288, 320, 384, 512, ad secundam classem; 8 cum 54, 90, 108, 150, 162, 180, 216, 

270, 324, 360, 432, 576, ad primam vel secundam, vel quartam hujus classis 

differentiam remittantur. 

 

Sectio quinta: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum secundariorum cum 

secundariis, quae quartam classem constituunt. 

 

Quarta classis continet differentias quatuordecim, quarum priores intervalla 

simplicia et composita, posteriores tantum simplicia continent. 
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plus the comma in the eighteenth [double octave plus fourth] under 8:45, in the twenty-

ninth [quadruple octave] in 8:135, and in the major thirty-fourth [quadruple octave plus 

sixth] under 8:225, and part reveal a deficiency of the minor enharmonic diesis in the 

twenty-fourth [triple octave plus third] under 8:75, and in the twenty-ninth [quadruple 

octave] under 8:125. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 8:50, 8:60, 8:72, 8:96, 8:100, 8:120, 

8:128, 8:144, 8:160, 8:192, 8:200, 8:240, 8:256, 8:288, 8:320, 8:384, 8:512 to the 

second class; and 8:54, 8:90, 8:108, 8:150, 8:162, 8:180, 8:216, 8:170, 8:324, 8:360, 

8:432, and 8:576, to the first, or to the second, or to the fourth species of this class. 

 

Fifth section: On the relationships of secondary harmonic numbers with secondary 

harmonic numbers, which constitute the fourth class. 

 

The fourth class contains fourteen species, of which the former contains simple 

and composite intervals, and the latter contains only simple intervals. 
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9. I differentia σχέσεις habet quatuordecim. Incompositas septem, quae intervalla 

partim dissona, ut 9 cum 10 tonum minorem; 9 cum 20 nona minorem; 9 cum 40 sextam 

decimam minorem; partim anomala in defectu commatis ut 9 cum 16 in septima minore; 

9 cum 32 in quarta decima minore; 9 cum 64 in vicesima prima minore; aut in 

abundantia semitonii minoris, ut 9 cum 25 in undecima constituunt. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 9 cum 12, 15, 18, 24, 36; ad secundam 9 cum 

30, 48, reducendae sunt. 

10. II differentia σχέσεις compositas habet tredecim vel ad primam ut 10 cum 12, 15, 

16, 20, 25, 30, 40; vel ad secundam ut 10 cum 18, 24, 32, 36, 48, 64, referendas. 

12. III differentia σχέσεις habet duodecim. Incompositam unam 12 cum 25, quae 

octavam semitonio minore abundantem constituit. 

D2 
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9. The first species has fourteen relationships. It has seven incomposite 

relationships, of which some form dissonant intervals, such as 9:10 in the minor tone, 

9:20 in the minor ninth [octave plus second], 9:40 in the minor sixteenth [double octave 

plus second]; some form irregular intervals with respect to the missing comma, such as 

9:16 in the minor seventh, 9:32 in the minor fourteenth [octave plus seventh], 9:64 in the 

minor twenty-first [double octave plus seventh]; and some form irregular intervals with 

respect to the extra minor semitone, such as 9:25 in the eleventh [octave plus fourth]. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 9:12, 9:15, 9:18, 9:28, and 9:36, to the 

first class; and 9:30 and 9:48, to the second class. 

10. The second species has thirteen relationships. They are reduced: either to the 

first class, such as 10:12, 10:15, 10:16, 10:20, 10:25, 10:30, and 10:40; or to the second 

class, such as 10:18, 10:24, 10:32, 10:36, 10:48, and 10:64. 

12. The third species has twelve relationships. It has one incomposite relationship, 

12:25, which forms the octave plus the minor semitone. 

D2
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Compositae vel ad primam ut 12 cum 15, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 32, 36, 48; vel ad 

secundam ut 12 cum 40, 64, remittuntur classem. 

15. IV differentia σχέσεις continet undecim. Incompositas tres, quarum 15:16 

semitonium majorem; 15:32 octavam; 15:64, quintam decimam utrinque semitonio 

majore abundantem constituunt. 

 Compositas prima classis 15 cum 18, 20, 24, 25, 30, 40; altera vero 15 cum 36 et 

48 repetit. 

16. V differentia σχέσεις habet decem. Incompositam unam 16 cum 25, quae 

quintam semitonio minore abundantem constituit. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 16 cum 20, 24, 32, 40, 48, 64; ad secundam 16 

cum 18, 30, 36, redeunt. 

18. VI differentia σχέσεις habet novem. Incompositam unam 18 cum 25, quae 

quartam semitonio minore abundantem efformat. 
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The composites are reduced: either to the first class, such as 12:15, 12:16, 12:18, 

12:20, 12:24, 12:30, 12:32, 12:36, and 12:48; or to the second class, such as 12:40 and 

12:64. 

15. The fourth species contains eleven relationships. It has three incomposite 

relationships, of which 15:16 forms the major semitone, 15:32 forms the octave plus the 

major semitone, and 15:64 form the fifteenth [double octave] plus the major semitone.  

The composite relationships repeat: the first class, 15:18, 15:20, 15:24, 15:25, 

15:30, 15:40; or the second class, 15:46 and 15:48. 

16. The fifth species has ten relationships. It has one incomposite relationship, 16:25, 

which constitutes the fifth plus the minor semitone. 

 The composite relationships revert: to the first class, 16:24, 16:20, 16:24, 16:32, 

16:40, 16:48, and 16:64; or to the second class, 16:18, 16:30, and 16:36. 

18. The sixth species has nine relationships. It has one incomposite relationship, 

18:25, which forms the fourth plus the minor semitone. 
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 Compositas prima classis 18 cum 24, 30, 36, 48; aut prima hujus classis 

differentia 18 cum 20, 32, 40, 64, recipit. 

20. VII differentia σχέσεις octo compositas, 20 cum 24, 25, 30, 32, 40, ad primam; 20 

cum 36, 48, 64, ad classem secundam remittendas habet. 

24. IIX differentia σχέσεις habet septem. Incompositam unam 24 cum 25, quae 

semitonium minus constituit. 

 Reliquae 24 cum 30, 32, 36, 40, 48, et 64, ad primam classem reducendae sunt. 

25. IX differentia σχέσεις continet sex. Incompositas quatuor, quae defectum 

semitonii minoris arguunt in quarta sub 25.32; in quinta sub 25.36; in octava sub 25.48; 

in undecima sub 25.64. 

 Reliquae 25 cum 30, et 40, ad primam classem remittuntur. 

30. X differentia σχέσεις habet quin- 

D3
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The first class receives the composite relationships 18:24, 18:30, 18:36, and 

18:48; and the first species of this class receives the composite relationships 18:20, 

18:32, 18:40, and 18:64. 

20. The seventh species has eight composite relationships: 20:24, 20:25, 20:30, 

20:32, and 20:40 are reduced to the first class; 20:36, 20:48, and 20:64 are reduced to 

the second class. 

24. The eighth species has seven relationships. It has one incomposite relationship, 

24:25, which forms the minor semitone. 

 The remaining relationships are reduced to the first class, 24:30, 24:32, 24:36, 

24:40, 24:48, and 24:64. 

25. The ninth species contains six relationships. It has four incomposite relationships, 

which reveal a deficiency of the minor semitone, the fourth in 25:32, the fifth in 25:36, 

the octave in 25:48, and the eleventh in 25:64 [octave plus fourth]. 

The remaining relationships, 25:30 and 25:40, are reduced to the first class. 

30. The tenth species has 

D3
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que, quarum ad primam classem 30 cum 36, 40, 48; 30 cum 32, 64, ad quartam hujus 

classis differentiam revocantur. 

32. XI differentia σχέσεις quatuor continet aut ad primam classem ut 32 cum 40, 48, 

64; aut ad secundam ut 32 cum 36 remittendas.  

36. XII differentias σχέσεις tres; 36 cum 48 ad primam; 36 cum 40, 64, ad primam 

hujus classis differentiam referendas continet. 

40. XIII differentia σχέσεις habet duas 40 cum 48 et 64 quae ad primam classem 

reducuntur.  

48. XIV et ultima differentia σχέσιν unam 48 cum 64 ad primam classem referendam 

continet. 
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five relationships, of which: 30:34, 30:40, and 30:48 are recalled to the first class; and 

30:64 is recalled to the fourth species of this class. 

32. The eleventh species contains four relationships, returned either: to the first 

class, such as 32:40, 32:48, and 32:64; or to the second class, such as 32:36. 

36. The twelfth species contains three relationships, returned: to the first class, 

36:48; or to the first species of this class, 36:40 and 36:64. 

40. The thirteenth species has two relationships, 40:48 and 40:64, which are reduced 

to the first class. 

48. The fourteenth and final species contains one relationship, 48:64, referred to the 

first class. 
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Sectio sexta: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum secundariorum cum tertiariis, 

quae classem quintam constituunt. 

 

Classis quinta comprehendit differentias quindecim, quaelibet differentia σχέσεις 

triginta septem. Priores tres differentiae intervalla composita. Reliquae et simplicia et 

composita constituunt. 

9. I differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet decim, quarum 9 cum 80 vicesimam 

tertiam minorem; cum 160, tricesimam minorem; cum 320, tricesimam septimam 

minorem constituunt. Reliquae aut abundantiam semitonii minoris ut 9 cum 50 in 

duodevicesima; cum 100 in vicesima quinta; cum 125 in vicesima septima majore; cum 

200 in tricesima secunda; aut defectum commatis ut 9 cum 128 in duodetricesima; cum 

256 in tricesima quinta minore; cum 512 in quadragesima secunda minore arguunt. 

 Compositae 9 cum 27, 45, 54, 72, ad primam; 9 cum 60, 75, 81, 90, 96, 108, 

D4 
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Sixth section: On the relationships of secondary harmonic numbers with tertiary 

harmonic numbers, which constitute the fifth class. 

 

The fifth class includes fifteen species, each species contains thirty seven 

relationships. The first three species form composite intervals. The remaining species 

form simple and composite intervals. 

9. The first species has ten incomposite relationships, of which 9:80 forms the minor 

twenty-third [triple octave plus second], 9:160 forms the minor thirtieth [quadruple octave 

plus second], and 9:320 forms the minor thirty-seventh [quintuple octave plus second]. 

The remaining relationships prove either an abundance of the minor semitone, such as 

9:50 in the eighteenth [double octave plus fourth], 9:100 in the twenty-fifth [triple octave 

plus fourth], and 9:125 in the major twenty-seventh [triple octave plus sixth], 9:200 in the 

thirty-second [quadruple octave plus fourth], or a deficiency of the comma, such as 

9:128 in the twenty-eighth [triple octave plus seventh], 9:256 in the minor thirty-fifth 

[quadruple octave plus seventh], and 9:512 in the minor forty-second [quintuple octave 

plus seventh].  

 The composites are returned: 9:27, 9:45, 9:54, and 9:72, to the first class; 9:60, 

9:57, 9:81, 9:90, 9:96, 9:108, 

D4
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120, 135, 144, 162, 180, 192, 216, 225, 270, 288, 324, 360, 432, 576 ad secundam; 9 

cum 150, 240, 384, ad tertiam classem remittuntur. 

10. II diferentia σχέσεις incompositas habet duas, quae abundantiam commatis 

arguunt in undecima sub 10.27; in vicesima secunda sub 10.81. 

 Compositas prima classis 10 cum 50, 60, 80; secunda 10 cum 45, 72, 75, 90, 96, 

100, 120, 125, 128, 150, 160, 180, 200, 240, 320, 360; tertia 10 cum 54, 108, 135, 144, 

162, 192, 216, 225, 256, 270, 288, 324, 384, 432, 512, 576, repetit. 

12. III differentia σχέσιν incompositam habet unam 12.125 quae vicesimam quintam 

deficientem diesi enharmonica minore constituit. 

 Compositarum 12 cum 60, 72, 96, ad classem primam; 12 cum 27, 45, 50, 54, 

75, 80, 90, 100, 108, 120, 128, 144, 150, 160, 180, 192, 216, 240, 256, 288, 360, 384, 

432,  576, ad secundam; 12 cum 81, 135,  
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9:120, 9:135, 9:144, 9:162, 9:180, 8:192, 8:216, 9:225, 9:270, 9:288, 9:324, 9:360, 

9:432, and 9:576 to the second class; and 9:150, 9:240, and 9:384 to the third class. 

10. The second species has two incomposite relationships, which prove an 

abundance of the comma in the eleventh [octave plus fourth] under 10:27, and in the 

twenty-second [triple octave] under 10:81. 

 The first class repeats the composite relationships 10:50, 10:60, and 10:80; the 

second class repeats the composite relationships 10:45, 10:72, 10:75, 10:90, 10:96, 

10:100, 10:120, 10:125, 10:128, 10:150, 10:160, 10:180, 10:200, 10:240, 10:320, and 

10:360; and the third class repeats 10:54, 10:108, 10:135, 10:144, 10:162, 10:192, 

10:216, 10:225, 10:256, 10:270, 10:288, 10:324, 10:384, 10:432, 10:512, and 10:576 

the composite relationships. 

12. The third species has one relationship, 12:125, which forms the twenty-fifth [triple 

octave plus fourth] minus the minor enharmonic diesis. 

 Of the composites: 12:60, 12:72, and 12:96 receive the first class; 12:27, 12:45, 

12:50, 12:54, 12:75, 12:80, 12:90, 12:100, 12:108, 12:120, 12:128, 12:144, 12:150, 

12:160, 12:180, 12:192, 12:216, 12:240, 12:256, 12:288, 12:360, 12:384, 12:432, and 

12:576 receive the second class; 12:81, 12:135, 
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162, 200, 225, 270, 320, 324, 512, ad tertiam sese recipiunt.     

15. IV differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet tres, quae abundantiam semitonio 

majore in vicesima secunda sub 15:128; in undetricesima sub 15:256; in trecesima 

sexta sub 15:512 arguunt. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 15 cum 45, 60, 75, 90, 120; ad secundam 15 

cum 27, 50, 54, 72, 80, 96, 100, 108, 125, 135, 144, 150, 160, 180, 192, 200, 225, 240, 

270,  320, 360; ad tertiam 15 cum 81, 162, 216, 288, 324, 384, 432, 576, referuntur. 

16. V differentia σχέσεις incompositas continet septem, quae vel abundantiam 

commatis in sexta majore sub 16:27: in septima decima majore sub 16:81; vel semitonii 

minoris et commatis in undecima sub 16:45; in vicesima secunda sub 16:135; in 

vicesima septima majore sub 16:225; vel defectum dieseos enharmonicae minoris in 

septima decima minore sub 16:75; in vicesima secunda sub 16:125, indicant. 

 Compositas 16 cum 80, 96, 128, prima; 

D5 
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12:162, 12:200, 12:225, 12:270, 12:320, 12:324, and 12:512 receive the third class. 

15. The fourth species has three incomposite relationships, which prove an excess of 

the major semitone in the twenty-second [triple octave] under 15:128, in the twenty-ninth 

[quadruple octave] under 15:256, and in the thirty-sixth [quintuple octave] under 15:512. 

The composite relationships are reduced: 15:45, 15:60, 15:75, 15:90, and 15:120 

to the first class; 15:27, 15:50, 15:54, 15:72: 15:80, 15:96, 15:100, 15:108, 15:125, 

15:135, 15:144, 15:150, 15:160, 15:180, 15:192, 15:200, 15:225, 15:240, 15:270, 

15:320, and 15:360 to the second class; and 15:81, 15:162, 15:216, 15:200, 15:324, 

15:384, 15:432, and 15:576 to the third class. 

16. The fifth species contains seven incomposite relationships, which indicate either 

an abundance of the comma in the major sixth under 16:27, in the major seventeenth 

[double octave plus third] under 16:81, or of the minor semitone plus the comma in the 

eleventh [octave plus fourth] under 16:45, in the twenty-second [triple octave] under 

16:135, in the major twenty-seventh [triple octave plus sixth] under 16:225, or a 

deficiency of the minor enharmonic diesis in the minor seventeenth [double octave plus 

third] under 16:75, in the twenty-second [triple octave] under 16:125. 

The first class repeats the composite relationships 16:80, 16:96, and 16:128; 

D5
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16 cum 50, 60, 72, 100, 120, 144, 160, 192, 200, 240, 256, 288, 320, 384, 512, 576, 

secunda; 16 cum 54, 90, 108, 150, 162, 180, 216, 270, 324, 360, 432, tertia classis 

repetit. 

18. VI differentia σχέσιν incompositam habet unam 18 cum 125, quae vicesimam 

majorem semitonio minore abundantem constituit. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 18 cum 27, 45, 54, 72, 90, 108, 144; ad 

secundam 18 cum 60, 75, 81, 96, 120, 135, 150, 162, 180, 192, 216, 225, 240, 270, 

288, 324, 360, 384, 432, 576; ad quartam 18 cum 50, 80, 128; ad primam hujus classis 

differentiam 18 cum 100, 160, 200, 256, 320, 512, referuntur. 

20. VII differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet duas, quae abundantiam commatis in 

quarta sub 20.27, et in quinta decima sub 20.81, indicant. 

 Compositae ad classem primam 20 
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the second class repeats the composite relationships 16:50, 16:60, 16:72, 16:100, 

16:120, 16:144, 16:160, 16:192, 16:200, 16:240, 16:256, 16:288, 16:320, 16:384, 

16:512, and 16:576; the third class repeats the composite relationships 16:54, 16:90, 

16:108, 16:150, 16:162, 16:180, 16:216, 16:270, 16:324, 16:360, and 16:432. 

18. The sixth species has one incomposite relationship, 18:125, which forms the 

major twentieth [double octave plus sixth] plus the minor semitone. 

The composite relationships are reduced: 18:27, 45, 18:54, 18:72, 18:90, 18:108, 

and 18:144 to the first different class; 18:60, 18:75, 18:81, 18:96, 18:120, 18:138, 

18:150, 18:180, 18:192, 18:216, 18:225, 18:240, 18:270, 18:288, 18:324, 18:360, 

18:384, 18:432, and 18:576 to the second class; 18:50, 18:80, and 18:128 to the fourth 

class; and 18:100, 18:160, 18:200, 18:256, 18:320, and 18:512 to the first species of this 

class. 

20. The seventh species has two incomposite relationships, which indicate an 

abundance of the comma in the fourth under 20:27 and in the fifteenth [double octave] 

under 20:81. 

 The composites are returned: 20:  
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cum 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 160; ad secundam 20 cum 45, 72, 75, 90, 96, 125, 128, 144, 

150, 180, 192, 200, 240, 256, 320, 360; ad tertiam 20 cum 108, 135, 216, 225, 270, 288, 

324, 384, 432, 512, 576; ad secundam vero hujus classis differentiam 20 cum 54, 162, 

referendae sunt. 

24. IIX differentia σχέσιν incompositam habet unam 24 cum 125, quae 

duodevicesimae diesi enharmonica minore deficientis forma est. 

 Compositae ad classem primam 24 cum 60, 72, 96, 120, 144, 192; ad secundam 

24 cum 27, 45, 54, 75, 80, 90, 100, 108, 128, 150, 160, 180, 200, 216, 240, 256, 288, 

320, 360, 384, 432, 512, 576; ad tertiam 24 cum 81, 135, 162, 225, 270, 324; ad 

quartam 24 cum 50, reducuntur. 

25. IX differentia σχέσεις incompositas continet octodecim, quae partim abundantiam 

vel commatis in semitonio majore sub 25:27; in tertia decima sub 25:81; in vicesima 

minore sub 25:162; in vicesima septima sub 25:324; vel semitonii minoris et commatis in 

octava 
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50, 20:60, 20:80, 20:100, 20:120, and 20:160 to the first class; 20:45, 20:72, 20:75, 

20:90, 20:96, 20:125, 20:128, 20:144, 20:150, 20:180, 20:192, 20:200, 20:240, 20:256, 

20:320, and 20:360 to the second class; 20:108, 20:135, 20:216, 20:225, 20:270, 

220:88, 20:324, 20:384, 20:432, 20:512, and 20:576 to the third class; and 20:54 and 

20:162 to the second species of this class. 

24. The seventh species has one incomposite relationship, 24:25, the form of which 

is the eighteenth minus the minor enharmonic diesis. 

The composite relationships are reduced: 24:60, 24:72, 24:96, 24:120, 24:144, 

and 24:192 to the first class; 24:27, 24:45, 24:54, 24:75, 24:80, 24:90, 24:100, 24:108, 

24:128, 24:150, 24:160, 24:180, 24:200, 24:216, 24:240, 24:256, 24:288, 24:320, 

24:360, 24:384, 24:432, 24:512, and 24:576 to the second class; 24:81, 24:135, 24:162, 

24:225, 24:270, and 24:324 to the third class; and 24:50 to the fourth class.  

25. The ninth species contains eighteen relationships, of which part reveal an 

abundance either of the comma in the major semitone under 25:27, in the thirteenth 

[octave plus sixth] under 25:81, in the minor twentieth [double octave plus sixth] under 

25:162, and in the twenty-seventh [triple octave plus sixth] under 25:324, or an 

abundance of the minor semitone plus the comma in the octave  
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sub 25:54 in quinta decima sub 25:108; vel semitonii majoris et commatis in vicesima 

secunda sub 25:216; in undetricesima sub 2:.432; partim defectum semitonii minoris in 

duodecima sub 25:72; in quinta decima sub 25:96; in duodevicesima sub 25:128; in 

undevicesima sub 25:144; in vicesima secunda sub 25:192; in vicesima quinta sub 

25:256; in vicesima sexta sub 25:288; in undetricesima sub 25:384; in tricesima 

secunda sub 25:512; in tricesima tertia sub 25. :576, arguunt. 

 Compositae ad classem primam 25 cum 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200; ad 

secundam 25 cum 45, 60, 80, 90, 120, 160, 180, 225, 240, 320; ad tertiam 25 cum 135, 

270, 360, redeunt. 

30. X differentia σχέσεις habet compositas omnes, ad primam classem 30 cum 45, 

50, 60, 75, 80, 90, 120, 150, 180, 240; ad secundam 30 cum 54, 72, 96, 100, 108, 125, 

135, 144, 160, 192, 200, 216, 225, 270, 288, 320, 360, 384; ad tertiam 30 cum 162, 324, 

432, 576; ad quartam 30 cum 27, 128; ad secundam et quartam hujus classis 

differentias 30 cum 81, 256, 512, remittendas.  
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under 25:54, and in the fifteenth [double octave] under 25:108, of an abundance of the 

major semitone plus the comma in the twenty-second [triple octave] under 25:216, and 

in the twenty-ninth [quadruple octave] under 25:432, and part of which reveal a 

deficiency of the minor semitone in the twelfth [octave plus fifth] under 25:72, in the 

fifteenth [double octave] under 25:96, in the eighteenth [double octave plus fourth] under 

25:128, in the nineteenth [double octave plus fifth] under 25:144, in the twenty-second 

[triple octave] under 25:192, in the twenty-fifth [triple octave plus fourth] under 25:256, in 

the twenty-sixth [triple octave plus fifth] under 25:288, in the twenty-ninth [quadruple 

octave] under 25:384, in the thirty-second [quadruple octave plus fourth] under 25:512, 

and in the thirty-third [quadruple octave plus fifth] under 25:576. 

The composite relationships return: 25:50, 25:75, 25:100, 25:125, 25:150, and 

25:200, to the first class; 25:45, 25:60, 25:80, 25:90, 25:120, 25:160, 25:180, 25:225, 

25:240, and 25:320, to the second class; and 25:135, 25:270, and 25:360, to the third 

class. 

30. The eleventh species has all composite relationships, reduced: to the first class, 

30:45, 30:50, 30:60, 30:75, 30:80, 30:90, 30:120, 30:150, 30:180, and 30:240; to the 

second class, 30:54, 30:72, 30:96, 30:100, 30:108, 30:125, 30:135, 30:144, 30:160, 

30:192, 30:200, 30:216, 30:225, 30:270, 30:288, 30:320, 30:360, and 30:384; to the 

third class, 30:162, 30:324, 30:423, and 30:576; to the fourth class, 30:27 and 30:128; 

and to the second and fourth species of this class, 30:81, 30:256, and 30:512. 
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32. XI differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet septem, quae abundantiam vel 

commatis in decima majore sub 32:81; vel semitonii minoris et commatis in quarta, sub 

32:45; in quinta decima sub 32:135; in vicesima majore sub 32:225; aut defectum 

commatis in tertia minore sub 27:32; vel dieseos enharminocae minoris in decima 

minore sub 32:75 et in quinta decima sub 32:125, arguunt. 

Compositae ad classem primam 32 cum 80, 96, 128, 160, 192, 256; ad 

secundam 32 cum 60, 72, 100, 120, 144, 200, 240, 288, 320, 384, 512, 576; ad tertiam 

32 cum 108 180, 216, 324, 360, 432; ad quartam 32 cum 50; ad quintam hujus classis 

differentiam 32 cum 54, 90, 150, 162, 270, referendae sunt. 

36. XII differentia σχέσιν incompositam habet unam 36:125, quae tertiae decimae 

majoris semitonio minore abundantis forma est. 

 Reliquae vel ad classem primam ut 36 cum 27, 45, 54, 60, 72, 90, 96, 108, 144, 

180, 216, 288; vel ad secundam 36 cum 81, 120, 135, 150, 162, 192, 225, 240, 270, 
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32. The eleventh species has seven relationships, which reveal an abundance either 

of the comma in the major tenth [octave plus third] under 32:81, or of the minor semitone 

plus the comma in the fourth under 32:45, in the fifteenth [double octave] under 32:135, 

and in the major twentieth [double octave plus sixth] under 32:225, or a deficiency of the 

comma in the minor third under 27:32, or of the enharmonic minor diesis in the minor 

tenth [octave plus third] under 32:75 and in the fifteenth [double octave] under 32:125. 

The composite relationships are reduced: 32:80, 32:96, 32:128, 32:160, 32:192, 

and 32:256 to the first class; 32:360, 32:72, 32:100, 32:120, 32:144, 32:200, 32:240, 

32:288, 32:320, 32:384, 32:512, and 32:576 to the second class; 32:108, 32:180, 

32:216, 32:324, 32:360, and 32:432 to the third class; 32:50 to the fourth class; and 

32:54, 32:90, 32:150, 32:162, and 32:270 to the fifth species of this class. 

36. The twelfth species has one incomposite relationship, 36:125, the form of which 

is the major thirteenth [octave plus sixth] plus the minor semitone. 

 The remaining relationships are reduced: 36:27, 36:45, 36:54, 36:60, 36:72, 

36:90, 36:96, 36:108, 36:144, 36:180, 36:216, and 36:288, to the first class; or 36:81, 

36:120, 36:135, 36:150, 36:162, 36:192, 36:225, 36:240, 36:270,  
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324, 360, 384, 432, 576; ad quartam 36 cum 50, 75, 80, 100, 128, 160, 256; ad primam 

hujus classis differentiam 36 cum 200, 320, 512, reducuntur. 

40. XIII differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet duas, quarum 40:27 defectum 

commatis in quinta; 40:81 abundantiam eiusdem in octava indicat. 

 Compositas 40 cum 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 160, 200, 240, 320, prima; 40 cum 45, 

72, 75, 90, 96, 125, 128, 144, 150, 180, 192, 256, 288, 360, 384, 512, secunda; 40 cum 

135, 216, 225, 270, 432, 576, tertia: 40 cum 54, 108, 162, 324, secunda et septima 

hujus classis differentia repetit. 

48. XIV differentia σχέσιν unam habet incompositam 48:125, quae undecimam diesi 

enharmonica minore deficientem constituit. 

 Compositae 48 cum 60, 72, 80, 96, 120, 128, 144, 192, 240, 288, 384, ad 

primam; 48 cum 54, 90, 108, 150, 160, 180, 
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36:324, 36:360, 36:384, 36:432, and 36:576, to the second class; 36:50, 36:75, 36:80, 

36:100, 36:128, 36:160, and 36:256, to the fourth class; and 36:200, 36:320, and 

36:512, to the first species of this class. 

40. The thirteenth species has two incomposite relationships, of which 40:27 

indicates a deficiency of the comma in the fifth, and 40:81 indicates an abundance of the 

same in the octave. 

 The first class repeats the composite relationships 40:50, 40:60, 40:80, 40:100, 

40:120, 40:160, 40:200, 40:240, and 40:320; the second class repeats the composite 

relationships 40:45, 40:72, 40:75, 40:90, 40:96, 40:125, 40:128, 40:144, 40:150, 40:180, 

40:192, 40:256, 40:288, 40:360, and 40:512; the third class repeats the composite 

relationships 40:135, 40:216, 40:225, 40:270, 40:432, and 40:576; and the second and 

seventh species of this class repeat the composite relationships 40:54, 40:108, 40:162, 

and 40:324. 

48. The fourteenth species has one incomposite relationship, 48:125, which forms 

the eleventh [octave plus fourth] minus the enharmonic minor diesis. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 48:60, 48:72, 48:80, 48:96, 48:120, 

48:128, 48:144, 48:192, 48:240, 48:288, and 48:384, to the first class; 48:54, 48:90, 

48:108, 48:150, 48:160, 48:180,  
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200, 216, 256, 320, 360, 432, 512, 576, ad secundam; 48 cum 162, 270, 324, ad 

tertiam; 48 cum 27, 45, 50, 75, 100, ad quartam; 48 cum 81, 135, 225, ad quintam hujus 

classis differentiam referuntur. 

64. XV differentia σχέσεις incompositas habet septem, quarum quaedam 

abundantiam commatis in tertia majore sub 64:81; aut semitonii majoris in quarta sub 

64:45; aut semitonii minoris et commatis in octava sub 64:135; in tertia decima majore 

sub 64:225; quaedam defectum commatis in decima minore sub 64:27; aut dieseos 

enharmonicae minoris in tertia minore sub 64:75, et in octava sub 64:125, arguunt. 

 Compositas 64 cum 80, 96, 128, 160, 192, 256, 320, 384, 512, prima; 64, cum 

72, 120, 144, 200, 240, 288, 576, secunda; 64 cum 216, 360, 432, tertia; 64 cum 50, 60, 

100, quarta; 64 cum 54, 90, 108, 150, 162, 180, 270, 324, quinta et undecima hujus 

classis differentia repetit. 
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48:200, 48:216, 48:256, 48:320, 48:360, 48:432, 48:512, and 48:576, to the second 

class; 48:162, 48:270, and 48:324, to the third class; 48:27, 48:45, 48:50, 48:75, and 

48:100, to the fourth class; and 40:81, 48:135, and 48:225, to the fifth species of this 

class. 

64. The fifteenth species has seven incomposite relationships, of which some reveal 

an abundance of the comma in the major third under 64:81, or of the major semitone in 

the fourth under 64:45, or of the minor semitone plus the comma in the octave under 

64:135 and in the major thirteenth [octave plus sixth] under 64:225, some reveal a 

deficiency of the comma in the minor tenth [octave plus third] under 64:27, or of the 

enharmonic minor diesis in the minor third under 64:75 and in the octave under 64:125. 

 The first class repeats the composite relationships 64:80, 64:96, 64:128, 64:160, 

64:192, 64:256, 64:320, 64:384, and 64:512; the second class repeats the composite 

relationships 64:72, 64:120, 64:144, 64:200, 64:140, 64:188, and 64:576; the third class 

repeats the composite relationships 64:216, 64:360, and 64:432; the fourth class 

repeats the composite relationships 64:50, 64:60, and 64:100; the fifth and eleventh 

species of this class repeat the composite relationships 64:54, 64:90, 64:108, 64:150, 

64:162, 64:180, 64:270, and 64:324.  
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Sectio septima: De relationibus numerorum harmonicorum tertiariorum cum tertiariis, 

quae classem sextam constituunt. 

 

Sexta classis continet differentias triginta sex, quarum priores viginti novem 

intervalla simplicia et composita, posteriores vero simplicia tantum comprehendunt. 

27. I differentia σχέσεις habet triginta sex. Incompositas decim defectum commatis ut 

plurimum arguentes, id quod faciunt 27:50 in septima majore, 27:80 in duodecima; 

27:100 in quarta decima majore; 27:128 in septima decima minore; 27:160 in 

undevicesima; 27:200 in vicesima prima majore; 27:256 in vicesima quarta minore; 

27:320 in vicesima sexta; 27:512 in tricesima prima minore. Sed 27 cum 125 

abundantiam semitonii minoris in sexta decima minore arguit. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 27 cum 45, 54, 72, 81, 108, 135, 162, 216; ad 

secundam 27 cum 90, 144, 180, 225, 270, 288, 324, 360, 432, 576; ad quar- 
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Seventh section: On the relationships of tertiary harmonic numbers with tertiary 

harmonic numbers, which constitute the sixth class. 

 

The sixth class contains thirty-six species, of which the earlier contain twenty-

nine simple and composite intervals, and the latter contain only simple intervals. 

27. The first species has thirty-six relationships. It has ten incomposite relationships 

deficient of the comma as most reveal, those which make 27:50 in the major seventh, 

27:80 in the twelfth [octave plus fifth], 27:100 in the major fourteenth [octave plus 

seventh], 27:128 in the minor seventeenth [double octave plus third], 27:160 in the 

nineteenth [double octave plus fifth], 27:200 in the major twenty-first [double octave plus 

seventh], 27:256 in the minor twenty-fourth [triple octave plus third], 27:320 in the 

twenty-sixth [triple octave plus fifth], and 27:512 in the minor thirty-first [quadruple 

octave plus third]. But 27:125 reveals an abundance of the minor semitone in the minor 

sixteenth [double octave plus second]. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 27:45, 27:54, 27:72, 27:81, 27:108, 

27:135, 27:162, and 27:216, to the first class; 27:90, 27:144, 27:180, 27:225, 27:270, 

27:288, 27:324, 27:360, 27:432, and 27:576, to the second class;  
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tam 27 cum 60, 75, 96, 120, 192; ad quintam 27 cum 150, 240, 384, reducuntur.  

45. II differentia triginta quinque σχέσεις continet. Incompositas tres defectum 

semitonii minoris cum commate arguentes, ceu patet ex 45 cum 128 in duodecima; 45 

cum 256 in undevicesima; 45 cum 512, in vicesima sexta. 

 Ad primam classem compositae 45 cum 54, 60, 72, 75, 90, 120, 135, 180, 225, 

270, 360; ad secundam 45 cum 81, 108, 144, 150, 162, 216, 240, 288, 324, 432, 576; 

ad quartam 45 cum 50, 80, 96, 100, 125, 160, 192, 200, 320; ad quintam 45 cum 384 

redeunt. 

50. III differentia σχέσεις comprehendit triginta quatuor. Incompositam unam 50 cum 

81, quae sextam minorem commate abundantem constituit. 

 Prima classis compositas 50 cum 60, 75, 80, 100, 125, 150, 200; secunda 50 

cum 90, 120, 160, 180, 225, 240, 320, 360; tertia 50 cum 270; quarta 50 

E 
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27:60, 27:75, 27:96, 27:120, and 27:192, to the fourth class; and 27:150, 27:240, and 

27:384, to the fifth class. 

45. The second species contains thirty-five relationships. It has three incomposite 

relationships revealing a deficiency of the minor semitone plus the comma, as is clear 

from 45:128 in the twelfth [octave plus fifth], 45:256 in the nineteenth [double octave 

plus fifth], and 45:512 in the twenty-sixth [triple octave plus fifth]. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 45:54, 45:60, 45:72, 45:75, 45:90, 

45:120, 45:135, 45:180, 45:225, 45:270, and 45:360, to the first class; 45:81, 45:108, 

45:144, 45:150, 45:162, 45:216, 45:240, 45:288, 45:324, 45:432, and 45:576, to the 

second class; 45:50, 45:80, 45:96, 45:100, 45:125, 45:160, 45:192, 45:200, and 45:320, 

to the fourth class; and 45:384 to the fifth class. 

50. The third species contains thirty-four relationships. It has one incomposite 

relationship, 50:81, which forms the minor sixth plus the comma. 

 The first class receives the composite relationships 50:60, 50:75, 50:80, 50:100, 

50:125, 50:150, and 50:200; the second class receives the composite relationships 

50:90, 50:120, 50:160, 50:180, 50:225, 50:240, 50:320, and 50:360; the third class 

receives the composite relationship 50:270 receive the third; the fourth class receives 

the composite relationship 50: 

E
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cum 72, 96, 182; quinta 50 cum 54, 108, 135, 144, 162, 192, 216, 256, 288, 324, 384, 

432, 512, 576, recipit.   

54. IV diferentia σχέσεις continet triginta tres. Incompositam unam 54 cum 125, quae 

nonam minorem semitonio minore abundantem constituit. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 54 cum 72, 81, 90, 108, 135, 144, 162, 216, 

270, 324, 432; ad secundam 54 cum 180, 225, 288, 360, 576; ad quartam 54 cum 60, 

75, 96, 120, 150, 192, 240, 384; ad quintam 54 cum 80, 128; ad primam hujus classis 

differentian 54 cum 100, 160, 200, 256, 320, 512, reducuntur. 

60. V differentia σχέσεις habet triginta duas compositas, quarum prima classis 60 

cum 72, 75, 80, 90, 96, 100, 120, 150, 160, 180, 240, 360; secunda 60 cum 108, 135, 

144, 192, 200, 216, 225, 270, 288, 320, 384, 432, 576; 
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72, 50:96, and 50:182; the fifth class receives the composite relationships 50:14, 

50:108, 50:135, 50:144, 50:162, 50:192, 50:216, 50:256, 50:288, 50:324, 50:432, and 

50:576. 

54. The fourth species contains thirty-three relationships. It has one incomposite 

relationship, 54:125, which forms the minor ninth [octave plus second] plus the minor 

semitone. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 54:72, 54:81, 54:90, 54:108, 54:135, 

54:144, 54:162, 54:216, 54:270, 54:324, and 54:432, to the first class; 54:180, 54:225, 

54:288, 54:360, and 54:576, to the second class; 54:60, 54:75, 54:96, 54:120, 54:150, 

54:192, 54:240, and 54:384, to the fourth class; 54:80 and 54:128, to the fifth class; and 

54:100, 54:160, 54:200, 54:256, 54:320, and 54:512, to the first species of this class. 

60. The fifth species has thirty-two composite relationships, of which: the first class 

recalls 60:72, 60:72, 60:75, 60:80, 60:90, 60:96, 60:100, 60:120, 60:150, 60:160, 

60:180, 60:240, and 60:360; the second class recalls 60:108, 60:135, 60:144, 60:192, 

60:200, 60:216, 60:225, 60:270, 60:288, 60:320, 60:384, 60:432, and 60:576;  
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tertia 60 cum 324; quarta 60 cum 125, 128, 256; quinta 60 cum 81, 162, 512, ad se 

revocat.   

72. VI differentia σχέσεις habet triginta et unam. Incompositam unam 72:125, quae 

sextam majorem semitonio minore abundantem constituit. 

 Compositae 72 cum 90, 96, 108, 120, 144, 180, 192, 216, 288, 360, 432, 576, ad 

primam; 72 cum 81, 135, 162, 225, 240, 270, 324, 384, ad secundam; 72 cum 75, 80, 

100, 128, 150, 160, 200, 256, 320, 512 ad quartam classem remittuntur. 

75. VII diferentia σχέσεις habet triginta, quarum tres incompositae sub 75:128 in 

sexta majore; sub 75:256 in tertia decima majore; sub 75:512 in vicesima majore 

dieseos enharmonicae minoris abundantiam arguunt. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 75 cum 90, 100, 120, 125, 150, 200, 225; 

E2 
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the third class recalls 60:324; the fourth class recalls 60:125, 60:128, and 60:256 recalls 

the fourth; and the fifth class recalls 60:81, 60:162, and 60:512. 

72. The sixth species has thirty-one relationships. It has one incomposite 

relationship, 72:125, which forms the major sixth plus the minor semitone. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 72:90, 72:96, 72:108, 72:120, 72:144, 

72:180, 72:192, 72:216, 72:288, 72:360, 72:432, and 72:576, to the first class; 72:81, 

72:135, 72:162, 72:225, 72:240, 72:270, 72:324, and 72:384, to the second class; and 

72:75, 72:80, 72:100, 72:128, 72:150, 72:160, 72:200, 72:256, 72:320, and 72:512, to 

the fourth class. 

75. The seventh species has thirty relationships, of which three incomposite 

relationships, under 75:128 in the major sixth, 75:256 in the major thirteenth [octave plus 

sixth], and 75:512 in the major twentieth [double octave plus sixth], reveal an abundance 

of the enharmonic minor diesis. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 75:90, 75:100, 75:120, 75:125, 75:150, 

75:200, 75:225, to the first class;  

E2
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ad secundam 75 cum 135, 180, 240, 270, 360; ad quartam 75 cum 80, 96, 108, 144, 

160, 192, 320; ad quintam 75 cum 81, 162, 216, 288, 324, 384, 432, 576, referuntur. 

80. IIX differentia σχέσεις continet viginti novem. Incompositam unam, 80:81, quae 

comma constituit. 

 Compositae ad classem primam 80 cum 96, 100, 120, 128, 160, 200, 240, 320; 

ad secundam 80 cum 90, 144, 150, 180, 192, 256, 288, 360, 384, 512, 576; ad tertiam 

80 cum 270, 432; ad quartam 80 cum 125; ad quintam 80 cum 108, 135, 162, 216, 225, 

324, reducuntur. 

81. XI differentia σχέσεις comprehendit viginti octo. Incompositas octo, quae 

commatis defectum in tertia majore sub 81 et 100; in quinta superflua sub 81 et 125; in 

sexta minore sub 81 et 128; in octava sub 81 et 160; in decima majore sub 81 et 200; in 

tertia decima minore sub 81 et 256; in quinta decima sub 81 et 320; in vicesima minore 

sub 81 et 512, arguunt. 
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75:135, 75:180, 75:240, 75:270, and 75:360 to the second class; 75:80, 75:96, 75:108, 

75:144, 75:160, 75:192, and 75:320, to the fourth class; and 75:81, 75:162, 75:216, 

75:288, 75:324, 75:432, and 75:576, to the fifth class. 

80. The eighth species contains twenty-nine relationships. It has one incomposite 

relationship, 80:81, which forms the comma. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 80:96, 80:100, 80:120, 80:128, 80:160, 

80:200, 80:240, and 80:320, to the first class; 80:90, 80:144, 80:150, 80:180, 80:192, 

80:256, 80:288, 80:384, 80:512, and 80:576, to the second class; 80:270 and 80:432, to 

the third class; 80:125, to the fourth class; and 80:108, 80:135, 80:162, 80:216, 80:225, 

and 80:324 to the fifth class. 

81. The ninth species contains twenty-eight relationships. It has eight incomposite 

relationships, which reveal a deficiency of the comma in the major third under 81:100, in 

the superfluous fifth under 81:125, in the minor sixth under 81:128, in the octave under 

81:160, in the major tenth [octave plus third] under 81:200, in the minor thirteenth 

[octave plus sixth] under 81:256, in the fifteenth [double octave] under 81:320, and in 

the minor twentieth [double octave plus sixth] under 81:512.  
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 Compositas prima 81 cum 108, 135, 162, 216, 324; altera 81 cum 270, 432; 

quarta 81 cum 90, 144, 180, 225, 288, 360, 576; quinta 81 cum 96, 120, 192; prima 

hujus classis differentia 81 cum 150, 240, 384, repetunt. 

90. X differentia σχέσεις habet viginti septem compositas omnes, quarum prima 

classis 90 cum 108, 120, 135, 144, 150, 180, 225, 240, 270, 360; altera 90 cum 162, 

216, 288, 324, 432, 576; quarta 90 cum 96, 100, 125, 160, 192, 200, 320, 384; quinta 90 

cum 128; secunda hujus classis differentia 90 cum 256, 512, recipit. 

96. XI differentia continet viginti sex σχέσεις. Incompositam unam 96 cum 125, quae 

quartam diesi enharmonica minore deficientem efformat. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 96 cum 120, 128, 144, 160, 192, 240, 256, 288, 

384, 576; ad secundam 96 cum 108, 180, 216, 320, 360, 432, 512; ad terti- 

E3 
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 The composites return: 81:108, 81:135, 81:162, 81:216, and 81:324, to the first 

class; 81:270 and 81:432, to the second class; 81:90, 81:144, 81:180, 81:225, 81:288, 

81:360, and 81:576, to the fourth class; 81:96, 81:120, and 81:192, to the fifth class; and 

81:150, 81:240, and 81:384, to the first species of this class. 

90. The tenth species has twenty-seven relationships, all composite, of which: the 

first class receives 90:108, 90:120, 90:135, 90:144, 90:150, 90:180, 90:225, 90:240, 

90:270, and 90:360; the second class receives 90:162, 90:216, 90:288, 90:324, 90:432, 

and 90:576; the fourth class receives 90:96, 90:100, 90:125, 90:160, 90:192, 90:200, 

90:320, and 90:384; the fifth class receives 90:128; and the second species of this class 

receives 90:256 and 90:512. 

96. The eleventh species contains twenty-six relationships. It has one incomposite 

relationship, 96:125, which forms the fourth minus the enharmonic minor diesis. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 96:120, 96:128, 96:144, 96:160, 

96:192, 96:240, 96:256, 96:288, 96:384, and 96:576, to the first class; 96:108, 96:180, 

96:216, 96:320, 96:360, 96:432, and 96:512, to the second class;  

E3
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am 96 cum 324; ad quartam 96 cum 100, 150, 200; ad quintam 96 cum 135, 162, 225, 

270, rediguntur. 

100. XII differentia comprehendit σχέσεις viginti quinque omnes compositas, quarum 

ad primam 100 cum 120, 125, 150, 160, 200; ad secundam 100 cum 180, 225, 240, 

320, 360; ad quartam 100 cum 128, 144, 192, 256; ad quintam 100 cum 108, 135, 216, 

270, 288, 324, 384, 432, 512, 576; ad tertiam hujus classis differentiam 100 cum 162, 

referuntur. 

108. XIII differentia σχέσεις habet viginti quatuor. Incompositam unam 108 cum 125, 

quae tonum minorem semitonio minore abundantem constituit. 

 Compositae ad primam classem 108 cum 135, 144, 162, 180, 216, 270, 288, 

324, 432; ad secundam 108 cum 360, 576; ad quartam 108 cum 120, 150, 192, 225, 

240, 384; ad quintam 108 cum 128, 160; 
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96:324, to the third class; 96:100, 96:150, and 96:200 to the fourth class; and 96:135, 

96:162, 96:225, and 96:270 to the fifth class. 

100. The twelfth species twenty-five relationships, all composite, of which: 100:120, 

100:125, 100:150, 100:160, and 100:200 are reduced to the first class; 100:180, 

100:225, 100:240, 100:320, and 100:360 are reduced to the second class; 100:128, 

100:144, 100:192, and 100:256 are reduced to the fourth class; 100:108, 100:135, 

100:216, 100:270, 100:288, 100:324, 100:384, 100:432, 100:512, and 100:576 are 

reduced to the fifth class; and 100:162 is reduced to the third species of this class. 

108. The thirteenth species has twenty-four relationships. It has one incomposite 

relationship, 108:125, which forms the minor tone plus the minor semitone. 

 The composite relationships are reduced: 108:135, 108:144, 108:162, 108:180, 

108:216, 108:270, 108:288, 108:324, and 108:432, to the first class; 108:360 and 

108:576, to the second class; 108:120, 108:150, 108:192, 108:225, 108:240, and 

108:384 to the fourth class; 108:128, 108:160,  
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256; ad primam hujus classis differentiam 108 cum 200, 320, 512, reducuntur. 

120. XIV differentia σχέσεις habet compositas viginti tres, quarum ad primam classem 

120 cum 144, 150, 160, 180, 192, 200, 240, 320, 360; ad secundam 120 cum 135, 216, 

225, 270, 288, 384, 432, 576; ad quartam 120 cum 125, 128, 256, 512; ad quintam 120 

cum 162, 324, redeunt. 

125. XV differentia continet σχέσεις viginti duas. Incompositas duodecim, quarum 

125:128 diesin enharmonicam minorem. Reliquae intervalla vel dificienta semitonio fere 

minore in 125 cum 162 in quarta; 125:216 in septima; 125:324 in undecima; vel 

abundantia diesi enharmonica minore in 125:144 in tono majore; 125:192. in quinta; 

125:256 in octava; 125:288 in nona majore; 125:384 in duodecima; 125:512 in quinta 

decima; 125:576 in sexta decima majore: vel diesi enharmonica minore et commate in 

125:432 in tertia decima majore. 
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and 108:256 to the fifth class ; and 108:200, 108:320, and 108:512 to the first species of 

this class. 

120. The fourteenth species has twenty three composite relationships, of which: 

120:144, 120:150, 120:160, 120:180, 120:192, 120:200, 120:240, 120:320, and 120:360 

revert to the first class; 120:135, 120:216, 120:225, 120:270, 120:288, 120:384, 

120:432, and 120:576 revert to the second class; 120:125, 120:128, 120:256, and 

120:512 revert to the fourth class; and 120:162 and 120:324 revert to the fifth class. 

125. The fifteenth species contains twenty-two relationships. It has twelve incomposite 

relationships, of which 125:128 forms the enharmonic minor diesis. The remaining 

relationships either lack the enharmonic minor diesis, in 125:162 in the fourth, in 

125:216 in the minor seventh, and in 125:324 in the eleventh [octave plus fourth], or 

they are in excess of the enharmonic minor diesis, in 125:144 in the major tone, in 

125:192 in the fifth, in 125:256 in the octave, in 125:288 in the major ninth [octave plus 

second], in 125:384 in the twelfth [octave plus fifth], in 125:512 in the fifteenth [double 

octave], and in 125:576 in the major sixteenth [double octave plus second], or of the 

enharmonic minor diesis plus the comma, in 125:432 in the major thirteenth [octave plus 

sixth].  
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 Compositae ad primam classem 125 cum 150, 200; ad secundam 125 cum 225; 

ad quartam 125 cum 160, 180, 240, 320; ad quintam 125 cum 135, 270, 360, referuntur. 

128. XVI differentia σχέσεις viginti et unam habet. Incompositas duas 128 cum 135, 

quae semitonio minus commate abundans et 128 cum 225, quae sextam majorem 

semitonio minore et commate abundantem constituunt. 

 Compositas prima classis 128 cum 160, 192, 256, 320, 384, 512; secunda 128 

cum 144, 240, 288, 576; tertia 128 cum 432; quarta 128 cum 200; quinta 128 cum 150, 

162, 180, 216, 270, 324, 360, repetit. 

135. XVII differentia continet σχέσεις viginti. Incompositas duas, quae semitonii 

minoris et commatis defectum arguunt in 135 cum 256 in octava; 135 cum 512 in quinta 

decima. 

 Compositas prima classis 135 cum 
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 The composite relationships are reduced: 125:150 and 125:200, to the first class; 

125:225 to the second class; 125:160, 125:180, 125:240, and 125:320 to the fourth 

class; and 125:135, 125:270, and 125:360 to the fifth class. 

128. The sixteenth species has twenty-one relationships. It has two incomposite 

relationships: 128:135, which forms the minor semitone plus the comma, and 128:225, 

which forms the major sixth plus the minor semitone and the comma. 

 The first class repeats the composite relationships 128:160, 128:192, 128:256, 

128:320, 128:384, and 128:512; the second class repeats the composite relationships 

128:144, 128:240, 128:288, and 128:576; the third class repeats the composite 

relationship 128:432; the fourth class repeats the composite relationships 128:200; and 

the fifth class repeats the composite relationships 128:150, 128:162, 128:180, 128:216, 

128:270, 128:324, 128:360. 

135. The seventeenth species contains twenty relationships. It has two incomposite 

relationships, which reveal a deficiency of the minor semitone plus the comma in 

135:256 in the octave and 135:512 in the fifteenth [double octave]. 

The first class receives the composite relationships 135: 
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162, 180, 216, 225, 270, 360; secunda 135 cum 324, 432; quarta 135 cum 144, 150, 

240, 288, 576; quinta 135 cum 160, 192, 200, 320; secunda hujus classis differentia 135 

cum 384, recipit. 

144. XIIX differentia σχέσεις novendecim continet, omnes compositas, quarum ad 

primam classem 144 cum 180, 192, 216, 240, 288, 360, 384, 432, 576; ad secundam 

144 cum 162, 270, 324; ad quartam 144, cum 150, 160, 200, 225, 256, 320, 512, 

referuntur. 

150. XIX differentia σχέσεις habet compositas octodecim, quarum prima  

classis 150 cum 180, 200, 225, 240; secunda 150 cum 270, 360; quarta 150 cum 160, 

192, 216, 288, 320, 384; quinta 150 cum 162, 324, 432, 576; septima hujus classis 

differentia 150 cum 256, 512, repetit. 

160. XX differentia compositas habet σχέσεις septendecim, quarum 160 

E5 
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162, 135:180, 135:216, 135:225, 135:270, 135:360; the second class receives the 

composite relationships 135, 135:324, 135:432; the third class receives the composite 

relationships 135:144, 135:150, 135:240, 135:288, 135:576; the fifth class receives the 

composite relationships 135:160, 135:192, 135:200, 135:320; the second species of this 

class receives the composite relationships 135:384. 

144. The eighteenth species contains nineteen relationships, all composite, of which: 

144:180, 144:192, 144:216, 144:240, 144:288, 144:360, 144:384, 144:432, and 144:576 

are referred to the first class; 144:162, 144:270, and 144:324 are referred to the second 

class; and 144:150, 144:160, 144:200, 144:215, 144:256, 144:320, and 144:512 are 

referred to the fourth class. 

150. The nineteenth species has eighteen composite relationships, of which: the first 

class repeats 150:180, 150:200, 150:225, and 150:240; the second class repeats 

150:270 and 150:360; the fourth class repeats 150:160, 150:192, 150:216, 150:288, 

150:320, and 150:384; the fifth class repeats 150:162, 150:324, 150:432, and 150:576; 

and the seventh species of this class repeats 150:256 and 150:512. 

160. The twentieth species has seventeen composite relationships, of which: 160: 

E5
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cum 192, 200, 240, 256, 320 ad primam; 160 cum 180, 288, 360, 384, 512, 576, ad 

secundam; 160 cum 216, 225, 270, 324, 432, ad quintam; 160 cum 162 ad octavam 

hujus classis differentiam reducunur. 

162. XXI differentia σχέσεις compositas habet sedecim, quarum 162 cum 216, 270, 

324, 432 ad primam; 162 cum 180, 225, 288, 360, 576 ad quartam; 162 cum 192, 240, 

384 ad quintam; 162 cum 200, 256, 320, 512 ad nonam hujus classis differentiam 

referendae. 

180. XXII differentia σχέσεις continet quindecim, quarum 180 cum 216, 225, 240, 270, 

288, 360 ad primam; 180 cum 324, 432, 576 ad secundam; 180 cum 192, 200, 320, 384 

ad quartam; 180 cum 256 ad quintam; 180 cum 512 ad secundam hujus classis 

differentiam sese recipiunt. 

192. XXIII differentia σχέσεις habet quatuordecim, omnes compositas, 
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192, 160:200, 160:240, 160:256, and 160:320 are reduced to the first class; 160:180, 

160:288, 160:360, 160:384, 160:512, and 160:576 are reduced to the second class; 

160:216, 160:225, 160:270, 160:324, and 160:432 are reduced to the fifth; and 160:192 

is reduce to the eighth species of this class. 

162. The twenty-first species has seven composite relationships, of which: 162:216, 

162:270, 162:324, and 162:432 are referred to the first class; 162:180, 162:225, 

162:288, 162:360, and 162:576 are referred to the fourth class; 162:192, 162:240, and 

162:384 are referred to the fifth class; and 162:200, 162:256, 162:320, and 162:512 are 

referred to the ninth species of this class. 

180. The twenty-second species contains fifteen relationships, of which: 180:216, 

180:225, 180:240, 180:270, 180:288, and 180:360 receive the first class; 180:324, 

180:432, and 180:576 receive the second class; 180:192, 180:200, 180:320, and 

180:384 receive the fourth class; 180:256 receives the fifth class; and 180:512 receives 

the second species of this class. 

192. The twenty-third species has fourteen relationships, all composite, 
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quarum ad primam classem 192 cum 240, 256, 288, 320, 384, 512, 576; ad secundam 

192 cum 216, 360, 432; ad quartam 192 cum 200; ad quintam 192 cum 225, 270, 324 

referuntur. 

200. XXIV differentia σχέσεις compositas habet tredecim, quarum 200 cum 240, 320, 

prima; 200 cum 225, 360, secunda; 200 cum 256, 288, 384, 512, quarta; 200 cum 216, 

270, 432, 576, quinta; 200 cum 324, tertia hujus classis differentia repetit. 

216. XXV differentia σχέσεις compositas continet duodecim, quarum ad primam 

classem 216 cum 270, 288, 324, 360, 432, 576; ad quartam 216 cum 225, 240, 384; ad 

quintam 216 cum 256, 320, 512, redeunt. 

225. XXVI differentia σχέσεις habet undecim. Incompoitas duas, quae abundantiam 

dieseos enharmonicae minoris, puta 225:256, in tono minore et 225:512, in nona minore 

arguunt.  
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of which: 192:240, 192:256, 192:288, 192:320, 192:384, 192:512, and 192:576 are 

referred to the first class; 192:216, 192:360, and 192:432 are referred to the second 

class; 192:200 is referred to the fourth class; and 192:225, 192:270, and 192:324 is 

referred to the fifth class. 

200. The twenty-fourth species has thirteen composite relationships, of which: the first 

class repeats 200:240 and 200:320; the second class repeats 200:250 and 200:360; the 

fourth class repeats 200:256, 200:288, 200:384 and 200:512; the fifth class repeats 

200:216, 200:270, 200:432, and 200:576; and the third species of this class repeats 

200:324. 

216. The twenty-fifth species contains twelve composite relationships, of which: 

216:270, 216:288, 216:324, 216:360, 216:432, and 216:576 revert to the first class; 

260:225, 216:240, and 216:384 revert to the fourth class; and 216:256, 216:320, and 

216:512 revert to the fifth class. 

225. The twenty-sixth species has eleven relationships. It has two incomposite 

relationships, which reveal an abundance of the enharmonic minor diesis, for instance, 

225:256 in the minor tone and 225:512 in the minor ninth [octave plus second]. 
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 Compositae ad primam classem 225 cum 270, 360; ad quartam 225 cum 240, 

288, 324, 432, 576; ad quintam 225 cum 320; ad septimam hujus classis differentiam 

225 cum 384 referuntur. 

240. XXVII differentia σχέσεις habet decem compositas, quarum ad primam classem 

240 cum 288, 320, 360, 384; ad secundam 240 cum 270, 432, 576; ad quartam 240 

cum 256, 512; ad quintam 240 cum 324, reducuntur. 

256. XXIIX differentia compositas σχέσεις habet novem, quarum 256 cum 320, 384, 

512 prima; 256 cum 288, 576, secunda; 256 cum 324, 360, 432, quinta; 256 cum 270, 

decima sexta hujus classis differentia recipit. 

270. XXIX differentia σχέσεις compositas habet octo, quarum ad primam classem 270 

cum 324, 360, 432; ad quartam 270 cum 288, 576; ad quin- 
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 The composite relationships 225:270 and 225:360 are referred to the first class; 

225:240, 225:288, 225:324, 225:432, 225:576 are referred to the fourth class; 225:320 

is referred to the fifth class; and 225:384 is referred to the seventh species of this class. 

240. The twenty-seventh species has ten composite relationships, of which: 240:288, 

240:320, 240:360, and 240:384 are reduced to the first class; 240:270, 240:432, and 

240:576 are reduced to the second class; 240:256 and 240:512 are reduced to the 

fourth class; and 240:324 is reduced to the fifth class. 

256. The twenty-eighth species has nine composite relationships, of which: the first 

class receives 256:320, 256:384, and 256:512; the second class receives 256:288 and 

256:576; the fifth class receives 256:360 and 256:432; and the sixteenth species of this 

class receives 256:270. 

270. The twenty-ninth species has eight composite relationships, of which: 270:324, 

270:360, and 270:432 are conferred to the first class; 270:288 and 270:576 are 

conferred to the fourth class;  
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tam 270, cum 320, 384; ad decimam septimam hujus classis differentiam 270 cum 512, 

sese conferunt. 

288. XXX differentia σχέσεις habet septem quarum ad primam classem 288 cum 360, 

384, 432, 576; ad secundam 288 cum 324; ad quartam 288 cum 320, 512, referuntur. 

320. XXXI differentia σχέσεις continet sex, quarum ad primam classem 320 cum 384, 

512; ad secundam 320 cum 360, 576; ad quintam 320 cum 432; ad octavam hujus 

classis differentiam 320 cum 324, remittuntur. 

324. XXXII differentiae σχέσεις quinque sunt, quarum 324 cum 432, ad primam; 324 

cum 360, 576, ad quartam; 324 cum 384, ad quintam; 324 cum 512, ad nonam hujus 

classis differentiam redeunt. 

360. XXXIII differentia σχέσεις 
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270:320 and 270:384 are conferred to the fifth class; and 270:512 is conferred to the 

seventeenth species of this class. 

288. The thirtieth species has seven relationships, of which: 288:360, 288:384, 

288:432, and 288:576 are reduced to the first class; 288:324 is reduced to the second 

class; and 288:320 and 288:512 are reduced to the fourth class. 

320. The thirty-first species contains six relationships, of which: 320:384 and 320:512 

are reduced to the first class; 320:360 and 320:576 are reduced to the second class; 

320:423 is reduced to the fifth class; and 320:324 is reduced to the eighth species of this 

class. 

324. The thirty-second species has five relationships, of which: 324:432 reverts to the 

first class; 324:360 and 324:576 revert to the fourth class; 324:384 reverts to the fifth 

class; and 324:512 reverts to the ninth species of this class. 

360. The thirty-third species 
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habet quatuor, quarum prima classis 360 cum 432, 576; quarta 360 cum 384; quinta 360 

cum 512 repetit. 

384. XXXIV differentia σχέσεις comprehendit tres, quarum 384 cum 512, 576, ad 

primam; 384 cum 432 ad secundam classem referendae sunt. 

432. XXXV differentia continet σχέσεις duas, quarum 432 cum 576 ad primam; cum 

512, ad quintam classem reducuntur. 

512. XXXVI et ultima differentia σχέσιν unam habet 512 cum 576 ad secundam 

classem remittendam. 

  

Tantum Sterope de numeris harmonicis et eorum relationibus, de quibus plenius et 

planius in ἀριθµολογίᾳ nostra harmonica agimus. 
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has four relationships, of which: the first class repeats 360:432 and 360:576; the fourth 

class repeats 360:384; and the fifth class repeats 360:512. 

384. The thirty-fourth species contains three relationships, of which: 384:512 and 

384:576 are referred to the first class; and 384:432 is referred to the second class. 

432. The thirty-fifth species contains two relationships, of which: 423:576 is reduced to 

the first class; and 432:512 is reduced to the fifth class. 

512. The thirty-sixth and final different class has one relationship, 512:576, which is 

remitted to the second class. 

  

So much for Sterope and the harmonic numbers and their relationships, which we 

pursue more fully and more plainly in our harmonic arithmology. 
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MEROPE – PLEIAS TERTIA: De septuplici proportionum harmonicarum logistica. 

 

In primo logisticae harmonicae aditu notanda est παρασκευὴ καὶ κατασκευὴ. 

Κατασκευὴ continet tertias, dispositionem, operationem et δοκιµασίαν, quae instar 

ἀποδειξεως habetur. Παρασκευὴ est radicatio, quae numeros harmonicos compositos 

ad incompositos reducit. Et haec in qualibet logistica maximopere necessaria est, 

suasque ἐυµεθοδίας et compendia constituit. Facilior enim numerorum minimorum et 

paucorum cognitio et logistica, atque majorum et plurium. Hi enim omnem fere 

intellecum excedunt, et operosam requirunt logisticam, illi facile percipiuntur et 

compendiosiorem faciunt operationem. 
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MEROPE – THIRD PLEIAS: On the sevenfold operations of harmonic proportions. 

 

In the first place, it should be necessary to address the preparation and 

construction for a harmonic operation. The construction, which is considered an 

exposition, contains three stages, disposition, operation, and examination. The 

preparation is radication, which reduces composite harmonic numbers to incomposite 

harmonic numbers. And it is exceedingly necessary that each operation establish its 

own proper methods and abridgments. For it is easier to conduct inquiry and operation 

with smaller and fewer numbers than it is with larger and more numbers. For the latter 

exceed almost all understanding and require laborious operation, but the former are 

perceived more easily and create more abridged operation. 
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Sectio prima: De radicatione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Radicatio est numerorum harmonicorum interse compositorum ad incompositos 

reductio. In numeris igitur incompositis instituenda non est. In compositis toties 

reiteranda, donec ad incompositos fuerit perventum. 

II. Utrum autem dati numeri sint inter se compositi indagatur per divisionem et 

subtractionem. 

III. Per divisionem. Si majore per minorem diviso aliquid superfuerit, erunt 

incompositi. Si nihil, compositi. Sic 5 et 12 sunt incompositi, cum binarius post 

divisionem superfit, 6 vero et 24 compositi, cum 6 exacte 24 dividat, nec quid residui 

relinquat. 

IV. Per subtractionem. Si minorem a majore, quoties id fieri poterit, 
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First section: On radication. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Radication is the reduction of harmonic numbers that are between themselves 

composite until they are primary. Therefore it should not be done for incomposite 

numbers. For composite numbers, it should be repeated as many times as necessary 

until it arrives at incomposite numbers. 

II. Moreover, whether the given numbers are between themselves composite is 

investigated by division and subtraction. 

III.  It is investigated by division. If division of the larger number by the smaller leaves 

something behind, they are incomposite. If division leaves nothing behind, they are 

composite. Thus 5, and 12 are incomposite because two remains after division, but 6 

and 24 are composite because 6 divides 24 exactly, and it does not leave behind 

anything remaining. 

IV.  It is investigated by subtraction. If you subtract the smaller number from the 

larger as many times as possible until  
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subducas, donec remaneat unitas, erunt numeri incompositi. Si relinquatur numerus 

alius, qui antecedentem exacte dividat, erunt compositi. Sic 3 et 10 sunt incompositi, 3 

vero et 12 compositi. 

  

Heic ternarius praecedentem senarium exacte dividit. 

V. Si igitur numeri inter se compositi, radicatio instituitur hoc modo. Dividantur 

numeri exacte per communem quendam divisorem, qui inprimis est vel binarius, vel 

ternarus, vel quinarius, et erit eadem proportio numerorum incompositorum atque 

compositorum juxta propositionem 23.1.7. Euclidis. 

F 
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unity remains, the numbers are incomposite. If another number is left behind that divides 

the antecedent exactly, they are composite. Thus, 3 and 10 are incomposite, but 3 and 

12 are composite.  

10  12 
-3  -3 
7  9 

-3  -3 
4  6 

-3  -3 
1  3 

 
  Here, three divides the preceding six exactly. 

V. Therefore, if the numbers are between themselves composite, radication is done 

in this way. The numbers are divided exactly by a certain common divisor, which is 

primarily either binary, or ternary, or quinary, and the proportion will be the same for 

incomposite numbers and composite numbers, in like manner to proposition 23.1.7 of 

Euclid.1 

F

                                                
1 André Barbera, “Euclid,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press, 

accessed on 9 April 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/09065; John 
Hawkins, A General History of the Science and Practice of Music, Volume 1 (London: T. Payne and Son, 
1776), 58. This is likely a reference to the Isagoge musica (also called the Introductio harmonica), once 
thought to have been written by Euclid and now attributed to Cleonides.  
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VI. Ratione divisoris radicatio erit vel solitaria, vel socia. Solitaria terminorum 

proportiones sub uno certo divisore ad numeros minimos et incompositos vel semel, vel 

aliquoties instituta deducit. In hac σηµειώσεις septem notandae erunt. 

1. Binaria radicatio ad minimos perducit, si ambo propοrtiones terminorum in 

numerum parem exeunt, et utriusque collecta paria sunt.  

Exemplo sint:   

 

Heic termini pares et collecta 8 et 18 paria. Radicantur igitur per binarium 

hoc modo:   

 

 2.  Aut si collecta imparia et inter se incomposita et irradicabilia. 

 

Heic 11 et 13 numeri impares, inter se incompositi et irradicabiles. 
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VI. Radication by the ratio of the divisor will be either solitary or joint. Solitary 

radication reduces the proportions of the terms by a single divisor to the smallest and 

incomposite numbers, done either once or several times. In this, seven indications 

should be noted. 

1.  Binary radication leads to the smallest numbers if both terms of the 

proportion end in even number, and both of the obtained numbers are 

even.   

In example, they are:   

512 8 
288 18 

 
Here, the even terms 8 and 18 are both obtained and even. Therefore they 

are radicated by two in this way: 

512 256 128 64 32 16 
288 144 72 36 18 9 
 2 2 2 2 2  ( ( ( ( ( 

 
2.  Or if, having been obtained, they are between themselves odd, 

incomposite, and irradicable.  

256 13 
128 11 

 
Here, 11 and 13 are odd numbers, between themselves incomposite and 

irradicable. 

256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 
128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
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 3.  Aut si collecta inaequalia (h.e. si alterum par, alterum impar) quae inter 
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3.  Or, if having been obtained, they are unequal, (this is when one is even 

and the other is odd), which are 
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se quidem incomposita, per se vero radicabilia.  

 
 

Heic 9 et 8 inter se numeri incompositi, per se vero compositi et 

radicabiles. 9 enim per ternarium, 8 vero per binarium et quaternarium ad 

minimos terminos rediguntur. 

 

4.  Aut si alterum collectum radicabile, alterum vero irradicabile.   
 

 

Heic 17 irradicabilia, 15 per ternarium radicabilia. 
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  between themselves indeed incomposite, but by themselves radicable. 

252 9 
224 8 

 
Here, 9 and 8 are between themselves incomposite, but by themselves 

composite and radicable. For 9 is radicable to the smallest terms by three, 

but 8 is radicable to the smallest terms by two and four. 

252 126 63 
224 112 56 

 
4.  Or if, having been obtained, one is radicable, but the other is irradicable.  

368 17 
276 15 

 
  Here, 17 is irradicable, but 15 is radicable by three. 

386 184 92 
276 138 69 

2 2 ( ( 
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5.  Ternaria radicatio ad minimos terminos pertingit, si alter proportionis 

termini numero impari, alter vero pari finitur et utriusque termini collecta 

ternariam admittunt divisionem.  

 

Heic termini alter par, alter impar, et utriusque collecta ternariam 

radicationem admittunt. 
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5.  Ternary radication reaches the smallest terms if one of term of the 

proportion ends in an odd number, but the other ends in an even number, 

and if both of the obtained terms permit division by three. 

432 9 
135 9 

 
Here, one of the terms is even, and the other is odd, and both of the 

obtained terms permit radication by three.  

432 144 48 16 
135 45 15 5 

3 3 3 ( ( ( 
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6.  Novenaria radicatio ad incompositos terminos ducit, si ambo proportionis 

termini in imparem exeunt numerum, eorumque collecta novenariam 

admittunt divisionem. 

 

Heic ambo proportionum termini in imparem exeunt numerum et collecta 

27 et 18 novenariam divisionem recipiunt. 

 

 7.  Aut si alter terminus in parem, alter in imparem exit.   

 

VII. Socia radicatio est, quae pluribus divisoribus terminos proportionum ad minimos 

et incompositos numeros perducit. Cum enim nec prima vice, nec aliquoties instituta sub 

uno divisore ad minimos et incompositos deducat, aliorum in super divisorum 

radicationes assumendae sunt. 
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6.  Nonary radication leads to incomposite terms if both of the terms of the 

proportions end in an odd number, and both of the obtained terms permit 

division by nine. 

45927 27 
32805 18 

 
Here, the terms of both proportions end in an odd number, and the 

obtained terms, 27 and 18, receive division by nine. 

24927 5103 567 63 7 
32805 3645 405 45 5 

9 9 9 9 ( ( ( ( 

 
7.  Or if one of the terms ends in an even number, and the other ends in an 

odd number. 

9 225 25 
9 216 24 

 9 
 ( 

 
VII. Joint radication is that which leads the terms of the proportions to the smallest 

and incomposite numbers by means of several divisors. For when it does not reduce to 

the lowest and incomposite numbers, neither in the first time, nor in the second time that 

it is done, radications of other numbers in the upper divisors should be undertaken.  
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 1. Interdum binaria et ternaria simul ad minimos numeros deducunt.  

 

  Operare et praeposteris divisoribus. 

 

 2. Interdum binaria et quinaria conjunguntur. 

 

  Operare et praepostere. 

 

 3.  Interdum binaria et ternaria et quinaria requiruntur. 

 

F3 
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1. Sometimes binary and ternary radication at the same time reduce to the 

smallest terms.  

786 384 192 96 48 24 8 
672 336 168 84 42 21 7 

2 2 2 2 2 3 ( ( ( ( ( ( 

 
Perform the task also with the divisors in reverse. 

786 256 128 64 32 16 8 
672 224 112 56 28 14 7 

3 2 2 2 2 2 ( ( ( ( ( ( 

 
 2. Sometimes binary and quinary radication are joined together. 

3080 1540 770 385 77 
2520 1260 630 315 63 

2 2 2 5 ( ( ( ( 

 
Perform the task also in reverse. 

 
3080 616 308 154 77 
2520 504 252 226 63 

5 2 2 2 ( ( ( ( 

 
 3.  Sometimes binary and ternary and quinary radication are required. 

60 30 10 2 Or 60 20 4 2 
30 15 5 1 30 10 2 1 

2 3 5  3 5 2 ( ( (  ( ( ( 

 
F3
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4.  Interdum ternaria et quaternaria radicatio conjunguntur. Habet a 

quaternaria locum, ubi binaria vel bis, vel quater, vel sexies, vel octies 

poterit ad hiberi. 

 

  Methodo praepostera. 

 

5. Interdum ternaria et quinaria divisio sibi in vicem operam navant vicariam.  

 

  Divisoribus inversis. 
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Or 60 12 4 2 Or 60 30 6 2 
30 6 2 1 30 15 3 1 

 5 3 2  2 5 3  ( ( (  ( ( ( 

Or 60 20 10 2 Or 60 12 6 2 
30 10 5 1 30 6 3 1 

 3 2 5  5 2 3  ( ( (  ( ( ( 

 
4. Sometimes ternary and quaternary radication are joined together. 

Radication by four takes place when binary radication is able to be 

employed either twice, or four times, or six times, or eight times. 

432 216 308 54 27 9 3 
288 144 72 36 18 6 2 

2 2 2 2 3 3 ( ( ( ( ( ( 

 
  In the reverse method. 

432 144 48 24 12 6 3 
288 96 32 16 8 4 2 

3 3 2 2 2 2 ( ( ( ( ( ( 

 
5. Sometimes ternary and quinary division by themselves in turn supply the 

best work. 

2925 975 325 65 
1755 585 195 39 

3 3 5 ( ( ( 

 
  With the divisors in reverse. 

2925 585 195 65 
1755 351 117 39 

5 3 3 ( ( ( 
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6.  Interdum quaternaria et quinaria radicatio minimos terminos producit.  

 
 
  Ordine divisorum inverso. 

 

7. Interdum ternaria et quaternaria et quinaria divisiones sibi suam 

commodant operam. 

 

  Operare quoque inversis divisoribus. 

 Plura de radicatione in gymnasio nostro musico. 

 

Sectio secunda: De mediatione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Mediatio est proportionis in duas partes per medium quoddam divisio. 

F4 
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6. Sometimes quaternary and quinary radication produces the smallest 

terms.  

3120 780 195 39 
2080 520 130 26 

4 4 5 ( ( ( 

 
  In the inverse order of the divisors. 

3120 624 156 39 
2080 416 104 26 

5 4 4 ( ( ( 

 
7. Sometimes ternary and quaternary and quinary divisions make the best 

work. 

1920 540 160 40 10 2 
960 320 80 20 5 1 

3 4 4 4 5 ( ( ( ( ( 

 
Perform the task also with the divisors in reverse. 

More on radication in our musical gymnasium. 

 

Second section: On mediation. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Mediation is the division of a proportion into two parts by a certain medius. 

F4
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II.  Estque arithmetica, geometrica, harmonica et contra harmonica, 

quarum arithmetica et harmonica inprimis musico necessaria. 

III.  In arithmetica terminorum proportionalium collectorum dimidium exhibit medium, 

terminis aliis utrinque retentis. 

 

 Si terminorum alter fuerit par, alter impar, dimidium collectorum in numero integro 

non habetur. Duplandi igitur sunt termini. 

 

 Si vis compendiosius: collectis terminum proportionalibus medium; duplatis 

terminos extremos habebis. 
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II.  And it is arithmetic, geometric, harmonic, and contraharmonic, of which arithmetic 

and harmonic are the most necessary for music. 

III.  In arithmetic mediation, half of the collected proportions leaves the medius, with 

the other terms retained on both sides. 

 8  
 Add  

5  3  

5 4 3 

 
If one of the terms is even and the other is odd, the half of the collected terms 

cannot be held in an integral number. Therefore, the terms must be doubled. 

2  1 
 6  
 Add  

4  2  

4 3 2 

 
If you desire an abridged method: gather the medius of the terms in the 

proportions; double them and you will have the outer terms. 
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IV.  Δοκιµασία. Si terminorum differentiae inter se fuerint aequales: Aut si addita ad 

medium differentia major terminus aut ad minorem medius provenerit bene operatus es.  

 

V. In harmonica terminorum proportionalium inter se multiplicatorum duplum exhibet 

medium, extremos vero terminorum collectum. Majorem si ducas in majorem terminum; 

minorem, si ducas in minorem. 

 

F5 
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 3  
 (  

2 Add 1 
 Double  

4  2 
 
 

IV.  Examination. You have done it properly if the differences of the terms between 

themselves are equal, or if the difference added to the medius brings forth the larger 

term, or added to the smaller term brings forth the medius. 

4 3 2 { { 
1 1 

 {  
The differences are equal. 

 
V.  In harmonic mediation the double of the terms of the proportions multiplied 

between themselves leaves the medius; collected, they yield the extremes of the terms.2 

It yields the larger extreme if you apply [the result] to the larger term of the proportion; it 

yields the smaller extreme if you apply [the result] to the smaller term of the proportion. 

 2  
From multiplication 
2  1  

From addition 
 3  

 
 

6 4 3 
 

F5

                                                
2 Harmonic mediation is not related to the harmonic series. The position in the harmonic series 

with the octave divided into the fifth and fourth, 2:3:4, reflects arithmetic mediation. In the harmonic series, 
harmonic mediation divides the octave into the fourth and fifth, 3:4:6. 
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VI. Δοκιµασία. Si inter terminum majorem et minorem ea proportio, quae inter 

differentias medii ad majorem et minorem terminos bona fuit operatio. 

 

 VII. Differunt mediatio arithmetica et harmonica non quidem ratione formae, sed 

ratione dispositionis. Illa enim proportio quae in arithmetica inferiori habetur loco, in 

harmonica est superiori, et vice versa, quae in harmonica est inferiori, in arithmetica est 

superiori loco. Idem de intervallis quoque in notarum systemate judicandum. 

 

Exempla. 

I. Dupla in sesquialteram et sesquitertiam, et octava in quintam et quartam 

dividuntur arithmetice in terminis 4:3:2, harmonice in numeris 6:4:3. 
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VI.  Examination. The operation was done properly if between the larger term and the 

smaller term is the same proportion that is between the differences of the medius and 

the larger and smaller terms. 

 
6 4 3 { { 

2 1 
 {  

The differences are in dupla proportion. 
 
VII.  Arithmetic and harmonic mediation certainly do not differ by reason of form, but 

by reason of disposition. That is, the proportion that has the lower position in arithmetic 

mediation has the upper position in harmonic mediation, and vice versa, the proportion 

that has the lower position in harmonic mediation has the upper position in arithmetic 

mediation. The same is also to be used to judge intervals in a system of notes.  

 

Examples. 

I. The dupla [2:1] is divided into the sesquialtera [3:2] and the sesquitertia [4:3], and 

the octave is divided into the fifth and the fourth, arithmetically in the terms 4:3:2 and 

harmonically in the numbers 6:4:3. 
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II. Tripla in duplam et sesquialteram, et duodecima in octavam et quintam dividitur 

arithmetice in 3:2:1, harmonice in 6:3:2.  

III. Sesquialtera in sesquiquartam et sesquiquintam, et quinta in tertiam majorem et 

minorem dividitur arithmetice in 6:5:4, harmonice vero in 15:12:10. 

IV. Sesquiquarta in sesquioctavam et sesquinonam, et tertia major in tonum 

majorem et minorem dividitur arithmetice in 10:9:8, harmonice in 45:40:36. 

V. Superbipartiens tertias in sesquitertiam et sesquiquartam, et sexta major in 

quartam et tertiam majorem dividitur arithmetice in 5:4:3, harmonice in 20:15:12. 

VI. Sesquidecima quinta in sesquitricesimam et sesquitricesimam primam, et 

semitonium majus in duo διασχίσµατα, majus et minus, dividitur arithmetice in 32:31:30, 

harmonice in 496:480:465. 

VII. Sesquioctuagesima in sesquicentesimam sexagesimam, et sesquicentesimam 

sexagesimam primam, et comma 
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II. The tripla [3:1] is divided into the dupla [2:1] and sesquialtera [3:2], and the 

twelfth is divided in the octave and the fifth arithmetically in 3:2:1, and harmonically in 

6:3:2. 

III. The sesquialtera [3:2] is divided into the sesquiquarta [5:4] and the sesquiquinta 

[6:5], and the fifth is divided into the major and minor third, arithmetically in 6:5:4, and 

harmonically in 15:12:10. 

IV. The sesquiquarta [5:4] is divided into the sesquioctava [9:8] and the sesquinonoa 

[10:9], and the major third is divided into the major and minor tone, arithmetically in 

10:9:8, and harmonically in 45:40:36. 

V. The superbipartient tertia [5:3] is divided into the sesquitertia [4:3] and the 

sesquiquarta [5:4], and the major sixth is divided into the fourth and major third, 

arithmetically in 5:4:3, harmonically in 20:15:12. 

VI. The sesquidecima quinta [16:15] is divided into the sesquitricesima [31:30] and 

the sesquitricesmia prima [32:31], and the major semitone is divided into two 

diaschismata, major and minor, arithmetically in 32:31:30, and harmonically 

496:480:465. 

VII. The sesquioctuagesmia [81:80] is divided into the sesquicentisima sexagesima 

[161:160] and the sesquicentesima sexagesima prima [162:161], and the comma  
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in duo σχίσµατα, majus et minus, dividitur arithmetice in 162:161:160, harmonice in 

13041:12960:12880. 

 

Sectio tertia: De additione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Additio est duarum proportionum collectio. 

II. Fit autem hoc modo: multiplica denominatores in se, ut et numeratores, et novi 

prodihunt. Igitur proportionum additio est terminorum similium multiplicatio. 

III. Esto exemplum sesquitertia proportio sesequialteri addenda. Dispositis hoc   

modo terminis 
  

€ 

3
2

  
  

€ 

4
3

 et denominatoribus (3, 4) et numeratoribus (2, 3) inter se 

multiplicatis novus denominator (12) et numerator (6) prodit.  

 

IV. Si plures duabus proportionibus sint addendae, priores duae primo colliguntur, 

harum collecto tertia additur, tertiae 
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is divided into two schismata, major and minor, arithmetically in 162:161:160, and 

harmonically in 13041:12960:12880. 

 

Third section: On addition. 

 

Theorems. 

I.  Addition is the collection of two proportions. 

II. And it is done in this way: multiply the denominators between themselves and the 

numerators between themselves, and new ones come forth. Therefore the addition of 

terms is similar to multiplication of proportions. 

III. Let the example be the sesquitertia proportion added to the sesquialtera 

proportion. With the terms 
  

€ 

3
2

  
  

€ 

4
3

 positioned in this manner, with both the denominators (3 

and 4) and the numerators (2 and 3) multiplied between themselves, a new denominator 

(12) and new numerator (6) appear.3 

3 4 12 Or 2 
2 3 6 1 

 
IV. If more than two proportions are to be added, the first two are combined first, then 

the third is added to this collection,  

                                                
3 This provides the clearest indication that Baryphonus’s labeling of numerator and denominator 

differs from that of current practice, in which the numerator is the upper number, and the denominator is 
the lower number. 
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collecto quarta, quartae quinta et sic deinceps. 

V. Sint verbi gratia addendae proportiones sesquiquinta, sesquiquarta, sesquitertia, 

sesquialtera et dupla in terminis 
  

€ 

6
5

 et 
  

€ 

5
4

 et 
  

€ 

4
3

 et 
  

€ 

3
2

 et 
  

€ 

2
1
 , quae proportionem sextuplam 

producunt in numeris 
  

€ 

720
120

 seu 
  

€ 

78
12

 seu 
  

€ 

6
1
 . 

 Operatio haec est. 

 

 Compendiosior vero hoc modo. 

 

VI. Δοκιµασία fit per subtractionem. Subtracta enim a collecto una praemissarum 

proportionum remanebit altera. Aut subductis proportionibus praemissis, residuum erit 

nullum. Et haec δοκιµασία dependet ex his axiomatis: subtracta una pars a toto alteram, 

omnes vero et singulae nihil relinquunt. 
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the fourth is added to third, the fifth is added to the fourth, and so on. 

5. For example, let the following proportions be added: sesquiquinta, sesquiquarta, 

sesquitertia, sesquialtera, and dupla, in the terms 
  

€ 

6
5

 and 
  

€ 

5
4

 and 
  

€ 

4
3

 and 
  

€ 

3
2

 and 
  

€ 

2
1
 , which 

produce the sextupla proportion in the numbers 
  

€ 

720
120

 or 
  

€ 

78
12

 or 
  

€ 

6
1
 . 

This is the operation. 

I. 6 5 30 II. 30 4 120 III. 120 3 360 
5 4 20 20 3 60 60 2 120 

            

IV. 360 2 720 Or 72 Or 6     
120 1 120 12 1     

 
 But more abridged in this way. 

I. 6 5 30 Or 3 II. 3 4 12 Or 2 
 5 4 20  2  2 3 6  1 
            

III. 2 3 6 Or 3 IV. 3 2 6   
 1 2 2  1  1 1 1   

 
6. Examination takes place by subtraction. For instance, with one of the previous 

proportions subtracted from a collection, the other remains. Or, with the previous 

proportions subtracted, the remainder will be zero. And this examination depends on 

these axioms: one part subtracted from the whole leaves the other, but each and every 

part subtracted from the whole leaves nothing.  
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VII. Exemplo sint proportiones 
  

€ 

3
2

  
  

€ 

4
3

 , quae collecta dant duplam in 
  

€ 

12
6

 seu 
  

€ 

2
1
 . Ab hac 

si subduxeris sesquialteram, sesquitertia.   

 

Si sesquitertiam, sesquialtera 

 

Si sesquialteram et sesquitertiam, proportio aequalitatis remanet.  

 

Compendia. 

I. Interdum duo prioris proportionis termini radicantur, interdum vero posterioris. 

 

II. Interdum prioris et posterioris proportionis termini simul, vel pereundem, vel per 

diversum numerum radicantar. 

 Per eundem numerum. 
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VII. For example, let the proportions 
  

€ 

3
2

  
  

€ 

4
3

 , which collected yield the dupla proportion 

in 
  

€ 

12
6

 or 
  

€ 

2
1
 . If you subtract the sesquialtera from this, the sesquitertia remains. 

3 2 4 
2 1 3 

 
If you subtract the sesquitertia from this, the sesquialtera remains. 

4 2 6 
Or 

3 
3 1 4 2 

 
If you subtract the sesquialtera and the sesquitertia from this, a proportion of 

equality remains. 

3 2 4 4 12 
2 1 3 3 12 

 
 

Abridgments. 

I.  Sometimes the two terms of the preceding proportion are radicated, but 

sometimes the two terms of the following proportion are radicated. 

4 6 2 6  3 4 3 2 
2 5 1 5  1 2 1 1 

 
II. Sometimes the terms of the preceding and following proportions are radicated at 

the same time, either by the same number, or by a different number. 

By the same number. 

4 6 
By 2 

2 3 
2 2 1 1 
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Per diversum. 
 

 

III. Interdum duo termini transversi radicantur.  
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 By a different number. 

4 6 
By 2 

2 
By 3 

2 
2 3 1 1 

 
III. Sometimes the two transverse terms are radicated. 

4 5 2 5 3 6 3 3 
3 2 3 1 2 5 1 5 
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IV.  Interdum quatuor termini vel uno et eodem numero, vel diversis numeris 

decussatim radicantur. 

4 

V. Si termini transversi fuerint aequales, dele et peracta erit operatio. 

 

VI. Idem et usu venit, si peracta radicatione ambo termini sive in priore, sive in 

posteriore proportione sive transversim aequales fuerint. 

 

VII. In continua termini proportionalium serie extremi maximus et minimus collectum 

dabunt. Exemplo sint    

 

in quibus numeri 6 et 1 omissis caeteris additionem absolvunt arguuntque proportionem 

sextuplam. 

 

Exempla. 

I. Sesquialtera sesquitertiae addita, et  

                                                
4 A “3” was omitted in the original following the ampersand.  
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IV. Sometimes four terms are radicated crosswise either by one and the same 

number or by different numbers. 

4 8 By 2 2 4 4 6 By 2 and 3 2 2 
2 4 1 2 3 2 1 1 

 
V. If the transverse terms are equal, delete them and the operation will be 

completed. 

4 5 0 5 5  6 3 6 0 6 3 
3 4 3 0 3  3 2 0 2 2 1 

 
VI. This occurs in practice if, when the radication is completed, both terms, whether 

in the preceding proportion, or in the following proportion, or transverse, are equal. 

4 3 2 3 0 3 4 6 4 3 4 0 4 3 2 3 3 
2 2 2 1 0 1 2 3 1 3 1 0 2 2 2 1 1 

 
VII. In a continuous series of proportions, the largest and smallest extremes yield the 

collection. For example: 

6 5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 1 

 
in which the numbers 6 and 1, with the others omitted, detach and reveal the sextupla 

proportion. 

 

Examples. 

I. The sesquialtera [3:2] added to the sesquitertia [4:3], and  
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quinta quartae, constituunt hae octavam in notis, illae proportionem duplam in numeris, 

2:1. 

II. Sesquiquarta sesquiquintae conjunca, et tertia major minori, constituunt hic 

quintam, illic sesquialteram in 3:2. 

III. Sesquiquarta sesquidecimae quintae, et tertia major semitonio majori addita, 

constituit hic quartam, illic sesquitertiam in 4:3. 

IV. Sesquinona sesquioctavae, et tonus major tono minori si addatur, habebis hic 

tertiam majorem, illic sesquiquartam in 5:4. 

V. Sesquioctavae si addideris sesquidecimam quintam, et tono majori semitonium 

majus, habebis hic tertiam minorem, illic sesquiquintam, in 6:5. 

VI. Si sesquitertiae sesquiquartam, et quartae tertiam majorem addideris, gignitur ex 

his sexta major ex illis superbipartiens tertias, in 5:3. 

VII. Si sesquitertiae sesquiquintam, et quartae tertiam minoren conjun- 
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the fifth added to the fourth: the latter form the octave in notes, and the former form the 

dupla proportion in numbers, 2:1. 

II. The sesquiquarta [5:4] joined to the sesquiquinta [6:5], and the major third joined 

to the minor third: the latter form the fifth, and the former form the sesquialtera, 3:2. 

III. The sesquiquarta [5:4] added to the sesquidecima quinta [16:15], and the major 

third added to the major semitone: the former forms the fourth, and the latter forms the 

sesquitertia, 4:3. 

IV. If the sesquinona [10:9] is added to the sesquioctave [9:8], and the major tone is 

added to the minor tone, you will have in the latter the major third, and in the former the 

sesquiquarta, 5:4. 

V. If you add the sesquidecima quinta [16:15] to the sesquioctava [9:8], and the 

major semitone to the minor tone, you will have in the latter the minor third, and in the 

former the sesquiquinta, 6:5. 

VI. If you add the sesquiquarta [5:4] to the sesquitertia [4:3], and the major third to 

the fourth, it brings forth in the latter the major sixth, and in the former the 

superbipartient tertia, 5:3. 

VII. If you join the sesquiquinta [6:5] to the sesquitertia [4:3], and the minor third to the 

fourth,  
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xeris, procreabitur ex his sexta minor, ex illis supertripartiens quintas, in 8:5. 

 Ευµεθοδίας ergo poteris in primo, secundo et quarto exemplo compendium 

tertium, quartum, quintum, sextum et septimum: in tertio tertium, quartum et sextum: in 

quinto tertium et quartum: in sexto tertium, quintum, sextum et septimum: in septimo 

tertium denique adhibere, quae operationis laborem sublevabunt. 

 

Sectio quarta: De copulatione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Copulatio non solum duas proportiones colligit, verum etiam, ex quibus collecta 

est summa, proportiones in numeris ostendit. 

II. Fit hoc modo: primo, duc denominatores et numeratores in se, et denominatorem 

et numeratorem novos habebis. 

G 
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it creates in the latter the minor sixth, and in the former the supertripartient quinta, 8:5.

 Therefore, with proper methods you will be able to apply the third, fourth, fifth, 

sixth, and seventh abridgments in the first, second, and fourth examples; the third, 

fourth, and sixth abridgments in the third example; the third and fourth abridgments in 

the fifth example; the third, fifth, sixth, and seventh abridgments in the sixth example; 

and finally, the third abridgment in the seventh example; which lighten laborious 

operation.  

 

Fourth section: On copulation. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Copulation not only collects two proportions, but it is also the sum of these having 

been collected, and it shows the proportions in numbers. 

II.  It is done in this way: first, apply the denominators and numerators between 

themselves, and you will have both new denominators and new numerators. 

G
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III. Secundo, denominatorem primum duc in numeratorem secundum, vel 

numeratorem primum in denominatorem secundum, et habebis medium numerum. 

IV. Hoc facto extremi termini summam, medius vero ad utrumque collatus extremum 

dabit proportiones, ex quibus summa collecta est. 

V. Sed velut medius terminus pro transversa multiplicatione variat, sic etiam positus 

proportionum. 

VI. Unde copulatio mediationi aut harmonicae aut arithmeticae, pro ut decussata 

terminorum facta fuerit multiplicatio, respondere solet. 

VII. Et sicut mediatio ex duorum numerorum per medium quoddam divisione duas 

producit proportiones, sic copulatio ex duarum proportionum cum medio quodam 

collecitone. 

 

Exempla. 

I. Copula sesquialteram cum sesquitertia et quintam cum quarta, duo numeri 

extremi summam, duplam 
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III.  Second, apply the first denominator into the second numerator, or the first 

numerator into the second denominator, and you will have the number of the medius. 

IV.  With this having been done, the extreme terms are the sum, and the medius 

brought together with either extreme yields the proportions from which the sum was 

collected. 

V.  But just as the term of the medius varies according to transverse multiplication, 

thus also does the position of the proportions. 

VI.  Whence copulation should correspond to mediation, both harmonic and 

arithmetic, that has been done according to the cross-multiplication of terms. 

VII.  And just as mediation from the division of two numbers by a certain medius 

produces two proportions, thus copulation from the collection of two proportions with a 

certain medius produces two proportions. 

 

Examples. 

I. Combine the sesquialtera [3:2] with the sesquitertia [4:3] and the fifth with the 

fourth, the two extreme numbers are the sum, clearly the dupla [2:1]  
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videlicet aut octavam, medius vero ad extremos collatus et sesquialteram et 

sesquitertiam, aut quintam et quartam repraesentabunt, vel ad mediationem 

arithmeticam in 4:3:2, vel ad harmonicam in 6:4:3. 

 

II. Si copulaveris sesquiquartam et sesquiquintam, seu tertiam majorem et minorem 

habebis sesquialteram seu quintam ex hisce proportionibus et intervallis compositam in 

6:5:4 aut 15:12:10. 

III. Copula cum sesquiquarta sesquidecimam quintam, seu, cum tertia majore 

semitonium majus, et habebis sesquitertiam seu quartam in 16:15:12 aut 20:16:15. 

IV. Copula sesquioctavam et sesquinonam, aut tonum majorem cum minori, habebis 

sesquiquartam, aut tertiam majorem in 10:9:8 aut 45:40:36. 

V. Copula sesquitertiam cum 

G2 
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or the octave, and the medius when compared to the extreme terms will reveal both the 

sesquialtera [3:2] and the sesquitertia [4:3], or the fifth and the fourth, either in arithmetic 

mediation in 4:3:2, or in harmonic mediation in 6:4:3. 

3 4 12 4  3 4 12 6 
  9 3 Or   8 4 

2 3 6 2  2 3 6 3 
 
II.  If you combine the sesquiquarta [5:4] and the sesquiquinta [6:5], or the major 

third and the minor third, you will have the sesquialtera [3:2] or the fifth from these 

proportions and composite intervals in 6:5:4 or 15:12:10. 

III.  Combine the sesquidecima quinta [16:15] with the sesquiquarta [5:4], or the 

major semitone with the major third, and you will have the sesquitertia [4:3] or the fourth 

in 16:15:12 or 20:16:15. 

IV.  Combine the sesquioctava [9:8] and the sesquinona [10:9], or the major tone with 

the minor tone, and you will have the sesquiquarta [5:4], or the major third in 10:9:8 or 

45:40:36. 

V.  Combine the sesquitertia with  

G2
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sesquiquarta, aut quartam cum tertia majore, habebis superbipartientem tertias, seu 

sextam majorem in 5:4:3 aut 20:15:12. 

VI. Copula sesquitertiam et sesquiquintam, aut quartam et tertiam minorem, habebis 

supertripartientem quintas, seu sextam minorem in 8:6:5 aut 24:20:15. 

VII. Tandem copula semitonium majus cum minori, aut sesquiquintam decimam cum 

sesquivicesima quarta, et habebis tonum minorem seu sesquinonam in 50:48:45 aut 

80:75:72. 

 

Sectio quinta: De subtractione. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Subtractio est proportionis minoris a majore subductio, ut habeatur reliqua. 

II. Τάξις est, si minor proportio antecedat, sequatur major. Sin secus, nulla poterit 

fieri subtractio. Majus enim ab eo quod minus est, subtrahi nequit.   
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the sesquiquarta, or the fourth with the major third, and you will have the superbipartient 

tertia, or the major sixth in 5:4:3 or 20:15:12. 

VI.  Combine the sesquiquarta [5:4] and the sesquiquinta [6:5], or the fourth and 

minor third, and you will have the supertripartient quinta [8:5], or the minor sixth in 8:6:5 

or 24:20:15. 

VII.  Finally, combine the major semitone with the minor semitone, or the sesquiquinta 

decima [16:15] with the sesquivicesima quarta [25:24], and you will have the minor tone 

or the sesquinona [10:9] in 50:48:45 or 80:75:72. 

 

Fifth section: On subtraction. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Subtraction is the removal of a smaller proportion from a larger proportion in 

order to find the remainder. 

II.  The order is, if the smaller proportion is in front, the larger proportion should 

follow. If it is otherwise, subtraction cannot done. For a larger number cannot be 

subtracted from that which is smaller. 
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III. Praxis fit per decussatam multiplicationem. Et sic numerator primus in 

denominatorem alterum ductus dat residui denominatorem, secundus vero in 

denominatorem primum residui numeratorem. 

IV. Exemplo sit proportio sesquialtera a dupla subducenda. Praeferatur ergo in 

dispositione sesquialtera ut minor duplae tanquam majori hoc modo: 
  

€ 

3
2

 
  

€ 

2
1
 . 

 Deinde numerator primus (2) ducatur in denominatorem alterum (2) et habetur 

denominator residui (4) numerator vero alter (1) in denominoatorem primum (3) ductus 

dat (3) residui numeratorem. 

 

V. Interdum plures proportiones subtrahendae veniunt, quae vel seorsum per 

ἑπαγωγὴνa majori subtrahuntur, vel prius per additionem in unam colliguntur summam. 

Sint tres sesquioctavae a sesquialtera subducenae. Primo operor ἐπαγωγικῶς hoc 

modo. 

G5 
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III. The practice is done by cross-multiplication. And thus the first numerator led to 

the second gives the denominator of the remainder, but the second numerator led to the 

first denominator gives the numerator of the remainder. 

IV. For example, let the sesquialtera proportion be subtracted from the dupla 

proportion. Now, it is preferred in this arrangement, the sesquialtera as the smaller, 

followed by the dupla as the larger, in this way: 
  

€ 

3
2

 
  

€ 

2
1
 . 

Then the first numerator (2) is led to the second denominator (2) and the 

denominator of the remainder (2) is had, but the second numerator (2) led to the first 

denominator (3) yields the numerator of the remainder. 

3  2 4 
    

2  1 3 
 
V. Sometimes several proportions are to be subtracted, in which they are either 

subtracted separately by induction from the larger, or they are first gathered into one 

sum. Let three sesquioctavas be subtracted from the sesquialtera. First it is performed 

by induction in this way. 

G5
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 Aut colligo tres sesquioctavas, prodeunt 
  

€ 

729
512

 . Subtraho a sesquialtera 
  

€ 

3
2

 remanet 

proportio super tredecim ducentesima quadragesima tertia. 

 

VI.  Δοκιµασία fit vel per additionem, vel per subtractionem. Adde enim subtractionis 

residuo primam proportionum praemissarum, et prodibit altera, cum omne totum sit 

aquale parti subtractae et residuae. Exemplo sit 
  

€ 

3
2

 a 
  

€ 

2
1
 subtrahenda, remanet 

  

€ 

4
3

 . Huic 

residua adde proportionem sesquialteram 
  

€ 

3
2

 , habebis duplam, a qua facta fuit 

subductio. 

 

VII.  Aut subtrahe a proportione majore residuum, et prodibit proportio minor. 

Residuum enim cum proportione minore majorem proportionem necesse est ut 

constituat tanquam totum. Totum vero aequale est omnibus suis partibus simul sumtis. 

Et unam parte sublata a 
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I. 9 3 24 Or 4 II. 9 4 32 III. 9 32 256 
8 2 18 3 8 3 27 8 27 243 

 

Or I gather three sesquioctavas [9:8], they project 
  

€ 

729
512

. I subtract this from the 

sesquialtera, 
  

€ 

3
2

, and the supertredecima ducentesima quadragesima tertia proportion 

remains.5 

729 3 1536 
Or 

512 
Or 

256 
512 2 1458 486 243 

 
 6. Examination takes place either by addition or by subtraction. For instance, add 

the first of the leading proportions to the remainder of the subtraction, and it will yield the 

second, seeing that all of a whole is equal to the part subtracted and the part remaining. 

For example, let 
  

€ 

3
2

 be subtracted from 
  

€ 

2
1
, and 

  

€ 

4
3

 will remain. To this remainder, add the 

sesquialtera proportion, 
  

€ 

3
2

, and you will have the dupla proportion from which the 

subtraction was done. 

4 Add 3 12 Or 2 
3 2 6 1 

 
VII. Or subtract the remainder from the larger proportion, and it will yield the smaller 

proportion. For the remainder with the smaller proportion necessarily forms the larger 

proportion, as it were, the whole. Indeed the whole is the equal of all of its parts taken 

together at the same time. And when one  

                                                
5 These intervals come from Pythagorean tuning, stemming from the use of one type of tone, 9:8. 

The remainder is the diatonic (Pythagorean) minor semitone, or the limma. 
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toto, necesse est remanere alteram, majorem si minor, minorem si major subtrahetur. 

 

  

Compendia. 

I. Interdum duo superiores proportiones termini radicantur. 

 

II. Interdum duo inferiores.  

 

III. Interdum duo superiores et duo inferiores simul, sed diversis numeris. Heic primo 

superiores termini radicationem quinariam, deinde inferiores ternariam admittunt. 

 

IV. Interdum omnes termini communi quodam divisore radicantur. 
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part is removed from the whole, the other must necessarily remain, the larger part if the 

smaller part is subtracted, the smaller part if the larger part is subtracted. 

4 Subtract 2 6 Or 3 
3 1 4 2 

 
 
Abridgments. 

I. Sometimes the two upper terms of the proportions are radicated. 

 (
  
 2  

6 4 3 2 
5 3 5 3 

 
II Sometimes the two lower terms of the proportions are radicated. 
 

5 3 5 3 
4 2 2 1 
 2  
 (  

 
III. Sometimes the two upper and two lower terms of the proportions are radicated at 

the same time, but by different numbers. Here, first the upper terms permit quinary 

radication, and then the lower terms permit ternary radication. 

 (
  

 5  
10 5 2 1 
9 3 3 1 
 3  
 (  

 
IV. Sometimes all of the terms are radicated together by a fixed devisor. 

 (
  

 2  
6 4 3 2 
4 2 2 1 
 2  
 (  
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V.  Si duo numeri vel ante, vel post radicationem aequales fuerint, dele, et nummeri 

residui residuum arguent, modo major superiori, minor inferiori ponatur loce. 

VI.  Ante radicationem interdum vel duo superiores, vel duo inferiores aequales sunt. 

 

VII.  Post radicaitonem interdum vel ambo terminis prioris vel posterioris proportionis 

aequales sunt. 

 

 

Exempla 

I. Sesquitertia a dupla, et quarta ab octava subtracta, relinquit haec quintam in 

notis, illa in numeris sesquialteram, 3:2. Si mavis, compendio, primo et septimo utere.  
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V.  If two numbers are equal, either before or after radication, delete them, and the 

remaining numbers reveal the remainder, provided that the larger term is placed in the 

upper position and the smaller term is placed in the lower position. 

VI. Sometimes before radication either the two upper or the two lower terms are 

equal. 

5 5 0 0 4  4 5 4 5 5 
4 3 4 3 3  3 3 0 0 4 

 
VII. Sometimes after radication either both terms of the leading proportion or both 

terms of the following proportion are equal. 

 (
      (
   

 2      5   
2 6 1 3 0 3  10 5 2 1 3 
1 2 1 2 0 2  9 3 3 1 2 
        3   
        (   

 
 

Examples. 

I. The sesquitertia [4:3] subtracted from the dupla [2:1], and the fourth subtracted 

from the octave, leaves in the latter the fifth, and in the former the sesquialtera, 3:2. If 

you prefer, use the first abridgment and the seventh abridgment. 
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II.  Si sesquiquintam a sesquialtera, aut tertiam minorem a quinta subduxeris, 

relinquetur sesquiquarta, 5:4, et tertia major. Compendium primum faciliorem ἐργασίαν 

dabit. 

III.  Si sesquiquartam a sesquitertia, et tertiam majorem a quarta subtraxeris, 

remanebit hic semitonium majus, illic sesquidecima quinta, 16:15. 

IV.  Si sesquiquintam a sesquiquarta, et tertiam minorem a tertia majore subduxeris, 

relinquetur hic semitonium minus, illic sesquivicesima quarta, 25:24. 

V.  Si a superbipertiente tertias sesquitertiam, aut a sexta majore quartam 

subduxeris, habebis hic tertiam majorem, illic sesquiquartam, 5:4. Sed ad faciliorem 

operationem compendia secundum et quintum faciunt. 

VI.  Sesquinona a sesquiquarta, et tonus minor a tertia majore si subducantur, 

remanet hic tonus major, illic sesquioctava, 9:8. Heic etiam primum compendium locum 

habet. 

G5 
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II.  If you subtract the sesquiquinta [6:5] from the sesquialtera [3:2], or the minor third 

from the fifth, the sesquiquarta, 5:4, and the major third, are left behind. The first 

abridgment yields an easier task. 

III.  If you subtract the sesquiquarta [5:4] from the sesquitertia [4:3], and the major 

third from the fourth, in the latter the major semitone remains, and in the former the 

sesquidecima quinta, 16:15, remains. 

IV.  If you subtract the sesquiquinta [6:5] from the sesquiquarta [5:4], and the minor 

third from the major third, in the latter the minor semitone is left behind, and in the 

former the sesquivicesima quarta, 25:24, is left behind. 

V. If you subtract the sesquitertia [4:3] from the superbipertient tertia [5:3], or the 

fourth from the major sixth, you will have in the latter the major third, and in former the 

sesquiquarta, 5:4. But the second and fifth abridgments make the operation easier. 

VI. If the sesquinona [10:9] is subtracted from the sesquiquarta [5:4], and the minor 

tone from the major third, in the latter the major tone remains, and in the former the 

sesquioctava, 9:8, remains. Here also the first abridgment takes place. 

G5 
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VII.  Si sesquinona a sesquioctava, et tonus minor a majori subtrahetur, hic comma, 

illic sesquioctuagesima relinquentur, 81:80. 

 

Sextio sexta: De comparatione 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Comperatio est, qua proportionis inter se in quantitate comparantur. 

II.  Ostendit enim utra proportionum sit major, utra minor, et qui nam majoris ultra 

minorem excessus. 

III.  Methodus haec est. Primo fiat decussata multiplicatio, in qua numerator primus 

dat numeratorem primum, secundus secundum. 

 

IV.  His superaddatur communis denominator, qui fit, quando denominatores datarum 

proportionum in se invicem ducuntur. 
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VII. If the sesquinona [10:9] is subtracted from the sesquioctava [9:8], and the minor 

tone is subtracted from the major tone, in the latter the comma, and in the former the 

sesquioctuagesima, 81:80, are left behind. 

 

Sixth section: On comparison. 

 

Theorems. 

I.  Comparison is the process by which proportions are compared to each other in 

quantity. 

II. Namely, it reveals which of the two proportions is larger, which is smaller, and 

finally, the degree of excess of the larger proportion over the smaller. 

III. This is the method. First let cross-multiplication be done, in which the first 

numerator yields the first numerator, and the second numerator yields the second 

numerator. 

4 3  
 

3 2 9 8 
 
IV. To these is added the common denominator, which is done when the 

denominators of the given proportions are led into each other in turn.  
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V.  Minor autem numerator dat majorem proportionem. Ambo vero numeratores 

indicant excessum majoris ad minorem. 

VI.  Exemplum esto dupla quae superat superbipartientem tertias sesquiquinta et 

octava quae sextam majorem tertia minore. 

 

VII.  Hic communis denominator 10, numerator primus 6, secundus 5. Minor 

numerator facit indicium duplam majorem esse. Duo vero numeratores excessum 

ostendunt videlicet sesquiquintam. 

 

Compendia. 

  Heic septem subtractionis compendia locum habent, ceu ex hisce exemplis 

sequentibus manifestum fiet, quorum primum ad primum, secundum ad secundum et sic 

porro operandum erit. 
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4 3 12 12 
3 2 9 8 

  
V. Moreover, the smaller numerator yields the larger proportion. But both 

numerators indicate the excess of the larger over the smaller. 

VI. Let the example be the dupla, which surpasses the subipartient tertia by the 

sesquiquinta, and the octave, which surpasses the major sixth by the minor third. 

5 2 10 10 
3 1 6 5 

 
VII.  Here, the common denominator is 10, the first numerator is 6, and the second 

numerator is 5. The smaller numerator indicates that the dupla is larger. And the two 

numerators reveal the excess, evidently the sesquiquinta. 

 

Abridgments. 

 Here, seven abridgments for subtraction take place, as it were, it shall be made 

clear from these following examples, of which the first should be done first, the second 

should be done second, and so on. 
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Exempla. 

I.  Sesquitertia excedit sesquiquintam sesquinona, et quarta tertiam minorem tono 

minore. 

II.  Sesquialtera sesquiquartam sesquiquinta et quinta tertiam majorem tertia minore 

superat. 

III.  Sesquinona excedit vicesimam quartam sesquidecima quinta6, et tonus minor 

semitonium minus superat semitonio majore. 

IV.  Dupla sesquialteram et octava quintam, haec quarta, illa sesquitertia excedit.  

  

€ 

6
4   

€ 

4
2

 .  

V.  Dupla superbitertia supertriquintam superbitertia et undecima sextam minorem 

sexta majore superat. 
  

€ 

8
5   

€ 

5
3

 .  

VI.  Superbitertia excedit sesquiquartam sesquitertia et sexta major tertiam majorem 

quarta.  

Superbitertia sesquitertiam sesquiquarta et sexta major quarta tertia majore 

superat. 

VII.  Quadrupla duplam dupla et quinta decima octavam octava superat. 

 Dupla sesquitertiam sesquialtera et octava quartam quinta excedit. 

 

                                                
6 In the original, “decima quinta.” 
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Examples. 

I. The sesquitertia [4:3] exceeds the sesquiquinta [6:5] by the sesquinona [10:9], 

and the fourth exceeds the minor third by the minor tone. 

II. The sesquialtera [3:2] surpasses the sesquiquarta [5:4] by the sesquiquinta [6:5], 

and the fifth surpasses the major third by the minor third. 

III. The sesquinona [10:9] exceeds the vicesima quarta [25:24] by the sesquidecima 

quinta [16:15], and the minor tone surpasses the minor semitone by the major semitone. 

IV. The dupla [2:1] exceeds the sesquialtera [3:2] and the octave exceeds the fifth, 

the latter by the fourth, the former by the sesquitertia. 
  

€ 

6
4   

€ 

4
2

 . 

V. The dupla superbitertia [8:3] surpasses the supertriquinta by the superbitertia, 

and the eleventh surpasses the minor sixth by the major sixth. 
  

€ 

8
5   

€ 

5
3

 . 

VI. The superbitertia [5:3] exceeds the sesquiquarta [5:4] by the sesquitertia [4:3], 

and the major sixth exceeds the major third by the fourth. 

The superbitertia [5:3] surpasses the sesquitertia [4:3] by the sesquiquarta [5:4], 

and the major sixth surpasses the fourth by the major third. 

VII. The quadrupla [4:1] surpasses the dupla [2:1] by the dupla [2:1], and the fifteenth 

surpasses the octave by the octave. 

The dupla [2:1] exceeds the sesquitertia [4.3] by the sesquialtera [3:2], and the 

octave exceeds the fourth by the fifth. 
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Nota. 

In posterioribus tribus exemplis videndum est, ut deletis numeris aequalibus 

residui recte collocentur. Duobus enim superioribus deletis residui suo permanent loco 

et excessus indicinam faciunt. Duobus vero vel inferioribus vel prioribus, vel 

posterioribus deletis, residuus major priorem, minor posteriorem constituit numeratorem. 

 Alium comparationis modum in gymnasio nostro musico habebis. 

 

Sectio septima: De aequiparatione 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Aequiparatio est, quando minor proportio ad aequiparandam majorem aliquoties 

sumitur. 

II.  Si enim duae proportiones fuerint, quarum major quantitate aliquoties minorem 

excesserit, haec toties sibi addatur, donec facta quantitatis acces- 
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Note. 

In the latter three examples it should be considered that, with the equal numbers 

deleted, the remainders are positioned correctly. For with the upper two deleted, the 

remainder stays in its position and indicates the excess. But with the lower two, or the 

preceding two, or the following two deleted, the remainder forms the larger or preceding 

numerator, and the smaller or following numerator. 

You will consider other modes of comparison in our musical gymnasium. 

 

Seventh section: On equiparation.  

 

Theorems. 

I. Equiparation is when a smaller proportion is increased a certain number of times 

to a level of equality with a larger proportion. 

II.  For instance, if there are two proportions, of which the larger exceeds the smaller 

a certain number of times with respect to quantity, the latter is added to itself so many 

times until, having been done by an increase of quantity,  
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sione ad illam quam proxime accedat, aut illam excedat. 

III.  Conficitur hoc modo. Disponantur primi numeri proportionales ita, ut major 

proportio superiori, minor vero inferiori collocetur loco. 

IV.  Deinde inter se denominatores multiplicantur, ad habendum denominatorem 

utriusque proportionis communem. Postea denominator majoris proportionis ducatur in 

numeratorem minoris, et denominator minoris in numeratorem majoris, ad habendum 

illic numeratorem minoris proportionis, hic vero majoris. 

V.  Et sic habebis tres numeros in aequiparatione primos: denominatorem 

communem, numeratorem minoris, et numeratorem majoris proportionis. 

VI.  Quoties igitur ad aequiparandam proportionem majorem, minor proportio est 

reiteranda, toties ducendi sunt denominator minoris proportionis in primum et tertium, et 

numerator mi- 
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it approaches the former as closely as possible, or until the latter exceeds the former. 

III. It is done in this way. The first proportional numbers are arranged such that the 

larger proportion is set in the upper position, and the smaller proportion is set in the 

lower position. 

IV.  Then, the denominators are multiplied together in order to have a common 

denominator for each proportion. Afterward, the denominator of the larger proportion is 

guided to the numerator of the smaller proportion, and the denominator of the smaller 

proportion is guided to the numerator of the larger proportion in order to have, in the 

former, the numerator of the smaller proportion and, in the latter, the denominator of the 

larger proportion. 

V. And thus you will have three primary numbers in equiparation: the common 

denominator, the numerator of the smaller proportion, and the numerator of the larger 

proportion. 

VI. Accordingly, the equiparation of the smaller proportion to a level of equality with 

the larger proportion should be repeated as many times as the denominator of the 

smaller proportion is guided to the first and third numbers of the equiparation, and the 

numerator of the smaller  
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noris proportionis in secundum aequiparationis numerum, et habebis tres novos 

aequiparationis numeros. 

VII.  Proportionum vero illa major est, cujus numerator est minor. Si igitur numerator 

proportionis minoris fuerit major numeratore proportionis majoris, amplius instituenda 

erit aequiparatio. Sin minor, minus. 

 

Exempla. 

I.  Quaestio num tres toni in sesquioctava proportione compleant diapente, et num 

quatuor excedant. Prius negatur, posterius affirmatur. 

 Primo disponantur numeri proportionales diapente, 3:2, superiori, sesquioctavae 

vero, 9:8, inferiori loco. Secundo duc denominatores 9 et 3 in se, et habebis 27 

communem denominatorem. Tertio denominatorem proportionis sesquialterius, 3, duc in 

numeratorem sesquioctavae, 8, et denominatorem sesquioctavae, 9, in numeratorem 

sesquialterius, 2, et habebis numeratorem minoris 
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proportion is guided to the second number of the equiparation, and you will have three 

new numbers of equiparation. 

VII.  And the larger of the proportions is the one for which numerator is smaller. 

Therefore, if the numerator of the smaller proportion were larger than the numerator of 

the larger proportion, equiparation should be carried out further. But if the numerator of 

the smaller proportion were smaller than the numerator of the larger proportion, 

equiparation should be carried out to a lesser extent. 

 

Examples. 

I. The question is whether three tones in sesquioctava [9:8] proportion complete the 

diapente, and whether four exceed it. The first is denied, the second is affirmed. 

First, the proportional numbers of the diapente, 3:2, are arranged in the upper 

location, and those of the sesquioctava, 9:8, are arranged in the lower location. Second, 

guide the denominators 9 and 3 together, and you will have the common denominator, 

27. Third, guide the denominator of the sesquialtera proportion, 3, to the numerator of 

the sesquioctava, 8, and the denominator of the sesquioctava, 9, to the numerator of the 

sesquialtera, 2, and you will have the numerator of the smaller  
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proportioni, 24, et majoris, 18. Quarto, hi tres numeri, 27, 24, 18, sibis multiplicantur, 

primus per 9, alter per 8, et tertius itidem per 9, habebis in communi denominatore 27, 

243, 2187, in numeratore vero sesquioctavae 24, 192, 1536. In numeratore 

sesquialterius 18, 162, 1458. Quinto cum numerator sesquialterius 1458 minor sit 

sesquioctava 1536 palam esi, quintam majorem esse tribus tonis. Sexto quod quatuor 

toni excedant diapente constat, si tertia vice numeri multiplicentur. Septimo enim 

numerator sesquioctavae 12288 cum minor sit numeratore 13122 sesquialterius, 

ostendit quatuor tonos superare quintam. 

   

Διατύπωσις. 
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proportion, 24, and the larger proportion, 18. Fourth, if these three numbers, 27, 24, and 

18, are multiplied together—the first by 9, the second by 8, and the third again by 9—you 

will have the above common denominator the numerator 27, 243, and 1287, and in the 

numerator of the sesquialtera 24, 192, and 1536. Fifth, because the numerator of the 

sesquialtera, 1458, is smaller than that of the sesquioctava, 1536, it is clear that the fifth 

is larger than three tones. Sixth, that which consists of four tones exceeds the diapente, 

if the numbers are multiplied a third time. Seventh, indeed, the numerator of the 

sesquioctava, 12288, because it is smaller than the numerator of the sesquialtera, 

13122, reveals that four tones exceed the fifth. 

 

Diatyposis. 
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I Exemplum. 

 

H 
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Example I. 

 Common 
denominator. 
 

Numerator of the 
sesquioctva, or the smaller 
proportion. 

Numerator of the 
sesquialtera, or the 
larger proportion. 

 3. Fifth or sesquialtera. 2.  

 9. Tone 8.   

I. 27. 24. 18. 

II. 243. 192. 162. 

III. 2187. 1536. 1458. 

IV. 19683. 12288. 13122. 

 
H 
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II Exemplum. Sex tonos in sesquioctava proportione superare diapason. 
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Example II. Six tones in sesquioctava [9:8] proportion surpass the diapason. 

 Common 
denominator. 

Numerator of the 
tone. 

Numerator of the octave in 
dupla proportion. 
 

 2. Octave  1. 

 9. Tone 8.   

I. 18. 16. 9. 

II. 162. 128. 81. 

III. 1458. 1024. 729. 

IV. 13122. 8192. 6561. 

V. 118098. 65536. 59049. 

VI. 1062882. 524288. 531441. 
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III Exemplum. Tria semitonia majora excedere tertiam minorem.     

 

H2 
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Example III. Three major semitones exceed the minor third. 

 Common 
denominator. 

Numerator of the 
major semitone. 
 

Numerator of the semiditone. 

 6. Minor third  5. 

 16. Major semitone 15.  

I. 96. 90. 80. 

II. 1536. 1350. 1280. 

III. 24576. 20250. 20480. 

 
H2 
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IV Exemplum. Semitonium majus superat quinque commata, et superatur a sex. 
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Example IV. The major semitone surpasses five commas and is surpassed by six. 

 Common 
denominator. 

Numerator of the 
comma. 

Numerator of the major 
semitone. 
 

 16. Major semitone.  15. 

 81. Comma. 80.   

I. 1296. 1280. 1215. 

II. 104976. 102400. 98415. 

III. 8503056. 8192000. 7971615. 

IV. 688747536. 655360000. 645700815. 

V. 55788550416. 52428800000. 52301766015. 

VI. 4518872583696. 4194304000000. 4236443047215. 
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V Exemplum. Semitonium minus superat tria commata, et exceditur a quatuor.   

 

H3 
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Example V. The minor semitone surpasses three commas and is exceeded by four. 

 Common 
denominator. 

Numerator of the 
comma. 

Numerator of the minor 
semitone. 
 

 25. Minor semitone 24. 

 81. Comma 80.  

I. 2025. 2000. 1944. 

II. 164025. 160000. 157464. 

III. 13286025. 12800000. 12754584. 

IV. 1076168025. 1024000000. 1033121304. 

 
H3 
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VI Exemplum. Tonus major excedit commata novem, et exceditur a decem.  
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Example VI. The major tone exceeds nine commas and is exceed by ten. 

 Common denominator. Numerator of the comma. 
 

Numerator of the major 
tone. 

 9. Major tone.  8. 

 81. Comma. 80.  

I. 729. 720. 648. 

II. 59049. 57600. 52488. 

III. 4782969. 4608000. 4251528. 

IV. 387420489. 368640000. 344373768. 

V. 31381059609. 29491200000. 27894275208. 

VI. 2541865828329. 2359296000000. 2259436291848. 

VII. 205891132094649. 188743680000000. 183014339639688. 

IIX. 16677181699666569. 15099494400000000. 14824161510814728. 

IX. 1350851717672992089. 1207959552000000000. 1200757082375992968. 

X. 109418989131512359209. 96636764160000000000. 97261323672455430408. 
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VII Exemplum. Tonus minor superat octo commata et superatur a novem.   

 

Duas alias operandi methodos in gymnasio nostro musico videre licet. 

  

Tantum Merope de septuplici proportionibus logistica. 
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Example VII. The minor tone surpasses eight commas and is surpassed by nine. 

 Common denominator. Numerator of the 
comma. 
 

Numerator of the minor 
tone. 

 10. Minor tone.  9. 

 81. Comma. 80.  

I. 810. 800. 729. 

II. 65610. 64000. 59049. 

III. 5314410. 5120000. 4782969. 

IV. 430467210. 409600000. 387420489. 

V. 34867844010. 32768000000. 31381059609. 

VI. 2824295364810. 2621440000000. 2541865828329. 

VII. 228767924549610. 209715200000000. 205891132094649. 

IIX. 18530201888518410. 16777216000000000. 16677181699666569. 

IX. 1500946352969991210. 1342177280000000000. 1350851717672992089. 

 
One may see two other methods of operation in our musical gymnasium. 

 

So much for Merope and the sevenfold operations of proportions. 
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ELECTRA – PLEIAS QUARTA: De consonantiis septem. 

 

Sectio prima: De consonantiis in genere et de perfectis. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Consonantiae sunt intervalla, quorum proportiones in numero quadrato, perfecto 

et cubico primo habentur. Numerus quadratus primus est quaternarius, perfectus 

senarius, cubicus vero octonarius. Proportiones sunt vel multiplices, vel 

superparticulares, vel superpartientes. 

II. Pythagorici nullas agnoscunt consonantias praeter quam quae in quaternario in 

proportione multiplici et superparticulari habentur, puta octa- 
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ELECTRA- FOURTH PLEIAS: On the seven consonances. 

 

First section: On consonances in general and on perfect consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Consonances are intervals whose proportions are contained in the first quadratic 

number, the first perfect number, and the first cubic number. The first quadratic number 

is the quaternarius, the first perfect number is the senarius, and the first cubic number is 

the octonarius. The proportions are either multiple, or superparticular, or superpartient. 

II.  The Pythagoreans acknowledge no consonances other than those contained in 

the quaternarius in multiple proportion and superparticular proportion, that is, the 

octave, 
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vam, quintam et quartam. A superpartientibus vero consonantiam separant, unde 

tertiam et sextam omnino respuunt. Recentioribus consonantiae recensentur septem vel 

ratione perfectionis, vel ratione ordinis naturalis. Ratione perfectionis sunt octava, 

quinta, quarta, tertia major et minor, sexta major et minor. Ratione ordinis naturalis sunt 

tertia minor, major, quarta, quinta, sexta minor, major et octava. 

III. Consonantiae in duo aequalia dividi nequeunt intervalla sed in inaequalia, ut 

octava in quintam et quartam, quinta in tertiam majorem et minorem, sexta major in 

quartam et tertiam majorem, tertia major in tonum majorem et minorem. 

IV.  Consonantiae ratione numeri harmonici et proportionis sunt vel perfectae, vel 

imperfectae. Perfectio est in quarternario, et vicinitate ad aequalitatem. Imperfectio in 

senario et octonario, et remotione ab aequalitate. 

V.  Consonantiae perfectae sunt vel 

H5 
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the fifth, and the fourth. But they separate the consonances from the superpartient 

proportions, whence they reject the third and the sixth entirely. More recently, the 

consonances are reckoned seven, whether according to either reason of perfection, or 

reason of natural order. Reckoned according to reason of perfection, they are the 

octave, the fifth, the fourth, the major and minor third, and the major and minor sixth. 

Reckoned according to reason of natural order, they are the minor and major third, the 

fourth, the fifth, the minor and major sixth, and the octave. 

III. Consonances cannot be divided into two equal intervals, but rather into two 

unequal intervals, as the octave is divided into the fifth and the fourth, the fifth is divided 

into the major and minor third, and the major sixth is divided into the fourth and the 

major third, and the major third is divided into the major tone and minor tone. 

IV. Consonances are either perfect or imperfect according to reason of harmonic 

number and of proportion. Perfection is found in the quaternarius, and in proximity to 

equality. Imperfection is found in the senarius and the octonarius, and in distance from 

equality. 

V. Perfect consonances are either 

H5
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in proportione multiplici, vel superparticularibus primis in terminis radicalibus minimis 

quaternarium numerum hac serie 1:2:3:4 non excedentibus. Multiplex dupla constituit 

octavam in terminis 2:1. Superparticularium sesquialtera quintam in 3:2, sesquitertia 

quartam in 4:3. 

VI.  Consonantia quo vicinior est unisono, et proportio quo vicinior aequalitati, eo est 

simplicior. Et quo simplicior, eo perfectior. Unde octava unisono proxima simplicior et 

perfectior est quinta. Quinta vero simplicior et perfectior est quarta. 

VII.  Perfectae dicuntur, quia sive solae ponantur, sive aliis jungantur, concentum 

edunt, qui harmoniae et auditui satisfacit, ita ut nihil magnopere difideretur, et 

concentum vocibus tanquam labore defessis ac in pacatum tranquillumque portum 

navigantibus plerumque finiunt. Natura enim tendit ad perfectionem. Praeterea edunt 

sonum ἀϰίνητον et quasi tetragonum, qui 
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in multiple proportion, or in primary superparticular proportion in the smallest radicated 

terms not exceeding the number of the quaternarius in the series 1:2:3:4. The multiple 

proportion, the dupla, forms the octave in the terms 2:1. Of the superparticular 

proportions, the sesquialtera forms the fifth in 3:2, and the sesquitertia forms the fourth 

in 4:3. 

VI. The closer the consonance is to the unison, and closer the proportion is to 

equality, the simpler it is. For that which is simpler is more perfect. Whence the octave, 

closest to the unison, is simpler, and more perfect than the fifth, and the fifth is simpler 

and more perfect than the fourth. 

VII. They are called perfect because, whether they are set alone or joined to others, 

they bring forth concord, which gives satisfaction to harmony and hearing, such that 

nothing is greatly interrupted, and they generally conclude a concord of voices as if 

exhausted from labor and sailing into a peaceful and tranquil harbor. For nature tends 

toward perfection. Moreover, they bring forth inflexible sound, like a square, which  
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ad volubilitatem plane ineptus est. Ideo harmoniae pro fundamento substernuntur, quo 

reliquae voces concinnius per gradus et saltus non magnos facilius incedere possint. 

 

Sectio secunda: De octava. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Octava est consonantiarum perfectarum prima, quae continetur in proportione 

dupla in terminis 2:1. 

II. Prima est, quia in proportione dupla, quae inaequalitatis prima est, continetur, 

nec ulla proportio aequalitati proximius succedit, id quod ex numerorum natuarli serie 

liquet. Enim 1 cum 1 unisonum in proportione aequalitatis, cum 2 vero octavam in 

proportione dupla constituit. Ut autem unitatem sequitur binarius, sic proportio 

aequalitatis dupla inaequalitatis prima sequitur, primam constituens consonantiam, cum 

in proportione aequalitatis nullum sit intervallum, consonantia nulla. 
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is plainly unfit for circular motion. Therefore they are spread out as a foundation for the 

harmony, by which the remaining voices can advance more pleasantly by step, and 

more easily by small leap. 

 

Second section: On the octave. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The octave, which is contained in dupla proportion in the terms 2:1, is the first of 

the perfect consonances. 

II. It is first because it is contained in dupla proportion, which is the first proportion of 

inequality, nor does any other proportion exceed it in proximity to equality, which is clear 

from the series of natural numbers. For 1:1 forms the unison in a proportion of equality, 

but 1:2 forms the octave in the dupla proportion. Moreover, as binary follows unity, thus 

the first proportion of inequality follows the proportion of equality, forming the first 

consonance, because in a proportion of equality there is no other interval and no 

consonance. 
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III. Διὰπασῶν dicitur, quod omnes comprehendat consonantias simplices, ceu patet 

ex mediatione et subductione. Δι᾽ ὸχτώ ut διὰ πέντε et διὰ τεσσάρων appellata non fuit, 

quia tunc temporis septem, non octo constabat nervis. 

IV. Intervalla habet septem: tonos majores tres, minores duos et semitonia majora 

duo. Semper enim consonantiae unum intervallum minus habent quam sonos. 

V. Quodlibet intervallum in terminis suis extremis sine aliquo intermedio unam 

tantummodo habet speciem, sed consideratum in suis extremis ratione intermediorum in 

alia atque alia intervalla et proportionibus divisis diversas habet species ob semitonii 

majoris positum et toni majoris et minoris dispositionem. 

VI. Unde ratione formae una tantum species est octavae, sed ex septuplici semitonii 

positu septem, tot videlicet quot claves. Sed una nec major, nec minor est altera in sua 

proportione nec extrema magis distant in hac quam in illa.  
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III.  It is called the diapason, because it encompasses all of the simple consonances, 

as is shown from mediation and subtraction. It was not named the diochto, like the 

diapente and diatessaron, because at that time it consisted of seven strings rather than 

eight.  

IV. It has seven intervals: three major tones, two minor tones, and two major 

semitones. For consonances always have one fewer number of intervals than number of 

sounds. 

V. Any interval with respect to its extreme terms without any intermediary has one 

species, but, considered with its extremes and proportions divided by reason of 

intermediaries into one or more intervals, it has distinct species because of the position 

of the major semitone and the arrangement of the major and minor tone. 

VI. Whence, according to reason of form, there is only one species of the octave, but 

because of the sevenfold position of the semitone, there are seven species, and, one 

may see, as many notes. But one is neither larger nor smaller than another with respect 

to its proportion, nor do the extreme terms stand more distant in one than in another.  
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Prima species, ut hac memoria recensentur, est C, quae semitonium majus tertio et 

septimo; altera D, quae secundo et sexto; tertia E, quae primo et quinto; quarta F, quae 

quarto et septimo; quinta G, quae tertio et sexto; sexta A, quae secundo et quinto; 

ultima B quadrato1, quae primo et quarto loco habet. 

 Διατύποσις primae specei, ad quam reliquae appositis numeris tam harmonicis 

quam naturalibus et arithmeticis ex scala diatonica naturali seu syntona de sumtis facile 

effingi et depingi poterunt.  

                                                
1 In the print, rather than “B quadrato,” a five-line staff appears, with a natural sign on second 

space from top, i.e., in tenor clef. 
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The first species, as reckoned by these records, is C, which has the major semitone in 

the third and seventh position; the second species is D, which has the major semitone in 

the second and sixth position; the third species is E, which has the major semitone in 

the first and fifth position; the fourth species is F, which has the major semitone in the 

fourth and seventh position; the fifth species is G, which has the major semitone in the 

third and sixth position; the sixth species is A, which has the major semitone in the 

second and fifth position; the final species is B-natural, which has the major semitone in 

the first and fourth position. 

 Diatyposis of the first species, from which the others can be formed and 

described easily by means of the adjacent numbers, whether harmonic, or natural, or 

arithmetic, obtained from the natural diatonic scale or from the syntonic scale. 
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Notes 
trans. into 
the natural 
scale 

Musical 
syllables 

Numbers 
of harm. 
and arith. 
proprtions 

Intervals  

      1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
c f ut bo 90 48 — — — — — — M. 

7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

♮ e ni ni 96 45 — — — — — M. Sem. 
a d la ma 108 40 — — — — mi. To. — 
g c sol lo 120 36 — — — M. To. — — 
f b fa ga 135 32 — — M. To. — — — 
e a mi di 144 30 — mi. Se. — — — — 
d g re ce 160 27 M. To. — — — — — 
c f ut bo 180 24 To. — — — — — — 

 

 M.To. mi.To. M.se. M.To. mi.To. M.To. M.se.

B Bb ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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VII.  Quaelibet octavae species et harmonice et arithmetice in diapente et diatessaron 

divitur. Harmonice, si diapente imum, et diatessaron supremum obtinet locum. 

Arithmetice, si versa vice. Harmonica mediatio constituit modos musicos autentos seu 

contentos, arithmetica vero plagios seu remissos. 

 Videre licet Calvisius, capite 4, suae Μελοποιΐας. 

   

Sectio tertia: De quinta. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Sicut octava in primo proportionum multiplicium genere, sic quinta in primo 

superparticularium continetur. Et sicut prima superparticularium sesquialtera proxime 

duplam, cum totius aequaliter divisi nulla pars major sit dimidia, sequitur, sic quinta 

octavae immediate succedit. 
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VII. Any species of the octave is divided, both harmonically and arithmetically, into 

the diapente and the diatessaron. It is divided harmonically, when the diapente obtains 

the lowest position and the diatessaron obtains the highest position. It is divided 

arithmetically when the opposite occurs. Harmonic mediation forms authentic or 

energetic musical modes, but arithmetic mediation forms plagal or relaxed musical 

modes. 

One may see Calvisius's Μελοποιια, Chapter 4. 

 

Third section: On the fifth. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Just as the octave is held in the first genus of multiple proportions, thus the fifth is 

held in the first genus of superparticular proportions. And just as the sesquialtera [3:2], 

the first of the superparticular proportions, follows the dupla [2:1] closely, seeing that no 

part of the whole divided equally is greater than half, thus the fifth immediately succeeds 

the octave. 
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II.  Quinta est consonantia perfecta in proportione sesquialtera in terminis 3:2. 

constitua. 

III.  Magis quidem sonora est quam octava, sed minus perfecta. Hoc quia longius ab 

aequilitate discedit, quam octava. Illud, quia plus varietatis admittit. 

IV. Varietas autem in sonis suavior et acceptior est simplicitate, sed consonantiam 

octava reddit imperfectiorem. 

V. Dividitur tam harmonice quam arithmetice in sesquiquartam et sesquiquintam, 

quarum haec tertiam minorem, illa vero majorem repraesentat. Termini harmonici sunt 

15:12:10, arithmetici vero 6:5:4. 

VI. Sonos quinque, quo sensu a Graecis διὰ πὲντε fuit appellata, intervalla vero 

quatuor continet, tonum majorem et minorem, qui tertiam majorem, tonum majorem et 

semitonium majus, qui tertiam minorem constituunt. 

VII. Quintae ratione formae una 
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II.  The fifth is a perfect consonance in sesquialtera proportion formed in the terms 

3:2. 

III. It is certainly more sonorous than the octave, but it is less perfect. The latter, 

because it departs more distantly from equality than the octave. The former, because it 

permits more variety. 

IV. Moreover, variety in sounds is sweeter and more pleasing than simplicity, but it 

renders the consonance more imperfect than the octave. 

V. It is divided either harmonically or arithmetically into the sesquiquarta [5:4] and 

the sesquiquinta [6:5], of which the latter represents the minor third and the former 

represents the major third. The harmonic terms are 15:12:10, and the arithmetic terms 

are 6:5:4. 

VI. It contains five sounds, in which sense it was called the diapente by the Greeks, 

but it contains four intervals: the major tone and the minor tone, which form the major 

third, and the major tone and the major semitone, which form the minor third. 

VII. According to reason of form there is one  
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est species, sed ratione dispositionis semitonii sunt quatuor: ut, sol, quae semitonium 

tertio; re, la, quae secundo; mi, mi, quae primo; fa, fa, quae ultimo recipit loco. 

 Διατύπωσις primae specici ut, sol. 

 

 

Lege capite 4, Μελοποιΐας Calvisii. 

 

Sectio quarta: De quarta. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Quarta quintam ut sesquitertia sesquialteram in proportionibus et in serie 

numerorum naturali quaternarius ternarium, et in denominatione partem alteram pars 

tertia sequitur. 
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species, but according to reason of disposition of the semitone there are four species: 

ut-sol, in which the semitone takes the third position; re-la, in which the semitone takes 

the second position; mi-mi, in which the semitone takes the first position, and fa-fa, in 

which the semitone takes the final position. 

 Diatyposis of the first species, ut-sol. 

g c sol la 120 36 — — — M. 4 
3 
2 
1 

f b fa ga 135 32 — — M. To. 
e a mi di 144 30 — mi. Sem. — 
d g re ce 160 27 M. To. — — 
c f ut bo 180 24 To. — — — 

 

 

 Read Chapter 4 of Calvisius’s Μελοποιια. 

 

Fourth section: On the fourth. 

 

Theorems. 

I.  The fourth follows the fifth, just as the sesquitertia [4:3] follows the sesquialtera 

[3:2] in proportions and the quaternarius follows the ternarius in the natural series of 

numbers, and the third part follows the second part in derivation. 

M.To. mi.To. M.se. M.To.

BBb ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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II. Quarta est consonantia perfecta in proportione sesquitertia, qualem termini 4:3 

constituunt. 

III. Ultima consonantiarum perfectarum in quaternario constitutarum: minor pars 

octavae et major sextae majoris ex divisione harmonica prognata. 

IV. Imperfectior est quinta, quia remotior est ab unisono. Ideo a quibusdam in censu 

dissonantiarum habetur, quibus tamen sensus reclamat et ratio longe aliud dictitat. 

V. Neque in duas partes aequales ob proportionem superparticularem, neque 

inaequales ob numerum surdum et irrationalem in mediatione dividitur. 

VI. Continet quatuor sonos, quo sensu Graecis διά τεσςάρων dicitur, intervalla vero 

tria, tonos majorem et minorem et semitonium majus. 

VII. Species pro dispositione semitonii majoris sunt tres: prima ut, fa semitonium 

habet ultimo; altera re, sol, medio; tertia mi, la, primo loco. 

 Primae specici ut, fa διατύπωσις. 
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II. The fourth is a perfect consonance in sesquitertia proportion, so formed in the 

terms 4:3. 

III. The last of the perfect consonances formed in the quaternarius, descended from 

harmonic division, it is smaller part of the octave and the larger part of the major sixth. 

IV. It is less perfect than the fifth, because it is more distant from the unison. 

Therefore it is considered by some to be registered among the dissonances, which, 

however, the senses protest and reason dictates something else entirely.2 

V. It can be divided neither into two equal parts, because of superparticular 

proportion, nor into two unequal parts, because of the muted and irrational number in 

mediation. 

VI. It contains four sounds, in which sense it is called the diatessaron by the Greeks, 

but it contains three intervals, the major tone and the minor tone, and the major 

semitone. 

VII. There are three species according to the disposition of the major semitone: first, 

ut-fa, in which the semitone has the final position; second, re-sol, in which the semitone 

has the medial position; and third, mi-la, in which the semitone has the first position. 

 Diatyposis of the first species, ut-fa. 

      1 2 3  
f b fa ga 135 32 — — M. 3 

2 
1 

e a mi di 144 30  — mi. Se. 
d g re ce 160 27 M. To. — 
c f ut bo 180 24 To. — — 

                                                
2 For further discussion of the consonance of the fourth, see Pleias prima, Questio quinta, pp. 17-

26, in this edition and translation. 
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Tantum de consonantiis perfectis. 

 

Sectio quinta: De consonantiis imperfectis. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Imperfectae consonantiae in proportione superparticulari et superpartiente extra 

quaternarium vel in senario, vel in senario et octonario simul habentur. 

II. Superparticularium sesquiquarta constituit tertiam majorem in terminis 5:4, 

sesquiquinta vero minorem in 6:5, superbipartiens tertias sextam majorem in 5:3, 

supertripartiens quintas sextam minorem in 8:5. 

III. Imperfectae dicuntur, quia longius ab unisono, et proportiones earum longius ab 

aequalitate absunt, et partim in superpartientibus efformantur. Quo autem remotiores ab 

unisono sunt consonantiae, et proportiones ab aequalitate, eo imperfectiores. Unde 

concentum edunt in quo harmonia et auditus acquiescere nequeunt. 

IV. Non minori tamen suavitate 
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So much for the perfect consonances. 

 

Fifth second: On the imperfect consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The imperfect consonances are contained in superparticular proportion and 

superpartient proportion outside the quaternarius either in the senarius or in the 

senarius and octonarius at the same time. 

II. Of the suparparticular proportions, the sesquiquarta forms the major third in the 

terms 5:4, and the sesquiquinta forms the minor third in 6:5, the superbipartient tertia 

forms the major sixth in 5:3, and the supertripartient quinta forms the minor sixth in 8:5. 

III. They are called imperfect, because they are more distant from the unison, and 

their proportions are farther removed from equality, and they are formed partly in 

superpartient proportions. Moreover, the more distant the consonances are from the 

unison, and their proportions from equality, the more imperfect they are. Whence they 

bring forth concord in which harmony and hearing are unable to find rest. 

IV. However, they are no less gifted with respect to sweetness  

 

M.To. mi.To. M.se.

B B b ~ ~ ~ ~
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quam consonantiae perfectae praeditae et ad movendos affectus aptae sunt. Ob 

volubilitatem enim harmoniam reddunt suavem, et ob varietatem ad omnis generis 

affectus eliciendos sunt accommodatae. 

V. Volubilitas oritur, quando longius a simplicitate discedunt. Varietas est, cum 

consonantiae majores imperfectae mutantur in minores, et vice versa minores in 

majores in systemate per signa chromatica, in proportionibus vero per minoris semitonii 

vel additionem, vel subtractionem. 

VI. Imperfectae minores sunt majoribus suaviores, pluribus enim constant semitoniis. 

Et quo consonantiae semitonia habent plura, eo suaviores sunt. Unde tertia et sexta 

minores suaviores sunt tertia et sexta majoribus et movendis affectibus 

accommodatiores. 

VII. Imperfectae majores in minores et vicissim minores in majores mutari possunt 

beneficio signorum chroma- 
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than perfect consonances and they are no less suitable for moving the affections. 

Indeed instead of fickle harmony, they deliver sweet harmony, and on account of 

variety, they are suitable for eliciting all types of affection. 

V. Fickleness arises when they depart greatly from simplicity. Variety occurs when 

the major imperfect consonances are changed into minor imperfect consonances, and 

vice versa, minor into major, on the staff by a chromatic sign, and in proportions either 

the addition or the subtraction of the minor semitone. 

VI. Minor imperfect consonances are sweeter than major imperfect consonances, for 

they consist of more semitones. And those consonances which contain more semitones 

are sweeter. Whence the minor third and the minor sixth are sweeter than the major 

third and the major sixth, and they are more suitable for moving the affections. 

VII. The major imperfect intervals can be changed into the minor imperfect intervals, 

and, in turn, the minor imperfect intervals can be changed into the major imperfect 

intervals, with the help of the chromatic signs,  
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ticorum  et . Majores in minores, quando inferiori notulae , vel superiori  

asscribitur. Minores vero in majores, quando inferiori  vel superiori  apponitur. In 

numeris patet per subtractionem semitonii minoris, aut aditionem ejusdem. 

 Vide Μελοποιΐαν Calvisii, capite 4. 

 

Sectio sexta: De tertia majore et minore et minore. 

   

Theoremata. 

I. Tertia consonantia est, cujus forma in senario extra quaternarium in proportione 

superparticulari sub numeris 4:5:6 continetur. Sedem in sonis habet acutis, non 

gravibus, et est duplex: major et minor. 

II. Tertia major est consonantia imperfecta, cujus forma est in proportione 

sesquiquarta in terminis 5:4. 

III. Immediate quartam, ut sesqui- 

I3 
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♯ and ♭. The major imperfect intervals are changed into minor imperfect intervals when 

a ♯ is ascribed to the lower note or a ♭ is ascribed to the upper note. And the minor 

imperfect intervals can be changed into the major imperfect intervals when a ♭ is affixed 

to the lower note or a ♯ is affixed to the upper note. It is clear in numbers by the 

subtraction of the minor semitone, or the addition of the same interval. 

 See Calvisius’s Μελοποιια, Chapter 4. 

 

Sixth section: On the major third and minor third. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The third is a consonance whose form is contained in the senarius outside of the 

quaternarius in superparticular proportion in the numbers 4:5.6. It has a position in 

higher sounds, not in lower sounds, and it is twofold: major and minor. 

II. The major third is an imperfect consonance whose form is in sesquiquarta 

proportion in the terms 5:4. 

III. It immediately follows the fourth, just as  

I3
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quarta sesquitertiam et pars quarta tertiam et quinarius quaternarium sequitur et in 

medio consonantiarum collocata eodem modo superiores respicit quo inferiores 

consonantias. Supra enim se tres habet quartam perfectam, quintam perfectiorem, 

octavam perfectissimam. Infra se totidem, imperfectam tertiam minorem, imperfectiorem 

sextam majorem imperfectissimam sextam minorem. 

IV. Constat tono majore et minore ut partim ex mediatione, partim ex copulatione 

patet in terminis harmonicis 45:40:36, arithmeticis vero 10:9:8 qui constituunt species 

ratione mediationis et copulationis duas: unam quando harmonice tonus major infimum, 

et minor supremum obtinet locum in C-E et F-A; alteram, quando arithmetice minor 

inferiorem, major vero superiorem occupat locum in G et B quadrato. 

 Διατύπωσις prioris speciei. 
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the sesquiquarta follows the sesquitertia, and the fourth part follows the third part, and 

the quinarius follows the quaternarius, and, placed in the middle of the consonances, it 

looks at the upper consonances in the same way that it looks at the lower consonances. 

For it has three above it, the perfect fourth, the more perfect fifth, and the most perfect 

octave. It has as many below it, the imperfect minor third, the more imperfect major 

sixth, and the most imperfect minor sixth. 

IV. It consists of a major tone and a minor tone, as is shown partly from mediation 

and partly from copulation in the harmonic terms 45:40:36, and in the arithmetic terms 

10:9:8, which form two by reason of mediation and copulation: the first, when, 

harmonically, the major tone obtains the lower position, and the minor tone obtains the 

upper position in C-E and F-A; the second, when, arithmetically, the minor tone 

occupies the lower position, and the major tone occupies the upper position, in G-B-

natural. 

 Diatyposis of the former species. 

      1 2  
e a mi di 72 30 — min. 

2 
1 d g re ce 80 27 M. To. 

c f ut bo 90 24 To. — 
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V. Tertia minor est consonantia imperfecta, cujus forma est in proportione 

sesquiquinta in terminis 6:5 extremis senarii numeris, ideo et consonantiarum minima 

est, quia in minima proportione superparticulari, in senario comprehensa, continetur. 

Tertiam majorem ἀµέσως ut sesquiquinta sesquiquartam, pars quinta quartam, senarius 

quinarium sequitur. 

VI. Termini partim ex mediatione quinta, partim ex additione toni majoris ad 

semitonium majus liquent. Copulatio vero in terminis 48:45:40 aut 18:16:15 intervalla 

duo tonum majorem et semitonium majus repraesentat, quod species pro dispositione 

sua et copulatione duas, unam, cum semitonium inferiorem, alteram, cum superiorem 

obtinet locum, constituit. Prioris modi duo sunt E-G et B quadratum cum D, posterioris 

totidem, D-F et A-C. 
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V. The minor third is an imperfect consonance whose form is in sesquiquinta 

proportion in the terms 6:5, in the extreme numbers of the senarius, and therefore it is 

the smallest of the consonances, because it is held in the smallest superparticular 

proportion contained in the senarius. It follows the major third immediately, just as the 

sesquiquinta [6:5] follows the sesquiquarta [5:4], the fifth part follows the fourth part, and 

the senarius follows the quinarius. 

VI. The terms are clear partly from the mediation of the fifth, and partly from the 

addition of the major tone to the major semitone. But copulation in the terms 48:45:40 or 

18:16:15 reveals two intervals, the major tone and the major semitone, with respect to 

which it forms two species by its disposition and copulation, the first, when the semitone 

obtains the lower position, the second, when the semitone obtains the higher position.3 

The two of the preceding mode are E-G and B natural-D, there are as many in the 

following mode, D-F and A-C. 

 

                                                
3 Baryphonus and Grimm avoid stating that these copulations represent either arithmetic or 

harmonic division. In fact, the middle term of these copulations represents neither the arithmetic mean nor 
the harmonic mean. This is due to the problematic nature of the number 11 in the harmonic series, which 
does not form appropriate intervals in a case similar to that of the number 7. Arithmetic mediation of the 
minor third would result in 12:11:10. Harmonic mediation would result in 66:60:55 (11:10 over 12:11). The 
middle term in these mediations, however, does not form an acceptable musical interval. Thus copulation, 
but not mediation, creates these proportions. 

M.To. mi.To.

B B b ~ ~ ~
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Διατύπωσις prioris speciei. 
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Diatyposis of the former species. 

      1 2  
g c sol lo 120 36 — M. 2 

1 f b fa ga 135 32 M. Ton. 
e a mi di 144 30 Sem. — 

 

 M.Sem. M.To.

B B b ~ ~ ~
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VII. Tertia major ditonus dicitur a duobus tonis in scala diatona aequalibus, in syntona 

vero inaequalibus, cum proportio superparticularis nulla in partes aequales, sed 

inaequales tribui possit. Minor semiditonus, non quod dimidia ditoni pars sit, sed quod 

eo minor semitonio minore. Major dicitur, quia major; minor, quia minor quintae pars. 

Quae ex divisione harmonicam resultat, seu quia illa majore, haec minore proportione 

constat. Ditonus et semiditonus incompositus dicitur, quod in suis extremis absque 

intermedia quadam clave uterque consideretur, et hic generi chromatico, ille vero 

enharmonico inserviat. 

 

Sectio septima: De sexta majore et minore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Sexta non adeo simplex est ut tertia, proindeque imperfectior. Hujus enim forma 

est in numeris sese na- 
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VII. The major third is called the ditone from the two tones, equal in the diatonic 

scale, and unequal in the syntonic scale, because a superparticular proportion cannot 

be divided into equal parts, but it can be divided into unequal parts. The minor third is 

called the semiditone, not because it is a half part of the ditone, but because it is smaller 

than it by the minor semitone.4 The major third is called such because it is the larger part 

of the fifth; the minor third is called such because it is the smaller part of the fifth. This 

results from harmonic division, or because the former corresponds with the larger 

proportion, and the latter corresponds with the smaller proportion. The ditone and the 

semiditone are said to be incomposite, because each is considered in its extreme terms 

without a certain intermediary note, and the latter serves the chromatic genus, but the 

former serves the enharmonic genus. 

 

Seventh section: On the major sixth and the minor sixth. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The sixth is not as simple as the third, and therefore it is more imperfect. For the 

form of the latter is in the  

                                                
4 Here “semiditone” is 6:5. See pp. 162 and 211 of this edition and translation. 
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turali serie in proportione superparticulari absque intermedio quodam consequentibus, 

illius vero termini ἔµµεσοι sunt, qui intermedium quendam in proportione superpartiente 

recipiunt, qui eam in plures partes dividit, quae cum superparticulari deterior sit ob 

remotionem ab aequalitate, imperfectiores etiam et posteriores aliis, nec adeo simplices 

consonantias constituit. Unde et tertiam minorem in consonantiarum ordine subsequitur. 

II. Sexta major est et minor. Major consonantia imperfecta, cujus forma est in 

superbipartiente tertias in terminis 5:3 in quaternario et senario comprehensis, qui in 

medio 4 recipiunt. 

III. Componitur ex quarta et tertia majore, ut mediatio tam harmonica quam 

arithmetica ostendit, illa in terminis 20:15:12, haec in 5:4:3, et continet intervalla 

quinque: tonos majores duos, minores totidem et semitonium majus, quae species pro 

dispositione semitonii tres constituunt: aut enim semitonium tertio ponitur loco in C-A, 

I5 
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series of natural numbers in superparticular proportion following themselves without any 

intermediary, but the terms of the former are intermediary, which receive a certain 

intermediary in superpartient proportion, whereby it divides into several parts, which is, 

as a superparticular proportion, more unfavorable because of the remoteness from 

equality, and also more imperfect and following the others, neither does it truly form 

simple consonances. And whence it follows the minor third in the order of consonances. 

II. The sixth is major and minor. The major sixth is an imperfect consonance whose 

form is in superbipartient tertia proportion in the terms 5:3 included in the quaternarius 

and the senarius, which receive a 4 in the middle. 

III.  It is composed of the fourth and the major third, as either harmonic mediation or 

arithmetic mediation reveals, the former in the terms 20:15:12 and the latter in the terms 

5:4:3, and it contains five intervals: two major tones, as many minor tones, and a major 

semitone, which form three species according to the disposition of the semitone: either 

when the semitone is placed in the third position in C-A,  

I5 
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aut secundo in D et B quadrato5, aut quarto in F-D. 

 Διατύπωσις primae spicie. 

 

 

 

IV. Sexta minor est consonantia imperfecta, cujus forma est in proportione 

supertripartiente quintas in terminis 8:5 in senario et octonario comprehensis, qui in 

medio senarium recipiunt, ceu ex copulatione tertiae minoris et quartae manifestum fit. 

V. Sextam majorem immediate sequitur ut proportio supertriquinta superbitertiam. 

Et harum duarum superpartientium termini proportionum extremi 3 et 8 quinario 

tanquam communi quodam vinculo conjunguntur, et simul cum sesquiquarta 

                                                
5 The original indicates B flat, “B rotundo,” but this would render a minor sixth. 
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or the second position in D-B natural, or the fourth position in F-D. 

Diatyposis of the first species. 

      1 2 3 4 5  
a d la ma 108 40 — — — — mi. 5 

4 
3 
2 
1 

g c sol lo 120 36 — — — M. To. 
f b fa ga 135 32 — — M. To. — 
e a mi di 144 30 — mi. Se. — — 
d g re ce 160 27 M. To. — — — 
c f do bo 180 24 To. — — — — 

 

 

IV. The minor sixth is an imperfect consonance whose form is in supertripartient 

quinta proportion in the terms 8:5, included in the senarius and the octonarius, which 

receive the senarius in the middle, or it is manifest from the copulation of the minor third 

and the fourth. 

V. It follows the major sixth immediately, just as the supertriquinta [8:5] proportion 

follows the superbitertia [5:3] proportion. And the extreme terms, 3 and 8, of these two 

superpartient proportions are joined together by the quinarius as a certain common 

bond, and likewise they are united with the sesquiquarta [5:4] 

M.To. min.To. M.Sem. M.Ton. min.To.

B B b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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et sesquiquinta consociantur, cum neutra sexta absque tertiae accessione constitui 

possit. 

VI.  Constituitur ex tertia minore et quarta, quarum illam inferiori, hanc superiori 

recipit loco, et continet intervalla quinque: tonos majores duos, minorem unum et 

semitonia majora duo. 

VII. Sextae minoris species sunt pro dispositione semitonii majoris tres: aut enim 

semitonium majus habetur primo et ultimo loco in E-C; aut secundo et ultimo in A-F; aut 

primo et penultimo in B quadrato6 et G. 

 Διατύπωσις primae speciei. 

 

 

                                                
6 In the print, rather than “B quadrato,” a five-line staff appears, with a natural sign on second 

space from top, i.e., in tenor clef. 
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and the sesquiquinta [6:5], seeing that neither sixth is able to be formed without the 

addition of a third. 

VI. It is formed from the minor third and the fourth, of which the former accepts the 

lower position and the latter accepts the upper position, and it contains five intervals: 

two major tones, one minor tone, and two major semitones. 

VII. There are three species of the minor sixth according to the disposition of the 

major semitone: for the major semitone is contained either in the first and final position 

in E-C, or in the second and final position in A-F, or in the first and penultimate position 

in B natural-G. 

 Diatyposis of the first species. 

      1 2 3 4 5  
c f ut bo 90 48 — — — — M. 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

♮ e ni ni 96 45 — — — M. Sem. 
a d la ma 108 40 — — mi. To. — 
g c sol lo 120 36 — M. To. — — 
f b fa ga 135 32 M. To. — — — 
e a mi di 144 30 Sem. — — — — 

 

 

 

M.Sem. M.To. mi.Ton. M.To. M.Sem.

B B b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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Tantum Electra de septem consonantiis. 

 

ALCYONE – PLEIAS QUINTA: De disonantiis septem. 

 

Sectio prima: De dissonantiis in genere. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Dissonantiae sunt intervalla, quorum proportiones extra numeros harmonicos 

primos habentur, et sunt septem: comma, tonus major et minor, semitonium majus et 

minus, septima major et minor. 

II. Ut autem consonantiae in octonario cubico primo desinunt, sic dissonantiae ab 

eodem cum novenario quadrato secundo conjuncto primordia sumunt.  
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So much for Electra and the seven consonances. 

 

ALCYONE – FIFTH PLEIAS: On the seven dissonances. 

 

First section: On dissonances in general. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Dissonances are intervals the proportions of which are contained outside the 

primary harmonic numbers, and there are seven: the comma, the major tone and the 

minor tone, the major semitone and the minor semitone, and the major seventh and the 

minor seventh. 

II. But seeing that the consonances terminate in the first cubic octonarius, thus the 

dissonances take their beginnings from the same with the novenarius being joined to the 

second quadratus. 
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III. Dissonantiae, quo sunt ab aequalitate remotiores, eo magis dissonant, quo vero 

viciniores, eo minus. Ut enim in consonantiis gradus quidem sonantiae sunt, ita in 

dissonantiis dissonantiae. 

IV. Illius generis sunt intervalla prohibita, quae vel abundant, vel deficiunt semitonio 

minore. Hujus secunda et septima. 

V. Secunda continet intervalla semiditono minora ut tonum, semitonium et comma in 

proportione superparticulari constituta, quae dissonantiae sunt proprie sic dictae. 

Septima vero communiter, cum ipsius terminibus in proportione superpartiente 

intermedium quendam numerum harmonicum recipiat. 

VI. Illa non solum differentiae sunt intervallorum, verum etiam ad augenda et 

diminuenda intervalla vicina plurimum faciunt. 

VII.  In scala diatona dissonantiae sunt intervalla diatessaron minora, et habentur in 

proportione superpartiente, praeter tonum, qui est in superparticulari extra 

quaternarium.  
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III. The more removed the dissonances are from equality, the more dissonant, and 

the closer they are, the less dissonant. For just as there are certainly degrees of sonority 

in consonances, thus are there degrees of dissonance in dissonances. 

IV. Intervals of the former genus are prohibited, because they are either in excess of, 

or in lack of a minor semitone.1 Intervals of the latter genus are the second and the 

seventh. 

V. The second contains the intervals smaller than the semiditone, such as the tone, 

the semitone, and the comma formed in superparticular proportion, which are 

dissonances and are thus rightly named. But the seventh, with its terms in superpartient 

proportion, generally receives a certain intermediary harmonic number. 

VI. The former are not only different classes of intervals, but they also make many 

nearby intervals through augmentation and diminution. 

VII. In the diatonic scale, the dissonances are smaller than the diatessaron, and are 

contained in superpartient proportion, except for the tone, which is in superparticular 

proportion outside of the quaternarius.  

                                                
1 These include the semidiatessaron, tritone, semidiapente, hyperdiapente, semidiapason, and 

hyperdiapason. See p. [247]. 
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Sectio quarta: de tono majore et minore.2 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Tonus est dissonantia, cujus forma est in proportione superparticulari, et instar 

medii, quod ab una parte consonantias, ab altera vero dissonantias respicit. Estque vel 

major, vel minor. 

II. Tonus major est dissonantia, cujus forma est in proportione sesquioctava, in 

terminis 9:8; minor cujus forma in proportione sesquinona in numeris 10:9. 

III. Termini patent ex divisione tertiae majoris harmonica et arithmetica, in 45:40:36 

et 10:9:8, qua in duos tonos inaequales dividitur, quorum major in proportione 

sesquioctava, minor in sesquinona. Quippe in duo aequalia intervalla dividi nequit ob 

proportionem superparticularem, quae eiusmodi divisionem non admittit. 

IV. Major tonus in scala syntona ascendendo sequitur semitonium majus et antecedit 

descendendo. Minor 

                                                
2 Sections Secunda, Tertia, and Quarta are out of order in the original print. Quarta follows Prima, 

Tertia follows Quarta, Secunda follows Tertia, and Quinta follows Secunda. The order has been left as it 
appears in the original. 
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Fourth section: On the major tone and the minor tone. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The tone is a dissonance, whose form is in superparticular proportion, and it is 

the equal of the medius, because it looks at the consonances from one side, and at the 

dissonances from the other side. And it is either major or minor. 

II. The major tone is a dissonance whose form is in sesquioctava proportion in the 

terms 9:8; the minor tone is a dissonance whose form is in sesquinona proportion in the 

numbers 10:9. 

III. The terms are clear from the division of the major third harmonically and 

arithmetically in 45:40:36 and 10:9.8, by which it is divided into two unequal tones, of 

which the larger is in sesquioctava proportion and smaller is in sesquinona proportion. 

Naturally it cannot be divided into two equal intervals, because it is in superparticular 

proportion, which does not allow division of this kind.  

IV. In the ascending syntonic scale, the major tone follows the major semitone, and it 

precedes it in the descending syntonic scale. But the minor tone  
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vero sequitur majorem ascendendo, aut duos majores intercedit, major enim tonus 

seipsum non sequitur. Interdum descendendo semitonio majori succedit. 

 

V. Major tonus major pars est tertiae majoris, et differentia, qua quinta excedit 

quartam, septima major sextam majorem, septima minor sextam minorem. Minor tonus 

minor pars tertiae majoris, et differentia, qua octava septimam minorem, sexta major 

quintam, quarta tertiam minorem excedit, 

VI. Tonus minor superat commata octo, et superatur a novem, ut ex diagrammate 

aequiparationis liquet. Tonus vero major excedit commata novem et exceditur a decim. 

Quidam volunt tonum exacte continere commata novem, quorum quinque attribuunt 

semitonio majori, quatuor vero minori, sed a vero aberrant. 
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follows the major tone when ascending, or else it comes between two tones, for a major 

tone does not follow itself. When descending, sometimes it takes the place of the major 

semitone. 

 

V. The major tone is the larger part of the major third, and the difference by which 

the fifth exceeds the fourth, the major seventh exceeds the major sixth, and the minor 

seventh exceeds the minor sixth. The minor tone is the smaller part of the major third, as 

well as the difference by which the octave exceeds the minor seventh, the major sixth 

exceeds the fifth, and the fourth exceeds the minor third. 

VI. The minor tone surpasses eight commas and is surpassed by nine, as is proven 

from a diagram of equiparation.3 But the major tone exceeds nine commas and it is 

exceeded by ten.4 Some desire for the tone to contain exactly nine commas, of which 

they attribute five to the major semitone and four to the minor semitone, but they stray 

from the truth. 

                                                
3 For a chart demonstrating these calculations through equiparation, see Pleias tertia, Sectio 

septima, VII Exemplum, found on p. 119 of the edition and translation. 
4 For a chart demonstrating these calculations through equiparation, see Pleias tertia, Sectio 

septima, VI Exemplum, found on p. 118 of the edition and translation. 
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VII.  Tonus minor, cujus usum hactenus musici in scala diatonica diatona omnino 

improbarunt tribuentes ditonum in duos tonos aequales, continet semitonium majus et 

minus, id quod ex copulatione et subtractione constat, non secus ac tonus in scala 

diatonica diatona. 

 

Sectio tertia: De semitonio majore et minore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Particula semi interdum dimidium, interdum imperfectum significat, sed cum 

tonus in duo aequalia harmonice dividi nequeat. Semitonium hoc loco non medietatem 

toni, sed tonum non integrum significat, veluti semivocalis pro medietate vocalis non 

accipitur. Et est vel majus, vel minus. Majus est mi, fa, per intervallum; minus in eadem 

clave. Hujus usus est in genere chromatico; illius in diatonico. 
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VII. The minor tone, the use of which musicians have altogether rejected in the 

diatonic diatonic scale, dividing the ditone into two equal tones, it contains a major 

semitone and a minor semitone, which is established from copulation and subtraction, 

not unlike the tone in the diatonic diatonic scale.5 

 

Third section: On the major semitone and the minor semitone. 

 

Theorems. 

I.  The particle semi sometimes signifies half and sometimes signifies imperfect, but 

in the case of the tone, it is not possible for it to be divided harmonically into two equal 

parts. Semitone in this case does not signify the mediation of the tone, but an 

incomplete tone, just as semivocalis is not taken to mean the mediation of the vocalis. 

And it is either major or minor. The major semitone is formed by means of the intervals 

mi-fa; the minor semitone is formed with the same notes.6 The use of the latter is in the 

chromatic genus; the use of the former is in the diatonic genus.  

                                                
5 Pythagorean intonation (and the syntonic scale) uses only the 9:8 whole tone, dividing the 

Pythagorean ditone (81:64) into two equal tones. Baryphonus and Grimm are pointing out the similar, 
though different, division of the intervals that arise from the diatonic scale. Simply stated, the minor tone 
(10:9) divides into major and minor semitones (16:15 and 25:24 respectively). The tone (9:8) in the 
diatonic scale also divides into major and minor parts, i.e., the diatonic major semitone (2187: 2048) and 
the diatonic minor semitone (256:243). See the second edition, p. [246], for a chart outlining this division.  

6 E.g. F-F♯; hence the distance between the chromatic semitone is 25:24 in just intonation. 
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II.  Semitonium majus est dissonantia, cujus forma continetur in proportione 

sesquiquinta decima in terminis 16:15, qui patent si a quarta subtraxeris tertiam 

majorem, aut a semiditono tonum.  

III. Dividitur a quibusdam in duo διασχίσµατα et harmonice et arithmetice, quorum 

alterum majus, alterum minus dicitur. Majus est in proportione sesquitricesima 31:30. 

Minus in proportione sesquitricesima prima 32:31. 

IV. Semitonium minus est dissonantia cujus forma continetur in proportione 

sesquivicesima quarta in terminis 25:24. 

V. Proprie convenit generi chromatico, improprie interdum immiscetur diatonico sub 

certis quibusdam signis, quae sunt B rotundum,  cancellatum et ♮ quadratum. B 

rotundum sonum semitonio minore deprimit, et in voce mi adhibetur.  vero eodem 

intervallo sonum intendit, et ubique ad- 

K 
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II. The major semitone is a dissonance whose form is contained in sesquiquinta 

decima proportion in the terms 16:15, which are clear if you subtract the major third from 

the fourth, or the tone from the semiditone. 

III. It is divided by some into two diaschismas, both harmonically and arithmetically, 

one of which is called major and the other is called minor. The major diaschisma is in 

proportion sesquitricesima, 31:30. The minor diaschisma is in proportion 

sesquitricesima prima, 32:31. 

IV.  The minor semitone is a dissonance whose form is held in sesquivicesima quarta 

proportion in the terms 25:24. 

V. Properly, it corresponds with the chromatic genus; improperly, it is sometimes 

mixed into the diatonic genus under certain fixed signs, which are the round B, the 

cross-wise ♯, and the square B. The round B lowers the sound by a minor semitone, and 

is added to the syllable mi. And the ♯ stretches the sound by the same interval and is 

permitted everywhere  

K
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mittitur, ubi tertia vel sexta harmoniae est fundamento. B quadratum tantum in F 

systematis regularis, et B transpositi locum habet, quo mi et fa in semidiapente 

mitigentur. 

VI. Consonantias imperfectas majores vertit in minores, et minores in majores 

beneficio  vel ; has per additionem semitonii, illas per subtractionem. Consonantias 

vero per accidens modo auget, modo minuit. Auget quando  superiori aut  inferiori 

additur notulae. Minuit quando  inferiori et  superiori notulae adscribitur. 

VII. Semitonium majus est differentia inter quartam et tertiam majorem, vel tertiam 

minorem et tonum majorem, vel sextam minorem et quintam. Excedit quinque commata 

et exceditur a sex, ut ex diagrammate aequiparationis videre est. Semitonium minus 

differentia est, qua tertia major minorem, sexta major minorem exuperat. Tria excedit 

commata et deficit 
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that the third or sixth is foundation of the harmony. The square b is only found in the 

regular F octave and in the B-transposed octave when the mi and fa of the semidiapente 

is softened.7 

VI. It changes major imperfect consonances into minor imperfect consonances, and 

minor imperfect consonances into major imperfect consonances with the help of a ♯ 

or ♭; the latter, by the addition of a semitone; the former, by the subtraction of a 

semitone. Moreover, it increases consonances by means of an accidental, in the other, 

it decreases them. It increases them when a ♯ is added to the upper note, or a ♭ is 

added to the lower note. It decreases them when a ♯ is ascribed to the lower note, or a ♭ 

is ascribed to the upper note. 

VII.  The major semitone is the difference between the fourth and the major third, or 

the minor third and the major tone, or the minor sixth and the fifth. It exceeds five 

commas and is exceeded by six, as may be seen from a diagram of equiparation.8 The 

minor semitone is the difference by which the major third exceeds the minor third, and 

the major sixth exceeds the minor sixth. It exceeds three commas and is smaller  

                                                
7 I.e., the natural sign may only occur in flattened systems (here, F with a flat or B♭) when the 

tritone is otherwise avoided. This hints at the possibility of the pure Lydian mode, but the qualifier, “The 
square B is only found in the regular F octave when…,” indicates that Lydian with a flattened fourth degree 
is the default construction. 

8 For a chart demonstrating these calculations through equiparation, see Pleias tertia, Sectio 
septima, IV Exemplum, found on p. 116 of the edition and translation. 
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a quatuor, ut aequiparatio palam facit.     

 

Sectio secunda: De commate et diesi. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Comma est intervallum dissonum, cujus forma habetur in proportione 

sesquioctuagesima in numeris 81:80. 

II.  Termini constant ex subductione sesquinonae a sesquioctava, seu toni minoris a 

majoris. 

III.  Est igitur differentia toni majoris et minoris, semitonii majoris syntoni et minoris 

diatoni, tertiae majoris et minoris, ut et sextae majoris et minoris syntonae et diatonae. 

IV. Comma diatonum differentia est semitonii majoris et minoris diatoni in terminis 

531441:524288, quorum proportionem cum ratio non facile intelligat, sonum inde 

procreatum aures difficilius dijudicant. Plurima enim in musicis licet 

K2 
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than four, as equiparation makes clear.9 

 

Second section: On the comma and the diesis. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The comma is a dissonant interval whose form is held in proportion 

sesquioctuagesima in the numbers 81:80. 

II.  The terms arise from the subtraction of the sesquinona [10:9] from the 

sesquioctava [9:8], or the minor tone from the major tone. 

III. Therefore it is the difference between the major tone and the minor tone, the 

syntonic major semitone and the diatonic minor semitone, the syntonic major third and 

the diatonic major third, the syntonic minor third and the diatonic minor third, as well as 

the syntonic major sixth and the diatonic major sixth, and the syntonic minor sixth and 

the diatonic minor sixth. 

IV.  The diatonic comma is the difference between the diatonic major semitone and 

the diatonic minor semitone10 in the terms 531441:524288, the proportion of which is not 

easy to understand according to reason, therefore it is more difficult for the ears to judge 

the created sound. Indeed many things in music  

K2

                                                
9 For a chart demonstrating these calculations through equiparation, see Pleias tertia, Sectio 

septima, V Exemplum, found on p. 117 of the edition and translation. 
10 I.e., the diesis or limma (256:243), and the apotome (2187:2048) respectively. 
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ratione constent, tamen sensu percipi nequeunt. 

V.  Commati non in convenienter subnecti potest diesis enharmonica minor, quae in 

proportione super trecentesima vicesima quinta in terminis 128:125 continetur. 

VI.  Enharmonica dicitur, quia in genere enharmonico proprie locum habet. Minor ad 

differentiam majoris, quae alias semitonium minus dicitur. Majus enim semitonium 

syntonum in proportione sesquidecimaquinta inter 16:15 in duas dieses in scala 

enharmonica dividitur, quarum altera major, altera minor dicitur. Major in proportione 

25:24; minor in 128:125. 

VII. Continet fere commata duo, ceu ex subtractione et aequiparatione patebit, et 

differentia est inter semitonium majus et minus, unde termini proportionum ex 

subtractione hujus ab illo constant. 
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arise from reason, and yet are unable to be perceived by the senses. 

V.  The enharmonic minor diesis, which is contained in supertrecentesima vicesima 

quinta proportion in the terms 128:125, may not conveniently be added to the comma.  

VI.  It is called enharmonic, because it finds its place properly in the enharmonic 

genus. It is called minor in distinction to the major, in addition is called the minor 

semitone by others. For the syntonic major semitone in sesquidecima quinta proportion 

between 16:15 is divided into two dieses in the enharmonic scale, of which one is called 

major, and the other is called minor. The major diesis is in proportion 25:24; the minor 

diesis is in proportion 128:125. 

VII. It contains nearly two commas, which is clear from subtraction and equiparation, 

and it is the difference between the major semitone and the minor semitone, whence the 

terms of the proportions arise from the subtraction of the latter from the former.  
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Sectio quinta: De septima majore et minore. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Septima nomen habet a septem sonis, quos continet, estque duplex: major et 

minor. 

II.  Septima major est dissonantia in proportione super septem partiente octavas in 

terminis 15:8, qui ex copulatione sesquialterius proportione cum sesquiquarta emanant. 

Unde aliis diapente cum ditono dicitur. 

III.  Continet intervalla sex: tonos majores tres, minores duos et semitonium majus, 

quae, juxta terminos intermedios 15, 12, 10, 9 et 8, tertiam majorem, tertiam minorem, 

tonum minorem et majorem constituunt. 

IV.  Species duae sunt: altera, ubi semitonium majus tertio in C et ♮, 

K3 
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Fifth section: On the major seventh and the minor seventh. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The seventh takes its name from the seven sounds that it contains, and it is 

twofold: major and minor. 

II. The major seventh is a dissonance in superseptipartient octava proportion in the 

terms 15:8, which emanate from the copulation of the sesquialtera proportion with the 

sesquiquarta proportion. Whence it is called the diapente plus the ditone by others.11 

III. It contains six intervals: three major tones, two minor tones, and a major 

semitone, which according to the intermediate terms, 15, 14, 10, 9, and 8, form a major 

third, a minor third, a minor tone, and a major tone. 

IV.  There are two species: the first in which the major semitone is taken in the third 

position in C and B natural,  

K3

                                                
11 This likely refers to Ancient Greeks, but not to Pythagoreans. Pythagoreans would have 

calculated the interval not using a just major third (5:4), but a ditone (81:64). Thus the Pythagorean major 
seventh would equal 243:128 rather than 15:8. 
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altera ubi quarto recipitur loco in F et E. 

 Διατύπωσις primae speciei. 

 

 

V. Septima minor est dissonantia, cujus forma est in proportione 

superquadripartiente quintas in terminis 9:5, qui patent, si quintae semiditonum 

conjunxeris, aut ab octava tonum minorem subduxeris, aut sextae minori tonum 

addideris majorem. 
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and the second in which the major semitone is taken in the fourth position in F and E. 

 Diatyposis of the first species. 

      1 2 3 4 5 6  
♮ e ni ni 96 45 — — — — — M. 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

a d la ma 108 40 — — — — mi. To. 
g c sol lo 120 36 — — — M. To. — 
f b fa ga 135 32 — — M. To. — — 
e a mi di 144 30 — mi. Se. — — — 
d g re ce 160 27 M. To. — — — — 
c f ut bo 180 24 To. — — — — — 

 

 

V.  The minor seventh is a dissonance whose form is in superquadripartient quinta 

proportion in the terms 9:5, which are clear if you combine the semiditone to the fifth, or 

if you subtract the minor tone from the octave, or if you add the major tone to the minor 

sixth.12  

                                                
12 Here, the “semiditone” is the 6:5 just minor third. 

M.To. mi.To. M.se. M.To. mi.To. M.To.

B Bb ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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VI. Intervalla continet sex: tonos majores tres, minorem unum et semitonia majora 

duo, sed juxta terminos intermedios 9, 8, 6, 5 tono majore, quarta et tertia minore 

constat. 

VII.  Species pro dispositione semitonii majoris sunt quinque, aut enim secundo et 

ultimo in D et D, aut primo et penultimo in E et D, aut tertio et ultimo in G et F, aut 

secundo et penultimo in A et A, aut primo et antepenultimo habetur loco in ♮ et A. 

 Διατύπωσις primae speciei. 

 

 

K4 
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VI. It contains six intervals: three major thirds, a minor tone, and two major 

semitones, but according to the intermediate terms, 9, 8, 6, and 5, it forms the major 

tone, the fourth, and the minor third. 

VII. There are five species according to the disposition of the major semitone: 

namely, it is held either in the second and ultimate position in D-C, or in the first and 

penultimate position in E-D, or in the third and first position in G-F, or in the second and 

penultimate position in A-G, or in the first and antepenultimate position in B natural-A. 

 Diatyposis of the first species. 

      1 2 3 4 5 6  
c f ut bo 90 48 — — — — — M. 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

♮ e ni ni 96 45 — — — — M. Sem. 
a d la ma 108 40 — — — mi. To. — 
g c sol lo 120 36 — — M. To — — 
f b fa ga 135 32 — M. To — — — 
e a mi di 144 30 mi. Se. — — — — 
d g re ce 160 27 To — — — — — 
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Sectio sexta: De dissonantiis per accidens abundantibus. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Dissonantiae per accidens sunt intervalla prohibita, quae inprimis semitonio 

minore, vel semitonio minore et commate abundant, vel deficiunt, idque vel in quarta, 

vel quinta, vel octava. 

II.  Κρύψις abundantiae innuitur, quando in notarum systemate superiori notulae  

vel inferiori  apponitur. 

III.  Quarta abundans semitonio minore est in proportione super septem decima 

octava in terminis 25:18, qui ex additione semitonii minoris ad quartam promanant. 

 Continet intervalla tria: tonum majorem unum et minores duos, species duas. 
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Sixth section: On the dissonances made excessive by an accidental. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Dissonances made by an accidental are prohibited intervals, which primarily are 

in excess of the minor semitone, or of the minor semitone plus the comma, or are 

deficient of the same, or of the fourth, or of the octave. 

II. Concealment of excess is signified when, on a staff of notes, a ♯ is affixed to the 

upper note, or a ♭ is affixed to the lower note. 

III. The fourth in excess of the minor semitone is in superseptima decima octava 

proportion in the terms 25:18, which springs from the addition of the minor semitone to 

the fourth.13 

It contains three intervals, one major tone and two minor tones, and two species.  

                                                
13 There are three distinct proportions for intervals between the perfect fifth and perfect fourth, the 

semidiatessaron (32:25), the tritone (45:32), and the fourth plus minor semitone, 25:18. The first two 
appear in the table of prohibited dissonances on p. [247]. 
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IV.  Quarta abundans semitonio minore et commate est in proportione super tredecim 

tricesima secunda in terminis 45:32, qui ex duorum tonorum majoris et unius minoris 

copulatione proveniunt. Unde et tritonus a tribus tonis, quos continet, dicitur. 

 Species habet quinque. 

 

 V. Quinta abundans semitonio minore est in proportione super novem decima 

sexta in terminis 25:16. 

K5 
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IV. The fourth in excess of the minor semitone plus the comma is in supertridecima 

tricesima secunda proportion in the terms 45:32, which spring from the copulation of two 

major tones and one minor tone. And whence it is called the tritone, from the three tones 

that it contains. 

 It has five species. 

 

V. The fifth in excess of the minor semitone is in supernova decima sexta proportion 

in the terms 25:16. 

K5

1. 2.

B B b ì B ? bb ~ ~#

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

B B b ì B B b ì B B b

& B b b B B b
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 Continet tonos majores duos et totidem minores, species vero quatuor. 

 

VI.  Octava abundans semitonio minore est in proportione dupla sesquiduodecima in 

terminis 25:12. 

 Continet tonos majores tres, totidem minores, et semitonium majus, species vero 

tres. 
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It contains two major tones and as many minor tones, and it contains four 

species. 

 

VI. The octave in excess of the minor semitone is in dupla sesquiduodecima 

proportion in the terms 25:12. 

It contains three major tones, as many minor tones, and a major semitone, and it 

has three species. 

 

1. 2. 3.

4.

B B b ì B ? b b & B b

B B b b

~ ~#
~ ~
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VII. Interdum semitonio minore et commate abundat in proportione dupla super 

septem sexagesima quarta inter 135 et 64.       

 Species tres sunt. 
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 VII. Sometimes it is in excess of the minor semitone plus the comma in dupla 

superseptima sexagesima quarta proportion in 135:64. 

There are three species. 

 

1. 2.

3.

B B b ì B ? b ì
B ? b b ì
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Sectio septima: De dissonantiis per accidens deficientibus. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Κρύψις in defectu est vel semitonii minoris, vel semitonii minoris et commatis in 

quarta, vel quinta, vel octava. Arguitur autem in notarum systemate, si inferiori notulae 

, vel superiori  asscribitur. 

II.  Quarta deficiens semitonio minore est in proportione superseptem vicesima 

quinta in terminis 32:25, qui ex subductione semitonii minoris a quarta patent. 

 Continet tonum majorem et duo semitonia majora, species vero tres. 
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Seventh section: On the dissonances made deficient by an accidental. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Concealment of deficiency is either of the minor semitone, or of the minor 

semitone plus the comma in the fourth, or in the fifth, or in the octave. Moreover, this is 

shown on a staff of notes when a ♯ is scribed to the lower note, or a ♭ is ascribed to the 

upper note. 

II. The fourth deficient of the minor semitone is in super septima vicesima quinta 

proportion in the terms 32:25, which is clear from the subtraction of the minor semitone 

from the fourth. 

 It contains a major tone and two major semitones, and it contains three species. 
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 Alias semidiatessaron dicitur. 

III. Quarta deficiens semitonio minore et commate est inter numeros 512:405, qui 

proportionem super centum et septem quadringentesimam et quintam constituunt. 

 Species habet duas. 

 

IV.  Quinta deficiens semitonio minore est in proportio super undecim vicesima quinta 

in terminis 36:25, qui copulatio- 
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 It is called the semidiatessaron by others. 

III. The fourth deficient of the minor semitone plus the comma is in the numbers 512: 

405, which form the super centum et septima quadringentesima quinta proportion. 

It has two species. 

 

IV. The fifth deficient of the minor semitone is in superundecima vicesima quinta 

proportion in the terms 36:25, which 

1. 2. 3.

B B b ì B ? b ì & B b ~# ~

1. 2.

B B b ì B B b~ ~b ~# ~b
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ne duarum sesquiquintarum, aut semitonii minoris a quinta subtractione constant. Alias 

semidiapente dicitur. 

 Species duae sunt. 

 

V. Quinta deficiens semitonio minore et commate est proportio 

superundevicesimam quadragesima quinta in terminis 64:45. 

 Species sunt quinque. 
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arise from the copulation of two sesquiquinta [6:5] proportions, or from the subtraction of 

the minor semitone from the fifth. It is called the semidiapente by others. 

 There are two species. 

 

V. The fifth deficient of the minor semitone plus the comma is in super undevicesima 

quadragesima quinta proportion in the terms 65:45. 

 There are five species. 

 

1. 2.
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VI.  Octava deficiens semitonio minore est in proportione super vicesimam tertia 

vigesima quinta in terminis 48:25. Alias semidiapason appellatur.   

 Continet tonos majores tres, totidem semitonia majora et tonum minorem unum, 

species vero tres: 

 

VII.  Octava deficiens semitonio minore et commate est in proportione super 

centesimam vicesima prima centesima tricesima quinta in terminis 256:135. 

 Species habet tres. 
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IV. The octave deficient of the minor semitone is in super vicesima tertia vigesima 

quinta proportion in the terms 48:25. It is named the semidiapason by others. 

 It contains three major tones, as many major semitones, and one minor 

semitone, and it contains three species. 

 

VII. The octave deficient of the minor semitone plus comma is in super centesima 

vicesima prima centesima tricesima quinta proportion, in the terms 256:135. 

 It has three species. 

 

1. 2. 3.

B B b ì B ? b ì & B b ~# ~

1. 2.

3.
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Tantum Alcyone de dissonantiis septem et de intervallis prohibitis tam abundantibus et 

superfluis quam deficientibus et diminutis. 
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So much for Alcyone and the seven dissonances and the prohibited intervals, whether 

excessive and superfluous or deficient and diminished. 
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MAIA – PLEIAS SEXTA: De consonantiarum affectionibus. 

 

Affectiones consonantiarum sunt syzigiae seu combinationes et progressiones, 

sine quibus nemo melopoetarum felices in praxi musica profectus faciet, sed oleum et 

operam perdet. Et licet gnavas quis operi manus admoverit, cantilenae tamen 

concentum reddent aut simplicem, jejunum et languidum, aut garritum strepitumque 

quendam sonorum instar crabronum prae se ferentem, aut inaequabilem, nec sibi satis 

constantem harmoniam ultro citroque hiantem, id quod maximo cum suo damno plurimi 

hactenus experti sunt, tam ἀυτοδίδακτοι, quam a semidoctis et sciolis musicis instituti. 

Ne autem τοῦ µελοποιεῖν studiosi in- 

K 
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MAIA – SIXTH PLEIAS: On affections of consonances. 

 

Syzygies are affections of consonances or combinations and progressions of 

consonances, without which no composers will progress in musical practice, but rather 

shall waste oil and effort. And even if one applied industrious hands to the work, 

nevertheless the songs would render simple, meager, or weak harmony, or they would 

render a certain chattering and racket equal to the sounds of hornets on display, or they 

would render an uneven harmony, not even adequately agreeing with itself and gaping 

to and fro, which, to its greatest detriment, many have attempted until now, whether the 

self-educated, or the semi-learned and those with a smattering of musical instruction. 

But indeed those who were eager to compose  

K
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feliciter omnem operam perdant, sed majori cum fructu in hoc studio et stadio progressi 

et ἀκονιτὶ καὶ ἁνιδιτὶ cantilenam et gravem et suavem conficiant, facta huic malo 

medicina strictim consonantiarum syzygias in scenam producam, postea de 

progressionibus earundem agam. 

 

Sectio prima: De consonantiarum syzygiis. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. In quavis consonantiarum syzygia considerandae triga harmonica et sedes 

consonantiarum naturalis. Illa enim instar fundamenti ut et viae compendiosissimae 

plurimum ad sublevandum laborem. Haec vero ad suavitatem et gravitatem concentus 

facit. 

II. Triga harmonica ex tribus sonis radicalibus constat, quorum duo sunt extremi, 

unus intermedius. Extremo- 
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would happily waste all of their effort, but those advancing in this study and course 

compose, with greater profit and without struggle and toil, songs both grave and sweet; 

as medicine for this evil, I will reveal summarily in public view syzygies of consonances, 

after which I will do the same with regard to progressions of consonances. 

 

First section: On the syzygies of consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I. In any syzygy of consonances, the harmonic triad and the natural positions of the 

consonances are to be considered. For the former is like a foundation and the quickest 

way to lighten much labor. And the latter makes a harmony both sweet and grave. 

II. The harmonic triad consists of three radical sounds, of which two are extremes, 

and one is the intermedius. One of the extremes  
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rum alter infimus et basis, alter supremus, qui a se invicem per quintam ut totum distant 

in proportione sesquialtera. Intermedius ab altero extremorum per ditonum, ab altero 

vero per semiditonum, ceu partes distat. 

III.  Et ratione semitonii minoris, quod ditoni et semiditoni differentia est, intervallum 

intermedium duas species trigae harmonicae subalternas gignit: quippe ratione 

extremorum in proportione sua permanentium non mutantur, sed eaedem sunt. 

IV.  Prima, quae ad infimum extremum ditonum, ad supremum vero semiditonum 

refert ad mediationem harmonicam sub terminis 15:12:10. Ideo perfecta et naturalis. 

 Primae speciei in scala naturali sunt: 
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is the lowest and the bass, the other is the highest, whereby they are distant from one 

another by a complete fifth, and stand in sesquialtera [3:2] proportion. The intermedius 

is distant from one of the extremes by a ditone, and from the other extreme by a 

semiditone, as it were, in parts.1 

III. And by reason of the minor semitone, which is the difference between the ditone 

and the semiditone, the intermediary interval brings forth two alternate species of the 

harmonic triad. Naturally they are not changed in the proportion of their permanence, 

rather, they are the same with regard to the extremes. 

IV.  The first renders the ditone in the lowest extreme, and the semiditone in the 

highest extreme, by harmonic mediation in the terms 15:12:10.2 Therefore it is perfect 

and natural. 

The first species in the natural scale are: 

 

K2

                                                
1 Throughout the treatise, Baryphonus and Grimm use both Pythagorean and just terminology 

interchangeably. Here, ditone refers to the just major third (5:4), and semiditone refers to the just minor 
third (6:5). See Chapter 6.2 for further discussion of their dual usage of systems and terms. 

2 Proportions used in the treatise when referring to syzygies should be read from bottom to top or 
from left to right (as they appear in the diagrams). Thus, the lower interval is 15:12 (5:4) and the upper 
interval is 12:10 (6:5). 

B ~ ‚ ~ ~ ‚ ~ ~ ‚ ~
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 In scala vero transposita: 

 

V. Altera, quae ad supremum ditonum, ad infimum vero semiditonum refert, juxta 

medietatem arithmeticam sub terminis 6:5:4. Ideoque imperfectior et mollior est. 

 Alterius in scala naturali sunt: 

 

 In scala vero molli: 

 

VI.  Hae duae autem species in se invicem transmutantur. Perfecta in imperfectam, 

quod raro fit, cum res natura deteriorem conditionem non ap- 
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And in the transposed scale: 

 

V.  The second renders the ditone in the highest extreme, and the semiditone in the 

lowest extreme, according to arithmetic mediation in the terms 6:5:4.3 Therefore it is 

more imperfect and softer. 

The second species in the natural scale are: 

 

And in the soft scale:  

 

VI.  Moreover these two species are changed into one another. The perfect species is 

rarely changed into imperfect, seeing that natural things do not seek inferior condition.  

                                                
3 See the previous footnote. 
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petant. Imperfecta in perfectam, quod crebro, cum natura semper tendat ad 

perfectionem. 

VII.  Transmutatio ista fit per signa chromatica  et  immotis extremis et intermedio 

mutato, vel remittendo per  cum perfecta in imperfectam: vel intendendo, per , 

quando imperfecta in perfectam speciem transit. 

 Adhuc fuit triga harmonica. Venio ad consonantiarum syzygiam. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Trigae harmonicae tanquam fundamento superstruitur eaque innititur 

consonantiarum syzygia, quae vel simplex, vel composita. 

II. Simplex est, in qua tres diversi soni sine accessione octavae inveniuntur. Estque 

vel propinqua, vel remota. 

III. Propinqua, cujus partes adeo sibi invicem sunt propinquae, ut propinquiores citra 

dissonantiam admitti nequeant.  

K3 
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The imperfect species is changed into perfect frequently, because nature always tends 

toward perfection. 

 VII. This transformation occurs with the chromatic signs ♭ and ♯, with extremes 

unmoved and the intermedius changed, either relaxed by a ♭, when the perfect species 

crosses over into the imperfect species, or stretched by a ♯, when the imperfect species 

crosses over into the perfect species. 

Up to this point, I have discussed the harmonic triad. I come to the syzygies of 

consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I. A syzygy of consonances is constructed of the harmonic triad, as if it were a 

foundation, and it is supported by the same, which is either simple or composite. 

II. A simple syzygy is one in which three different sounds are found without the 

expanse of the octave. And it is either close or remote. 

III.  A close syzygy is one whose parts are truly close to each other, such that none 

closer are permitted without dissonance. 

K3
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 Et haec est perfectissima et simplicissima syzygia, quam triga harmonica 

graphice exprimit. 

IV.  Remota, cuius partes minus unitae in diversa octavae systemata distrahuntur. 

 Pendet a propinqua et similiter tres distinctos habet sonos, quorum unus, vel duo 

in diversum octavae systema vel proximum, vel remotum, vel supernum vel infernum 

sunt transpositi. 

V.  Remotio illa fit duobus modis. Aut enim una tantum pars removetur, aut plures. 

Una duabus reliquis in naturali sua sede manentibus. Illa est vel infima, vel media, vel 

suprema.   

 Infima, manentibus media et suprema hoc modo:  

 

 Media, infima et suprema manentibus hoc modo:  
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And this is the most perfect and most simple syzygy, which imitates the harmonic 

triad perfectly. 

IV. A remote syzygy is one whose parts, having been insufficiently united, are 

separated into different systems of the octave. 

The remote syzygy depends on the close syzygy, and it similarly has three 

distinct sounds, one or two of which are transposed into a different system of the octave, 

either proximal or remote, or higher or lower. 

V.  That removal is done in two ways. For either only one part is removed, or multiple 

parts are removed. One is removed with the other two remaining in their natural 

position. That one is either the lowest, or the medial, or the highest part. 

With the lowest part removed, and the medial and highest parts remaining in this 

way: 

g  cc  g 
e into g or e 
c  e  C 

 
With the medial part removed, and the lowest and highest parts remaining in this 

way: 

g  ee  g 
e into g or c 
c  c  E 
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 Suprema, infima, cum media manentibus hoc modo:  

 

VI.  Plures, quando aut duae removentur, aut omnes. Duae, manente una. Illae sunt 

vel infima et media: vel infima et suprema: vel media et suprema. 

 Primi generis manente suprema.   

 

 Secundi generis manente media.  

 

 Tertii generis manente infima.  

 

 Omnes e sede sua naturali moventur hoc modo:   

 

VII. Et hae remotiones omnes ejusmodi συζυγίας constituunt, quae per- 

K4 
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With the highest part removed, and the lowest and medial parts remaining in this 

way: 

g  gg  e 
e into e or c 
c  c  G 

 
VI. Multiple parts are removed when either two or all parts are removed. When two 

are removed, one remains. Those are either the lowest and the medial parts, or the 

lowest and the highest parts, or the medial and the highest parts. 

Of the first genus with the highest part remaining. 

g  ee  g 
e into c or E 
c  g  C 

 
 Of the second genus with the medial part remaining.  

g  gg  e 
e into cc or G 
c  e  C 

 
 Of the third genus with the lowest part remaining.  

g  gg  c 
e into ee or G 
c  c  E 

 
 All are moved from their natural position in this way:   

g  gg  ee  cc 
e into E or G or G 
c  C  C  E 

 
VII. And all removals of this kind form syzygies, which  

K4
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fecte consonant ob cognationem et ἀναλογίαν cum triga harmonica. 

 Interim tamen una szyzgia melius et perfectius consonat altera ob proximas et 

perfectas proportiones. 

 A szyzgia simplici ad compositam appello, quae ad pleniorem et magis varium 

excitandum concentum facit. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  Syzygia composita est, quando partes trigae harmonicae multiplicantur. 

II.  Multiplicatio ista fit in diverso octavae systemate vel superno vel inferno tam 

propinque quam remote. 

III.  Syzygia composita est vel imperfecte, vel perfecte composita. Imperfecte, si una 

tantum, vel duae partes multiplicantur. Una in quadricinio; duae vero in quinquicinio. 

IV. Si una multiplicanda, aut prima, aut ultima multiplicatur. 
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sound consonant perfectly because of their relationship and correspondence with the 

harmonic triad. 

Sometimes, however, one syzygy sounds consonant more sweetly and more 

perfectly than another because of the proximity and perfection of the proportions. 

 I pass from the simple syzygy to the composite syzygy, which causes fuller and 

more varied harmony to be aroused. 

 

Theorems. 

I. A syzygy is composite when the parts of the harmonic triad are multiplied. 

II. That multiplication occurs in different systems of the octave, either higher or 

lower, whether close or remote. 

III.  A composite syzygy is formed either imperfect or perfect. It is formed imperfect, if 

only one or two parts are multiplied. One is multiplied at the fourth, or two are multiplied 

at the fifth. 

IV.  If one is to be multiplied, either the lowest or the highest is multiplied.  
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 Prima diversimode. 

 

 Ultima variis itidem modis. 

 

V. Si duae, aut prima et ultima, aut prima et media, aut media et ultima 

multiplicantur. 

 Prima et ultima hoc modo: 

 

K5 
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 The lowest is multiplied in diverse ways. 

c cc g e g ee cc cc gg cc ee 
G e c c e g g c cc e cc 
E G E G c c c G c c c 
C C C C C C E E E G G 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

 

 The highest is multiplied likewise in various ways. 

g g g cc g gg ee ee cc 
G e c g e cc g cc g 
E G G G c e c g e 
C C E E G G G G G 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

  

V. If two are multiplied, either the lowest and the highest are multiplied, or the lowest 

and medial are multiplied, or the medial and the highest are multiplied. 

 The lowest and highest are multiplied in this way: 

g cc gg g gg gg cc gg ee ee 
c g g e g ee g cc g cc 
G e c c e g G g c g 
E G E G c c E E G G 
C C C C C C C C C C 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
K5 
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 Prima et media hoc modo: 

 

 Media et ultima hoc modo: 

 

VI.  Szyzgia perfecte composita est, si alia aliqua trigae harmonicae triga accinitur, in 

systemate octavae vel superiore, vel inferiore. Et haec locum habet in multicinio. 

VII.  Interdum duabus trigis tertia triga integra, vel quinta, vel octava, vel octava cum 

quinta subjicitur. 
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The lowest and medial are multiplied in this way: 

e cc g ee ee ee ee 
c e e cc e g cc 
G G c e c e g 
E E E G G c e 
C C C C C C C 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

 The medial and highest are multiplied in this way: 

g ee gg ee gg gg 
e g g g ee ee 
G G e e e g 
E E E G G e 
C C C C C C 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

VI. The composite syzygy is formed perfectly if any other set of three is sung with the 

harmonic triad in either a higher or a lower system of the octave. And this takes place in 

multiplicity. 

VII.  Sometimes to the two sets of three, a whole third set of three, or a fifth, or an 

octave, or an octave plus a fifth, is added below. 
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 Composita syzygia pendet e serie consonantiarum propria, quae in 

proportionibus simplicibus consistit et ex natuarli numerorum harmonicorum primorum 

serie dependet. Haec perfectissimam omnium συµφωνίαν procreat, et in medio trigam 

illam harmonicam in terminis 4:5:6 constituit, quam reliquae voces utrinque tanquam 

regem venerantur ad eiusque stant arbitrium et nutum. At quo melius propriae 

consonantiarum sedes percipi possint, sequentia septem theoremata veniunt 

pensiculanda.  

I.  Sedes consonantiarum est vel in sonis gravissimis vel mediis, vel in acutis, modo 

consideretur ordo numerorum harmonicorum naturalis in primo cubico, qui τρις διὰ 

πασῶν constituit. Huius primum est non-mediatum in sonis gravibus; alterum mediatum 

in sonis mediis; tertium mediatum in acutis. 

II.  Quae in sonis gravibus et mediis sunt, continentur in proportione quadrupla, quae 

in quaternario quadrato primo comprehensa δις διὰ πασῶν constituit.  
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The composite syzygy depends on a particular series of consonances that stand 

in simple proportions, and it depends on the natural series of primary harmonic 

numbers. This creates the most perfect symphonia of all, and it forms the well known 

harmonic triad in the terms 4:5:6 in the medial position, which the remaining voices on 

both sides revere as a king, and stand at its judgment and command.4 And in order that 

the individual positions of the consonances can rightly be perceived, the following seven 

theorems come to be considered.5 

I. The position of the consonances occurs in the lowest, or the medial, or the 

highest sounds, provided that the natural class of harmonic numbers in the primary 

cubic series, which forms the trisdiapason, is considered. The first class of this, not 

having been mediated, occurs in the lower sounds; the second class, having been 

mediated, occurs in the medial sounds; the third class, having been mediated, occurs in 

the higher sounds. 

II. Those that are in the lower and medial sounds are contained in quadrupla 

proportion, which, held in the first quadratic quaternarius, forms the disdiapason. 

 

 

                                                
4 As with proportions for syzygies, proportions for triads should also be read from bottom to top. 
5 These seven theorems describe not individual triads or syzygies, but the position of notes from 

the triad or syzygy in the harmonic complex as depicted on p. 172. This is similar to Lippius’s depiction of 
the composite harmonic triad in Synopsis musicae novae, see Chapter 3.4 and Johannes Lippius, 
Synopsis musicae novae (Strassburg: Ledertz, 1612), fol. 7r. 
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Termini enim quaternarii copulati exhibent proportionem quadruplam duplicis octavae 

formam harmonice considerati. Octava inferior non-mediata est in terminis 2:1: altera in 

quintam et quartam mediata sub termini 3:2 et 4:3. 

III.  Octava igitur immediata in sonis gravissimis obtinet locum. Hanc sequitur quinta, 

cui quarta succedit. Haec tria intervalla prima sunt, quae continentur in proportione 

quadrupla seu numero quaternario, et versantur naturaliter vel in sonis gravibus, vel in 

mediis, qui sonum in hac propria sede medium nullum recipiunt. Inter numeros enim 

unitate differentes nullus intercedit medius. 

IV.  Quae in sonis acutis sunt, post quadruplam proportionem seu δις διὰ πασῶν 

sequuntur in numero perfecto primo ultra quaternarium in terminis 4:5:6, et constituunt 

aliam quintam in tertiam majorem 5:4 et minorem 6:5 divisam. 

V.  Quartae in sonis mediis si co- 
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For the terms of the copulated quaternarius considered harmonically produce the 

quadrupla proportion, the form of the double octave. The lower octave, not having been 

mediated, is in the terms 2:1; the second octave, having been mediated, is in the fifth 

and the fourth in the terms 3:2 and 4:3. 

III.  Therefore the unmediated octave is located in the lowest sounds. Following this 

is the fifth, which the fourth follows. These three intervals are primary, which are 

contained in quadrupla proportion or in the quarternary number, and dwell naturally 

either in the lower sounds or in the medial sounds, whereby they receive no medial 

sound in this particular position. For no medius intercedes between the different 

numbers in unity. 

IV. Those that are in the higher sounds, after the quadrupla proportion or the 

disdiapason, follow in the first perfect number beyond the quaternarius in the terms 

4:5:6, and form another fifth divided into the major third, 5:4, and the minor third, 6:5. 

V.  If you copulate the major third with the fourth in the medial sounds,  
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pulaveris tertiam majorem habebis sextam majorem in terminis 5:3. Si vero tertiam 

minorem quartae superiori adjunxeris, habebis sextam minorem. 

VI. Sexta major superiori loco tertiam majorem, inferiori quartam. Minor vero vice 

versa inferiori tertiam minorem, superiori vero quartam recipit. 

VII. Proprius igitur tertiae majori et minori locus post duplicem octavam attribitur: 

sextae majori partim in sonis mediis, partim in acutis: minori vero in acutis. 

 

Consectarium. 

Octava igitur imo subsistit loco immediata in 1:2, cui quinta immediata 2:3 cum 

sua quarta 3:4 superadditur. Et sic infima et suprema vox δις διὰ πασῶν in 1:4 

constituunt. Hoc innititur triga naturalis harmonica 4:5:6 in tertiam majorem et minorem 

divisa, quarum haec cum quarta superiore 6:8, sextam minorem, illa cum quarta 

inferiore 3:4 majorem efficit. Sed 
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you will have the major sixth in the terms 5:3. But if you join the minor third to the higher 

fourth, you will have the minor sixth. 

VI.  The major sixth receives the major third in the higher position and the fourth in 

the lower position. But the minor sixth receives the opposite, the major third in the lower 

position, and the fourth in the higher position. 

VII. Therefore, after the double octave, the particular position of the major third is 

assigned to the major sixth, partly medial sounds and partly in higher sounds, but the 

particular position of the minor third is assigned to the minor sixth in higher sounds. 

 

Conclusions. 

 Therefore the unmediated octave stands in the lowest position in 1:2, to which 

the unmediated fifth, 2:3, and its fourth, 3:4, are added above. And thus the lowest voice 

and highest voice form the disdiapason in 1:4. Upon this rests the natural harmonic 

triad, 4:5:6, divided into the major third and the minor third, of which the latter produces 

the minor sixth with the fourth above, 6:8, and the former produces the major sixth with 

the fourth below, 3:4. But 
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quartae suprema notula cum infima τὸ τρὶς διὰ πασῶν in 1:8 producit. 

 Quod si totum negotium de naturali consonantiarum sede in typo tabellari 

expetis, habesis istam hoc modo delineatim. 

 

 

Sectio secunda: De iis, quae in consonantiarum syzygiis consideranda. 

 

Theoremata. 

I.  In syzygiis considerandae sunt voces vel per se, vel cum aliis. Per se, 
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the highest note of fourth with the lowest note produces the trisdiapason in 1:8. 

But if you desire the entire employment of the natural position of consonances in 

the form of a table, you will have such delineated in this way. 

 

 

Second section: On those things that must be considered in syzygies of consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I.  In syzygies, the voices are to be considered either by themselves or with each 

other. They are to be considered by themselves  
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ut voces superiores cantus, altus et tenor potius gradatim et natuarliter, quam violenter 

et saltuatim tam ascendendo quam descendendo procedant. Illud enim naturae 

proprium, ab hoc vero abhorret. Illud auditorum animos demulcet,hoc offendet. 

II. Sed basis, quoad eius fieri poterit, et tardo motu et saltuatim per intervalla 

discontinua incedat, quo voces et superiores et mediae eo concinnius et facilius 

consociari et motu convenientiori magisque continuis, aut non adeo discontinuis 

intervallis procedere queant. Si enim basis gradatim incedat, alias voces saltuatim 

incere necesse est, id quod et hiulcam et asperam et austeram harmoniam et 

compositionem difficiliorem maxime in multicinio reddit. 

III. Cantus in sonis acutissimis, altus in acutis, tenor in gravibus curriculum suum 

absolvant, basis vero imam in triga harmonica, quo harmoniae fundamentum locet, 

sedem obti- 
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such that the upper voices, cantus, altus, and tenor, proceed preferably naturally and by 

step, rather than violently and by leap, whether ascending or descending. For the former 

is proper to nature, but nature is adverse to the latter. The former soothes the minds of 

the listeners, but the latter offends the minds of the listeners. 

II. But the bass, as much as it is possible, advances both by slow motion and by 

leap of disjunct intervals, whereby both the upper voices and the medial voices are 

united to it more neatly and more easily with more agreeable and more continuous 

movement, but not to such an extent that they are able to proceed by disjunct intervals. 

For if the bass advances by step, it is necessary for the other voices to advance by leap, 

which renders, especially in a multitude, a gaping, irregular, and bitter harmony and a 

more difficult composition. 

III. The cantus finishes its course in the highest sounds, the altus in the high sounds, 

and the tenor in the low sounds, but the bass obtains the lowest position in the harmonic 

triad, where it arranges the foundation of the harmony.  
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neat. Suavior enim perfectiorque est syzigia, quam si mediam supremamve occupet, 

quae languidiorem reddit concentum, ob usum quartae in sextis. 

IV. Gratior tamen et perfectior concentus oritur, quando in sexta majore quarta 

inferiorem, tertia major susperiorem, in minore vero quarta superiorem, tertia minor 

inferiorem obtinet locum. Illud fit, quando suprema trigae nota imo subsistit loco: Hoc si 

media et suprema in octavam deprimuntur. 

V. Illa syzygia ex divisione sextae majoris harmonica proficiscitur, haec vero ex 

naturali numerorum harmonicorum primorum serie, ubi 5 et 8 sextam minorem, 5 cum 

intermedio 6 tertiam minorem, 6 vero cum 8 quartam constituunt. 

VI. Ingratior contra et imperfectior concentus redditur, si in sexta majore quarta 

superiorem, tertia vero major inferiorem; In minore tertia minor superiorem; quarta 

inferiorem occu- 
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For more sweet and more perfect is the syzygy that occupies the medial or higher 

position, which renders a more languid harmony because of the use of the fourth in the 

sixths. 

IV.  However, a more pleasing and more perfect harmony arises when, in the major 

sixth, the fourth obtains the lower position and the third obtains the upper position, but, 

in the minor sixth, the fourth obtains the upper position and the third obtains the lower 

position.6 The former occurs when the highest note of the triad stands in the lower 

position. The latter occurs if the medial and highest notes in the octave are reduced in 

position. 

V. The former syzygy proceeds from the harmonic division of the major sixth, but the 

latter syzygy proceeds from the natural series of harmonic numbers, whereby 5:8 form 

the minor sixth, 5 with the intermedary 6 form the minor third, and 6:8 forms the fourth. 

VI. Conversely, the harmony is rendered less pleasing and more imperfect if, in the 

major sixth, the fourth occupies the higher position and the major third occupies the 

lower position, and if, in the minor sixth, the minor third occupies the higher position and 

the fourth occupies the lower position.7  

                                                
6 This refers to the upper voices of a four-voice texture, and does not resemble a triad in second 

inversion. The logic is based on the natural position of these intervals outlined on p. 172. Zarlino also 
asserts that the major sixth is formed in a more pleasing way with the major third above the fourth, and 
that the minor sixth is better with the minor third below the fourth, and he further states that the minor sixth 
is the better of these two constructions. See Gioseffo Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint, trans. Guy Marco 
and Claude Palisca (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1968), 191-192. “The fourth which has a 
ditone above it is more agreeable to the ear than that which has it below; and similarly, the fourth which 
has the semiditone below is more agreeable than that which has it above. Of these two combinations, the 
better effect is gained from the fourth accompanied by the minor third below.”  

7 Again, this applies to the upper voices. 
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pat locum. Non enim in triga naturali harmonica, nec in naturali numerorum 

harmonicorum primorum serie, aut numerorum proportionalium mediatione habentur. 

VII. Tandem quaelibet vox triga harmonica innitatur, et vel infimae, vel mediae, vel 

supremae notulae in unisono, vel in octava respondeat. Secus si fit, dissonantia est. 

 Voces cum aliis si considerentur, sequentia notanda veniunt. 

1.  Ut quam proxime combinentur, nec plus justo inter se distent, id quod fit, 

quando in diversa octavae systemata remota voces in triga harmonica 

transferuntur. 

2.  Voces enim quam proxime sibi conjunctae mediocres excitant affectus et 

harmoniam procreant et molliorem et placidiorem, siquidem numeri vicini 

proportiones intellectu faciliores rationi offerunt; proportiones vicissim 

perfectiores et sensui acceptiores syzygias procreant, cum auditus sensus 

in mediocritate consistat. 

M 
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For these are not contained in the natural harmonic triad, or in the natural series of 

primary harmonic numbers, or in the mediation of proportional numbers. 

VII. Finally, each voice is supported by the harmonic triad, and corresponds in unison 

or in the octave to either the lowest note, or the medial note, or the highest note. If it is 

done otherwise, there is dissonance. 

If the voices are considered with each other, the following come to be noted. 

1.  They are combined as closely as possible, and they do not stand apart 

from each other more than is proper, which occurs when the voices in the 

harmonic triad are transferred into a remote different system of the octave. 

2.  For the medial voices, when joined closely to each other, excite affect and 

produce harmony both more soft and more placid, seeing that close 

numbers produce proportions easier to understand according to reason, 

and these proportions in turn create more perfect and more acceptable 

syzygies according to the senses, seeing that the sense of hearing 

depends on moderateness. 

M
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3.  Quo autem magis a se dissociantur, eo magis sua excidunt consonantia, 

cum natura a proportionibus distortioribus et remotioribus abhorreat, quae 

intervalla quidem constituunt, sed nimis a se remota, nec a naturali 

numerorum serie dependentia, a quibus aurium sensus abhorret, quia 

inter graves et acutos sonos nimium a se invicem distantes nec debita 

proportio, nec auribus conveniens συµµετρία est. 

4.  Voces cum aliis collatae trigam quandam constituant et consonantiam 

aliquoties efficiant. 

5.  Sic in tricinio ima vox cum media, vel suprema, et media cum suprema ter 

bicinium constituunt. 

 

6. In quadricinio basis cum tenore, tenor cum alto, altus cum canto, basis 

cum alto, tenor cum canto, basis cum canto, sexies bicinium, aut basis 
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3.  However, the more separated they are from each other, the more they are 

deprived of their consonance, because nature is averse to more distorted 

and more remote proportions, which indeed form intervals, though they are 

too remote from each other, and they are not dependent upon the natural 

series of numbers, to which the sense of hearing is averse, because, 

between low sounds and high sounds separated too much from each 

another, neither is the proportion appropriate, nor is the symmetry 

agreeable to the ears. 

4.  The voices gathered with others form a certain triad and produce a 

number of consonances. 

5. Thus, in a tricinium, the lowest voice with the medial voice or highest 

voice, and the medial voice with the highest voice form a bicinium three 

times. 

g o g g 
e e e o 
c c o c 
 1 2 3 

  
6.  In a quadricinium, the bass with the tenor, the tenor with the altus, the 

altus with the cantus, the bass with the altus, the tenor with the cantus, 

and the bass with the cantus form a bicinium six times, or the bass  
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cum tenore et alto, tenor cum alto et canto, basis cum tenore et canto, 

basis cum alto et canto quater tricinium constituit. 

 

7.  Et sic nulla in syzigia vox, quae cum aliis consonantiam non efficiat, aut 

triga harmonica non innitatur. 

 

Sectio tertia: De manuductione ad syzygiarum praxin. 

 

Ut tyroni syzygiarum usus, qui omnium magistrorum praecepta superat, et melius 

et facilius in- 

M2 
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with the tenor and altus, the tenor with the altus and cantus, the bass with 

the tenor and cantus, and the bass with the altus and cantus form a 

tricinium four times. 

c o o c o c c 
C o G G G o o 
E E E o o E o 
C C o o C o C 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 
 

 

 

7.  And thus no voice in a syzygy produces that which is not a consonance 

with another, or else it is not supported by the harmonic triad. 

 

Third section: On the application of syzygies in practice. 

 

In order that the use of syzygies, which surpasses the precepts of all teachers,  

may become known both more rightly and more easily by the novice, 

M2
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notescat, parasceven et catasceven addemus, quarum illa manuductio ad constituendas 

syzygias necessaria, haec vero exemplum, in quo praxis ipsa ostenditur. Χειραγωγία 

seu manuductio usum syzygiarum, sine quibus nulla unquam cantilena sive paucarum, 

sive multarum vocum conficitur, ostendit. Sed harum cum non idem usus sit, (aliter enim 

usurpantur syzygiae simplices, aliter compositae, aliter imperfecte, aliter perfecte 

compositae) sequentia notanda veniunt theoremata. 

I. In triciniis componendis locum habent syzygiae simplices propinquae et remotae 

alternatim variandae, ne identitas et creberrima ejusdem in omnibus notis syzygiae 

repetitio taedium creet, cum animus noster natura gaudeat varietate. Sed quoad ejus 

fieri poterit triga harmonica integra retineatur, et si una multiplicanda, infima 

multiplicetur. 

II. In quadriciniis, syzygia imper- 
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we shall add preparation and construction, of which the former provides the necessary 

instruction for forming syzygies, and the latter provides an example in which the practice 

itself is revealed. Guidance or instruction reveals the use of syzygies, without which no 

song, whether of a few voices or of many voices, can be made. But seeing that the use 

of these is not the same, (for in one way simple syzygies are used, in another way 

composite syzygies are used, in another way imperfect composite syzygies are used, 

and in another way perfect composite syzygies are used) the following theorems come 

to be noted. 

I.  In tricinia that are to be composed, close and remote simple syzygies are to be 

varied alternately, lest the uniformity and frequent repetition of the same syzygy in all 

notes creates tedium, seeing that in nature our mind rejoices in variety. But as much as 

it is possible, the intact harmonic triad is to be preserved, and if one note is to be 

multiplied, the lowest should be multiplied. 

II. In quadricinia that are to be composed, the imperfect composite syzygy  
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fecte composita locum habet, ita ut basis ut plurimum infimam trigae harmonicae notam 

arripiat, reliquae voces vel infimam, vel mediam, vel supremam desumant, sed 

alternatas. Si enim tenor semper infimam, altus mediam, cantus supremam usurparet, 

non solum ingrata oriretur et hiulca harmonia, quippe omnes voces iisdem incederent 

intervallis tam gradatim quam saltuatim, sed etiam progressiones consonantiarum 

essent vitiosae. 

III. Alternatim igitur trigae harmonicae notulae repetantur, ita ut infimam modo tenor 

modo altus modo cantus usurpet. Quod judicium etiam de media et suprema esto. 

IV. Cum autem in triga harmonica tres tantum notulae sint, quadricinium quatuor 

requirat, necesse est una trigae nota ut repetatur. De hac repetitione notandum est 

infimam trigae notam potissimum repetendam: ultimam rarius: rarissime et vix mediam, 

ceu ex naturali numerorum serie liquet. 

M3 
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is positioned such that the bass for the most part takes hold of the lowest note of the 

harmonic triad, the remaining voices select in alternation either the lower, the medial, or 

the highest note of the harmonic triad. For if the tenor always seizes upon the lower 

note, and the alto always seizes upon the medial note, and the cantus always seizes 

upon the highest note, not only would an unpleasant and gaping harmony arise (as you 

see, all of the voices advance by the same intervals whether by step or by leap), but 

also the progressions of consonances would be vicious.8 

III. Therefore the notes of the harmonic triad are claimed alternately, such that now 

the tenor, now the altus, and now the cantus seize upon the lowest note. That judgment 

shall also pertain to the medial note and to the highest note. 

IV. However, seeing that there are only three notes in the harmonic triad, and seeing 

that a quadricinia requires four notes, it is necessary for one note of the triad to be 

repeated. Regarding this repetition, it should be noted that the lowest note of the triad 

especially is to be repeated, the highest note is to be repeated more rarely, the medial 

note is to be repeated rarely and hardly ever, as is evident from the natural series of 

numbers. 

M3

                                                
8 The phrase “progressions of consonances” refers to counterpoint. 
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V. Ut autem alternatio dulcem varietatem animis auditorum afferat, hae regulae 

erunt notandae. 

1.  Si tenor mediam trigae harmonicae notam et altus supremam tenet, 

cantus infimam repetit, aut altus infimam et cantus supremam. 

2.  Si tenor supremam habuerit, altus infimam repetit, cantus vero mediam 

obtinet, aut altus mediam, cantus vero imam repetet. 

3.  Si tenor imam, altus mediam et cantus supremam, aut altus supremam et 

cantus mediam arripit. 

VI. In quinque, sex et plurium vocum concentu syzygiae et imperfecte et perfecte 

compositae locum habent, ita ut syzygia numeris harmonicis primis correspondens, 

quae omnium optima et perfectissima nobis ab ipsa natura ob oculos posita, bene 

observetur. Haec enim regula et amussis est, ad quam reliquae syzygiae compositae et 

dirigendae et metiendae sunt. Quo enim propius ad hanc accedunt, eo perfectiorem: 

quo ab ea 
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V.  Moreover, in order that the alternation produces sweet variety in the minds of the 

ears, these rules are to be noted. 

1.  If the tenor holds the medial note of the harmonic triad and the altus holds 

the highest note of the triad, the cantus repeats the lowest note of the 

triad, or the altus repeats the lowest note of the triad, and the altus holds 

the highest note of the triad. 

2.  If the tenor shall have the highest note of the triad, the altus shall repeat 

the lowest note of the triad, and the cantus shall obtain the medial note of 

the triad, or the altus shall obtain the medial note of the triad, and the 

cantus shall repeat the lowest note of the triad. 

3.  If the tenor takes hold of the lowest note of the triad, the altus takes hold of 

the medial note of the triad, and the cantus takes hold of the highest note 

of the triad, or the altus takes hold of the highest note of the triad, and the 

cantus takes hold of the medial note of the triad. 

VI. It is well observed that, in a harmony of five, six, or more voices, both imperfect 

and perfect composite syzygies find their place, just as a syzygy corresponding with 

primary harmonic numbers, and being the best and most perfect of all, is placed before 

our eyes by nature itself. For this is a rule and a straight edge, to which the remaining 

composite syzygies are to be guided and distributed. For the closer they approach to 

this, the more perfect they render the harmony, but the  
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longius absunt, eo imperfectiorem concentum reddunt. 

VII. Optima autem syzygia composita infimam trigae harmonicae notam ter repetit: 

primo in sonis gravibus: secundo in mediis, tertio in acutis; supremam semel tantum 

modo in sonis mediis. Media nunquam multiplicatur. Imperfectae enim consonantiae 

semel usurpandae, ne sua imperfectione perfectioni aliquid detrahant. Quinta cum 

quarta bis ponuntur et in sonis mediis et in acutis, quo sua perfectione harmoniam 

corroborent. Octava ter admittitur in sonis et gravibus et medius et acutis, quo sua 

summa perfectione totum concentum suffulciat et sustentet. Quippe omne trinum 

perfectum. 

 

Sectio quarta: De syzygiarum praxi in exemplo. 

 

Tironi primitus aut cantus, aut baseos melodia proponatur. Si cantus, primo 

basis, postea tenor et altus 

M4 
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farther they depart from it, the more imperfect the render the harmony. 

VII. Moreover, the best composite syzygy repeats the lowest note of the harmonic 

triad, with the first note in the low sounds, the second note in the medial sounds, and the 

third note in the higher sounds; it repeats the highest note only once in the medial 

sounds. The medial note is never multiplied. For imperfect consonances are to be used 

once, lest, because of their imperfection, they detract from the perfection. The fifth and 

the fourth are placed twice, both in the medial sounds and in the higher sounds, 

whereby, in their perfection, they strengthen the harmony. The octave is permitted 

thrice, in the lower sounds, in the medial sounds, and in the higher sounds, whereby, in 

its highest perfection, it undergirds and sustains the entire harmony. As you see, it is the 

perfect whole of the threefold. 

 

Fourth section: On the practice of syzygies in an example. 

 

First, either the melody of the cantus or the melody of the bass is given to the 

novice. If the melody of the cantus is given, first the bass is added below, after which the 

tenor and altus  

M4
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subjungantur. Si baseos, tenor proxime, postea altus et cantus superaddantur. Nos 

sequens thema in base septem notis adumbratum ob oculos ponimus, cui reliquae 

voces cantus, altus et tenor superaddendae. 

 

I.  Iam stat animus cuivis notulae suas voces superaddere, ubi inprimis videndum 

est, ut consonantiae quaerantur viciniores. Tenori igitur in prima nota tertiam, alto 

quintam, canto vero octavam tribuo juxta regulam: si tenor mediam et altus supremam 

trigae habet notam, cantus infimam repetit. Nec hisce propinquiores haberi possunt, nisi 

in dissonantias velimus abire. 

II. Ad alteram baseos notam tenor quintam, cantus vero tertiam majorem sibi eligit, 

cum naturalis tertiae majoris sedes non in sonis gravibus, sed in acutis sit. Et a 

consonantia perfecta ad imperfectam, altera voce gradatim, altera saltua- 
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are added below. If the melody of the bass is given, next the tenor is added above, 

followed by the altus and cantus. We place before our eyes the following theme in the 

bass, sketched out in seven notes, above which the remaining voices, cantus, altus, and 

tenor, are to be added. 

 

I. Now the mind stops to add the voices to each note, whereby chiefly it should be 

seen that the neighboring consonances are sought. Therefore at the first note I assign 

the third to the tenor, the fifth to the altus, and the octave to the cantus, according to the 

rule: if the tenor has the medial note of the triad, and the altus has the highest note of 

the triad, the cantus repeats the lowest note of the triad. Neither of these can be closer, 

unless we wish to depart into dissonances. 

II. At the second note in the bass, the tenor chooses the fifth for itself, and the 

cantus chooses the major third for itself, seeing that the natural position of the major 

third is not in the lowest sounds, but in the higher sounds. And thus we cross from a 

perfect consonance into an imperfect consonance, with one voice  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C? U~ O O O O ~ ~
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tim se movente, transimus. Alto octava datur, neque enim amplius descendere, vel 

ascendere licet, nisi unisonum vel cum tenore vel cum canto malimus. Et regula est: si 

tenor supremam trigae habet, altus imam repetit et cantus mediam occupat. 

III. In tertia nota eadem syzygia cum prima ob consonantias viciniores et trigam 

simplicem propinquam, quae omnium perfectissima. Nec tenor alio modo procedere 

potuit ob vitiosam duarum quintarum progressionem. Et cantus ex tertia majore per 

clausulam formalem in octavam abit, ex imperfecta consonantia ad perfectam, cum 

natura tendat ad perfectionem, juxta regulam: Tertia major in octavam motu recto, 

superiore voce gradatim, inferiore saltuatim ascendente, progreditur. 

IV. Quarta notula cum secunda coincidit, ubi tenor quintam assumit, quo a 

consonantia imperfecta ad perfectiorem transeat. Cantus loco tertiae majoris minorem 

retinet ad evitandum signum chromaticum et semitonium minus. 

M5 
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moving by step and the other voice moving by leap. The octave is given to the altus, for 

neither is it permitted to descend or ascend a greater distance, unless we prefer a 

unison either with the tenor or with the cantus. And the rule is: if the tenor has the 

highest note of the triad, the altus repeats the lowest note of the triad and the cantus 

occupies the medial note of the triad. 

III. At the third note, the same syzygy as the first is used because of the neighboring 

consonances and the close simple triad, which is the most perfect of all. Neither is the 

tenor able to proceed in another way because of the vicious progression of two fifths. 

And the cantus departs from a major third into the octave by a formal cadence, from an 

imperfect consonance to a perfect consonance, seeing that nature tends toward 

perfection according to the rule: the major third progresses into the octave by proper 

motion with the upper voice ascending by step and the lower voice ascending by leap. 

IV. The fourth note coincides with the second note, whereby the tenor selects the 

fifth, whither it crosses from an imperfect consonance to a more perfect consonance. 

The cantus, in place of the major third, retains the minor third to avoid a chromatic sign 

and the minor semitone.  

M5
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Altus octavam occupat et ex quinta in octavam progreditur, cum perfectae minoris sit in 

majorem procedere motu contrario, altera voce gradatim, altera saltuatim incedente. 

V. In quinta nota tenor in octavam abit, et sic ad perfectionem tendit. Licet enim in 

quarta notula ex tertia in quintam fuerit progressus, tamen cum natura prius non 

acquiescat, quam perfectionis, ad quam semper non saltu, sed gradatim et successive 

tendit, particeps fiat, ex quinta in octavam amplus progreditur. Reliquae voces cantus et 

altus cum tenore trigam simplicem propinquam constituunt. Si enim tenor imam trigae 

notam habet, altus mediam et cantus supremam obtinet. 

VI. Sexta nota cum secunda coincidit, et tenor ex octava in quintam procedit, ex 

consonantia perfecta major in minorem, quod altera voce saltuatim descendente, altera 

gradatim ascendente concessum. Altus vero cum canto in tertia duplicata procedit: 

Cantus ex quin- 
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The altus occupies the octave and progresses from the fifth into the octave, seeing that 

it is to proceed from lesser perfection into greater perfection by contrary motion, with 

one voice advancing by step and the other voice advancing by leap. 

V. At the fifth note, the tenor departs into the octave, and thus it tends toward 

perfection. For although there was progress at the fourth note from the third into the fifth, 

nevertheless seeing that in the earlier case it does not agree with nature, which, for 

perfection, tends always toward it not by leap, but by step and gradually, therefore it 

becomes a participant and it progresses from the fifth into the greater octave. The 

remaining voices, the cantus and the altus, form the close simple triad with the tenor. 

For if the tenor has the lowest note of the triad, the altus obtains the medial note, and 

the cantus obtains the highest note. 

VI. The sixth note coincides with the second note, and the tenor proceeds from the 

octave into the fifth, from a greater perfect consonance into a lesser perfect 

consonances, which is granted with one voice descending by leap and the other voice 

ascending by step. But the altus proceeds with the cantus into the duplicated third. The 

cantus progresses from the fifth  
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ta in tertiam majorem, altus ex tertia majore in octavam progreditur. Ille, quia ex perfecta 

in imperfectam motu contrario progredimur. Hic, cum tertia major motu contrario in 

octavam progrediatur.  

VII. Septima nota cum prima et tertia coincidit. 

 

 In qualibet hujus exempli nota habetur triga vel propinque, vel remote: In prima, 

tertia et ultima propinque. In secunda, quarta, quinta, et sexta, remote. Syzygiae omnes 

sunt imperfecte compositae, quarum infima trigae nota semper multiplicatur, et optimae 

syzygiae, quoad consonantiarum seriem, ad amussim respondent. 

 Sed exemplum et in notarum systemate et in numeris harmonicis delineatum heic 

velut in typo tabellari exhibemus. 
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into the major third, and the altus progresses from the major third into the octave. The 

former occurs because we progress from perfection into imperfection by contrary 

motion. The latter occurs seeing that the major third proceeds into the octave by 

contrary motion. 

 VII. The seventh note coincides with the first note and third note. 

 

 In any note of this example, the triad is held either closely or remotely. At the first, 

third, and final notes, it is held closely. At the second, fourth, fifth, and sixth notes, it is 

held remotely. They are all imperfect composite syzygies, for which the lowest note of 

the triad is always multiplied, and the best syzygies, as far as the series of consonances 

are concerned, answer to a straight edge. 

 But here we present an example both in a system of notes, and delineated in 

harmonic numbers, as it were, in the form of a table. 
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I. 

 

II.9 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                
9 As per the instructions in the list of errata, the ratios in the fourth column have been corrected. 
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 Tantum de una consonantiarum affectione, nimirum syzygia ex triga harmonica 

conficienda. Sequitur altera. 

 

Sectio quinta: De consonantiarum progressionibus in genere.  

 

Theoremata. 

I. In progressionibus inprimis respiciendum est ad motum consonantiarum. Motus 

est rectus et contrarius. 

II.  Rectus, quando duae voces simul ascendunt, vel descendunt. Contrarius, 

quando vocum in diversas partes abeuntium altera ascendit, altera descendit. Uterque 

fit vel gradatim, vel saltuatim. Gradatim, quando vox per gradum, saltuatim, quando per 

saltum ascendit vel descendit. 

III. Vitanda est in paucioribus vocibus relatio non harmonica, quae harmoniam 

tristem reddit. Est autem relatio 
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So much for one affection of consonances, without a doubt the szyzgy is formed 

from the harmonic triad. The second part follows. 

 

Fifth section: On progressions of consonances in general. 

 

Theorems. 

I. In progressions, the first thing that must be examined is the motion of the 

consonances. The motion is either proper or contrary.  

II. Motion is proper when two voices either ascend or descend together. Motion is 

contrary when, diverging into different directions, one voice ascends and the other voice 

descends. Each occurs either by step or by leap. Motion occurs by step when the voice 

ascends or descends by step; motion occurs by leap when the voice ascends or 

descends by leap. 

III. A dissonant relationship, which renders a sad harmony, must be avoided when 

there are fewer voices. Moreover, the relationship  
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non harmonica, quando mi contra fa decussatim in intervallis dissonis per accidens ut 

tritono, semidiapente, semidiapason et octava superflua ponitur. In pluribus vocibus 

excusatur, quia pleno reliquarum vocum concentu ipsius ἀναρµονἰα supprimitur. 

IV. Consonantiae diversarum specierum se consequi possunt. Unde perfectae in 

imperfectas, et imperfectae in perfectas progrediuntur. 

V. Progressiones fiant maxime per consonantias viciniores, ita ut minores proxime 

majoribus, et majores proxime minoribus et praecedant et succedant, et perfectis 

imperfectae intercedant. Unde octava progreditur in quintam et contra. Quamlibet harum 

tertia major aut minor: Tertiam sexta, et vice versa sextam tertia sequitur. Quo enim 

magis variantur consonantiae, eo concentus fit gratior et delectabilior, juxta illud tritum: 

varietas delectat. 

VI. Voces tam in motu recto, quàm contrario, quantum fieri poterit per 
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is dissonant when mi is placed against fa crosswise in dissonant intervals by an 

accidental, such as in the tritone, the semidiapente, the semidiapason, and the 

superfluous octave. It is excused when there are many voices because the dissonance 

is suppressed by the full harmony of the remaining voices. 

IV. Consonances of diverse species are able to follow themselves. Whence perfect 

consonances proceed into imperfect consonances, and imperfect consonances proceed 

into perfect consonances. 

V. Progressions are made chiefly with closer consonances, such that lesser 

consonances precede and follow greater consonances closely, and greater 

consonances precede and follow lesser consonances closely, and imperfect 

consonances interrupt perfect ones. Whence the octave proceeds into the fifth and vice 

versa. The major or minor third may follow any of these, the sixth may follow the third, 

and vice versa, the third may follow the sixth. For the more that the consonances are 

varied, the more pleasing and enjoyable the harmony becomes according to that familiar 

saying: variety delights. 

VI. The voices proceed, whether in proper motion or in contrary motion, as much as 

it is possible  
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gradus, et saltus non adeo magnos procedant. Improbatur igitur, quando altera vox per 

octavam, quintam, quartam, sextam, altera vero per aliud intervallum saltuatim vel 

ascendit, vel descendit. 

VII. Quae hic de consonantiis simplicibus dicuntur, ea de compositis etiam sunt 

intelligenda: sub octava igitur decimaquinta et vicesima secunda, sub quinta duodecima 

et decima nona, sub quarta undecima et decima octava, sub tertia decima et decima 

septima, sub sexta decima tertia et vicesima continentur. 

 

Sectio sexta: De progressionibus consonantiarum perfectarum. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Duae vel plures consonantiae perfectae congeneres immediate sese motu recto, 

neque gradatim, ne- 
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by step or small leap. Thus it is condemned when one voice either ascends or descends 

by octave, fifth, fourth, or sixth, and the other voice either ascends or descends by 

another leaping interval. 

VII. That which is said here with regard to simple consonances should also be 

understood with regard to compound consonances: thus, the fifteenth and twenty-

second are contained under the octave, the twelfth and nineteenth are contained under 

the fifth, the eleventh and eighteenth are contained under the fourth, the tenth and 

seventeenth are contained under the third, and the thirteenth and twentieth are 

contained under the sixth.  

 

Sixth section: On progressions of perfect consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Two or more perfect consonances of the same genus cannot immediately follow 

one another in proper motion, 
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que saltuatim, neque ascendendo, neque descendendo sequi possunt. 

II. Perfectarum consonantiarum diversi generis sese sequentium altera vox 

gradatim, altera saltuatim progreditur, quo facilior ex perfecta minore ad majorem, et 

vicissim ex majore ad minorem fiat progressus. 

III. Perfecta major progreditur in minorem, et vice versa minor in majorem motu recto 

et contrario, quando altera vox gradatim, altera saltuatim vel ascendit, vel descendit. 

IV. A perfecta ad imperfectam progredimur, si altera vox gradatim, altera saltuatim 

movetur. 

V. Sed si altera vox per semiditonum progreditur, tum et altera saltuatim movetur. 

VI. Ex perfectis ad imperfectas progredi non multis opus est regulis, facilior enim 

progressio est perfecti ad imperfectum, quam imperfecti ad perfectum. 
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neither by step nor by leap, and neither ascending nor descending. 

II. For perfect consonances of different kinds following one another, one voice 

proceeds by step, and the other voice proceeds by leap, whereby the progression is 

made easier from a smaller perfect interval into a larger perfect interval, and in turn from 

a larger perfect interval into a smaller perfect interval. 

III. A larger perfect interval proceeds into a smaller perfect interval, and vice versa, a 

smaller perfect interval proceeds into a larger perfect interval by proper and contrary 

motion when one voice either ascends or descends by step and the other voice either 

ascends or descends by leap. 

IV. We progress from a perfect interval into an imperfect interval if one voice is 

moved by step and the other voice is moved by leap. 

V. But if one voice proceeds by semiditone, then the other voice is moved by leap. 

VI. To proceed from perfect intervals into imperfect intervals, few rules are needed, 

for the progression is easier from a perfect interval to an imperfect interval than from an 

imperfect interval to a perfect interval. 
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VII. Perfectam consonantiam si sequatur imperfecta, progressio fiat ut plurimum 

saltuatim. 

 Vide Melopoetiam Calvisium capite 9, Zarlini hac in re interpretem. 

 

Sectio septima: De progressionibus consonantiarum imperfectarum. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Ex imperfecta consonantia ad perfectam transimus vicinam, quia omne naturale 

tendit ad perfectionem, et natura non facit saltum, sed ordine et gradatim procedit. 

II. Ex imperfecta majore ad perfectam minorem progredimur, si vox superior 

saltuatim, inferior vero gradatim ascendit, aut quando superior gradatim, inferior vero 

saltuatim descendit.  

III. Ex imperfecta majore ad perfectam minorem, quando duae voces motu recto 

saltuatim vel ascendunt vel descendunt, non progredimur. 

N 
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VII.  If an imperfect consonance follows a perfect consonance, the progression occurs 

with many leaps. 

 Look at the Μελοποιια, Chapter 9, of Calvisius, the interpreter of Zarlino in the 

matter.10 

 

Seventh section: On progressions of imperfect consonances. 

 

Theorems. 

I. From an imperfect consonance we move to the nearby consonance, for 

everything natural tends toward perfection, and nature does not do this by leap, but 

proceeds by order and step. 

II. We progress from a larger imperfect interval to a smaller perfect interval if the 

upper voice ascends by leap and the lower voice ascends by step, or when the upper 

voice descends by step and the lower voice descends by leap. 

III. We do not proceed from a larger imperfect interval to a smaller perfect interval 

when two voices either ascend or descend in proper motion by leap. 

N

                                                
10 Joel Lester, Between Modes and Keys: German Theory 1592-1802 (Stuyvesant, New York: 

Pendragon, 1989), 21. Transmission of sixteenth-century Italian theoretical ideas, especially those of 
Zarlino, began with Calvisius’s Μελοποιια, first published in 1592.  
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IV.  Ex imperfecta minore ad perfectam majorem progredimur, quando voces motu 

recto procedunt, altera gradatim per semitonium, altera per saltum tam ascendendo 

quam descendendo. 

V. Duae aut plures consonantiae imperfectae congeneres simul ascendendo aut 

descendendo immediate sese non sequuntur. 

VI. Nulla enim vox gradatim per semitonium majus ascendit aut descendit, quod 

tamen cantum reddit et delectabilem et suavem. Et duae tertiae majores et duae sextae 

minores relationem non harmonicam in obliqua σχέσει procreant. 

VII. Ab imperfecta majore ad imperfectam minorem progredimur ascendendo et 

descendendo, modo altera vox gradatim per semitonium majus procedat. 

 Consule Calvisium capite 10, Josephum Zarlinum Italum interpretantem. 

 

Sectio octava: De progressionibus octavae. 

 

Octava: 
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IV. We progress from a smaller imperfect interval to a larger perfect interval when 

voices proceed by proper motion, one by step in a semitone, the other by leap, whether 

ascending or descending. 

V. Two or more imperfect consonances of the same genus do not immediately 

follow each other at ascending or descending at the same time.11 

VI. Indeed no voice ascends or descends by step in a major semitone, even though it 

makes both a delightful and sweet song. Both two major thirds and two minor sixths 

create a dissonant relationship in oblique relationship.12 

VII. We progress from a larger imperfect interval to a smaller imperfect interval, 

ascending or descending, if one voice proceeds by step of a major semitone. 

Consult Calvisius, Chapter 10, the interpreter of the Italian Gioseffo Zarlino. 

 

Eighth section: On progressions of the octave. 

 

The octave: 

                                                
11 In strict didactic style, these progressions would create dissonant relationships between notes 

of the first interval of the progression and those of the second interval. See Chapter 6.2 for further 
discussion. 

12 Ascending by a major semitone would render the proportions of the intervals too large to 
maintain consonance, especially in succession. Two major thirds and two minor sixths in succession 
create dissonances between notes in each voice. These are strict rules for didactic purposes, however, 
and such progressions do occur in seventeenth-century style. See Chapter 6.2. 
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I. In octavam motu recto non progreditur. Primo enim hoc prohibet numerorum 

harmonicorum progressus, qui in serie sua naturali non continet duas proportiones 

duplas absque intermedia quadam. Non enim progreditur hoc modo, 1:2:3:4, qui 

progressus geometricus est, et dupla duplam sequitur, sed 1:2:3:4:5:6 et 8, qui 

harmonicus, et dupla non e vestigio duplam sequitur σχέσει directa, sed interrupta. Inter 

binarium enim et quaternarium interest ternarius, qui cum illo sesquialteram, cum hoc 

sesquitertiam constituit. Inter 3 et 6 quaternarius et quinarius, qui proportiones 

sesquitertiam, sesquiquartam et sesquiquintam. Inter 4 et 8 quinarius et senarius, qui 

proportiones sesquiquartam, sesquiquintam et sesquitertiam constituunt. Secundo 

natura identitatis pertaesa et varietatis cupida ab ejusmodi progressione, ab immediata 

similium proportionum continuatione profecta, abhorret, quod nulla aut non multa inde 

N2 
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I.  [The octave] does not progress into the octave by proper motion. For, in the first 

place, this prohibits the progression of harmonic numbers, which in its natural series 

does not contain two dupla proportions without an intermediary. For it does not progress 

in this way, 1:2:4:8, which is a geometric progression in which dupla follows dupla, but in 

this way, 1:2:3:4:5:6:8, which is a harmonic progression in which dupla does not follow 

on the footstep of dupla by direct relationship, but by an interrupted relationship. For 

between the binary and the quaternary is the ternary, which with the former forms the 

sesquialtera [3:2] and with the latter forms the sesquitertia [4:3]. Between 3 and 6 are 

the quaternarius and quinarius, which form the sesquitertia [4:3], sesquiquarta [5:4], and 

sesquiquinta [6:5] proportions. Between 4 and 8 are the quinarius and senarius, which 

form the sesquiquarta [5:4], sesquiquinta [6:5], and sesquitertia [3:2] proportions. In the 

second place, wearied of uniformity and desirous of variety, it is averse to a progression 

of this sort and to the effected, unmediated continuation of similar proportions, because 

no, or very little,  

N2
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concentus diversitas progignatur. Simplices enim proportiones simplicem harmoniam 

procreant. Et cum proportio dupla omnium perfectissima, ejusmodi etiam harmoniam 

continuata conciliat, natura perfectione semel aequisita amplius procedere non optat. 

Admittitur autem duarum octavarum progressio, quando fit loci multatio, aut quando 

aliquid interponitur. Loci mutatio est, quando superior in inferioris, et inferior in superioris 

locum cedit. Et hac mutatione sonus non mutatur. Interdum notulae interponuntur, quo 

progressio fiat vel e sexta, vel e tertia in octavam. Interdum pausa interponitur, quae 

duarum octavarum progressionem impediat. 
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diversity of harmony is produced thereupon. For simple proportions produce simple 

harmony. And seeing that the dupla proportion is the most perfect of all, when 

unmitigated it also causes harmony of this sort, and nature does not desire to proceed 

by equally positioned perfection more than once. However, a progression of two octaves 

is permitted when a change of position occurs or when another interval is interposed. A 

change of position occurs when the higher position takes that of the lower, and the lower 

position takes that of the higher. And the sound is not altered by this change. 

Sometimes smaller notes are interposed, by which the progression is made either from 

a sixth or from a third into an octave.13 Sometimes a rest is interposed, which interrupts 

a progression of two octaves. 

 

                                                
13 According to Baryphonus and Grimm, the semiminims in the second measure of the upper 

voice and third measure of the lower voice (and continuing in this manner on the next page) are sufficient 
for avoiding parallel octaves. 
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II. In quintam progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto duobus modis: aut enim 

superior vox gradatim, inferior saltuatim per quintam ascendit; aut superior saltuatim per 

quintam, inferior gradatim descendit. Contrario itidem duobus modis: aut enim superior 

gradatim ascendit, inferior vero per quartam descendit; aut inferior gradatim ascendit, 

superior vero per tertiam descendit. 

 

 Ἀναρµονία oritur in motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando ambae voces 

saltuatim ascendunt, altera per quintam 
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II. [The octave] progresses into the fifth by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion in two ways: either the upper voice ascends by step and 

the lower voice ascends by leap of a fifth, or the upper voice descends by leap of a fifth 

and the lower voice descends by step. It progresses by contrary motion likewise in two 

ways: namely, either the upper voice ascends by step and the lower voice descends by 

a fourth, or the lower voice ascends by step and the upper voice descends by a third.14 

 

 Dissonance arises in proper and contrary motion. It arises in proper motion when 

both voices ascend by leap, one by a fifth  

                                                
14 The numbers between staves refer to the proportions of the intervals. The proportions can be 

read both vertically, identifying the contrapuntal interval between voices, and horizontally, identifying the 
motion in a voice from one note to the next. Thus in the first example the octave (8:4) moves to a fifth 
(9:6), the upper voice moves a major tone from 8 to 9, and the lower voice moves a fifth from 4 to 6. 
Proportions in these examples represent the lowest common factor (here 9:8); therefore are all 
proportions are in simplest (i.e., radicated) form. Separate measures refer to separate examples of 
progressions. 
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altera per octavam; aut quando descendunt, altera per quartam, altera per octavam. 

Contrario, quando altera ascendit per quartam, altera gradatim descendit; aut quando 

altera per tertiam ascendit, altera vero descendit. 

 

III. In quartam per syncopen in clausulis formalibus progreditur. 
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and the other by an octave, or when both voices descend by leap, one by a fourth and 

the other by an octave. It arises in contrary motion when one voice ascends by a fifth 

and the other descends by step, or when one voice ascends by a third and the other 

voice descends. 

 

III. [The octave] progresses into the fourth through syncopation in formal cadences.15 

 

                                                
15 This seems to contradict Baryphonus and Grimm’s assertion of the consonance of the fourth; 

however, they do not explicitly state that the syncopation is dissonant, thereby avoiding the statement that 
the fourth is dissonant. 
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IV.  In tertiam majorem progretidur motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando superior 

vox gradatim, inferior saltuatim, aut ambae saltuatim, haec per quintam, illa per tertiam 

descendunt. Contrario, quando superior vox gradatim descendit, inferior saltuatim per 

quintam ascendit; aut quando illa saltuatim descendit, haec gradatim ascendit. 

 

V.  In tertiam minorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto duobus modis: 1. 

ascendente inferiore voce gradatim, superiore saltuatim 
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IV. [The octave] progresses into the major third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion when the upper voice descends by step and the lower 

voice descends by leap, or when both voices descend by leap, the latter by a fifth and 

the former by a third. It progresses by contrary motion when the upper voice descends 

by step and the lower voice ascends by leap, or when the former descends by leap and 

the latter ascends by step. 

 

V. [The octave] progresses into the minor third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion in two ways: 1. with the lower voice ascending by step and 

the lower voice ascending by leap 
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per quartam; 2. descendente superiore gradatim, inferiore saltuatim per quartam. 

Contrario, quando superior vox per quartam descendit, inferior per tertiam ascendit; aut 

quando superior per tertiam descendit, inferior per quartam ascendit. 

 

VI. In sextam majorem progreditur motu contrario, quando superior vox gradatim 

descendit, inferior ascendit. 

VII. In sextam minorem άναρµονιῶς progreditur motu contra- 
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of a fourth; 2. with the upper voice descending by step and the lower voice ascending by 

leap of a fourth. It progresses by contrary motion when the upper voice descends by a 

fourth and the lower voice ascends by a third, or when the upper voice descends by a 

third and the lower voice ascends by a fourth. 

 

VI. [The octave] progresses into the major sixth by contrary motion when the upper 

voice descends by step and the lower voice ascends by step. 

VII. [The octave] progresses into the minor sixth in dissonance in contrary motion  
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rio, quando acuta vox sursum per quintam, gravis deorsum per gradum progreditur. 

 

 

Sectio nona: De progressionibus quintae. 

 

Quinta: 

I.  In octavam progreditur motu recto et contrario, quando altera vox per saltum, 

altera vero per gradum movetur. 
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when the higher voice progresses up by a fifth and the lower voice progresses down by 

step. 

 

 

Ninth section: On progressions of the fifth. 

 

The fifth: 

I. [The fifth] progresses into the octave by proper and contrary motion when one 

voice is moved by step and the other is moved by leap. 
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 Αναρµονία si ambae voces motu recto saltuatim ascendant; aut si motu contrario 

altera saltuatim ascendat, altera descendat; aut altera gradatim, altera saltuatim 

ascendat. 

 

II.  In quintam motu recto tam ascendendo quam descendendo non progreditur. Hoc 

prohi- 
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 It progresses in dissonance if both voices ascend by proper motion leaping, or if 

one voice ascends leaping by contrary motion and the other descends, or if one 

ascends by step and the other ascends by leap. 

 

II. [The fifth] does not progress into the fifth by proper motion either ascending or 

descending. This prohibits 
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bet naturalis numerorum harmonicorum series, quae numeros recipit intermedios. Non 

enim procedit hoc modo, 4:6:9, quo duae quintae continuantur, 2:3:4:5:6, ubi inter 

primum et tertium numerum ternarius, inter tertium et quintum quinarius interponitur. 

 In quintam progressio fit per loci mutationem, aut quando notulae aut pausa 

interponuntur, ut supra in octava. 
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the natural series of harmonic numbers, which receives intermediary numbers. For it 

does not proceed in this way, 4:6:9, wherein two fifths are joined in succession, but in 

this way, 2:3:4:5:6, wherein a ternarius is interposed between the first and third numbers 

and a quinarius is interposed between the third and fifth numbers. 

 A progression into the fifth occurs by a change of position or when smaller notes 

or a rest is interposed as above in the octave. 
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III. In quartam progreditur in παρασκευῇ clausulae formalis. 

 

IV. In tertiam majorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto quando voces 

descendunt, inferior gradatim, superior per quartam saltuatim; aut quando ambae 

saltuatim vel ascendunt, vel descendunt, altera per tertiam, altera per quintam; aut 

quando superior gradatim ascen- 
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III. [The fifth] progresses into the fourth in preparation of a formal cadence.16 

 

IV. [The fifth] progresses into the major third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion when the voices descend, the lower by step and the upper 

by leap of a fourth, or when both voices either ascend or descend by step, one by a third 

and the other by a fourth, or when the upper voice ascends  

 

                                                
16 The clef for the lowest voice has been corrected here. The example resembles the consonant 

fourth preparation of the suspension in the upper voice. 
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dit, inferior saltuatim vel ascendit, vel descendit, maxime in πολυφωνἰᾳ.  Contrario, 

quando uperior vox gradatim descendit, inferior vero ascendit. 

 

 Ἀναρµονία est in motu contrario, quando superior gradatim descendit, inferior 

vero ascendit ob relationem tritoni non harmonicam in σχέσει decussata. 
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or descends by step and the lower voice either ascends or descends by leap, especially 

in polyphony. It progresses in contrary motion when the upper voice descends by step, 

and the lower voice ascends.17 

 

 Dissonance occurs in contrary motion, because of the dissonant relationship of 

the tritone in a crosswise relationship, when the upper descends by step and the lower 

voice ascends.18  

 

                                                
17 As per the instructions in the list of errata, the final progression has been omitted. 
18 In the first measure, a tritone occurs between the first note of the lower voice and the second 

note of the upper voice. The prohibited dissonance is found in the same place in the second measure. 
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V. In tertiam minorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, si ambae voces 

saltuatim progrediantur, ascendente superiore per tertiam, inferiore vero per quintam in 

concentu plurium vocum. 

 Aut quando superior vox gradatim, inferior saltuatim ascendit; aut quando 

superior saltuatim, inferior vero gradatim descendit. 

Motu contrario, quando inferior gradatim ascendit, superior descendit; aut 

quando superior saltuatim per tertiam ascendit, altera per quartam descendit, et e 

contrario. 
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V. [The fifth] progresses into the minor third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion if both voices progress by leap with the upper voice 

ascending by a third and the lower voice ascending by fifth in a consort of many voices. 

 Or when the upper voice ascends by step and the lower voice ascends by leap, 

or when the upper voice descends by leap and the lower voice descends by step.  

It progresses by contrary motion when the lower voice ascends by step and the 

upper voice descends, or when the upper voice ascends by leap of a third and the other 

voice descends by a fourth, and the opposite. 
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VI. In sextam majorem progreditur motu recto, quando voces saltuatim ascendunt, 

acuta per quartam, gravis per tertiam; aut quando haec gradatim descendit, illa manet 

immobilis. 

 

 Ἁναρµονία est, si acuta per tertiam et gravis per semitonium ascendat; aut 

quando haec per tertiam, illa vero per semitonium descendat ob relationem non 

harmonicam. 

O 
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VI. [The fifth] progresses into the major sixth by proper motion when the voices 

ascend by leap, the higher by a fifth and the lower by a third, or when the latter 

descends by step and the former remains stationary. 

 

Dissonance occurs, because of a dissonant relationship, if the higher voice 

ascends by a third and the lower voice ascends by a semitone, or when the latter 

descends by a third and the former descends by a semitone. 
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VII.  In sextam minorem progreditur motu recto, quando altera vox gradatim, altera 

saltuatim vel ascendit, vel descendit. Si superior ascendit per gradum, inferior manet 

ἀκίνητος. Si inferior, superior ascendit per tertiam. Si superior descendit per gradum, 

inferior descendit per tertiam. Si inferior gradatim descendit, superior manet ἀκίνητος. 
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VII. [The fifth] progresses into the minor sixth in proper motion when one voice either 

ascends or descends by step and the other voice either ascends or descends by leap. If 

the upper voice ascends by step, then the lower voice remains stationary. If the lower 

voice ascends by step, then the upper voice ascends by a third. If the upper voice 

descends by step, then the lower voice descends by a third. If the lower voice descends 

by step, then the upper voice remains stationary. 
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Sectio decima: De progressionibus quartae. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Quarta aut nuda ponitur, aut fundata. Nuda per syncopen et resolutionem. Quarta 

syncopata gradatim progreditur in tertiam majorem et minorem. 

 In quintam ob relationem tritoni non harmonicam, aut semidiapente, quae 

plaerumque occurrunt, raro per syncopen progreditur. Resolutione in posteriore tactus 

parte progreditur vel in tertiam, vel in quintam. 

O2 
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Tenth section: On progressions of the fourth. 

 

Theorems. 

I. The fourth is placed either alone or it is supported. It is placed alone by 

syncopation and resolution. The syncopated fourth progresses by step into the major 

and minor third. 

Rarely does it proceed by syncopation into the fifth—or the semidiapente, which 

usually occurs—because of the dissonant relationship of the tritone. It progresses by 

resolution in the latter part of the tactus either into the third or into the fifth. 
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II. Fundata vel quintam, vel tertiam subjectam habet. 

 Si quintam, octava constituitur. Si tertia subjicitur, minor sit necesse est, non 

major. Minorem enim naturali consonantiarum serie in numeris harmonicis 5:6 quarta 

inmediate sequitur in 6:8. Tertia vero major quartae naturaliter non subjicitur, sed 

accidentaliter. In numeris enim harmonicis ditonus quartae immediato non praeponitur, 

sed interest semiditonus in terminis 5:6. 

4:5:6:8 

III. Interdum tertia quartae superadditur major, id quod series numerorum 

harmonicorum naturalis demonstrat. Post quartam enim in 3:4 immediate ditonus in 4:5 

sequitur. 

 Tertiam minor non superadditur, quia in numeris harmonicis quartam tertia minor 

immediate non sequitur, sed ditonus interponitur. 

3:4:5:6 

IV. Tertia igitur minor quartae sub- 

O3 
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II. When it is supported, it has either a fifth or a third placed beneath. 

If the fifth is placed beneath, the octave is formed. If the third is placed beneath, it is 

necessary for it to be minor and not major. For in the natural series of consonances, the 

minor third in the harmonic numbers 5:6 immediately follows the fourth in 6:8. But the 

major third is not placed beneath naturally, but accidentally. For in the harmonic 

numbers, the ditone is not placed immediately before the fourth, but the semiditone in 

the terms 5:6 is placed between them. 

4:5:6:8 

III. Sometimes the major third is added above the fourth as the natural series of 

harmonic numbers demonstrates. For the ditone in 4:5 follows immediately after the 

fourth in 3:4. 

The minor third is not added above, because, in the harmonic numbers, the minor 

third does not immediately follow the fourth, rather, the ditone is interposed.19 

3:4:5:6 

IV. Thus with the minor third placed beneath the fourth  

O3

                                                
19 These strict rules for the arrangement of the fourth and third are based on the harmonic series 

as explained on p. 174 and demonstrated in the table on p. 171. Baryphonus and Grimm follow Zarlino on 
this point. See Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint, 191-192.  
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jecta, et major superaddita harmoniam reddunt bonam; sed illa superaddita, haec vero 

subjecta harmoniam minus gratam auditui efficiunt. 

V. Proinde si quarta ponenda sit nuda extra syncopen aut resolutionem, tertia major 

ipsi superadditur, cum qua sextam majorem constituat in 20:15:12 ex mediatione 

harmonica ortis. 

VI. Saepius musici quartam continuant maxime in descensu, quando subjectam 

habet tertiam, quam harmoniam, cum sit quodammodo tristis, Itali falso bordone 

appellitant. 

VII. Haec autem non adeo probatur. 

[1.]  Quia quarta continuari nequit. Est enim consonantia perfecta, quae in 

aliam perfectam congenerem motu recto non progreditur. Quippe 

processus numerorum harmonicorum non est 9:12:15 quo tres 

continuantur quartae, sed 3:4:5:6:8, ubi quidem duae repraesentantur 

quartae in 3:4 et 6:8, quibus 
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and the major third added above the fourth, it renders good harmony; but with the former 

added above and the latter placed beneath, it produces harmony less attractive for the 

ears. 

V. Accordingly, if the fourth is to be placed alone outside of syncopation or 

resolution, then the major third is added to it above, with which it forms the major sixth in 

20:15:12, having arisen from harmonic mediation. 

VI. Musicians often use the fourth in succession, especially when descending, when 

it has the third added below, a certain harmony which the Italians call falso bordone 

when it is done in a certain sorrowful way. 

VII. This, however, is not given approval.  

[1.]  Because the fourth cannot be used in succession. For it is a perfect 

consonance, which does not progress into another perfect consonance of 

the same genus in proper motion. Indeed the progress of the harmonic 

numbers is not 9:12:16, wherein three fourths are used in succession, but 

3:4:5:6:8, wherein two fourths are indeed displayed in 3:4 and 6:8,  
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tamen quinarius interponitur, qui cum praecedente tertiam majorem, cum 

sequente minorem constituit. Deinde quartae in quartam progressio incidit 

interdum in relationem semidiapente non harmonicam, interdum in 

tritonum vel in σχίσει priori, vel posteriori. 

2. Quia tertia hic naturalem suam sedem non habet. Illa enim est in sonis 

acutis, non gravibus, ut ex ordine numerorum harmonicorum videre est. Si 

igitur media vox per octavam intenditur, toties quintarum ἀναρµονίαν 

habebis quoties antea continuam quartarum progressionem habuisti. 

Exemplum sit apud Orlandum in cantione 6 vocum: Quam magnificata 

sunt, ubi textus: Et stulus non intelliget haec. 

 

Sectio undecima: De progressionibus tertiae majoris. 

 

Tertia major: 

I. In octavam 

O4 
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but a quinarius is nevertheless interposed between them, which with the 

preceding number forms a major third, and with the following number 

forms a minor third. Furthermore the progression of a fourth into a fourth 

falls sometimes into a dissonant relationship, sometimes into a 

semidiapente and sometimes into a tritone, either in relation to the 

preceding interval or in relation to the following interval. 

2.  Because the third does not have a natural position here. For it is in the 

higher sound, not in the lower sound, as is seen from the order of 

harmonic numbers. Thus if the middle voice is extended through the 

octave, you will have a dissonance in a continuous progression of fifths as 

many times as you previously had in a continuous progression of fourths.20 

An example occurs in Orlandus a composition for six voices: Quam 

magnificata sunt, where the text is, “Et stultus non intelliget haec.”21 

 

 

Eleventh section: On progressions of the major third. 

 

The major third: 

I. [The major third] progresses into the octave  

O4

                                                
20 I.e., when inverted, parallel fourths become parallel fifths. 
21 See Chapter 6.2 for a discussion of this example. 
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progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando superior vox graditim, inferior 

saltuatim ascendit. Contrario, quando superior ascendendo gradum, inferior vero 

descendendo saltum observat, et vice versa; aut quando altera vox gradatim descendit, 

altera vero ascendit. Praefertur tertia major minori, ut consonantia vicinior octavae. 

 

Ἀναρµονία: non progreditur in octavam, quando voces saltuatim vel ascendunt, 

vel descendunt; aut quando altera saltuatim, altera gradatim descendit. 
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by proper and contrary motion. It progresses by proper motion when the upper voice 

ascends by step and the lower voice ascends by leap. It progresses by contrary motion 

when the upper voice observes an ascending step and the lower voice observes a 

descending leap, and the opposite, or when one voice descends by step and the other 

voice ascends. The major third is preferred over the minor third so that the consonance 

is closer to the octave. 

 

Dissonance: It does not progress into the octave when the voices either ascend 

or descend by leap, or when one voice descends by leap and the other voice descends 

by step. 
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II. In quintam progreditur, quando altera vox quiescit; aut quando ascendunt vel 

descendunt voces, altera saltua per quartam, altera gradu. 

 

O5 
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II. [The major third] progresses into the fifth when one voice remains quiet or when 

the voices either ascend or descend, one by leap of a fourth and the other by step.22 

 

O5

                                                
22 As per the instructions in the list of errata, the final two notes in the upper voice have been 

corrected. 
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Άναρµονία: 

1. Non progreditur in quintam motu contrario, quando gradatim superior vox 

ascendit, inferior descendit ob σχέσιν tritoni non harmonicam. 

2. Harmonia aliquanto asperior editur, si tertia major progreditur in quintam, 

ita ut motu recto voces saltuatim procedant, altera per ditoni, altera per 

τοῦ διὰ πέντε intervallum, tam ascendendo quam descendendo. 

 

III. In quartam progreditur per syncopen in clausulis formalibus; aut quando seriatim no- 
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Dissonance:  

1. It does not progress into the fifth by contrary motion when the upper voice 

ascends by step and the lower voice descends because of the dissonant 

relationship of the tritone.23 

2. A somewhat more unrefined harmony is brought forth if the major third 

progresses into the octave, such that the voices proceed by proper motion 

by leap, whether ascending or descending, one voice by the interval of a 

ditone and the other voice by the interval of a diapente. 

 

III. [The major third] progresses into the fourth by syncopation in formal cadences or 

when the notes proceed one after another,  

                                                
23 Baryphonus and Grimm’s rules apply in a strict didactic style to avoid dissonant relationships 

between one note of the first interval and another of the second interval. See Chapter 6.2 
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tulae procedunt, idque posteriore tactus parte.       

 

IV.  In tertiam majorem gradatim non progreditur, nisi in pleno plurium vocum 

concentu. Gignit 
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in which case it is in the latter part of the tactus.24 

 

 

IV. [The major third] does not progress into the major third by step, except for in a 

consort of many voices. For it produces  

                                                
24 The tied note in the upper voice from the first measure to the second measure is another 

example of the consonant fourth preparation of a suspension. A previous example occurs on p. 104. 
Additionally the end of the third measure contains a fourth as a passing tone in the upper voice from F♯ 
through G to A over a D in the lower voice. 
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enim relationem non Harmonicam in tritono, editque harmoniam tristiorem. 

 Quando voces per ditoni intervallum vel ascendunt vel descendunt, tertiae 

majoris continuatio vitanda est ut plurimum in biciniis, ob relationem non harmonicam in 

quinta octavaque superflua et semidiapason. 

 

V. In tertiam minorem et ascendendo et descendendo per gradus et saltus minores 

motu recto progreditur. 
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the dissonant relationship of the tritone, and it brings for a more sorrowful harmony. 

 When the voices either ascend or descend by the interval of a ditone, a 

succession of major thirds is for the most part to be avoided in bicinia because of the 

dissonant relationship of the superfluous octave and the semidiapason. 

 

V. [The major third] progresses by proper motion into the minor third both ascending 

and descending by step and by smaller leap. 
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VI. In sextam majorem progreditur, quando altera vox quiescit, altera vero saltuatim 

per quartam vel ascendit vel descendit; aut quando altera gradatim descendit, altera 

saltuatim per quartam ascendit. 

Ἀναρµονία: Non progreditur in sextam majorem quando voces saltuatim 

ascendunt. 
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VI. [The major third] progresses into the major sixth when one voice remains quiet 

and the other voice either ascends or descends by leap of a fourth, or when one voice 

descends by step and the other voice ascends by leap of a fourth. 

Dissonance: It does not progress into the major sixth when the voices ascend by 

leap. 
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VII.  In sextam minorem progreditur motu contrario, quando altera vox gradatim 

ascendit, altera per tertiam descendit; aut contra quando altera saltuatim ascendit, 

altera gradatim descendit. 

 

 

Sectio duodecima: De progressionibus tertiae minoris. 

 

Tertia minor: 

I. In octavam 
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VII. [The major third] progresses into the minor sixth by contrary motion when one 

voice ascends by step and the other voice descends by third, or when one voice 

ascends by leap and the other voice descends by step. 

 

 

Tenth section: On progressions of the minor third. 

 

The minor third: 

I. [The minor third] progresses into the octave 
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progreditur motu contrario, quando superior vox per quintam ascendit, inferior gradatim 

descendit; aut quando acuta gradatim descendit, gravis vero ascendit. 

 

Ἀναρµονία: In octavam motu recto non progreditur quando voces saltuatim vel 

ascendunt, vel descendunt, aut quando superior descendit gradu, inferior saltu. Tendunt 

enim ad unam quasi similitudinem et identitatem. 
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by contrary motion when the upper voice ascends by a fifth and the lower voice 

descends by step or when the higher voice descends by step and the lower voice 

ascends. 

 

Dissonance: It does not progress into the octave by proper motion when the 

voices either ascend or descend by leap, or when the upper voice descends by step and 

the lower voice descends by leap. For they tend, as it were, toward one likeness and 

identity.  
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II. In quintam progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, duobus modis: quando 

superior vox saltuatim, inferior gradatim ascendit; quando illa gradatim, haec saltuatim 

descendit. 

 Contrario, duobus modis: aut enim acuta saltuatim per quintam descendit, gravis 

vero gradatim ascendit; aut illa gradatim ascendit, haec gradatim descendit. 
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II. [The minor third] progresses into the fifth by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion in two ways: when the upper voice ascends by leap and 

the lower voice ascends by step, or when the former descends by leap and the latter 

descends by step. 

[The minor third] progresses by contrary motion in two ways: for either the higher 

voice descends by leap of a fifth and the lower voice ascends by step, or the former 

ascends by step and the latter descend by step.  
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Ἀναρµονία: In quintam non progreditur, quando voces saltuatim ascendunt. 

 

III. In quartam transit per syncopen et resolutionem. 

P 
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Dissonance: It does not progress into the fifth when the voices ascend by leap. 

 

III. [The minor third] crosses over into the fourth by syncopation and resolution. 
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IV.  In tertiam majorem motu recto progreditur et gradatim et saltuatim, et 

ascendendo et descendendo. 
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IV. [The minor third] progresses into the major third by proper motion both by step 

and by leap, both ascending and descending. 
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V. In tertiam minorem motu recto progreditur gradatim et ascendendo et 

descendendo.     

Ἀναρµονία: Saltuatim motu recto neque ascendendo, neque descendendo 

continuatur ob relationem non harmonicam semidiapente et semidiapason. 

 

VI. In sextam majorem progreditur motu contrario, quando acuta vox gradatim 

ascendit, gravis 

P2 
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V. [The minor third] progresses into the minor third by proper motion by step both 

ascending and descending. 

Dissonance: They are not joined in succession by proper motion by leap, neither 

ascending nor descending, because of the dissonant relationship of the semidiapente 

and the semidiapason. 

 

VI. [The minor third] progresses into the minor sixth by contrary motion when the 

higher voice ascends by step and the lower 
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saltuatim descendit, aut quando altera gradatim descendit, altera saltuatim ascendendit. 

 

VII.  In sextam majorem progreditur motu recto, quando superior vox saltuatim per 

quintam, inferior gradatim ascendit, aut quando altera manet immobilis, altera saltuatim 

per quartam ascendit aut descendit. 
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voice descends by leap, or when one voice descends by step and the other voice 

ascends by leap. 

 

VII. [The minor third] progresses into the minor sixth by proper motion when the 

upper voice ascends by leap of a fifth and the lower voice ascends by step, or when one 

voice remains stationary and the other voice ascends or descends by leap of a fourth.25 

 

                                                
25 As per the instructions in the list of errata, the second note in the upper voice has been 

corrected. 
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Sectio decima tertia: De progressionibus sexta majoris. 

 

Sexta maior: 

I. In octavam progreditur duobus modis: 1. motu contrario, quando voces gradatim 

progrediuntur, acuta ascendendo, gravis descendendo; 2. quando altera quiescit, altera 

per ditonum descendit. Et veluti quinta sequitur sextam minorem, sic octava sextam 

majorem, cui vicinior est quam minori. Et cum simile semper appetat simile, sexta 

imperfecta major appetit octavam perfectam 

majorem. 

 

P3 
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Thirteenth section: On progressions of the major sixth. 

 

The major sixth: 

I.  [The major sixth] progresses into the octave in two ways: 1. by contrary motion 

when the voices progress by step with higher voice ascending and the lower voice 

descending; 2. when one voice remains quiet and the other voice descends by a ditone. 

And just as the fifth follows the minor sixth, thus the octave follows the major sixth, 

which is closer than the minor sixth. And since the similar always seeks the similar, the 

imperfect major sixth seeks the perfect major octave. 
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II. In quintam progreditur solummodo in syncope, et parasceve clausulae formalis. 

 

III. In quartam non facile progreditur. 

IV. In tertiam majorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. Recto, quando altera vox 

per quintam, altera vero gradatim descendit, et vice versa. Contrario, quando inferior per 

gradum descendit, superior per quartam ascendit; aut quando haec gradatim ascendit, 

illa vero saltuatim descendit. 
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II. [The major sixth] progresses into the fifth only in syncopation and in preparation 

of a formal cadence. 

 

III. [The major sixth] does not easily progress into the fourth. 

IV. [The major sixth] progresses into the major third by proper and contrary motion. It 

progresses by proper motion when one voice descends by fifth and the other voice 

descends by step, and vice versa. It progresses by contrary motion when the lower 

voice descends by step and the upper voice ascends by a fourth, or when the latter 

ascends by step and the former descends by leap. 
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V. In tertiam minorem progreditur motu recto, quando altera vox per quintam, altera 

gradatim vel ascendit vel descendit. 

 

P4 
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V. [The major sixth] progresses into the minor third by proper motion when one 

voice either ascends or descends by fifth and the other voice either ascends or 

descends by step. 
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VI.  In sextam majorem progreditur, quando voces gradatim vel ascendunt vel 

descendunt. 

Ἀναρµονία: Si ambae per tertiam vel ascendunt vel descendunt, in relationem 

non harmonicam octavae superfluae et tritoni incidunt. 

 

VII. In sextam minorem progreditur, quando voces gradatim vel ascendunt, vel 

descendunt. 
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VI. [The major sixth] progresses into the major sixth when the voices either ascend 

or descend by step. 

Dissonance: If both voices either ascend or descend by third, they fall into the 

dissonant relationship of the superfluous octave and the tritone. 

 

VII. [The major sixth] progresses into the minor sixth when the voices either ascend 

or descend by step. 
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Sectio decima quarta: De progressionibus sextae minoris. 

 

Sexta minor: 

I. In octavam progreditur motu recto, quando inferior vox per semitonium majus, 

superior vero per quartam ascendit; aut quando superior per semitonium, inferior vero 

per quartam descendit. 

P5 
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Fourteenth section: On progressions of the minor sixth. 

 

The minor sixth: 

I. [The minor sixth] progresses into the octave by proper motion when the lower 

voice ascends by major semitone and the upper voice ascends by fourth or when the 

upper voice descends by semitone and the lower voice descends by fourth. 
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II. In quintam progreditur, quando altera vox manet immobilis, altera vero gradatim 

vel ascendit, vel descendit. Minor enim sexta proprior est quintae, quam sexta major. 
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II. [The minor sixth] progresses into the fifth when one voice remains stationary and 

the other voice either ascends or descends by step. For the minor sixth is nearer to the 

fifth than the major sixth. 
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III. In quartam vix ac ne vix quidem progreditur.   

IV. In tertiam majorem progreditur motu contrario, acuta voce gradatim descendente, 

gravi saltuatim ascendente; aut vice versa illa saltuatim descendente, hac vero gradatim 

ascendente. 

 

V. In tertiam minorem progreditur motu recto et contrario. 
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III. [The minor sixth] progresses into the fourth rarely, and indeed very rarely. 

IV. [The minor sixth] progresses into the major third by contrary motion with the 

higher voice descending by step and the lower voice ascending by leap, or vice versa, 

with the former descending by leap and the latter ascending by step. 

 

V. [The minor sixth] progresses into the minor third by proper and contrary motion. 
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Recto, quando superior per quintam, inferior gradatim descendit. 

 Contrario, quando superior gradatim ascendit, inferior per quartam descendit; aut 

quando illa per quartam ascendit, haec gradatim descendit. 

 

VI. In sextam majorem progrditur motu recto, quando voces gradatim vel ascendunt, 

vel descendunt.  
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It progresses by proper motion when the upper voice descends by fifth and the lower 

voice descends by step.  

It progresses by contrary motion when the upper voice ascends by step and the 

lower voice descends by fourth, or when the former ascends by fourth and the latter 

descends by step. 

 

VI. [The minor sixth] progresses into the major sixth by proper motion when the 

voices either ascend or descend by step.26 

                                                
26 The notes in the first and second measures in the lower voice have been switched in order to 

align the ratios and desired intervals. 
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VII. In sextam minorem motu recto ambabus vocibus gradatim aut saltuatim sive 

ascendentibus, sive descendentibus non progreditur ob relationem semidiapente et 

semidiapason non harmonicam. 
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VII. [The minor sixth] does not progress into the minor sixth by proper motion with 

both voices by step or by leap, whether ascending or descending, because of the 

dissonant relationship of the semidiapente and the semidiapason. 
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 Haec, quae alii fusius tractarunt, contractiore Minerva in medium protuli. ϑεοῦ 

οὺν παλάµᾳ peculiarem de hisce exercitationem dabo, in qua non e vulgata opinione, 

sed certis fundamentis, quaenam ad quemlibet exprimendum affectum proportiones sint 

accommodatissimae demonstrabo. 

 

Tantum Maja de consonantiarum affectionibus. 
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This treatment has disclosed in a more abridged weaving that which others have 

discussed more broadly. With the hand of God, I shall give specific practice with regard 

to these, in which, not from common opinion, but according to resolved foundations, I 

shall demonstrate to whomever it pleases the proportions that I insist are the most 

suitable for expressing affect. 

 

So much for Maja and the affections of consonances. 
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TAYGETA – PLEIAS SEPTIMA: De septem consonantiarum ad monochordum 

applicatione. 

 

Axiomata geometrica. 

I. Linea recta inter suos terminos aequaliter interjacet, cum infinita esse non possit. 

II. Terminorum alter est, a quo linea incipit, alter in quem definit. Nunquam enim 

linea uno solo puncto terminatur. 

III. Inter quaecunque duo puncta media quandam actu aut potentia protensam 

intercipi oportet lineam. 

IV. Cuivis lineae potentia media insunt puncta, quibus dividitur. 

V. Linea in quotlibet aequas partes dividitur. 

VI. Lineae partes, quae in puncto aequali medio conjunguntur, sunt aequales. Quae 
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TAYGETA – SEVENTH PLEIAS: On the application of the seven consonances to the 

monochord. 

 

Geometric axioms. 

I. A straight line lies uniformly between two terminals, since the infinite cannot exist. 

II. One of the terminals is the point from which the line begins, the other is the point 

at which the line ends. For a line is never delineated by single point. 

III. The line, having been stretched out in act or in potential, should be intercepted 

between two medial points. 

IV. To any line belong the potential medial points by which it is divided. 

V. The line is divided into any number of equal parts. 

VI. The parts of the line that are jointed together at an equal medial point are equal. 

Those that  
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in inaequali inaequales, et altera quidem major, altera minor. 

VII.  Lineae parallelae ubique aequaliter distant. 

 

Ex hisce septem axiomata musica exstruuntur. 

I. Lineam rectam in monochordo repraesentat chorda. Unde chordae eaedem 

competunt affectiones, quae lineae rectae in geometria. 

II. Extremitates duas repraesentant magades, quibus chorda alligatur. 

III. Inter duas magades mobiles intervallum actu quoddam protenditur. 

IV. Chordam intermedia puncta actu finita dividunt. 

V. Chorda in quotlibet aequas partes tribuitur. 

VI. Una vel plures magades chordam vel in partes aequales, vel inaequales sive 

majores, sive minores juxta numeros harmonicos proportionum dispescunt. 

VII. Chordae duae pluresve monochordo intensae ubique aequaliter distant.  
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are joined together at an unequal medial point are unequal, and indeed one is larger, 

and the other is smaller. 

VII. Parallel lines are equally distant everywhere. 

 

From these seven, the musical axioms are constructed. 

I. The string on a monochord represents a straight line. Whence the strings 

coincide with the same affections as the straight line in geometry. 

II. The two extremes represent the bridges by which the string is affixed. 

III. Between two movable bridges, a certain interval is stretched out in action. 

IV. Intermediary points, having been determined, divide the string in action. 

V. The string is divided into any number of equal parts. 

VI. One or several bridges divide the string either into equal parts, or into unequal 

parts, either larger or smaller, according to the harmonic numbers of proportions. 

VII. Two or more taut strings stand equally distant everywhere on the monochord.  
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Παρασκευὴ. 

 

Theoremata. 

I. Inducantur monochordo chordae duae aequales et quantitate et qualitate, 

quantitate in logitudine et crassitudine, qualitate in unisono exacte constitutae. 

II. Chordarum altera notetur AB altera vero CD. 

III. Chorda AB relinquatur integra et ἄτοµος. 

IV. Chorda CD in tot partes dividatur, quot in majore proportione termino unitates 

continentur. 

V. Harum partium tot per magadem sejungendae sunt, quot minor terminus continet 

unitates. 

VI. Intervallum minoris termini per magadem sejunctum ad integram tangatur 

chordam. 

VII. Quo facto ejusmodi intervallum, cujusmodi numeri proportionum, chordae 

repraesentabunt. Quae enim spatii ad spatium et 

Q 
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Preparation. 

 

Theorems. 

I. Let two strings, equal in both quantity and quality, be fixed on the monochord, 

formed with respect to quantity in length and thickness, formed with respect to quality in 

exact unison. 

II. Let one of the strings be labeled AB and the other CD. 

III.  Let string AB be left whole and undivided. 

IV. Let string CD be divided into as many parts as there are units in the term of the 

larger proportion. 

V. So many of these parts are to be divided by the bridge as there are units in the 

smaller terminus. 

VI. Let the interval of the smaller term divided by the bridge be struck against the 

intact string. 

VII. With this having been done, the strings will exhibit an interval of like kind to the 

numbers of the proportion. For what will be with space compared to space, and  

Q
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numeri ad numerum proportionem eaquoque soni ad sonum. 

 

Κατασκευὴ. 

 

Applicatur monodhordo hoc modo. 

I.  Octava in 2:1. 

 Chorda CD in duas partes juxta denominatoris unitates in E divisa, unam harum 

per magadem juxta numeratoris unitatem in E separa, quae ad alteram chordam AB 

pulsata octavam sonabit, cum CE vel ED sint in proportione dupla ad AB omne enim 

totum ad dimidium suum est duplum, ut habet axioma E in proportione dupla, juxta 

definitionem qua majus bis continet minus. At qui diapason proficiscitur a proportione 

dupla in terminis 2:1 juxta ipsius definitionem. Et quae ratio est spatii ad spatium in 

aequales partes divisi, eadem est soni ad sonum. Sed spatii CD, ut in aequales partes 

CE et DE divisi dupla est ratio ad spatium AB. Er- 
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number of proportions compared to number of portions, will also be with sound 

compared to sound. 

 

Construction. 

 

It is applied to the monochord in this way. 

I. Octave in 2:1. 

 With string CD divided at E into two parts according to the quantities of the 

denominator, separate one of these by the bridge at E according to the quantity of the 

numerator, which, having been struck to the other string AB, will sound an octave when 

CE or ED are in dupla [2:1] proportion to AB, for every whole compared to its half is in 

dupla [2:1] proportion, just as the axiom holds E in dupla [2:1] proportion, according to 

the definition by which the larger contains the smaller twice. And whereby the diapason 

proceeds from the dupla proportion in the terms 2:1 according to its own definition. And 

that which, according to reason, is for space divided into space in equal parts, is the 

same of sound divided into sound. But for the space, CD, as divided like into equal 

parts, CE and DE, is a dupla [2:1] to the space AB, according to reason. Therefore 
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go etiam soni ad sonum. Et intervallum hoc est diapason in monochordo constitutum, ita 

ut gravior sonus ab AB majori, acutior a CE vel ED minori spatio procedat, juxta axioma: 

totum ad suam partem et remissius ad intensum graviorem sonum edit. Et velut major 

numerus in proportione dupla bis continet minorem, et chorda AB duplo major est 

chorda CE et DE. Ita gravior sonus bis continet acutiorem harmonice, aut acutior 

graviorem arithmetice. Id quod erat faciendum, et in reliquis intervallis in monochordo 

demonstrandis debito modo tentandum. 

 

II. Quinta in 3:2: 

 Tribue Chordam CD in tres aequales juxta proportionis sesquialterius 

Q2 
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also for sound compared to sound. And this interval is the diapason formed on the 

monochord, thus as the lower sound proceeds from AB, the space of the larger, the 

higher sound proceeds from CE or ED, the space of the smaller, according to the axiom: 

if the whole is compared to its part and relaxed in intensity, it issues a lower sound. And 

just as the larger number in a dupla [2:1] proportion contains the smaller twice, so also 

is string AB twice as large as string CE and string DE. Therefore the lower sound 

contains harmonically the higher sound twice, or the higher sound contains 

arithmetically the lower sound twice. That which was done, shall be demonstrated for 

the remaining intervals on the monochord, it shall be handled in the proper way.  

A  B  

  E   
C   D   

     

 Octave   
 
II. Fifth in 3:2. 

 Divide string CD into three equal parts, CE, EF, and FD, according to the 

sesquialtera [3:2] proportion  

Q2
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denominatorem portiones CE, EF, FD, et seiunge harum duas per magadem in F. 

Intervallum inter C et F ad alteram Chordam AB quintam sonabit. 

 

III. Quarta in 4:3. 

 Partire chordam CD in quatuor partes aequales CE, EF, FG, GD, et harum tres in 

G ad alteram chordam edent quartam. 

 

IV. Tertia major in 5:4. 

 Disseca Chordam CD in quinque particulas aequales CE, EF, FG, GH, HD,  
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of the denominator, and separate two of these by the bridge at F. The interval between 

C and F will sound a fifth to the other string AB. 

A  B  

 E F  
C    D    

     

 Fifth   

 
III. Fourth in 4:3. 

Divide string CD into four equal parts, CE, EF, FG, and GD, and three of these at 

G will sound a fourth to the other string. 

A  B  

 E F G  
C     D     

     

 Fourth   
 
IV. Major third in 5:4. 

Divide string CD into five equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, and HD, 
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et separa harum quatuor per magadem, in H. Audies ad alteram chordam AB tertiam 

majorem. 

 

V.  Tertia minor in 6:5. 

 Divide CD nervum in sex particulas aequales CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, et ID, et 

quinque harum in I disiunctae ad alteram chordam AB dabunt tertiam minorem. 

 

Q3 
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and separate four of these by the bridge at H. You will hear a major third to the other 

string AB. 

A  B  

 E F G H  
C      D      

     

 Major third   

 
V. Minor third in 6:5. 

Divide string CD into six equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, and ID, and five of 

these divided at I will yield a minor third to the other string AB. 

A  B  

 E F G H I  
C       D       

     

 Minor third   
 

Q3
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VI. Sexta major in 5:3. 

 Dispesce chordam CD in partes aequales quinque CE, EF, FG, GH, HD, et tres 

in G per magadem sepositae ad chordam AB procreabunt sextam majorem. 

 

VII. Sexta minor in 8.5. 

 Chordam CD seca in partes octo aequales CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, IK, KL, et LD, et 

quinque harum in I percussae dabunt ad alteram chordam AB sextam minorem. 
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VI. Major sixth in 5:3. 

Divide string CD into five equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, and HD, and three 

isolated by the bridge at G will create a major sixth to the string AB. 

A  B  

 E F G H  
C      D      

     

 Major sixth   

 
VII. Minor sixth in 8:5.  

Divide string CD into eight equal parts, CE, EF, FG, GH, HI, IK, KL, and LD, 

and five of these struck at I will yield a minor sixth to the other string AB. 

A  B  

 E F G H I K L  
C         D         

     

 Minor sixth   
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᾽Επίσαγµα. 

 Hac ratione omnia intervalla tam consona quam dissona, tam simplicia quam 

composita explorantur. 

 

Hisce Taygeta occidit et cum reliquis Pleiadibus disparet. Septem autem per radiorum 

ἀνάκλασιν καὶ διάκλασιν ἐυφάσεις in caelo musico post se relinquunt, quas ἐξ 

ἐπιµέτρον coronidis loco substituemus. 

Q4 
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Addendum. 

All intervals, whether consonant or dissonant, whether simple or composite, are 

explored according to this reasoning. 

 

With these, Taygeta ends, and vanishes with the rest of the Pleiades. But the seven 

leave behind a curve and dispersion of rays of light in the sky, which we substitute in 

place of a colophon with an addendum.  

Q4 
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Primum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 

                                                
1 The page numbers for the remainder of the edition do not appear in print. They are written in by 

hand in the Braunschweig (i.e., Camman) copy, and correspond with the list of errata found at the 
beginning of the edition. 



 1009 

[244.] 

First addendum. 
 
 

Diatonic syntonic scale 
1 2 3 

Notes on 
the staff 

Proportions of the 
numbers 

Species of intervals 

Hard Soft Natural Harmonic 
cc ff 96 30 

Major semitone 

Major tone 
Minor tone 
Major tone 
Major semitone 
Minor tone 
Major tone 
Major semitone 
Major tone 
Minor tone 
Major tone 
Major semitone 
Major tone 
Major tone 

♮♮ ee 90 32 
aa dd 80 36 
g cc 72 40 
f bb 64 45 
e aa 60 48 
d g 54 54 

c f 48 60 
♮ e 45 64 
a d 40 72 
G c 36 80 
F b 32 90 
E a 30 96 
D G 27 108 

C F 24 120 



 1010 

[245.] 
 
Secundum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1011 

[245.] 
  
Second addendum. 
 

Diatonic diatonic scale 
Notes on the 
staff 

Proportions of the 
numbers 

Species of intervals 
  

Hard Soft Natural Harmonic 
cc ff 1536 486 

Minor semitone 256:243 
Tone 9:8 
Tone 9:8 
Tone 9:8 
Minor semitone 256:243 
Tone 9:8 
Tone 9:8 
Minor semitone 256:243 
Tone 9:8 
Tone 9:8 
Tone 9:8 
Minor semitone 256:243 
Tone 9:8 
Tone 9:8 

♮♮ ee 1458 512 
aa dd 1296 526 

g cc 1152 648 
f bb 1024 729 
e aa 972 768 
d g 864 864 
c f 768 972 
♮ e 729 1024 
a d 648 1152 
G c 576 1296 
F b 412 1458 
E a 486 1536 
D G 432 1728 
C F 384 1944 

 



 1012 

[246.] 
  
Tertium ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1013 

[246.] 
 
Third addendum. 

 
  1. Names of the consonances. 

1 2 3 4 5 
 Prop. of the 

numbers in 
the syntonic 
scale 

Non-equal parts 
 

Proportions of 
the numbers in 
the diatonic 
scale 

Non-equal parts 

Major 
tone 

Minor 
tone 

Major 
semitone 

Tone Minor 
semitone 

Octave 2 1 3 2 2 2 1 5 2 
Fifth 3 2 2 1 1 3 2 3 1 
Fourth 4 3 1 1 1 4 3 2 1 
Major third 5 4 1 1 0 81 64 2 0 
Minor third 6 5 1 0 1 32 27 1 1 
Major sixth 5 3 2 2 1 27 16 4 1 
Minor sixth 8 5 2 1 2 128 81 3 2 

2. Names of the Dissonances. 
Maj. seventh  15 8 3 2 1 243 128 5 1 
Min. seventh 9 5 3 1 2 16 9 4 2 
Major tone 9 8 1 0 0 9 8 1 0 
Minor tone 10 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Maj. semitone 16 15 0 0 1 2187 2048 0 0 
Min. semitone 25 24 0 0 0 256 243 0 1 
Comma 81 80 0 0 0 531441 524288 0 0 

 



 1014 

[247.] 
 
Tertium ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1015 

[247.] 
  
Third addendum. 
 

3. Names of the prohibited dissonances 
1 2 3 4 5 

 Prop. of the 
numbers in 
the syntonic 
scale 

Non-equal parts Proportions of 
the numbers in 
the diatonic 
scale 

Non-equal parts 

Maj. 
tone 

Min. 
tone 

Maj. 
semit. 

Tone Minor 
semit. 

Semidiatessaron 32 25 1 0 2 8192 6561 1 2 
Tritone 45 32 2 0 1 729 512 3 0 

Semidiapente 64 45 2 0 2 1024 729 2 2 
Hyperdiapente 25 16 2 2 0 6561 4096 4 0 
Semidiapason 48 25 3 1 3 4096 2187 4 3 
Hyperdiapason 25 12 4 2 1 2187 1024 6 1 

 



 1016 

[248.] 
 
Quartum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1017 

[248.] 
  
Fourth addendum. 
 

Comparison of intervals in the new diatonic syntonic scale  
and in the old diatonic scale 

 Syntonic scale Diatonic scale Anomalies 
 Octave  
 2 1 2 1  
cc 

Major semitone 
Major tone 
Minor tone 
Major tone 

Major semitone 
Minor tone 
Major tone 

Minor semitone 
Tone 
Tone 
Tone 

Minor semitone 
Tone 
Tone 

Lacks the comma 
♮ 
a 

In excess of the comma 
G 
f 

Lacks the comma 
In excess of the comma 

e 
d 
c  

 Therefore the diapason of the diatonic scale corresponds to that of the 
syntonic scale by way of the whole, but not by way of parts. 

 Fifth 
 3 2 3 2  

g 
Major tone 

Major semitone 
Minor tone 
Major tone 

Tone 
Minor semitone 

Tone 
Tone 

Lacks the comma 
In excess of the comma f 

e 
d  
c  

 The diapente in each scale is just at the extremes, but the constituent 
parts vary. 

 
  



 1018 

[249.] 
 
Quartum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1019 

[249.] 
  
Fourth addendum. 
 

 Syntonic scale Diatonic scale Anomalies 
Fourth  

4 3 4 3  
c 

Major semitone 
Major tone 
Minor tone 

Minor semitone 
Tone 
Tone 

Lacks the comma 
♮ 
a  
g 
 Therefore in both the diapason is just at the 

whole. 
This scale is in excess 

of the comma. 
 Major third  

5 4 81 64  
e 

Minor tone 
Major tone 

Tone 
Tone 

In excess of the comma 
d 
c  
 In the diatonic scale, the comma is in excess. 
 Minor third 

6 5 32 27  
c 
♮ 
a 

Major semitone 
Major tone 

Minor semitone 
Tone 

Lacks the comma 
Lacks the comma 

In the diatonic scale, the comma, which above was in the major third, is 
lacking, and thus the major third joined to the minor brings about the 
diapente justly. 

 



 1020 

[250.] 
 
Quartum ἐπίµετρον. 
 



 1021 

[250.] 
  
Fourth addendum. 

 
 In the syntonic scale In the diatonic scale Anomalies 

Major sixth 
5 3 27 16  

a 
Minor tone 
Major tone 

Major semitone 
Minor tone 
Major tone 

Tone 
Tone 

Minor semitone 
Tone 
Tone 

In excess of the comma 
g 
f  
e 

Lacks the comma 
In excess of the comma d 

c 
 The comma is in excess in the diatonic scale. 
 Minor sixth  

8 5 128 81  
c 

Major semitone 
Major tone 
Minor tone 
Major tone 

Major semitone 

Minor semitone 
Tone 
Tone 
Tone 

Minor semitone 

Lacks the comma 
♮ 
a 

In excess of the comma 
Lacks the comma g 

f 
e  

 In the diatonic scale, the comma that is in excess in the major sixth, is 
lacking; and in this way, the major sixth completes the diapason with the 
minor third, and the minor sixth completes the diapason with the major 
third. 

 



 1022 

[251.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1023 

[251.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

The addition of intervals. 
Octave, 2:1,  

Added: 

 
To the octave  Fifteenth 

2:1  4:1 
To the major seventh  Fourteenth 

15:8  15:4 
To the minor seventh  Minor fourteenth 

9:5  18:5 
To the major sixth  Major thirteenth 

5:3  10:3 
To the minor sixth  Minor thirteenth 

8:5  16:5 
To the fifth  Twelfth 

3:2  3:1 
To the fourth  Eleventh 

4:3  8:3 
To the major third  Major tenth 

5:4  5:2 
To the minor third  Minor tenth 

6:5  12:5 
To the major tone  Major ninth 

9:8  9:4 
To the minor tone  Major ninth 

10:9  20:9 
To the major semitone  Minor ninth 

16:15  32:15 
To the minor semitone  Minor ninth 

25:24  25:12 

 
Produces the: 

 



 1024 

[252.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 



 1025 

[252.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Major seventh, 15:8,  
Added: 

 

To the major seventh  
Major thirteenth plus the 
minor semitone and the 

comma 
15:8  225:64 

To the minor seventh  
Major thirteenth plus the 

comma 
9:5  27:8 

To the major sixth  
Twelfth plus the minor 

semitone 
5:3  25:8 

To the minor sixth  Twelfth 
8:5  3:1 

To the fifth  Octave plus the tritone 
3:2  45:16 

To the fourth  Major tenth 
4:3  5:2 

To the major third  
Minor tenth minus the 

minor enharmonic diesis 
5:4  75:32 

To the minor third  Major ninth 
6:5  9:4 

To the major tone  
Octave plus the minor 

semitone and the comma 
9:8  135:64 

To the minor tone  
Octave plus the minor 

semitone 
10:9  25:12 

To the major semitone  Octave 
16:15  2:1 

To the minor semitone  
Octave minus the 
enharmonic diesis 

25:24  126:64 

 
Produces the: 



 1026 

[253.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 
R 



 1027 

[253.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Minor seventh, 9:5,  
Added: 

 

To the minor seventh  
Major thirteenth plus the 

comma 
9:5  81:25 

To the major sixth  Twelfth 
5:3  3:1 

To the minor sixth  
Octave plus the 
semidiapente 

8:5  72:25 
To the fifth  Eleventh plus the comma 

3:2  27:10 
To the fourth  Minor tenth 

4:3  12:5 
To the major third  Major ninth 

5:4  9:4 

To the minor third  
Octave plus the minor 

semitone and the comma 
6:5  54:25 

To the major tone  Octave plus the comma 
9:8  81:40 

To the minor tone  Octave 
10:9  2:1 

To the major semitone  Semidiapason 
16:15  28:25 

To the minor semitone  Major seventh 
25:24  15:8 

 
Produces the: 

  
R 



 1028 

[254.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1029 

[254.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Major sixth 5:3,  
Added: 

 

To the major sixth  
Eleventh plus the minor 

semitone 
5:3  25.9 

To the minor sixth  Eleventh 
8:5  8:3 

To the fifth  Major tenth 
3:2  5:2 

To the fourth  Major ninth 
4:3  20:9 

To the major third  
Octave plus the minor 

semitone 
5:4  25:12 

To the minor third  Octave 
6:5  2:1 

To the major tone  Major seventh 
9:8  15.8 

To the minor tone  
Major seventh minus the 

comma 
10:9  50:27 

To the major semitone  
Minor seventh minus the 

comma 
16:15  16:9 

To the minor semitone  
Major sixth plus the minor 

semitone 
25:24  125:72 

 
Produces the: 

  



 1030 

[255.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 
 



 1031 

[255.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Minor sixth, 8:5,  
Added: 

 

To the minor sixth  
Octave plus the 
semidiatessaron 

8:5  64:25 
To the fifth  Minor tenth 

3:2  12:5 

To the fourth  
Octave plus the major 

semitone 
4:3  32:15 

To the major third  Octave 
5:4  2:1 

To the minor third  
Octave minus the minor 

semitone 
6:5  48:25 

To the major tone  Minor seventh 
9:8  9:5 

To the minor tone  
Minor seventh minus the 

comma 
10:9  16:9 

To the major semitone  
Major sixth plus the 
enharmonic diesis 

16:15  128:75 
To the minor semitone  Major sixth 

25:24  5:3 

 
Produces the: 

 



 1032 

[256.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1033 

[256.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Fifth, 3:2,  
Added: 

 
To the fifth  Major ninth 

3:2  9:4 
To the fourth  Octave 

4:3  2:1 
To the major third  Major seventh 

5:4  15:8 
To the minor third  Minor seventh 

6:5  9:5 

To the major tone  
Major sixth plus the 

comma 
9:8  27:16 

To the minor tone  Major sixth 
10:9  5:3 

To the major semitone  Minor sixth 
16:15  8:5 

To the minor semitone  
Fifth plus the minor 

semitone 
25:24  25:16 

 
Produces the: 

  



 1034 

[257.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 
 

R3 



 1035 

[257.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Fourth, 4:3,  
Added: 

 

To the fourth  
Minor seventh minus the 

comma 
4:3  16:9 

To the major third  Major sixth 
5:4  5:3 

To the minor third  Minor sixth 
6:5  8:5 

To the major tone  Fifth 
9:8  3:2 

To the minor tone  Fifth minus the comma 
10:9  40:27 

To the major semitone  Semidiapente 
16:15  64:45 

To the minor semitone  
Fourth plus the minor 

semitone 
25:24  25:18 

 
Produces the: 

 
R3



 1036 

[258.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1037 

[258.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Major third, 5:4,  
Added: 

 

To the major third  
Fifth plus the minor 

semitone 
5:4  25:16 

To the minor third  Fifth 
6:5  3:2 

To the major tone  Tritone 
9:8  45:32 

To the minor tone  
Fourth plus the minor 

semitone 
10:9  25:18 

To the major semitone  Fourth 
16:15  4:3 

To the minor semitone  
Fourth minus the 

enharmonic diesis 
25:24  125:96 

 
Produces the: 

 



 1038 

[259.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1039 

[259.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Minor third, 6:5,  
Added: 

 

To the minor third  
Fifth minus the minor 

semitone 
6:5  38:25 

To the major tone  Fourth plus the comma 
9:8  27:20 

To the minor tone  Fourth 
10:9  4:3 

To the major semitone  Semidiatessaron 
16:15  32:25 

To the minor semitone  Major third 
25:24  5:4 

 
Produces the: 

 



 1040 

[260.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 

 



 1041 

[260.] 
  
Fifth addendum. 
 

Major tone, 9:8,  
Added: 

 

To the major tone  
Major third plus the 

comma 
9:8  81:64 

To the minor tone  Major third 
10:9  5:4 

To the major semitone  Minor third 
16:15  6:5 

To the minor semitone  
Minor third minus the 

minor enharmonic diesis 
25:24  75:64 

 
Produces the: 

 



 1042 

[261.] 
 
Quintum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 1043 

[261.] 
 
Fifth addendum. 
 

Minor tone, 10:9,  
Added: 

 

To the minor tone  
Major tone minus the 

comma 
10:9  100:81 

To the major semitone  
Minor tone minus the 

comma 
16:15  32:27 

To the minor semitone  
Major tone plus 

approximately the minor 
diaschisma 

25:24  125:108 

 
Produces the: 

 
Major semitone, 16:15,  

Added: 

 

To the major semitone  
Minor tone plus the minor 

enharmonic diesis 
16:15  256:225 

To the minor semitone  Minor tone 
25:24  10:9 

 
Produces the: 

 
Minor semitone, 25:24,  

Added: 

 

To the minor semitone  
Minor tone minus the 

enharmonic diesis 
25:24  625:576 

 
Produces the: 

 



 1044 

[262.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1045 

[262.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
 

The subtraction of intervals. 
Subtracted from the octave, 2:1, 

 
Major seventh  Major semitone 

15:8  16:15 
Minor seventh  Minor tone 

9:5  10:9 
Major sixth  Minor third 

5:3  6:5 
Minor sixth  Major third 

8:5  5:4 
Fifth  Fourth 
3:2  4:3 

Fourth  Fifth 
4:3  3:2 

Major third  Minor sixth 
5:4  8:5 

Minor third  Major sixth 
6:5  5:3 

Major tone  
Minor seventh minus the 

comma 
9:8  16:9 

Minor tone  Minor seventh 
10:9  9:5 

Major semitone  Major seventh 
16:15  15:8 

Minor semitone  Semidiapason 
25:24  48:25 

 
Leaves the: 

 



 1046 

[263.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 
 



 1047 

[263.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
 

Subtracted from  
the major seventh, 15:8, 

 
Minor seventh  Minor semitone 

9:5  25:24 
Major sixth  Major tone 

5:3  9:8 

Minor sixth  
Major tone plus the minor 

semitone 
8:5  75:64 

Fifth  Major third 
3:2  5:4 

Fourth  Tritone 
4:3  45:32 

Major third  Fifth 
5:4  3:2 

Minor third  Augmented fifth 
6:5  25:16 

Major tone  Major sixth 
9:8  5:3 

Minor tone  
Major sixth plus the 

comma 
10:9  27:16 

Major semitone  
Major sixth plus the minor 
semitone and the comma 

16:15  225:128 
Minor semitone  Minor seventh 

25:24  9:5 

 
Leaves the: 



 1048 

[264.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1049 

[264.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
 

Subtracted from  
the minor seventh, 9:5, 

 

Major sixth  
Major semitone plus the 

comma 
5:3  27:25 

Minor sixth  Major tone 
8:5  9:8 

Fifth  Minor third 
3:2  6:5 

Fourth  Fourth plus the comma 
4:3  27:20 

Major third  
Fifth minus the minor 

semitone 
5:4  36:25 

Minor third  Fifth 
6:5  3:2 

Major tone  Minor sixth 
9:8  8:5 

Minor tone  
Minor sixth plus the 

comma 
10:9  81:50 

Major semitone  
Major sixth plus the 

comma 
16:15  27:16 

Minor semitone  
Major sixth plus the 

enharmonic diesis and the 
comma 

25:24  216:125 

 
Leaves the: 

 



 1050 

[265.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1051 

[265.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
 

Subtracted from  
the major sixth, 5:3, 

 
Minor sixth  Minor semitone 

8:5  25:24 
Fifth  Minor tone 
3:2  10:9 

Fourth  Major third 
4:3  5:4 

Major third  Fourth 
5:4  4:3 

Minor third  
Fourth plus the minor 

semitone 
6:5  25:18 

Major tone  Fifth minus the comma 
9:8  40:27 

Minor tone  Fifth 
10:9  3:2 

Major semitone  
Fifth plus the minor 

semitone 
16:15  25:16 

Minor semitone  Minor sixth 
25:24  8:5 

 
Leaves the: 

 



 1052 

[266.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1053 

[266.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
 

Subtracted from  
the minor sixth, 8:5, 

 
Fifth  Major semitone 
3:2  16:15 

Fourth  Minor third 
4:3  6:5 

Major third  Semidiatessaron 
5:4  32:25 

Minor third  Fourth 
6:5  4:3 

Major tone  Semidiapente 
9:8  64:45 

Minor tone  
Fifth minus the minor 

semitone 
10:9  36:25 

Major semitone  Fifth 
16:15  3:2 

Minor semitone  
Fourth plus the 

enharmonic diesis 
25:24  192:125 

 
Leaves the: 

 



 1054 

[267.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1055 

[267.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
 

Subtracted from  
the fifth, 3:2, 

 
Fourth  Major tone 

4:3  9:8 
Major third  Minor third 

5:4  6:5 
Minor third  Major third 

6:5  5:4 
Major tone  Fourth 

9:8  4:3 
Minor tone  Fourth plus the comma 

10:9  27:20 
Major semitone  Tritone 

16:15  45:32 

Minor semitone  
Fifth minus the minor 

semitone 
25:24  36:25 

 
Leaves the: 

 



 1056 

[268.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 



 1057 

[268.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
  

Subtracted from  
the fourth, 4:3, 

 
Major third  Major semitone 

5:4  16:15 
Minor third  Minor tone 

6:5  10:9 

Major tone  
Minor third minus the 

comma 
9:8  32:27 

Minor tone  Minor third 
10:9  6:5 

Major semitone  Major third 
16:15  5:4 

Minor semitone  Semidiatessaron 
25:24  32:25 

 
Leaves the: 



 1058 

[269.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 
 

S 



 1059 

[269.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
 

Subtracted from  
the major third, 5:4, 

 
Minor third  Minor semitone 

6:5  25:24 
Major tone  Minor tone 

9:8  10:9 
Minor tone  Major tone 

10:9  9:8 

Major semitone  
Minor third minus the 

enharmonic diesis 
16:15  75:64 

Minor semitone  Minor third 
25:24  6:5 

 
Leaves the: 

 
S



 1060 

[270.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1061 

[270.] 
  
Sixth addendum. 
 

Subtracted from  
the minor third, 6:5, 

 
Major tone  Major semitone 

9:8  16:15 

Minor tone  
Major semitone plus the 

comma 
10:9  27:25 

Major semitone  Major tone 
16:15  9:8 

Minor semitone  
Major tone plus the 
enharmonic diesis 

25:24  144:125 

 
Leaves the: 

 



 1062 

[271.] 
 
Sextum ἐπίµετρον. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

S2 



 1063 

[271.] 
 
Sixth addendum. 
 

Subtracted from  
the major tone, 9:8, 

 
Minor tone  Comma 

10:9  81:80 

Major semitone  
Minor semitone plus the 

comma 
16:15  135:128 

Minor semitone  
Major semitone plus the 

comma 
25:24  27:25 

 
Leaves the: 

 
Subtracted from  

the minor tone, 10:9, 

 
Major semitone  Minor semitone 

16:15  25:24 
Minor semitone  Major semitone 

25:24  16:15 

 
Leaves the: 

 
Subtracted from  

the major semitone, 16:15, 

 
Minor semitone  Minor enharmonic diesis 

25:24  128:125 

 
Leaves the: 

 
S2 



 1064 

[272.] 
 
Septimum ὲπίµετρον. 
 

 



 1065 

[272.] 
  
Seventh addendum. 
 

Intervals 
Which correspond either to the consonances or to the 

dissonances. 
Twenty-second Triple octave 
Twenty-First Seventh 
Twentieth Sixth 
Nineteenth Fifth 
Eighteenth Fourth 
Seventeenth Third 
Sixteenth Second 
Fifteenth Double octave plus 
Fourteenth Seventh 
Thirteenth Sixth 
Twelfth Fifth 
Eleventh Fourth 
Tenth Third 
Ninth Second 
Octave Octave plus 
Seventh Seventh 
Sixth Sixth 
Fifth Fifth 
Fourth Fourth 
Third Third 
Second Second 
First Unison 

 



 1066 

[273.] 
 
Septimum ὲπίµετρον. 
 

 
 

S3 



 1067 

[273.] 
  
Seventh addendum. 
 

Forty-third Sextuple octave 
Forty-second Seventh 
Forty-first Sixth 
Fortieth Fifth 
Thirty-ninth Fourth 
Thirty-eighth Third 
Thirty-seventh Second 
Thirty-sixth Quintuple octave plus 
Thirty-fifth Seventh  
Thirty-fourth Sixth 
Thirty-third Fifth 
Thirty-second Fourth 
Thirty-first Third 
Thirtieth Second 
Twenty-ninth Quadruple octave plus 
Twenty-eighth Seventh 
Twenty-seventh Sixth 
Twenty-sixth Fifth 
Twenty-fifth Fourth 
Twenty-fourth Third 
Twenty-third Second 
Twenty-second Triple octave plus 

 
S3



 1068 

[274.] 
 
Septimum ὲπίµετρον. 
 

 
 
Jesu, qui α et ω, 

Sit laus et gloria. 



 1069 

[274.] 
 
Seventh addendum.  
 

Fifty-seventh Octuple octave 
Fifty-sixth Seventh 
Fifty-fifth Sixth 
Fifty-fourth Fifth 
Fifty-third Fourth 
Fifty-second Third 
Fifty-first Second 
Fiftieth Septuple octave plus 
Forty-ninth Seventh 
Forty-eighth Sixth 
Forty-seventh Fifth 
Forty-sixth Fourth 
Forty-fifth Third 
Forty-fourth Second 
Forty-third Sextuple octave plus 

 
 
To Jesus, who is the Alpha and Omega, 

Be all praise and glory. 



 1070 

7.2 Remarks 

Several issues that arise in the first edition of Pleiades musicae remain present in 

the revision. Baryphonus and Grimm deal with both Pythagorean and just systems, as 

well as both diatonic and syntonic scales, throughout the document. This leads to much 

of the same confusion over which interval (and proportion) is being used at certain 

points in the text, especially with regard to the major third, ditone, minor third, and 

semiditone. Additionally, the inconsistent treatment of the fourth as a consonance, the 

strict rules prohibiting students from writing counterpoint with consecutive imperfect 

consonances of the same genus, from writing parallel fourths, and from using certain 

other types of motion, persist in edition from 1630. Because the fundamental nature of 

these passages is essentially unaltered, see Chapter 6.2 for discussion of these issues 

in the first edition, which is also applicable to the second edition. 

The second edition, however, does raise several new points of interest. 

Aristotelian and Neoplatonic aspects present in the first edition are intensified in the 

second edition with respect to both rhetoric and functionality, and the influence 

Neoplatonism is more apparent in the second edition than it is in the first. Pleias 

secunda is expanded from two pages in the 1615 version to thirty-two pages in the 1630 

form. Additionally, Pleias sexta contains four new sections at the beginning that offer a 

theory of the harmonic triad and an approach for its use in composition. Each of these 

matters is explored in brief here, and the issues of philosophical influence and triadic 

theory are covered extensively in Chapter 3. 

With respect to variation in the body of the text, Pleias secunda and Pleias sexta 

differ the most significantly between editions. Pleias secunda gives the numbers that are 

suitable for forming the proportions of musical intervals. The first edition simply states 
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that these proportions are formed from various combinations and multiplications of the 

seven numbers of the octonarius (1:2:3:4:5:6:8). The second edition goes further, listing 

every possible combination of numbers in primary, secondary, and tertiary classes. The 

resulting list of over forty pages of proportions also includes duplicates that can be 

simplified by radication (i.e., 2:4 reduces to 1:2). Even though the format and content of 

the chapter is significantly expanded in the second edition, the updated text yields little 

music-theoretical benefit over the first edition other than making explicit that which was 

merely summarized in the earlier version. 

Conversely, the additions to Pleias sexta are of great musical significance. With 

the inclusion of four new sections on the harmonic triad at the beginning of the chapter,  

second edition reflects the theoretical advancements of Johannes Lippius’s (1585-1612) 

Disputatio musica tertia (1610) and Synopsis musicae novae (1612). In these sections, 

Baryphonus and Grimm define the triad, explicate its construction, outline its use in 

music, and provide a model for teaching students to compose using a triadic approach. 

Lippius’s influence is clearly present; however, Baryphonus and Grimm make no 

reference to Lippius or indeed to any earlier theorists who laid the foundations for 

Lippius’s work. This is perhaps the result Baryphonus and Grimm’s disagreement with 

Lippius on the relationship between the established practice of counterpoint, and the 

emerging field of triadic theory: Lippius considers the triad to be of primary importance, 

while Baryphonus and Grimm incorporate the triad in such a way that counterpoint is still 

the dominant force. For discussion of the presentation of triadic theory in the second 

edition of Pleiades musicae, the theoretical predecessors from the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, and the differences between Lippius’s method and Baryphonus 

and Grimm’s approach, see Chapter 3.4. 
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APPENDIX 

USERS’ AGREEMENT FOR THE DIGITAL HOLDINGS  
OF THE STAATSBIBLIOTHEK ZU BERLIN 

 

Die digitalisierten Bestände der Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin stehen allen Interessierten 

weltweit kostenlos zur nichtkommerziellen Nutzung zur Verfügung. Bei Nachnutzung der 

Digitalisate ist die Staatsbibliothek als besitzende Institution in der Form 

Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin zu nennen und der Permanente Link zum Digitalisat 

anzugeben.1 

 

The digitalized holdings of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin are available to all interested 

parties worldwide free of charge for non-commercial use. When using a digitized item, 

the Staatsbibliothek, as the holding institution, is to be named in the form 

“Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin,” and the permalink for the digitized item is to be given.2

                                                
1 The full text of the agreement is available on the library’s website: http://resolver.staats 

bibliothek-berlin.de/SBB000144FB00000001 
2 The translation is the author’s. 
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